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FOREWORD

The Twelfth Internationa] Atomic Energy Agency Conference on Plasma
Physics and Controlled Nuclear Fusion Research was characterized by a multitude
of excellent scientific results on virtually all aspects of controlled fusion and fusion
technology. Taken together, these results lay a solid foundation for continued
progress and future steps.

The conference was organized by the IAEA in co-operation with the French
Commissariat a l'energie atomique and the Centre d'etudes nucleaires de Cadarache,
to whom the IAEA wishes to express its gratitude. The conference was attended by
over five hundred participants and some eighty observers from 35 countries and two
international organizations.

At the technical sessions, which included seven poster sessions, more than two
hundred papers were presented. Contributions were made on magnetic and inertial
confinement systems, fusion technology, magnetic confinement theory and model-
ling, alternative confinement approaches and next step concepts (ITER, NET, CIT,
etc.). The traditional Artsimovich Memorial Lecture was given at the beginning of
the conference.

These proceedings, which include all the technical papers and five conference
summaries, are published in English as a supplement to the IAEA journal Nuclear
Fusion.

The IAEA is contributing to international collaboration and exchange of infor-
mation in the field of nuclear fusion by organizing these biennial conferences and by
holding workshops, technical committee meetings, consultants meetings, etc., on
appropriate topics. Through these activities the IAEA hopes to contribute signifi-
cantly to the attainment of controlled fusion power as one of the world's future energy
resources.



EDITORIAL NOTE

The Proceedings have been edited by the editorial staff of the IAEA to the extent considered neces-
sary for the reader's assistance. The views expressed remain, however, the responsibility of the named
authors or participants. In addition, the views are not necessarily :hose of the governments of the
nominating Member States or of the nominating organizations.

Although great care has been taken to maintain the accuracy of information contained in this pub-
lication, neither the IAEA nor its Member States assume any responsibility for consequences which may
arise from its use.

The use of particular designations of countries or territories does not imply any judgement by the
publisher, the IAEA, as to the legal status of such countries or territories, of their authorities and institu-
tions or of the delimitation of their boundaries.

The mention of names of specific companies or products (whether or not indicated as registered)
does not imply any intention to infringe proprietary rights, nor should it be construed as an endorsement
or recommendation on the part of the IAEA.

The authors are responsible for having obtained the necessary permission for the IAEA to
reproduce, translate or use material from sources already protected by copyrights-

Material prepared by authors who are in contractual relation with governments is copyrighted
by the IAEA, as publisher, only to the extent permitted by the appropriate national regulations.
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ARTSIMOVICH MEMORIAL LECTURE

C. MAISONNIER
Director of the Fusion Programme,
Commission of the European Communities,
Brussels

Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen,

The memory of Lev Andreevich Artsimovich certainly does not need to be kept
alive by the lecture that I have the honour to deliver today. Indeed, Artsimovich's
name is clearly engraved on two cornerstones of controlled thermonuclear fusion
research: the tokamak, so far the most successful magnetic confinement concept, and
international co-operation.

What better monument to his memory could be thought of than ITER, the inter-
national thermonuclear experimental tokamak reactor? Since April 1988, ITER con-
ceptual design activities have been bound together under the auspices of the
International Atomic Energy Agency as the work of four equal partners: the United
States of America, the Soviet Union, Japan and the European Community, the latter
including in its contribution Sweden and Switzerland and now Canada.

The ITER quadripartite initiative has become a reality not only because of sup-
port at the highest political level but also because of the proven ability of fusion scien-
tists to work together concretely on complex tasks, which has been progressively and
successfully developed through a variety of schemes: from the setting up of an
integrated European Fusion Programme (the masterpiece of my predecessor,
Professor Palumbo) which made possible a large joint undertaking such as JET, to
bilateral agreements between nations or groups of nations, to multilateral implement-
ing agreements in the framework of the International Energy Agency (to quote only
one, let me mention the agreement on the large tokamaks which has established
strong links between TFTR, JET and JT-60), and through the INTOR Workshop.

The Artsimovich Memorial Lectures are a most appropriate occasion for the
fusion community worldwide to think over its work in a broad perspective.

Why fusion?

The world fusion effort evolves in an evolving world. The population on earth,
now five billion, was about three billion when fusion research was first declassified
and will be eight billion or more when fusion could start contributing substantial
energy. What the world energy requirement will be then is hard to guess given the
extremely uneven global distribution of primary energy consumption levels over the
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various economies. Depending on the degree and rate of levelling out of this distribu-
tion as well as on the extent of success in enhancing the efficiency of energy end use
worldwide, the total energy needs could increase enormously.

Whatever the quantity of energy which will be necessary, there will more and
more be the requirement of quality: energy must be produced in a manner that is not
only economically but also environmentally acceptable, even if what is and will be
environmentally acceptable is a moving target difficult to define. Every source of
energy has its own economic, health and environmental costs and risks. Reliance on
fossil fuels, apart from problems linked with global or local availability, carries the
risk of global warming (the greenhouse effect) and acidification, which is perceived
with increasing acuteness both in public opinion and at governmental level. A possi-
ble large scale use of the renewable energy sources (sunlight, biomass, etc.) depends
on local conditions and seems to be confronted with high costs and substantial
environmental consequences. Nuclear power from fission reactors is facing three
main concerns: safety and accidental radioactive releases, waste disposal and non-
proliferation. The degree of concern in these three areas will most probably be lower
in the case of nuclear power from future fusion reactors, for which, however, it is
too early to tell whether eventually they will be economically competitive.

As to the question "When will the first fusion power plant be built?", Academi-
cian Velikhov reported that Artsimovich once gave the sibylline but probably sound
reply: "When there is great need for it." Against the background of recent
experiences, the need for the development of a diversity of widely accessible long
term energy sources which show promise of being not only technologically feasible
but also acceptable from the economic, safety, environmental and non-proliferation
points of view is being perceived more and more acutely. It can be objectively
argued, I think, that fusion has the potential of becoming one of these sources.

The technological problems associated with deuterium-tritium fusion reactors,,
which will have to breed their own fuel (tritium) in a lithium blanket surrounding the
reacting plasma, have gradually been revealed by the many conceptual reactor
designs produced within the world fusion community over more than a decade. These
studies have also evidenced that the achievement of the potential environmental and
safety advantages of fusion will not materialize automatically but will depend to a
large measure on designs specifically tailored to this end, in which the use of low
activation materials could play an important role. The studies have also shown how
economic competitiveness will depend on attaining plasma and engineering perfor-
mances such as high beta, high wall loading and ease of maintenance — performances
which are not yet assured.

However, there are fundamental reasons why future fusion reactors have the
potential to reach a high degree of passive safety and to have only a moderate impact
on the environment:

— The reacting chamber of a fusion plant will contain only that quantity of fuel
which is required for immediate use (a few seconds). The energy content of the
fuel will therefore be very small and the amount of energy which will be sus-
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ceptible to fast release in a fusion reactor in case of accident can in principle
be reduced to very low levels by adequate design, as it is not linked with the
fundamental process of energy production but only with auxiliary systems.

— The radioactivity in a DT fusion plant arises only from the intermediate tritium
fuel and from the interaction between neutrons and the structural materials of
the plant; the reaction products themselves are not radioactive. The develop-
ment of an environmentally benign DT fusion reactor is, therefore, a question
of engineering aimed at maintaining a low tritium inventory and, together with
materials development, at keeping the activation of structural materials to a low
level; it has no basic limit due to the fundamental process of energy production
itself. Moreover, one could even conceive of using, in a later stage, instead of
the DT reaction, reactions such as deuterium-helium 3 (D-3He) which, at the
cost of more demanding plasma parameters, would have the potential for
removing most of the environmental concerns. The availability of 3He, once
considered an insuperable problem, might find solutions in the distant future.

These potential advantages of future fusion reactors, together with the abun-
dance and wide availability of the primary fuel (lithium), should, if properly under-
stood, be of substantial weight in determining the public attitude towards fusion.

Past achievements

Let me now briefly consider our past achievements. Fusion research has only
recently emerged from the intimacy of the laboratories into highly visible Big Science
public programmes and is still mostly in a scientific stage of development, although
a growing fraction of the R&D effort is being devoted to fusion technology.

Successive generations of tokamaks continue to occupy the forefront of mag-
netic fusion research, thus contributing most of the papers at these conferences; new
devices of this kind are still under construction. Wisely, however, the major fusion
programmes have maintained the necessary breadth in the toroidal confinement
approach by experimenting with alternative configurations — stellarators, reversed
field pinches and others — which are complementary to the tokamaks and could
potentially have intrinsic advantages over them for the ultimate reactor. And then
there is the inertial approach to controlled fusion, which is also making good
progress, as will be reported at this conference, but which belongs to a slightly differ-
ent world, traditionally not covered by the Artsimovich Memorial Lectures.

The most impressive result so far in controlled thermonuclear fusion research
has been obtained with tokamaks. The value of the product of central ion tempera-
ture, central ion density and global energy confinement time, which is the best figure
of merit on the way to the reactor, has increased by almost four orders of magnitude
during the past twenty years. It is now only a factor of four away from breakeven
and slightly more than an order of magnitude away from ignition, which is our longed
for milestone marking the achievement of the proof of the scientific feasibility of
fusion power.
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The principal key to such progress has been the increase in gross machine
parameters, and it is the relative simplicity of the tokamak concept which has allowed
us to build the large devices we have today. An example of the virtue of size, and
of course I do not mean only geometrical size, is given by JET, which is the largest
tokamak in the world and which is, I think, second to none in scientific output.

Progress has also been made using smaller devices. For instance, substantial
insight into the complexity of cross-field diffusion in reactor relevant plasmas was
brought about by the discovery of the H-mode in ASDEX with a divertor magnetic
separatrix, pointing to the strong influence of edge localized phenomena on global
confinement. Enhanced confinement regimes have also been achieved, with intense
neutral beam heating and pellet injection, on tokamaks without divertors. But I cannot
resist quoting the slightly provocative statement of Dr. Furth that' 'in this context of
programmatic success, it is sobering to reflect that identification of the specific physi-
cal phenomena responsible for anomalous transport in toroidal configurations has not
progressed decisively since 1956."

Other reactor relevant critical physics issues are under intense investigation
both in theory and in experiments; they concern limits to stable tokamak operation
such as the elongation dependent plasma beta limit, the density limit and the control
of disruptions, and also the so-called innovative ideas, such as current drive (demon-
strated at the megampere scale in JT-60) and various impurity control schemes.

The last untouched physics problem, alpha particle heating, should become
accessible to experimentation about three years from now, when TFTR, JET and TSP
(which is the new name of T-14) will enter into their phase of tritium operation.

So we can say that, while mysteries still remain in some or most of these issues,
the conclusion of the scientific phase of fusion is now in sight. It is therefore timely
to plan for the Next Step device on the road towards a prototype reactor, a Next Step
which should complete the demonstration of the scientific feasibility of fusion and
confront the problems linked with its technological feasibility.

The Next Step

The pace of the major fusion programmes, as they are geared at present, is such
that in some three years from now we will, we hope, have a sufficient scientific and
technical basis to propose to our authorities the launching of the detailed design of
one or more of the various possible incarnations of a Next Step device, national or
international, with a view to its construction.

Next Step devices are at present in the predesign phase both within the large
fusion programmes (for example NET in the European Community, which is the one
I am most familiar with) and in the quadripartite venture, ITER. ITER, whose defini-
tion phase will be formally concluded in November 1988, is conceived as a tokamak
device which, to quote from its terms of reference, "will provide the database in
physics and technology necessary for the design and construction of a demonstration
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fusion power plant." It is estimated that three decades of R&D will be required
before such a demonstration reactor can become operational.

With the Next Step, we should not only develop, test and demonstrate technolo-
gies applicable to future fusion reactors but also define safety standards for these
reactors. And it will be only with the Next Step that we will establish a sufficient basis
to evaluate with some certainty the overall potential of fusion as an energy source.

As in the case of any major decision on high technology, the decision to embark
on the detailed design of the Next Step will have a strong political component. By
that time, the fusion community will have to be able to make a good case on three
different grounds:

— Firstly, we should have a sound scientific and technical basis. Work in progress
makes us reasonably confident about this point. I am sure that at this conference
we will have a good opportunity to confirm this confidence not only on the basis
of outstanding scientific results but also on the technological side, thanks, for
instance, to the appearance of the first large superconducting tokamaks: Tore
Supra, which is now in operation, and T-15, which is in the final stage of
construction.

— Secondly, we should be able to present convincing safety, environmental and,
as far as possible, economic arguments in favour of fusion. So, already now,
long before the characteristics of a practical reactor are known in any detail, it
is essentiaj, even if very challenging, to undertake a systematic and continuous
assessment of fusion's potential to achieve attractive combinations of environ-
mental, safety and economic characteristics. International collaboration should
be used to its maximum extent to make progress in these fields, where it could
be particularly helpful. Indeed, first steps are already being taken in this direc-
tion in the framework of the International Energy Agency.

— Thirdly, we should have concrete plans on how the major fusion programmes
could take full advantage of a wide international co-operation, co-operation
which could lead to a single device or to the joint planning of Next Step activi-
ties. Indeed, international co-operation will become more and more a necessity
if we want to make the most efficient use of the resources of the world fusion
community. These include, as a particularly precious element, a highly quali-
fied staff, whose dedication will be a necessary condition for the success of the
Next Step but whose full utilization requires that the Next Step be undertaken
as soon as technically feasible.

Now, at the end of my talk, I would like to stress that international co-operation,
even if extrapolated to an unprecedented level, cannot substitute for strong 'domestic'
programmes. The four large fusion programmes of the world are at present working
together in the ITER conceptual design activities to provide, by the end of 1990, a
design which will then be available for all ITER Parties to use, either in their own
national programme or as part of a larger international co-operative programme.
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Some of the ITER Parties also have national plans to embark, at about the same time,
on the detailed design of a similar Next Step. I will not attempt to make any prediction
on the framework in which the Next Step(s) will eventually be built. What is clear
to me is that we will have to work hard, keeping open all options, to prepare the
ground for a decision to start the realization of the Next Step(s) early in the 1990s.
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FIRST EXPERIMENTS IN TORE SUPRA

EQUIPE TORE SUPRA
(Presented by R. Aymar)

CEA, Centre d'etudes nucleaires de Cadarache,
Departement de recherche sur la fusion controlee,
Association Euratom-CEA sur la fusion,
Saint-Paul-lez-Durance,
France

Abstract

FIRST EXPERIMENTS IN TORE SUPRA.
First plasma experiments in the large superconducting tokamak Tore Supra (R = 2.37 m;

a = 0.8 m) are presented. During the first months of operation (April to July 1988) helium plasmas
with nc = 2.5 x 1019 m"\ Ip = 700 kA and BT = 2 T were routinely obtained, the first wall being
baked (210°C) and carbonized.

1. INTRODUCTION

Tore Supra is a tokamak equipped with superconducting toroidal field coils. Its
design parameters are listed in Table I. The project phase started in January 1977,
and the decision for construction was taken in October 1981. The first plasma was
obtained at the beginning of April 1988.

Tore Supra's main objectives are oriented towards both technology and physics
issues in hot, dense, quasi-steady-state plasmas. In particular, it is intended

(a) to build and to operate a superconducting magnet large enough to be relevant
to a tokamak reactor;

(b) to integrate a large cryogenic system into the real environment of a tokamak;
(c) to inject and to remove, at quasi-steady state, the tens of megawatts needed to

heat the plasma;
(d) to control the plasma density and plasma-wall interaction by active methods,

i.e. pellet injectors, pump Hmiters and ergodic divertors;
(e) to drive the plasma current by propagating waves, starting with lower hybrid

waves.

Besides the superconducting toroidal field coils (Nb-Ti superconductor cooled
by pressurized superfluid helium at 1.8 K) [1], another special feature of Tore
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TABLE I. TORE SUPRA DESIGN PARAMETERS

Plasma major radius, Rg (m)

Plasma minor radius, a (m)

Toroidal magnetic field, BT (T)

Plasma current, Ip (MA)

Discharge duration (s)

Flux swing, Fo (Wb)

2.37

0.8

4.5

1.7

30

21

magnetic circuit

toroidal _
field coils

viewing,
ports

outer _
vessel

inner
vessel

80K
thermal shields.

0 0.5 1m

FIG. I. Tore Supra meridian cross-section.
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Supra is the first wall design consisting of (all elements being water cooled;
Twater = 150-230°C, p < 3.6 MPa):

(a) a low field side first wall (72 water cooled stainless steel panels covering
60 m2);

(b) a high field side first wall, which is, in fact, a complete bumper limiter (150°
poloidal extension covered by 12 m2 of brazed isotropic graphite tiles);

(c) three isotropic graphite modular limiters (at present being replaced by a set of
actively cooled pump limiters);

(d) six ergodic divertor modules protected by graphite tiles.

Figure 1 shows a meridian cross-section through the observation port region.

2. MACHINE OPERATION

2.1. Toroidal magnet operation

In addition to the usual plasma vacuum vessel, a superconducting tokamak
needs a second, outer, vacuum vessel enclosing the superconducting coils and radia-
tion shields. Figure 2 shows the arrangement of the various nested structures, their
material and their temperature. A very important requirement for magnet system
operation is that the pressure in the cryogenic vacuum vessel should remain well
below 10"3 Pa, in order to avoid excessive thermal exchange between the coils and
their surroundings.

material

limiter.

brazed C first wall
or SS

inner
5 S vacuum
4 vessel

(silver plated)
• . radiation

S S shield "

radiation
SS shield

(silver polishedj

,. - r vacuum
S S vessel

plasma

lor ior lor )oi

temperature pressure

plasma
5 0 0 K vessel
(water) m u u m

500K

80 K
(He)

supra conductor 1.8K cryogenic
(super-fluid He) vacuum

coil casing 4K
(liquid He)

K8

WI \ I \ I \ I \7\7I 300 K atmosphere

FIG. 2. Schematic cut view of Tore Supra components, from the plasma to the outer vacuum vessel.
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values

additions
term

to term

9 voltage
values
for 9
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9
derived
values
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grammed

values

FIG. 3. Scheme of real lime feedback loop computer.

Magnet cooling from room temperature to:

• 80 K for the radiation shield,
• 4.5 K for the coil casing, and
• 1.8 K for the Nb-Ti winding

requires two weeks. It is worth noting that this has been achieved while baking the
plasma vacuum vessel at 210°C.

Once cooled down, the magnet system is within ten minutes energized to its
working value before each experimental session.

2.2. Poloidal field control

The nine poloidal field coils are connected in parallel to the main power supply.
The coil voltage differences necessary to adjust to the desired magnetic flux configu-
ration are set by eight additional power supplies in series with eight out of nine coils.
The plasma boundary and current are controlled through a digital feedback loop
(based on the isoflux method) acting consistently on the nine power supplies of the
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poloidal field system [2]. The shape is defined by a matrix converting the magnetic
field measurements at the first wall into flux values at eight points of the desired
plasma surface. The control loop equalizes these eight fluxes. The plasma boundary
is modified by changing the matrix coefficients. The operation of the real time poloi-
dal feedback loop is schematically shown in Fig. 3. The loop cycle time is 1 ms.

2.3. First wall conditioning

As in all tokamaks, conditioning of the plasma vessel is a prerequisite for
obtaining good plasmas; we have, therefore, tried to reach the following goals [3]:

(a) desorption of water vapour and hydrocarbons by permanently baking the vessel
at 210°C;

(b) creation of an adequate metal surface (in particular, oxide free metal), on which
a carbonization layer could be deposited.

VESSEL
TEMPERATURE —

1 2 3 t 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18

time (day)

FIG. 4. Time evolution of various partial pressures during first wall conditioning.
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Initial baking allowed approximately 3 X 1024 H2O and 3 x 1023 hydrocarbon
molecules to be removed, thus lowering the water pressure in the plasma vacuum ves-
sel by a factor of 100, as is shown in Fig. 4, which describes the evolution of the
different pressures in the plasma vessel during baking (average vessel temperatures).
Subsequently, 3 A-h-m"2 of hydrogen glow discharges (p = 2.5 X 10"' Pa,
I = 20-100 mA-m 2) decreased the CO and hydrocarbon production by a factor of
20. This is estimated to correspond to the average removal of sixty monolayers from
the torus surface.

The plasma vessel was then carbonized by means of a 0.5 A-h-m"2 glow dis-
charge in H2 + 15% CH4, followed by He + 20% CH4, depositing about 1000
monolayers. The process ended with He glow discharges, in order to decrease the
hydrogen content of the carbonization layer. This was easily achieved within a few
hours (the hydrogen desorption decay time being approximately two hours). This
procedure has allowed a strong reduction of the hydrogen content of helium dis-
charges, decreasing the neutral hydrogen to helium ratio (measured after a non-
disruptive plasma) from 1 to less than 0.1.

Thus from the first discharge in Tore Supra, the plasma-wall interaction con-
sists mainly of plasma carbon interaction preventing any metal redeposition.

2.4. Diagnostics

The diagnostics systems available during the first experimental period, as well
as those installed during the summer shutdown, are summarized in Table II.

3. OPERATIONAL REGIME

3.1. Plasma parameters

During the first three months of operation, all experiments were performed with
helium gas and a reduced magnetic field of 2 T. Three movable graphite limiters
were installed at the top, bottom and low field sides of the vacuum vessel, allowing
an 80 cm minor radius plasma to be accommodated. However, in these experiments
the plasma was not in direct contact with the limiters since the discharges were lean-
ing on the internal carbon wall, with their minor radius limited to 65 or 70 cm.

After the initial discharge, the plasma current was rapidly increased above
500 kA (Fig. 5). The maximum current obtained during this first experimental
period was 740 kA (qcyl = 2.6; q̂  = 3), with line averaged densities routinely up
to 2.5 x 1019 m"3, none of these values being limited by disruptions. The plasma
voltage was in the range 0.7 to 1 V. The flux consumption needed to reach the cur-
rent plateau followed an empirical law: $ (Wb) = $p + 4Ip (MA), with
0.5 Wb < $ < 1.5 Wb (Fig. 6). Shot to shot variations in $p are attributed to
different stray field configurations at breakdown.
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FIG. 5. Tore Supra first Ohmic discharges.
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FIG. 6. Flux consumption needed to reach the current plateau as a Junction of this current.

Figures 7 and 8 show the results of experiments in which the abrupt variations
of the plasma radius were programmed through the poloidal field control system
(with the discharge always leaning on the internal wall). Line a in Fig. 8 shows the
line integrated electron density of the reference 70 cm radius discharge. Figure 7 and
line b in Fig. 8 refer to a 5 cm compression (to a 65 cm radius), whereas in line c
in Fig. 8 a 65 cm radius plasma was expanded to 70 cm. The helium filling pressure
of these three discharges was identical (5.6 x 10"3 Pa). The plasma column settles
into its new position within 30 ms. Figure 8 shows that, at a given current value, the
line integrated electron density value is inversely proportional to the plasma radius,
an indication that the total number of particles in the discharge does not change when
the plasma radius is varied (the recycling coefficient for helium is close to one).
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FIG. 7. Basic parameters for a shot (No. 569) characterized by a compression (70 to 65 cm radius)
at the beginning of the current plateau.
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In no plasma under normal conditions (without disruptions) were any metallic
impurities detected by spectroscopic diagnostics, all spectral lines being due to hydro-
gen, helium, carbon and oxygen. An indirect calibration of the grazing incidence
VUV spectrometer (based on the intensity of the helium lines) has allowed the carbon
content to be evaluated at approximately 1% of the electron density, oxygen being
somewhat less abundant. A Zeff value of approximately 2.5 has thus been deduced,
in agreement with the value calculated from preliminary visible bremsstrahlung
measurements. Moreover, it should be pointed out that the intensity of light impurity
spectral lines did not increase during the current plateau, in agreement with the
approximate constancy of the loop voltage.

The plasmas were simulated by using the flux contour IDENTC code [4] and
the one-dimensional plasma transport M AKOKOT code [5]. Because of the limited
number of available diagnostics (and, in particular, of space resolved measurements),
many parameters had to be adjusted by using currently accepted Ohmic scaling laws.
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However, reasonable agreement, particularly with the Michelson relative electron
temperature profile (Fig. 9), has been obtained for the following set of plasma
characteristics: Ip = 590 kA, POhm = 450 kW, Zeff = 2.5, ne = 1.9 X 1019 m"3,
q(0) = 0.8, TE = 0.125 s, Te(0) = 1 . 6 keV. The impurity transport code [6], using
plasma parameters and the evaluated light impurity content, shows the radiation
losses to lie between 50 and 60 kW (depending on the assumed value of the transport
coefficients).

3.2. Runaway electrons (RE)

Figure 10 shows the time evolution of the photoneutron signal due to runaway
electrons lost in the limiter. The first neutrons are detected 50 ms after plasma break-
down, their flux then increasing during ~0.5 s, with a few short spikes related to
the crossing of integer q surfaces at the plasma edge. Afterwards, the signal decreases
with a time constant of 1 to 2 s. The total neutron emission per shot ranges between
109 and 10", corresponding to a maximum RE current of -0 .05% of the total
current.

5 -

0 -

FIG. 11. Time evolution of photoneutron flux and plasma current in terms of energy limit of confined

runaways, at the end of a short discharge.
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Runaway electrons are probably created during the first milliseconds of the dis-
charge; in fact, when the spikes on the neutron flux trace are large, all RE are lost
with them, and no more neutrons are observed afterwards. They are subsequently
accelerated by the induced electric field at a rate of 20 MeV-Wb"1. The top curve
in Fig. 10 is the time integrated loop voltage after the initial 20 V peak, expressed
as energy on an MeV scale. Because of the long discharge duration, RE could have
reached the energy limit associated with the synchrotron radiation limit (i.e.
68 MeV). Figure 10 shows that most photoneutrons are produced by electrons with
an energy range between about 40 MeV and the synchrotron limit of 68 MeV.
However, two independent observations suggest that the RE are lost with a somewhat
lower energy:

(a) Figure 11 shows the end of a short plasma discharge; the plasma current has
been plotted on an MeV scale (4 kA-MeV"') to point out the energy limit
associated with the drift orbit confinement of the RE remaining in the discharge.
The time evolution of the neutron flux in Fig. 11 suggests an RE energy
between 15 and 40 MeV (on the assumption that during the current decrease,
the loop voltage being roughly zero, the RE energy remains constant).

(b) A strong activation spot, occurring near the outer limiter, has been studied in
particular. The RE stopped in this carbon limiter are a source of hard X-rays
which undergo photonuclear reactions in the stainless steel vessel, thus
producing many radioisotopes. A few 7Be nuclei, produced in carbon via a
26.3 MeV threshold reaction, show that some electrons have reached energies
as high as —30 MeV. However, an RE distribution with a mean energy of
25 MeV and a full width of less than 30 MeV must be assumed to explain the
relative values of 54Mn, 5lCr, 56Co and 48V.

A reason for this discrepancy of the RE energy value might be a scattering
process modifying the RE pitch angle 6 [<0>2 = (80)2 is necessary], thus producing
a drag effect due to enhanced synchrotron radiation which counteracts the energy
gain due to the loop voltage.

4. FUTURE EXPERIMENTS

To implement the experimental programme outlined in the introduction, the
following systems are being developed and will be installed in the near future:

Additional heating

Three neutral injectors, using a new conceptual design (electrostatic deflection
and energy recovery of unneutralized ions), will deliver 11 MW of 100 kV neutral
deuterium particles. Three ICRH antennas (using the resonant double loop concept
developed in co-operation with the Oak Ridge National Laboratory, USA (ORNL),
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will make it possible to investigate several heating modes in the frequency range of
35 to 80 MHz at the 12 MW power level. 8 MW harmonic heating of hydrogen at
120 MHz will also be possible.

Current drive

Two 'multijunction grills' will couple lower hybrid waves at 3.7 GHz through
256 waveguides. The launching parallel index can be adjusted in the range of 1.2 to
2.3, the power delivered by sixteen klystrons being 8 MW.

Fuelling, particle and energy exhaust

A multipellet injector (developed by ORNL) will have the capability of injecting
deuterium pellets at 1.2 km-s"1. Seven pump limiters (one on the outside, using
pyrolitic graphite, and five at the bottom, using isotropic graphite), with actively
cooled heads will control up to 8% of the recycling flux and extract half of the total
injected power.

An ergodic divertor will be used to create magnetic perturbations with poloidal
and toroidal wavenumbers 24 and 6, respectively. It consists of six equally spaced
modules. The ergodic layer (5 to 10 cm thick) should produce a dense, low tempera-
ture plasma at the wall, providing several benefits (decreased sputtering and impurity
influx, etc.).

The experimental programme described in this paper was interrupted on 8 July
1988 by a fault in one of the eighteen toroidal field coils. It will be resumed in the
near future at a toroidal magnetic field of 2 T with an improved set of diagnostics,
two multijunction grills, two ICRH antennas and five pump limiters. Later on, Tore
Supra will be shut down and the defective coil will be replaced by the available spare
coil.
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Abstract

AN OVERVIEW OF TFTR CONFINEMENT WITH INTENSE NEUTRAL BEAM HEATING.
Significant extensions in the performance of TFTR have been achieved with plasma heating by

up to 30 MW of balanced co- and counter-tangentially injected deuterium neutral beams. Ion tempera-
tures up to 32 keV and ^ ( O ^ C a ^ O ) products up to 4.2 x 1020 m"3-s-keV have been achieved in the
supershot regime. A maximum QDD of (1.55 ± 0.4) x 10"3 has been attained, which projects directly
to QDT = 0.29 ± 0.07 in a deuterium-tritium plasma and would project to Q^T = 0.5 ± 0.13 when
allowance is made for ion-mass effects and alpha-particle heating. A strong correlation is observed
between the ratio of central to volume-average electron density of the plasma and the magnitude of
QDD and the energy confinement time.

1. Introduction

During the past two and one-half years, experiments on the Tokamak
Fusion Test Reactor (TFTR) have concentrated on exploiting the regime of
enhanced energy confinement and fusion reactivity which can be obtained
when high-power (> 10 MW) deuterium neutral beams are injected into low-
density target plasmas [1,2]. Apart from their high D-D fusion reaction rate,
the striking feature of these plasmas is an extreme peaking of the electron
density profile and a relatively broad electron temperature profile. The
operating space in TFTR where these characteristics are observed has been
dubbed the "supershot regime". The basic physical distinction between
this regime and the usual L-mode and H-mode plasma regimes is that the
particle density is maintained by central, rather than edge, fuelling.

One of the characteristics of the supershot regime in TFTR is that con-
finement depends on the balance between the tangentially co- and counter-
injected beams (the directions are referenced to the plasma current), peak-
ing with nearly equal power injected in the two directions [1,2]. With the
configuration of neutral beam injectors installed in 1986 and 1987 (eight co-
and three counter-injecting sources), the total power for effectively balanced
injection was limited to 15 MW. Since the plasma confinement did not ap-
pear to degrade with increasing balanced injection power in the supershot
regime, at least not until an apparent /3-limit was encountered, it was de-
cided to add a twelfth beam source and to reverse the direction of one of
the four neutral beam lines (three sources) to provide balanced injection at
full power. This was accomplished during the latter half of 1987.

During the reorientation of the neutral beam line, the movable lim-
iter system, which was not intended to handle the full input energy from
the beams, was removed and other modifications were made in the vac-
uum chamber. The primary limiter remains the large-area axisymmetric
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inner belt limiter consisting of graphite tiles mounted on water-cooled In-
conel plates. Two launchers for ion cyclotron resonance heating were in-
stalled on the large-major-radius side of the vessel. To protect the launch-
ers from direct plasma bombardment, two partial ring limiters, spanning
240° poloidally from the extremities of the inner belt limiter, were installed
adjacent to the launchers. These limiters have modest energy deposition ca-
pability and currently restrict the major radius at which full neutral beam
injection (NBI) power can be applied.

With the increased balanced NBI power available (maximum injected
power 30.5 MW, with a maximum beam voltage of 110 kV and pulse du-
ration of 1 sec), experiments in 1988 have concentrated on increasing the
plasma current at which the supershot characteristics of high fusion reactiv-
ity and improved confinement are obtained. In this paper, we will outline
progress that has been made in extending the supershot regime in this di-
rection and describe some of the phenomena observed with very high-power
neutral beam injection. A characterization of the best plasma parameters
achieved in the supershot regime will be presented in Sec. 2. Section 3 deals
with the effects of profile peaking on confinement. The /3-limits applying
in this regime are described in Sec. 4. The scaling of confinement and QDD
with externally controlled conditions will be discussed in Sec. 5. Section 6
reviews the operating space and presents projections for deuterium-tritium
operation.

In addition to the studies of the supershot regime, some other modes
of operation have been investigated in recent experiments; the results are
presented in companion papers. The observation of limiter H-modes in
TFTR is described by Manickam et al. [3] while preliminary results with
ion cyclotron resonance heating are discussed by Wilson el al. [4].

2. Extension of the supershot regime

Supershots in TFTR were originally observed at low plasma currents,
lp < 1 MA, corresponding to qcyi > 6.6 at BT — 5.1 T, where target plas-
mas with a very low density could be produced. At these high values of g^i,
attempts to increase the poloidal /?, ftp, beyond ~2 by increasing the heat-
ing power produced MHD activity that degraded confinement or resulted
in disruptions [5]. However, with the maximum balanced co- and counter-
injection power then available, 15 MW, increasing the plasma current to re-
duce j3P below its apparent limit resulted in broader density profiles and a
degradation of confinement. In discharges with the plasma current held con-
stant during the NBI pulse, the best performance was previously achieved
at Ip = 1 MA.
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With the increase in balanced neutral beam power up to 30 MW, super-
shots with confinement times up to 2.5 times the predictions of L-mode scal-
ing [6] have been achieved at lp = 1.6 MA corresponding to qcyl = 4.1. (In
all of the discharges discussed in this paper, 4.7 < By < 5.1 T, R = 2.45 m
and a -••• 0.8 m.) At these higher plasma currents, the supershots are still
characterized by high central ion temperatures (up to 32 keV), high cen-
tra] electron densities (8.7 x 1019mT3) and high central electron temper-
atures (8.5 keV). The electron density profile is very peaked, with a ratio
of central to volume-average electron density, n e (0) /<n e >, up to 3.1. The
ion temperature profile is narrow, similar to the electron density profile,
but the electron temperature profile is broader. The maximum value of
ne(0)TE{a)Ti(0) that has been attained is 4.2 x 1O20 m~3-s-keV in a 1.4 MA
discharge. The tangentially viewing measurement of visible bremsstrahlung
yields Zeg = 2.6 for this discharge; the contribution to Zeg from iron and
nickel, the dominant metallic impurities, is estimated to be 0.7. The ratio
of nD(0)/ne(0) is calculated to be 0.77.

The behavior of the plasma during the heating pulse varies with power
and plasma current. At modest heating powers, the stored energy and
neutron emission increase for ~0.5 sec and then remain essentially constant
for the remainder of the neutral beam pulse, which has been up to 1 sec
long in recent experiments. As the power is increased, there is an increasing
tendency for the stored energy and neutron emission to reach a maximum
at ~0.5 sec and then decrease sharply. The decrease is generally associated
with the development of either severe MHD activity [3] or an influx of carbon
into the plasma [7J. The power threshold for the onset of deleterious MHD
activity increases with plasma current as will be discussed in Sec. 4. For
Ip = 1.6 MA, degradation associated with carbon influx occurs increasingly
frequently for PNBI > 25 MW. The influx of carbon is correlated with the
heating of a small number of graphite tiles on the inner belt limiter. During
the carbon influx, the radiated power increases from a level typically < 30%
of the input power to nearly 100% in some cases.

Figure 1 shows the variation with power of the peak total stored energy
determined from magnetic measurements. This data set includes only dis-
charges with constant plasma current throughout the beam pulse for which
the magnetic analysis, including the effects of pressure anisotropy, is con-
sidered most reliable [8]. The data have not been tightly constrained with
respect to the state of limiter conditioning and include discharges with vary-
ing degrees of co/counter-injection balance. Along the upper envelope of the
data, the stored energy increases linearly with power at a slope correspond-
ing to a confinement time of ~0.15 sec. The maximum stored energy has
been achieved at the highest plasma current, 1.6 MA for constant-current
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FIG. J. Scaling of the peak in the plasma stored energy determined by magnetic measurements with
the total input power. Only discharges with constant current during the NBI pulse are included.

discharges. The variation in stored energy at a given power is correlated
with changes in the target plasma and the subsequent peakedness of the
density profile during neutral beam injection as will be discussed in Sec. 3.

The maximum neutron source-strength from D-D reactions during a
pulse increases strongly with power as shown in Fig. 2. The maximum
value of the neutron source-strength, 3.7 x 1016/sec (which corresponds to
a total D-D reaction rate of ~ 7.0 X 1016/sec), is achieved at the highest
power. For a given input power, the variations from shot to shot in the
neutron emission and the stored energy are well correlated. Indeed, when
the neutron source-strength Sneut is plotted against the stored energy Etoti
it is found that 5 ^ ^ oc E^t for the data set of Figs. 1 and 2, as shown in
Fig. 3. This scaling applies because most of the plasma stored energy is
in the beam-injected (£*) and thermal (Et) ion components, and the en-
ergy dependencies of the three different components of the total D-D fusion
reaction rate (ni,nt <crv>btt n% <crv>tt/2, nl<erv>bb/2) scale approximately
proportionally to their respective contributions to E^ot (2EbEt, Ef, E^) in
the parameter range of interest.

3. Effects of density profile peaking

Target plasma conditions were identified as critical for the supershot
regime in the early TFTR experiments. A necessary condition for the
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achievement of good confinement is a reduction in hydrogen isotope re-
cycling at the limiter. In the degassing procedure described in Refs. [2], [7],
and [9], low-density helium discharges at modest plasma current are used
to remove deuterium from the surface layers of the graphite limiter. This
degassing is evidenced by a drop in D/3 emission and a reduction in the de-
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cay time of the density to its equilibrium level following a small diagnostic
deuterium gas puff (Ane < 1 x 1018m~3) into a reference discharge. The re-
cent experiments have shown that while still necessary, this degassing is not,
by itself, sufficient for good performance at high plasma current. Even in
discharges with degassed walls, small variations in the line-average density
of the target plasma result in major changes in the energy confinement time
in the subsequent NBI phase. These variations in density are correlated
with the influx of carbon [7]. Though a well-defined procedure has been
developed for modifying the deuterium recycling, the variations in carbon
recycling are not well controlled at this time. Recently, through a combina-
tion of the helium degassing discharges and extensive operation with NBI
at higher plasma currents than previously used, the densities of the target
plasmas at 1.4 and 1.6 MA have been reduced by ~ 25% from the levels
achieved in 1986 and 1987.

The effects of variations in the target plasma conditions on the total
and thermal component of the stored energy are illustrated in Fig. 4. Data
from discharges run under otherwise similar conditions in which the intrinsic
changes in the state of conditioning produced changes in the target plasma
density are supplemented by data from discharges with the same NBI power
in which the overall recycling was increased by puffing helium into the target
plasma. In the discharges without added helium, the deuterium content of
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the target plasmas was small and the Zeg high (~ 6), but Zeg falls to
2 - 3 at the time of the maximum in Etot . For the plasmas with added
helium, the Zeg was ~2 during injection. With increasing target density, the
stored energy decreases, eventually approaching the value predicted by the
L-mode scaling of Goldston [6] (note that no modification of the expression
in Ref. [6] is made for the deuterium NBI used in these experiments). For
all the discharges except the highest-density helium case, the line-average
density at the time of maximum Etot is m the range (3.0 — 3.7) x 1019m~3;
for the highest-density case it is 5 x 1019rrT3. A discussion of the variation
of the plasma transport coefficients in this experiment is given by Zarnstorff
et al. [10].

A striking feature of the discharges in this experiment is the reduction in
the peaking of the density profile as the target plasma density increases. The
density profile peaking parameter ne(0)/ < ne > is deduced by Abel inversion
of the data from a 10-channel infra-red interferometer. Figure 5 illustrates
that the enhancement of the confinement, as characterized by the ratio of
the measured confinement time, TE, to the prediction of L-mode scaling,
TE \ increases strongly with the profile peaking parameter. By plotting
on these axes, the data of Fig. 1 with PNBI > 10 MW covering the range
of currents 1.0 - 1.6 MA reduce to a band surrounding the data for the
controlled experiment at 1.4 MA (Fig. 5). A similar relationship between
confinement enhancement and density profile peaking has been observed in
the ASDEX experiment [11].
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The question arises whether the centrally peaked deposition of the tan-
gentially injected neutral beams in a low-density target plasma is sufficient
to explain the peaking of the density profile during NBI. Experiments, in
which either the line-average density was decreased or the density profile
was modified transiently prior to injection by changing the major radius or
the current of the target plasma, did not show an increase in peaking or an
improvement in plasma performance. In addition, when the target density
was increased by puffing deuterium prior to injection, the confinement time
did not change, as long as the recycling coefficient was not changed by an
accumulation of the injected gas. These results suggest that the variation
in ne(Q)/ <ne > is not simply due to changes in target density but is caused
by changes in the underlying transport properties coupled to the edge re-
cycling conditions. At each plasma current, the density achieved without
additional gas fuelling is simply a. measure of the overall recycling level.

4. /3-limits

Supershots with qcyt < ~ 7 exhibit a limit to the stored energy at ftp less
than the value of ~ 2 which applied in the high-qr regime [3,5]. This limit is
manifested by the development of severe MHD activity or, in extreme cases,
by disruptions. The scaling of the /3-limit for qcyi < 7 is similar to that of
the Troyon limit: /3jy = 0r/{lP/aBT) < C where C is a constant dependent
on profile shapes [12]. The constant for TFTR supershots is ~ 2.7 (for /3y
in %, Jp in MA, a in m and By in T), which ie somewhat less than the
values which have been found to apply for low-q1 plasmas in other devices
[13,14]. However, since thermal fusion reactivity scales approximately as
(nT)2 in the regime of interest for reactors, a more appropriate figure of
merit to consider is 0? = \/< p2 >/(B^/2fj,o). In terms of this parameter,
supershots with extremely peaked pressure profiles and /3£ > (3T [3] have
achieved (3*N = ft^/(Ip/aBT) = 3.9 which exceeds the upper bound for fi^
calculated for the broad pressure profiles which have been found to optimize
PN [12 - 14].

The technique of increasing the plasma current during the heating pulse
has previously been used [2] to avoid the /3-limit imposed by operating at low
plasma current to control recycling. Although the recent success in raising
the target plasma current at which supershot confinement will develop has
reduced the emphasis placed on this technique, some further investigations
of plasma current ramping have been carried out. In the recent experiments
at high power {PNBI ~ 24 MW), the current was increased during the
heating pulse from 1.6 to 1.9 MA, corresponding to a final g^ of 3.4 (q^, =
4.1), and the confinement characteristics were found to be similar to those of
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FIG. 6. Scaling of the energy confinement time with power for recent discharges with nearly balanced
NBI and well-conditioned limiters. The upper bound of the L-mode region, which encompasses data for
all currents in the data set, is determined by the 1.6 MA data.

1.6 MA constant-current discharges. The experiments also indicated that
if the current is ramped through rational g-values, q^, = 5 or 4, at high
values of /3, then severe MHD activity develops which frequently results in
a disruption. This behavior is quite different from low-/? discharges in which
similar current ramps may produce short bursts of MHD activity while q is
near rational values but without major degradation in plasma performance.
Details of the MHD activity at high /3 are described by Manickam et al. [3].

5. Scaling of energy confinement time and QDD

The scaling of the energy confinement time TE = Etoi/(Piot — dEtot/dt)
determined by magnetic measurements is shown as a function of power in
Fig. 6. The confinement times are sampled near the peak in the stored
energy; the maximum value of (dEtot/di)jPtot is < 0.1. The confinement
time is sampled after at least 0.4 sec of NBI heating in all cases. The data set
was constrained to include only discharges with nearly balanced injection,
-0.1 < (Pco — Pctr)/{Pco + Pctr) < 0.3 and with well-conditioned limiters as

evidenced by the line-average density of the target plasma: the discharges
were selected from the lower half of the distribution of target densities at
each plasma current. The energy confinement time is seen to be largely
insensitive to power although there is a spread in the values even for these
well-constrained data. The predictions of L-mode scaling [6] are shown for
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comparison for the range of current and power in the data set; the upper
boundary corresponds to discharges at 1.6 MA.

The confinement time is shown in Fig. 7 as a function of plasma current.
This data set includes not only the recent data (Fig. 6) but also data from
1986 and 1987 to include the lower currents (/p < 1 MA). The constraints
which were applied to the data shown in Fig. 6 were applied here. The
local peak in the confinement time at 0.9 MA reflects the situation in 1986
and 1987 when attempts to increase the plasma current resulted in a rapid
degradation of performance. The improvement in conditioning in 1988,
coupled with the higher balanced NBI power, has improved the performance
at 1.4 and 1.6 MA (the currents at which experimental running has been
concentrated) to levels comparable to that achieved in the early supershot
experiments. The upper limit to the band representing L-mode data is
calculated for the minimum power included for each current.

The QDD (= PDD/PNBI) for a subset of discharges satisfying the same
constraints on co/counter-injection balance and target density is shown in
Fig. 8 as a function of NBI power. As expected on the basis of Fig. 2, QDD
increases strongly with power, but again there is no obvious scaling with
current at each power level. There is a small but significant group of shots
with QDD substantially higher than the envelope of the bulk of the data.
These discharges occur at the lowest extremes of the target density range. It
is possible, therefore, that further improvements in conditioning techniques
will allow reliable access to these exceptional conditions.
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FIG. 8. Scaling of the D-D fusion reaction power gain with NBI power for discharges with nearly
balanced NBI and well-conditioned limiters. Discharges with current ramping during NBI are included.

Calculations of the neutron flux with the time-dependent TRANSP code
[15] , which includes a Monte Carlo simulation of the beam-ion slowing-down
and beam-beam charge-exchange effects, are in good agreement (10%) with
the measured flux for high-QoD cases. These calculations indicate that
for the discharge with the highest value of QDD, 20% of the flux is due to
beam-beam reactions, 56% due to beam-target and 24% due to thermonu-
clear reactions. In order to estimate the QDT which would be achieved with
deuterium and tritium, the TRANSP calculations have been performed us-
ing the measured density and temperature profiles and assuming that two of
the beam-lines inject tritium and two deuterium. The result of these calcu-
lations is that QDT I QDD — 180 — 200. Thus, the maximum value of QDT for
present operating parameters is projected to be 0.29 =b 0.07; the error arises
mainly from uncertainties in the absolute neutron calibration. No account
has been taken here for the expected enhancements in QDT which would oc-
cur due to the combined effects of higher beam-power capability (~35 MW
total) with two beam-lines injecting tritium, the effects of alpha-particle
heating and a possible increase in the confinement time proportional to the
square-root of the average mass of the plasma particles. Together, these
effects would raise the expected performance Q*DT to 0.5 ± 0.13 based on
our present scalings.
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FIG. 9. Operating regions in the space described by plasma current and NBIpower in which significant
enhancements of the energy confinement time over L-mode scaling and high equivalent QDT are
observed.

6. Summary

During the past year, substantial progress has been made in expanding
the operating range of supershots of TFTR. High-power and high-current
discharges have been achieved with values of TE/TJ^ ' of 2.5 - 3. The largest
enhancements in the confinement time are achieved in highly peaked dis-
charges which are near the /3-limit. The largest values of QDD and projected
value of QDT are achieved at high power and current. These results are
summarized in Fig. 9. By means of current ramps, it is possible to achieve
enhancements in the confinement time and large values of QDD away from
the /3-limit. The best results occur in discharges with a low initial target
density in which a very peaked density profile develops during NBI. Values
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of ne(0)TE(a)Ti(0) up to 4.2 x 1O20 m-3-s-keV have been achieved. The max-
imum equivalent value of QDT 'S 0.29 ± 0.07 with present beam-power levels
and plasma parameters. This performance projects to Q*DT — 0.5 ± 0.13 if
expected enhancements in power and confinement with tritium operation
are admitted. With plasma parameters corresponding to QDT — l/^> it will
be possible to perform alpha-particle physics studies in TFTR at reactor-
relevant parameters (see Strachan et al. [16]).
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Abstract

LATEST JET RESULTS AND FUTURE PROSPECTS.

Following technical modifications to the machine the plasma current in JET has been
increased to 7 MA for limiter-bounded plasmas and to 5 MA for single-null, magnetic
separatrix operation. Additional heating power has been raised to 20 M W of neutral beam
injection and 18 MW of ion cyclotron resonance heating. The maximum total plasma energy
content has exceeded 10MJ. Ion temperatures up to 23keV, central densities up to
1.8 x 1020m~3 and energy confinement times up to 1.2s are achieved in different discharges.
Simultaneous ion and electron temperatures greater than lOkeV have been achieved,
showing no deleterious effects on confinement. Plasma temperatures exceeding 5 keV have
been maintained for 20 s in a 3 MA discharge heated by ion cyclotron resonance heating
(ICRH). The level of carbon and oxygen impurities is a major problem with the ratio
between deuterium and electron densities in the range 0.15-0.80 depending on conditions.
Several features of a-particle physics have been studied, notably by the RF heating of
minority ions to mean energies of order 1 MeV. The fast particles slow down and heat
the plasma in broad agreement with expectation. Plasma conditions in deuterium plasmas
corresponding to an equivalent D-T) thermonuclear Q = 0.1 and total Q = 0.25 (including
non-thermal reactions) have been reached. Exploiting the full high current, high power
capability of the equipment is expected to increase these figures to ~ 0.3 and 0.6, respectively.
Still further increases can be expected when various changes and additions are implemented.
These are designed to control profiles of density and current and at the same time reduce
the impurity content. Extrapolating the JET confinement data to a reactor-scale plasma
shows that there should not be a problem with energy confinement but rather with
disruptions and the control of particles and impurities. Experiments on both these aspects
are planned including fuelling by high-speed pellets and feedback stabilisation of the
instabilities which precede disruptions.

1. Introduction
The Joint European Torus (JET) is a large tokamak[1>21 designed to study:
(a) the scaling of plasma behaviour as parameters approach the reactor range,
(b) the plasma wall interaction in these conditions,

* See Appendix I.
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(c) plasma heating and
(d) a-particle production, confinement and consequent plasma heating.

The JET tokamak started operation in June 1983 and has since been progressively
upgraded and developed. This paper concentrates on the results of the last two
years, indicates further planned changes and discusses the resulting future
prospects.

2. Machine Performance
Following the 1986 IAEA Conference'31, substantial modifications and additions
were made to JET. These included:
(a) Installation of two water-cooled toroidal belt limiters above and below the

mid-plane.
(b) Installation of eight ion cyclotron resonance heating antennae[4],

symmetrically placed around the torus on the low-field side between the
upper and lower belt limiters. Each antenna is fed by an RF amplifier in
the frequency range 23 -57MHz with 3 -4MW for nominal pulse lengths up
to 20 s.

(c) Installation of a second neutral injector box oriented in the same direction
as the first, equipped with eight ion sources and designed to inject a power
of 10MW, 80kV, deuterium (total of two boxes -20MW).

(d) Improvements to the poloidal field system permitting more flexible
operation. This gives the capability to use the available volt-seconds fully
and to produce single null configurations at higher currents.

(e) Improved vacuum vessel restraints to allow safe operation at higher currents
in elongated plasmas.

(f) Many diagnostic improvements, most notably the time-of-flight short laser
pulse, Thomson scattering system giving radially resolved measurements
of electron temperature and density (LIDAR) together with modifications
to the multi-channel interferometer to permit measurements of Faraday
rotation angle and hence the calculation of the poloidal field distribution.

(g) Installation of a multi-pellet injector15'61 capable of injecting deuterium
pellets of 2.7,4 or 6mm in diameter at speeds in the range 1-1.5 km/s. The
injector was supplied and is operated as part of a collaborative programme
with US-DOE.

(h) Installation of 32 poloidal rings of carbon tiles as X-point energy dumps.

All these technical elements have been brought into successful operation although
not without difficulty. Some water-cooled parts inside the beam boxes and
antennae in the main torus have developed leaks as a result of thermal cycling,
beam loading or disruption forces. The problems have been dealt with by changes
in design.
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Parameter

Plasma major radius (Ro)
Plasma minor radius

horizontal (a)
Plasma minor radius

vertical (b)
Toroidal field strength at Ro

Plasma Current:
Limiter mode
Single null X-point

Neutral beam (NB) power
(80 kV, D)

Ion Cyclotron Resonance
Heating (ICRH)
power to Plasma

Design Values

2.96 m

1.25 m

2.1 m
3.45 T

4.8 MA
Not foreseen

20 MW

15MW

Achieved Values

2.5-3.4 m

0.8-1.2m

0.8-2.1 m
3.45T

7.0 MA
5 MA

21 MW

18MW

The JET rated performance and achievements are shown in Table I. The most
striking features are the operation at 7 MA, about 45% higher than the design
value and the flexibility of the apparatus which has permitted high current opera-
tion with magnetic separatrix-bounded plasmas, not foreseen in the original
design.

3. Operating Limits and Disruptions
The conventional operating diagram in \/qc versus ne R/Bt space is shown in
Fig. 1. Here \/qc is normalised plasma current defined as (l/qc) = TRI/ 5ABt

where R is the plasma major radius (m), /the plasma current (MA), A the cross-
sectional area of the plasma (m2) and Bt the toroidal field strength (T) at the
major radius R. Fig. l(a) shows the flat-top parameters of non-disrupting
discharges with ohmic heating only. Discharges fuelled by gas-puffing show a
density limit given by h < \2B/Rqc x 1019m~\ while densities more than 2 times
higher can be obtained with pellet fuelling. Fig. l(b) shows the results with
additional heating where similar densities can be obtained without pellets both
with RF and neutral beam heating. The density limit disruptions are consistent
with a rise in the radiated power in the outer regions to close to 100% of the
input, and a resulting narrowing of the current channel leading to MHD
instability.
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Fig. 1 Normalised plasma current, 1 /(^versus normalised density, nR/B,for non-disrupting
discharges (a) with ohmic heating, (b) with additional heating.
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Fig. 2 Maximum dl/dt versus / for current quench phase of disruptions.

The disruption process then proceeds in stages, a precursor period with
externally detected growing m=2,n=l magnetic oscillations at ~ 500Hz. When
the amplitude reaches ~ 10~3T the mode locks and continues to grow. This is
followed by an energy quench in which the major part of the plasma energy
is lost in ~ 1 ms. Finally there is a current decay phase in which the plasma current
falls to zero in a time which can be as short as 5 ms. The poloidal field energy
is converted into radiation and runaway electrons (e.g. ~ 5 MJ of > 25 MeV
electrons for a 5 MA disruption). Fig. 2 shows the maximum rate of current
collapse versus current in JET. The eddy currents induced in the torus by the
rapid current collapse lead to large forces on the vessel of order 20t/m2. The
vacuum vessel mounting has been considerably strengthened to reduce the
resulting displacements. Further measures to stiffen the torus by welding toroidal
rings on to the inner wall are planned for the next shutdown.

Apart from density limit disruptions the operating diagram also shows
disruptions whenever the field line q at the boundary, <fy, approaches 2.
These low q disruptions are simpler in that there is no long sequence of
precursor behaviour. Instead, there is rapid growth of MHD instability followed
by an energy quench and current decay similar to the final phases of density
limit disruption.

The JET experience so far is that the energy quench and runaway electron
production have not caused significant damage to the torus interior. However
the impulsive forces on the vessel, on internal and external components, have
been the cause of vacuum and water leaks.

It is clear that disruptions are a major problem for future tokamaks since
they are planned to operate at much higher currents in essentially steady state.
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Experiments on the feedback stabilisation of the initial small amplitude magnetic
oscillations will be carried out in a later phase of the JET programme.

4. Discharge Types

4.1 Operating Variables
Discharges have been operated with different boundary conditions, heating
scenarios, particle fuelling and pumping arrangements. Fig. 3 shows the poloidal
flux plots for three cases: (a) with a limiter-bounded plasma; (b) and (c) with
single and double null magnetic configu-
rations. The fuelling variations include
using gas-puffing at the boundary, inject-
ing pellets or neutral injection to provide
central fuelling. The particle pumping at
the boundary can be varied by using differ-
ent surfaces in the vacuum vessel and by
conditioning those surfaces (eg. by helium
discharges before the main pulse opera-
tion). The heating scenarios are variations
and combinations of neutral beam (NB)
and ion-cyclotron resonance heating
(ICRH). The neutral beams have been
operated entirely in co-injection mode with
deuterium at 70-80kV. ICRH has been
used with H or JHe minority in D or 4He
plasmas. This heats the minority ions to
energies in the range lOOkeV-1 MeV, above
the critical energy, so that ultimately the RF
power goes to the electrons. The deposition
zone has typically a half-width of 30cm.
The radial profiles of n, Te and T, for vari-
ous discharges are obtained from the
LIDAR Thomson scattering system and
charge exchange recombination spectros-
copy. q -profiles are deduced by magnetic
analysis of external signals, which is
inaccurate in the centre except for the
7 MA, monster sawtooth and
H-mode cases where Faraday rotation and
X-ray data have been combined with
magnetic analysis.

1 2 3 4
Major Radius (m)

Fig. 3 Poloidal flux contours for
(a) 7 MA limiter-bounded plasmas,
(b) 5.1 MA single null magnetic
separatrix and (c) 3 MA double
null separatrix.
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Pulse No: 17816
High - Current
Ip = 7 MA; t = 9.5s

3.0 3.5
Major radius (m)

4.0

Fig. 4 Radial profiles of electron temperature, electron density and
safety factor in a 7MA plasma. From Faraday rotation measurements

)=0.8±0.1. B=3.1T, ?,W = 8.5MW, Ze//=3J, rE =0.6s.

4.2 Ohmic Discharges
The radial profiles for a 7 MA ohmic discharge are shown in Fig. 4. This parti-
cular discharge had a short flat-top time of 2 s and was operated cautiously with
moderate density to avoid disruption. Since q^ is low at 2.8, there is a large central
volume inside the q=1 surface where the profiles of both density and temperature
are flat. The central q value is 0.8 + 0.1 and the discharge is sawtoothing. To
economise on volt-seconds and hence reach 7 MA, it was neccessary to use a
helium prefill for the initial breakdown phase. For this reason, the Zeff was
relatively high and the neutron yield low for the conditions of
density and temperature.

4.3 High Current, High Power Discharges
Fig. 5 shows the radial profiles for a 6 MA, limiter-bounded high power discharge.
Again, at this high current, there is a large radial zone in which the deduced
value of q is less than unity and the gradients in electron temperature and density
are low. With the electron temperature at ~ 5 keV, the neutral beams with energy
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Fig. 5 Radial profiles of electron and ion temperatures, electron density and
safety factor in a 6MA discharge with 24MW of heating power.

B=3.1T, />sf=6MW, PNB = \3MW, Ze / /=4.8, r* = 0.33s.

per nucleon of 40keV give their energy primarily to the ions. However, because
of the high density the two temperatures are closely coupled by collisional
equipartition.

4.4 High Temperature Discharges
Fig. 6 shows the profiles for a 3 MA discharge in which special measures were
taken to keep the density low and hence to achieve high temperatures. There
is a relatively small core where q<\, and correspondingly both temperatures
and density are relatively peaked. Both ion and electron temperatures exceed
lOkeV in the centre. The neutron rate is high with the major contribution from
beam-plasma reactions. At these temperatures directly relevant to reactor
conditions, the energy confinement time is 0.4s, in agreement with the usual
JET scalings and shows no signs of further degradation.

4.5 Monster Sawtooth Discharges
Fig. 7 shows the profiles during a so-called 'monster' sawtooth produced by
localised, central minority ion cyclotron resonance heating of moderate q$ (~ 4)
discharges. Such sawteeth have now been produced with duration up to 3.2s.
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Fig. 6 Radial profiles of electron and ion temperatures, electron density and safety factor in
a 3MA, low density discharge with 5=3.IT, PS F=8MW, P M = 8MW, P r o r=16.5MW,

Ze//=5.2, TE =0.4s.

Pulse No: 15697
Monster Sawtooth
= 3MA;t = 10.0s

3.0 3.5
Major radius (m)

Fig. 7 Radial profiles of electron temperature, electron density and safety factor in a 3 MA
plasma during a long 'monster' sawtooth. From Faraday rotation measurements q(0)=0.8 ± 0.1.

, Pro7-=14MW, Zef/=3.9, TE = 0 . 3 8 S .
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Pulse No: 17749
Pellet discharge
I = 3 MA; t = 4.2s

4 «

2 0J
r-

3.0 3.5

Major radius (m)

4.0

Fig. 8 Radial profiles of electron and ion temperatures, electron density and safety factor in
a 3MA, pellet-injected discharge with S=3.1T, PRF=l3MW, PNB = 5MW, Pro7-=19MW,

Z f / / =2.0 , TE = 0.26s.

Pulse No: 15894
H - mode
l = 3MA;t=16.0s

3.0 3.5
Major radius (m)

Fig. 9 Radial profiles of electron and ion temperatures, electron density and safety factor in
a 3MA, H-mode plasma. Faraday rotation measurements yield <?(0) = 0.8 + 0.1 and the dis-

charge is sawtoothing. 5=3.11", P M = 7.5MW, P r o r =8MW, Ze / /=3.3, TE - 1 . 1 S .
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Magnetic measurements of Faraday rotation171 show that during the period #(0)
is progressively reduced to ~ 0.8+0.1. This is consistent with resistive diffusion
calculations assuming neo-classical resistivity and the measured central electron
temperature. The stabilising mechanism against m = \, n=\ MHD instabilities
is still uncertain although there is the possibility183 that an essential role is played
by the fast minority particles. These 'monster' sawtooth discharges show the
increase in reactivity coming from the profile peaking. However they are
terminated by a crash in which -30% of the plasma energy is lost in a few
milliseconds. They can be seen as evidence of what could be achieved in steady
state with external control of the current distribution in the plasma.

4.6 Pellet-Fuelled Discharges
Fig. 8 shows the profiles for a discharge in which pellets are injected during the
current rise phase to produce a highly peaked density distribution[6]. With ohmic
heating alone, this decays slowly on a time scale of 2 - 3 s. Central ion cyclotron
resonance minority heating increases the central electron and ion temperatures
to ~10keV, while «/<«> and n then decay to 2 and 6xl019nT3, respectively,
in 1.5 s. Note that there are very steep pressure gradients in the core, and a very
high pressure on the axis,

4.7 H-mode Discharges
Fig. 9 shows the profiles during the H-phase of a 3 MA discharge with 7MW
of neutral beam injection. Striking features are the near-flat density profile and
the high electron temperature near the separatrix boundary. The confinement
time is high as is the density. These H-modes[91 are characterised by increasing
density and radiated fraction during the H-phase which is then terminated when
the radiated fraction approaches unity. So far, attempts to couple RF power and
maintain H-modes have failed. Switching on the RF during a beam created H-
mode caused a rapid termination of the mode due to increased radiation. It is
clear that the high confinement of energy also extends to bulk ions and impurities
and so brings its own problems.

5. Impurities
The main impurities are oxygen and carbon, with concentrations of 1 -10%.
In addition, there is nickel with concentrations 10~5-10~4, higher values
corresponding to RF heating from the nickel antennae. Fig. 10 shows Zeff

versus n for a representative set of data. Clearly, there is an overall trend to lower
Zeff as the density is raised.
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f l 4

C* H-mode

C- L-mode

Zeff=(2+2/n)

2 3 4

Average density(n)(x10"rrr3)

Fig. 10 Effective ion charge Zeff versus average density for JET discharges. H-modes are iden-
tified separately. Line is the function Zp / /=2 + 2/« l 9 used later in predicting performance.

Impurity accumulation is seen in some H-modes[9]. Accumulation is also seen
in peaked density profile, pellet produced discharges. Curiously, accumulation
is not seen in monster sawtooth cases despite the absence of sawteeth. Normal
limiter bounded discharges with sawteeth do not show accumulation.

Radiation profiles are generally hollow so that radiation does not play any
significant role in the energy balance in the plasma interior. The primary effect
of impurities is to deplete the density of hydrogen isotopes in the core. The ratio
of deuteron density to electron density is reduced by the presence of impurity
ions with charge Z, by, nc/n^iZi-Z^/iZ-X). With Z ;=7, intermediate
between carbon and oxygen, and with Ze//between 2 and 6, nD/ne is in the range
0.8-0.15.

This range of values is confirmed by neutron yield measurements. The highest
values of nD/ne are for pellet-fuelled cases, intermediate are H-modes and lowest
are low density, high temperature limiter discharges.

6. Bootstrap Current

A significant bootstrap current driven by the pressure gradient"0'201 is seen most
clearly in H-mode discharges. Fig. 11 shows the time-dependence of the surface
voltage which transiently reverses sign. The calculated voltages with and without
the bootstrap current are shown. Only the case including the effect gives sign
reversal and agreement with the experiment. The TRANSP code is used which
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Fig. 11 Surface voltage versus time. Calculated voltage is shown for bootstrap and no boot-
strap current. Bootstrap current is 850 k A. Total current is 3 MA. Discharge is in H-mode phase.

solves the time dependent resistive diffusion equations incorporating the full
neo-classical expression1111 for the bootstrap current density as well as beam
driven contributions (small here). In this case, 850 kA is bootstrap driven out
of a total current of 3 MA.

We can expect bootstrap currents of 1-2MA in 5MA discharges with the
plasma energy content in the range 15-30MJ.

7. Alpha-Particle Physics
Some aspects of a-particle physics have been studied. Measurements on triton
burn-up[191 show that the I MeV tritons produced in the D-D reaction slow down
classically on the plasma electrons at the theoretical rate, within 20% experimental
error. Other aspects of a-particle physics are simulated in ion cyclotron resonance
heating of 3He minority in deuterium plasmas. In these experiments1121, up to
60 kW of fusion power in charged particles is produced and monitored by y-
rays from a low branching ratio nuclear reaction. The energy content in fast ions,
as monitored by the difference between diamagnetic loop and magnetic
equilibrium measurements, exceeds 1MJ. The fast particle parameters are
displayed in Table II and compared with the expected a-particle numbers for
a Q=l experiment on JET and for an ignited ITER type plasma.
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Table II
Fast or «-Particle Parameters

Parameter

(nfast/ne)0

(Pfast)o

vf/vA

efas, (MeV)

Pi/Pn

PJ/PLOSS

(P f l / f l)

Achieved
in JET

1-3x10"2

1%

1-2

1

10-50

0.8

0.2 (3 MA)

Expected Values

JET Q =1

10~3

0.6%

2

2

1

0.17

0.3 (5 MA)

Ignited ITER

7x10~3

2%

2.8

2

1

1

0.07 (20 MA)

In this table zy is the mean velocity of fast ions, vA the Alfven speed, e the mean
energy of fast ions, Pf the power input from fast particles to the plasma, pt and
pn the perpendicular and parallel fast particle pressures, pe the fast particle gyro
radius in the poloidal field at the plasma boundary. Fig. 12 shows the calculated
3 He distribution function at various radii in a particular discharge. Also shown
is the expected a-particle distribution function in a lOkeV plasma. Evidently
the two distributions are very similar. Note that more than 30% of the fast
particles inside the half-radius of the experiment are super-Alfvenic. The major
difference is the high anisotropy of the fast 3He distribution compared with
the isotropy expected for a-particles. The anisotropic case would be expected
to be more unstable to collective modes so that the classical behaviour observed
can be expected to carry over to the a-particle case. The confinement behaviour
of these discharges heated by fast particles is if anything slightly better than the
normal L-mode scaling. There is clear evidence that sawteeth crashes cause the
fast particle population to be transferred to the zone outside the inversion radius.
Averaging over sawteeth, this serves to flatten the power deposition profile. Of
course, thermal instabilities arising from the density and temperature dependence
of a-particle production are not simulated in these experiments. However, modes
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Fig. 12 Energy distribution function of heated (minority) 3He ions at various plasma radii.
For comparison the a-particle distribution function for a lOkeV plasma is shown.
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Fig. 13 Experimental values of nD T-, TE versus tr Curves show the equivalent thermonuclear
Q for a 50:50 deuterium plasma. They are calculated assuming Te = 7] and radial profiles similar

to the experimental ones (ratio central to average pressure of 3).
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Fig. 14 Measured QDD versus mean density.

of this type will not be seen in Q=1 deuterium-tritium experiments either, since
there the a-power is only 17% of the total.

8. Fusion Product and Q

The experimental values of the fusion product (nD 7} TE) are plotted versus
Tt in Figure 13. Also shown are the contours of constant thermonuclear Q, Qth

calculated on the basis of a D-T mixture with the same hydrogen isotype densi-
ty and with density and temperature profiles typical of JET experiments (pres-
sure ratio p/(p)=3). It is assumed that Te = Tt at all radii. Correcting for
impurities by taking only the deuteron density overestimates Qth because the
energy content of the electrons associated with the impurities is not included
in the losses. However for Zefj < 3, the maximum error is 30 %. From the figure
it is clear that conditions close to Qth =0.1 have been achieved.

Fig. 14 shows the directly measured values of QDD versus mean density. Here
the highest values which are at low density are due to beam-plasma interactions.
Scaling these to the planned deuterium beam energy (140keV), accounting for
cross-section and yield changes, the equivalent Qtot for a 50:50 D-T plasma is 0.25.
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L-mode
V 1.1MA
D 2.0MA
0 3.3MA
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[Pt-dW/dt](MW)

Fig. 15 Global energy confinement time, rE , versus input power for the L-mode (curves are
Goldston scaling for different currents) and H-mode (curves are 2 x Goldston scaling) cases.

9. Confinement and Transport
The global confinement times, defined as TE = W/(P-dW/dt), are shown in
Fig. 15 as a function of input power for both the l^mode and H-mode case. These
results can be equally well represented by the Goldston power law[131:

r£(G) = 3.7x 1(T2 IRU75a0-37 Kv* P " ^

or by an offset-linear law derived by Rebut and Lalliaf141,

TE (R-L) =3.7xlO"2 Myi Tv* n* Bv> Lly* ZVi P~l +1.7X10'2 M*4 IL3/l Z""2
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where Mis the atomic mass, L3=Ra2K, K= elongation, n=density (1019m3),
Z = Zeff, and other units are MA, T, m, MW, and s. Fig. 16 and 17 show the JET
data plotted against these laws. H-modes are clearly improved with respect to
Goldston by ~ 2 and to Rebut-Lallia by slightly less.
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It seems unlikely that it will be possible to separate these two forms on JET.
At high power the ratio of the two confinement times for Z = M=2 is:

TE(G) /TE(R-L)=2.2 (R/a)l-25a-°A2 P~

For JET dimensions, TE(G) and TE{R-L) are equal for P=45MW. Above
45 MW, the offset linear law becomes more optimistic, below this power the com-
bination of the offset and the incremental part is difficult to distinguish from
the power law.

Looking ahead to a reactor, note that degradation of the P~1/2 type will have
to be forced if it does not occur naturally. Only in this way can a reactor be ig-
nited at low power and then moved to its final high power operating point'151.

Local transport analysis^161 of extensive JET data has shown in broad terms
that the electron and ion thermal conductivities, xe and X;, are approximately
equal while the particle diffusion coefficient D is typically (x</5). Samples of
local analysis are shown in Fig. 17 for different discharge types. The power flow
q by conduction is computed taking into account heating profiles, convection
and radiation. Then, treating the plasma as a single fluid, the thermal conduc-
tivity x is given by x=q/n (dT/dr). The results in Fig. 18 are for discharges with
/=3MA and 3.2<B< 3.5T. Low values of x are seen in the interior of ohmic,
pellet-injected and H-mode discharges. The power deposition profiles highlight
the remarkable pellet case, where x is very low in the core despite strong central
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20
P(MW)

Fig. 19 Plasma energy content versus total power input. Curves are for constant thermonuclear
Q assuming an average ion temperature greater than 7 keV. Density must be less than the critical

value on the right hand ordinate for this to be the case.

power deposition. These results taken together are not simply correlated with
variations of -qe, ??, (=dlnT/dln.n). Critical temperature gradient (or equiva-
lently heat-pinch) or critical pressure gradient models give a tolerable represen-
tation of both steady-state and transient profiles of temperature for most cases.
However for the heated pellet case, an ad hoc reduction of x is required to fit
the data[16].

10. Future Prospects
For central ion temperatures > lOkeV and moderate profiles (yp =p/{p) ~ 3),
the ratio, F, of a-particle power to the losses is given by:

F=2xlO"2 2n TTE

corresponding to an energy content W(MJ) in the plasma

2.4 VF
W =

Yp
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where V is the plasma volume. For low values of F,. TE = W/P where P is the
input power so that W= (2.4 VFP/-yp)

Vl or in terms of thermonuclear Qth,

For JET with a plasma volume of 140m3 and yp =3

W=l0.6 [%£l *

This relation is shown in Fig. 19 for Qth =0.3,0.5 and 1.0. The right-hand ordinate
shows the mean density scale corresponding to f- 7 keV. If for a given plasma
energy, the density is higher than the figure given, then the central temperature
will be too low, which invalidates the relation used between F and the fusion
parameter. The present experimental data for W versus P is also shown on the
figure. At first sight, the H-modes have the highest potential but the density
is too high for optimum results.
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A further assessment including beam-plasma reactions is shown in Fig. 20.
Here, it is assumed that Zeff=(2 + 2/n19), which is an approximate representa-
tion of Fig. 10. The beams are taken to be the 140 kV, 15 M W deuterium, planned
for the D-T phase. Assuming a realistic minimum average density of 5 x 1019nT3

at high current and high power shows a total Q ranging from 0.3 -0.6, as TE varies
from 0.4-0.8s (range of L and H-mode predictions). The corresponding em-
power would be of the order 2MW.

A number of technical improvements and additions to the apparatus are in
hand which should enable higher performance to be reached. These are:
(a) stiffening of the vacuum vessel to permit routine operation at the highest

current level;
(b) improved RF launching antennae with beryllium screens; this should

increase reliability and facilitate coupling of RF power to H-modes;
(c) 10MW, 3.7GHz lower hybrid current drive system to control the current

density profile;
(d) two pump-limiter modules to improve density control;
(e) single, and subsequently, multiple high speed pellet injectors (~ 4 - 6 km/s)

to enable central fuelling of higher temperature plasmas;
(f) the replacement of carbon tiles on belt limiters and antennae protection by

beryllium together with beryllium evaporators. This should reduce the oxygen
content and substitute a lower Z element for carbon;

(g) water cooled X-point dump plates with carbon fibre material facing the
plasma;

(h) saddle coils are being prepared to go inside the vacuum vessel for feedback
control of the precursor instabilities which lead to disruptions;

(i) upgrading of neutral beam energy to 140 kV, deuterium and eventually one
of the two beam boxes to 160 kV, tritium;

(j) tritium and remote-handling equipment is under intensive preparation for
the deuterium tritium phase.

11. Summary and Conclusions
In summary, the main results achieved on JET have been:
1. JET has operated with 7 MA in limiter mode and 5 MA with a single

X-point configuration;

2. Central ion temperatures of 23 keV, central electron temperatures of 12keV,
central electron densities of 1.8xlO2Om~3 and confinement times of 1.2s
have been obtained in different discharges.

3. Both electron and ion temperatures have simultaneously exceeded lOkeV
during several confinement times. Most encouraging is that no further
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confinement degradation is observed in these conditions directly relevant
to reactor operations.

4. Plasma temperatures exceeding 5 keV have been maintained for 20 s during
ICRH heating of 3 MA discharges.

5. Plasmas with an equivalent thermonuclear Q of 0.1 and equivalent total
Q (including non-thermal reactions) of 0.25 have been achieved.

6. The high current capability combined with the full rated heating power has
not yet been exploited. Technical difficulties with water cooled elements and
with disruption forces are progressively being overcome.

7. Some aspects of a-particle physics have now been simulated notably in RF
heating experiments with a 3He minority in the plasma. The behaviour is
as expected.

8. Extrapolating from present results, taking into account the operating limits
on density and impurities a total Q approaching 0.6 is predicted for D-T
operation corresponding to an a-power of 2MW.

9. Technical changes and additions to the apparatus now under preparation
will give greater control of density and current profiles, reduce the impurity
content and perhaps reduce the severity of disruptions. These should lead
to significant improvements over the base-level performance predictions
given above.

In conclusion, extrapolation of JET confinement data using either Goldston
or offset-linear scaling suggests that energy confinement itself will not be a
problem in reactor-scaled devices such as PCSR[17] operating at the 20 MA level.
Much more problematic are questions of fuelling, pumping and maintenance
of a long burn plasma. JET is the machine with plasma parameters and geometry
closest to those required. Therefore, it offers the possibility of developing the
technical means and the experience in the delicate balance required between ener-
gy and particle (including impurities) confinement.
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Abstract

RECENT PROGRESS IN JT-60 EXPERIMENTS.
The paper describes recent progress in confinement, heating and current drive experiments on

JT-60. The performance of JT-60 has been extended with replacement of the first wall by graphite tiles,
addition of a new diveVtor coil, installation of a multiple pellet injector, enhancement of the power sup-
ply capability and high power, long pulse operation of neutral beam and radiofrequency heating systems
up to 30 MW in combined power. The best parameter values achieved is the product ne(0)TET;(0) =
6 x 1019 m~3-s-keV for a hydrogen limiter plasma at a plasma current of 3.2 MA. An offset linear
relation for the energy confinement is confirmed for limiter, outside divertor and lower single-null
divertor discharges. An improvement of energy confinement was observed in the lower single-null
divertor experiments for high heating power. Efficient acceleration of high energy beam ions was
achieved in combined neutral beam and radiofrequency heating of low density plasmas. Pellet fuelled
high density plasmas could be heated effectively by a lower hybrid wave without occurrence of paramet-
ric instabilities. Plasma current drive up to 2 MA and ramp-up experiments by a lower hybrid wave
were performed successfully. The current drive efficiency was optimized for plasma and wave
parameters. A further enhancement programme for JT-60 is in progress.
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2 Kyushu University, Fukuoka, Japan.
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1. INTRODUCTION

JT-60 [1] constitutes a focus of the Japanese fusion development programme.
Its main objective is to investigate plasma confinement and heating in reactor-grade
plasmas and to conduct an integrated test of associated fusion technologies. The origi-
nal feature of JT-60 [2] is a long pulse tokamak device with a plasma of circular
cross-section and a poloidal divertor placed radially outside. A new divertor coil has
been installed recently to produce a non-circular cross-section divertor plasma with
a single null at the bottom.

The present paper concentrates on experiments and advances during the last two
years with intense neutral beam (NBI) and radiofrequency (RF) wave injection.
Major experimental issues are: (i) particle and impurity control by divertor and pellet
injection; (ii) energy confinement study for limiter and divertor discharges;
(iii) combined NBI and RF heating; and (iv) RF current drive. The RF system has
a lower hybrid range of frequency (LHRF) and an ion cyclotron range of frequency
(ICRF). The status of JT-60 is described in the next section. Experimental results and
future development are presented and discussed in later sections.

2. STATUS OF THE DEVICE

Machine conditions have progressively been improved during the operation
phase and during the shutdown periods. Achieved parameters are compared with
design values in Table I.

TABLE I. MAIN PARAMETERS OF JT-60

Parameter

Plasma current
Limiter
Outside divertor
Lower divertor

Toroidal field
(at R = 3 m)

Heating power
(into torus)
NBI
LHRF
ICRF

Wall material

Pellet

Design

2.7 MA
2.1 MA
2.2 MA

4.5 T

20 MW
15 MW
5 MW
TiC-Mo

1.3 km-s"1

3.8 mm

Achieved

3.2 MA
2.7 MA
2.0 MA

4.8 T

25 MW
11 MW
3.1 MW
TiC-Mo (before March 1987)
Graphite (after June 1987)
1.5 knvs"1

3.8 mm (diameter) x 3.8 mm (length)
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FIG. 1. Magnetic field configurations ofJT-60.
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A toroidal magnetic field of 4.8 T has been generated, exceeding its design
value of 4.5 T. The plasma current in limiter discharges has been increased to
3.2 MA beyond the design value by enhancement of the poloidal field power
supplies. Coil supports for a divertor coil and a quadrupole field coil have been
strengthened in order to increase the plasma current in the outside divertor discharges
from the design value of 2.1 MA to 2.7 MA. A new divertor coil was installed in
early 1988 to obtain lower single-null divertor discharges. Three typical configura-
tions, i.e. limiter, outside divertor (O-DFV) and lower single-null divertor (L-DIV),
are shown in Fig. 1.

All TiC coated Mo limiters and divertor plates were replaced by graphite tiles
during the April and May shutdown period of 1987. The surface area of the graphite
wall corresponds to half the vacuum vessel area. The residual is covered by the TiC
coated Inconel liners. The vacuum vessel is usually operated with wall temperatures
of 200-300°C in the present experiment.

The operation of the NBI and the RF heating systems has been improved succes-
sively to increase the heating power and to extend the pulse length [3, 4]. The NBI
system has been operated regularly with an injected power of about 20 MW at a
hydrogen beam energy of 75 keV. The RF heating system consists of two schemes:
three units of the LHRF system operated in a frequency range of 1.7-2.2 GHz and
one unit of the ICRF system in a frequency range of 110-130 MHz. The frequency
of this ICRF system corresponds to the second harmonics of the hydrogen ion cyclo-
tron frequency in a toroidal magnetic field of about 4.5 T.
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A pneumatic pellet injector was installed in early 1988. This injector produced
three hydrogen pellets with a velocity of 1.5 km-s"1 and with cylindrical sizes of
2.7 mm (diameter) X 2.7 mm (length) to 3.8 mm (diameter) x 3.8 mm (length).

3. DISCHARGE CONTROL AND OPERATIONAL REGIME

Experiments on JT-60 have been conducted in different configurations: limiter
and divertor with outside or lower single null. Various heating methods have been
used, ranging from Ohmic heating alone to combinations of Ohmic, NBI, ICRF and
LHRF. Fuel has been supplied by gas puffing and/or pellet injection.

Various techniques have been introduced into the discharge control for obtain-
ing high density and high current (low q) plasmas as shown in Fig. 2. The LH current
drive (f = 2 GHz, No = 1.7, PLH = 1.5 MW) was used in the current ramp-up
phase to save the flux swing of the Ohmic power supply. Subsequently, a long pulse
NBI was necessary to suppress a serious, m = 3/n = 1 locked mode [5]. This mode
grew at qeff = 2.8-3.0 and a required NBI power of more than 13-15 MW for
stabilization. After passing through the dangerous unstable zone of the locked mode,
a density increase by additional gas puffing became possible with the aid of high
power NBI. The plasma current and the line averaged electron density reached
Ip = 3.2 MA (qeff = 2.2) and n̂  = 1.0 x 1020 nr3, respectively, in the flat-top
phase. The NBI was required still in the current termination phase to prevent hard
disruptions.

The operation regime of JT-60 is shown in Fig. 3. In limiter discharges with
graphite wall, a high density (n<.R/BT = 7.5 X 1019 m~"2-T~') and high current
(qeff = 2.2) plasma was achieved with NBI assist. The density limit of the beam
heated plasmas was determined by the MARFE phenomenon rather than by occur-
rence of a disruption. The operation boundary of the divertor discharges was limited
to n<. (1019 m~3) < 15 BT(T)/R(m) qeff with gas puffing due to high recycling of
particles [6] and could be extended to n<. < 32 BT/Rqeff with pellet injection.

4. DIVERTOR EFFECTS

The divertor plays an essential role in the tokamak in impurity control and parti-
cle and heat exhaust. The effective ion charge number Zeff in discharges with TiC
wall was reduced noticeably by a divertor as is shown in Fig. 4, where the major
impurities were titanium and oxygen [1]. At the same time, the values of Zeff

differed only slightly between divertor and limiter discharges with graphite wall and
were reduced to unity with increasing average electron density. Carbon and oxygen
werei the dominant impurities in graphite wall discharges as is shown in Fig. 1. The
radiation loss was about one fifth of the heating power in divertor discharges and one
third in limiter discharges with graphite wall.
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FIG. 2. Typical profiles of high current and high density limiter discharge.
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FIG. 3. Hugill diagram ofJT-60 discharges.
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FIG. 4. Effective ion charge number Zeg versus line averaged electron density ne for various dis-
charge conditions.

It was found that the neutral hydrogen pressures in the divertor chamber, PD,
and around the main plasma edge, PM, increased proportionally with n^ of the main
plasmas. The compression ratio of the neutral hydrogens defined by PD/PM reached
about 45 in the outside divertor discharges. A Zr-Al pumping system with a pumping
speed of 6.8 m3 • s~\ provided to the outside divertor chamber, was sufficient at high
density (n<. > 6 x 1019 m"3) to exhaust particles with a pumping rate of more than
3 Pa-m3-s-' [6].

Heat exhaust and energy control are other essential functions of the divertor.
It was found that a major fraction of the absorbed power (80-90%) was exhausted
towards the divertor chamber both in the outside and in the lower divertor
discharges. Then, the plasma-wall interaction was really localized near the divertor
plates.

5. ENERGY CONFINEMENT

Energy confinement of JT-60 plasmas [4, 7] has been studied in discharges with
limiter, outside divertor and lower single-null divertor with NBI, RF and combined
NBI and RF heating. The relation between the plasma stored energy W and the
absorbed heating power Pabs is given in Fig. 5(a) for a variety of plasma currents Ip.
The plasma stored energy was determined by diamagnetic and confirmed by kinetic
measurements. The heating power in Fig. 5 was estimated from the combined Ohmic
and NBI power. The values of W increase with Ip and reach 3.0 MJ at Ip = 3.2 MA
with Pabs = 23 MW. These W-Pabs characteristics were slightly influenced by the
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FIG. 5. (a) Plasma stored energy W versus absorbed heating power Pabs and (b) global energy con-
finement time T£ versus P^s.

electron density including its radial profiles. No significant difference in the stored
energy was observed among the different configurations (limiter, outside divertor and
lower single-null divertor) although the lower single-null discharges have a smaller
plasma volume than the other configurations (by 40%).

A simple offset linear relationship, W = Wo + ifc Pabs, can be deduced from
the experimental data. The offset value Wo is increased with Ip, while the incremen-
tal energy confinement time, rjf (=AW/APabs), is about 0.054 s; it is likely to be
independent of Ip. The energy confinement time can be estimated from the equation
rE = W/(Pabs - dW/dt). The relationship of TE with Pabs is shown in Fig. 5(b). The
confinement time degrades with Pabs and is improved with Ip. The offset linear
scaling of W yields the relationship TE = if0 + W0/Pabs at dW/dt = 0. Further
investigations are being carried out on confinement scaling including size effects.
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6. IMPROVEMENT OF ENERGY CONFINEMENT

Some experimental effort has been devoted to an improvement of the confine-
ment by H-mode discharges in JT-60 [4]. An initial study has been conducted on the
outside divertor configuration. A short H-mode discharge period was observed as is
shown in Fig. 6(a) at Ip = 2 MA and He = 2 x 1019 nr3 with an NBI power of
21 MW. Sharp rises of stored energy, electron density and soft X-ray signals are
associated with a decrease in Ua line radiations from the main plasma edge and
from the divertor chamber. During the H-phase, the density profile broadens. These
observations indicate an improvement of particle confinement. This H-mode phase
could not be sustained longer than 50 to 100 ms so that energy confinement did not
improve significantly in the outside divertor discharges.

Lower single-null divertor discharges produced frequent edge localized modes
(ELM) [5] near the main plasma edge and in the divertor region as is shown in
Fig. 6(b). The plasma stored energy and the electron density increased during the
ELM-free H-phase, which continued only 200 ms and again did not allow significant
improvement of the energy confinement.

A different type of discharge with improved confinement has been found in the
lower single-null divertor [7]. The detailed behaviour of this discharge is shown in
Fig. 7. The improved confinement started after 1.2 s of NBI and continued up to the
end of NBI. The plasma stored energy and the electron density increased slowly
while a sharp rise occurred in the Ha intensity and in the radiation power from the
divertor plasma region. The radiation power from the main plasma decreased and the
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FIG. 7. Development of improved confinement discharge (E6950) compared with L-mode divertor dis-

charge (E6956).

central electron temperature was sustained. These features of the improved confine-
ment phase indicate enhanced particle recycling and strong radiation cooling of the
divertor plasmas, causing a favourable reduction of the heat load on the divertor
plates.

Improved confinement was attained for high heating power exceeding 13 to
15 MW as is shown in Fig. 8. The stored energy was increased by 20 to 30% in the
improved confinement phase of the 1 MA discharges and by 15 to 20% in that of the
1.5 MA discharges.

Effective heating of pellet fuelled plasmas was obtained by NBI with a medium
range of power around 10 MW, and the plasma stored energy was increased by 50%
over that of gas puffing plasmas.

7. RF HEATING AND COMBINED RF AND NBI HEATING

RF heating with ICRF or LHRF has been performed for Ohmic heating (OH)
and NBI heating plasmas. A 2 x 2 loop antenna array was used to optimize second
harmonic heating in a frequency range of 120 to 130 MHz. The peak of the k| spec-
trum could be changed from zero to 10 m~l with phasing from the (0,0) to the (TT,O)

mode (designating the toroidal and poloidal phase differences). The RF heating rates
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FIG. 8. Plasma stored energy versus absorbed heating power for improved confinement discharges in
lower single-null divertor configuration.

measured by the incremental energy confinement time, T|C (=yDWRF/APRF), are
given in Fig. 9(a) [4, 8]. The ICRF heating of hydrogen OH plasmas in the (ir.O)
mode was superior to that in the (0,0) mode. The heating rate for the (0,0) mode
could be improved in helium plasmas with minority hydrogen ions (less than 10%)
and also in pellet fuelled plasmas with a peaked density profile. The ICRF wave
injected into NBI plasmas effectively accelerated the beam ions at the plasma centre,
and, consequently, a high heating rate (T£° = 200 ms) was attained in the low den-
sity region of fie < 4 x 1019 m"3 as is indicated in Fig. 9(a).

LHRF heating at f = 1.74 GHz has been performed for hydrogen OH plasmas
produced with gas puffing or pellet injection [9]. This wave frequency was near the
lower hybrid frequency (f « fLH) at n,. = 1 X 1020 m"3 and BT = 4.5 T. In the low
density region with gas puffing, electron heating was dominant, and its heating rate
measured by rj?0 decreased rapidly with increasing n,,. The pellet fuelled plasmas
with a peaked density profile were favourable for central ion heating by the present
LH wave. It is shown in Fig. 9(b) that the heating rate of pellet fuelled plasmas
increases with Re up to 1 X 1020 m"3 and reaches a level comparable to that of NBI
plasmas at high density. Parametric instabilities were suppressed in the low density
plasma surrounding the high density core.

When LHRF with f = 2 GHz and NB = ±1.9 at the spectrum peak was
applied to NBI plasmas [4], the wave energy was transferred mainly to the beam ions.
The heating rate was above the level of the NBI heating alone at a low density of
n<. < 3 X 1019 irr3 as is shown in Fig. 9(b). Above this density, TJ?0 went down with
increasing fie, because of the degrading accessibility.
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8. LOWER HYBRID CURRENT DRIVE

The LH current drive experiments in JT-60 have been conducted with launchers
with a phase difference of A<j> = 90°; the N| spectrum has a broad or a narrow pro-
file as is shown in Fig. 10. A plasma current of up to 2 MA was driven at
Se = 3.2 X 1018 m"3 with an LH power of 3 MW. The current drive efficiency,
r;CD(=iie(1019 i r r 3 ) ^ (MA) R(m)/PLH (MW)), reached 2.65 without NBI and 2.9
with NBI in lower single-null divertor discharges as is shown in Fig. 10. The narrow
spectrum peaked near N| = 1 could have a larger ?jCD than the broad spectrum in
the low density region of n̂  < 8 x 1018 m"3. Low Zeff and high electron tempera-
ture plasmas yield high r;CD- A scaling ijCD oc <Te>/(5 + Zeff) was well confirmed,
where <Te) is the volume averaged electron temperature.
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Current ramp-up by the LH wave [3] has been investigated in low density diver-
tor discharges, and the plasma current was ramped up from 0.46 to 0.60 MA
in 6.4 s at r^ = 0.3 X 1019 m"3 with an injected LH power of 1.6 MW. It is esti-
mated for this discharge that about 5 % of the LH wave energy is transferred to the
poloidal field energy of the driven current.

Current profile modification is another important aspect of current drive [10].
Improved confinement exceeding L-mode scaling has been observed for flattened
current profiles induced by LH wave injection, when the change in the internal induc-
tance reached A*- « -0 .1 .

9. FUTURE PROGRAMME OF JT-60

A major role to be played by JT-60 in the future is the improvement of the toka-
mak plasma performance so that the Japanese fusion programme can be advanced to
reach the next step ignition device. The JT-60 upgrade programme [11] has started
already; in this programme, the vacuum vessel and the poloidal field coil will be
replaced completely in order to allow high current discharges with 6 MA in a divertor
and with 7 MA in a limiter configuration.

Deuterium beams will be injected into deuterium instead of hydrogen plasmas
in the upgrade experiment. In conjunction with the change in the beam species, the
beam power is expected to increase up to 40 MW at a beam energy of 120 keV. An
RF heating system such as LHRF and ICRF will also be set up with some improve-
ments in various devices.
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The further development of the non-inductive current drive scheme is another
important issue of the JT-60 future programme, aiming at an exploration of steady
state tokamak operation and profile control. An LH launcher with recent improve-
ments for current drive will soon be installed. Studies are now under way to design
a high density current drive system, including negative ion beam injectors and a new
RF system (fast or LH wave).

10. CONCLUSIONS

During the past few years, substantial progress has been made in discharge con-
trol, confinement, heating and current drive experiments on JT-60. The main results
are:

(1) High current (Ip = 3.2 MA, qeff = 2.2) and high density (fie = 1.2 X 1020irr3)
discharges have been obtained with the help of LH current ramp-up and NBI
stabilization of MHD activity.

(2) A maximum product of ne(0)TETi(0) = 6 x 1019 m~3-s-keV has been achieved
in hydrogen discharges with high power NBI heating
(PNB = 21 MW) of high density plasmas at high Ip.

(3) Essential divertor functions have been demonstrated experimentally for impu-
rity control and particle and heat exhaust during high power heating.

(4) An offset linear confinement property has been confirmed for limiter, outside
divertor and lower single-null divertor.

(5) Lower single-null divertor discharges have demonstrated an improvement in
confinement with high recycling of particles and strong radiation cooling in the
divertor region.

(6) Strong high energy beam ion acceleration and a high heating rate have been
achieved in combined NBI and ICRF heating of low f̂  plasmas.

(7) Effective ion heating in the plasma core has been observed for LH wave injec-
tion into pellet fuelled high density plasmas of up to ii,, = 1 X 1020 m~3. The
LH wave injected into NBI heated plasmas has preferentially been absorbed by
beam ions.

(8) An LH current drive of up to 2 MA has been realized with high efficiency, and
a simple relation for the current drive efficiency has been confirmed,
i.e. T?CD OC <Te>/(5 + Zeff).
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Abstract

STABILITY OF HIGH BETA DISCHARGES IN THE DUI-D TOKAMAK.
An operational beta limit of (3 £ 3.5 I/aB has been encountered in neutral beam heated H-mode

divertor discharges in DIII-D, scaling linearly with I/aB over a factor of 3 in I/aB and beta. Carefully
prepared discharges have run stably very close to this limit, with |8 > 3 I/aB having been sustained for
more than 1 s. The maximum beta in such discharges is limited by hard disruptions which are attributed
to the ideal 2/1 kink mode. Before reaching this limit, most discharges experience a saturation or slow
collapse of beta associated with low-n MHD instabilities which are consistent with stability calculations
for resistive pressure-driven modes. As beta increases, MHD instabilities appear in part or all of a
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sequence having mode numbers m/n = 5/4, 4/3, 3/2, and 2/1. The n = 2 mode is associated with a
moderate degradation of confinement, while the n = 1 mode causes a complete loss of plasma energy
and disruption of the discharge. The observed beta limit is well below the maximum beta allowed by
ideal high-n ballooning modes for optimized profiles, but the pressure gradient at the center and edge
of the discharge is calculated to be near the marginally stable value, and ballooning modes may influence
the pressure profile in these regions. The maximum beta reached to date, 6.8%, occurred in a discharge
which was well away from both predicted and operational beta limits and ran stably with 0 > 6% for
800 ms.

1. INTRODUCTION

Various pressure driven instabilities may limit the maximum
achievable beta, the ratio of plasma pressure to confining magnetic field
pressure, in a tokamak. Theoretically predicted limits due to ideal MHD
instabilities can be approximated by the simple scaling law

/? < CI/aB (1)

where I is the plasma current, a the minor radius of the plasma, and B the
toroidal magnetic field. Values of C range from 2.8%/(MA/m/T) for ideal
n = 1 kink modes with no wall stabilization [1] to 4.4%/(MA/m/T) for
ideal infinite-n ballooning modes [2], where n is the toroidal mode num-
ber. Results from several beam-heated tokamak experiments, including
Doublet III, PDX, ASDEX, ISX-B, PBX, and TFTR, are in reasonably
good agreement with this scaling law.

Important questions for the next generation of tokamak experiments
include the exact value of the coefficient C for divertor H—mode discharges,
the mechanism responsible for the beta limit, and whether operation close
to the beta limit is possible in steady state or only transiently. This
paper describes the scaling of the operational beta limit in DIII-D and
the MHD activity encountered at that limit. The stability and duration of
the highest beta discharges are discussed. Based on observations of beta
limit phenomena and stability calculations, a mechanism for the beta limit
is proposed.

2. DIII-D PARAMETERS AND DIAGNOSTICS

Equation (1) [with I/aB ~ eg-:1(l + K2)-K/^O] implies that the most
favorable discharges for maximizing beta are those with large vertical
elongation «, large inverse aspect ratio e = a/R, and low safety factor q.
The DIII-D tokamak [3] is well-suited for high beta experiments, having
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a typical plasma elongation of K — 2.0 and inverse aspect ratio e = 0.4,
with the major and minor radii of the vacuum vessel aperture being 1.69
and 0.67 m, respectively. Discharges stable over many energy confinement
times have been operated with elongation « = 2.0 at g95 = 2.0 in a di-
vertor configuration and qg5 = 2.1 in a limiter configuration. (Because q
becomes formally infinite at the separatrix of a divertor plasma, we use the
parameter 395, the safety factor at the flux surface enclosing 95% of the
poloidal flux of the separatrix.) For the high beta experiments reported
here, single null divertor discharges in deuterium were heated with up to
12 MW of neutral beams from eight 80 kV ion sources, typically with six
hydrogen beams and two deuterium beams or all eight hydrogen.

Plasma energy (or beta) can be determined either from magnetic
data or from kinetic profile data. The non-circular cross-section of DIII-D
discharges permits the separation of beta and internal inductance i\ in
equilibrium fits to external magnetic measurements, using the equilibrium
code EFIT [4]. Electron temperature and density profiles are measured by
Thomson scattering. Line-integrated density measured by four CO2 laser
interferometer chords provides further density profile information and nor-
malization of the Thomson scattering data. Ion temperature profiles are
measured with a charge exchange recombination spectrometer viewing two
of the heating beams. These measurements, and the calculated beam ion
deposition profile, can be used in the MHD equilibrium code to obtain an
equilibrium which is consistent with both magnetic and kinetic data [5,6].

3. DISCHARGES AT HIGH (3 and HIGH fa

3.1. Operational (3 Limit

An operational beta limit at fa = /3/(I/aB) < 3.5%/(MA/m/T) has
been encountered in neutral beam heated, single-null divertor,
H-mode discharges in DIII-D (Fig. 1). The maximum achievable beta
scales linearly with IN = I/aB over a factor of 3 in IN, corresponding
to 9 > 9̂5 > 3. The same scaling of the beta limit was found in Dou-
blet III [6], where a coefficient of 3.5 was found in both divertor and limiter
discharges at minor radii of 0.39 to 0.44 m, and elongations of 1.0 to 1.6.
The agreement of DIII-D and Doublet III results lends support to the
minor radius scaling and lack of explicit elongation dependence in Eq. (1).

As fa increases a discharge may evolve in one of three ways: stable
operation, sudden disruption, or saturation of beta (sometimes followed
by a slow but complete collapse of beta). When degradation of energy
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F/G. 7. fol fieta vermr I/aBfor all DIII-D beam heated divertor discharges. Also shown is the opera-
tional limit o//3 = 5.5 I/aB; (b) equilibrium flux plot (magnetic data) at (S = 6.8% (typical shape for
most high beta discharges). Vertical line indicates the Thomson scattering chord.

confinement at high /?N occurs, it is correlated with the presence of low-n
MHD instabilities. The type of behavior, and the beta value at which
it appears, can vary between otherwise identical discharges, suggesting a
sensitive dependence on discharge conditions which are difficult to control.
These three types of behavior are discussed below in Section 4.

3.2. Maximum (3 Discharges (Stable)

Beta > 6% has been obtained in discharges with IN ranging from
1.7 to 2.5 MA/m/T. The highest beta discharges at IN > 2 are below the
anticipated beta limit of (3 = 3.5 IN, as seen in Fig. 1, and they show no
signs of beta-related loss of confinement.

The maximum beta achieved to date [7] is 6.8%, in a discharge where
/? > 6% was sustained for 0.8 seconds or about 18 energy confinement
times (Fig. 2). This was a 0.9 MA deuterium H-mode divertor discharge
at a toroidal field of 0.6 T, with q95 = 2.2, IN = 2.5, and elongation « = 2.
In this discharge, the Thomson scattering laser was fired about 300 msec
before the time of peak beta. At that time, there was very good agreement
between beta values using magnetic data only and magnetic plus kinetic
data, with f3 (magnetic) = 5.9% and /? (kinetic) = 6.2%. Careful stability
analysis [8] of a similar discharge with kinetic data at 0 = 6.2% shows it to
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FIG. 2. Time traces from maximum beta discharge (58922); (3 = 6.8% at t = 2590ms, and (3 > 6.0%
for 800 ms.

be well below the stability limit for ideal kink modes and ideal infinite-n
ballooning modes, as expected. The disruption during the rampdown of
plasma current and heating power is unrelated to beta. Similar discharges
in the same series, which reached comparable beta values for a shorter time
and consequently had a more gentle rampdown, did not disrupt.

Values of beta high enough to test the beta limit scaling at q95 < 3
have not been obtained because of a failure of energy confinement to scale
proportionately to plasma current at values of qgs below 3. This effect
depends on q but not on beta and thus is not related to the MHD limits
on total beta. It may be related to the interaction between the large
ELM's and large sawteeth which develop at low values of qss [9].

4. STABILITY AT THE (3 LIMIT

Detailed stability analysis of the operational beta limit has concen-
trated on a set of discharges with IN = 1.7 MA/m/T, 995 = 3.1 and
/? < 6.0%, for which good kinetic pressure profile data are available. Based
on the stability calculations which are discussed below, we can identify the
instabilities responsible for various aspects of the observed beta limit.

4.1. Stable Operation Near the /3 Limit

Under the proper conditions, it is possible for a discharge to run
stably very close to the operational limit. For example, in one discharge
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FIG. 3. Ballooning mode stability: measured pressure gradient profiles are compared to the calculated
marginally stable profile for the discharge with highest fiN. Radial co-ordinate is ~/Pn, where Vn is
the normalized flux surface volume.

where /3N > 3 was sustained for more than 1 second and reached a maxi-
mum of 3.45 during that time, the only observed MHD activity related to
high beta operation was a few small-amplitude bursts of oscillations with
toroidal mode numbers n = 3 and 4 (discussed further in Section 4.2).

At the maximum /?N in this discharge, the pressure gradient p' has
reached marginal stability for ideal high-n ballooning modes over the inner
half of the minor radius, as calculated with MBC [10] and shown in Fig. 3.
The plasma edge is also near marginal stability for ballooning modes; this
is related to the ELM (Edge Localized Mode) instability [9,11] and is
not unique to discharges with high volume-averaged beta. However, the
value of /?N == 3.5 is well below the maximum ballooning-stable /3N of 4.7,
obtained by setting pt equal to the marginally stable value everywhere.

High-n ballooning modes near the center of the discharge would not
be detectable by magnetic or soft X-ray diagnostics due to their short
wavelength. If present they could cause enhanced transport resulting in
saturation of the pressure gradient pt at the marginally stable value. The
resultant profile broadening could be consistent with the observed decrease
in internal inductance as beta increases.

However, if high-n ballooning modes are present, they have no effect
on the total energy confinement time. In this discharge and others, in the
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absence of the low-n MHD modes associated with the beta saturation and
collapse phenomena (to be discussed below), there is little or no change
in the incremental confinement time dW/dP during the H-mode phase as
/?N increases from 1.5 to 3.5.

4.2. /3 Saturation and Collapse

The most common type of behavior near the beta limit is a sat-
uration or slow collapse of beta associated with a sequence of MHD
modes of low toroidal mode number n, where n decreases as beta and
time increase [12]. As beta increases above about half the limiting value
(/?N W 1>8) bursts of MHD oscillations with low toroidal mode numbers
(n = 3 to 5) appear. These have typical amplitudes at the outboard ves-
sel wall of Bg/Bg < 0.1%, and there is no detectable effect on energy
confinement. As beta increases further (/?N * 2.4 or greater) the n = 3
mode may become nearly continuous, with a small decrease in energy
confinement. More commonly, a larger burst of n = 3 oscillation leads
to the onset of an n = 2 mode. A typical saturated amplitude for this
mode is Bg/Be > 0.5%, and a 20%—40% decrease in energy confinement
is observed. In some cases, the n = 2 mode is then followed by a slowly
growing n = 1 mode. Most of the plasma energy is lost on a time scale
of ~100 msec as the mode amplitude grows to Bg/Bg > 1%. A plasma
current disruption then terminates the discharge.

A typical beta collapse discharge having most of these features is
shown in Fig. 4. At first beta rises as the heating power increases, with
the transition to H-mode occurring at t = 1870 msec. The beta collapse
begins at t = 2550 msec, with a large burst of n = 3 apparently acting
as the trigger. As the plasma energy decreases the mode rotation velocity
slows, reaching zero at t = 2640 msec. Charge exchange recombination
measurements in similar discharges also show the plasma rotation stop-
ping at about the same time. At this time the presence of a nonrotating
("locked") n = 1 mode becomes detectable with external saddle loops.

Magnetic and soft X—ray measurements indicate that the primary
mode numbers for these instabilities are m/n = 5/4, 4/3, 3/2, and 2/1.
Soft X-ray and Thomson scattering measurements indicate that during
this sequence of modes the disturbance propagates outward in minor ra-
dius. The different toroidal mode numbers observed during this sequence
evidently represent different instabilities, since the amplitudes develop
differently in time and the frequencies are not in general harmonically
related. These instabilities are clearly related to beta, since similar dis-
charges with lower beta run quite stably, and coherent oscillations with
n > 2 are only seen at large values of /?N-
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FIG. 4. (a) Time traces for a typical beta collapse associated with low-n MHD activity (discharge
55771). B = 0.9 T, I = 1.0 MA, q9S = 3.1, 0 < 5.3%; (b) time-dependent amplitude spectra of %
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FIG. 5. Resistive mode calculation for n = 1 beta collapse (55791): (a) calculated perturbation of
poloidal magnetic flux; (b) phase and amplitude of Mirnov oscillations versus poloidal angle, comparing
measured (•) and calculated (o) values.

The low-n modes which cause beta saturation and collapse can-
not be attributed to ideal modes. Their growth rates are slow (typically
r ~ 104TAifven) and they can persist unchanged for times approaching the
resistive time of the plasma. Ideal stability calculations using GATO [13]
(discussed further below) show that the point where the n = 4, 3, and 2
modes are first observed is usually far from the kink mode stability limit.

These low-n modes are most consistent with pressure driven resistive
instabilities. The three-dimensional resistive code CART—II [14] was used
to analyze a discharge similar to that of Fig. 4, at a time during the large
n = 1 oscillation. The nonlinear calculation predicts a predominantly
?n = 2/n = 1 instability, as shown in Fig. 5. The predicted mode struc-
ture agrees well with soft X-ray and magnetic fluctuation measurements,
including the coupling to higher poloidal mode numbers which dominates
the structure along the inboard wall. The nonlinear calculation was halted
when the calculated value of Bg/Be at the outer wall was 1%, equal to
the measured value at the time when the n = 1 mode in the discharge of
Fig. 4 stopped rotating and the rate of energy loss accelerated. At this
point, the width of the 2/1 island was calculated to be 11 cm and flux
surfaces outside of the q = 2 surface had started to become stochastic.
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The observed cascade of modes toward larger q = mfn and smaller
n suggests that each mode destabilizes the next. This process may begin
with undetected high-ra ballooning modes near the center of the discharge.
Then as each mode appears it contributes to enhanced transport in the
central region, which causes the pressure gradient and current density gra-
dient to steepen outside of that region and thus destabilizes the next mode
at larger minor radius. Evidence for this process includes, the observed
gradual decrease of internal inductance £{ as beta increases, and the larger
decreases of £+ which occur at the onset of large n = 3 and n = 2 modes.

It may also be possible to explain the decreasing sequence of toroidal
mode numbers directly from resistive stability calculations. At low beta
the linear growth rates calculated by CART—II increase with the toroidal
mode number. However, as /?N increases to the experimental limit of
3.5, the growth rates for higher mode numbers begin to decrease (an
effect similar to the "second stability" of high-n ballooning modes). Finite
Larmor radius stabilization also affects the higher number modes more
strongly. The addition of a simple model for this effect [15] causes the
toroidal mode number with the largest calculated linear growth rate to
decrease to 3, 2, and then 1 as /?N increases to 3.5.

4.3. High (3 Disruptions

A few discharges avoid the beta saturation and collapse described
above and reach slightly higher beta. Here the maximum beta seems
to be limited by sudden disruptions. In these discharges, a nonrotating
n = 1 mode appears within 50 microseconds after a sawtooth fall. This
mode is evidently distinct from the rotating sawtooth precursor, as one or
two cycles of the rotating mode can be seen after the nonrotating mode
appears. A two-dimensional array (toroidal and poloidal) of soft X-ray
detectors shows a dominantly m = 2 poloidal structure for the nonrotating
mode. A rapid loss of plasma energy occurs in the presence of this mode,
beginning at the edge of the plasma and becoming complete within 1 to
2 msec.

These sudden disruptions which occur in some discharges with high
/?N may be caused by an ideal kink mode. The 2/J mode which precedes
the disruption grows in a much shorter time (r < 102TAifven) than the
2/1 mode associated with the beta collapse, closer to an ideal mode time
scale. Ideal kink mode stability was calculated using GATO for a set
of discharges with (fa increasing to 3.5. Toroidal mode numbers n = 2,
3, and 4 were calculated to be stable in all cases. The equilibrium with
the highest fa was predicted to be stable to the 2/1 kink mode with a
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FIG. 6. Predicted ideal kink mode stability versus /3W and (it compared to experimental data points.
Also shown is the trajectory of a high beta disruption discharge (60383).

conducting wall at a radius of 1.5 times the plasma's minor radius, but
unstable without the wall. Although the resistive vacuum vessel should
act as a conducting wall at the typical mode rotation frequency of a few
kHz, the stability calculations may be consistent with the fact that the
2/1 mode which precedes the disruption does not rotate. A model was
invoked for disruptions at the Doublet III beta limit [16] in which central
ballooning modes caused profile broadening, after which the additional
broadening due to a sawtooth fall triggered a 2/1 tearing or kink mode.
A similar mechanism may trigger the high beta disruptions in Dili—D.

In order to investigate the role of the current profile, stability cal-
culations were made for a two-parameter family of profiles which allowed
variation of beta and £i while go (safety factor on axis), boundary shape,
and total plasma current were kept fixed. The results are compared in
Fig. 6 to experimental data from equilibrium fits using magnetic data
only. The profiles for the stability calculations were consistent with these
equilibria. As £i decreases the maximum stable beta is predicted to in-
crease, until at low ti either a current driven stability limit is encountered
or an equilibrium cannot be found with this profile parameterization. In
experimental discharges, the internal inductance ii decreases as beta in-
creases, but the decrease is not rapid enough to avoid the kink instability.
In this plot the observed beta limit at /3N = 3.5 is above the calculated
limit without wall stabilization, and seems to agree well with the limit for
a conducting wall at 1.5 a. When more realistic profiles consistent with
kinetic pressure profile measurements are used, the predicted limit with
the wall at 1.5 a becomes somewhat larger.
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5. CONCLUSIONS

An operational beta limit of/? < 3.5 I/aB has been reached in single-
null H—mode divertor discharges in Dili—D. This limit was found over
a factor of 3 in I/aB, for ggs between 9 and 3 and beta up to 6.0%.
The maximum beta reached to date is 6.8% in a discharge with I/aB =
2.5 MA/m/T and qa5 = 2.2. This discharge was well below anticipated
stability limits and ran stably at high beta for 0.8 sec.

The maximum beta achieved in the experiment is limited by the
ideal 2/1 kink mode, which causes a sudden disruption of the discharge.
Most discharges do not reach this limit, but experience a saturation or
slow collapse of beta, caused by a cascade of pressure driven resistive
modes evolving from n = 3—5 t o n = 1. The maximum beta allowed by
high-n ballooning modes for optimized profiles is never reached, but these
instabilities may constrain the pressure profile near the center and the
edge of the discharge, and thus influence the discharge's stability to low-n
modes.

Stable operation is possible quite close to the beta limit, with /?N >
3.0%/(MA/m/T) having been sustained for over 1 second. The fact that
this has been done at all suggests that with some form of profile control
such as rf heating it may be possible to obtain such discharges more repro-
ducibly. The slow growth rate of the n = 3 and n = 2 modes associated
with beta saturation and collapse might allow the use of feedback control
to suppress these modes.
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Abstract

INITIAL RESULTS OF THE PBX-M EXPERIMENT.
The Modified Princeton Beta Experiment (PBX-M) is designed to provide access to the second

stability regime by utilizing the stabilizing properties of operation with minimum B and strong indenta-
tion. The distinctive features of PBX-M as compared to its predecessor device, PBX, are the ability to
operate at higher indentations (up to 30%) and the presence of conducting passive stabilizer plates almost
completely surrounding the plasma surface. The purpose of the plates is to stabilize ideal n = 1 surface
modes which are believed to be partially responsible for the first regime /3-limit. In addition, PBX-M
can operate in a closed divertor mode, thus allowing for H-mode operation with enhanced confinement
properties that will aid in the goal of second stability. Plasmas with indentations of up to 25 % have been
successfully formed during the initial period of operation. Furthermore, disruption-free operation could
be carried out to c ^ values down to 2.0 even with indentations > 15%. Distinctive observed MHD
phenomena included long period sawteeth in Ohmic and NBI plasmas without strong current ramps, and
a lower power threshold for transition into the H-mode. These preliminary results suggest some benefi-
cial effects of operation with higher indentation and passive stabilizers.

I) Introduction

Recent successes [1,2] in confinement and reactivity in approaching the
ignition regime have stimulated a re-examination of the magnetic properties of
toroidal confinement devices in order to optimize the tokamak concept from the
viewpoint of a commercial reactor. This examination has focussed on utilizing
the stability properties of magnetic shear and a magnetic well in order to
operate in the second regime of stability at economically attractive values of p.
MHD stabilization and the attainment of second stability can be approached by
strongly shaping the plasma and by modifying the current, pressure, and
density profiles as well as by raising q(0). The bean-shaped configuration in

* The PBX-M project is supported by US Department of Energy Contract No.
DE-AC02-76-CHO-3073.
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PBX-M maximally utilizes the advantage of strong bean shaping. Current
profile control during the initial period of operation is confined to that produced
by strong current ramps, which were used to lengthen the sawtooth period and
achieve high-p in PBX [3]. The second phase of the experiment will include 2
MW of Lower Hybrid Current Drive (4.65 GHz), 4 MW of Ion Bernstein
Wave Heating (40 MHz), and pellet injection for current and pressure profile
modification, respectively. To aid the attainment of second stability, PBX-M
is equipped with close fitting conducting plates almost entirely surrounding the
plasma in order to stabilize the n = 1 ideal surface modes believed to be
responsible in part for the first regime limit. In addition, the presence of upper
and lower divertor chambers will allow for closed divertor H-mode operation
with resulting broader pressure profiles and enhanced confinement which will
also help achieve second stability.

In addition to exhibiting enhanced stability to MHD modes, plasmas
approaching and in the second stability regime should benefit from the
suppression of microinstabilities. Calculations have shown that as p increases
and second stability is approached, the growth rate of various drift wave
instabilities, such as the trapped electron or Tji-modes which are believed to be
a significant cause of anomalous energy loss, decreases towards zero [4]. In
addition, the broader pressure profiles associated with second stability lend
themselves towards enhanced stability to these modes by effectively moving
the destabilizing pressure gradients out of the confinement region of the plasma
towards the edge. Recent calculations [5] have even shown that shear, such as
that resulting from separatrix operation, can help stabilize these modes further
at the edge of the plasma. The combination of these effects indicate effective
suppression of these modes as second stability is approached.

II) PBX-M Device

The predecessor PBX demonstrated successful operation with plasmas in
the bean shaped configuration [3]. However, the PBX device had several
shortcomings, among them 1) the lack of flexibility in the shaping field pattern
produced, 2) the slow response of the poloidal field power supplies, 3) the
short distance between the stagnation point to the vessel wall in separatrix
plasmas, and 4) open divertor operation. Additionally, the low-q, high-P
disruptions in PBX were related to n = 1 surface kink modes, and it appeared
that p-values beyond the Troyon limit could not be achieved without
stabilization of these modes. Theoretical analysis indicated that these ideal
modes could be stabilized by close fitting passive stabilizer plates on the outer
major radius side of the plasma.
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In PBX-M, 90% of the plasma surface is surrounded by five pairs of
passive stabilizing plates, which effectively form a close fitting conducting
shell around the entire poloidal cross-section with the exception of a 40 cm gap
on the outer midplane. Two pairs of plates located to the outboard side (i.e.,
the larger major radius side) provide suppression of the n = 1 mode, with the
outermost pair connected at ten toroidal locations to allow the induced n = 1
currents to flow from plate to plate. This induced current is monitored by
Rogowski coils on the ten connection leads. The remaining three sets of plates
on the inboard major radius side are for suppression of the n = 0 vertical
instability. These plates are connected in a saddle coil arrangement and,
therefore, do not carry any net toroidal current. In addition to the installation
of these passive plates, the modification included installation of upper and
lower divertor chambers. Shifting the plasma major radius to 165 cm allows
for closed divertor operation. Finally, four pairs of trimming coils, an
additional pair of divertor coils, and five additional independently programmed
power supplies were added to enable fine scale adjustments of the plasma
shape.

We report here initial observations of plasma behavior in this modified
device. The operation in this first phase of the program has concentrated on
plasma production and control of this highly shaped plasma with this close-
fitting conducting shell, and initial evaluation of the effects of this shell on
plasma behavior. All the results reported here pertain to discharges with ohmic
and moderate neutral injection heating (Pjnj < 2.5 MW, D° -> H+), and
usually moderate indentations of about 15% and elongations of 1.6 to 2.0.

The formation of bean shaped plasmas in PBX-M is similar to that in
PBX. The discharge is initiated with a circular plasma, but is then quickly
deformed into a Dee shape in order to carry larger current. Current from the
pusher coil then acts to indent the plasma and also serves to increase the
plasma current due to a large mutual coupling. The equilibrium flux plot of a
particularly well indented PBX-M plasma is shown in Fig. 1. The plasma
parameters for this plasma were Ip = 550 kA, Bt = 1.2 T, indentation = 25%,

tlmhd = 3-7, ne = 5 x lO1^ cm'3 and a plasma current ramp rate of 0.5MA/sec.
This level of indentation already exceeds the levels attained in PBX, where the
maximum values were usually < 20%.

Levels of internal shaping of the plasma flux surfaces which are
significantly higher than that achieved in PBX are indicated by observations of
the internal plasma shape via a tangentially viewing soft X-ray pinhole camera.
For example, Fig.2 shows the poloidal emissivity distribution for a mildly
indented discharge with i ~ 15% and K ~ 1.8 on the outer flux surfaces. Since
the X-rays are emitted from the hotter plasma core region, the shape appears
more Dee shaped than bean shaped, which is more characteristic of only the
outer flux surfaces when there is no current ramp in the discharge.
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FIG. 1. Magnetic equilibrium flux surfaces for a highly indented PBX-M plasma.

Ill) MHD: Sawtooth Characteristics

In the PBX experiment, it was found that a significant fraction of the
plasma energy could be lost at the time of a sawtooth crash; it was thus
essential to avoid sawteeth, or increase the period between crashes, in order to
reach high |3. The highest P shots in PBX were obtained with these long
sawteeth modes, with periods of 100 to 140 msec, which were produced with
current profiles broadened by fast plasma current ramp rates of 1.0-
1.5MA/sec. This initial documentation period of PBX-M plasmas focussed on
detailing the operating conditions that modified the sawtooth characteristics.

There are several distinctive differences between PBX-M and PBX ohmic
sawteeth. Firstly, the sawtooth period in PBX-M is correlated with indentation
and density. As shown in the Fig.3, the sawtoothperiod was initially two to
four msec, but reached a maximum of 40 msec at the highest indentation and
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FIG. 2. Soft X-ray emission contours showing the internal flux surface shape for a moderately indented

discharge.

density. The period decreased as the indentation and density decreased. In
another discharge, the sawtooth period became shorter as the density
decreased, although the indentation was kept constant (15%). Periods of 40
msec were never achieved in PBX ohmic plasmas; the only difference between
the two operating scenarios was the lower indentation in PBX. These results
indicate that conditions of both higher density and indentation need to be
satisfied in order to lengthen the sawtooth period. The sharp spikes in the soft
X-ray signal at the sawtooth crash in Fig. 3 indicate that some electrons were
accelerated to higher energies during the long sawtooth and were lost at the
time of the crash.

Secondly, very few precursor oscillations appeared in PBX-M except
before the first sawtooth event which expelled the impurities that accumulated
during the discharge initiation. Precursors were, however, observed in PBX.
Another distinction of PBX-M was the frequent appearance of a sawtooth
successor oscillation with a maximum perturbation near the inversion radius;
these oscillations were not observed on PBX. The m = 1/n = 1, one to two
kHz successor oscillation set in immediately after a sawtooth crash, and it
moved slightly outward during the four to six msec that it was observed. The
outer midplane Mirnov probes sometimes showed a simultaneous n = 1, 6 kHz
oscillation. This faster magnetic oscillation was not initiated by the crash,
although its amplitude increased for the time period immediately after the crash.
Since both MHD modes were n = 1 and existed simultaneously, it is
impossible to interpret them as a consequence of rigid toroidal rotation. Either
the rotation profile was sheared so that there were higher rotation velocities at
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FIG. 3. Central chord soft X-ray intensity (IJ, plasma current (Ip) and line averaged density for a
long sawtooth mode discharge.

the edge than the center, or one or both of the modes were not tied to the
plasma rotation.

In contrast to the sawteeth in ohmic discharges, those in neutral beam
heated discharges in PBX-M often exhibited an m = 1/n = 1 precursor. The
successor oscillation was observed often, and its frequency was higher than
that in ohmic discharges. The sawtooth period in PBX-M NBI plasmas was
also greater than corresponding ones in PBX. Even without strong current
ramps, sawtooth periods of up to 90 msec were achieved, values that could be
attained only with current ramps of 1.0 to 1.5 MA/sec on PBX. The difference
between the two devices, again, were higher indentations and the close fitting
passive plates in PBX-M.

The sawtooth precursor and successor oscillations showed a strong
dependence on poloidal position, as seen by a poloidal array of Mirnov coils.
The precursor activity to both the sawtooth and the disruption was strongly
dependent on the poloidal position. Mirnov coils on the outboard side showed
the few kHz precursor oscillation with little successor activity, while those on
the inboard side, especially near the midplane, showed little precursor activity
but strong, 40-60 kHz, broadband successor activity.

In PBX-M, the sawtooth period with NBI varies depending upon the
condition, and is monitored with the usual diagnostics plus Rogowski coils to
measure the induced current on the passive stabilizers. Figure 4 shows an
example of the sawtooth behavior reflected in the currents measured in two
passive plates separated by 180° toroidally. The amplitude and time behavior
were similar, but the phase difference between the two signals of 180°
indicates an n = 1 helical current pattern. The measured current corresponds to
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FIG. 4. Central soft X-ray intensity, Mirnov signal, and currents induced in the outermost passive
plates at two toroidal locations separated by 180°.

the line current density of Jpoloidal= 250A/m in the outer horizontal plane. If it
is assumed that the induced current direction inside the passive stabilizer is
tilted, since the perturbed current follows along the image of the field line due
to the long wavelength perturbation, the total current density is given by Jtotai

= Jpoloidal x IB 1/ Bpoloidal- T h e current density of Jpoloidal = 250A/m can
produce the 12 to 15 G of total poloidal field using |B |/BpoIoidai = 4-5 at the
outer major radius side, which is comparable to the perturbed poloidal B field
measured by Mirnov coils located on the surface of the passive stabilizer. It is
thus reasonable to assume that the onset of sawtooth crash is being modified
by the effect of the passive stabilization.

IV) Disruptions

The ability to operate PBX-M at low-q is markedly different from that of
PBX. In the predecessor device, the discharges almost always disrupted if
Qmhd decreased to values less than 3.3, and there were relatively few
discharges that survived to q values less than 2.8. Figure 5 shows the
distribution of PBX-M discharge q values. Values of qmhd from over 300
discharges, both ohmic and neutral beam heated with indentations from 5 to
=20%, were used to construct this graph. As is clear from the graph, there
was little problem in operating plasmas at q values less than 3. In fact, a
significant number of plasmas at q < 3 survived without disruption (about 20%
of these non-disruptive shots were neutral beam heated). The ease of access to
this low-q regime in these strongly shaped plasmas may indicate the beneficial
effect of operating with the close fitting shell.
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FIG. 5. Distribution of accessible qmM in PBX-M for plasmas with indentations <5%. Both ohmic
and neutral beam heated plasmas were used.

Unlike the PBX plasmas, however, the disruptions in PBX-M have no
typical single type of precursor activity. The disruption precursors are seen to
be at either high (40 to 60 kHz) or low (few kHz) frequency. The low
frequency activity is sometimes seen to grow as the mode locks, and the high
frequency activity appears to be localized on the inboard side of the plasma (as
seen by a Mirnov coil located on the pusher coil). In some cases, no activity is
seen prior to the disruption. For the number of cases examined, the types of
precursor activity seen are approximately divided evenly among the types
described.

One interesting sequence of events leading to a disruption is seen in Fig.
6. The figure is a composite of (from the top) edge and central chord
integrated soft X-ray emissivity, outer midplane Mirnov coil, plasma current,
currents measured on two hockey stick passive stabilizer plates approximately
180 apart toroidally, midplane Ha> and a flux difference measurement
indicating n = 0 vertical motion. In this example a low frequency (2 to 3 kHz)
n = 1 oscillation was seen to grow at 525 msec. The oscillation was seen on
the soft X-rays, Mirnov, and passive plates. The H a trace shows an increase,
indicating enhanced interaction with the wall during the time of the n = 1 mode.
The mode appeared to begin to lock near 530 msec, and then grew, resulting in
another n = 1 helical perturbation, as seen on the plate currents, and a rapid
decrease in the central SXR emissivity and a further increase in the plasma/wall
interaction. Some fluctuations were seen on the plasma current trace, although
the current did not start to decrease until about one to two msec later, when the
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FIG. 6. Sequence of events leading up to one type of disruption seen on PBX-M. Plotted are (from the
top) edge and chord integrated soft X-ray emissivity, outer midplane Mimov coil raw signal, plasma
current, currents measured on two hockey stick passive plates separated by 180° toroidally, midplane
Ha, and a flux difference measurement indicating n = 0 vertical motion.

plasma exhibited n = 0 vertical motion. The vertical motion was most probably
due to the inward motion of the plasma caused by the loss of energy at 531
msec.

Not all features of this sequence are seen in other discharges. For
instance, many discharges that end in a disruption have no visible precursor
activity. On some of these discharges, a half cycle n = 1, fast helical
perturbation was seen at the same time as the n = 0 vertical motion. However,
features that are common to practically all of the disruptions examined are that
the current increases only a small amount before it decreases at the time of the
disruption, the current does not start to decrease until one to two msec after the
loss of energy, as seen in the SXR, and the current decay is rather slow,
occurring over the course of several msec.

V) H-Mode Behavior

In order to produce very high (J values with the available heating power of
6MW, it is desirable to achieve high quality H-mode confinement with diverted
plasmas in PBX-M. In that respect, initial observations of H-mode discharges
in PBX-M have been encouraging. As noted earlier, PBX-M has a closed
divertor geometry which provides for mechanical baffles surrounding the
neutralizer plate region to minimize the backflow of working gas neutrals to the
main plasma chamber. In addition, an open divertor geometry similar to that
used on PBX is attained by directing the separatrix to hit the uppermost and
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lowermost inboard passive plates. In these early experiments, usually the open
divertor geometry has been used with neutral beam heating.

In general, clear transitions to the H-mode are observed in PBX-M
discharges which have the separatrix either inside or very near the surface of
the limiters on the passive stabilizers. These are confirmed by a sudden drop
in the H a emission in both the divertor and main plasma regions, a
simultaneous rise in the electron density, and a sudden sharpening of the edge
plasma in visible television pictures of the discharge. For example, Fig. 7
shows the waveforms from several diagnostics for a beam heated discharge
exhibiting the H-mode transition in PBX-M. At t =475msec, the characteristic
drop in H a occurs, and persists for some 90 msec until the injected power is
lowered. At the same time, rapid increases in the line averaged density and
central chord intensities of both the visible bremsstrahlung and soft X-ray
signals. The transition often occurs about 2 msec after a sawtooth crash, but a
sawtooth crash is not necessary to trigger an H-mode transition. With
indentations of 15% and the plasma limited mainly by the magnetic separatrix,
the threshold absorbed power for transition to the H-mode is as low as
1.1MW, considerably below the approximately 2MW threshold required in the
predecessor PBX device.

The confinement properties of these H-mode plasmas are similar to those
observed in PBX with an open divertor geometry. That is, the improvement in
the particle confinement is always evident while the improvement in the energy
confinement is often marginal. This is presumably due to both the facts that̂ to
date, these discharges have been formed with only the open divertor
configuration and that the working gas was H+ with DO beam species. For
several discharges with Pjn: ranging from 1.1 to 2.5 MW, the total energy
confinement time averages about 1.2 times the typical L-Mode values given by
Kaye-Goldston scaling. With further control over the separatrix location,
operation in the closed divertor geometry, and D O - > D + injection, it is
reasonable to expect improvement in this enhancement factor to the 1.5-2.0
range. At these powers levels, there was no indication of impurity
accumulation in the plasma core during the H-phase, unlike the experience with
PBX, where H-mode plasmas typically exhibited strong accumulation of both
low-Z and high-Z impurities.

Changes in the MHD activity across the H-mode transition were observed
by the poloidal and toroidal Mirnov coil arrays. An increase in broad-band
activity (30-200kHz) is observed across the transition on the plasma midplane,
while this activity decreased in the region of the X-point, as seen in Fig. 8. Of
particular interest is the virtual absence of the edge relaxation perturbations
which give rise to the H a spikes often observed in H-mode discharges.
Whether the absence of these edge modes reflects a stabilizing influence of the
nearby conducting wall or is a reflection of the moderate quality of these H-
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FIG. 8. Raw signals from two Mirnov coils showing the change in broadband activity across the
H-mode transition. The top trace is from a Mimov coil on an upper passive plate near the x-point, and
the lower trace is from a coil situated in the midplane.

mode plasmas must be investigated as the injected power is increased in the
near future.

VI) Summary and Conclusions

Even these early results from PBX-M at low- and moderate-p have
produced tantalizing suggestions of the effects of the close fitting passive
plates. The overall MHD properties in PBX-M plasmas appear to be improved
from those in PBX in that operation in the present device routinely extends to
such lower q-values at moderate indentations (15%) without strong current
ramps. Other indications of this are the long period sawteeth, seen in PBX-M
without current ramps, while the long period sawteeth seen in PBX could be
produced only with strong current ramps. Additionally, the power threshold to
the H-mode has been reduced by about a factor of two going from PBX to
PBX-M. While currents induced on the passive plates by n = 1 magnetic
perturbations are indeed comparable in strength to those seen by the nearby
Mimov coils, these fluctuations are nevertheless still seen in the plasma core on
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the soft X-rays. It is reasonable to believe, however, that the modes seen in
the plasma during this time are modified from those that would have been
observed in the absence of the plates. Some of the disruption characteristics,
such as the slow growth and locking of low frequency modes just prior to the
disruption, appear to be resistive in nature, and the separation between the
passive plates and the plasma edge must be reduced closer to the design value
of a few cm in order to suppress these "resistive" instabilities.

While the MHD activity at low P has not yet been fully explored and
controlled, these early results suggest positive benefits of the new geometry to
attain and study very high-(3 tokamak plasmas.

After optimization of plasma parameters with large current ramping and
strong shaping, the future addition of RF techniques shold allow the fine scale
control of the plasma pressure and current profiles to optimize access to the
second stability regime.
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Abstract

MHD ACTIVITIES AND RELATED IMPURITY BEHAVIOUR IN JT-60 DISCHARGES.
An m = 3 non-rotating mode has been observed at safety factors slightly below three during the

current ramp-up phase. The maximum plasma current of the OH plasma is restricted to approximately
2.4-2.45 MA by disruptions, which are preceded by this locked mode. The locked mode is stabilized
by high power NB heating; a maximum plasma current of 3.2 MA has been attained routinely. The
characteristics of this locked mode suggest that it is kink-like. A periodic m = 1 burst mode similar
to a fishbone has been observed. The mode frequency depends on the plasma rotation frequency; it is
shown that this result is consistent with the theoretical prediction. Magnetic oscillations with narrow
bandwidth at a frequency higher than 10 kHz are excited by NB injection into divertor discharges. A
candidate for an instability due to this excitation is discussed. Frequent edge localized modes (ELMs)
have been observed in lower X-point discharges, and it is found that frequent ELMs occur in the regime
of (3p/qcff a 0.25.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Auxiliary heating experiments have been performed on JT-6O in limiter, outer
X-point and lower X-point configurations. This paper discusses the following four
characteristics of MHD activities and related impurity behaviour in these discharges:
(1) a non-rotating, large m = 3 mode during the current ramp-up phase in Ohmic
discharges and its stabilization by NBI for obtaining low-q and high-Ip discharges;
(2) a periodic m = 1 burst mode; (3) high frequency magnetic oscillations with
narrow bandwidth in NB heated divertor plasmas, and (4) frequent edge localized
modes (ELMs) in lower X-point discharges.

2. LOCKED MODE

To maximize the plasma parameters and the fusion product ne7ETi, confine-
ment was improved by increasing the plasma current on JT-60 in 1987 [1]. In these
experiments, a non-rotating m = 3/n = 1 mode has been observed to grow abruptly
after the safety factor at the surface, q ,̂ has crossed the value of 3 during the
current ramp-up phase of high-Ip and low-q discharges (Ip > 2.4 MA and q^ :£ 3).
The amplitude of the mode reaches 6Be/B0 = 0.5 — 1.0% in discharges without
NBI, and plasmas are terminated by a major disruption, which limits the maximum
plasma current to less than about 2.45 MA (q^ a; 2.8) in OH discharges. This
locked mode is stabilized by NB heating [2], and stable discharges of
Ip = 2.6-3.2 MA and q^ = 2.2-2.7 are obtained.

The characteristics of the locked mode during the current ramp-up phase in
JT-60 are summarized as follows [2]:

(1) The mode occurs most frequently at q̂  = 2.82-2.96 in OH and NB heated
limiter discharges. Here, the error in the q̂  value is less than +0.05.

(2) In both OH discharges and NB heated discharges, this mode grows abruptly.
No Mirnov oscillation or no slowing down of Mirnov oscillation is observed
just before the onset of the mode.

(3) The amplitude tends to increase with the rate of plasma ramp-up.

These features of the locked mode suggest that the mode is a kink mode driven by
the pedestal current profile formed by the fast current ramp-up. A rough estimate of
the internal inductance 4 is 1.0 to 1.1 at the onset of the locked mode. The m = 3
kink mode is usually stable for the regime of ^ ^ 1.0 in plasmas with normal
current profile, but linear stability analysis shows that the kink mode is unstable even
for ^ 2 1.0 if the current profile has some pedestal. Figure 1 shows the stable
region of the m = 3 kink mode, where 5 indicates the fraction of the pedestal current
profile. The unstable regime increases with 5. Moreover, a non-linear simulation of
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FIG. 1. Stability regime of m = 3 kink mode with pedestal current profile.

the kink mode in the cylindrical geometry by using the reduced set of MHD equations
shows that the mode grows in the same azimuthal phase as the externally applied
m = 3 resonant error field, when the amplitude of the error field becomes large
(Kg. 2).

3. PERIODIC m = 1 BURST MODE

NB power up to 20 MW is injected by eight co- and six counter-injection units
with nearly perpendicular angle (approximately 78° to the magnetic axis). A periodic
m = 1 burst mode similar to the 'fishbone' has been observed in NB heated divertor
discharges with low /3p value (/Jp S 0.5 and j8t S 0.3%). This m = 1 mode has
also been observed by a combination of low ICRF and NB heating power. The effect
of the plasma rotation on the periodic m = 1 burst mode has been examined because
the toroidal precession frequency (fpre) and the toroidal rotation frequency (frot) of
the co-injection case in JT-60 are of the same order. Figure 3 shows the relation
between the observed mode frequency (fm = {) normalized by the toroidal precession
frequency and the net co-injection input power normalized by plasma density. fm = [
has almost the same value as fpre in the case of balance injection, but becomes
approximately twice fpre in the case of co-injection. Doppler shift measurement
shows that frot cases A and B in Fig. 3 is about 1 and 3 kHz, respectively. On the
other hand, fpre is about 2.8 kHz and fm = i of cases A and B is about 4 and 6 kHz,
respectively. These results show fm = , ~ fpre + frot. Although the rotation speed of
other cases is not measured, it is expected that the rotation speed is proportional to
the net co-injection input power normalized by plasma density [3].
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FIG. 2. Time evolution of perturbed magnetic energy and phase of island for 8By/B, ~ W5 and I0~4,
where 6BV is the error field, B, the toroidal magnetic field and rpA the poloidal Alfven time. Upper
figures show flux contour of the bBv/B, = IO~4 case.

When toroidal rotation exists, the radial electric field Er is obtained from the
neoclassical theory as follows:

c e \ n: dr dr

where U;* is the ion rotation velocity and a; is the neoclassical coefficient. The
observed mode frequency is enhanced by frot through this radial electric field. This
result is consistent with the experiment.

Another feature of the periodic m = 1 burst mode in JT-60 is that the mode
sometimes undergoes a transition to a continuous m = 1 mode during the later phases
of the sawtooth, as is shown in Fig. 4. The transition condition is not yet clear, but
this result suggests the possibility of fishbone controllability.
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FIG. 5. Time evolution of magnetic fluctuation Be and intensity of O VI in the case of outer X-point
discharge. The configuration is changed in the sequence divertor-limiter-divertor.

4. HIGH FREQUENCY MAGNETIC OSCILLATION

The frequency of the Mirnov oscillations is, typically, 2 to 4 kHz and the
frequency of the internal m = 1 mode is lower than 3 kHz in JT-60 NB heated
discharges. In comparison with these frequencies, higher frequency magnetic
oscillations with narrow bandwidth are always excited by NB injection in the case
of outer X-point discharges; these oscillations continue during the NB heating phase.
The frequency of the oscillations is higher than 16 kHz; the typical bandwidth is
about 1 kHz. The amplitude of these oscillations is reduced by a factor of about 6
at the H-mode transition [4]. On the other hand, no high frequency magnetic
oscillations are observed in limiter discharges or in the case of accidental light
impurity contamination, even in divertor discharges. Figure 5 shows the time
evolution of the magnetic fluctuation Be and the intensity of the O VI line in the
1.5 MA outer X-point discharge, where the configuration was changed in the
sequence divertor-limiter-divertor during" the NB heating phase. High frequency
magnetic oscillations were excited by NB injection and decreased to the usual level
of the OH phase when the divertor configuration turned into a limiter configuration
(t = 6.3 s). The oscillation appeared again when the limiter configuration turned into
the divertor configuration (t = 6.5 s).
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These observations imply that the high frequency oscillations are sensitive to the
details of the peripheral plasma. The narrow frequency spectrum also suggests the
possibility of these oscillations being excited by a localized mode. Linear stability
analyses of ideal and resistive localized modes in the divertor configuration show that
the ideal interchange mode and the ideal ballooning mode are stable, because of the
strong shear stabilization effect. The resistive ballooning mode and the high-m
tearing mode are usually unstable but they have a broad frequency spectrum in the
normal profile of the plasma parameters. The resistive interchange mode is unstable
near the X-point because of the bad toroidal curvature effect in the case of the outer
X-point configuration.

High frequency magnetic oscillations (~ 10 kHz) have also been observed in
the case of lower X-point discharges, but these oscillations often disappear during the
NB heating phase. It is not clear by now whether these high frequency oscillations
in lower X-point discharges are the same as those that are observed in outer X-point
discharges. The resistive interchange mode is usually stable in the case of lower
X-point configurations, but is marginally unstable for the lower X-point configu-
ration of JT-60.

5. FREQUENT ELMs

In the case of lower X-point discharges, frequent ELMs have been observed in
plasmas with high NB heating power [1, 5], similar to high beta discharges or
hydrogen H-mode discharges in DIII-D [6]. Frequent bursts of Ua radiation and
soft X-ray signals near the peripheral region have been observed with bursts of
magnetic fluctuation. Figure 6 shows the regime of frequent ELMs in qeff - /3p

space, where qeff is the effective safety factor. It is found that frequent ELMs occur
in the regime of /3p/qeff s 0.25. A similar criterion (j3p/qeff > 0.17) for H-mode
transition is seen in D-III deuterium discharges [7].

In discharges without the frequent ELMs, a decrease in the oxygen lines and
an increase in the carbon lines in the later phases of NBI have been observed, as is
shown in Fig. 7. A similar behaviour is often seen in NB heated limiter dis-
charges [8]. One possibility of increase in the carbon lines in these discharges is the
increase in the heat flux onto the divertor plate or the limiter. In contrast to these
discharges, a different impurity behaviour has been observed in the discharges with
the frequent ELMs. The intensities of the carbon and Ti XX lines are reduced to a
small level as compared with those in the no-ELM discharges, as is shown in Fig. 7.
On the other hand, the emissivity of the O VIII line is higher than that in no-ELM
discharges and decreases during the later phase of ELMs. The emissivity of the
O VI line (1032 A), which corresponds to an oxygen influx, remains almost constant
in discharges with the frequent ELMs. These results suggest that the frequent ELMs
work as an impurity exhaust and the enhanced plasma-wall interactions due to
particles swept out by the ELMs affect the oxygen influx.
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6. CONCLUSIONS

Studies of the locked mode, the periodic m = 1 burst mode, the high frequency
magnetic oscillations and the frequent ELMs are being carried out in JT-60. The
results are summarized as follows:

(1) Locked modes are a serious problem for high-Ip and low-q operation of the
present large tokamaks and the next step tokamaks. It is found that the locked
mode during the current ramp-up phase is stabilized by high power NB heating
and the stable Ip = 2.6-3.2 MA and q^ = 2.2-2.7 discharge has been
attained. The characteristics of this mode during the current ramp-up phase in
JT-60 suggest that the mode is kink-like.

(2) A periodic m = 1 burst mode similar to a fishbone has been observed. The
mode frequency increases with the toroidal rotation frequency. This result is
consistent with the theoretical prediction that the observed mode frequency is
enhanced by the toroidal rotation frequency over the toroidal precession
frequency, when toroidal rotation exists.

(3) In divertor discharges, magnetic oscillations with narrow bandwidth at high
frequency are excited by NB injection, and it is shown that the resistive
interchange mode is one candidate for exciting the oscillations.

(4) Frequent ELMs have been observed in lower X-point discharges, and it is found
that the frequent ELMs occur in the regime of /Sp/qeff > 0.25.
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Abstract

DISRUPTION MODES AND SAWTOOTH ANALYSIS IN THE HL-1 TOKAMAK.
Disruption modes and precursory fluctuations during current startup and plateau phase in the

HL-1 tokamak are explored in detail. The disruptive behaviour in the startup phase can be divided into
two stages the first of which is characterized by a sequence of positive spikes on the loop voltage and
is attributed to runaway electrons. The operation regime of HL-1, in which there are two MHD areas,
is bounded on the high sides of both n ^ / B j and l/qa by mild disruptions. During the disruption phase,
frequently regular relaxation phenomena similar to sawtooth oscillations occur. The sawtooth oscilla-
tions are studied, and the propagation of heat pulses induced by internal disruptions has been used to
determine the local heat conduction coefficient, yielding xe ~ 2m2-s~ ' , with typical discharge
parameters.

1. INTRODUCTION

Since the first experiments on the HL-1 tokamak [1], the machine conditions
have been improved considerably. Programmed gas puffing and Ti gettering are used
routinely. Gas puffing refuelling has extended the operation regime significantly,
attaining a density limit of n^nr 3 ) = 8.0 X 1019 BT(T)/qaR(m) in gettered dis-
charges. Discharges with low Zeff have been achieved by using Ti gettering,
in which the intensities of O V = 193 A, C IV = 312 A, C III = 372 A,
Mo XIII = 341 A and Cr XIII = 328 A were reduced by factors of 10, 7, 4, 2 and
1.5, respectively. A movable limiter covered with carbon tiles has replaced the stain-
less steel limiter used before.
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With hydrogen plasma, the main parameters attained up to date are as follows:

Parameters Ref. [1] To date

Plasma current, Ip (kA)
Central electron density, ne (1019 m"3)
Central electron temperature, Te (keV)
Central ion temperature, f; (keV)
Global energy confinement time, rE (ms)
Effective ionic charge, Zeff

2. DISRUPTION MODES

In the operation of the past two years, very few major disruptions terminating
the discharge have been observed as had been the case before [1],

2.1. Startup phase

During the startup phase, two stages of disruptive behaviour can be identified.
In the first stage, when the plasma current is relatively low, a sequence of positive
spikes appears on the loop voltage. These perturbations disturb the vertical rather
than the horizontal plasma displacement and have no effect on the plasma current,
implying that the radial component of the magnetic field shows a correlated distur-
bance. In the discharges with higher filling pressure of the working gas, the positive
spikes disappear. From the fact that the breakdown voltage is rather high, it is con-
cluded that the runaway electrons are responsible for the disruptions in the first stage.
As plasma current rises, normal disruptions appear, producing negative spikes on the
loop voltage.

As the rising rate of the current is very high (fp « 10-20 kA-ms"1), the
development of the MHD perturbation is associated with changes in this high current
rising rate. For discharges with longer current rising time (Ip ~ 10 kA-ms"1), the
usual mode transition phenomena have been observed [2]. For discharges with very
high current rising rate (Ip ~ 20 kA-ms"1), the m = 4 and m = 3 modes grow to
the maximum simultaneously, and no obvious development of m = 2 fluctuations is
observed. However, in high density discharges with the same current rising rate,
obviously the m = 2 mode develops, and the frequency of the mode oscillation is
much lower than that in the low density case.

2.2. Operational regime

The operational regime of HL-1 is shown in Fig. 1, which is bounded on the
high sides of both (neR/BT) and l/qa by mild disruptions. These mild disruptions
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FIG. 1. Hugill plot of explored parameters with typical discharge trajectories.

which often occur when the plasma current begins to fall can be divided into two
categories, A and B, according to the perturbation range in the plasma. Category A
disruption causes obvious changes in Ip, while category B disruptions do not affect
Ip and only show up in Vp fluctuations. B disruptions can take place alone, but
sometimes they develop into A disruptions. In the operational regime, there are two
MHD activity areas. As is shown in Fig. 1, soft disruption occurs when the discharge
trajectory in the Hugill plot crosses area I during the current decay phase (trajec-
tory a), or when the plasma current ramps up to area II with a lower rising rate
(trajectory b). However, between these two areas, there appears to be a narrow
window (5.8 < n,,R/BT < 6.6 x 1018nr2 -T"1), through which discharges can pass
pass into the low qa value region (trajectory c). By controlling the current rising rate
carefully, stable discharges at qa = 2.5 can be obtained by passing through this
window.

2.3. Sawtooth-like relaxation

For category B disruptions, frequently regular relaxation phenomena similar to
sawtooth oscillations occur. These events that are observed on soft X-ray signals have
slowly rising and fast falling periods, and the modulation of the central soft X-ray
signal is weaker; it resembles a subordinate oscillation in a compound sawtooth. The
inversion radius of the relaxation is much larger than the radius of the q = 1 surface,
but cannot be determined by the present array of X-ray diodes, although occasionally
inverted signals are observed [3]. Figure 2 shows the soft X-ray signals for sawtooth-
like relaxation and the response of the m = 2 frequency and amplitude to it. Both
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FIG. 2. Soft X-ray emission as a function of time during disruption. The top signal is the MHD mode
oscillation.

the frequency and the amplitude of the mode rise and fall in phase with each other.
This is in contrast with the behaviour seen on other kinds of disruptions. A similar
behaviour of the mode modulation in the normal sawtooth case has been observed
on the Tokoloshe tokamak [4]. By examining the phase of the modes superimposed
on the relaxation, it is found that they usually have an m = 2 structure, with the
island on the high field side being wider. Sometimes, however, they show a different
structure at the centre.

The sawtooth-like phenomena only take place in non-gettered discharges with
a loop voltage of Vp = 3 to 4 V. This indicates that accumulation of impurities may
be a candidate for explaining the relaxation phenomena. In particular, a similar
relaxation phenomenon with the modulation of the soft X-rays from the central
channel being nearly 100%, has occasionally been observed. This shows that dis-
charges in HL-1 can be repeated after rather pronounced disruptions.

The characteristics of the disruptions in HL-1 are related to the cold boundary
region of the plasma. According to measurements with Langmuir probes, the temper-
ature at the plasma edge is comparatively low (e.g. 15 eV at a distance of 1 cm from
the limiter) and rises slowly near the edge (dTe/dr < 10 eV-cm"1). From other
experimental data [5], we may conclude that there is a cold plasma blanket at the
plasma boundary. For non-gettered discharges, on the basis of experimental evidence
on the position of the q = 1,2 surfaces, combined with the cold blanket, a rather
peaked current profile is used in a quasi-linear calculation of the tearing mode insta-
bility. The calculated relation between the magnitude of the perturbed poloidal field
and the safety factor seems to fit the experimental results rather well [2]. As the
plasma radius is reduced by moving the limiter, the minimum qa for stable discharge
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decreases significantly, e.g. qa = 3.8 at a = 0.2 m and qa = 2.6 at a = 0.16 m in
non-gettered discharges. This indicates that the cold blanket is related to the interac-
tion of the plasma with the wall and is possibly produced by enhanced recycling. With
the Ti gettered vessel, stable discharges with qa = 3 at a = 0.2 m were obtained.

As to the m = 2 mode, the frequency decreases linearly with increasing ampli-
tude when the fluctuation level is low, but saturates when the fluctuation grows up
to a level that causes disruptions [2]. Sometimes, the oscillating growing MHD
precursors are interrupted and spatially locked before the disruption. Locked modes
usually correlate with an outward shift of the plasma column. An interaction of the
growing oscillating mode with the thick copper shell in HL-1 may be responsible for
this phenomenon.

2.4. Major disruption

In discharges with strong gas puffing, a major disruption terminating the plasma
current occurs. Before the disruption, the sawtooth oscillations grow with time in
both amplitude and period while the inversion radius remains nearly constant
(Fig. 3(a)). A simulation for the evolution of the plasma temperature and density
profiles has been made with a one-dimensional transport code, showing that during
gas puffing the temperature profile shrinks with a modest reduction of the plasma
temperature (Fig. 3(b)) and a corresponding large increase of the plasma density; the
latter causes a growth of the sawteeth. The shrinkage of the plasma column leads to
thermal instability, with, as a consequence, a major disruption which terminates the
discharge.

3. SAWTEETH

Sawtooth oscillations — sometimes compound sawteeth — were observed with
an array of 20 X-ray diodes viewing the plasma vertically. The array covers a range
of about half the plasma diameter.

The radius of the q = 1 surface as determined from the sawtooth inversion
scales as rs/a oc l/qa (Fig. 4). For discharges with a = 0.2 m, rs/a is usually
smaller than 1/4. This is related to the fact that qa is rather high for stable dis-
charges, because of the cold plasma blanket. The sawtooth period rs increases with
the plasma density, but its exact dependence on the plasma parameters is difficult to
determine. In discharges with rather low density (r^ < 2.5 x 1019 m~3), it changes
almost linearly with n,./BT. During the current decrease, an increasing rs with
decreasing rs has been observed. This is in contradiction to the sawtooth period
scalings given before. The waveforms of the soft X-ray signals show that the soft
X-ray profile becomes increasingly peaked with time. The change in the plasma
profile may affect the trigger conditions for the sawtooth crash.
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FIG. 3. (a) Waveforms of soft X-ray emission and Mimov oscillation in a disruption caused by strong
gas puffing; (b) calculated evolution of electron temperature profile for a discharge with gas puffing.
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By using sawtooth oscillations as a heat pulse source, the electron thermal
conductivity, Xe> c a n be deduced from an approximate formula [6]:

At, = Ar2/9Xe (1)

The linearized cylindrical heat conduction equation for a small, sawtooth induced
electron temperature perturbation Te(r,t) was solved with a modified initial condi-
tion [7]. The heat pulse propagation is measured by the soft X-ray imaging system
in HL-1. As is shown in Fig. 5, the propagation time of the heat pulse is quadratic
in the radius, which demonstrates the diffusive characteristics of a heat pulse in the
plasma. Using Eq. (1), we find x,. = 1.\ m2-s~' for the shot shown in Fig. 5. This
value is about twice the electron thermal conductivity as deduced from the global
energy confinement time.

4. CONCLUSIONS

(1) A large amount of experimental evidence shows that during disruptions dis-
charges in HL-1 do not easily break down completely. The possible reasons for
this are that there appears to be a cold plasma blanket in the peripheral region,
and the thick copper shell in HL-1 prevents the plasma position from changing
too much during the disturbance. This offers us good conditions for a detailed
exploration of various disruptive phenomena.
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(2) Both the edge q-limit and the density limit are bounded by mild disruptions,
which cause a modest interruption or even have no effect at all on the plasma
current.

(3) The sawtooth inversion radius scales as rs oc a/qa and its period increases with
increasing plasma density. The electron thermal conductivity as deduced from
heat pulse propagation is about twice the value deduced from the energy con-
finement time in the plasma confinement region.
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Abstract

SUPERLOW DENSITY EXPERIMENT ON HT-6M TOKAMAK.
The HT-6M tokamak can be operated stably in the superlow density region with a few overhot

electrons, by some specific methods. The main parameters are Ne = (0.2-0.6) x 1013 cm" ,
Ip = 60-80 kA, V, = 0.7-2.0 V, B = 7-10 kG, a = 18 cm, R = 63 cm. — In these discharges, the
plasma density was determined entirely by limiter and wall outgassing; it was totally independent of the
initial hydrogen pressure, PQ. The plasma was quiescent, with very small sawteeth. MHD instabilities
(m = 2, 3) only appeared in the current decay stage. The plasma had a peaked Te(r) and a flat Ne(r)
profile. The energy confinement time (re = 1-2 ms) was about two to four times the value calculated
from the Alcator scaling law.

1. ENTERING THE SUPERLOW DENSITY REGION

(1) The outgassing rate of the limiter and the wall could be reduced substan-
tially by 400 Hz discharge cleaning [1].

(2) Effective compensation of the stray field (Bs/Bt < 0.05%) enabled
the HT-6M tokamak to build up a plasma at extremely low electric field
(E, = \y2irR < 2.5 x 10"2 V-cm"1) and avoided the generation of a great number
of runaway electrons (Fig. l(a)) [2].

(3) Plasma displacement was carefully controlled during the current startup
stage in order to prevent excessive outgassing due to plasma-wall interaction.

(4) If it were difficult to produce a plasma at Vf = 10 V, DC glow discharge
cleaning should be used to improve the vacuum wall condition for 0.5-4 h.

(5) The initial hydrogen pressure Po was gradually reduced from 8 X 10"5

to 3 x 10"5 (slightly changing after each four or five shots). N changed from
1.0 x 1013 cm"3 down to 0.4 x 1013 cm"3. Once the superlow density (SLD) region
was reached, Po did not have any influence on Ne, but definitely affected the
breakdown.

(6) We provided a hot filament and a microwave source (35 GHz, 20 kW) for
pre-ionization.
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FIG. 2. Soft X-ray energy spectrum.

2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

(1) The SLD experiment was a typical tokamak discharge with a few runaway
electrons:

(a) Only negative irregular, but not positive peaks appeared on the loop
voltage curve (Fig. l(a)); the value of V, at the plateau was 0.7-2.0 V,
i.e. larger than 0.3 V (which is the value in the runaway discharge).
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(b) Hard X-rays only appeared in the initial and the disruption phases (after
35 ms) [2].

(c) On the plateau, a Maxwellian distribution spectrum of Te =
600-1000 eV appeared from the signal of the soft X-ray pulse height
analyser (PHA) (Fig. 2).

(d) Zeff as computed from Te(r) (measured by PHA and Langmuir probes),
Vf and Ip, by using Spitzer resistivity, was 3.3, in agreement with the
directly measured value (from impurity spectrum and line radiation meas-
ured by PHA).

(2) In SLD, Ne was determined from the outgassing rate. It was more difficult to
control the wall surface conditions than gas puffing. So, the parameters were
dispersive. We chose about 300 similar shots from the data of more than
1000 discharges:

Ne = (0.2-0.4) x 1013 cm

Ip = 65 kA

Vf = 0.7-1.4 V

Bt = 9.4 kG

In addition, we assumed:

Ne(r) = Ne [1 - (r/a)2]<"° + Neb

Te(r) = fe [1 - (r/a)2]«e + Teb

= f; [1 - (r/a)2] + Tib

(a) We calculated from a seven-channel HCN interferometer and Langmuir
probes: Ne = 0.47 X 1013 cm"3, Neb = 0.07 X 1013 cm"3, ctn = 0.8.

(b) From PHA and probes: Te = 900 eV, Teb = 30 eV, ae = 2.7 (Fig. 3).
(c) From neutral particle analyser and visible spectrum: f = 100 eV,

Tib = eV.
(d) According to re = W/P, we obtained rE = 1-2 ms, which was consistent

with the calibrated diamagnetic signal 08p = 0.15, re = 3 ms).
(e) We measured the inner inductance electromagnetically (L; = 1.8).

(3) No sawteeth appeared in most (80-90 %) of the discharges. In the remaining dis-
charges (10-20%), only small sawtooth oscillations were observed. Their
amplitude was only about one third that of normal discharges (1 x 1013 cm"3)
(Fig. 4).

(4) The plasma was highly quiescent. The level of MHD fluctuations (m = 2, 3)
was very low and only appeared in the current decay phase (Fig. l(b) and (c)).
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FIG. 4. Sawteeth from soft X-ray diodes.

3. DISCUSSION

(1) It is a main feature of SLD that Ne is only determined by the wall surface con-
ditions and is independent of Po. This was also our criterion for deciding
whether the discharge had entered the SLD region or not.

(2) Compared with continuous gas filling in normal density discharges, Te(r) was
peaked (Fig. 5(a)) and Ne(r) was flat (Fig. 5(b)) in SLD. Thus, the properties
were similar to those of gas puffing and consistent with the fact that the plasma
was entirely maintained by neutral gas diffusing from the wall.

(3) Owing to the suppression of sawteeth and MHD instabilities, the transport was
improved, a stable hot core was maintained and TE was increased to two to
four times the value given by Alcator scaling.
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(4) Zeff was constant; the q(r) profile was derived from Spitzer conductivity
(Fig. 6); q(0) = 0.8 was obtained (as opposed to q(0) = 0.46 from neoclassical
conductivity). It seemed very strange that in this case the sawteeth were still
very small. The value of q(0) was also supported by the fact that L; = 1.8, i.e.
the current profile was peaked. It is well known that sawtooth collapse could
be delayed even for 2 s in the monster sawtooth process reported for JET [3],
but in JET the process occurred under conditions of normal density. In SLD,
on the HT-6M tokamak, the collapse seemed to be weakened or even
suppressed. Zeff<r) and q(r) profile diagnostics are being prepared, and a study
of the suppression of the sawtooth collapse for low q is under way.
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Abstract

INVESTIGATION OF SAWTOOTH BEHAVIOUR AND CONFINEMENT WITH RHF ON THE
HT-6B TOKAMAK.

The paper presents experimental results on resonant helical field (RHF) effects on sawtooth
behaviour and plasma confinement in the HT-6B tokamak. The RHF results in a decrease in electron
thermal conductivity, broadening of the temperature profile, increase of the plasma density and enhance-
ment of impurity radiation, and at the same time results in an intensification of sawtooth oscillations
(in amplitude, period, rising slope and inversion radius) and suppression of m = 2, 3, 4 modes. It is
shown that the discharge transforms to a new discharge state.

1. INTRODUCTION

Investigation of the external helical magnetic perturbation effect on MHD
modes has been of extensive interest since the first result was obtained on the Pulsator
tokamak. Experimental results on HT-6B indicating that a weak resonant helical field
(RHF) suppresses MHD modes (m = 2, 3, 4, 5) were reported in Refs [1-3]. The
suppression was explained by a resonant mechanism and a strong global correlation
between different modes. It was observed that the RHF also affects sawtooth
behaviour. Recent experimental results showed that these effects are accompanied by
an improvement of plasma confinement. This made the picture more complicated.

2. SAWTOOTH BEHAVIOUR WITH RHF

On the HT-6B tokamak, sawtooth behaviour was influenced by RHF over a
wide range of operation parameters, such as r^ = (0.6-3) X 1013 cm"3, q = 2.6-5.
The optimal amplitude and configuration (I = 2 or 3) of the RHF depended on the
operation conditions. Nevertheless the RHF was always lower than 1% of the
poloidal field. Experimental results were given in two categories according to the
plasma densities.
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In the first case, at low density (n,, < 1.5 X 1O13 cm"3), sawteeth in a normal
discharge would be amplified by a pulsed DC RHF. Figure l(a) shows the signals
of the soft X-ray diode array and m = 3 magnetic perturbation versus time. For com-
parison we also show the amplified sawteeth together with the former ones on an
expanded time co-ordinate in Fig. l(b).

When the RHF was turned on, at 12 ms, sawteeth were increased in amplitude,
period and fluctuation slope. The fluctuation magnitudes increased by a factor of
2.5 up to about one third of the mean value of the soft X-ray signal of the central
chord. The periods increase from 230 ^s to 320 ^is. The ramp-up slope increased
from 0.9 V/ms to 1.5 V/ms and the collapse slope from 3.6 V/ms to 7.6 V/ms.

In the case of n<. > 1.5 x 1013cnr3, discharges normally had strong Mirnov
oscillations. That magnetic perturbation was about 1% of the poloidal field. In
Fig. 2(a), soft X-ray signals at different radii and Mirnov probe signals were modu-
lated by 24 kHz oscillations. At 8 ms, when the RHF was turned on, Mirnov oscilla-
tions transformed into sawteeth. These sawteeth had larger amplitudes than those in
Fig. 1. In some discharges the sawtooth fluctuation might spread over the plasma
volume, which could be observed on the diode signal at 10 cm, oh the hard X-ray
signal (collimated to the limiter) and on Mirnov probe signals.

Figures 2(b) and (c) show the time expanded curves around the moments where
the RHF was turned on and off, respectively. One can see that with the RHF on, the
24 kHz oscillation decreases and sawteeth appear from centre to edge and enlarge to
an amplitude saturated at a higher level. The inverse process took place when the
RHF was turned off. The relaxation times of these two processes were near 1 ms,
which was close to the energy confinement time TE ( — 0.7 ms).

In both cases, the 24 kHz Mirnov oscillations were identified as m = 1 mode
at r < 4 cm and m = 2, 3 in the r > 6 cm region. The suppression of modes and
the occurrence of sawteeth kept the same pace. This raised a question about the
driving force of the sawtooth collapse. It seemed that the suppressed small m = 1
mode could not be capable of driving the intensive collapse at the plasma hot core.

3. PLASMA CONFINEMENT IMPROVEMENT BY RHF

Electron thermal conductivity was derived from calculation of the time delay
between sawtooth collapses at different radii [4]. The result is given in Table I. With
the RHF in effect xe decreased to 3/4 in the core and to 2/3 in the outer region. The
reduction of xe was in good agreement with the increment of the sawtooth ramp-up
slope.

The electron temperature profile Te(r) was derived from soft X-ray measure-
ments. As is shown in Fig. 3, the profile became broader. Te in the outer region
(r > rs) increased and Te (average over sawteeth) at the centre became a bit lower.
This cooling effect on the plasma centre might be attributable to the large sawtooth
perturbations. Considering the fluctuation, the large sawteeth made Te fluctuate to a
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FIG. I. (a) Sawtooth amplification by RHF starting from 12 ms. From top to bottom: soft

X-ray signals at 2, 6 and 8 cm, m = 3 and helical current (inverted), (b) Sawteeth with (top) and without

(bottom) RHF.

higher maximum and a deeper minimum. In our experiments, line averaged electron
density n<. showed a gradual increase with RHF proportional to time.
For example, He rose to 1.6 X 1013 cm"3 in 20 ms with RHF, compared with
1.1 x 1013 cm"3 in a reference discharge without RHF and with the same gas
puffing procedure.
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TABLE I. REDUCTION OF Xe (m2-s') BY RHF

Shot 11 176 r = 0 cm r = 7.6 cm

Without RHF

With RHF

3.38 ± 0.49

2.37 ± 0.38

7.76 + 0.15

4.30 ± 0.30

180

No. 880415D20

2 . 0 4.0
r(cm)

6 . 0

FIG. 3. Te(r) derived from soft X-ray measurement broadening with RHF.

Figure 4 gives the measurement results of line emissions. The lines of O(III)
(3759.9 A), C(III) (4647.4 A) and Ha (6563 A) were monitored with a multifibre
channel monospectrometer with 0.6 cm space resolution. It could be seen that the line
emissions of light impurities held a plateau during the time the RHF was on, from
8 to 14.2 ms. Its level was about half its original value. The rising and falling
processes were synchronized with the sawtooth transformation processes shown in
Figs 2(b) and (c). These plateaus appeared on channels of the spectroscopic viewing
chords over the whole plasma, even at 11 cm radius. The phenomenon could not be
easily explained. It should be sensitive to temperature and density rise and impurity
accumulation. The rising and falling time is of the order of 1 ms. It is too short to
be explained by neoclassical accumulation and diffusion of impurities. There is a
need for more accurate diagnostics and a careful calculation.
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8.7 cm) and Ha (at 1.5 and 8.7 cm), and RHF current (inverted).

In Fig. 4, Ha radiation behaved differently from impurities. It rose in the first
2 ms and immediately decayed to its original value, without significant change when
the RHF was turned off. This showed that there was no greatly intensified hydrogen
influx during that period.

The above results showed that the weak RHF magnetic perturbation would
change the MHD instabilities and the sawtooth behaviour, as well as the plasma con-
finement. On the other hand, the effectiveness of the RHF depended on the discharge
conditions. The RHF was not effective in high Zeff discharges. The RHF configura-
tion (£ = 2 or 3) had to be chosen for discharges with different q values and profiles.
The optimal RHF current was related to plasma density. This meant that the mechan-
ism of the RHF could not be simply considered as a direct magnetic interaction with
MHD mode.

4. SUMMARY

The main experimental results can be summarized as follows:

(1) The RHF could reduce energy and particle losses and improve plasma confine-
ment. RHF discharges have higher density and broader temperature profile.

(2) The RHF produced large sawteeth characterized by their amplitudes, periods
and slopes and the range over which the sawteeth spread. The large amplitude
sawteeth with strong collapses decreased the mean value of the temperature at
the plasma core. It is unclear why the driving force of the collapses was intensi-
fied and what the nature of the driving force is.
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(3) The line emissions of light impurities increased over the whole plasma. They
showed a plateau when the RHF was on, which was different from the succes-
sive growth of iie.

(4) The DC RHF could suppress the Mirnov oscillation and improve the confine-
ment, but could also amplify the sawteeth and enhance impurity radiation, etc.
It is quite difficult to understand all these phenomena from a physical picture
of usual tokamak discharges. The plasma seems to be a new state of tokamak
plasma.
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Abstract

IMPROVED CONFINEMENT REGIMES WITH OHMIC AND WITH COUNTER-INJECTION
HEATING IN ASDEX.

The modification of the divertor configuration of ASDEX gave rise to major changes in confine-
ment. (1) Under Ohmic conditions and with deuterium as working gas the confinement time rE no
longer saturates at high density but continues to increase up to the density limit. TE values up to 140 ms
are observed in comparison with 80 ms for the previous saturated conditions. (2) Counter-neutral injec-
tion leads to superior confinement under conditions where co-injection would lead to degraded L-mode
behaviour. TE rises slightly above Ohmic values for PNI < 1.2 MW. A common feature of the two
regimes of improved confinement is gradual peaking of the density profile. Transport code calculations
indicate a reduction to the neoclassical values of the ion heat conduction losses in both regimes.
Improved particle confinement causes an accumulation of high Z impurities in the core. As the correla-
tion between energy and particle transport seems to be a rather fundamental property of tokamak trans-
port, impurity transport is discussed in detail. In the absence of sawteeth, high Z impurity transport can
be described by neoclassical transport laws.

INTRODUCTION

Major tasks in tokamak research are the exploration of good confinement
regimes and the development of auxiliary heating methods compatible with the condi-
tions for good confinement. Both under Ohmic heating (OH) conditions and with
auxiliary heating, there are degraded confinement regimes. For OH conditions the
confinement time TE saturates towards higher densities and with auxiliary heating TE

degrades with heating power. In this paper we report (1) improved Ohmic confine-
ment (IOC) at densities which normally lead to the saturated Ohmic confinement
regime (SOC) and (2) improved confinement with counter-neutral injection (ctr-NI)
under plasma conditions which lead to degraded L-mode confinement with co-NI.
Previous attempts to improve the OH confinement at high density were only success-
ful with pellet instead of gas puff refuelling [1] and no distinct improvement was
achieved with ctr-NI over the usual L-regime results as obtained with co-heating.

Further improved confinement regimes were obtained after the divertor con-
figuration of ASDEX was changed. The major modifications are the reduction of the
volume of the divertor chamber, resulting in a reduction of the area of gas absorbing
surfaces in the divertor chamber, and a change of the material of the target plates
from titanium to copper [2]. These changes have strongly affected recycling; about
a factor of 2 less gas is required to reach the same constant density in the plateau
phase.

THE IOC REGIME

Improved Ohmic confinement is obtained upon reduction of the external gas
feed at high densities [3] where roll-over and saturation of TE are otherwise
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observed. The development of the IOC regime out of the SOC regime is shown in
Fig. 1. Two density plateau phases during the current flat-top phase are
preprogrammed. With the first step at n<. = 2.6 X 1013 cm"3 the upper end of the
linear Ohmic confinement regime (LOC) is reached. The second step at n,. =
4.7 x 1013 cm"3 goes deep into the SOC regime. But the discharge stays in the
SOC regime only during the transient density ramp-up phase. The increase of fip

with increasing density (between dashed lines) is small during this phase and the
Ohmic power input POH rises simultaneously. The cut in the gas puff rate $gas at the
end of the ii,, ramp-up phase initiates a further increase in 0p and a decrease of P0H-
After about 0.5 s new steady state conditions are reached with the improved confine-
ment of the IOC regime. Particle confinement is also improved, as seen from the
reduced level of Da emission. The intensity of soft X-ray emission Isx and its saw-
tooth modulation increase during the transition to the IOC phase. The density profile
is peaking on the slow time-scale of improving confinement, as seen from the
diverging traces of two channels of the HCN interferometer.
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The close correlation between TE and the shape of the density profile in LOC,
IOC and SOC regimes is seen from Fig. 2. The profile factor Qn = ne0/<ne> is
determined from the Thomson profiles. Under SOC conditions rE saturates at high
densities and the density profile flattens in this regime. In the IOC regime TE and Qn

rise linearly with r^ up to the density limit.

COUNTER-NEUTRAL INJECTION

Superior confinement could be obtained with ctr-NI compared with co-NI [4].
The temporal evolution of characteristic plasma parameters is shown in Fig. 3 for
two discharges which differ only in the directions of plasma current and toroidal
magnetic field. In both cases H° beams (44 kV, PNI = 0.9 MW) were injected into
a deuterium plasma (Ip = 420 kA, Bt = 2.0 T, qa = 2.26). The density was
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FIG. 3. Temporal evolution of plasma parameters for two discharges with co-NI and ctr-Nl, respec-
tively. Ip = 420 kA, B, = 2 T, qa = 2.26, PN1 = 0.9 MW, H° - D+.

ramped up during the OH phase by feedback controlled gas puffing to n, =
4.2 x 1013 cm"3. At 1.2 s the external gas flux was reduced to a lower and fixed
value. The density behaviour is markedly different in the two cases: for co-NI, ĥ
slightly decreases, whereas for ctr-NI it increases continuously throughout the ctr-NI
phase, even after the external gas flux has been reduced. This indicates better particle
confinement in the case of ctr-NI, as already noted on ISX [5]. On ASDEX, however,
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the energy confinement is also improved, as seen from the continuous increase of
/3P. Initially, the difference between co- and ctr-NI is small but, triggered by the
reduction of the external gas flux at 1.2 s, the energy content of the ctr-NI heated
plasma rises again to a significantly higher value.

At low beam power TE values as high as in the IOC regime are achieved, as
seen in Fig. 4. As in the IOC regime, the slow transition to improved confinement
is correlated with a peaking of the density profile, as seen from the gradual rise of
Qn. The soft X-ray signal exhibits a distinctly different behaviour for ctr- and co-
injection. Already during the initial injection phase the soft X-ray level as well as the
sawtooth modulations of the ctr-heated plasma exceed those of co-NI. The sawtooth
amplitude and period continue to increase during the ctr-NI phase and finally the saw-
tooth activity disappears completely. In this late phase large impurity radiation losses
from the plasma core lead to a roll-over of /3p.

DISCUSSION

The role of plasma edge conditions. Both in the IOC regime and with ctr-NI the
modified particle transport seems to be governed by the edge conditions. The peaking
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of the ne(r) profile is initiated at the moment the external gas flux is reduced (see
Figs 1 and 3). For both regimes, the detrimental effect of strong gas puffing has been
noted. The IOC regime does not develop when n<. is ramped up by external gas
feeding. Nor was it obtained with hydrogen as working gas, which requires a higher
external gas flux for the same density because of intrinsically lower particle confine-
ment. In hydrogen the n,,(r) profile is also broader than in a deuterium discharge of
the same qa and He (see Fig. 2(b)). Strong gas puffing during ctr-NI reduces the
increase in j3p and the neutron flux $n and keeps the n,.(r) profile from pronounced
peaking.

Development of plasma profiles. A characteristic common feature of the IOC
regime and of ctr-NI is the development of peaked density profiles. In Fig. 5 (left
side) n<.(r) profiles are compared for SOC and IOC regimes and co- and ctr-NI,
respectively. With the transition from SOC to IOC, the density drops in the outer half
of the plasma (—AiVn,. "* 0-4 at the separatrix) while it rises in the central region.
The feedback controlled line averaged density n<. (r = 0) is the same for SOC and
IOC profiles in Fig. 5. With ctr-NI normally the total particle content rises continu-
ously and no steady state is reached. The two n<,(r) profiles for ctr-NI in Fig. 5 are
taken before the external gas valve is switched off and at /S^,.
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In both regimes the peaking of the n^r) profile correlates with the observed
improvement in confinement. In Fig. 4 TE is plotted versus the profile factor Qn for
all regimes discussed in this paper. In the SOC regime and with co-NI the ne(r)
profiles stay flat with Qn « 1.2-1.3 for H+ and «1.3-1.4 for D + . With IOC or
ctr-NI (up to the highest power levels) peaked n<.(r) profiles with Qn values up to 1.9
are obtained. In these cases TE increases with Qn.

The ion temperature profile peaks both in the IOC regime (see Fig. 5) and with
ctr-NI. In the IOC regime, Ti0 increases and remains constant with ctr-NI in spite of
the sharply rising density. The electron temperature profile remains fairly invariant
in shape for all regimes. Only in the late phase of ctr-NI beyond 0max does the Te(r)
profile become hollow owing to the excessive core radiation.

Improvement of the ion confinement is inferred from the response of T;. This
is confirmed by a strong increase in $„ in the IOC regime (up to a factor of 5 above
SOC [3]). With ctr-NI (H° — D+), $„ continuously increases during the beam
pulse, while with co-NI 4>n decreases in the case of enforced density rise.

Transitions between confinement regimes. The development of the improved
confinement regimes presented above may be tentatively described as follows. Upon
reduction of $gas, the particle confinement improves and the n<.(r) profile starts peak-
ing. Simultaneously, the energy confinement time rises. Unlike the H-mode, the
confinement seems to improve gradually. The decisive role of the n<,(r) profile is
demonstrated by the sensitive link between the shape of n^r) and the confinement
properties in sawtooth events: a transition from the IOC regime back to SOC may
be triggered by a sawtooth if the plasma parameters are close to the bifurcation
between SOC and IOC regimes. With ctr-NI, sawteeth strongly flatten the peaked
n<.(r) profile and seem to cause a much larger drop in /3p than in the case of co-NI.
Between sawteeth, the energy content of the discharge rises at a rate which is close
to the heating power.

In order to explore the causality between peaking of n<,(r) and improvement of
TE in more detail, we have studied the transitions from flat n<.(r) profiles to peaked
ones, and vice versa, induced by NI. The application of ctr-NI to an SOC plasma
leads to the described improvement in confinement. The application of co-NI to an
IOC plasma causes a transient further peaking of the n^r) profile and preservation
of good confinement followed by a sudden flattening and a drop of TE to L-mode
values: At low power the transition is frequently initiated by a sawtooth event from
which the density profile shape does not recover. The application of ctr-NI to cases
where conditions with already peaked n,.(r) profiles prevail (IOC or pellet refuelled
discharges) does not further improve confinement unless the density is further
increased. We tentatively conclude from these observations that the n^r) profile
shape is essential for the improvement of energy confinement.

H-mode transitions are possible with ctr-NI above a power threshold lower than
with co-NI (0.8 MW, as compared with 1.2 MW with co-NI). Up to now H-mode
phases have been short or unstable and frequently interrupted by ELMs and transient
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L-periods. After a transition, ne rises throughout the H-phase; j3p, however, rises
only transiently and decreases thereafter. These observations suggest that the advan-
tage of peaked n^r) profiles cannot be maintained after the H-transition as the
H-mode broadens n,.(r).

Transport studies. In a comparison study the transport in the IOC and SOC
regimes and with co- and ctr-NI, respectively, has been analysed using the TRANSP
code [6]. The radial variation of xe is determined such that agreement with the
measured plasma parameters and profiles is obtained. The ion heat conductivity
coefficient XJ is taken from theory and put into the model.

The Xi models used are either the neoclassical XCH as given in Ref. [7], or the
sum of XCH a nd X̂ i as given in Ref. [8]. These assumptions were based on
experience in analysing previous SOC and L-mode co-NI cases on one hand, and
pellet refuelled plasmas with peaked density profiles on the other [9]. Radial profiles
of the heat diffusivities are shown in Fig. 6 for the degraded and improved confine-
ment regimes. The low confinement cases with broad density profiles can consis-
tently be described with an anomalous ion heat diffusivity due to ion temperature
gradient (ITG) driven turbulence. For the cases of peaked density profiles the
parameter r;, = d In T/d In r^ is strongly reduced to values near or even below 1,
over most of the plasma cross-section. Under this condition ITG modes should be
stabilized. In fact, in TRANSP calculations these cases can be described with
neoclassical ion heat transport only. Additionally, the electron transport seems to be
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reduced. With ctr-NI the energy loss is dominated by neoclassical ion heat conduction
and radiation. Therefore, the xe values derived are subject to large uncertainties.

The transport studies show that ITG turbulence provides an appropriate
mechanism to describe the change in transport properties for the whole class of
improved confinement regimes characterized by peaked n,,(r) profiles. In this
respect, the IOC regime, ctr-NI and pellet refuelled discharges and their counterparts
are governed by the same ion transport mechanisms.

Particle and angular momentum confinements are improved together with
energy confinement in all these regimes. Local values of the particle diffusion
coefficient Dp and the inward drift velocity vin were determined with gas oscillation
experiments [10]. Going from the SOC to the IOC regime, a drop Dp = 0.5 —•
0.06 m2/s is found in the outer plasma region. The impurity confinement time
increases. The decay time of a Ti(XX) line (introduced by laser blow-off) rises from
55 ms in SOC to 185 ms in IOC. In spite of the increase of the momentum of inertia
due to the density rise during ctr-NI, the toroidal rotation velocity V* increases
continuously. Figure 5 compares the rotation velocity for the co- and ctr-NI cases
described above. The momentum confinement time T$ roughly doubles and is
comparable with the energy confinement time in both cases.

IMPURITY ACCUMULATION

A close link between energy and particle transport is observed at the transitions
from SOC to IOC and from co- to ctr-NI. As this correlation has also been observed
at the transition from L- to H-mode we conclude that it is a fundamental characteristic
of tokamak transport. A consequence of this link is the accumulation of high Z impur-
ities in the plasma core in good confinement regimes. Only in the IOC regime does
the central impurity concentration saturate at a tolerable level owing to non-vanishing
sawtooth activity.

In the following we will concentrate on ctr-NI, where the accumulation
phenomena are strongly pronounced and highly reproducible. In the late phase saw-
teeth are damped out and the intrinsic impurity transport prevails. During this phase
bolometer array measurements reveal strong peaking of the radiation profiles; the
central radiation density increases by, typically, a factor of 6 within 0.2 s, finally
reaching values as high as pra(j(O) ~ 1.2 W/cm3, which largely exceed the total
heating power density of ~0.4 W/cm3. This pronounced peaking of the total radia-
tion is caused by the accumulation of Cu, the dominant metallic impurity [11]. Light
impurities (C, O) contribute to this core radiation only about 0.05 W/cm3. It is
therefore possible to determine the Cu density from the total radiation density by
taking prad = LCu nCu n^. The radiation rates LQ, have been obtained from code
calculations. These calculated rates are nearly unaffected by particle transport and
depend only weakly on temperature in the range of interest Te0 = 0.7-1.2 keV
(LCu = (1.7-1.9) x 10-26W-cm3). Central Cu concentrations ncu(0)/ne(0) deter-
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measured and calculated radiation profiles at the end of the accumulation phase.

mined in this way are shown in Fig. 7. The final concentration obtained during the
radiation collapse phase (t > 1.5 s) is ~0.7%. These results are consistent with
infrared bremsstrahlung measurements. There an increase of Zeff{0) from 2.1 (for
t < 1.3 s) to 3.3 at t = 1.45 s is observed, corresponding to an increment of
Ancu(0)/ne(0) = 0.4%. In contrast to this marked increase of Zeff in the plasma
centre, no changes are observed in the outer region (Zeff (r/a = 5/8) = 2.3).

In addition, direct measurements of the C-density at four different radii (r = 5,
15, 25, 35 cm; a = 40 cm) have been performed by means of CX spectroscopy. The
temporal variations of the C-concentrations nc/n,. are found to be surprisingly small
at all radii. The trace for the innermost position, r = 5 cm, is also shown in Fig. 7.
Obviously there is no indication of accumulation of C from these measurements. It
should be noted that the absolute value of the plotted C-concentration has been deter-
mined from Zeff{0) measurements at early times (t ~ 1.2 s) assuming an oxygen/
carbon ratio of 2/1 as measured in the boundary region. The absolute values obtained
from CX measurements are about two times higher. They depend, however, sensi-
tively on the proper recombination cross-sections and ion f-mixing collisions.

In order to assess whether our experimental results can be understood in terms
of neoclassical transport they are compared with corresponding code predictions. Our
basic concept is the assumption that under normal low confinement conditions the
stationary state is characterized by a balance between neoclassical inward fluxes and
anomalous diffusive outward fluxes. Turbulence enhances the anomalous diffusion
coefficient under low confinement conditions to values of about Dan ~ 0.6 m2/s, so
that the relatively large neoclassical inward convective drift of the order of 1.3 m/s
at r = a/2 is compensated. In cases of improved confinement, Dan is decreasing,
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and consequently steeper gradients in the impurity density develop to compensate for
the neoclassical inward fluxes. Pure neoclassical transport will prevail if Dan drops
below the typical neoclassical values of 0.05-0.1 m2/s.

A satisfactory description of the impurity evolution is obtained when the
homogeneous anomalous diffusion coefficient of 0.6 m2/s within an inner region of
r/a < 0.75 is ramped down during a period of 100 ms starting 50 ms after the
beginning of NI heating and is then kept fixed at a base level of 0.05 m2/s. In these
code simulations we use the measured iie(r,t) and Te(r,t) profiles and adopt the
neoclassical transport terms specified in Ref. [12]. Furthermore, a constant particle
impurity influx from the boundary is assumed. This influx essentially determines the
level of impurity density, but otherwise is not a sensitive parameter, since the major
contribution to accumulation is from the particles already in the plasma. The numeri-
cal results obtained for the central Cu- and C-concentrations are also depicted in
Fig. 7 (dotted curves). The agreement with the experimental curves for Cu is quite
satisfactory, but not for C. In the latter case, an increase by a factor of ~ 4 is
predicted, but is not confirmed by the CX measurements. On the other hand, the
calculated Cu radiation profiles also reproduce fairly well the progressive peaking of
the measured ones. Both profiles are shown in the insert of Fig. 7 for the final
accumulation stage at t = 1.50 s.

CONCLUSIONS

On ASDEX we have established further good confinement regimes which can
be fully controlled by the external parameters. They are characterized by peaked
density profiles. The evidence for reduced ion transport under these circumstances
has increased. The importance of recycling control — familiar from H-mode studies
— is further stressed and seems a common requirement for all good confinement
regimes [13]. This clearly emphasizes the need to understand the role of the edge
effects for confinement to be in a position to optimize the divertor geometry.

It is not yet clear whether recycling directly affects the transport conditions at
the edge [14] or whether it determines the confinement through its impact on edge
parameters. In the H-mode, Dp is sharply reduced at the edge, as is clearly indicated
by density fluctuation studies and the reduction of the density fall-off length in the
SOL. No comparable changes are observed in the IOC regime or with ctr-NI.

In the transition from L- to H-mode, ii,, and Te increase within a few centi-
metres inside the edge; in the transition from SOC to IOC, n<.(a) decreases while
Te(a) remains constant. The development of the n<.(r) profiles is, in the H-mode, in
the direction opposite to that for IOC and ctr-NI, indicating different routes towards
improved confinement: in the H-mode Xi remains anomalously enhanced but xe is
reduced; the IOC regime and ctr-NI can be described by neoclassical Xi alone.

The comparison of different degraded and improved confinement regimes
clearly shows the correlation between particle and energy confinement. It can be
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assumed that this link is due to turbulent effects which provide anomalous contribu-
tions to heat conductivity and particle diffusion. A reduction of turbulence has a
beneficial effect on energy confinement but is detrimental in particular with respect
to impurity confinement because of the suppression of outward diffusive fluxes.

Comparing experimental radiation profiles with numerical simulations we find
that neoclassical transport can explain — at least approximately — the temporal and
spatial development of the accumulation of metal impurities. In this context it is
important to note that it is sufficient for severe accumulation problems to occur if
neoclassical transport prevails within an inner region of r/a < 0.5 only. The
pronounced peaking of the proton density profile is predicted to enhance accumula-
tion significantly. On the other hand, flat or even hollow proton profiles would be
required to avoid accumulation problems completely.

The situation for the light impurities (C, O) is still controversial. Substantial
accumulation is postulated for these low Z particles by neoclassical theory as well.
The predicted concentrations for the core region ( — 8%) are rather large, and sub-
stantial proton dilution effects should occur. No indications, however, are found from
CX measurements for such a strong accumulation in the case of C.
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Abstract

THE JET H-MODE AT HIGH CURRENT AND POWER LEVELS.

H-mode operation in JET single-null X-point configuration has been extended to plasma
currents of 5MA, toroidal fields of 3.4Tand neutral beam powers of 20MW (80keV deu-
terium injection). Characteristic of JET H-mode discharges is the absence or very low
level of ELM activity resulting in a continuous rise in plasma density and a concomitant
increase in bulk plasma radiation which finally terminates the H-phase (longest H-phase
so far, 4s). The global energy confinement time, TE , of these H-mode discharges is a fac-
tor of 2-3 larger than in comparable limiter discharges. The confinement increases roughly
linearly with plasma current (provided q95 > 3) and to a lesser extent with toroidal mag-
netic field but decreases with increasing neutral beam heating power (roughly <xP~ai).
Part of this degradation with power can be attributed to poor beam penetration at the
higher densities concomitant with improved particle confinement and the higher power
levels. Local transport analysis using time-dependent codes indicates that in the H-mode
the total heat transport coefficient, xeff, in the plasma interior (r/a < 0.8) is comparable
to that deduced in the ohmic phase (Xef/~ 1 m2s~'). The main contribution to the enhanced
confinement characteristic of H-modes, however, comes from the plasma edge as
manifested by the steep temperature and density gradients (pedestals) observed in this
region. With 12MW of neutral beam heating TE - l s a n d favourable values of the fusion
product nD T{rE ~ 2.5 x 102Om~3 keVs have been achieved. On the basis of these results and
assuming proper density and impurity control can be achieved, fusion amplification factors
close to unity are predicted for tritium operation in JET.

1. Introduction

As is well-known, the H-mode observed in plasmas bounded by a separatrix
in closed[1>2>] or open[3>4>51 divertor geometry allows a factor of 2-3 better con-
finement than in comparable limiter discharges. First H-mode results in JET
at plasma currents of up to 3 MA and with neutral beam injection (NBI) heat-
ing up to 10MW were presented in 1986[5]. Since then, using differential currents

* See Appendix I.
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in the main equilibrium coils has allowed H-mode operation in the single null
X-point configuration to be extended to plasma currents of 5 MA, full toroidal
fields of 3.4T and neutral beam powers of 20MW. With the global energy con-
finement time, TE, increasing roughly linearly with current (provided the safety
factor at the 95 % flux surface, q95 s 3)TE values in the range 0.8-1 s and stored
plasma energies of more than 10MJ have been achieved with 12MW of addi-
tional heating. H-modes have also been obtained in the double null configuration
with currents up to 3 MA (technical limit :S4MA).

The present discussion of JET H-mode plasmas is restricted to NBI heating
(80keV deuterium injection) of deuterium plasmas in a single null X-point con-
figuration. Following a brief discussion of the operational limits for achieving
H-modes (section 2) the paper addresses the characteristic features of these
plasmas (section 3). Section4 is devoted to their energy confinement while
section 5 addresses particle control and future prospects for H-mode operation.
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Fig. 1 Poloidal flux contours for a 5 MA single null X-point discharge.

2. Operational Limits for H-mode

Fig. 1 shows poloidal flux contours for a 5 MA single null X-point discharge
together with a schematic view of the vacuum vessel, the upper and lower toroi-
dal belt limiters and the target plates at the top and bottom of the vessel. To
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achieve an H-mode, minimum separations of the separatrix from the inner wall,
bIW, and from the lower belt limiter, bBL, are required. The precise clearances
required depend on vessel conditioning, plasma parameters and, in particular,
on the heating power used. Typical values are

bBL a: 0.05 m bIW 3:0.05 -0.08 m

The separation of the X-point position from the target plates was, for most experi-
ments, in the range of a few centimetres, but it can be reduced practically to zero.

The most stringent requirement for achieving an H-mode is a certain level
of heating power. In JET, this threshold power, Pthr, increases with toroidal mag-
netic field, BT, as shown in Fig. 2 for 3 MA single null X-point discharges. Typical
values with NBI are

for£ r=2.0-2.4T
for£T=3.0-3.4T

A low density limit is set for H-modes by the appearance of locked modes.
The edge plasma density at the start of NBI has to be > 1.2x 1019m~3 (see also
discussion in section 3.3).
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Fig. 2 H-mode threshold power as a function of toroidal magnetic field
is determined by distinguishing H-mode (*) and L^mode (A) discharges

at 3 MA, single null X-point.
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3. H-mode Characteristics

3.1 Time evolution of H-mode discharges

The characteristic time evolution of various plasma parameters for JET H-mode
discharges is shown in Fig. 3 for a 3 MA discharge ( # 15894). Characteristic of
most JET H-modes is the absence or very low level of ELM activity through-
out the whole H-mode phase. This results in a continuous rise in plasma density
and a concomitant increase in bulk plasma radiation which finally terminates
the H-mode (longest H-phase — 4 s) when the bulk radiation reaches about 60%
of the input power. The increase in the total energy content of the plasma, W,
during the H-phase results largely from the plasma density increase, while the
central electron temperature, Teo, is roughly constant or even decreasing slightly
with time.
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Fig. 3 Time evolution of electron temperature on axis Teo, volume-averaged electron density
<nf>, total plasma energy Wdia, total reaction rate RDD, neutral beam power PNB, Da inten-
sity I(Da), bulk radiation P ^ ^ (bulk) and X-point radiation P^D (X-pt) for a 3 MA H-mode

discharge (BT= 3.IT).

The level of ELM activity depends on the separation of the plasma bound-
ary (separatrix) from the lower limiter and the inner wall. Provoking ELMs can
be used to control the rise in plasma density (as is seen for time /=15.35s in
Fig. 3) which can be kept approximately constant throughout the NBI pulse.
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This occurs, however, at the expense of simultaneously reducing the energy con-
finement time (see discussion in section 5).

3.2 Evolution of plasma profiles

Typical radial profiles of ne, Te, Th Zeff, PRAD and j during the H-mode phase
are shown in Fig. 4 for discharge # 15894. Fig. 4a shows radial profiles of elec-
tron density neir) and temperature Te(r) at t=16.0s (1.25 s into the H-phase),
as measured by the LIDAR-Thomson scattering system'61. The most characteristic
feature of these profiles are the very steep temperature and density gradients
at the plasma edge (giving rise to so-called pedestals) which form at the L->H
transition. Flat or even slightly hollow density profiles are a common feature
of both JET limiter (particularly at low values of qcyj) and X-point discharges'71

employing NBI heating. In the case of an H-mode the density increases con-
tinuously, the profile shape changing little. The electron temperature profile is
also broad and changes little with time. Fig. 4a also displays the central ion tem-
perature profile as determined from charge-exchange spectroscopy'81 on the CVI
(8-»7) line. Within the accuracy of the measurements the two temperatures are
equal.

Fig. 4b displays radial profiles of Zejj determined from chord measurements
of the visible bremsstrahlung emission at 523.5 nm using a 15-telescope array'91

together with ne(f) and Te(f) profiles from the LIDAR diagnostic. During the
limiter phase that precedes the X-point phase (not shown in Fig. 4b) the profile
Zeff(r) is peaked on axis, with an average value Zeffoi ~ 2.5. Following the for-
mation of the X-point, Zef/f) becomes hollow on axis (profile at /=14.0s)
without much change in Zeff. The second profile pertains to the H-phase at
/=16.0s. Zef/r) remains hollow, but Zeff has increased to ~3.3, due to the
improvement in impurity and particle confinement.

The evolution of the radiated power profile is shown in Fig. 4c for /=15.0,
16.0 and 17.0s. Again the profiles are hollow throughout the H-phase but tend
to fill in somewhat with time. Most of this radiation is emitted by light impuri-
ties, the major contribution coming from oxygen. The observed profiles of
radiated power and Zej!rindicate hollow profiles of the light impurity densities'101.
This is substantiated by charge-exchange spectroscopy measurements. Typical
concentrations on axis are 1 - 3 % of the electron density for O and for C and
10~5-10~4 for Ni. The deuterium density is typically ~0.6ne due to dilution
by (light) impurities.

Fig. 4d shows the evolution of the current profile determined from the mul-
tichannel FIR polarimeter[ul. During the H-phase the current density at the
plasma periphery rises markedly. This is expected since (a) the resistivity is
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reduced in the edge region due to the increased edge electron temperature and
(b) a large bootstrap current'121 develops due to the increased edge pressure gra-
dient. A concomitant decrease of the central current density is also observed,
although experimental uncertainties preclude any definitive conclusion being
drawn.

To determine the bootstrap current, a magnetic field diffusion analysis has
been completed using the TRANSP code'131. It is found that the bootstrap cur-
rent contributes 0.8 MA to the total current of 3 MA and most of the change
in the current profile (see Fig. 4d) comes from the development of the bootstrap
current rather than changes in the plasma resistivity. The existence of the boot-
strap current in 'supershots'[14] and H-modes[15] has important consequences
for future high temperature tokamaks. The most beneficial effect is that it reduces
the volt-second consumption required to maintain a given current. The broad
profile of the bootstrap current may also stabilise the m/n=1/1 sawtooth oscil-
lation.

3.3 Edge plasma

The plasma edge parameters play a decisive role in the transition to an H-mode
and in the resulting improved confinement properties of the plasma. The simul-
taneous measurement of ne and rc-profiles at the plasma edge using the LIDAR
diagnostic allows a critical assessment. Fig. 5 shows a plot of Tedge versus nedge

for 3 MA single null X-point discharges (BT=2.2T). Tedge and nedge are the tem-
peratures and densities taken at the surface determined by equilibrium analysis
to enclose 95 % of the total magnetic flux enclosed by the separatrix. The meas-
urements are at various times during OH, L and H-phases determined by the
timing and frequency of the laser pulse (0.5Hz). The domain of edge parameters
for an H-mode displays a well-defined lower density limit of ~2xl019m"3

(increasing to ~ 3 x 1019m~3 at BT=3.0- 3.5T) and a minimum edge tempera-
ture of ~0.5keV.

These boundaries may be interpreted in terms of the collisionality of the edge
plasma and the requirement to limit edge cooling by ionisation of neutral par-
ticles re-entering the plasma from the wall (see also discussion in section 3.5).
The former condition, namely that the ion neoclassical collisionality parameter
Vj* < 1, is plotted in Fig. 5, and shows that H-modes correspond to low colli-
sionality in the plasma edge. The latter condition requires that the ionisation
mean-free path of incoming neutrals, X,- ,̂ be small compared to the thickness
of the edge layer, 8B. The boundary X,-̂  = 8B is a l s o plotted in Fig. 5, where
8B is taken as the width of an ion banana orbit and X,-̂  is evaluated for 5eV
deuterium atoms.
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3.4 Stability of edge plasma to ballooning modes

The reconstructed H-phase equilibrium for pulse # 15894 has been examined
for its stability to ideal MHD ballooning modes. The ideal ballooning equa-
tion has been solved (to leading order in a large aspect ratio expansion) treating
the pressure gradient parameter a as an eigenvalue to give the marginally stable
value of a on each flux surface. Across the bulk of the plasma the results show
two marginally stable a values, corresponding to the usual first and second
regions of stability, separated by an unstable zone. Previous studies using model
equilibria1161 have shown that close to a separatrix there exists a critical value
of the surface averaged current density A above which the first and second regions
coalesce. A similar result is found for this JET equilibrium, and furthermore
the critical A in this case is consistent with the experimental A close to the
separatrix. A preliminary comparison of experimental values of a (determined
from the LIDAR diagnostic) with the stability results suggests that across the
bulk of the plasma the pressure gradients lie in the first stable region and are
about a factor 2 below the first stability boundary. Near to the separatrix, the
experimental or rises sharply (electron pressure gradient ~ 150kPa/m) to values
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near the first stability boundary. These preliminary results suggest that the pres-
sure gradients are lower than would be required by the bifurcation model of
Bishop[17]. Nevertheless they indicate that the edge pressure gradients in the
H-mode are sufficiently steep that ideal ballooning stability becomes relevant.
Furthermore the current density parameter A is found to be consistent with the
critical value needed for coalescence.

3.5 Divertor plasma

The plasma in the vicinity of the X-point target plates (divertor plasma) has
been investigated with an array of eight Langmuir probes mounted in the tar-
get plates (see inset in Fig. 6), with a reciprocating Langmuir probe (at R=3.25 m),
and with a 2-dimensional view of the radiation from the divertor region.

Fig. 6 shows profiles of density, temperature and ion saturation current in front
of the target plates for a 4.6 MA discharge (OH and H-phase with PNBI=14 MW).
Although a single-null discharge, the inner divertor plasma is colder and denser
than the outer. More power is carried to the outer divertor, suggesting that the
main source of power flow into the scrape-off layer is in the vicinity of the outer
mid^plane, ie, closer to the outer divertor target. The unequal temperatures lead
to thermo-electric currents in the scrape-off layer[18l Current densities
g 105AnT2 have been measured during the H-phase (see Fig. 6) corresponding
to more than 10% of the mean current density in the discharge. The scrape-off
layer current flows from outer to inner divertor and returns through the target
plates, thus flowing in the same direction as the plasma current.

The power estimated to be carried by plasma to the target plates increases
from 0.8MW in the ohmic phase to 1.9MW at the end of the H-phase. For most
of the discharge, i.e. L and H-phases, this is about 15% of (Ptotal-dWdia/df)
but about 25% during the ohmic phase.

Profiles with the reciprocating probe in the scrape-off layer agree reasonably
well with those at the divertor target. Preliminary results for two or three pulses
show that the radial electric field, just inside the separatrix, Er = - (d Vp/asma)/dr
is negative in the ohmic phase and about + 5 kVnT1 with H-mode. This result,
if substantiated, would agree with the prediction of Itoh and Itoh[19].

The collisionality of the divertor plasma may have a bearing on whether an
H-mode can be achieved. Two aspects of collisionality are considered: Coulomb
collisions with electrons, and ionisation of neutral particles in the divertor plasma.

For Coulomb collisions, the Coulomb mean free path, Xee, is compared with
the distance Ln in the divertor measured along a field line from the target to
the X-point. With the X-point typically 0.10m from the target and a pitch angle
of the field lines of ~ 1°, Ln«6m. Fig.7 shows probe measurements of Te

plotted against ne on a logarithmic scale. The straight line represents Xee = 6 m:
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plasmas with parameters above (below) this line are collisionless (collisional).
The parameters for the probes PI to P8 are shown for OH and H phases. The
inner scrape-off layer is cold enough to be highly collisional. The outer scrape-
off layer is collisional during the ohmic phase and marginally collisional dur-
ing the H phase. Discharges at lower currents tend to be slightly less collisional
and vice-versa.

The ionisation of neutrals in the divertor plasma fan is assessed by compar-
ing the ionisation mean free path of neutrals, X^, with the dimensions of the
divertor plasma which is typically O.I m. Fig. 7 shows a curve corresponding
to X,^ for 5eV deuterium atoms, typical of dissociation energies. During the
H-phase the majority of 5eV atoms would be ionised in the divertor plasma
but some of those from further out in the divertor scrape-off layer might escape.
Thus during the H-phase the plasma is highly recycling in the divertor, espe-
cially near the separatrix.

These results suggest that flows in the scrape-off layer have a low Mach number,
or are nearly stagnant, near the sepaFatrix but are stronger and towards the diver-
tor further away from the separatrix. As discussed in ref. [20,21 ] flow reversal
occurs near the separatrix and plasma also leaves the divertor. This outflow from
the divertor, which is stronger during the H-phase, might correspond to an influx
of deuterium into the bulk plasma. This would lead to a density increase, as
observed in JET and other tokamaks during the H-phase. Additional impurity
flow from the divertor could ensue.

4. Energy Confinement

4.1. Scaling of global energy confinement

The dependence of global energy confinement on plasma current and heating
power is discussed for ELM-free H-modes in single null X-point configurations.
Fig. 8 shows the plasma energy f-Ffrom diamagnetic measurements (Fig. 8a) and
global energy confinement time TE = W/(Ptot - d W/dt) (Fig. 8b) as a function
of the total net input power (Ptot—d W/dt) for plasma currents of 2, 3, 4 and
5 MA. The limited amount of data at the highest current of 5 MA were obtained
during the last week of operation and the discharges were probably not fully
optimised. In all experiments the power range in which ELM-free H-modes could
be obtained was limited to Ptot = (PNB + POH)^14MW (see section 5).

The data shown in Fig. 8 exhibit two main trends: a roughly linear increase
of Wand TE with plasma current and a degradation of confinement with heat-
ing power. Part of this degradation with power can be attributed to increased
impurity radiation and poor beam penetration at the higher densities concomi-
tant with higher neutral beam powers. The data at 3 MA and 4MA which span
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Fig. 8 (a) Plasma energy and (b) global energy confinement time in ELM-free H-mode
plasmas versus total net input power for currents of 2, 3,4 and 5 MA. The dashed lines cor-
respond at each current to (a) off-set linear fits to the data and (b) twice Goldston scaling.
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a sufficiently wide range in toroidal field BT to allow separation according to
lower (2.1T<5 r<2.7) and higher (2.7T<B r<3.4T) values indicate that the
energy confinement is higher at higher BT. A comparison of L- and H-mode
confinement as described, for example, by Goldston scaling'221, shows an
improvement in TE by at least a factor of 2, and even greater at higher Bf.

Fig. 9 is a plot of the confinement quality factor TE/I versus g95 for various
toroidal fields (for heating powers in the range 8MW < (P/o, - d W/dt) < 10MW).
The decrease in confinement for g95 >: 3 is probably caused by a reduction in
the confinement volume as the sawtooth inversion radius moves outwards.

To obtain more detailed scaling information a regression analysis of these
data has been performed (taking one observation per shot, at times close to when
H îs maximal and 0 < W/P< 0.3; 102 shots in total). The analysis gives the fol-
lowing confinement scaling for JET ELM-free H-mode plasmas:

rE{s) =(.63±.0l5)r 16±osBA8±osB ney
ls±O9p--69±O5

where <«e> is the volume-averaged electron density and P=(Plot-dW/dt). It
should be pointed out, however, that at constant qcy,~BT/1 the confinement
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time scales with current as TE~I12±0A. The constant is fitted at /=3MA,
B=2.5T, <«e>=4x 1019m"3 and P=10MW. It was assumed in this analysis that
the variables Wdia, I, B, <«e> and P have been measured with constant rela-
tive (random) errors of 10%, 1 %, 1 %, 5% and 5% respectively. Fig. 10 shows
the observed versus fitted energy confinement times. In deriving such scaling
laws it has to be kept in mind, of course, that the plasma confinement depends
also on hidden parameters, such as vessel conditioning, which are difficult to
assess.

1.5

1.0

H-mode
W/P<0.3

0.5 1.0
Fitted TE(S)

1.5

Fig. 10 Experimental versus fitted energy confinement times from an ordinary least squares fit.

As indicated in Fig. 8a, the data can also be described by an offset linear scaling
law of the form

where Tinc represents the confinement time of the plasma at high heating powers.
The present data set of H-mode discharges would suggest that Tinc increases
roughly linearly with current at a rate of ~ 0.14s/MA.
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The steep temperature and density gradients at the plasma edge (pedestals)
characteristic of H-phase suggest the separation of the edge and central con-
finement properties. To this end the kinetic energy of the plasma has been split
into the contributions from the edge pedestal

and from the plasma core Wc=W-Wp, where Vp is the plasma volume inside
a certain radius rp, chosen to be 0.95a.

Fig. 11 shows the result of this analysis for 3 MA H-mode discharges.Wwhen
plotted against (Ptot - d W/dt), Wc -W-Wp, like W, is of offset linear form,
indicating degradation with input power. The pedestal energy WP(Q.95),
however, shows no offset indicating little or no degradation with heating power.
Thus, H-mode confinement (at least up to 12MW heating powers) may be con-
sidered in terms of a power independent contribution from the plasma edge and
a power dependent contribution (degraded, L^mode like confinement) from the
plasma core.

10
H-mode
3MA

W

W-Wp

. . . - - i " Wp(0.95)

5 10
[P,o,-dW/dt](MW)

15

Fig. 11 Plasma energy in pedestal, Wp, and plasma core, Wc = W— Wp, respectively, versus total
net input power for 3 MA H-mode discharges {BT< 2.7 T).
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4.2. Local transport analysis

The time dependent energy balance code, TRANSP1131 has been used to deter-
mine the total heat flux through surfaces in the interior of the plasma during
the OH-, L- and H-phases of a number of JET pulses. The input comprises the
magnetic flux surface geometry, temporal variation of the electron density profile
(Abel inverted FIR Interferometer data, checked against LIDAR data when avail-
able), electron temperature profile (ECE, checked against LIDAR data when
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Fig. 12 TRANSP results for (a) the temporal variation of the effective, power balance heat
diffusivity, xe// (b) the spatial profiles of xeJ?-and the spatial profiles of the electron heat diffu-

sivity, xe (assumed equal to xi) for JET pulse #15894.
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available), radiated power profile (Abel inverted bolometer data), the plasma
current, loop voltage, Zeff (visible bremsstrahlung, checked against neutron yield
estimates of the deuterium to electron density ratio) and edge particle confine-
ment time (Da monitors). Neutral beam heating and neutron yields are calculated
by Monte Carlo methods.

The ion temperature profile is calculated, for example, by assuming an ion
thermal diffusivity proportional to the electron thermal diffusivity. With \i = Xe

(i.e. strongly anomalous ion transport) good agreement is obtained with the
diamagnetic measurement of the total stored energy, with the total neutron yield
and, when available, with measured ion temperature profiles from Charge
Exchange Spectroscopy. Since the electron and ion temperatures are well cou-
pled to within the experimental uncertainties it is not possible to determine x/xe

better than to within a factor 2. Accordingly, the transport losses are first
represented in terms of the effective, power balance, xe/f- Q/ne

 v kTeS, defined
as the ratio of total heat flux (including the effects of energy equipartition and
convection) across a surface of area, S, to «e V kTe S.

Typical results are illustrated by the analysis of JET Pulse # 15894. The tem-
poral variation of xe/f

ai- radial positions p = 0.5 and 0.75 is shown in Fig. 12a.
As the neutral beam heating phase begins, xe// increases above its ohmic value,
and then decreases continuously to a level close to its ohmic value at the transi-
tion to the H-phase. Xejj is maintained close to this level during the H-phase
(see also discussion in Refl23]).

The spatial profiles of xeff
ai selected times throughout the discharge are shown

in Fig. 12b. Again it is seen that xe//^
s similar in the transport dominated region

(0.3<p<0.8) in both OH- and H-phases. In the outer region xe//'
s larger in

the H-phase, but part of this increase can be attributed to the large losses related
to particle recycling and convection. While there is a large uncertainty on these
losses, they have been separated out to give xe (° r Xt for this model) which is
found to decrease in the edge (Fig. 12c) where the shear is high.

The values of xeff
can be compared with x determined from heat pulse propa-

gation studies. The ECE polychromator system has been used to monitor at
various radial positions the delay in the arrival of the peak and the amplitude
of the perturbation following the collapse of the sawteeth. This gives values for
XHPP~ 3 ± 0.6m2s~1 in all phases of X-point operation.

5. Particle Control and Future prospects for H-Mode Operation
As a result of the good energy confinement properties of the ELM-free H-mode
discharges, favorable values of the fusion product (nDo Tio TE) of up to
2.5xl02OnT3keVs (Fig. 13) have been achieved. However, the particle confine-
ment improves similarly (impurity injection experiments indicate that impurity
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confinement times improve by at least a factor three) making density control
difficult. Beam penetration is also affected, radiation losses increase and finally
terminate the H-phase. At the highest NBI power available (14-20 MW) strong
radiation occurs from a well-defined region near the X-point, and a thermal
collapse, reminiscent of a plasma approaching the density limit, results and leads
to only very ELMy-H-modes with inferior confinement.

The effect of high density and Zeffon the projected values of the fusion amplifi-
cation factor, QDT, for JET H-modes with 15 MW of 140 kV deuterium NBI
can be seen in Fig. 14. It is clear that for jE in the range 0.6- Is and volume-
averaged electron densities, <«e> ~ 5 x 1019m"3 the projected performance is sig-
nificantly below the optimum which would occur at lower density and
correspondingly higher temperature. It is clearly beneficial to increase TE

(provided the density does not increase faster) but it is essential to control the
plasma density and to improve plasma purity and central heating.
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<ne>(xi019m 3)

Fig. 14 Fusion amplification factor versus volume-averaged electron density at fixed values
of TE for 140kV deuterium injection-at a total power of 15 MW and a 50:50 D - T plasma with

Zej7-=2+2xlO'V<ne>. The dotted lines are the thermal contribution.
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Time(s)

15

Fig. 15 Time evolution of Da intensity /(Da), energy confinement time TE , neutral beam power
PNB, total plasma radiation P/UD' volume-averaged plasma density <nc> and intensity of Nixxvi
line for a 3 MA H-mode discharge with ELMs which keep the density (and radiation) approx-

imately constant (until an ELM-free H-mode develops at t= 14.7 s).
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So far, the plasma density has been controlled only by the provocation of suffi-
cient ELM-activity by reducing the separation between the plasma and the inner
wall and/or the outer belt limiter. As shown in Fig. 15 this allows the density,
<«e >, total plasma radiation, Prad, and concentration of metal impurities in the
plasma centre (as exemplified by the intensity of a Nixxvi line) to be kept approx-
imately constant for 1 or 2 seconds, but at the expense of a considerable reduction
in the energy confinement time, j E .

Attempts to improve central heating by using ICRH have, so far, been unsuc-
cessful. In the double null configuration up to 8 MW ICRH (hydrogen minority
heating at 33.5MHz, monopole phasing of the antennae) has been coupled to
the plasma both alone and in combination with a similar level of NBI. A strong
increase in radiation resulting from enhanced impurity influxes (mainly nickel,
possibly also oxygen) has allowed only short, or very ELMy, H-modes with con-
finement times close to those typical of I^mode plasmas. To overcome these
difficulties it is planned to replace the present nickel antenna screens by beryl-
lium screens in the summer of 1989. The introduction of beryllium as a limiter
material will also reduce radiation and, possibly, Zeff.

In the first half of 1989 one NBI box will be upgraded to 140kV/D (the second
NBI box will subsequently be upgraded to 140kV/D or 160kV/T). This will give
better penetration and will inject fewer particles.

To maximise the prospects for JET, however, it may remain necessary to exercise
active particle control. First, sweeping the X-point position to help reduce the
particle and impurity influxes will be examined. Ultimately, however, it may be
necessary to consider pumping in the vicinity of the X-point where the particle
flows are most concentrated.
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Abstract

TRANSPORT IN TFTR SUPERSHOTS.
Thermal transport is analyzed for TFTR supershot plasmas using measured ion and electron

temperature profiles. Outside the convection-dominated core, the ion thermal diffusivity is found to be
much larger than neoclassical predictions. The ion and electron thermal diffusivities do not vary signifi-
cantly with IP and Pinj. The calculated Xj is found to depend strongly (and xe weakly) on the peaking
of the density profile. Xi is significantly larger in plasmas having L-mode confinement than in
supershots.

1. Introduction

Local transport has been analyzed in auxiliary-heated TFTR plasmas
with emphasis on understanding the enhanced confinement observed in the
"supershot" regime [1]. This regime is interesting because of its strongly
peaked density profiles, iwhich result from the primary particle source be-
ing in the plasma core, rather than at the plasma edge, as in the L- or
H-mode. During the past year the supershot regime has been extended to
lp = 1.6 MA, and up to 30.5 MW [2] of near-balanced co- and counter-
tangential deuterium neutral beam injection into deuterium plasmas with
carefully conditioned pumping carbon limiters [3]. Typical plasma parame-
ters are Te(0) = 7 - 8 keV, ne(0) = 5 - 9 x 1019 m"3, T;(0) = 2 5 - 3 2 keV,
and very high fusion reactivity, reaching QDD up to 1.55 x 10~3. The den-
sity profiles are very peaked, with ne(0)/ < ne > up to 3, where < ne > is
the volume average density. The global confinement time T^f, as determined
by magnetic measurements, is up to three times greater than that predicted
by Goldston L-mode scaling [4]. The global confinement time is found to be
roughly independent of Ip and Pmj [2].

This paper will describe the transport processes in supershot plasmas
and the scaling of the inferred transport coefficients, followed by a com-
parison between the transport in supershots and plasmas having approxi-
mately L-mode confinement. All plasmas discussed here have balanced co-
and counter-tangential injection. Transport in plasmas with unbalanced in-
jection is discussed by Scott et al. [5].

2. Supershot Transport Analysis

Figure 1 shows the density and temperature profiles for a high-confinement
supershot. This Ip = 1.4 MA plasma was heated by 22 MW of neutral beam
power, and had ne = 3.9 X 1019 m~3 and Zeg = 2.4. The global energy con-
finement time was 0.18 sec determined from magnetic measurements while
L-mode scaling [4] would predict 0.056 sec.
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FIG. 1. Measured profiles of (a) ne, (b) Ts, and (c) Tefor a supershot with de-gassed limiters (solid
curve, open points), and a plasma with L-mode confinement obtained by injecting into a helium target
plasma (dashed curve, solid points). Both discharges have 1P = 1.4 MA, Pjnj = 22 MW, and
BT = 4.8 T.

The particle and energy transport in these plasmas have been analyzed
by the 1-D steady-state transport analysis code SNAP and the l | -D time-
dependent code TRANSP [6] using the experimentally measured temperature
and density profiles. Te(r, t) is measured by ECE spectroscopy and Thom-
son scattering, T,(r, t) is measured by charge-exchange recombination spec-
troscopy and confirmed by X-ray spectroscopy, ne(r,t) by a ten-channel in-
frared interferometer array and Thomson scattering. The ion depletion is
calculated using tangential visible bremsstrahlung measurements for Zeff and
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X-ray spectroscopic measurements of metallic concentrations. The radiated
power profile is measured by three bolometer arrays. Edge hydrogenic-
neutral influx is inferred [7] from the measurements of an array of absolutely
calibrated Ha detectors. The beam-ion slowing down distribution is simu-
lated as a separate species not subject to anomalous transport, consistent
with experimental observations [8,9]. The beam ions are treated as joining
the background thermal ion species when their energy falls to |Ti. Electron-
ion energy exchange is assumed to be classical.

The total stored energy and neutron emission rate calculated by this sim-
ulation are typically in good agreement with the experimental measurements
(maximum deviations of < 10% for stored energy, < 25% for neutron flux -
roughly the present measurement uncertainty). For the supershot shown in
Fig. 1 the analysis indicates that nb/ne — 0.14 on axis, and that the beam
stored energy is 41% of the total. While the global energy confinement time
is 0.18 sec, the calculated energy confinement time of the thermal component
is 0.12 sec.

The calculated neutral beam power and particle source profiles are very
peaked on axis. The central power density of 4 MW m~3 and beam fueling
is the dominant particle source for r < | a . The central energy transport
(both for ions and electrons) is dominated by convection for r < a/3. In this
region, it is found that Qi/TiTi is bounded from below by ~ | and Qe/TeTe

by 2 - 2.5, where Qi (Qe) is the total ion (electron) heat flux and I\ (r e) is
the ion (electron) particle flux [10]. Thus, use of the usual convective heat
flux of | r \ 7 ; would require an unphysical negative Xi m the central region.
For the present paper the electron and ion thermal difFusivities Xe a n d Xi a r e

defined by Qe = neXeVTe + \Y£Te and Qi = n^Ti + fl^T;, where n; is the
total thermal ion density, unless otherwise noted.

The ion thermal diffusivity with neutral beam heating, see Fig. 2, is found
to be much larger [11] than predicted by neoclassical theory[12], as previously
found on Doublet III [13]. In all plasmas analyzed, the measured T± profile is
narrower than predicted by neoclassical transport, with the prediction being
well outside the error-bars of the measurements. The central ion tempera-
ture is not in strong disagreement with the neoclassical prediction due to the
dominance of the convective heat flux in the central ion power balance. The
outer region of the predicted Ti profile is determined by the assumed classi-
cal ion-electron energy exchange, which dominates the predicted neoclassical
transport. The inferred Xi IS UP to 40 times larger than the neoclassical
prediction in the outer region of the plasma, emphasizing the importance
of Ti profile measurements to the understanding of thermal transport. The
analysis indicates that in the outer region x% a n d Xe have similar magnitudes
and profile shapes. The error-bars on Xe and Xi m the figure (and subsequent
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FIG. 2. (a) Comparison between the measured ion temperature profile and the prediction of neoclassi-
cal transport [12] for the supershot of Fig. 1. (b) Radial profile of xe

 and Xi inferred from the
experimental data and the neoclassically predicted x,. The top of the shaded region shows xe "s defined
assuming a 3/2YeTe convective flow, the bottom of the shaded region assumes 5/2TeTe convective flow.

figures) represent the standard deviation of the calculation when the exper-
imentally measured quantities are randomly varied within their individual
ranges of uncertainty.

As discussed in Ref. [2], TE is generally independent of Ip and Pinj in the
de-gassed-]imiter supershot regime, but ne(0)/ < ne > and TEITE generally
increase with increasing Ptnj and decrease with increasing JP, where rjf is the
energy confinement time from L-mode scaling. Figure 3 shows the variation
of Xi a n d Xe at r = a/2 with IP and P,nj. This radius was chosen to avoid
the convectively dominated core and the uncertainties of the plasma edge. It
is seen that Xe and Xt z&e almost constant over the ranges studied. If there
are any trends, they are for higher Xi and Xe f°r lower Pmj and higher x; for
higher IP. These trends are opposite to those expected from previous scaling
laws (e.g. L-mode).
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3. Comparison of Supershot and L-mode Transport

Plasmas with L-mode confinement were previously obtained [14] on TFTR
with gas-loaded limiters, producing a large recycling neutral influx and thus
keeping the edge density high and the edge temperature low. To obtain
this situation without deconditioning the limiter, we injected deuterium neu-
tral beams into, helium target plasmas of various densities. With a target
ne = 4.4 x 1019 m~3 the confinement time during neutral beam heating was
0.061 sec, while the L-mode prediction is 0.056 sec. The density and temper-
ature profiles are shown in Fig. 1, and it is seen that the ne profile is broad,
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FIG. 4. Radial profile of experimental x,- and Xefor supershot and L-mode plasmas shown in Fig. 1:
(a) L-mode x,. (b) L-mode xt, (c) supershot xt, (d) supershot x,-.

with ne(0)/ < ne > ~ 1.5, and Tc(0) ~ Ti(0) ~ 4 keV. This plasma has
Zeff = 2 (from visible bremsstrahJung measurements) and ne ~ 20% higher
than the comparison supershot. For the helium target plasma shown in Fig.
1, nj,/ne = 0.16 on axis, and the beam stored energy is 43% of the total.
Its electron and thermal ion stored energies are two-thirds and one-quarter,
respectively, of those for the comparable supershot. L-mode confinement has
also been obtained in lp — 1.6 MA deuterium plasmas with Pinj = 30 MW
after the broadening of the density profile associated with a transient in-
crease in the carbon limiter-recycling light [3]. These plasmas also have a
broad density profile and typical parameters of Te(0) ~ 6 keV, T,(0) ~ 7 keV,
Zeg = 3, and have no detected coherent MHD activity. For these L-mode
plasmas, the calculated deposited beam power and particle source rate on
axis are half that of a corresponding supershot.

The inferred thermal transport coefficients for an L-mode plasma (helium
target) are shown in Fig. 4. While \e rises modestly (by a factor ~ 2) from
the supershot to the L-mode, \i increases by roughly a factor of six to eight,
and is much larger than Xe- Similar transport coefficients are observed for the
deuterium broadened plasmas having L-mode confinement. The convective
power flow is insignificant in the L-mode plasmas, due to the low ion and
electron temperatures; the conductive power flow is the dominant loss at all
radii for both ions and electrons.
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FIG. 5. Variation of X; "nd \ t at r = a/2 with ne(0)/(ne) for plasmas having confinement ranging
from L-mode to 3 x L-mode, IP from 1.0 to 1.8 MA, and Pinjfrom 12 to 30 MW.

4. Discussion

The variation from supershot to L-mode confinement is continuous, and
is strongly correlated with the peakedness of the density profile ne(0)/ <
ne > [2]. Figure 5 shows the variation of \e and \i a^ the half radius with
density profile peakedness, covering the range from L-mode to supershots for
a wide range of lp and PiTy. Remarkably, Xe does not strongly vary, while Xi
is anti-correlated with the peaking of the density profile. Similar trends are
also found correlating decreasing \i (and \e) with decreasing local density-
gradient scale length, decreasing T)e = dT \ogTe/dr logne (which ranges from
1.1 to 2.7), or increasing Ti/Te (which ranges from ~ 1 for L-mode to ~ 3.5
for supershots). The data does not support anomalous transport models
that have \e o r Xi increasing with increasing Te, T;, or /3p without other
compensating dependences on Vn or Ti/Te. At r = a/2, rji (calculated using
the total ion density, including non-thermal ions) ranges from ~ 1 to ~ 3,
but does not correlate with the observed changes in Xi> Xe> o r T{jTe.

Although the ion and electron transport coefficients are lower in super-
shots than in the L-mode regime, they are still anomalous. A comparison of
supershot and L-mode transport to various theoretical models is discussed
by Tang et al. [15].

5. Summary

The thermal transport has been analyzed for deuterium neutral beam
heated plasmas in TFTR. The ion thermal diffusivity is found to be much
larger than neoclassical prediction, and increases strongly in going from the
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supershot regime to plasmas having L-mode confinement. The thermal diffu-
sivities Xi ancl Xe do n°t have the standard L-mode dependences, and appear
to be largely independent of IP and Pmj. Xii a n ^ to a lesser extent \e, change
systematically as the density profile shape changes, being lowest for peaked
density profiles.
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Abstract

ENERGY CONFINEMENT IN AUXILIARY HEATED DIVERTOR AND LIMITER DISCHARGES
IN THE Dni-D TOKAMAK.

The scaling of the H-mode power threshold with various plasma parameters has been determined;
the roughly linear increase with plasma density and toroidal field is particularly significant. The data
indicate that the H-mode transition is associated with the sudden reduction in anomalous, fluctuation
connected transport across the outer midplane of the plasma. It is found that the edge localized modes
(ELMs) are triggered when the pressure gradient at the edge of the plasma exceeds the threshold given
by ideal ballooning mode theory. The energy confinement time increases linearly with the plasma cur-
rent until the safety factor at the 95% flux surface q95 drops below three; at q9J < 3, it is independent
of the current and, at constant q95, depends linearly on the toroidal field. Controlling the effects of
ELMs has allowed nearly steady state plasmas with H-mode durations up to 4.4 s. The energy confine-
ment time in H-mode plasmas created with Ohmic heating alone shows a factor of two improvement
over standard Ohmic plasmas. The confinement time in 2.0 MA H-mode plasmas with neutral beam
heating can significantly exceed the standard Ohmic value also. Local transport studies have shown that
the thermal diffusivity in the outer half of the plasma in the neutral beam heated H-mode is a factor
of three lower than the L-mode diffusivity at the same plasma density.

1. I N T R O D U C T I O N

Obtaining better energy confinement remains a major goal of toka-
mak research. On DIII-D, we have been pursuing this goal via detailed
confinement investigations plus trials of various confinement improvement
methods. Work has been done in limiter and single- and double-null di-
vertor discharges with Ohmic, electron cyclotron heating (ECH) and neu-
tral beam heating (NBI) over a range of parameters: toroidal field 0.7
< B T (T) < 2.1, plasma current 0.2 < IP (MA) < 3.0, vertical elongation
K < 2.2, line-averaged density 1.0 < n ? (1010 m~3) < 13.0, total plasma
energy W T (MJ) < 1.3, neutral beam injection power P B < 12 MW and
ECH power <1.2 MW. Most of our work has concentrated on H-mode
studies in single-null divertor discharges because of the improved energy
confinement time T& seen in the H-mode. In addition to studying the
dependence of TJJ on Ip, B T , PB? and ne, we have investigated the physics
of the L- to H-mode transition, compared the onset of edge localized
modes (ELMs) to the predictions of ideal ballooning mode theory, and
performed detailed comparisons of local transport in H-mode and limiter
L—mode discharges.
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with all other plasma parameters fixed.

2. H-MODE TRANSITION PHYSICS

The initial observations of the H-mode in ASDEX [1] established
that there are certain thresholds in ne and P B that must be crossed to
establish the H-mode. Early observations on DIII-D [2] demonstrated
that at B T = 2.1 T and Ip = 1.0 MA, we must have total input power
(Ohmic plus NBI) P T > 3 MW and ne > 2 X 1019 m" 3 in deuterium
plasmas to obtain the H-mode. We have subsequently established that
Pth depends on ne, B T , heating method, plasma ion species, direction of
the ion VB drift, direction of NBI relative to the plasma current and the
distance between the divertor X-point and the floor of the vessel; we have
observed no dependence on Ip, in contrast to the result from JFT2-M [3].

As is illustrated in Fig. 1, the H-mode power threshold depends
approximately linearly on ne and BT- In the experiment used to produce
the data for Fig. 1, the lower density limit for the H-mode could not
be observed owing to the onset of locked MHD modes, which seriously
degrade confinement; these modes were not present at the lower current
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used in the initial experiments [2]. The similar ne and B T dependence of
Pth is consistent with Ohyabu's microtearing mode theory of the L to H
transition [4].

ECH appears to be more efficient than NBI at producing the H-
mode. The lowest threshold seen to date is Pth = 0.8 MW for ECH in a
deuterium plasma at IP = 0.5 MA, B T = 1.1 T and ne = 1 X 1019 m~3 [5];
the NBI threshold for this case is about 1.1 MW. Ohmic heating can
also produce the H-mode. As indicated in Fig. 1, the threshold power
for Ohmic H-mode is consistent with that for NBI-produced H-modes.
Achieving Ohmic H—mode requires high currents (>1.2 MA) at low toroidal
field (<0.9 T) and moderate ne = 4 X 1019 m~3 to obtain sufficient Ohmic
power to cross the threshold. Since the H-mode can be created using a
variety of heating methods, we can definitely conclude that the physics of
the H-mode transition is independent of heating method.

Deuterium plasmas have the lowest Pth of any studied to date. In
contrast to Pth = 3 MW at 2.1 T, Pth is about 5 MW in a hydrogen plasma
with hydrogen NBI or in a helium plasma with hydrogen, deuterium or
helium NBI. Pth changes by a factor of about 2.2 when the direction of
the ion VB drift is changed by reversing the direction of B T . This change
in Pth is consistent with the predictions of neoclassical theory [6]. In
addition, changing from co-NBI to counter-NBI lowers Pth by about 20%.
Finally, reducing the distance between the divertor X-point and the floor
of the vacuum vessel from 20 cm to 5 cm lowers Pth by almost a factor of
two.

The time dependence of various edge parameters during the L to H
transition indicates that the transition is connected with a reduction in the
anomalous transport across the outer midplane of the plasma. There are
significant changes in the magnetic fluctuations observed with poloidally
distributed set of Mirnov loops [7] and in the density fluctuations at the
outside midplane of the plasma observed with a multi-channel microwave
reflectometer. Figure 2 shows that the higher frequency density fluctua-
tions decrease significantly at the L to H transition. As is shown in Fig. 3,
the fluctuations decrease at the time of the earliest Ha drop. In addition,
the Ha signals at the outer divertor hit spot decrease about 0.5 ms before
the Ha signal from the inner divertor. This time delay in the H a signals
is part of the evidence supporting the idea that the transition starts at
the outside midplane.

The change in the asymmetry of the heat flow to the inner and outer
divertor hit spots at the L to H transition is more evidence for that idea.
In L-mode plasmas on ASDEX [8] and DIII-D [9], a factor of at least
three [9] to four [8] more power flows to the outer divertor hit spot than to
the inner. These asymmetries are much larger than can be explained due
to toroidal effects [10] and suggest that there is an extra, anomalous heat
flow across the outside midplane region of the plasma. This asymmetry is
suddenly reduced by more than a factor of two at the H-mode transition.

The picture that emerges is of an anomalous transport in the bad
curvature region at the outer midplane, associated with density and mag-
netic fluctuations, which is reduced when the fluctuations are stabilized
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at the H-mode transition. The location in the bad curvature region sug-
gests that the stabilization of ballooning modes by entry into the second
stable regime might be the cause of the L to H transition [11]. However,
comparison of measured edge pressure gradients with the high n, ideal
ballooning mode limits [12] demonstrates that the pressure gradients are
at least an order of magnitude below the first stable regime boundary at
the L to H transition. Accordingly, stabilization of ideal ballooning modes
cannot account for the L to H transition.

3. EDGE LOCALIZED MODES AND
BALLOONING MODE LIMITS

The confinement improvement in the H-mode is due to the creation
of a transport barrier just inside the separatrix flux surface [13]. Periodi-
cally, this barrier is breached by the ELMs, which transiently allow a burst
of particles and energy to flow into the divertor. Up to 20% of the energy
and particles in the plasma can be lost during an ELM. Understanding
and controlling the ELMs could lead to even better confinement in the
H—mode.

Phenomenologically, the ELM looks like a transient return to
L-mode. The magnetic and density fluctuations that disappeared at the
H-mode transition reappear. As is illustrated in Fig. 2, the frequency
spectrum of the density fluctuations during an ELM is similar to that in
L-mode. The fluctuation increase occurs at or before the characteristic
HQ burst which is associated with the ELM. Furthermore, from the time
delay in the H a signals at various points around the plasma, and from the
time delay in the heat pulses to the inner and outer divertor hit spots [14],
the ELM event happens first at the outside midplane of the plasma. This
location is also consistent with magnetic precursor oscillations that are
sometimes seen on the magnetic probes near the outer midplane. If the
ELM is a return to L-mode, then the ELM event is terminated by the
same process that initially led to the H-mode.

Although the L to H transition appears unrelated to ballooning
modes, it does appear that ELMs are triggered by those modes. As is
illustrated in Fig. 4, comparison of measured edge pressure gradients with
the predictions of ideal ballooning mode theory demonstrates that the
measured edge pressure gradients are at or below the first regime, ideal
ballooning mode stability limit [12,15-17]. The theory is best parameter-
ized in terms of the shear S and the local safety factor q, both evaluated
at the 95% flux surface; in Fig. 4, that theory is compared to the pressure
gradient measured in the direction of the Thomson scattering view chord.
The cases where the measured gradients are the largest are ones where
the Thomson scattering measurements were made just prior to an ELM.
This agreement occurs both for cases where the central plasma is near
the ballooning mode stability limit [18] and for cases where it is far from
that limit [12J. This agreement, plus the initiation of the ELM event at
the outside midplane, indicates that the ELM is triggered when the edge
plasma crosses the ideal ballooning mode threshold.
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Ballooning mode theory can be used to develop plasma shapes that
are more stable to ballooning modes and, potentially, less subject to
ELMs. Increasing the plasma triangularity, for example, is stabilizing.
Some preliminary work on high triangularity, double-null divertor dis-
charges shows that ELMs are much less frequent in these shots than in
corresponding single-null divertors.

ELMs can be affected significantly by increasing the plasma elonga-
tion and decreasing the height of the X-point. This results in ELMs with
smaller amplitude, shorter duration and higher frequency; these affect
the energy and particle confinement of the discharges much less [19]. We
have utilized this ELM control method to run nearly-steady-state H-mode
plasmas with H-mode durations as long as 4.4 seconds. The duration of
these plasmas was limited only by pulse-length limitations of some of the
power supplies used to control the plasma position. Possibly due to the
continued presence of small ELMs, the low Z impurity content of these
plasmas is constant and the metallic impurity content actually decreases
with time during the H-mode.

We have investigated whether increasing the current gradient at the
edge of the plasma could destabilize ELMs by ramping the current up dur-
ing the H-mode phase of the discharge. This work was done in single-null
divertors at 2.1 T with 9.5 MW NBI. The current was initially 1.25 MA
and it was raised to 1.75 MA at a rate of either 1 or 1.7 MA/s. At 1 MA/s,
the only effect on the ELMs was a gradual increase in the time between
ELMs. This increase is expected from our previous work at various steady-
state currents and is consistent with the ballooning mode theory since the
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mode is more stable at higher current [12]. At 1.7 MA/s, the time be-
tween ELMs initially lengthened, but the plasma then entered a 100 ms
to 150 ms long L—phase. This phase ended when the current ramp ceased.
This L-phase began with an ELM that looked very similar to the others
prior to it; however, at this high a current ramp rate, the plasma was
apparently unable to return to the H-phase. This indicates that the L
to H transition is inhibited by current ramping. Similar transient loss
of H—mode during current ramps has been seen on ASDEX [20]. In no
case did we see an increase in ELM frequency, which would have indicated
that the ELM was driven more unstable by an increasing current gradient.
Accordingly, ELMs do not appear to be current driven modes.

4. ENERGY CONFINEMENT TIME SCALING
IN H-MODE

We have investigated energy confinement time scaling as a function
of plasma ion species (H, D, He); P T ; nc; Ip and B T in discharges with
NBI [19]. Energy confinement scaling work as been done in three types
of hydrogen plasma with different isotope mixtures: (1) essentially pure
deuterium (fractional edge hydrogen concentration [H]/[H+D] < 10%),
(2) mixed H/D plasmas ([H]/[H+D] = 30% to 50%) and (3) pure hydrogen
plasmas. The admixture of hydrogen in the deuterium plasmas is the
result of hydrogen NBI. Confinement is best in deuterium plasmas [2];
TE in pure hydrogen plasmas is about a factor of two smaller; TE in the
mixed plasmas lies between the two extremes [19]. In helium plasmas
with helium NBI; the confinement results are very similar to those in pure
hydrogen plasmas [19].

In deuterium plasmas, we have determined that H-mode 7^ is in-
dependent of ne and P T over the range 2.9 < ne (1019 rn~3) < 5.5 and
0.8 < P T (MW) < 6.4 [2]. Mixed H/D plasmas and pure hydrogen plas-
mas show a decrease of T^ with increasing input power [19]. The reason
for the difference between hydrogen and deuterium is not yet understood.

In mixed H/D H—mode plasmas, we have demonstrated that TQ
scales linearly with Ip up to the 2.0 MA level at B T — 2.1 T. This is
illustrated in Fig. 5. These data all have qa5 > 3.2. However, as is also
shown in Fig. 5, when q95 is lowered by lowering B T to 1.5 T, the increase
of confinement with Ip appears to saturate at q95 = 3. This saturation has
also been confirmed by ramping the current during H-mode from 1.4 MA
to 1.6 MA at 1.5 T while maintaining constant NBI input power; no
change in stored plasma energy was seen. Finally, by varying the toroidal
field, we have found that TE is proportional to B T at fixed qgs < 3.

This lack of Ip scaling at qg5 < 3 has been seen previously at
B T < 0-9 T in the high /3r portion of our work [18,19]. Since this loss of
Ip scaling occurs for qg5 < 3 at a variety of /3r values, we can conclude
that it is not caused by approaching a /?T limit. We have also considered
the hypothesis that this loss of Ip scaling might be due to reaching the
saturated Ohmic confinement level described by Shimomura, etal. [21].
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However, although the TE value at qa5 < 3 does depend linearly on B T as
predicted in Ref. [21], it also shows the usual decrease with increasing PB-
The work in Ref. [21] predicts saturation at the same value of TE indepen-
dent of PB- At present, we do not have a complete explanation for the loss
of Ip scaling at 995 < 3; the interaction of sawteeth and ELMs discussed
previously [19] or some other g-related phenomenon remain possibilities.

Although confinement improvement with Ip may not continue indef-
initely, high current H-mode plasmas can produce significant TE values.
As is illustrated in Fig. 6, NBI H-mode plasmas with Ip = 2.0 MA have
confinement times that can exceed the saturated Ohmic value by 30% to
40% at moderate input power. Even at input powers around 10 MW, T&
is still equal to the Ohmic value. Since T& usually drops below the Ohmic
value whenever auxiliary heating is added, finding a confinement regime
where TE actually increases is significant. This result demonstrates that
Ohmic confinement does not represent the maximum possible in auxiliary
heated plasmas.

Another set of discharges in which confinement exceeds that stan-
dard, saturated Ohmic value is the Ohmic H-mode. Ohmic H-mode is
always triggered by a sawtooth heat pulse and, so far, is always a transient
event. The longest Ohmic H-mode observed to date has lasted for 170 ms.
The Ohmic H-mode is ELM-free and is quenched because of increasing
radiated power caused by impurity build up. Utilizing our magnetic anal-
ysis capabilities [23], it is possible to do a time dependent confinement
analysis to determine the TE during the phase prior to significant impu-
rity accumulation. These confinement times are shown in Fig. 7. The
error bars shown in Fig. 7 reflect the uncertainty due to measurement
errors propagated through the time dependent analysis.
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The TB values in the Ohmic H-mode exceed the standard Ohmic T&
value by about a factor of two. As is illustrated in Fig. 7, the standard
Ohmic plasma in Dili—D is in the saturated Ohmic confinement regime
where the energy confinement time is basically independent of density.
Also shown in Fig. 7 are the results of a transport simulation which was
done assuming neoclassical transport [24] for the ions and the Alcator A
value of 5 X 10ir cm"1^"1 for the electron thermal conductivity. The
Ohmic H-mode values agree with these transport predictions, indicating
a possible return to Alcator scaling.

Unlike other regimes of improved confinement in Ohmic plasmas
which require peaked density profiles [25,26], the density profiles in the
Ohmic H—mode are quite broad, similar to those in auxiliary heated H—
mode [22].

5. COMPARISON OF LOCAL TRANSPORT IN H-
AND L-MODE PLASMAS

There have been several previous attempts to compare the local
transport rates inside the plasma in H- and L-mode discharges [27-29].
However, owing to the high densities seen in H-mode, the H- and L-mode
densities in these earlier comparisons were not the same. This could have
affected the results if the local transport depends on ne. We have adopted
the approach of comparing H—mode divertor and L-mode limiter plasmas
of essentially the same shape, Ip, BTJ ne and PB in order to ascertain
whether the H—mode confinement improvement exists only in the outer
few centimeters of the plasma or whether the local transport interior to
the plasma also improves [30].

Local transport is inferred by steady-state transport analysis with
the ONETWO [31] transport code using electron density and tempera-
ture profiles measured by a 28 point Thomson scattering system, ion tem-
perature profiles measured by an 8 point charge exchange recombination
spectroscopy system, Z^ profiles from a 16 chord visible bremsstrahlung
measurement and radiated power profiles from a 21 channel bolometer
system. The Thomson density profile was normalized to a CO2 interfer-
ometer measurement that has the same path through the plasma. Central
ion temperature information was also obtained from the measured neu-
tron rate. The experiment was done with hydrogen beams injected into a
deuterium plasma. Hydrogen edge dilution was inferred spectroscopically
by using a second eight chord charge exchange recombination system. Ba-
sic conditions were BT = 2.1 T, IP = 1.25 MA, PT = 7.5 MW and ne =
7.5 x 1019 m~3.

In these discharges, the electron and ion temperatures agree within
the error bars; consequently, the electron-ion energy exchange term is
indeterminate. Accordingly, transport results are presented for a single
fluid description of the plasma. Plotted in Fig. 8 is the single fluid ther-
mal diffusivity for the H- and L-mode discharges as a function of position
in the plasma. The results for the Ohmic phases of the shots are also
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shown. Error bands are determined by propagating random and possible
systematic errors through the analysis in the manner described by Groeb-
ner [32]. Within these errors, the thermal diffusivity in H-mode is about
a factor of three lower than that in L—mode over the outer half of the
plasma; however, the diffusivities are quite similar in the central region of
the discharge. The H-mode diffusivity is quite comparable to the Ohmic
plasma diffusivities over most of the plasma. Accordingly, it is clear that
the confinement improvement in H-mode occurs over a significant portion
of the plasma, not just at the plasma edge.

The power balance from this analysis shows the overwhelmingly
dominant energy loss process in these plasmas is heat conduction. In-
tegrated out to the plasma edge, the radiative losses are only 20% of the
input power and the convection losses are only a few percent.
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Abstract

CONFINEMENT STUDIES OF THE H-MODE ON JFT-2M.
Experimental results showing improved plasma confinement and permitting a better understand-

ing of the H-mode are presented: (1) The H-mode phase is sustained during a beam pulse of 300 ms
in a high safety factor plasma although the total stored energy, Wdia, decreases with time; (2) the
dependence of Wdia on the electron density in the H-mode is considered by distinguishing between
electron energy and ion energy; (3) the dependence of Wdi!1 on the heating power in the H-mode can
be described by the incremental confinement time, TirK, whose value is nearly the same as that in the
L-mode; the increase in Wdis following the L-H transition comes mainly from pedestal formation;
(4) the value of 7irlc increases linearly with the plasma current for surface safety factors of up to 3 in
both the L-mode and the H-mode; (5) the isotope effect is clearly observed as a factor of 1.4 in Tinc in
the two cases (H° into H+ versus H° into D+ ) ; (6) the quality of the limiter H-mode degrades with
decreasing elongation; (7) four-pellet injection under optimized conditions results in an additional
increase in Wdia of about 10 kJ (this value is about 30% higher than that obtained by usual gas
puffing); (8) an improved L-mode is observed, which appears after the H-L transition, the value of
Wdia frequently exceeding that of the preceding H-mode.

1. INTRODUCTION AND EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT

A high confinement mode, the H-mode, has been observed in both divertor and
limiter configurations with various heating methods on JFT-2M [1-5]. The charac-
teristics of the H-mode vary considerably from good in a single-null divertor to less

1 On leave from University of Tsukuba, Japan.
2 On leave from Mitsubishi Electric Co., Japan.
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favourable in a circular limiter configuration. In this paper, we present recent
experimental results showing an improved H-mode and allowing a better understand-
ing of the H-mode.

Graphite plates were placed on the vacuum chamber wall (inside wall com-
pletely and outside wall partially covered) in order to reduce the metal impurities.
Hydrogen neutral beam pulses were extended up to 300 ms to allow the observation
of the H-mode evolution for a longer time, and a balanced injection of co- and
counter-beams was used for observing the dependence on the heating power up to a
maximum input of 1.6 MW into the torus. The net input power is estimated to be
90% and 70% of the torus input for co-injection and for counter-injection, respec-
tively. As a new diagnostic, three more channels for ECE measurement were
installed to allow improved measurements of the Te profiles, especially near the
plasma edge. The total stored energy is estimated mainly from diamagnetic
measurements.

2. PARAMETER DEPENDENCE OF H-MODE CONFINEMENT

As is well known, the L-H transition occurs abruptly when the heating power
and the electron density exceed their respective threshold values (P,h, Nth) [6]. The
'pedestal' of the electron temperature, T ^ , is then quickly formed and the estab-
lishment of an electron density pedestal, N ^ , follows in typically 50 ms. After this
formative phase, the total stored energy Wdia as estimated from diamagnetic meas-
urements approaches its peak value, then decreases gradually. During this slow decay
phase of Wdia, the time evolution of the electron density, n,.(t), typically evolves into
one of the two types. In the first case, n<,(t) continues to rise up to some limit that
is determined by the radiation loss and then decreases gradually. In the second case,
ne(t) stops rising and remains stationary during the beam heating pulse. This type of
H-mode is observed in a high safety factor plasma. In both cases, T ^ and Np^
remain roughly constant throughout the H-mode phase. The latter case is interesting
from the viewpoint of realizing a stationary H-mode (although Wdia still decays
slowly).

In the H-mode phase, the line averaged electron density n,. increases even
without gas puffing, so the gas puffing is usually turned off during the beam pulse.
To scan n,,, it is varied during the Ohmic phase since intense gas puffing in the
H-mode phase has a cooling effect on the edge plasma. The dependence of Wdia on
n,. is not as strong as that in the Ohmic phase, and Wdia saturates at high densities,
as is shown in Fig. l(a). Here, it may be meaningful to separate Wdia into an elec-
tron energy, We, and an ion energy, W;. The energy We can be estimated from the
measured Te(r) and n<,(r), but Ws is estimated from Wdia and We. The electron
temperature, Te, varies with He roughly as n^0-5, implying that We varies approxi-
mately as n£5. The W ^ saturation in the high density region may therefore come
from a decrease in Wj. This point must be clarified by measurements of T;(r)
and ni(r).
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FIG. 1. (a) Total stored energy, Wdia, versus line averaged electron density in Ohmic phase and in
H-mode. Ip is scanned from 175 to 290 kA in the lower single-null divertor configuration (LSN), the
ion grad-B drift is directed downwards. The electron density is changed in the Ohmic phase by means
of gas puffing. Wdia data are collected around its peak value. The dependence of Wdia on electron
density saturates in the high density region.

(b) Wdia versus line averaged electron density for pellet injection and gas puffing. Pellet injec-
tion is of two types: small pellets correspond to pellet ablation far from the plasma centre; large pellets
imply pellet ablation near the plasma centre. The additional increase in Wdia due to pellet injection is
about 10 kJ for large pellets.
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As the neutral beam power PNB is raised with balanced injection (equal co- and
counter-injection power), the H-transition occurs just at P^, and Wdia jumps from
the L- to the H-mode value as is shown in Fig. 2. This increase in W ^ apparently
comes from the formation of a pedestal on Te(r) and n^r); it may also originate
from an increase in W;. In the case of JFT-2M, the H-mode with edge localized
modes (ELMs) appears only near P^ and Na,, and W ^ attains values that are
slightly lower than those observed in the absence of ELMs. WdLa without ELMs
increases linearly with increasing PNB. Here, it should be noted that the increment
of Wdia with PNB has offset linear features just as in the L-mode. It is, therefore,
appropriate to define the incremental confinement time, Tmc, as the slope of linear
fitting at the same electron density, as is shown in Fig. 2. The value of Tinc for the
H-mode is somewhat larger (10-20%) than that for the L-mode; it remains, however,
approximately one fourth to one half of the gross Ohmic confinement time. The gross
energy confinement time, TG, in the H-mode has a maximum near P^ and decreases
with increasing PNB.

The value of rinc increases linearly with Ip in both H+ and D + plasmas, as is
shown in Fig. 2, but saturates when the surface safety factor qs < 3. This
behaviour may be due to some MHD activity in the low-qs region. The increase in
Wdia due to the L-H transition also increases with Ip. Here, N ^ increases with
increasing Ip, but Tp^ remains almost constant. The increase in We with Ip is, there-
fore, due to an increase in the electron density. The reason for constant Tp ,̂ is
unclear.

Among the various features of the H-mode phase, we consider the pedestal
formation to be crucial. From this viewpoint, we have obtained a steady pedestal, but
a stationary H-mode with steady Wdia is very difficult to realize. The main problem
to be solved is the impurity accumulation during the latter H-mode phase. An effort
to reduce the metal impurities by using a carbon wall resulted in a longer lived
H-mode. We could obtain a fairly constant value of n^t) in a high-qs plasma
(qs > 4); Wdia, however, decayed slowly. This slow decay of Wdia seems to result
from a decrease in Wj since the decrease in We is very small. One reason for this
decay of W; may be the decrease in ion density resulting from light impurity
accumulation. Hence, further studies of plasmas free from all impurities are required.

When H + and D + plasmas are compared, 7inc for D + plasma heated with H°
beams is longer than T ^ obtained for H + , by a factor of about 1.4 in the L-mode
and also in the H-mode. In the H-mode, T-mc exhibits almost the same isotope effect;
the increment in W .̂, due to the L-H transition is, however, larger for H + than for
D + plasmas. For medium input power levels, therefore, the values of T0 for H + and
D + appear to be almost identical.

The so-called limiter H-mode has been observed in various magnetic configura-
tions with no null point in the plasma region. The quality of this H-mode degrades
with decreasing plasma elongation. In a limiter discharge with strong elongation, the
quality of the limiter H-mode approaches that in a double-null divertor, but in a
circular limiter discharge the increase in W ^ due to the L-H transition is negligibly
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FIG. 2. (a) Wdia versus total input power in Ohmic phase, L-mode and H-mode. A hydrogen neutral
beam, H°, is injected into a D+ plasma by using balanced injection. Wdia data are collected around its
peak value for the density ranges shown in the figure.

(b) Wdia versus total input power. An H° beam is injected into an H+ plasma.
(c) Incremental confinement time, Tinc, versus Ip in L-mode and H-mode. An H° beam is

injected into a D+ plasma by using balanced injection. The position of the null point is changed from
lower (LSN) to upper (USN) in order to check the Tinc value in the L-mode.

(d) Tlnc versus Ip in L-mode and H-mode. An H° beam is injected into an H+ plasma. The rinc

values are almost the same for LSN and USN.

small and the duration of the H-mode is less than 100 ms. This dependence on the
plasma elongation may result from the shear effect. Other dependences of the limiter
H-mode parameters on Ip, Bt, H,, and the gas species are similar to that in a single-
null divertor.
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3. FOUR-PELLET INJECTION

A four-pellet injector has recently been installed on JFT-2M. Three small
pellets (1.28 x 1.4 mm) and one large pellet (1.48 x 1.6 mm) can be injected
independently at pellet speeds of 0.8-2.4 km-s"1. Studies of injection timing and
pellet size established an optimum condition for improved confinement with pellet
injection, namely the almost simultaneous injection of four pellets in the early phase
of the neutral beam pulse. A key point of this condition is deep penetration of the
pellets close to the plasma centre (large pellet). When the ablation of the pellets
occurs far from the plasma centre (small pellet), the value of Wdia obtained with
pellet injection is almost the same as that observed using gas puffing although H,.
jumps to a high level. In the optimum condition, the additional increase in Wdia due
to pellet injection is about 10 kJ, as is shown in Fig. l(b). This value represents an
improvement of about 30% over gas puffing. This improvement in Wdia seems to
arise from an increase in Wj, but the reason for this behaviour will only be clear
when data on profiles exist. In the later phase of good shots, the problem as seen in
the usual H-mode becomes more severe, i.e. the rapid accumulation of impurities
accelerates the decay of Wdia. Here, the isotope effect is again observed when H2

and D2 pellets are used. The additional increase in Wdia was about 10 kJ for D2

pellets and about 5 kJ for H2 pellets.

4. AN IMPROVED L-MODE

An improved L-mode, which is distinguished from the usual L-mode by a
higher value of W^, was observed in limiter discharges with medium elongation
and in divertor plasmas heated by a helium neutral beam [7]. This mode appears after
the H-L transition, and the value of Wdia frequently exceeds that in the preceding
H-mode. The Te pedestal disappears, but Te in the central plasma region increases.
The n,. pedestal decreases, but the value of H,. remains high. These features represent
the establishment of peaked Te and n,. profiles. The centre peaked radiation profile
may suggest impurity accumulation. Careful investigations should, therefore, be
carried out to determine the usefulness of this mode.
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Abstract

HEATING OF PEAKED DENSITY PROFILES PRODUCED BY PELLET INJECTION IN JET.
A transient enhancement in performance of JET limiter discharges has been obtained when a

peaked density profile formed by pellet injection is heated by using either ICRH alone or in combination
with NBI. Pellet ftielling is applied during the current rise. Heating follows the fuelling sequence and
must be localized predominantly within the plasma core. Electron density profiles are strongly peaked
immediately following the pellet injection sequence, ne(0)/<ne>vo| < 5, and retain a central peak while
decaying during the period of enhancement. At a power level of 19 MW (Prr = 12.5 MW,
Pnb = 5 MW and Poh = 1.5 MW) and a central density of 6 x 1019 m~\ central ion and electron tem-
peratures of 10.5 and 12 keV are obtained in 3 MA, 3.1 T discharges. Global energy confinement
1.6 times the L-mode level has been obtained. Values of nd(0)Ti(0)TE(a) in the range from 1 to
2 x 1020rn"3-keV-s are achieved. Peak neutron rates can exceed those in similar, non-enhanced shots
by factors of three to five and increase strongly with heating power. Central ion and electron pressure
can be enhanced by a factor of two to three. Electron pressure can be > 1 bar with a gradient of
4 bar-m"1. Ballooning stability limits are approached within the plasma core. The period of enhanced
performance has extended up to 1.2 s into the heating pulse, terminating spontaneously. The longest
periods terminate with enhanced fluctuations and a strong and rapid decrease in central electron and ion
temperatures. Although MHD activity can be present during this period, no sawtooth activity appears.

1. Introduction
The combination of peaked density profiles produced by pellet fueling with strong,
central ICRF heating has been proposed as a means to enhance performance of limiter
discharges! 1,2,3]. Such experiments have begun on JET using a pellet injector system
jointly built as pan of the JET/USDOE collaboration on pellet fueling. The fueling
source is a multi-barrel, multiple pellet, pneumatic launcher developed at Oak Ridge
National Laboratory[4]. Initial results were reported previously[4,5,6,7]. Improved
performance has been obtained with peaked density profiles in previous ohmic and
NBI heated experiments[2,8,9,10,llj and recently with RF heating in divertor con-
figuration [12]. Experiments on TFTR[13] and JET[14], with high auxiliary heating
power, have demonstrated improved performance in limiter configurations at high

* See Appendix I to this paper.
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temperatures. In those experiments, neutral beam injection was used both to produce
and to heat peaked density profiles. We describe here experiments which demonstrate
for the first time improved performance in limiter discharges fueled by pellets and
heated by ICRH to ion and electron temperatures >5ke V. We describe first how peaked
density profiles are generated by pellet injection. Such profiles form the target for RF
heating. The period of enhanced performance is then discussed.

2. Production of Peaked Profiles
Pellet injecton prior to the heating pulse is used to produce a peaked density
profile. Both single and multiple pellet sequences have been used. Pellet fueling
occurs during the current ramp phase. Primarily 3MA discharges have been
studied. Fueling efficiency in these ohmic scenarios is high (AnJn^D.7) and not
strongly dependent on penetration. The remaining mass is likely to be lost in the
formation and acceleration process. Strongly peaked profiles have been obtained
only by penetration to or beyond the magnetic axis. Such penetration is obtained
either by a sequence of 2.7mm pellets alone (TxlO^D0 per pellet, 5 to 7 pellets at
2.5Hz) or a combination of fewer 2.7mm and a single 4mm pellet (2.5xlO"D°).
Peaking factors, ne(0y<n.>,OI, from 2.6 to 5 are obtained with central densities of
from 0.8 to 2 xlOrn"1. Line average density exceeds the 3MA ohmic density limit
in JET[7]. Density is limited in pellet cases by the appearance of mhd activity
(Quasi Stationary Modes), which leads to rapid loss of particles and can precipi-
tate a plasma disruption [15,16]. In the absence of QSMs, the peaked density
profile, once formed, decays slowly with a time constant which can be >2s.
Average ZM immediately after pellet injection can be <1.5. Electron temperature
is strongly perturbed decreasing is some cases below 500eV on axis. While total
radiated power remains from 40 to 60% of input power, the electron temperature
profile can become inverted with central radiated power dominating the local
power balance. Recovery of electon temperature occurs on the time scale of the
density decay. Some mhd activity can be present during this period, but sawtooth
oscillations do not appear. This high density, low temperature, sawtooth free
discharge forms the plasma target for auxiliary heating.

3. Heating of Peaked Profiles
3.1 Survey of Results
Following termination of the current ramp and pellet fueling sequence, heating by
ICRF alone or in combination with NBI is applied as shown in Fig. 1. Results for
both a strong (I) and a weak (II) pellet perturbation are compared. Results in case
II are similar to no pellet cases. Fueling is produced by injection of a 4mm pellet
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at 3s in both cases. In case I, an earlier 2.7mm pellet has been injected at 1.5s to
lower the central temperature, and thereby allow penetration to the magnetic axis
at 3s. Auxiliary heating begins at 3.2s, and is then maintained at roughly a constant
level. A period of enhanced performance is obtained in case I beginning with the
onset of heating, and ending with a rapid decrease of central ion and electron
temperature at 4.4s.

During the heating pulse, the total electron particle content remains roughly
constant in both these cases. For case I, the central electron density decays from
the peak values reached after pellet injection. The decay rate is faster than that
observed in the absence of heating but remains in the range 4 to 6xlO"m3s".
Initially, central electron temperatures increase at similar rates in both cases
although density in the enhanced case is 3x higher. Final electron and ion
temperatures are larger in the enhanced case by factors of 1.5 and 2. As shown in
Figs, lc and 2, neutron levels reflect these enhancements in core parameters,
increasing strongly with RF power and exceeding no-pellet results by factors of
3 to 5. On a 1 s timescale, impurity ion profiles develop which are markedly more
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FIG. 2. Neutron rate as function of input power for RF heating only. Solid squares: enhanced phase.
Open squares: later phase (t > 4.4 s).

peaked than n, within the plasma core. Such behaviour is expected from neoclas-
sical transport 17,18]. Outside the core, the usual broad n, profiles are observed.
The ratio nI(0)/nI(a/2)=2. As a result, central Zofr is some 30% higher and n/n,
somewhat lower than the average value. Depending on the mix of heating power
applied and the resulting range of O, C and Ni levels obtained, central Zeff after 1 s
varies from 2.5 to 4 and nyn. from 0.75 to 0.5. The core power balance is little
affected by radiated power losses. In the best cases, the period of enhancement
terminates as shown with an abrupt loss of central temperature, density and
accumulation. Sawtooth oscillations do not appear prior to, or during, the times
of interest.

Enhanced core temperatures are obtained only in cases where a strong pertur-
bation of the density and electron temperature is produced, and for which the RF
resonance was located within the plasma core. The effect is not dependent on a
particular \ spectrum, and has been obtained using either monopole (k,, = 0) or
dipole (ku=7m1) antenna phasing. The enhancement is obtained with H or He3

minority heating, indicating the effect is not associated simply with a non-
maxwellian tail produced by second harmonic heating of the backround deute-
rium. Neutron emission is predominantly thermal in origin. Enhanced tempera-
tures and neutron yield are not obtained when the resonance location (resonance
half width 0.3m) is shifted 0.5m from the magnetic axis, to the region outside the
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(NP): RF - 11.5 MW, NBI - 5 MW (pulse numbers: 17749/17747). Solid squares: pellet case ion tem-
perature; open squares: no-pellet case ion temperature.

plasma core. Similarly the enhancement in central electron and ion heating is
diminished as the neutral beam heating power is increased. At high density in JET,
power deposition profiles for 40keV/nucleon beam heating are not strongly
peaked within the plasma core.

Fig. 3 shows density and temperature profiles after pellet injection and near the
termination of the enhanced period for a pellet and no-pellet pulse. Within a
central region of approximately 0.7m diameter, the profiles differ both in
magnitude and scale length. In the pellet case, although the central value of the
electron density decays from 1.35 to 0.6x 1 CP'ta-3 during the first 1 s of the heating
pulse, the gradient scale length of the core density perturbation has only increased
from 0.5 to 0.6m. The gradient scale length of the temperature profile, both for
ions and electrons, is more than 2x smaller in the pellet case than in the no-pellet
case. The electron temperature profile differs markedly from a triangular shape.

The concurrence of higher density and temperature within this core plasma
implies enhanced central electron pressure and pressure gradients as illustrated in
Fig. 4. The ideal mhd ballooning stability of the equilibria corresponding to these
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FIG. 4. Profiles of electron pressure (Thomson scattering) for the pellet (P) and no-pellet (NP) cases

of Fig. 3.

profiles has been determined using the code HBT[19], assuming a magnetic
geometry taken from the equilibrium identification code IDENTC and a radial
profile of the total pressure as given by the electron pressure. The magnitude of
the pressure is normalized by the Shafranov p (mhd). The ratio of mhd to
diamagnetic p indicates the fast ion contribution to the total pressure is small.
However, the influence of the fast ion pressure and its gradient within the plasma
core may affect plasma stability locally[20]. This effect has not been included in
the present calculations. Results of stability calculations are shown in Fig. 5
assuming the q profile to be monotonic. For fixed q(a) the radial variation of the
pressure gradient with shear and the first stability boundary vary with q(0). Two
values of q(0) are shown in the range of the measured value 1.2 (Fig. 8). The
discharge has reached the first stability boundary within the plasma core (r/a=0.3).
Although the maximum p obtained is only 40% of the critical Troyon value for
optimized profiles, the value of ep is 1.1 to 1.2 times the maximum value for
ballooning stability corresponding to the experimental profiles. Should q(0) reach
1.5 the discharge would be marginally stable. The further increase in q(0), which
can be attained with multiple pellet injection sequences (Fig. 8), and the potential
improvement in the stability boundary associated with such a change remains to
be exploited as a means to obtain stable operation at higher pressure and low shear.
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tal) are shown assuming central q values of 1 and 1.2. The stability boundaries shown are obtained by
perturbation of the measured pressure profile assuming central q values of 1 and 1.5. Values of s-a
above or to the left of the boundary are stable.

Although some pellet discharges may approach the stability boundary, the
level of incoherent magnetic fluctuations measured externally is approximately
the same as is generally observed during auxiliary heating. Low-level, coherent,
mhd oscillations and electron temperature relaxations are observed during the
period of enhanced performance both on and off-axis; but no specific correlation
has yet been established between the level of these fluctuations and loss of
enhanced performance. Bursts of mhd activity during the heating can diminish
neutron yield. In cases of longest duration, the period of enhanced performance
is terminated by an abrupt collapse of the central electron temperature (Fig. 1).
Analysis of soft X-ray and ECE measurements shows that the collapse does not
follow the JET sawtooth behaviour[21 ]. A complex radial temperature redistribu-
tion occurs with the temperature profile often exhibiting two inversion radii. Up
to 100|4.s proceeding the collapse, no growing m=n=l core displacement is
detected. Successor oscillations are often present with a variety of m,n numbers.
The dominant mode is usually m=3,n=2 centered about r=0.25m while edge
magnetic measurements show a spectrum of modes with n < 8. The mode numbers
of the successor oscillations, their spectral extent and the fact that sawteeth do not
appear throughout the period of heating all indicate that q(0)>l during this period.
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FIG. 6. i)e as a junction of minor radius following pellet injection at 3 s (pulse No. 16235) and 3. 75 s
(pulse No. 17749 - solid points), and at 4.2 s during a no-pellet pulse (pulse No. 17747 - open points).

3.2 Energy Confinement
The pellet fueling sequence perturbs several plasma parameters likely to affect
both heating and thermal energy transport, but the mechanism responsible for the
enhanced performance is not yet established.

The combined change in ion density and temperature profiles alters the
discharge •n,. parameter [dln(T.)/dln(n.)]. Assuming electron and ion temperature
profiles are similar, the T)e parameter shown in Fig. 6 reflects n,. during periods
early in the enhancement phase when dilution effects are small. Following pellet
injection, r\e is first strongly reduced within the plasma core by the formation of
a peaked density and broad temperature profile. During the subsequent period of
heating and density decay, the radial variation in n, reflects the evolving shape of
the density and temperature profiles. Within the plasma core (r/a<0.4), a residual
Vn, is maintained in the region of maximum VT.. Ultimately the core t\ values
approach and exceed the nominal critical r\ parameter (1 to 2). The evolution of
•n within the plasma core is subject to significant uncertainty? however, the
behavior shown illustrates the clear tendency of the pellet discharge to low central
•n; values during the early period of the enhanced phase.
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The current profile is altered by the perturbation of T, resulting from pellet
injection and the subsequent heating. The evolution of q(0) obtained from
Faraday rotation measurements is shown in Fig. 7 for a multiple 2.7mm and a
4mm pellet sequence. In these cases, the error in q(0) is estimated to be ±25%.
Current diffusion calculations are in general agreement with these measurements.
The calculations take the measured value of q(0) at t=ls, assume neoclassical
resistivity including a bootstrap current, and vary the resistivity through the Zctf

term to match the measured surface voltage. In both sequences, q(0) is greater than
1 during the heating pulse, more strongly in the 2.7mm sequence, due to the
extended duration of the temperature purturbation. During the heating following
the 4mm sequence, q(0) rises slightly and the q profile broadens markedly. In no-
pellet pulses, however, Faraday rotation measurements indicate that a similar
effect may also occur. For pellet fuelled discharges, current diffusion calculations
attribute this evolution to a substantial bootstrap effect (Ibooua,I/^Mm.s0-2), which
in combination with the pellet perturbation can ultimately create a region of
negative shear within the plasma core. Such a profile is potentially unstable and
could be responsible for the abrupt termination of enhanced performance phase.
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TABLE I. PULSE NUMBERS 17749/17747

4.2s/3.5m

Ptet(MW)
na(x1019m-3)
n,=0.7na

n^O.Sn.
VT,(keVnr1)
VT (keVnrr1)
n.VT,
n.VT.

Pellet

19
5.5
-

2.8
26
35
55
192

No-Pellet

17.5
3.4
2.4
-
10
6.8
24
23

Finally, density perturbations may cause variations in minority concentration.
Such a variation can change the direct heating of the ions and electrons altering
the power balance terms for each species. Detailed modeling of the ion and
electron power balance is not complete. However, single fluid modelling of the
plasma indicates that thermal transport within the plasma core can be reduced by
a factor of 2 to 3 during the enhanced period[22]. This can be seen directly from
the terms shown in Table I, if comparable power deposition profiles are assumed.
This improvement is only weakly reflected in the global energy confinement
(+20%) when pellet and no-pellet discharges are compared, probably due to a
larger fast ion population in the no pellet shot. However, global confinement is
enhanced significantly with respect to L-mode[23]. At an input power of 8 to
10MW, global energy confinement is approximately 450ms. This value is 1.6
times the L-mode level. A further transient improvement is seen during the initial
heating phase when the profile is most strongly peaked, but a dW/dt term
comparable to more than half the input power is present.

3.3 Particle Confinement
In the absence of heating, the peaked electron density profile formed by pellet
injection decays slowly retaining its peaked character for an extended period.
Outside the plasma core a region of weak gradient is formed similar to no-pellet
cases. This feature has been observed in past experiments [2]. In ohmic dis-
charges, it has been modeled using a neoclassical pinch combined with a diffusion
coefficient increasing with radius[2,24]. In modeling present experiments[25], a
simple fixed form for that radial variation is assumed. As shown in Fig. 8, the
diffusion coefficient incorporates a transition from a low central value to a higher
edge value at r=0.45m. With the onset of heating, decay of the density profile
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measured (solid curves) and calculated (dashed curves), at four radii in Ohmic and RF heated cases.

becomes more rapid. A similar radial variation in the diffusion coefficient is
sufficient to model this change, when a 20% increase in the edge value is included.
Again the neoclassical pinch is assumed. However, a wide variation in decay rates
is observed when a range of heated pulses is modeled. In some cases this
simplified model cannot reproduce the increased decay rate. A significant
increase in core diffusion is required, suggesting that another mechanism may be
triggered which can further accelerate the central electron density decay.

During the ohmic phase, impurity transport both of nickel (high Z) and carbon
(low Z) within this weakly anomolous central region is found to be consistent with
neoclassical transport[17]. During the heating phase, impurity transport can
remain consistent with neoclassical theory within the plasma core until the
termination of the enhanced period. In this phase, impurity transport may reflect
the appearance of an ion temperature driving term[17].

4. Summary
A transient enhanced performance mode has been obtained in JET limiter
discharges using pellet injection fueling in combination with central RF heating.
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The occurence of the enhanced period follows strong perturbations in density and
temperature profiles which, in the plasma core, lead to a reduction in the T\
parameter and a change in the q(r) profile. Thermal transport within the plasma
core (r<0.5m) is improved by roughly afactor of 2 for both ions and electrons. This
improvement occurs in the presence of strong local heating and strong ion and
electron temperature gradients. Central pressure and total neutron emission are
increased. Neutron emission is predominantly thermal in origin. Ballooning
stability limits are approached within this region. The enhancement is not related
to a particular k,, spectrum or minority species but does require a resonance
location within the plasma core. Decay of the density profile during the heating
pulse is more rapid than observed in ohmic discharges, but in the best cases can
be modeled using the neoclassical pinch and a diffusion coefficient similar to that
obtained for the low temperature ohmic case. Impurity transport is consistent with
neoclassical theory within the core and leads to moderate deuterium dilution. The
enhanced phase is terminated after 0.75 to 1.2s of heating, often with a rapid loss
of central pressure. This event is not a sawtooth. In general, sawtooth oscillations
do not appear during the period of enhancement
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Abstract

PELLET INJECTION AND IMPROVED PLASMA PERFORMANCE IN ASDEX.
Repetitive pellet injection in ASDEX can result in a plasma regime with substantially improved

plasma performance for H + as well as D + pellet fuelled discharges. This regime is characterized by
strongly peaked electron density and impurity radiation profiles in which the peaking depends on the
sawtooth activity. In parallel, the energy confinement is significantly enhanced, but with increasing
additional heating power the peaking as well as the energy confinement degrade. Comparing standard
gas fuelled and pellet fuelled discharges, the gain factor in energy confinement of about 2 at Ohmic
power level ( = 0.5 MW) decreases to 1.3 at total heating power of 2.7 MW. — In addition, the line
averaged density limit increases almost independently of the heating power by An^ = 5.5 X 10" m"3
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over the respective limits in gas puff discharges. This corresponds to a Murakami parameter of r̂ R/B,
= 10.5 x 10" m~2-T~' at 2.7 MW total heating power. — In connection with the increasing electron
density peaking, the particle transport properties change and, in parallel, a reduction of the ion heat con-
ductivities to neoclassical values is observed. This confirms the importance of the T;, parameter in
determining ion heat conductivities. Nevertheless, the anomalous xe in the outer layers still dominates
the global energy confinement, resulting in a better confinement of pellet fuelled D + than H+ dis-
charges. — Bolometric radiation measurements show central peaking which can be attributed to accumu-
lation of copper.

1. Introduction

Experiments with pellet injection were performed in ASDEX (R = 1.65 m, a = 0.40 m
partly carbonized walls) divertor discharges with purely Ohmic as well as with NBI
and ICRH heating [lj. A centrifuge accelerated typically 5 to 30 deuterium or hy-
drogen pellets into a single discharge at time intervals between 30 to 100 ms. The
pellets were of two different sizes each contributing 1 or 3 x 1019m~3, respectively, to
the volume averaged plasma density. Penetration depths of typically half the plasma
radius, increasing with pellet size, were obtained with the injection velocity of » 600
m/s. Injection of deuterium pellets into deuterium and hydrogen pellets into hydrogen
discharges was studied. Extensive optimization studies and parameter scans concentra-
ted on discharges with Bt = 2.2 T, Ip = 380 kA (go = 2.7) and covered a line averaged
density range between Se = l x 1019 and 1.2 X 1020 (OH) and 1.4 X 102 0m-3 (2.6 MW
NBI).
Additional heating power applied so far to these discharges ranged up to 1.4 MW of
ICRH [1] and 3 MW of NBI. The studies were carried out in the double-null configu-
rations with the new divertor arrangement (DV-II [2]) having a smaller volume of the
immediate divertor chamber, but larger by-passes to the main discharge chamber.

2. Particle Transport and Density Limit

Pellet injection is found to lead to strong peaking of the electron density profile also
inside the deposition radius of the pellet particles. Figure 1 presents the peaking factor
rc«(0)/(ne) (central electron density over the volume average) as function of the total
heating power Ptot for Ohmic and neutral beam heated L mode deuterium discharges.
With gas puffing only and with normal sawtooth activity (case l) the peaking factor
is below 1.5 and depends little on the total heating power. When the sawteeth vanish
in Ohmic discharges (case 2) the peaking factor rises up to 2 (only D+ discharges tend
to lose sawteeth). Pellet injection can suppress the sawtooth oscillations (case 3)
and the highest peaking of about 2.6 was reached in sawtooth-free phases after pellet
injection. While with additional heating the peaking parameter is gradually reduced,
a steep density gradient can persist in the central part.

If we describe the particle flux by the ansatz r e = — D • Vnt + V,n • ne , we find
consequently - during nearly stationary density phases - a change of the ratio of in-
ward velocity to diffusion coefficient —Vin/D in the inner two-thirds of the plasma.
This ratio is 5.4 • r/a2 in pellet fuelled sawtooth-free OH discharges (case 3) compa-
red with 3.5 • r/a2 in sawtooth-free gas puff discharges (case 2). It is still an open
question whether |Vin| increases and/or D decreases. [Vin/D cannot be determined in
sawtoothing discharges (case 1) because during the sawtooth particles are transported
discontinuously.)
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FIG. 1. Density profile peaking factor ne(0)/(ne) as a function of Plm of pellet gas puff fuelled D* dis-
charges. The solid data point at P,ol = 0.45 MW corresponds to sawtooth-free standard gas puff OH
discharges.

Separate information on Vin and D can be gained from the analysis of dynamic phases.
An analysis of two discharges (ohmic heating, respectively, 0.5 MW NI) with about
120 ms periods after the injection of a few large pellets revealed the following results:
(1.) The central density ne(0) rose after the last pellet (fig. 2a and fig. 3). (2.) Density
peaking could be simulated for r < 0.3 m (fig. 2b) by D = D0[l+%) and V = Va-± with
D°H = 0.05^i (D?r = 0 .07^ , respectively) and with V°H = -0.6 m/s {Va

NI =
—1.1 m/s, respectively). The calculation was corrected for the Nl-particle source and
yields inward drifts with small error bars (^ 25 %) because of the extended period of
clearly rising density in the centre.

Pellet injection into OH increases the density limit in OH- and NBI-heated deuterium
discharges. The line averaged density limit increases almost independently of the hea-
ting power by Ane « 5.5 X 1019m~3 over the respective limits in gas puff discharges
and corresponds to Murakami parameters of neR/Bt — 8 (OH) and 10.5 xlO19™-?!"""1

(2.6 MW NBI). As shown earlier with the previous ASDEX divertor [3], pellet injec-
tion cannot substitute recycling at the plasma boundary. Therefore, sufficient gas puff
has to be provided to reach stationarily high densities and improved confinement. In
agreement with that the density limit even with pellet injection is usually coupled to
high radiation at the plasma boundary.

3. Impurity Transport

In general, strongly increasing central radiation was observed in cases of successful den-
sity build-up and peaking of the density profile. A characteristic situation is discus-
sed below on the basis of a 0.5 MW NBI-heated discharge. The time evolution of
ne(0), ne, Te{a/2) and the central radiation Prad[0) of this discharge with five injected
large pellets is shown in fig. 3. The beta poloidal fip reaches its maximum during the
sawtooth-free phase after t=1.2 s. Almost simultaneously the central radiation is seen
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FIG. 2. ne versus r: (a) measured; (b) calculated.

to rise drastically. During the fully developed accumulation period [t > 1.6 s) it is
enhanced by a factor of ~ 20 compared to the initial phase. In figures 4a and 4b
we show the radial profiles of Zc/f and the bolometrically determined radiation losses
at two different times ta and tb (see fig. 3). The Ze/f profile is flat before (ta) and
slightly peaked during the accumulation phase after pellet injection (tb). For check
of consistency, 2™ff[i) derived from loop voltage, current and temperature profiles,
and assuming neoclassical theory, was compared with a temperature weighted 2^j
from bremsstrahlung profiles. The values agree by more than 20 %. The impurity
accumulation is clearly demonstrated by the peakedness of the normalized bolometric
radiation profile Prad/ne shown in fig. 4b.
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For the interpretation of the measurements the light impurities C and O are to be
distinguished from copper which - according to spectroscopic measurements - is the
dominating heavy impurity. To explain the central radiation of 300 kW /m 3 at t=1.5 s
we need a Cu concentration of 0.08 % which contributes to Zeff only by about 0.3.
The remaining contribution to {Zeff — 1) can be attributed to 0.7 % oxygen and 2 %
carbon if we assume a ratio of these elements as measured at the boundary. The
peaking factor for these light elements is two between the centre and half the radius,
while theory predicts a ratio of nearly 5.
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FIG. 5. Soft-X-ray intensity versus radius for t = 1.4 s.

In addition to the bolometer profiles the accumulation of Cu is also obvious from the
pronounced peaking of soft-X-ray profiles. These emission profiles are particularly sui-
ted for a comparison with neoclassical transport simulations because of the suppressed
boundary radiation. In fig. 5 we show such a comparison for t=1.4 s when the shape of
ncu-profile has become stationary. The calculations are performed by adding neoclas-
sical fluxes [4]and anomalous diffusive fluxes Yan = —Dandnz/dr. Accumulation is
initiated by reducing Dan from typical values of 0.8 m2fs (t < 1.2 s at all radii) in the
inital phase to values of 0.05 m2/s in the inner region r/a < 0.75 for t > 1.2 s during
accumulation. This way the good agreement with the measured SX-profiles as plotted
in fig. 5 is obtained. The sensivity of this comparison with respect to the reduction of
Dan is indicated in fig. 5 by the curves for unchanged transport [Dan = 0.8m2fs =
const) and fully neoclassical transport Dan —* 0.

4. Global Energy Confinement

For standard values of Ip and Bt, the global energy confinement time TE was investiga-
ted as a function of nc, heating power Ptot and isotope type [see fig. 6]. An additional
variation of confinement time with fuelling method can be well described as a further
dependence of TE on the density peaking parameter. Whereas, under purely Ohmic
heating, density scans for the usual gas puff-fuelled discharges with flat density pro-
files (ne(0)/{ne) < 1.5) show a saturation of TE at 60 and 85 ms for H+ and D+,
respectively, and a subsequent decline with ne, pellet fuelling allows access to a regime
with peaked nt{j) and monotonically increasing r£;(ne) reaching values of 110 ms for
H+ and 160 ma for JD+. However, also in this case, confinement deteriorates with
heating power, and the gain in TE of these peaked density profile discharges compared
to conventional, gas fuelled L regime cases decreases from a factor of nearly 2 at Ohmic
power levels (« 0.5 MW) to 1.3 at Ptot = 2;7 MW for H° =• D+ injection (fig. 6). At
the same time the maximum peaking factor of density achieved with pellet injection
diminishes from 2.6 to 1.6.
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FIG. 6. Global energy confinement time re versus ne of (a) pellet refuelled and (b) gas puff fuelled D+

discharges at different NBI heating powers. re and nt of pellet discharges reach values which are con-
siderably higher than those of the standard gas puff case.

E
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FIG. 7. Radial dependence ofxe and x,- during post-pellet phase of an Ohmic H+ and D* discharge.
The abbreviation CH refers to the Xi calculation as given by Chang and Hinton.

5. Local Temperature and Energy Transport Analysis

Comprehensive local transport analyses covering the whole plasma cross-section and
including a comparison with first principle theoretical transport models have been
carried out using the TRANSP code. We found that the temperature profiles of ions
and the dependence of their contribution to global confinement on the density profiles
can be well explained by superposing the neoclassical and »j,-mode-driven ion heat
conductivities. All cases investigated showing improved confinement through density
peaking correspond to rj, = ^ j " ^ (and r/e) < 1 over a large part of the plasma cross-
section. For Ohmically heated pellet injection discharges, the energy confinement
in the central regions is totally determined by radiation and neoclassical ion heat
conduction [5]. The experimental finding—rg is larger for D+ compared with H+

plasmas despite the fact that Xi.neocl is increasing with ion mass-is explained by the
following result: The global confinement is still dominated by the anomalous Xe in the
outer zones, whose opposite isotope dependence causes a reduction in TB when going
from D+ to H+ (fig. 7). The TRANSP analysis of the beam heated, pellet fuelled
discharges shows [5]that the confinement degradation is due to an increasing Xc and
an enhancement of Xi due to a shrinking of the >/,- < 1 zone with the observed flatter
density profiles compared with the OH pellet discharges.
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As the above analyses revealed electron transport to be dominating the global energy
confinement a statistical investigation of the dependences of the electron temperature
profile was started. Gas puff as well as pellet fuelled discharges, Ohmically heated as
well as neutral beam heated discharges can be described unformly (2.5 • 1019m~3 ^
nc <> 1.2 • 1020m-3,0.3 MW <, Ptot £ 3 MW, standard Bt and Ip) by the following
statements:

1.) The electron temperature at the boundary Te(r = 35 cm) = T35 is proportional
n£A and P?J.

2.) The ratios T0/T20 and T20/T35 show no dependence on TI35 and Ptot- T0/T20 de-
creases with central radiation. T20/T3Z decreases slightly proportional to
( / ) ° 3

3.) The relative temperature profile does not change significantly even in periods a
few milli-seconds after pellet injection.

The nearly self-similar temperature profile is - according to this analysis - controlled
in its absolute value by change of T35 with n35 and Ptot- Self-similarity of the electron
temperature profile and the assumption Ti w Tc should lead to a scaling of

• n*Pt-jT35 ~ n* -0 .4D-0 .8
'35 rtot

(n' = / nTt r drj j Tcrdr: temperature averaged density)

A direct regression analysis with n.*,n3s and Pfot yields a relatively uniform prediction
(see fig. 8) for all cases (pellet, no-pellet, Ohmic, neutral injection) and a scaling

OZ 0 5 5-0.55

6. Conclusions

Pellet injection can initiate a phase of the discharge without sawteeth, with strong
particle inward drift, density profile peaking, and considerably improved energy con-
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finement. The improvement lessens with rising heating power. The ion confinement
becomes neoclassical in agreement with r7i-mode theory. Tlie global energy confine-
ment, however, remains controlledby electron transport and is characterized by a nearly
self-similar electron temperature profile. This leads to a picture where the energy con-
finement is nearly determined by the boundary temperature and the density profile.
High-Z impurities accumulate in the centre according to neoclassical theory.
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Abstract

TOKAMAK WITH STRONG MAGNETIC FIELD AND ADIABATIC PLASMA COMPRESSION.
The main technical features of and the state of work on the TSP tokamak with strong magnetic

field and adiabatic plasma compression, constructed at the Troitsk branch of the I.V. Kurchatov Institute
of Atomic Energy, are considered.

In December 1987, at the Troitsk branch of the I.V. Kurchatov Institute of
Atomic Energy, TSP, a tokamak with strong field and adiabatic plasma compression,
was started up physically.

As is well known [1], the use of a strong magnetic field in a tokamak makes
it possible, at least in the Ohmic heating regimes, to produce a high density plasma
with record parameters in a tokamak of relatively small physical size. On the other
hand, additional heating of a dense plasma in a tokamak with strong magnetic field
has failed to become effective, so far. In 1980, we suggested [2] the use of adiabatic
compression by a rising magnetic field to heat up a dense plasma to thermonuclear
parameters. This suggestion was based on the reduction of the requirements to dimen-
sions and energetics of a device with a preset value of the nrT parameter for increas-
ing magnetic field and technical potentialities of the magnetic energy storage systems.

On the basis of existing ideas on transport processes, the optimum heating
scheme was chosen: two-stage compression along the major and minor plasma
torus radii with preliminary heating of a low density plasma in a weak magnetic field
by fast atom injection and ion cyclotron heating [3]. The minor radius compression
is performed by increasing the toroidal field from Bo = 2 T to B, = 5 T on the
radius Ro = 106 cm for 10 ms. The major radius compression is accomplished by
the growing vertical field shifting the column from RQ = 106 cm to a radius of

239
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TABLE I. TSP PARAMETERS AND EXPECTED PLASMA PARAMETERS

Parameters
Before

compression

After
compression
of type " a "

After
compression
of type " b "

Plasma volume (m3)

Major radius of column (m)

Minor radius of column (m)

Toroidal field on column axis (T)

Current in plasma at Ip = 2 (MA)

Duration of toroidal field area (s)

Compression time (s)

Additional heating power
(injection + HF) (MW)

Mean plasma density (m~3)

Mean ion temperature (keV)

Mean electron temperature (keV)

Energy confinement time (ms)

Thermonuclear power (MW)

2.14

1.06

0.32

2.0

0.48

0.2

-

1 + 1

5 x 10"

0.5/1.2"

0.6/1.1*

0.175/0.6

30-50

—

0.856

1.06

0.2

5.0

0.48

0.2

0.01

1.3 x 1020

2.0

1.9

1.0

125

—

0.13

0.415

0.128

12.8

1.23

—

0.01

8 x 1020

7.0

6.0

1.3

10

3.5

First figure "before heating", second figure "after heating".

Ri = 41.5 cm for 10 ms. In this case, the toroidal field at radius R, after compres-
sion attains 12.8 T. The tokamak parameters and expected plasma parameters are
given in Table I, and the cross-section of the toroidal field winding is shown in
Fig. 1. They were chosen on the basis of the possibilities of pulsed energetics and
in order to obtain a plasma with thermonuclear parameters, in which the released
thermonuclear power would be comparable to the energy loss power (Q ~ 1).

In developing this design, the main emphasis was placed on the creation of a
powerful infrastructure — power supply system, shielded experimental hall, control
system, tritium system — of relative simplicity and cheapness of the tokamak device
itself, permitting fast replacement by a new system according to the progress of
physical ideas and the growth of the technical possibilities.

Along the path chosen the whole complex of difficult technical problems result-
ing from the necessity to generate a strong fast varying field in a great volume should
be solved. In doing so, a number of new, non-standard technical solutions have been
adopted [4].
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FIG. 1. Cross-section of toroidal field winding and variation of compression geometry during a pulse.

To ensure the required strength and to adapt the toroidal field winding to the
high current power source, the winding was made of 32 one-turn coils. Massive turns
(in the welded construction, the central part consists of zirconium bronze and the
external part of copper) are contained, without insulation, in casings of a non-
magnetic high-manganese steel with an ultimate strength of 1.3 x 109 H-m"2. The
casings are equipped with tilted teeth which are in engagement with each other
through figured insulating gaskets forming a vault which takes up the centripetal load
and the tilting moments. The vault is arranged at the central portion of the coils. The
inner parts of the turns are free and, as it were, suspended in the vault zone.

The power supply for the toroidal winding is accomplished as a transformer
inductive storage. In its primary winding, up to 960 MJ is stored as magnetic energy.
At fast disconnection of the primary winding, this energy is, with the aid of
corresponding switchgears, transferred to the secondary winding that consists of
32 turns; the current there amounts to up to 0.83 MA. The secondary winding turns
are connected alternately in series with the toroidal winding turns, which allows a
reduction of the voltage on the toroidal winding down to 300 V for a switch braking
capacity of more than 1010 W.

Four electric machine converter units with flywheels are used as the primary
energy source of the device. The total energy content in rotating masses is 4 GJ, the
peak power is up to 1 GW, The energy consumption per pulse is 2 GJ.

The fast growing magnetic field generates inductive currents in the conducting
chamber and a corresponding pressure on its surface. A technical assessment has
shown that it is practically impossible to use insulation or resistive insertions in the
chamber under the conditions considered. Since at times longer than the skin time
the magnetic pressure is proportional to the conductor thickness and in the parts of
the TSP chamber with a maximum stress reaches 100 atm/mm of the stainless steel
thickness, a thin walled chamber construction was adopted, with a wall thickness of
0.8 mm, welded at sections with negative curvature surface and suspended through
insulating suspensions to the magnetic system. Each section is entirely made by
explosive punching. The chamber and the toroidal winding sections were assembled
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FIG. 2. Structure of poloidal field, showing hexapole magnetic diaphragm.

at the plant in Leningrad, in semi-toruses with a weight of about 70 t each, and then
were transported to the assembly place at Troitsk, where the semi-toruses were
welded together.

The poloidal field system of the TSP device should not only ensure breakdown,
current rise and sustaining of the equilibrium but also adiabatic plasma compression.
To reach the maximum strength of the toroidal winding, the whole central part of the
device is occupied. The inductor winding is divided into two parts, split and placed
above and below the toroidal winding. During the discharge process, the inductor
current changes its sign; the inductor field is used as a vertical field assisting in the
major radius plasma compression. A fast rise of the current in the inductor is accom-
plished by additional inductive storage. After compression the current in the plasma
is only sustained by its self-inductance. The tune through which the current is sus-
tained considerably exceeds the time expected for plasma cooling.

To compensate the inductor stray field and to facilitate the breakdown, a
number of additional poloidal windings were introduced, thus creating a hexapole
magnetic diaphragm with a zero in the region of R = 106 cm (Fig. 2).

The complicated structure of the poloidal field imposes stringent requirements
on the control equilibrium system since for R < 106 cm the plasma column is verti-
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FIG. 3. Dependence of increase in vertical instability on — dBJdz: 1: without passive stabilization;
2: with stabilizing coil only; 3: with chamber only; 4: with chamber and coil (Ip = 100 kA).

cally unstable at the start and for R > 106 cm it is horizontally unstable. Stable
equilibrium is only possible within a narrow zone near R « 106 cm. The short time
constant of the chamber requires a fast and powerful control system for the major
radius equilibrium. At the end of December 1987, the TSP device was mounted and
pumped out down to 10"4 Pa. By that time, only one flywheel generator had been
mounted and started up so that the device could only operate in rather poor
conditions. Therefore, to increase the discharge frequency, we used condenser
batteries as a power supply rather than the flywheel generator. For rather low toroidal
fields (about 0.2 T on the radius of 106 cm, 0.8 T on the winding) a breakdown and
a current of up to 10 kA for one-turn voltages of less than 30 V and an initial
deuterium pressure of 10~2 Pa were obtained. Measurements of the vertical
magnetic field distributions and current distributions in the chamber were conducted;
they showed good agreement with the calculations. Besides, an appreciable radial
component of the magnetic field of several gauss, subject to compensation, was
found. Equilibrium control system tests have shown that the required fast action is
not ensured and the column cannot be maintained in equilibrium in the chamber,
which has, according to the measurements, a time constant of about 100 s. If this
system is to be upgraded to design parameters, it has to be modified significantly,
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FIG. 4. Shape of TSP plasma compression cross-section for Ip = 245 kA, as the result of a combined
energy balance and equilibrium calculation.

which would be a time consuming procedure. Therefore, for the present, we have
chosen another method of solving this problem:

To ensure stable major radius equilibrium, one can increase the chamber time
constant. This is, however, not a promising approach since a high time constant pre-
vents major radius adiabatic compression. Therefore, we have decided to change the
accepted scenario of discharge and, immediately after breakdown, to shift the column
by radii that are somewhat less than 106 cm, where the column is rigidly stable
horizontally and unstable vertically. Movement in the vertical direction can be stabi-
lized by a relatively slow feedback system if short circuited turns 'freezing' the mag-
netic field's horizontal component and not connected inductively to its vertical
component are introduced into the chamber. Turns that are formed as four quarters
with a copper bus of 150 X 5 mm2 dimensions are available at present and are
installed in the TSP chamber. They allow an increase in the chamber time constant,
with respect to vertical motions of up to 10 ms, by no means acting on adiabatic com-
pression over the major or the minor radius (Fig. 3). In the scenario under considera-
tion, the plasma in the TSP will have the noticeably elongated configuration (up to
two over the separatrix) during the initial phase of the discharge as well as additional
heating preceding the compression (Fig. 4).

One more flywheel generator has been mounted and started up so far, which
permits us to proceed to experiments with toroidal fields of about 1 T and to currents
of the order of 100 kA.
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Abstract

HIGH TEMPERATURE EXPERIMENTS AND FUSION PRODUCT MEASUREMENTS IN JET.
High temperature plasmas (T; s 23 keV and Te < 12 keV) have been obtained in JET using

NBI and ICRH. The low target densities required for these experiments were produced by using graphite
surfaces to pump the plasma. Low density helium pulses were employed to deplete the graphite of
deuterium, thereby enhancing the pumping effect. The trapping and slowing-down rates for the ICRH
minority ions and d-d tritons were close to the classical values. Although the ICRH minority ions carried
as much as one third of the total energy content, the thermal plasma energy confinement was unaffected
by their presence. The high temperature plasmas had the same plasma energy confinement as high
density, low temperature plasmas, and the heating rates of hot electron and hot ion discharges were
similar. These results show that the prospects are good for a-particle heating and high temperature
operation in thermonuclear plasmas.

1. INTRODUCTION

This paper reports some results obtained with low
collisionality, high temperature JET plasmas and the associated
fusion product diagnostic measurements. Non-thermal ions arising
from neutral beam injection (NBI) or ion cyclotron resonance
heating (ICRHj have long slowing-down times and so contribute
significantly to the fusion yield and the total energy content.
At high RF power densities ICRH minority ions provide a good
simulation of a-particles in a thermonuclear plasma.

The NBI system has been used to inject 80keV deuterons at
powers of up to 21MW. With the central electron temperature,
To(0), in the range 5-12keV, the NBI power is transferred to the
thermal ions. Up to 18MW of ICRH have been launched in the
plasma. When tuned to a minority fundamental resonance, ICRH
couples mainly to high energy ion tails (mean energy«O.1-lMeV),
which slow down on the electrons. A small proportion of the RF
power is transferred directly to the electrons [1] by Landau
damping, mode conversion or TTMP. Bulk ion heating and tail
formation have been observed with second harmonic ICRH.

247
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NBI has been used to obtain hot ion plasmas with a central
ion temperature , Tj(O), up to 23keV and Te(0) « 8keV at a
central electron density, ^ ( 0 ) , « 2xl019rrf3. Hot electron
plasmas with Te(0) up to 12keV and T.(0) « 7keV have been
obtained with ICRH at njO) « 3.5xl018m . Similarly, high Te and
Tt have been obtained simultaneously by using ICRH and NBI
together.

2. FUSION PRODUCT MEASUREMENTS

Comprehensive measurements have been made of neutron rates
and spectra. The neutron yield has been absolutely calibrated in
situ using radio-isotope sources and a pulsed neutron tube to an
estimated accuracy of 10%.The neutron energy spectra have been
used to separate the sources of neutron emission so that the
central deuteron density could be determined.

14MeV neutron emission has been measured by foil activation
and silicon diode counters. This latter technique utilises 28Si
(n,a) and (n,p) reactions whose cross-sections have effective
thresholds at around 6MeV. Good discrimination against y's and
2.5MeV neutrons is obtained by only accepting large amplitude
pulses.

Plasma y-ray spectrum measurements have provided valuable
information about the fast ion distribution in ICRH plasmas. The
r-ray spectra indicate the presence in ICRH plasmas of fast ions
with energies higher than 7.5MeV. The details of these
measurements and their interpretation are presented elsewhere
[2].

3. HIGH TEMPERATURE OPERATION

The low densities required for high temperature operation
require that the plasma be pumped both before and during
additional heating. Two methods have been used to accomplish
this: either the plasma is started on the main limiters and then
moved onto the graphite protection tiles on the small major
radius side of the vacuum vessel or an X-point configuration [3]
is formed. In both cases the graphite surfaces act as a particle
sink and the plasma is pumped. Low density helium conditioning
plasmas [4] are used to deplete the graphite of deuterium and so
increase the pumping action.

Figure 1 illustrates the main features of a typical high
temperature plasma (JET pulse 16066) between 10 and 16 seconds
after breakdown. The X-point was formed at 8 seconds and n^CO)
fell to a very low level (0.8x10* m~3) before the heating was
applied.
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FIG. 1. Data for JET pulse 16066: (a) central temperatures and additional heating powers against
time; (b) central electron density and neutron emission rate against time; (c) electron and ion tempera-
ture profiles. CXRS denotes charge exchange recombination spectroscopy, ECE electron cyclotron emis-
sion and LIDAR the time resolved Thomson scattering.

The ICRH heats the electrons, so reducing the electron/ion
coupling, and provokes a "monster" sawtooth [5]. Both these
effects promote ion heating by the NBI. Following the last
sawtooth crash before the monster, Ti(O) rises rapidly to 14keV
and the neutron emission peaks. The electron and ion temperature
profiles, at the time of the maximum Ti(O), are shown in
Fig.l(c) and are seen to be highly peaked.

Shortly after the maximum TjCO) the density begins to rise
more rapidly, whereupon both the ion temperature and the neutron
emission fall. The electron density profile changes from being
peaked to being hollow at this time and carbon line radiation
increases. At the monster sawtooth crash the plasma temperatures
collapse and show no signs of recovery in spite of an associated
fall in density.

4. NEUTRON EMISSION

Similar plasma conditions to those of Fig. 1 had been
obtained at the same power level with He minority ICRH a few
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pulses previously. Tuning to hydrogen minority doubled the
neutron rate. Whilst the increased neutron emission could be due
to the formation of a high energy deuteron tail by 2wcd ICRH,
only 12% of the neutrons can be identified beyond 2.8MeV (which
corresponds to the NBI energy) in the liquid scintillator
spectrum.

During the first ^second of ICRH the y-spectrum was
dominated by 12C(p,p')12C (threshold 4.8MeV). Only Ln the las£
second, when the neutron rate had fallen, did C(d,p) C
(threshold 0.36MeV) take over. Thus the increased emission
cannot be due to high energy deuterons. A possible explanation
for the extra neutrons is the effective reduction of the NBI
slowing down rate by the RF fields.

The neutron emission of other high temperature pulses can
be accounted for by the beam-beam, beam-thermal and
thermal-thermal deuteron reactions. Of these, the beam-thermal
interactions are the most important and account, typically, for
60% of the neutrons. The beam-beam neutrons are only significant
during the low density period of the heating pulse and provide
«10-50% of the maximum emission.

The interpretation of the neutron yield measurements
requires that the deuteron concentration in the high temperature
plasmas is rather low, with na/ivsO.25-0.45 being typical.
Analyses of other diagnostics such as visible Bremsstrahlung,
neutron spectra, triton burn-up and charge exchange
recombination radiation give similar values.

5. FAST PARTICLES IN PLASMAS

The energy confinement of ICRH minority ions and the
burn-up of tritons produced by d-d fusion reactions test much of
the important physics of a-particle heating in thermonuclear
plasmas. Not only are the Larmor radii of these ions similar to
those of d-t oc's but also, in the case of the ICRH fast ions,
nfast/ne (*10~2) , pfast (»i%) and vfaBt/vAlfv4n (>1) are in
the appropriate range. However, d-t a's have an isotropic 1/v
distribution whereas the ICRH minority ions have a
quasi-Maxwellian anisotropic (vji_/V||«30) distribution. The
anisotropy of the ICRH distribution might be expected to provide
rigorous tests for the appearance of loss-cone instabilities,
fishbones and stochastic diffusion.

The energy density contained in fast minority particles
should be TsPrf/2, where Prf is the absorbed power density and
T S the minority slowing-down time on the electrons. The
perpendicular energy contained in the minority particles can be
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PICRHV2

FIG. 2. (a) Measured perpendicular component offast ion energy against TS(0)PICRH/2 for (A) hydro-
gen minority and (O) helium minority plasmas; (b)fast ion energy calculated with a Fokker-Planck code
against the experimental values for (A)(h)3He, (D)(h)4He and (O)(3He)d plasmas.

obtained from the dlamagnetlc loop and equilibrium magnetic
fields. The correlation with Ts(0)PrcRH/2 is satisfactory, as
shown in Fig. 2(a). The factor 3-5 between the axes can be
accounted for by profile effects, the RF coupling efficiency,
finite minority poloidal Larmor radii and, possibly, anomalous
losses.

If the ICRH deposition profile calculated with a ray
tracing code [6] is combined with profiles of temperature and
density, then it is found that RF coupling efficiencies of 0.5
for hydrogen and 0.65 for helium minority are required for the
Stix distribution function [1] to match the experimental data on
minority energy and fusion yield [2]. The results of a
self-consistent wave propogation and Fokker-Planck code are
compared with data in Fig. 2(b). To improve the match with some
data points,where T S can be as much as 1 second, an additional
ad-hoc energy loss with a characteristic time of 0.5 seconds has
been added. The absorption is calculated to occur mainly on the
minority in these plasmas. The extra loss term can be associated
with the rather low coupling efficiencies required in the Stix
calculation. Neoclassical effects have been neglected in
calculation of the minority distribution functions. So these
should be assessed before it is assumed that the extra losses
are anomalous.

The 14MeV neutron emission from a deuterium plasma provides
direct measurements of the slowing-down and trapping of d-d
tritons (lMeV). Figure 3 shows the temporal evolution of the
2.5MeV and 14MeV neutron emission from a plasma with 2.5MW of
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NBI and 12.5MW of ICRH. The minority ion energy content was
approximately 1MJ compared with 4MJ in the thermal plasma. The
delay due to the slowing-down of the tritons on the plasma
electrons from lMeV to the peak of the d-t cross-section at
240keV can be seen clearly.

The results of a calculation of the 14MeV emission based on
the measurements of plasma temperature and density are also
shown in Fig. 3. The slowing-down time must be systematically
reduced by 15% in order to obtain agreement with the 14MeV
measurements from most plasmas. This systematic rescaling of T S

is within the experimental error, which is typically 20%. The
rate of triton burn-up is generally in good agreement with the
classical calculation which implies that the trapping is close
to 100% in JET plasmas with currents of 3MA or more.

6. ENERGY CONFINEMENT AT HIGH TEMPERATURES

The data from a set of 3MA.2.8-3.4T discharges have been
sorted into AA high Te (9<Te<llkeV. 4<T4<9keV), DD high Ti
(9<T!<14keV, 6<Te<9keV), OO high T4 and Te (T!,Te>9keV) and oo
high density (ne>3.5xlO m~3 and Te<6keV) groups. Figure 4(a)
shows the diamagnetic energy content against heating power for
these pulses. The diamagnetic energy content shows a
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FIG. 4. (a) Diamagnetic energy content against heating power and (b) plasma energy content against
heating power for a set of 3 MA/2.8-3.4 T discharges. A: Te > 9 keV, D: 7] > 9 keV, o : Te and
T, > 9keV, Q>:ne > 3.5 x 1019 m'3 and Te < 6 keV, it: pulse 16066 (Fig. I) and S: pulse 16981
(Fig. 5).

considerable spread, with the high density plasmas having the
lowest energy contents.

The plasma energy content, determined from magnetic
measurements assuming that all fast ions are perpendicular, is
plotted against heating power in Fig. 4(b). The spread is now
rather small and the different groups are interspersed with no
apparent trend in either temperatures or density. The spread in
the diamagnetic energy must be predominantly due to fast ions.

The plasma energy confinement is apparently insensitive to
overall temperature (or density) variations of a factor of two.
The heating rates for the electrons and ions are very similar
(Te/i(O) * 2-3xl018Po/1(MW)/ne(0) keV). 1-D transport
simulations [7] of these plasmas require that the ion and
electron thermal conductivities be approximately equal in order
to satisfactorily reproduce the data. However, at the time of
writing, the local transport analysis of the hot electron and
hot ion plasmas has not been completed.

By pushing the plasma to a smaller minor radius on the
inside wall, plasmas which are similar to the TFTR "supershots"
[4] have been produced. Figure 5 shows the temperature and
density profiles in one of these pulses (JET pulse 16981). The
characteristic narrow electron density and broad temperature
profiles can be seen. This pulse has been identified in Fig. 4.
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FIG. 5. (a) Electron and ion temperature profiles; (b) electron density profile for the 'supershot' (JET
pulse 16981).

The global energy confinement is very similar to other high
temperature JET pulses in spite of the different ~i ««*•»=
dimensions.

plasma

7. CONCLUSIONS

High temperature, low collisionality plasmas have been
produced in JET by high power NBI and ICRH. The low plasma
densities required for operation in this regime are achieved by
using the graphite wall tiles as a plasma pump.

The trapping and slowing-down of fast ICRH minority ions
and d-d tritons are close to classical expectations. There are
some signs of additional losses when the slowing-down time is of
order one second but this has yet to be fully investigated.
Neoclassical losses, in particular, should be assessed. MHD
instabilities have been observed to eject fast particles from
the plasma core in JET [8]. However, the prospects for usable
a-particle heating in future tokamak experiments are good.

The plasma energy content is insensitive to the temperature
of either the electrons or the ions. The presence of fast ion
populations with up to 50% of the plasma energy does not affect
the plasma energy confinement. Thus the high temperatures and
fast ion heating required in a thermonuclear plasma do not cause
any deleterious effects beyond the usual confinement degradation
with additional heating.
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The fusion performance of the JET high temperature plasmas
would be greatly enhanced if the plasma deuteron content were to
be increased and the next stage of the experimental development
of these discharges will be dedicated to this end.
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Abstract

FUSION PRODUCT MEASUREMENTS ON TFTR.
The DD charged fusion products in TFTR plasmas have been studied through the burnup of

0.8 MeV 3He and 1 MeV tritons inside the plasma and through the loss of 1 MeV tritons to the wall.
The measured triton burnup fraction of - 0 . 5 — 1 % (with about 35% uncertainty) appears to be about
two times below classical expectations, even allowing for a factor-of-two due to the uncertain deuterium
depletion. The energetic triton loss rates are generally proportional to the triton source rate, as expected
for prompt losses, but can be enhanced by the presence of MHD activity. Projected alpha particle
parameters for TFTR DT discharges are described.

A. BURNUP MEASUREMENTS

Burnup studies of the charged DD fusion products (the 1 MeV
d(d,p)t triton [1] and the 0.8 MeV d(d,n)3He helium ion [2])
measure the characteristics of particles having orbits, electron
drag'forces, spatial profiles, and velocity space distributions
similar to those expected for the DT-produced 3.5 MeV alphas.
However, since the DD-produced triton density inside the plasma is
only about 1% of that expected for DT alphas, these DD charged
fusion products are expected to have little influence on the plasma
or on each other. Therefore, we can explore the potential
influence of the bulk plasma on alpha particle confinement.

The confinement of the charged fusion products in DD plasmas
is deduced from the magnitude of their subsequent burnup in the

1 Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM, USA.
2 Max-Planck-Institut fur Plasmaphysik, Garching, Federal Republic of Germany.
3 University of California, San Diego, CA, USA.
4 Idaho National Engineering Laboratory, Idaho Falls, ID, USA.
5 Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute, Naka-machi, Japan.
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- Z - 1, Steady-Slate

Triton Burnup

PEAK ELECTRON TEMPERATURE (keV)

FIG. 1. Magnitude of the burnup for the 0.8 MeV 3He ions (steady-state value) (solid points), and for
the 1 MeV triton burnup (integrated over the plasma duration) with small observed triton losses (open
circles), and with two times larger observed triton losses (open squares). The triton data are limited
to 1.4 MA plasmas. The lines are the calculated steady-state Z = 1 values. The shaded region indicates
the magnitude of the bumup expected when transient effects and realistic deuterium depletion are
included in the calculations.

d(t,n)a and d( He,p)a fusion reactions. The principal
uncertainties relate to the absolute calibrations of the relevant
nuclear detectors and the density of deuterium In the background
plasma. The 14.7 MeV protons from the burnup of the 0.8 MeV He in
the d( He,p)a fusion reaction were detected with x3 calibration
uncertainties by surface barrier detectors at the edge of the
plasma. The 14.1 MeV neutrons from the burnup of the 1 MeV tritons
in the d(t,n)a fusion reaction were detected with 35% uncertainty
by Cu(n,2n) activation [3], which was cross-calibrated to a
collimated neutron spectrometer [4].

For steady-state Z - 1 plasmas with no orbit losses, the
burnup fraction, defined as the ratio of 14.7 MeV p or 14.1 MeV n
yield to the measured 2.5 MeV n source, is expected to depend only
upon central electron temperature [5] . In Fig. 1 is plotted the
burnup fraction for the 0.8 MeV He, which slightly exceeds the
values expected for Z - 1 and, therefore, significantly exceeds (by
2x) calculated values with realistic Ze££. This apparent excess of
0.8 MeV He ions is most likely due to the uncertainty In the
absolute calibration of the 15 MeV proton detector [6,7]. An
alternate explanation could invoke enhanced reactivity due to D He
reactions between the 0.8 MeV He ions and the energetic beam ions.

For TFTR supershots, the burnup fractions for 1 MeV tritons
are five to ten times below the Z - 1 steady-state value. These
burnup fractions are thought to be below ideal levels primarily due
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to deuterium depletion by impurities in the plasma (a x2-3 effect,
especially important after NBI) and the lack of sufficient time to
achieve equilibrium (a xl.5-2.5 effect). In both the He and
triton cases [1,2,8,9], the burnup time evolution during beam turn
on and turn off is delayed with respect to the source signal by
time durations that agree with electron drag times. This indicates
that the slowing down processes are not anomalous. The triton
burnup efficiency is relatively lower than the He burnup, probably
because the He ions tend to reach steady-state during the neutral
beam heating (a time of high T e and low Z e£f), while the tritons do
not slow to the peak of the DT cross section until well after the
beam heating ends. Consequently, the tritons experience much of
their burnup at times of smaller electron temperature and higher
Zeff. thus reducing the observed, burnup fraction.

The net result, however, Is that the triton burnup is, on
average, x2 less than expected. This difference is larger than the
30% measurement uncertainty and could be caused either by enhanced
prompt losses (which at 1.4 MA are only about 10% classically) or
by anomalous triton diffusion corresponding to a triton particle
confinement time of about 0.5 sec. Both of these possibilities
seem to be ruled out by the escaping triton measurements.

B. ESCAPING TRITON MEASUREMENTS

The escaping energetic (> 0.3 MeV) triton flux has been
measured with time resolution (< 0.1 msec) and pitch angle
resolution (of 5° in the range 40°-90° relative to toroidal
magnetic field) with an array of collimated ZnS scintillators
located below the plasma [10]. The flux magnitude has not yet been
absolutely calibrated, and the signals shown have a ~ 30% component
due to 3 MeV protons (which have the same orbits as the 1 MeV
tritons). The fraction of tritons escaping to the detector (Fig.
2) was observed to decrease about a factor-of-twenty when the
current was increased from 0.8 MA to 2.0 MA, in agreement with the
classically expected relative decrease in prompt losses to this
detector. Over this current range, the triton burnup increased
about x2 while the calculated confined fraction increased from 70%
to 97% (Fig. 2). Therefore, if the observed triton losses
accounted for the reduced triton burnup at 0.8 MA, then this loss
could only account for less than 10% of the burnup reduction at 1.6
MA. The implication is that enhanced prompt loss (at the measured
energy, pitch angle and poloidal locations) is most likely not
responsible for the x2 reduced burnup.

An enhanced triton loss correlates with the appearance of MHD
activity In the plasma, as shown for cases of a sawtooth crash and
m/n - 2/1 MHD activity in Fig. 3. These observed losses of up to
x2 above the non-MHD level (averaged over a shot) may be an
indication of either a prompt or diffusive loss correlated with the
MHD activity (Fig. 3). The plasmas with up to two times larger
integrated MHD-correlated triton losses (square points In Fig. 1)
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FIG. 2. Observed energetic triton loss signal at the pitch angle of maximum flux (normalized to the
neutron source rate) (solid points) and triton burnup magnitude (open squares) as a function of plasma
current. The dashed lines indicate the range in the calculated classical prompt loss to the detector
normalized to the expected =25% global classical loss at 0.8 MA. The solid line indicates the expected
fraction of confined tritons.

have similar triton burnup, again indicating that the observed lost
tritons, even with MHD activity, are a small component of the total
triton population.

After NBI ends, the escaping energetic triton flux evolves in
time .proportionally to the triton source signal (the 2.5 MeV
neutrons), strongly suggesting that those few tritons which leave
the plasma have a prompt loss process rather than a slow diffusive
loss. This is particularly true of the time interval up to 0.3 sec
after NBI when the energetic triton density is expected to be about
constant and the triton source and lost triton signal (Fig. 4d)
fall by 102. After 0.6 from the end of the NBI, the observed
neutron production is dominated by confined tritons [11] .
Essentially, this observation suggests the possibility of waiting
for the beam heating effects on the plasma to decay away in order
to enhance the observable effects caused by the confined charged
fusion products. This "alpha storage" regime [12] is described in
the next section.

C. DT ALPHA PARTICLE PROJECTIONS

We have calculated the expected alpha parameters for DT
supershots on TFTR from measurements of an actual 1.4 MA, 24 MW
beam-heated TFTR DD plasma in Fig. 4. We take the alpha density to
be the number of alphas with energy greater than the alpha critical
energy (Fig. 4f) and assume that all the alphas exist inside r/a —
0.3/0.82. The total alpha creation rate was simply taken as 80x
the measured DD neutron production rate that occurred in the TFTR
deuterium plasmas. The conversion factor of 80 would apply if
deuterons and tritons replaced the deuterium plasma and beam ions
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FIG. 3. (a) Poloidal cross section of TFTR with an escaping 1 MeV triton orbit that reaches one of
the lost alpha detectors. The bottom two traces indicate some of the 1 MeV triton losses correlated with
MHD activity, including (b) a sawtooth crash and (c) an m/n = 2/1 oscillation. The neutron flux signal
indicates a reduction of the 2.45 MeV neutron emission with sawtooth and m = 2/1 MHD.

and, if all the measured DD neutrons were created by beam-target
reactions [13]. The projected alpha heating is only 2.5% of the
total at the end of the neutral beam injection (3.95 sec in Fig.
4a) but is about 25% of the total at 4.4 sec (or 0.4 sec after the
beams). The energy content in the alphas would have risen from 7%
of the total at 3.95 sec to 35% of the total at 4.4 -• 4.6 sec.
This energy content and its anisotropy (if any) should be
detectable with the magnetic diagnostics. The alpha density (Fig.
4e) would have risen from 0.25% at 4.4 sec to 1.1% at 4.6 sec,
primarily due to the decay of the central electron density. The
average alpha energy would fall from 2.2 MeV at 4.0 sec to 0.8 MeV
at 4.4 sec, which emphasizes the transient nature of the alpha
population. For all TFTR supershot plasmas, the calculated alpha
slowing down duration is 2 to 5 times the bulk plasma energy
confinement time (Fig. 4c).
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FIG. 4. Time evolution of plasma parameters for one TFTR supershot. (a) Neutral beam power (PNB),
ohmic power (P0H), projected alpha power (PJ assuming no energetic alpha losses, and the rate of
change of plasma energy (|£|J; (b) plasma energy content and projected alpha energy content assum-
ing zero energetic alpha losses; (c) alpha slowing down duration (T°) and gross energy confinement
time (TE); (d) total neutron emission (x), the lost energetic triton signal (open squares) normalized to
the neutron emission at 3.55 sec, the DT14 MeVneutron signal (+),andthe range in calculated classi-
cal DTburnup signal (solid lines), with the range being caused by variation ofZefffrom 3 to 5 in car-
bon; (e) central electron density (open squares) and projected central alpha density assuming zero alpha
transport; (f) average alpha energy «.Eay), critical energy (Ecn-,) for the alphas, central ion tempera-
ture (Ti(0)), and central electron temperature (Tt(0)). Calculated quantities are indicated as lines while
experimental data are indicated as points.

The Implication of Fig. 4 and other similar projections Is
that DT operation of TFTR will allow study of alpha particle
physics issues [12,14]. Energetic alpha densities na •»
3.5 x 10 cm" , alpha pressure of /?a(o) » 0.5%, and alpha slowing
down durations r° = 0.7 sec are projected on the basis of the best
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achieved DD TFTR plasmas. These alpha parameters will allow
experimental investigations of energetic alpha loss rates, alpha
thermalization rates, the influence of alpha pressure on fishbone
instabilities, and potentially the influence of alpha heating on
the post-beam ohmic plasma. Improvements to this alpha storage
mode are desirable to further enhance the influence of the alphas
on - the post-beam plasma. For example, increasing the plasma
density would increase the relative importance of the alpha heating
(by increased electron drag) and may cause the plasma to reach
equilibrium sooner (reducing ft). If the alpha source rates were to
reach the Q » 1 level then Pa(.o) « na(o)/ne(o) = 1% would be
obtained, which are levels comparable to those in ignited plasmas
[15].
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Abstract

ENERGY CONFINEMENT WITH AUXILIARY HEATING IN JT-60.
An improved divertor confinement regime has been found in beam heated lower X-point dis-

charges in JT-60. The improvement is associated with an increase in electron density and high particle
recycling in the divertor region, the latter of which is in contrast to the H-mode. The energy confinement
time becomes longer than that of limiter discharges with the same plasma volume by up to 50%. The
radiation power in the divertor region is increased up to half of the input power. Frequent edge localized
modes observed in low-q discharges degrade the improved energy confinement.
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1. INTRODUCTION

JT-6O is a large tokamak with powerful auxiliary heating systems. It was
operated over a wide range of plasma parameters in 1987: 1 < Ip < 3.2 MA,
0.65 < ap < 0.92 m, and 5 X 10'8 :£ n,. < 1.2 x 1020 nr3. A combined heating
power of up to 30 MW was injected and the plasma stored energy was increased to
3 MJ [1, 2].

The improvements in confinement have been explored with beam heated hydro-
gen plasmas by several methods; by current profile modification with LHCD [3-5],
by beam acceleration with ICRF [6, 7] and by H-mode transition with the outer
X-point [1, 2, 8], A new divertor coil was installed to produce a lower X-point con-
figuration at the beginning of 1988. Hence, JT-60 has become a unique device where
the effect of configurations, limiter and outer or lower X-point on the plasma confine-
ment can be examined with the same heating and diagnostic systems.

NB heating experiments in the lower X-point configuration (ap « 0.65 m,
K « 1.3) have been carried out with PMB up to 25 MW. A new regime of improved
divertor confinement (IDC) appears in the lower X-point configuration when the
heating power exceeds about 15 MW. The IDC regime is characterized by high parti-
cle recycling and remote radiative cooling in the divertor region, which is required
to alleviate the heat load on the divertor plates of the fusion reactors.

2. IMPROVED CONFINEMENT REGIME WITH LOWER X-POINT

Discharge waveforms with and without improved divertor confinement are
compared in Fig. 1. The thick lines in the figure are traces of an improved
shot (E6950, Bt = 4.0 T) and the thin lines stand for an unimproved shot (E6956,
Bt = 2.7 T). The stored plasma energy of the former shot begins to rise around
6.1 s whereas that of the latter shots saturates early. Lowering the effective safety
factor, qeff, leads to an excitation of edge localized modes (ELMs), which prevent
the discharges from reaching the IDC regime. Frequent ELMs can be clearly seen
in the H°w trace.

The improvement is associated with an increase in the electron density and a
decrease in the radiation power from the core plasma. The central electron tempera-
ture measured by ECE keeps rising with increasing density. Note that the Ha emis-
sion from the divertor region is significantly enhanced during the improved phase.
Bolometric measurements indicate that radiation power both in the divertor and near
the X-point regions increases at these moments. These observations suggest that high
particle recycling takes place in the divertor region. Although the carbon impurity
lines tend to rise, the oxygen impurity lines emitted from the main plasma drop
during the improved phase. Visible bremsstrahlung measurement indicates that Zeff

is kept nearly constant throughout the improved phase. The IDC regime is different
from the H-mode since particle recycling never drops and there is no sharp transition.
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h-> IMPROVED

E6950(Bi=4.0T)
E6956(Bt = 2.7T)

°46 5.0 5.5 6.0 6.5 7.0 7.5
TIME(S)

4.5 5.0 5.5 6.0 65 70 75
TIME(S)

FIG. 1. Comparison ofl MA discharge waveforms with and without improved confinement. The thick
lines stand for traces of an enhanced shot (E6950; B, = 4T, q^f "3.7) and thin ones for a low-q shot
(E6956; B, = 2.7T, qtff » 2.4).

There is, however, a threshold for the heating power (—15 MW) to achieve the
improvement.

The IDC regime is easily obtained at high B,, whereas clear H-phases are
observed only in low B, discharges. Figure 2 shows the points where IDC regime,
L/H transitions and ELMs appear in the domain of line averaged electron density and
absorbed power. L/H transitions were observed in low density discharges for Bt

around 3 T. The IDC regime sets in afterwards at higher electron densities. When
Bt is higher, the IDC regime starts at lower electron densities. The threshold i^
increases with power in both cases. Since the connection length of the magnetic field
lines from the plasma edge to the divertor plates increases with Bt, these findings
suggest that the IDC regime is related to the formation of dense and cold divertor
plasmas [9, 10]. The time evolution of the divertor plate temperature is measured
with an infrared camera. An example for these measurements is shown in Fig. 3. It
should be noted that the rate of temperature increase drops when the IDC regime sets
in around 5.7 s. The heat flux onto the divertor plates which is evaluated with a 1-D
heat inverse conduction code decreases during the IDC regime. The total power load
at 6.7 s is estimated to be about 4 MW, on the assumption that the heat flux profile
is similar to the temperature profile. The values of the radiation power from main
and divertor plasmas are about 4 MW and 9 MW, respectively. Thus, the total
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absorbed power of 18.7 MW is well accounted for, and nearly half of the input power
is radiated in the divertor region. Although the total radiation power from the main
plasma incrases slightly during the improved phase when the plasma current is higher
than 1 MA, most of the power is radiated near the X-point as is seen in the 3-D plot
of the time evolution of the bolometer signals (Fig. 3). Presumably, enhanced diver-
tor functions with high particle recycling are responsible for the IDC regime.

Figure 4 shows the stored plasma energy as evaluated from diamagnetic
measurements as a function of the total absorbed power. The data points of unim-
proved shots shown as closed symbols obey an offset linear law. The open symbols
represent the improved shots. The degree of improvement appears to depend on the
development of high particle recycling in the divertor.

For comparison, the data points from 1 MA limiter discharges with nearly the
same plasma volume of 32 m3 as the lower X-point ones are plotted in Fig. 4. The
energy confinement in the lower X-point configuration is better by about 20% in the
case of the unimproved shots and up to 50% in the case of the improved shots. The
improvement becomes, however, less pronounced with increasing plasma current.
The data of 1.8 MA (qeff « 2.8) and 2.0 MA (qeff « 2.6) shots are not very
different from those of 1.5 MA (qeff = 3.3) shots. Lowering the safety factor below
three should affect the plasma confinement and degrade the improvement.
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E7558 • IMPROVED

3.37

5 6
T I M E ( S )

FIG. 3. Time evolution of radiation power and temperature of divertor plates by which the power
balance can be examined (Ip = 1.8 MA, B, = 4.5 T, P^ = 18.7MW). A 3-D plot of bolometer signals
and the location of the temperature measurement of the divertor plates by an IR camera are shown on
the right hand side.

3. COMPARISON BETWEEN OUTER AND LOWER X-POINT
CONFIGURATIONS

We have not observed such an improvement as described above in the outer
X-point configuration. A significant difference was found in the divertor heat flux
in the high power heating case. About 70% of the input power was exhausted to the
divertor plates in the outer X-point configuration [11]. There is no appreciable differ-
ence in energy confinement between the outer and the limiter configurations when
qeff is above three [1]. The peakedness of the electron density profiles is compared
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in Fig. 5 to show up the distinction between the outer and the lower X-point configu-
rations. The electron density profile in the outer X-point configuration becomes
almost flat with increasing density. On the other hand, the electron density profile
in the lower X-point configuration is parabolic, similarly to the limiter configuration,
irrespective of whether it has been improved or not. Recycling particles are easily
refuelled in the lower X-point configuration, which may explain the difference in the
density profiles.
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tively. The calculated profiles assuming neoclassical parameter dependence of Xi are indicated by

H-mode transitions have been observed both in the outer and in the lower
X-point configurations. The H-mode phase does not, however, last long, partly
because we operate only with hydrogen plasmas. Consequently, the improvement in
energy confinement is limited to 10%. In the case of the lower X-point configuration,
which is completely open divertor, frequent ELMs rather than clear H-phases appear.
The threshold power for the H-transition is rather high (Pabs « 18 MW at
B, « 4 T) in both configurations. Although the location of the lower X-point is
towards the VB direction, there is no appreciable difference in terms of power
threshold as compared with the outer X-point.

4. TRANSPORT ANALYSIS

We have analysed beam heated plasmas in the lower X-point configuration in
order to evaluate electron and ion heat conduction. The electron temperature profile
is measured by the Thomson scattering and soft X-ray filter methods. The ion tem-
perature is evaluated by charge exchange recombination (CXR) spectroscopy. The
electron density as found by Thomson scattering is corrected by FIR interferometer
measurements. Figure 6 shows an example of an analysis using a 1.5-D time-
independent code. The ion temperature profile is peaked, which cannot be explained
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by the parameter dependence of the neoclassical ion thermal diffusivity. The ion and
electron thermal diffusivities calculated from the CXR ion temperature profile show
a reverse behaviour at the outer radii as compared with the neoclassical behaviour
found by Chang and Hinton [12] as shown in the right hand boxes. Their values at
half minor radius are about 3 m2-s"'.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The improved divertor confinement regime appears in the lower X-point config-
uration when the heating power exceeds about 15 MW. The IDC regime is easy to
develop in high-q discharges. The energy confinement improves up to 50%, com-
pared with the limiter discharges with the same plasma volume. The improvement
is associated with high particle recycling and remote radiative cooling in the divertor.
Reducing the safety factor below three can excite frequent ELMs and degrade the
improved confinement regime.

The peaked ion temperature profile measured by CXR spectroscopy cannot be
explained by the neoclassical ion thermal diffusivity. The ion and electron thermal
diffusivities at half minor radius have nearly the same vlaue of about 3 itf-s"1.
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Abstract

THERMAL WAVE INVESTIGATION OF ANOMALOUS TRANSPORT BY MODULATED ECRH
AND SAWTEETH.

The electron thermal difftisivity, x. of ECR heated plasmas in DITE has been obtained from
(1) the radial form of the modulated components of SXR and EC emission from the plasma in response
to modulated ECRH power input; (2) analysis of the propagation of heat pulses from the sawtooth
collapse; (3) power balance studies. The response of the density and edge parameters and their fluctua-
tions to ECRH has also been investigated. The results obtained for central resonance are consistent with
diffusive transport of heat and the role of off-diagonal terms in the transport matrix appears to be small.

1. INTRODUCTION

In general heat and particle transport in plasmas will be driven by pinch
terms and radial gradients of all of the thermodynamic forces. Therefore
the electron heat flux, qe, and particle flux, Fe, will respond to the radial
gradients of electron temperature and electron density:

(T) "Te /n\ one , 1 .

~9e = e ~bT e ~d7 ~~qvinch ('

dr e ~d^ p

1 Oxford University, Oxford, United Kingdom.
2 Istituto di Fisica del Plasma, Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche, Milan, Italy.
3 Royal Holloway and Bedford New College, University of London, London, United

Kingdom.
4 Attached under a Euratom Fellowship.
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However, the conventional assumption that only the 'diagonal' terms ( K ^
and Din') are important has been used in most of the analysis. The trans-
port coefficients obtained are therefore 'effective' values:

A theoretical analysis of thermal wave propagation has been conducted
for collisionless and collisional neoclassical plasmas which shows that xej*
measured by these techniques is sensitive to the off-diagonal elements of
the transport matrix. For example measurement of xl^ by heat pulse
modulation would give a value of twice x^ for a collisionless plasma and the
fractional density perturbation would exceed and be of opposite sign to the
temperature perturbation at large distances from the source. However, close
to the source the density perturbation will be small and of the same sign
as the temperature perturbation. Collisional classical plasmas and those
subject to anomalous transport from trapped electron modes give smaller
positively correlated density perturbations (~ 30% of Te) and values of xej*
closer to x£T^ since the off-diagonal terms are smaller.

2. EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT

Experimental Parameters

Transport studies have been undertaken in DITE with major/limiter radii of
R/a = 1.20/0.21m (He plasma, fundamental ECRH) and 1.19/0.24m (H or
D plasma, fundamental or second harmonic ECRH). The plasma parameters
for fundamental (second harmonic) heating were: plasma current 100 kA
(40-60 kA), line averaged density 1-5 x 1019 m"3(0.6 - 0.8 x 1019m-3),
electron temperature 0.8-1.5 keV (0.5 - 0.7 keV). The plasmas were heated
using up to 180 kW of 100% square wave modulated (143 or 333Hz), 60 GHz
X mode radiation launched from the high field side at 45°(30°) to the major
radius for fundamental (second harmonic) heating. The EC resonance was
scanned from 1.0 to 1.5m. Very strong and localised absorption is both
predicted and measured [1].

Diagnostics

The plasma response to modulated ECRH and to sawtooth perturbations
was measured using two 20 channel soft X-ray (SXR) diode arrays viewing
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from the top and outboard side, a 14 channel heterodyne ECE system cov-
ering 53-66.5 GHz and a 5 channel 2 mm microwave interferometer. The
edge density and temperature and the edge plasma floating potential were
measured using probes at various poloidal and toroidal locations. The level
of edge magnetic activity was obtained from Mirnov coils. The radial varia-
tion of the mean and fluctuating components of the edge ne, Te and Br were
measured using a reciprocating probe.

3. ANALYSIS

Modulated ECRH

Even in a finite cylindrical plasma with radially varying ne and Xe, the
temperature phase lag, <f>(r), at frequency u> is given within ~ 10% by the
expression for an homogeneous slab plasma provided that the observation
radius, robs, satisfies krobs > 1 and k(a — r <,(,„) > 1. Here k = (3w/4x)1/'2

and the bar denotes an average over the appropriate region. If there are no
modulated power sources or sinks (e.g. changes in ohmic heating, equipar-
tition or radiation) at the observation radius the local value of x 1S given
by (2]

At radii where k(a — rot,3) < 1, d<f>/dr is sensitive to the behaviour at the
plasma boundary and eq (4) tends to over estimate the local value of x-
In order to include these boundary effects, cylindrical effects in the plasma
centre and the line-of-sight averaging of the SXR emission, an analysis code
has been used [3] in which x and the ECRH deposition profile [1] are var-
ied to achieve a fit to the experimental phase and amplitude. The code
includes ohmic power modulation resulting from modulated plasma con-
ductivity which for these discharges ( PECRHIPOH £ 1) reduces the value of
X by up to 40%. Modulation of the equipartition is not normally important
and the radiation loss is small for rja £ 0.7.

Sawtooth

Equation (4) also gives accurate values of xl**(r) when applied to the
Fourier components of sawtooth generated local temperature perturbations.
Modelling of the effect of line-of-sight averaging of the SXR emission indi-
cates that eq(4) typically overestimates x by ~ 15%. The conventional delay
formula, XST = Sr2/SSt, gives results consistent with the phase analysis.
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FIG. 1. Amplitude and phase of the first harmonic (143 Hz) of the chordal averaged SXR and fun-
damental O-mode EC emission. ECE data for R > Ro are affected by emission from superthermal
electrons, ne = 1.6 x 1019 m'3.

4. RESULTS

The measured phase delay and amplitude of the plasma response versus
radius can be fitted in many cases using a diffusive model which includes
only xej^• I11 Fig. 1 the predictions of the analysis code (solid curves) of
line-averaged SXR emission (oc nenzTj2 in these experiments since recom-
bination dominates) seen by the horizontal viewing camera and local 0-
mode fundamental ECE (oc Te for r £ a/2) are compared with observations
for a discharge with fundamental heating. A time-independent ne(r) and a
radially increasing Ke(r) = /ce(o)(l +3r 3 /a 3 ) , consistent with the form from
power balance, were assumed and the best fit was achieved with Xe (a/3) =
2.2 m2^"1. Assuming Ke(i) to be constant gives a slightly worse fit to the
data in the centre and outer regions and xe (a/3) = 2.8m2s~1. The values of
XeJ* deduced from sawtooth propagation and power balance in discharges
with ohmic or unmodulated ECR heating are similar and fall with ne (Fig.
2). xt^ values deduced from analysis of discharges with modulated ECRH
are somewhat higher. The multichord interferometer shows modulation of
the line-averaged density which arises in part from modulation of toroidal
displacement. In H or D a modulation of up to several % is observed whereas
in He it is less than 1%. The small size of the plasma density perturbations
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relative to temperature perturbations (Te/Te cz 10 — 20%) suggests that
in these experiments the off-diagonal elements of the transport matrix are
small.

The Ha signals show a modulation with a prompt component at the
wall but the response at the limiter is delayed by several ms indicating
the presence of both direct edge absorption of ECRH power and enhanced
recycling caused by the thermal wave. The ion saturation current shows
similar behaviour.

The variation of amplitude and phase of the modulated component of the
ion saturation current at the limiter with resonance position, shown in Fig.
3, also provides evidence for diffusive transport from the ECRH deposition
region. The fluctuating component of Br, which is related to the level of
edge electrostatic fluctuations by parallel pressure balance, shows similar
behaviour (Fig,3).

The phase and amplitude of the plasma response cannot always be fitted
with our simple diffusive model. In particular with off-axis heating the
minimum phase lag does not always occur where the power is deposited,
possibly due to the observed locking of sawteeth to the modulation in some
cases. At high density the SXR response shows evidence of an effect on
impurity concentration and the signal may even decrease at the resonance
radius.
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Modulation amplitude vs resonance position
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FIG. 3. Amplitude and phase of the ion saturation current and radial field fluctuations as a function
ofECRH resonance position for second harmonic heating.

5. CONCLUSION

XeJ* values deduced from power balance and sawtooth propagation are simi-
lar and both fall with increasing ne. Modulation experiments give somewhat
higher values of xej* • There are indications that the effective thermal con-
ductivity nex

ej* rises away from the central regions of the plasma. The
amplitudes and delay times of the edge response are consistent with diffu-
sive energy transport from the power deposition region. Off-diagonal terms
in the transport matrix appear to be small.
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Abstract

COUPLING OF PARTICLE AND HEAT TRANSPORT MEASURED VIA SAWTOOTH INDUCED
PULSE PROPAGATION.

Detailed measurements of sawtooth induced heat and particle transport are made on the TEXT
tokamak. A multichannel, heterodyne, far infrared laser interferometer system with high spatial
(Ax <= 3 cm) and high phase (Ar^ s 5 x 1010 cm"3) resolution is employed to investigate the sawtooth
density pulse. The heat pulse analog is measured via a soft X-ray (SXR) detector array where fluctua-
tions in the SXR signal are treated as being proportional to the local electron temperature perturbation.
Each measurement is made during a single tokamak discharge. A comparison of the density and
temperature perturbation amplitudes, waveforms, transport and scaling is made.

Measurements of sawtooth induced density pulse propagation [1] have been
made on Texas Experimental Tokamak (TEXT) utilizing a high resolution multi-
channel interferometer [2]. Particles ejected from the plasma centre to the mixing
radius ( r ^ = V2 rq=]) during the sawtooth crash are observed to be transported to
the plasma edge via a diffusive process after the sawtooth crash. This picture is con-
sistent with the heat pulse analog [3] as measured via a soft X-ray (SXR) detector
array. In addition, the density perturbation induced by the sawtooth disruption is of
the same order as the electron temperature perturbation. On TEXT, the time-to-peak
radial dependences of the density and temperature perturbations are found to be com-
parable, suggesting that particle and heat transport observed after the sawtooth crash
might be coupled. In this paper, measurements of the particle and heat pulse charac-
teristics obtained from the same set of Ohmic, gas fuelled TEXT discharges are
compared.

In Fig. 1, the sawtooth fluctuations from multichannel intereferometer and SXR
diode array are compared at several radial positions. In both cases, signals outside
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FIG. 1. (a) Density and <b) SXR sawtooth signals for BT = 2 T, Ip = 300 kA, and ne0 =
3 x 1013 cm"3. The channel spacing of the interferometer and SXR diode array is 3 cm and 1.3 cm,
respectively. The plasma outside r = '—14 cm is inaccessible to the interferometer because of port
constraints.

the inversion radius, rq=1, clearly exhibit an increasing time-to-peak as |r|
increases. The inversion radii of the density (±9 cm) and SXR sawteeth ( - 6 and 13
cm) are different and cannot be explained in terms of interferometer chord averaging
effects. Unlike the electron temperature profile, which is thought to be flat inside the
mixing radius after the sawtooth crash (like the SXR profile), the electron density
profile broadens but remains centrally peaked as depicted in Fig. 2(a). In Fig. 2(b),
the magnitudes of the local density and temperature perturbations at r = rmix are
plotted against each other for various discharge conditions. It is important to observe
that the temperature perturbation induced by the sawtooth disruption is accompanied
by a density perturbation of comparable magnitude, although the rate of increase is
larger for the density perturbation. Typically, Ang/n,. « 1-3% and ATe/Te =
3—6% at the mixing radius. Note, however, that the magnitude of the density pertur-
bation for discharges with low qa ( » 2) and/or 5^ close to the density limit signifi-
cantly deviate from this trend.

From the traces in Fig. 1, the pulse 'propagation' is seen to vary somewhat from
sawtooth to sawtooth for both density and temperature. Therefore, a typical sawtooth
representing the steady state region of the discharge is generated through use of a
coherent signal averaging procedure. An inversion process is applied to the chord
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ASBD(V)

FIG. 2. (a) Abel inverted electron density profile immediately before (solid line) and after (dashed line)
sawtooth crash; BT = 2 T, Ip = 300 kA and ^ = 4 x 1&3 cm'3, (b) Correlation of density and SXR
crash size. Point A is for a discharge near the density limit and point B is for a discharge at low qa.

averaged density sawtooth in order to obtain the local density perturbation. The Abel
inverted, density sawtooth time history is shown in Fig. 3(a) at various positions out-
side the inversion radius. Important features include the broadening of the pulse and
larger time-to-peak for increasing minor radius, thereby creating the image of pulse
propagation. Figure 3(b) follows the evolution of the density perturbation profile dur-
ing a sawtooth cycle, Immediately after the sawtooth crash
(t « 0.1 rst, where TS, is the sawtooth period), electrons from the central region are
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FIG. 3. (a) Abel inverted sawtooth time history plotted with decreasing amplitude for equal radial
increments ofAr = 0.3 cm from r = 13.2 to 26.2 cm. Note the roughly exponential fall-off in the region
r = 13-18 cm. (b) Profile evolution of the sawtooth density perturbation with t/rst ranging from 0 to
0.6. The time zero is taken at the midpoint of the crash; BT = 2 T,
ne0 = 1.7 x 7 0 " i „-•?

Ip = 300 kA and

deposited at a radius of r ~ 13 cm, which corresponds to the mixing radius. The
magnitude of the peak in the perturbation profile subsequently decays while the posi-
tion remains stationary throughout the duration of the cycle. The behaviour at the
edge is complicated as a result of source effects. Development of the sawtooth pertur-
bation outside the inversion radius strongly suggests that a diffusive process is
dominating the particle transport. There is no evidence for ballistic or wave
propagation.

Fluctuations in the SXR signal are treated as being proportional to the local elec-
tron temperature perturbation. Strictly speaking, it is also a chord averaged measure-
ment in addition to being a complicated function of density and impurity
concentration as well as electron temperature. However, typical SXR measurements
of sawtooth heat pulse propagation have compared favourably with ECE measure-
ments of the local electron temperature perturbations [3].
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A comparison of the time-to-peak, tp(r), characteristics of the heat and particle
pulses is made in Fig. 4. The data are quite similar, suggesting that the heat and parti-
cle transport occur at essentially the same rate. Employing a previously described
diffusive mode [1] to the density perturbation provides an estimate of the average

1.5 m2-s"' (= r2/^^,) in the confinement zone. The standard diffusive
model for heat transport [3] indicates x"p — 2 m2-s"' (= i2/^). The validity of this
model is, however, suspect since it assumes the density perturbation to be negligible,
thereby contradicting experimental results on TEXT. These estimated values for the
transport coefficients are both larger, by a factor of two to three, than D^GF

deduced from modulated gas feed experiments [4] and xPB deduced from steady
state power balance calculations [5]. The modulated gas feed results are thought to
be more indicative of the steady state because of their slow time scale
(fmod > rE) and edge fuelling characteristics. The inverse slopes r2/^ for density and
temperature perturbations are generally comparable for all discharges except those
at the high density or low-q limit for TEXT. In these extreme cases, heat and density
pulse propagation are no longer thought to be accurately described by a diffusive-type
model.

To further investigate the relationship between heat and particle transport after
the sawtooth crash, the scaling behaviour of rVtp for density and temperature
perturbations is examined. The effects of qa and iieo scaling are most clearly
obtained by performing a regression analysis yielding (r2/tp)

DP <x q ; 2 7 ^ 1 and
(r2/tp)

HP <x qa
2 ' n^ 3 . The scaling trends are qualitatively the same, i.e. both are

much more sensitive to qa than iieo. This again suggests that particle and heat trans-
port resulting from the sawtooth crash may be coupled. In contrast, previous steady
state heat and particle transport measurements on TEXT show a different scaling
[4, 5]: xPB « D^GF oc (qgBeo)"1. Here, the transport coefficients vary just as sensi-
tively with density as with qa.
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In summary, we observe that the temperature perturbation generated from the
sawtooth crash is accompanied by a density perturbation of comparable magnitude.
Both the density and temperature perturbations are found to be transported out
through the confinement zone of TEXT at the same rate and in a manner consistent
with a diffusive process. In addition, the scalings of (r2/^) for particles and heat are
measured to be similar. These results indicate that particle and thermal transport for
sawtooth induced perturbations are coupled. Future work will include a heat transport
model consistent with a finite density perturbation and measurements of the transport
coupling during electron cyclotron resonance heating on TEXT.
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Abstract

DENSITY FLUCTUATIONS AND PARTICLE/THERMAL TRANSPORT FOR OHMICALLY
AND AUXILIARY HEATED PLASMAS IN THE JIPP T-JJU TOKAMAK.

The paper reports a study on microturbulence excited in ohmically heated (OH) and auxiliary
heated plasmas in the JIPP T-JJU tokamak. In high density OH plasmas it has been found that the energy
confinement time deviates from the Alcator scaling and, at the same time, the ion mode which
propagates in the ion diamagnetic drift direction is excited in addition to the electron mode. The value
of 17; = (d In Tj/d In n;) evaluated experimentally is about 1.0-1.2 when the ion mode is excited. In
high power auxiliary heated plasmas, where the ion mode is also observed, the ion thermal diffusivity
around r/a = 0.5 is two to five times larger than the neoclassical values. From an analysis of the time
evolution of the density profile after the injection of an ice pellet, the particle diffusivity D and the con-
vective velocity v are estimated to be D = (0.4-0.7) n^-s"1 and v = (4-8) m-s"1 at r/a = 0.5 for OH
plasmas.

1. DENSITY FLUCTUATIONS AND THERMAL DIFFUSIVITY

The causes of anomalous transport in hot plasmas have been studied for a long
time. Recent theoretical studies [1-3] suggest that the dissipative trapped electron
(DTE) mode and the ion temperature gradient mode (ij; mode) are important. In the

1 Southwestern Institute of Physics, Leshan, Sichuan, China.
Department of Applied Physics, Chubu University, Kasugai 487, Japan.
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TEXT tokamak, the existence of a density fluctuation propagating in the ion diamag-
netic drift direction fo mode) has been reported [4] in a high density ohmically
heated (OH) plasma, but without experimental information on the ion temperature
profile. In the JIPP T-IIU tokamak [5] (R = 0.91 m, ap = 0.23 m, Bt :S 3 T), the
r/i mode is observed in high density OH and also in auxiliary heated (NBI and
ICRH) plasmas, and its effect on the temperature profile is investigated.

The spatial and temporal behaviour of the density j?e(r,t), the electron
temperature Te(r,t) and the ion temperature T;(r,t) is measured with a six channel
HCN laser interferometer system, a ten channel grating polychromator (ECE) and
charge exchange recombination spectroscopy (CXRS). To study plasma microturbu-
lence, we have developed an FIR laser scattering system with heterodyne detection.
The main radiation source is a 5 m long HCN laser, which delivers a linearly polar-
ized beam of 0.5 W with a wavelength \ — 337 jtm. For heterodyne detection,
another HCN laser is operated as a local oscillator at a beat frequency of 2 MHz.

Low frequency density fluctuations propagating in the ion diamagnetic drift
direction have been observed in high density OH and auxiliary heated plasmas.
Figure 1 shows typical power spectra of density fluctuations with kj = 9.9 cm"1

in the OH plasma. They are observed at two different scattering regions whose
centres are located at z = +30 cm (Figs l(a) and (b)) and z = —30 cm (Figs 1
(c) and (d)). The upper (f > 0) and lower (f < 0) sidebands in Figs l(a) and

w/2it(400kHz/d.)

FIG. 1. Power spectral distributions of the density fluctuations with kg = 9.9 cm'1, in the scattering
regions with the centres located at (a, b) z = +30 cm and (c, d) z = -30 cm. Discharge conditions:
Ip = 200 kA, B, = 2.9 T; (a, c) ne = 2.5 x 1&9 rn3, and (b, d) he = 5.2 X 1019 m3.
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FIG. 2. (a) Normalized electron density and (b) normalized ion temperature profiles of ohmically
heated plasmas with ne = 2.5 x ldf9 m'3 (solid line) andne = 5.2 x JO19 m'3 (dashed line).

(b) correspond to the directions of the electron diamagnetic drift and the ion diamag-
netic drift, respectively, and vice versa in Figs l(c) and (d). In the low density
regime, the main part of the density fluctuations propagates in the direction of the
electron diamagnetic drift (Figs l(a) and (c)), having a linear dispersion relation for
various wavenumbers. In the high density regime, the ion mode propagating in the
ion diamagnetic drift direction is observed (Figs l(b) and (d)). This ion mode is con-
sidered to be the drift instability driven by ion temperature gradient, which may cause
anomalous ion thermal transport in high density OH and auxiliary heated plasmas.
To study the drift wave turbulence, it is important to examine the spatial profiles of
the density and the temperature. Figure 2 shows the normalized electron density and
ion temperature profiles for the OH plasmas in the low and high density regimes. The
value of ij; = (d In T/d In n;) in the high density case is about 1.0-1.2 at
r/a * 0.5, and in this plasma the ion mode is clearly observed. This value is com-
parable to the threshold value (—0.95) estimated theoretically for the instability with

kxPi - 1 [6].
Figure 3 shows the temporal behaviour of the plasma parameters in the ICRF

heated discharge (PRF » 800 kW). During the OH phase, the stored energy
increases with increasing line averaged electron density up to 4 X 1013 cm"3, and
saturates in the high density region of 5, S 4 X 1013 cm"3. The electron mode
component fte(e) increases with the electron density. On the other hand, the ion
mode component fi^i) keeps a constant level in the low density region
(% £ 4 x 1013 cm"3) and starts rising clearly when % increases above
4 x 1013 cm"3. Injection of ICRF power at t = 255 ms remarkably enhances both
components of the density fluctuations. The injection of an ice pellet in the course
of the ICRF pulse also drastically increases the amplitude of both components just
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FIG. 3. Time behaviour of plasma parameters, plasma current Ip, ICRF power Pgp, line averaged
electron density ne, diamagnetic signal Wp, electron density fluctuations ne{e) and fte(i), where ne(e)
and ne(i) are the electron density fluctuation propagating in the direction of the electron diamagnetic
drift and the electron density fluctuation propagating in the direction of the ion diamagnetic drift,
respectively.

after the injection. A few milliseconds later, however, the ion mode component
rapidly returns to the level just before the injection, in contrast to the behaviour of
the electron mode component fte(e). These phenomena seem to be closely related to
the temporal behaviour of the electron density profile. The injected ice pellet
(1.0 mm (diameter) X 1.3 mm (length), v « 400 m-s"1) is ablated around
r/a » 0.5. The broad density profile formed just after the injection makes the ion
mode unstable, which may cause an increase of the inward flow. This enhanced
inward flow makes the density profile peaked within 3 ms after the injection, which
is favourable to reducing the value of ^ and results in a reduction of the fluctuation
level of the ion mode ^
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FIG. 4. Comparison of experimental and neoclassical values of ion thermal diffusivity as functions of
plasma minor radius: (a) NBI heating; (b) NBI + ICRF heating.

The electron and ion thermal diffusivities, xe and Xi, have been evaluated
experimentally, where the electron and ion power deposition profiles have been
determined from the time derivatives of the electron and ion thermal energies at the
turn-on/turn-off of the auxiliary power. It is found that the power deposition profiles
to ions for NBI and ICRF heated plasmas are consistent with theoretically expected
profiles. Figure 4 shows a comparison of experimental and neoclassical [7] values
of the ion thermal diffusivity as functions of plasma minor radius. The ion thermal
diffusivity at r/a = 0.5 has been calculated to be 0.9 m2-s~' and 1.5 m2-s"] for the
NBI (PNBI = 0.5 MW) and NBI + ICRF (Ptotal = 1.7 MW) heating cases, respec-
tively. These values of Xi are almost the same as the neoclassical value near the
centre (r/a :£ 0.2) and are two to five times as large as the neoclassical value at
r/a « 0.5. The density fluctuation level increases with increasing auxiliary power.
The magnitude of the ion mode is of the same order as the electron mode. The
observed ion mode may well explain the anomaly of Xi, but it is necessary to collect
a lot of detailed information on the local behaviour of various fluctuations such as
plasma potential and magnetic fluctuations.

2. PARTICLE TRANSPORT ANALYSIS WITH ICE PELLET INJECTION

We have analysed particle transport with the injection of a small D2 pellet,
which is introduced as a source of electron density perturbation. Figure 5 shows the
time evolution of the density profile and the profile shape factor, k, defined by the
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FIG. 5. Time evolution of density profile ne(r,t) with injection of a small pellet and profile shape fac-
tor, k, defined by ne = ne(O)(l-(r/af)k.

fitting of the profile as n,.(r,t) = ne(0,t)(l-(r/a)2)k(t). We try to estimate the diffusion
coefficient D and the inward velocity v in the following two ways: First, by compar-
ing the profiles and k-values at two different times, t[ and t2, in Fig. 5, we estimate
D and v roughly, assuming that D and v do not change during density relaxation.
Secondly, we also estimate D and v by using a 1-D transport code, assuming
D(r) = D(0)/(n(r)/n(0)) and v(r) = v(a)(r/a)p. Good agreement with the experimen-
tal data has been obtained for D(0) = 0.4 m2-s-1, v(a) = 20 m-s"1 and p = 2. The
values D and v as calculated by the two methods agree with each other within a factor
of two.
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Abstract

TURBULENCE, TRANSPORT AND q MEASUREMENTS IN TEXT.
The tokamak TEXT is used to investigate links between turbulence and transport, primarily with

ohmically heated, edge fueled plasmas. The effects of low power (150 kW) electron cyclotron heating
and solid hydrogen pellet fueling have also been investigated. Results concerning particle transport are
summarized, and comparisons between the measured fluxes and those predicted to result from drift
waves are made. Measurements of the plasma safety factor q are presented.
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1. Particle transport
Previous measurements with Langmuir probes on TEXT have

demonstrated the importance of electrostatic turbulence in determining the total
particle transport at and behind the limiter [1,2]. The measurements of
density (n) and potential ($) fluctuation levels and their correlations have now
been extended to the plasma axis using the heavy ion beam probe (HIBP) [3].
The range of HIBP measured frequencies and wave vectors is
0<Cfl/27t<500kHz and 0<ki<50cm"1, with a spatial resolution «lcm. Figure
1 shows the radial dependencies of <j>/(kTe) and n/n for an ohmic heated, edge
fueled discharge; the ordinate p is the normalized flux surface radius. The
values decrease from «0.3 at the plasma edge to =0.01 at the center, but with
different spatial dependencies: $/(kTe) > n/n. Adding^impurities (N, C) to the
plasma increases the ratio n<j>/(kTefi) by increasing 0. Figure 1 also shows
that the slab model mixing length estimate, n/n~l/(krLn)=PsLn"3/2Ls1/2 [4],
approximately predicts the experimental results. Here ps is the Larmor radius
using the ion mass and electron temperature Te, Ln the density scale length
and Ls the shear scale length. While n/n near the limiter can be poloidally
asymmetric, interior values are symmetric from the outer equator over the 65°
of poloidal angle that is observable.

Ff 'E=n <j> ke lYn<j)l sinCan^/B,],, the electrostatic turbulence driven
particle flux, is derived from the measured fluctuation levels, the poloidal
wave vector ke, the coherence yn<t> and phase angle <xn$ between n and <j>,
using a two poipt correlation technique [1]. F ^ is dominated by fluctuations
with co/27C<300kHz, and the average keps=0.1. For the HIBP data the
orientation of the two sample volumes used, separated by ~lcm, determines
k i as either kr, ke or a mixture of the two. When the sample volumes are not
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FIG. 1. Radial dependence of relative fluctuation levels nln and 4>/(kTe) obtained with heavy ion beam
probe (HIBP) and Langmuir probes (Lpr), and slab mixing length prediction (solid line). B^, = 2 T,
I. = 200 kA, ne = 3 X 10" m~3, H+.
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FIG. 2. Radial dependence of total panicle flux T obtained from source measurements (HJ, and that
driven by the measured electrostatic turbulence (T*£), obtained with the heavy ion beam probe (HIBP)
and Langmuir probes (Lpr). Both measured (O) and interpreted (M) values ofke are used to calculate
TfE with the HIBP data, fi^ = 2 T, Ip = 200kA,ne = 3 x 10'9 m~3, H*.

poloidally oriented (kj_ * ke), an extrapolated value for kg is used. Figure 2
shows the radial profiles of both H>E (assuming poloidal and toroidal
symmetry) and the total particle flux T determined from measurements of the
particle source (from H a emission) [2]. The approximate agreement
demonstrates the importance of the measured electrostatic turbulence in
determining particle transport. Assuming $/(kTe) = n/n and an$ =90° would
lead to incorrect values ^E

A time dependent particle source has been used to determine the
diffusion coefficient D and the convection velocity v, where T = -DVn-nv [5].
This technique has now been extended to allow spatial resolution. Typical
results are shown in Fig. 3, with both D (Fig. 3a) and v (Fig. 3b) normally
increasing towards the plasma edge for sawtoothing discharges. Both D and
v decrease with increasing density. The neoclassical inward pinch velocity
vnc < v for p > o.2: i.e., much less than the experimental value for most of
the plasma volume. In the confinement region r^r f -^O (see Fig. 2), so the
measured electrostatic turbulence must account for both, or neither, of the two
terms DVn and nv.

In non-sawtoothing discharges with high MHD activity (usually
accredited to m=2 tearing modes) the central value of D is increased, and the
edge value decreased. An interpretation is that a large central D steepens the
edge gradients, and this drives the MHD instability. With electron cyclotron
heating (60GHz, primary resonance, outside O mode launch), density
depressions are found around the expected energy deposition location, and
there is a loss of global particle confinement. The results suggest a significant
enhancement of the edge value of D. During pellet injection improved particle
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FIG. 3. Radial profiles of (a) panicle diffusion coefficient D and (b) convection velocity v, deduced
from time dependent gas source experiments. Also shown are the expectations of the dissipative trapped
electron drift wave turbulence model, Ddw and vdw, using the measured values ofaln and ke (assuming
unidirectional propagation), and the neoclassical pinch velocity v"c. B$ = 2 T, Ip = 200 kA,
n, = 3 x 10'9m-\ H+.

confinement is found, which can be explained by the cessation of sawteeth,
and a scaling D and v a l/ne.

Drift wave theories are often invoked to explain the anomalous
electron energy transport in tokamaks. These same theories can be tested for
their ability to predict both the microscopic turbulence characteristics, and the
measured particle transport using measured fi/n and ke values in relevant
formulae for D d w and vdw. On the microscopic level, the measured_n/n is
consistent with mixing length estimates (see Fig. 1), but the measured keps =
0.1 is smaller than expected for drift waves (keps=0.4). However, the
interpretation of the experimental results could be affected by the presence of
counter propagating turbulence [6]. The experimental phase velocity vph =
3xl03ms-1 is in the expected electron diamagnetic drift direction for r < a, but
is larger than expected for a drift wave in a frame rotating with the
neoclassical poloidal velocity (giving vph~lxl03ms-1). On the macroscopic
level, Fig. 3 shows the predicted diffusion and convection velocity for the
dissipative trapped electron mode [7]: Dd w « D and vd w is in the wrong
direction (i.e., outward instead of inward). Inward convection is predicted
for other drift waves (e.g., the universal mode), but these are predicted to be
stable for the measured TEXT parameters. Thus current drift wave
formalisms appear to be unsuitable candidates to explain particle transport.
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FIG. 4. Radial profiles of cylindrical safety factor q determined by three different diagnostics under
different plasma conditions. The expectations ofSpitZer and neoclassical resistivity are shown for refer-
ence purposes. Li beam polarization: B+= 1.8 T, Ip = 300 kA, ne = 1.5 x JO19 m'3, H*; U beam
fluorescence: fi0 = 1.5 T, lp = 260 kA, ne = 0.94 X 1019 m~3, H+; hydrogen pellet ablation:
B<, = 1.5 T, 1= 200 kA, ne = 3 x 1019 m~\ H+.

2. Safety factor measurements

The poloidal field, and thus safety factor q, has been measured with 3
independent diagnostics [8,9,10]. Figure 4 shows the results interpreted as a
cylindrical q, and compares them (for reference) to the expectation of
assuming either Spitzer or neoclassical resistivity. The results were obtained
with constant B<j,, Ip and ne in sawtoothing discharges: the soft X-ray
sawtooth radius pinv (interpreted as the q=l radius) is shown. For the
expectations based on resistivity both Zeff and electric field are assumed
independent of radius, and Te(r) profiles averaged over the sawtooth period
are used. The range of expected values allows for the different discharge
conditions used: Zeff(Spitzer)=2 and Zeff(neoclassical)=1.5. The toroidal
corrections to q are «(r/R)2, and increase the edge value q(a) by -5%. The Li
beam fluorescence data [8] was obtained with B^=1.5T, Ip=260kA,
He=0.94xl019m-3. It shows a central q(0)~0.75 averaged over many
sawteeth. The polarization data [9], using the Li beam to provide spatial
resolution, was obtained with B,(,=1.8T, Ip=300kA, ne=1.5xl019m3 . It
shows q(0) =0.9 averaged over many sawteeth. Both measurements are
approximately consistent with the Spitzer resistivity expectation. The
measured q=l radius and pinv are in approximate agreement. The solid
hydrogen pellet ablation technique [10], obtained with B«j) =1.5T, Ip=200kA,
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ne=3xl019m-3, assumes that the observed neutrals in the ablation cloud
follows the field lines after ionization and subsequent recombination events,
and has a time resolution =400|ls. The results were taken at 2.8 and 5.9
radians into a sawtooth cycle, and show q(0)=0.3. For this discharge the
expectations based upon resistivity, shown in Fig. 4, apply only in the central
region, p < 0.5. For p > 0.5 the expected q is greater than shown. The low
"measured" value suggests that the pellet cloud is not aligned with the
equilibrium helical field; it has been suggested that the high local beta value in
the cloud may explain this discrepancy. We conclude that q(0) can be < 1
throughout a sawtooth cycle.
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Abstract

COMPARATIVE STUDY OF CENTRAL CONFINEMENT IN THE TJ-I TOKAMAK WITH
TRANSPORT AT THE EDGE DUE TO ELECTROSTATIC FLUCTUATIONS.

The confinement time of central ions measured by the laser ablation technique has been studied
as a function of the toroidal field and has been correlated with the confinement time as deduced from
fluctuation induced transport measured at the edge with probes. Although the confinement time has a
quadratic dependence on the toroidal field and is linked with the ion energy confinement time — which
can be interpreted within neoclassical theory — the confinement due to fluctuation shows a similar
behaviour. These results are discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION

One of the key issues in tokamak plasma physics is an understanding of the basic
mechanisms causing the experimentally observed anomalous energy transport. To
solve this problem, great effort is directed towards an elucidation of whether this
anomaly is accounted for by an enhanced particle transport and whether this enhance-
ment is explained solely by fluctuations [1].

To shed some light on this problem, two types of studies are being carried out
on the TJ-I tokamak. On the one hand, the central confinement of particles has been
measured by the laser ablation technique and has been compared with the central
energy confinement time (electrons and ions). On the other hand, the transport at the
edge due to electrostatic fluctuations has been measured by Langmuir probes to infer
whether particle losses resulting from electrostatic fluctuations show a trend similar
to the central confinement properties.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP

The TJ-I tokamak (RQ = 30 cm, a = 10 cm) was operated for this experiment
at a plasma current of 40 kA, a plasma density of about 2 x 1013 cm"3; the toroidal
field was scanned between 0.8 and 1.5 T.

299
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FIG. 1. Variation of ion confinement time with toroidal field for constant line averaged
density of (2-3) x 1&S cm'3.

The laser ablation technique was used to inject silicon and iron into ohmically
heated TJ-I discharges. Particles were injected into the plasma once the plasma
reached its plateau value. The time behaviour of the injected iron in the hot plasma
core was monitored by a pyroelectric detector and a vacuum ultraviolet monochroma-
tor, both collimated along the central plasma chord. The decay time of the perturba-
tions in the signature of both detectors was used to deduce the impurity confinement
time. To determine the ion energy confinement time, the central ion temperature was
measured by a charge exchange analyser and by Doppler broadening of lines belong-
ing to the central impurity ions. Thomson scattering profiles were used to determine
the electron energy confinement times.

A square array of four single Langmuir probes ( 3 x 3 mm), placed 4 cm above
the equatorial plane on the outer side of the torus, was used to measure density and
potential fluctuations at the limiter radius. In the TJ-I tokamak, the vacuum chamber
plays the role of a belt limiter. Two adjacent probes were used to measure density
fluctuations, being biased in the ion saturation current range. The other pair oriented
along the poloidal angle was unbiased and was used to monitor potential fluctuations.
The electronic system used has a 300 kHz bandwidth. Data acquisition was accom-
plished by using a four channel camac module with an 8 kb memory per channel.
Data were digitized at a 500 kHz sampling rate. Conventional FFT was used for data
analysis.
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TABLE I. COMPARISON OF TJ-I EXPERIMENTAL CONFINEMENT TIMES VERSUS
ALCATOR SCALING AND ROZHANSKITS THEORY RESULTS

BT(T)

1.5

1.0

0.8

Ip(kA)

46

35

37

4.9

4.4

3.2

3.0 ± 0.5

1.2 ± 0.1

0.9 ± 0.1

TROZ

2.0

1.2

0.8

TALC

3.7

5.7

4.1

3. RESULTS OBTAINED

3.1. Central particle confinement measured by laser ablation

The dependence of the central particle confinement time has been measured as
a function of the toroidal magnetic field for discrete values from 0.8 to 1.5 T, at a
fixed line average electron density of (2-3) x 1013cnr3. Figure 1 shows the results
obtained, the dashed line corresponding to a parabolic dependence. The observed
increase in confinement time is well predicted by the theory of Rozhanskii [2]
(Table I), contrasting with the results obtained at higher toroidal fields in other toka-
maks [3], where the confinement time decreases as the field increases.

We have performed a simple experiment to discover whether the confinement
time of the background particles follows the same trend as the injected impurities in
a toroidal field scan. We kept constant the gas puffing injection rate as we varied B,,
and measured the electron density at the current top in the central plasma region by
Thomson scattering. The rise in density with toroidal field in these conditions is simi-
lar to the rise in TX (Fig. 2), measured in the laser ablation experiment. A similar
rise is observed in radiated power measured by pyroelectric detectors. This discharge
behaviour confirms the improvement in confinement with toroidal field for both
background particles and injected impurities in the TJ-I tokamak for the toroidal field
ranging from 0.8 to 1.5 T.

In Table II, the measured particle confinement times are compared with energy
confinement times at two values of the toroidal field. The latter were deduced by per-
forming a simplified power balance within the plasma half-radius, by using a one-
dimensional static transport code. As is easy to see, the particle confinement time
seems to be linked to the ion energy confinement time and does not correlate with
electron thermal losses.

3.2. Global confinement deduced from fluctuation

The wavenumber/frequency spectra have been estimated for density and poten-
tial fluctuations [4]. The integrated spectra S(kp) and S(w) are shown in Fig. 3. The
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FIG. 2. Change of central density and central chord radiated power with toroidal field, on keeping
the gas injection rate constant.

TABLE II. COMPARISON BETWEEN PARTICLE AND ENERGY CONFINEMENT
TIMES IN TJ-I

Tokamak

TM (1 T)

TJ-I (1.5 T)

(ms)

1.2

3.0

(ms)

2

4

(ms)

0.8

0.42

TE

(ms)

0.7

0.36

(ms)

1.3

3.1

broadband turbulence lies mainly below 100 kHz, the k-spectrum peaks at
kp « 2 cm"1. The turbulence propagates in the electron diamagnetic direction with
a phase velocity of about 105 cm-s"1.

We have estimated the flux T(w) of particles driven by electrostatic turbulence
by correlating the density (n) and potential ($) fluctuations. In a frequency band Aw,
this radial flux is given by [5]

sin
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FIG. 3. Integrated spectra S(f) and S(kp) of (a) density and (b) potential fluctuations.

where kp(o>) is the poloidal wavenumber, yn$ is the coherence between density and
potential fluctuations, ani is the phase difference between them and nms and $„,,, are
their root mean square (rms) values. Figure 4 shows the coherence, the phase angle
and the spectrally resolved particle flux.

The total particle fluxes leaving the plasma because of the turbulence,
T = Er(w), were estimated at 1 and 1.5 T to be 3 x 10ls and 2 X 1016 cm^-s"1,
respectively. On the assumption of poloidal and toroidal symmetry in the fluctua-
tions, a global particle confinement time can be determined from Tpf ~ n<, a/211,
where n<. is the line averaged electron density and a is the plasma radius. This proce-
dure gives values of 2 and 4 ms for 1 and 1.5 T, respectively, which is in reasonably
good agreement with the values deduced from the laser ablation data.

4. CONCLUSIONS

Because of the independence of the particle confinement time from the charge
and mass of the injected particle [3] and the experimental finding that the background
particles and injected impurities show similar transport behaviour, the particle
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FIG. 4. (a) Coherence and (b) phase angle between density and potential fluctuations; (c) spectrally
resolved flux.

confinement time measured by the laser ablation technique can be considered
representative of the central particle confinement time in TJ-I. Its empirical variation
with toroidal field, which shows a unique behaviour in TJ-I plasmas, correlates
reasonably well with the global confinement time deduced from the particle flux
driven by electrostatic fluctuations at the edge.

The main uncertainties in this comparison stem from the following points:
First, the global particle confinement time, with which the fluctuation deduced con-
finement time should be compared, could be a factor one to three smaller than the
central value [6, 7] since the particles are better confined at the centre than at the
edge. Second, the measurements of fluctuation induced transport were made only at
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the outer edge of the torus, and they could depend on the poloidal position. In spite
of these weak points, the comparison of the trend of both confinement times due to
the aforementioned TJ-I unique behaviour can shed some light on the relationship
between particle transport and fluctuations in tokamaks.
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Abstract

TRANSPORT STUDIES ON TFTR UTILIZING PERTURBATION TECHNIQUES.
A variety of perturbation experiments have been conducted on TFTR to study plasma transport:

gas puffing to study electron particle transport, impurity injection to measure impurity transport, and
low power edge NBI to study fast ion radial transport. These diverse experiments provide quantitative
measurements of the transport coefficients which indicate that the electron and impurity diffusion coeffi-
cients, and ion and electron thermal diffusivities, are of similar magnitudes (~1 m2/s). However,
radial diffusion of circulating ions is considerably smaller (D < 0.05 m2/s). Analysis using a test par-
ticle model of transport shows that the parallel velocity necessary for good confinement of supra-thermal
particles is linked to the correlation length of fluctuations which cause the turbulent transport. Thus
cross-field transport can be explained by small scale fluctuations.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

The standard technique for ascertaining the transport coefficients of

tokamak plasmas has been to measure the input quantities to the heat or

particle balance equations [e.g., Te(r,t), ne(r,t), Prad(r,t), Zgff(r,t), and

sometimes T|(r,t)] during the equilibrium phase of the discharge, calculate

sources of heat and particles, and consequently determine the transport

coefficients. This methodology cannot determine uniquely whether the net

outward transport consists of both inward and outward components, and

thus what fraction of the transport is diffusive and what fraction convective.

1 University of California at San Diego, San Diego, CA, USA.
2 Plasma Fusion Center, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, MA, USA.
3 I.V. Kurchatov Institute of Atomic Energy, Moscow, USSR.
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Perturbation techniques involve applying a small impulse of energy or

particles to a plasma in equilibrium. Gradients of the density and

temperature along the profiles are perturbed in a controlled manner, and can

be correlated with the local transport. A variety of such experiments have

been eonducted on TFTR to examine various aspects of plasma transport: (i)

gas puffing to study electron particle transport; (ii) impurity injection to

investigate impurity transport; and (iii) low power neutral beam injection at

the plasma edge to measure fast ion radial diffusion. This paper will describe

the results of these experiments.

2.0 GAS PUFFING TO STUDY PARTICLE TRANSPORT

The particle transport studies involve puffing a small amount of gas

(1.33 Pa-m for 0.05 s) and then observing the time evolution of the density

profile with a ten channel far-infrared interferometer. The size of the

perturbation is kept small (An/n ~ 5%) in an attempt not to disturb the plasma

equilibrium. The data from seven to ten reproducible plasma discharges are

averaged to obtain a good signal-to-noise ratio. The large inner-wall graphite

limiter is conditioned with many helium discharges to reduce the residual

levels of deuterium and hydrogen in the graphite, thereby lowering the

effective particle recycling coefficient and permitting rapid density pump-

out. In most of the experiments deuterium is puffed into helium plasmas in

order to maintain the limiter condition for subsequent experiments.

Two analysis techniques are used to obtain the transport coefficients

from the particle balance equation:

3ne(r,t)/9t = -1/r 9/3r [rr(r,t)] + S(r,t), (1)

where S is the particle source term, F(r,t) is the particle flux with the

assumed form (neV - DBng/Br), where V is the velocity pinch, and D is the

particle diffusivity. The MIST code [1] is used to model the inward density

wave assuming values of D, and taking the ratio of D/V to be consistent with

the shape of the equilibrium profile. The second technique emphasized here
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uses the TRANSP code [2] to calculate the particle flux, F, as a function of

time and position by solving Eq. (1) using the measured time-dependent

density profile and an empirical model for the source function. Then using

data during the time the density wave propagates across the plasma, a linear

multiple regression of I7n = a + (p/nj (3nJdi) determines the transport

coefficient D and V at each radial position. This technique assumes that the

transport coefficients obtained are not a function of the size of the gas puff

itself. When compared, the two analysis techniques yield comparable

deduced transport coefficients.

Previous results [3] for a low density ohmic discharge indicated

that the radial diffusion is a minimum in the plasma core and rises to a

maximum in the periphery. The inward velocity has a similar shape to D,

and has values substantially greater than neoclassical. Recently four different
lehelium plasma conditions were examined with the density n = 1.6 x 10

and 3.1 x 10 V , and plasma current 1 = 0.8 and 1.4 MA. At ng =

1.6 x 10 m'D with either current, the plasma global energy confinement
1Q O

time is in the linear regime. Forne = 3.1 x 10 m , the confinement

at 0.8 MA is in the saturated confinement regime while at 1.4 MA the

confinement is near the knee of the curve. In each case a small deuterium

puff of 1.33 Pa-rrr for 0.05 s was injected into an equilibrated helium plasma.

Figure 1 is a plot of the particle diffusivities obtained for these four ohmic

cases. The open and closed circles represent the high density cases; there is

no sign of a current dependence. The low density points (open and closed

triangles) also have no clear current dependence, but their values are

systematically higher than the high density points. When averaged over the

plasma radius the particle diffusivity for this case is a factor of two greater

than the high density cases, and thus the profile-averaged diffusivity is

roughly proportional to l/ne. All four conditions exhibit a radial dependence

that has a minimum at the plasma core and a maximum near the edge. The

profiles of the particle diffusivity De(r), and the equilibrium thermal

diffusivity X~(r), have the same shapes and their absolute values agree within

a factor of two across the full profile for the four plasma conditions

considered. Previous studies of particle transport using gas puffs on other
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FIG. I. Electron particle dijfusivities as a Junction of radius for four plasma conditions.

tokamaks [4,5,6,7] have obtained limited information concerning the radial

dependence of the diffusion coefficient.

There is a substantial inward radial velocity (Fig. 2) that has similar

profile shapes and dependencies to the diffusivities in Fig. 1. The ratio of

D/V is equal to the local density scale length of the unperturbed equilibrium

profile, which results from using the entire electron flux and density in the

regression analysis for a small perturbation. For these discharges, the

neoclassical inward velocities are in the range of 0.01-0.05 m/s. The

convective contribution to the particle flux is substantial. For example, at

r = 0.5 m for the high density case, the inward convective flux is 85% of the

outward diffusive flux, or the deduced diffusive flux is on the order of seven

times greater than the net flux. Puffs of both hydrogen and deuterium were

employed in deuterium and helium plasmas producing no observable change

in the transport results due to the mass of the working gases. The source term

in the analysis for the low density case at r > 0.5 m yields a non-zero net

flux (T > 0) in the steady-state portion of the discharge. However, the

magnitude of this flux is always less than 0.05-0.15 of either the diffusive or
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convective flux terms ascertained in the analysis. The analysis has been

redone with no source term and the transport coefficients changed by only

10-15% for the low density case at r > 0.5 m. The error bars associated with

the transport coefficients in the two figures are on the order of +/- 50% at all

radial positions, and reflect the uncertainty in determining the density gradient

at any position.

Good regression fits at all radii to the flux model were not always

possible, especially at radii r < 0.15 m, where the integrated flux is low and

sawtooth mixing occurs. The best of those poor fits indicates that the

transport coefficients are lower than or equal to those at r = 0.2 m. Systematic

studies are now underway to investigate the sensitivity of the transport

coefficients to the size of the gas puff. For variations in the density

perturbations on the order of An / n < 10%, there is no noticeable variation in

the transport coefficients. However, in a recent case where the density

increase was 100%, the simple flux model does not give good fits. The
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diffusivity obtained from those fits is nearly constant with a value of D e = 2

m2/s for 0.4 < r < 0.7 m, and drops down to D e = 0.3 - 0.4 m2/s in the

plasma core. Note that De can depend on VTe, VT ,̂ and Vne. Further

studies will focus upon possible nonlinearities in the particle flux (e.g., due to

gradient-driven transport).

The electron and ion temperature during the gas puff were measured

with an ECE radiometer, and a three radial channel X-ray crystal

spectrometer, respectively. The central electron temperature initially rises and

then falls in response to the puff. The central ion temperature falls, as has

been previously reported [5]. For this case, the electron temperature is

3.5 keV, the ion temperature is at least 1 keV lower, and the equilibrium

line average density is ne = 1.2 x 10 m . The TRANSP analysis code

was used to calculate the time evolution of the central ion temperature for the

case of neoclassical ion transport [8], and ion convective thermal transport of

the form 5/2 n V T|. The code predicts that the ion temperature should

increase because the additional density increases the plasma collisionality

improving the electron-ion coupling, and there is also a significant inward

convective heat flow. The drop in ion temperature occurs at all three

positions as measured by the crystal spectrometer. The ion temperature drop

can be simulated using an T]^ model [9] with a cubic turn-on as a function of

the local Tjj parameter, along with neoclassical ion transport, and the

5/2n ITj convection model. A value of ri c r i t = 1.8-2.5 is sufficient to match

either the neutron flux, or the central ion temperature before the insertion of

the gas puff, as well as the observed drops in ion temperature and neutron

flux. The calculation shows that the gas puff changes the local gradients, the

enhanced gradient-driven transport increases, and the ion temperature drops

during the time of the density perturbation. However, reducing the non-

convective term in the ion power balance to 3/2 also has the effect of

reducing the ion temperature during the gas puff.

3.0 IMPURITY INJECTION TO MEASURE IMPURITY TRANSPORT

Impurity transport coefficients are deduced from modeling the time

evolution of different ionization states of an impurity that is injected using
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the laser-blowoff technique [10]. The impurity line brightnesses as a

function of time are simulated with the one-dimensional radial impurity

transport code, MIST, which solves the impurity continuity equations:

3/3t nq = - 1/r d/dr ( r r ) + Iq_j n ^ - (Iq + Rq )nq + R q + 1 n q + 1

, + Sn (2)

where n is the impurity density in ionization state q, F is the impurity flux

density, and I and R are ionization and recombination rates, respectively.

S_ is the impurity source which is assumed to be an instantaneous burst of

monoenergetic impurity atoms at 3 eV. x is the confinement time for parallel

flow to the limiter in the scrape-off region and is parameterized as X /D,

where X is a scale length of the scrape-off region, and D is the impurity

diffusivity. The definition of F is the same as used in the gas puff

experiments, with the additional assumption that V/D is equal to

cv3ln(ne)/dr, where cy is a peaking parameter which relates the impurity V/D

to the electron density profile scale lengths. In equilibrium, the total impurity

density profile would have the shape of the electron density to the power of

c . For these simulations D is assumed to be constant across the minor

radius, and both D and V are assumed to be independent of q.

This discussion will focus upon experiments where the brightness

and time evolution of lines emitted by edge (Ge , and Ge ), and central

(Ge ) states were measured in a series of ohmically heated plasmas. A

detailed study [11] of the sensitivity of the modeling to the ionization and

recombination rates and transport shows that the time evolution of the lines

emitted by central states is determined primarily by transport effects, while

those of the edge states are determined by ionization, recombination, and

transport. As a result, it is not possible to uniquely deduce the spatial

dependence of D and V from these data alone, and D and V are

parameterized as described above.

Impurity transport was studied in ohmically heated deuterium and
helium plasmas with L = 0.8-2.5 MA and ne = 0.6-6.0 x 1019 m'3 .

Impurity diffusion coefficients are found to be in the range of 0.5-1.5 m /s,
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FIG. 3. Impurity particle diffusivity as a function of line average density for ohmically heated TFTR
discharges.

which is larger than neoclassical predictions by over an order of magnitude.

A non-zero convective term on the order of v=2-10 m/s at the plasma edge

and decreasing to zero on axis is required in most cases; neoclassical

convection for impurities is of the same magnitude. The values of the

impurity diffusion coefficient and convective velocity are of the same

magnitude as those of the electrons, as described in the previous section.

There is no dependence of the diffusion coefficient on working gas species

(D or He), or on mass of the injected element. A comparison of discharges

with different currents (0.8 < L< 2.2 MA), but similar densities shows no

significant dependence of the diffusivity on plasma current. The density

dependence in the data is shown in Fig. 3, with the discharges sorted by

current and gas species. There is a factor of two reduction in the diffusivity
— 1Q 3

in g o i n g f r o m l o w d e n s i t y t o d e n s i t i e s g r e a t e r t h a n n . = 3 x 1 0 m . T h e
1Q -I C

discharges with n e > 3 x l 0 m are near the plasma density limit. Thus
there is a correlation between the density and the diffusivity. As shown in
Fig. 3, there is no correlation between density and the diffusivity for ng <

3 x 10 y m . Note that the lack of dependence of the diffusion coefficient
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on working gas and L and the observed ne dependence is similar to that seen

for electron transport as described in the previous section.

4.0 MEASUREMENT OF ENERGETIC ION DIFFUSION

In most circumstances reactor-like plasmas are produced and

maintained by energetic ion heating. Understanding the heating efficiency

involves the issue of energetic ion transport. Anomalous radial diffusion of

the fast ions could result in enhanced fast ion loss and a degradation in

heating efficiency. Although neutral beam heating of plasmas has been

studied in many experiments during the past 15 years, there have been no

direct measurements of the local energetic ion transport in these plasmas. By

injecting a neutral beam source with a tangency radius of Rt = 2.84 m

(Fig. 4) into a plasma with RQ = 2.35 m, energetic ions are deposited in the

outer half of the TFTR plasma (r/a > 0.5). This configuration creates an

annulus of energetic ions in the outer region of the plasma. The radial

inward diffusion of these ions is determined with neutral particle analyzers

that measure the fast ion distribution as a function of energy across the

midplane of the plasma, especially focusing on the inner edge of the fast

ion annulus at R ~ 2.1 m.

A neutral beam source with P^ = 2.0 MW and E^ = 95 keV was

injected for 0.5 s, and produced an increase in the line average density from

n_ = 1.19 x 1019 to 1.35 x 10 9m , and an increase in central ion

temperature from 3.0 to 4.5 keV [12]. At the inner radius of injection, the

beam ions slowed down predominantly on the electrons between 95 and

47.5 keV, in approximately 75 ms.

The measurement of the charge-exchange (ex) neutral particle flux as

a function of sightline tangency radius for 95 and 56 keV is shown in Fig. 5.

The signals are normalized to the H intensity in order to compensate for

variations in neutral density in comparing plasma discharges. In the

region of 1.9 < Rt < 2.2 m, the gradient of the ex flux near the injection

energy is largely determined by the beam deposition profile, although energy

diffusion would permit significant broadening into the core region if radial

diffusion were present. At the lower energy, radial diffusion would move
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FIG. 4. Plan view of edge heating experiment. In addition, measured profiles of electron temperature
and density, ion temperature profile and central ion temperature, and the calculated profile power depo-
sition to electrons and ions are shown.

the slowing down ions into the hollow core (i.e., to larger major radius) and

would strongly flatten the observed radial gradient for E > Ejj/2. The

observed fast ion gradient is nearly the same at the two energies, confirming

that the transport is small. These measurements are compared with a Fokker-

Planck code [13] simulation of the spectra assuming different values of fast

ion diffusion. The code solves the standard Fokker-Planck equation in
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FIG. 5. Measured ex count rate, normalized to Ha emission intensity near the inner fast ion edge. For
both data and simulations, the contribution to the signal from pitch-angle scattered ions from
R > 2.4 m has been subtracted. The data and all simulations have been normalized to equality at
R, = 2.05 m.

toroidal geometry including a new term to represent radial diffusion. The

code simulations confirm that the radial variation of neutral flux as a function

of energy is consistent with a very small amount of radial ion diffusion

(D < 0.05 m2/s). In comparison, the calculated equilibrium ion thermal and

momentum diffusivities at r = 0.35 m are %j = 0.7 irr /s, and % = 0.7 m /s.
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In the core region of this discharge, r ~ 0.25m, x and & fall t 0

9 Y

~ 0.2 m /s. By contrast, with central heating in this discharge we find % ~
9 T

Xj ~ 1 m /s. This result suggests that there is a strong response in the ion

channel to changes in the heating profile shape.

5.0 DISCUSSION

All of the perturbation experiments provide some quantitative

information about plasma transport. In the case of electron particle transport,

the transport coefficients have well-defined profile shapes with minimum

values in the plasma core and maxima near the edge. The inward pinch is

highly anomalous in the outer half of the plasma. The profile of De(r) has the

same shape as the equilibrium %e(r) profile, with the absolute values

agreeing within a factor of two. There is no current dependence in the data,

and when the transport is averaged across the plasma radius there is a l/ng

dependence. This density dependence, and %e ~ D e suggests that the heat

and particle transport is due to electrostatic fluctuations with dissipative

susceptibilities (i.e., dissipative trapped electron modes or Tjj-modes with

dissipative trapped electron coupling). However, there is no mass

dependence in the transport coefficients. This is in contradiction to the

predictions of drift and Th-mode theory where for the case of dissipative

trapped electron susceptibility %& scale as q , where q is the ion charge, and

is independent of mass. It should be mentioned that edge processes and their

effect on profiles can influence the isotope scaling. A comparison with the

impurity transport results reveals several similarities. The particle

diffusivities and convective velocities of the electrons and impurities are very

similar. The impurity transport also has no current dependence, has a

tendency towards inverse density dependence, and has no dependence on

the working gas. In the case of the impurity transport experiment, the

particle diffusivity is significantly higher than that predicted by neoclassical

theory. The edge heating experiments yield fast ion particle diffusivity

substantially smaller (D < 0.05 m /s) and interesting trends in the ion

thermal and momentum diffusivity, suggesting a strong direct or indirect

response in the ion channel to heating profile shape.
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The difference between thermal and fast ion transport can be

resolved by noting that the magnetic drift-induced excursion of fast ions off

of magnetic flux surfaces tends to reduce test particle diffusion by shifting

resonances through a spectrum correlation length. Such a reduction is

consistent with the observed ratio of fast to thermal ion diffusivities.

Consider a model of circulating ion transport due to saturated

rjj-modes. This model is easily generalized to other electrostatic

microinstabilities. The test particle diffusion coefficient is

D = 11 V r k I
2 re [1/(0^ - k,,V|| + 0)^ + 1 Aco^], (3)

where V r is the fluctuating E x BQ drift, k and cô . are the mode wave vector

and frequency, COJJ is the ion magnetic drift frequency, and Aco^ is the

turbulence induced frequency line-width. This expression can be evaluated

for both thermal and fast particles to obtain an expression for the ratio of the

fast to thermal particle transport:

R) (PTi/V < V i W l

Here p, V|| refer to the fast ion gyroradius and parallel velocity, S is the

spatial form-factor of the turbulent spectrum, and Am is the radial correlation

length of the fluctuation. Typically, S ~ exp(-x2/Am
2), while Lg ~ R and

p T i < Am. Hence, S ~ exp (-V|2/V th
2) for V(( » V th. Thus fast ion

transport due to localized microturbulence is small.

It is clear that particles with VJI /V^ > ( A ^ p , ^ ) ( ^ a r e w e l 1

confined, where s is the shear parameter. The fact that the parallel velocity

needed for good confinement is linked to the correlation length is a

consequence of the fact that the fluctuations are localized. The good

confinement of fast particles supports the notion that electrostatic fluctuations

which cause transport are of small scale. Indeed, only for Am » p-pj. and

pTiV ,,/Vfh ~ A^, can Dp ~ D (n . Thus the good confinement is consistent

with electrostatic turbulence induced transport due to localized fluctuations.
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This explanation is similar to the one used to explain good runaway electron

confinement [14,15]. Note also that one could infer the correlation lengths of

electrostatic and magnetic fluctuations by the simultaneous measurement of

fast ion and runaway electron confinement. A similar calculation for

energetic trapped ions (Hot) indicates that DH /D t h ~ (Aco^a)^) (A^p^)

« 1, so that the energetic ion confinement is superior. Finally it should be

emphasized that this discussion is based on the assumption that the fast or hot

ions interact passively with ambient turbulence. In particular, energetic ion-

driven modes have not been considered here.
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Abstract

CURRENT DRIVEN TURBULENCE AND MICROTURBULENT FLUCTUATIONS IN THE
TORTUR AND STOR-M TOKAMAKS.

The effects of fast current transients on a magnetically confined plasma are discussed on
the basis of results obtained in the TORTUR and STOR-1M tokamak experiments. The
formation of a current skin and the accompanying turbulent dissipation process have been studied
both experimentally and theoretically. Delayed bulk heating is observed and is explained as being
due to current profile changes induced by the current transient. Density fluctuations have been
measured at both tokamaks in a wide frequency range (up to 200 MHz). As a result of a
turbulent heating pulse the fluctuations in certain frequency regions are almost completely
suppressed.

1. TORTUR

The application of a high voltage spike (typical rise times 2-10 |i.s, field
strengths E < 5 kV/m) during the plateau phase of a tokamak induces a chain of
events. These effects have been studied in various tokamaks. In TORTUR (R =
46 cm, a = 8.5 cm, BT = 2.9 T, L/OH) < 55 kA, Te - T{ < 1 keV, n < 1020 nr3,
Zeff(imp) < 2) during the voltage spike a current skin is formed in which strong
anomalous dissipation occurs. The formation of this skin layer can be described
by the concept of marginal stability. The critical drift parameter, vd/cs (electron
drift velocity/ion acoustic velocity), for ion-acoustic turbulence is found to be 7 -
8. However, the values needed for properly simulating the skin heating are
significantly smaller [1].

Due to turbulent dissipation in the skin region fast transverse wave
transport occurs, leading to a non-thermal ion distribution. Bulk ion heating

Kumamoto Institute of Technology, Kumamoto, Japan.
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FIG. 1. Short term effects of high voltage current pulse (a,b). The thermal part of the electron distribu-
tion function shows an increase in Te (c) and ne (e) in the centre of the plasma, while at the edge
(r/a = 0.7) cooling (d) and rarefaction If) occur. Both effects disappear in about 50 ps. A tail popula-
tion with Te up to 3 keV (g) and ne up to 1019 m~3 (h) is observed at r/a = 0.7 m, for 10 to 15 ins only.

follows after thermalization on a much longer time-scale, x ^ n ^ r , , , ^ ) ; [2,3].
After an initial stable formation of the current skin (the first 3 |is), a rapid
broadening towards the center follows later during current rise, possibly due to a
mixture of resistive modes [4]. In this phase the plasma is compressed with
considerable heating. After removal of the additional current, the current density
profile has become narrower. The excess energy stored in the poloidal magnetic
field is gradually released during the relaxation in about 2 ms. The above
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FIG. 2. Long term effects of high voltage current pulse (a), showing a gradual increase of the electron
(c) and ion (d) temperatures and no significant effects on ne (b).

processes could be satisfactorily simulated by a simple model incorporating the
mentioned effects. Without deterioration of xE large increases of Te(0) (up to
60%) have been induced. The energy losses during the voltage spike were small
and the feared impurity enhancement did not show up. It may be remarked that
for multi-pulse turbulent heating much smaller values of loop voltages and rise
times are required than for single-pulse turbulent heating. The effects of the
current pulse on the short and the long term are shown in Figs 1 and 2,
respectively.

A bifurcation of the plateau regime can be achieved by properly
programming the plasma current [5]. After breakdown the current is ramped up
rapidly (dl/dt < 30 MA/s), producing a turbulent plasma. If in this phase the
current is clamped, a mildly turbulent plasma can be sustained throughout the
plateau. The resistivity is 2 - 4 times neo-classical and the profiles of Te and ne are
broad. On the other hand, by letting the initial turbulent plasma relax before taking
the current to the plateau value, a plasma with neo-classical resistivity and more
peaked profiles is obtained. In both distinct regimes, xE is in agreement with the
used scaling laws (e.g. Pfeiffer and Waltz [6]), the mildly turbulent regime
featuring both higher input power and higher temperatures.

During stationary current-driven turbulent (CDT) discharges density
fluctuations have been observed at different radial positions by collective
scattering of (2 and 4 mm) microwaves [7] in a wide spectral region (up to 100
MHz) and at various k-values (see Figs 3a-c). Immediately after application of the
current pulse the density fluctuations at frequencies above 0.7 MHz, and
observed at k = 1700 nr1 are almost completely suppressed [7].
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(b) 200-700 kHz and (c) 0.7-3 MHz. Scattering conditions: X = 2 mm, rla = 0.125, k = 600 m'1

and Ip = 30 kA.

2. STOR-1M and STOR-M

In the ST0R-1M tokamak [8] (R = 22 cm, a = 3.5 cm, BT = 1 T, L(OH)
£ 10 kA, <O-e(OH)> - 100 eV, <n> - 1 x 1019 m-3, hydrogen), a short cmrent
pulse (20 \xs duration, peak current £ 10 kA) is superimposed on the ohmic
current at the plateau (Fig. 4a,b). Safety factors q(a) as small as 1.5 have been
achieved without plasma disruption with the aid of plasma feedback control.

The current pulse induces skin current formation, anomalous resistivity
and concurrent turbulent heating. The evolution of the toroidal current density
profile, as measured by a small magnetic probe is shown in Fig. 4c. The profile
of the toroidal electric field has also been deduced from the magnetic
measurements. The behaviour of current penetration cannot be simulated
satisfactorily by the observed (anomalous) resistivity alone. The observed rate of
current penetration is one order of magnitude faster than expected from the
resistivity profile. Including an enhanced electron viscosity [9] in the electron
momentum equation explains the fast current penetration although at present the
mechanism of the viscosity enhancement is not clear.
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FIG. 4. Effects of turbulent heating current pulse in STOR-1M. (a) Overall current waveform,
(b) details of current pulse and loop voltage, (c) evolution of toroidal current density profile, (d) electron
density and (e) temperature after current pulse. BT = 1.0 T. Vm (turbulent heating capacitor voltage)
= 4.0 kV in (a,b) and 3.0 kV in (c,d).

The electron density and temperature after the current pulse have been
observed to significantly increase as shown in Figs 4d and 4e, respectively. The
delayed electron heating has also been observed in TORTUR [4]. After the
current pulse, ohmic heating is the only energy input, and the global energy
confinement improves by a factor almost 5 (see Fig. 5a). The maximum pp
(poloidal beta) achieved in ST0R-1M is 3.2 without apparent sign of saturation
with the current pulse amplitude.

The improved confinement after the current pulse is accompanied by
significant reduction in MHD activities and low frequency (f < 500 kHz) density
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FIG. 5. Effects of turbulent heating on global energy confinement in STOR-1M. (a) Energy confinement
lime after the current pulse, (b) m = 2, 3 MHD signals and density fluctuation at the edge.
BT = LOT. VTH = 3kV.

fluctuations at the edge as shown in Fig. 5b. The m = 2 Mirnov oscillations are
almost completely suppressed.

The onset of anomalous resistivity and concurrent efficient heating occurs
when the additional current exceeds 2 kA. The corresponding critical drift
parameter vjcs is approximately 5, which is well below the critical value for the
onset of typical electrostatic instabilities (e.g. ion acoustic and electrostatic ion
cyclotron modes) because of a small temperature ratio T/T^ = 2 - 3 in STOR- 1M.
Yet, high-frequency density fluctuations in the ion acoustic regime with a broad
spectrum extending to f = 200 MHz have been detected by Langmuir probes
during the current pulse.

ST0R-1M is a prototype for a larger STOR-M (R = 46 cm, a = 12 cm, BT
= IT, Ip(OH) = 40 kA, <Te> = 350 eV, <n> = 2 x 1019 m-3). Stable ohmic
discharges with q(a) < 2 and discharge duration of 0.2 s have been achieved.
Turbulent heating experiments and low q tokamak operation with rapid current
ramp and clamping are planned.
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Abstract

RECENT TEXTOR RESULTS.
A major part of the TEXTOR programme deals with the analysis of the properties of the edge

plasma and plasma facing surfaces and the development of methods of producing discharges with a
reproducible, low degree of contamination. Recent pump limiter (ALT II) and ICRH results are the
object of separate presentations. The paper presents and compares recent results obtained under opti-
mum carbonization and under boronization conditions (high limiter power deposition). It summarizes
the results of many different diagnostics developed to study the plasma edge, the scrape-off layer and
the different particle fluxes to and from the wall. It is finally shown that the improved understanding
and control of the plasma-wall interaction leads to discharges of such high reproducibility that signal
averaging techniques can be used. Reliable analyses of the properties of the confined plasma can result.
As an example, the evolution of the current distribution profile in the presence of sawtooth activity is
discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION

Recent TEXTOR activities have been focused on:
- Improving the surface (deposition of films and conditioning),
- Characterizing the plasma edge and scrape-off layer (SOL),
- Questions related to transport phenomena in the plasma core,
- Performance of pump limiters,and
- ICRH studies.

The last two are addressed in separate presentations
[l, 2l. Results concerning the first two were presented at the

8th International Conference on Plasma Surface Interactions in
Controlled Fusion Devices (Jlilich, May 1988); details will ap-
pear in the proceedings; highlights are summarized in § 2 and 3.
The reproducible TEXTOR discharges allow reducing statistical
errors by applying signal averaging techniques; this is done,
e.g. to study sawtooth behaviour in the plasma center. The
method and a typical application are briefly described in § 4.
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TEXTOR measurements were interrupted in April 1988 to im-
plement two neutral beam injectors (total power ~ 3 MW), upgrade
in ICRH power (~ 4 MW), modify one of two pairs of rf antennae
for Ion Bernstein Wave studies and instal a toroidally symme-
trical inner limiter of graphite.

2. PLASMA-FACING SURFACES
2.1 Surface materials and conditioning

We have tried to optimize carbonization: 0.1 um-thick films
were deposited after eroding the previous layer by a Radiofre-
quency-assisted dc Glow (RG) discharge in D2- The wall tempera-
ture (Tw = 150 or 350 °C), the gas composition (15 or 25 % CD4
in D2 or He) and the conditioning after the procedure were va-
ried. The purity of the first ensuing discharges was unaffected
(metal-free plasmas with leff < 1.5 resulted); hydrogen-recyc-
ling depends on conditioning: large plasma density excursions
are avoided when carbonization is followed by 30 - 60 min long
RG discharges in D2 or He and/or ~ 8 hours of baking at 400 °C
[3]. Rather 12pure, low density plasmas ^eff * **̂ *
ng = 4 - 5.10 ) resulted from combining RG in He and baking.

The all-carbon surrounding has demonstrated: that ion im-
plantation and collision-induced release are the main steps of
hydrogen and oxygen recycling [3, 4]. For H, thermal desorption
between discharges is important when Tw > 300 °C. The mechanisms
differ from those prevailing on metal surfaces [5, 6] where, for
H, deposition, thermal diffusion and recombination and, for 0,
oxide formation and reduction by H are the main steps. This ex-
plains the difficulty to analyse recycling in devices with inner
surfaces covered partly by carbon, partly by metal atoms.

During tokamak shots, oxygen is implanted [7, 8] into car-
bonized layers which were initially oxygen-free [3] and buffers
thereafter the 0 concentration in the plasma. The implanted 0 is
removed by brief (10 - 20 min - long) RG discharges in He; the
0 line-radiation decreases by a factor of 4 in the next tokamak
discharge; it reincreases thereafter from shot to shot to the
earlier level. RG discharges in He allow also removing excess D
from a-C:D films.

"Boronization" was tested in TEXTOR [9, 10]: A hydrogen-
rich amorphous layer of boron and carbon (atomic ratio 1/1) was
deposited by an RG discharge in 10 % diborane (I^Hg), 10 % me-
thane and 80 % He. Special precautions were taken because dibo-
rane is toxic and reactive [ll].

Boronization reduced strongly the plasma radiation (factor
> 2) and affected significantly hydrogen recycling. Oxygen VI
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line-radiation decreased by a factor of 6: the 0 concentration
was a factor of ~ 3 lower. Possible reasons for this are discus-
sed in [4, 9, 10], The carbon II line-radiation decreased by
about 40 %: a lower rate of chemical erosion may have been part-
ly compensated by increased physical sputtering (higher edge
temperature).

Plasma density control was easier after boronization: the
recycling coefficient R is usually larger than unity during the
current flat top in TEXTOR at Tw = 150 °C with carbonized wall;
R < 1, making feed-back density control possible, occurs when

Tw > 300 "C; high power ICRH pulses produce density excursions
even at the higher temperatures. Recycling was more favourable
after boronizaiton: R < 1 was obtained at 150 °C and ICRH den-
sity excursions were avoided: feed-back density control could be
systematically used [2].

More work is required to understand the causes of these im-
provements. However, one question arises: can a boronization
layer be erased in a reasonably short time before depositing the
next one, as was done for carbonization? Thick layers might peel
off.

2.2 Particle fluxes to and from the wall

Understanding the SOL, the edge plasma and tokamak beha-
viour in general requires the knowledge of particle fluxes to
and from the wall. This is difficult: small differences between
large fluxes matter (for instance,to evaluate the hydrogen wall
inventory). The fluxes to and from the wall are not necessarily
equal; transient phenomena and redeposition are important.

In TEXTOR, the calibrated gas inlet system and mass resol-
ved measurements [12] yield the rates at which Do (or h^) enters
the plasma and outgasses between discharges [13]. The flux of
hydrogen atoms to the wall is measured by a permeation probe
[14] and also deduced from the enhanced flux of charge-exchange

neutrals caused by short H2 gas pulses made during the dischar-
ge [15]. The hydrogen flux from the limiter or other surfaces
deeper in the SOL, including the wall, is derived from the ra-
dial profile of the H light [16, 17]. A spectral analysis
(Doppler profile) of this^ine, emitted by atoms recycled at the
limiter, has allowed among others [18, 19] evaluating their ve-
locity distribution and the fraction (30 - 50 %) of the incident
hydrogen flux which is directly reflected after impact. This va-
lue agrees with measurements in the laboratory [20]. Redeposited
carbon layers contain significant amounts (D/C ~ 0.4) of deute-
rium [21].
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The hydrogen recycle and wall inventory problems are impor-
tant but so involved, multi-faceted and interrelated that time
will be required to elucidate them fully, even with all necessa-
ry diagnostics available.

Understanding carbon erosion and redeposition is urgent and
crucial since graphite is contemplated as first wall material in
future devices. The C flux from limiters has been measured by
the same spectroscopic method used for H and 0 [16, 17]. Measu-
rements with a sniffer probe equipped with a heatable inner gra-
phite target [22] have demonstrated the importance of chemical
erosion by hydrogen from the plasma. The same conclusion is
drawn from the measurements of the C fluxes from the limiters
[17, 18]. Chemical erosion by hydrogen at the wall had also to

be assumed to explain the redeposition profiles in the SOL
[23, 24]. In addition, chemical erosion by oxygen occurs
[12, 18, 22] but is in principle avoidable if we can reduce the

oxygen contamination. A rapid redeposition of carbon (order of
lO15 atoms/em's) occurs in the SOL. The atoms leave probably the
wall as CH4, are ionized, dissociated in the SOL and guided by
the magnetic field to obstacles situated in the limiter shadow.
Thus a screening effect occurs. The redeposition rate depends on
the distance along field lines between the collector probe and
the next obstacle. When this distance is very large, carbon dif-
fusing out of the plasma is also collected on the deeper-lying
probe.

Results relating to the oxygen fluxes have been mentioned
in § 2.1. The presence of metal ions is continuously surveyed by
their X-ray radiation from the plasma center. TEXTOR is recarbo-
nized whenever their concentrations reach regularly a value hi-
gher than 0.02 %. Impurity collector probes confirm the fact
that the metal fluxes are very low.

3.PROPERTIES OF SOL AND OF EDGE PLASMA

The TEXTOR results concerning the plasma edge have been re-
viewed recently by Samm [18], Differences arising in the presen-
ce of toroidal and poloidal limiters, the influence of the plas-
ma species (H, D, He), the detached and attached plasma condi-
tions, the particle transport and the influence of impurities
are addressed (see also [25, 26]). Lack of space restricts the
present summary to two major points:

Earlier measurements of the ne profiles in the SOL had
shown L25J that the e-folding length \ varied significantly
with the distance (along field lines) fr'om a poloidal limiter.
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These measurements - which agreed with theoretical predictions
[27] - have been repeated [12] and confirmed using the toroi-

dal limiter of which single blades, close or far away from the
diagnostics, had been withdrawn (1.5 cm). This affects only
slightly the toroidal symmetry. Although the steepening of the
profile as one approaches the limiter is - as expected- somewhat
reduced, it is still present and accounts for the rather small
e-folding length \ (0.5 - 0.8 cm) of the heat flux to the limi-
ter which is measured by infrared thermography on the limiter
blades [28].

The small value of X. and X<j implies in turn that the par-
ticle and power fluxes to the toroidal limiter are pronouncedly
modulated along the blades: the D emission varies by about a
factor of 2. This results from the magnetic ripples which dis-
place the flux tubes by about 1.8 mm at the location of ALT II
in TEXTOR. Similar effects are observed by infrared thermography
on the limiter blades [28, 29] /27, 28/ and have been simulated
by numerical methods.

These measurements stress the need to pay great attention
to the details of the magnetic field structure when designing
plasma-facing elements in devices where the power density depo-
sited will be even larger.

4. SAWTOOTH MODULATION OF THE SAFETY FACTOR ON THE MAGNETIC AXIS

In Ohmic discharges exhibiting normal sawtooth activity,
the central safety factor qQ as determined from Faraday rotation
measurements is generally less than one, indicating an intermit-
tent stability or a low-level saturation of the m = 1, n = 1 in-
ternal tearing mode [30]. However, the variation of q0 during a
sawtooth period is difficult to evaluate: the noise level obscu-
res the appearance of sawteeth in the Faraday rotation signals.
This situation is greatly improved by making use of the high re-
producibility of the sawtooth phenomenon under quasi-stationary
discharge conditions in TEXTOR and merging many similar periods
into one representative event with a substantially increased
signal-to-noise ratio.

The discharges considered here fall into the normal opera-
tional range of TEXTOR tiL = 1.75 m, a = 0.46 m, B t = 2T, I =
350 kA) with n = 3 x 10 i y m , T = 1 keV, Z f f< 2 and pulse
lengths of aboirt 3 sec. During the plateau phase, the plasma pa-
rameters are constant to within 3 % from 0.7 to 1.8 sec, and the
soft X-ray emission exhibits a very regular sawtooth modulation
with a period T - 20 msec. Information on the electron density
profile and thespoloidal field distribution is obtained from a
far-infrared interferometer/polarimeter [31] which provides

L IS
[31]
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FIG. I. Sawtooth modulation of (a) phase shifts, and (b) Faraday rotation angles along nine vertical
chords after superposition of290 similar periods and correction for the finite time constant of the acqui-
sition circuits (x is the minimum chord distance from the magnetic axis; the different fall times in the
phase shift and rotation signals are due to different sampling frequencies for the raw data of 5 and
1 kHz, respectively).

phase shifts Aip «/n ds and Faraday rotation angles a=/n B nds
along nine vertical Chords with time resolutions of Z§0^\xsec
and 1 to 10 msec respectively (EL,, is the poloidal field compo-
nent parallel to a probing chord). Whereas the Au -traces show
distinct sawtooth oscillations, the rotation signals merely ex-
hibit random fluctuations, primarily caused by detector noise.
This noise, which is not correlated with the sawtooth phase, can
be reduced by forming a coherent average of similar events (de-
tails on this technique including corrections for the finite
time resolution may be found in Ref. [32]). As an example,
Fig. 1 presents the results obtained by superimposing 290 saw-
tooth cycles detected in five consecutive discharges. For better
visualization, the signals are displayed as a sequence of two
identical events; furthermore, since the rotation angles have
opposite signs on both sides of the magnetic axis, the
a-traces derived in the inner half of the plasma cross-section
have been plotted upside down to avoid any confusion with inver-
ted sawteeth.

A comparison of the coherently averaged phase shift data
with the original signals shows that the characteristic features
of an individual sawtooth are preserved except for precursor os-
cillations, the phase of which is probably only weakly correla-
ted with the sawtooth collapse. Moreover, the coherently avera-
ged rotation signals reveal the expected outward shift of the
magnetic axis during the sawtooth rise phase in accordance with
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FIG. 2. Mean electron density and safety factor versus flux surface radius.

equilibrium theory. Such a shift diminishes the distance between
the outer chord at x+ = + 5.5 cm and the centre and thereby de-
creases the amount of Faraday rotation, whereas for the inner
chord at x_ = - 4.5 cm the opposite occurs. Consequently, the
signal at x_ exhibits a slightly concave shape in contrast to a
somewhat convex waveform observed at x_+ (cf. Fig. K b ) ) . A quan-
titative analysis of this asymmetry yields an outward displace-
ment of the magnetic axis by about 1 mm. This agrees with equi-
librium calculations by means of the Princeton TRANSP code
[33] using electron density and temperature data measured in

TEXTOR before and after a sawtooth collapse. Note that small
random motions of the plasma, uncorrelated with the sawtooth
phase, are eliminated by the signal averaging.

In order to analyse the data of Fig. 1 in terms of local
density and field variations, we split ng and Bp into time-inde-
pendent mean values and in fluctuating components. Then we de-
termine these mean profiles fie(r) and 6p(r,9) from the time-ave-
raged phase shift and rotation signals punder the assumptions of
eccentric circular flux surfaces and constant density on a given
surface (r is the surface radius and 9 denotes the poloidal ang-
le; for further details see Ref. [3l]). The resulting q{r) pro-
file has a central vaUie of 0.77 ± 0.12 (see Fig. 2). Next, we
deduce the modulation ri (r,t) of the electron density distribu-
tion from the sawtooth Sscillations of the phase shifts by a se-
quence of Abel inversions where we include phase shift signals
obtained from comparable discharges with 6 slightly different
major radii. Thereby, we expand our 9-channel instrument to 54
virtual chords. The local density perturbation has a relative
amplitude in the centre of An /ft = 0.075. The inversion ra-
dius at r = 14 cm is close to fffe radius of the q = 1 surface as
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FIG. 3. Deviation of the electron density from the mean profile at ten equidistant times during a saw-
tooth period.

determined from Bp (see Fig. 3). The structure in n (r,t) for
r > 25 cm is presently not well understood but is possibly in-
fluenced by a sawtooth-correlated release of particles from the
carbonized wall, the recycling coefficient of which is close to
orie. Finally,A we calculate the density-induced oscillations
a (x,t) <= jn B nds and reduce the ̂ observed Faraday rotation
signals of Fi%.p lb to the components a (x,t) = |n B ,ds that are
due to poloidal field changes only. The results *are shown in
Fig. 4. Distinct field-induced variations are observed along the
inner chords, whereas the beams passing outside r/a - 0.5 are
affected by density changes only. The sawtooth-like shape of
the a -traces clearly indicates a rapid field redistribution du-
ring the sawtooth collapse.

A detailed reconstruction of El (r,Q,t) is prevented by the
small number of chords probing the p°lasma core region and by the
extreme sensitivity of the waveforms with respect to a displace-
ment of the magnetic surfaces. Therefore we estimate the varia-
tion throughout a sawtooth^period by, a simple model calculation.
We assume a perturbation v'(r.t) = \> (t)[l-(r/r1) ] of the rota-
tional transform inside^the radius 9^ of the q = 1 surface. We
can then reproduce the oL - signals of the two innermost chords
quite accurately, if Z (t) increases linearly during the quies-
cent sawtooth rise phase by about 0.65. Relating this amplitude
to the mean axial valued = 2V?j = 8.2, we obtain a relative
change of about 8 %, i.e. s ± 4 % Ground the average value. This
is not large enough for the central safety factor to become uni-
ty after a sawtooth collapse. Thus, our measurements evidence
the occurence of a fast reconnexion and possibly stochastizisa-
tion of magnetic field lines during regular sawtooth activity in
Ohmic discharges, but they contradict an unlimited growth of the
m = 1, n = 1 tearing mode as suggested by Kadomtsev [34]. Pre-
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FIG. 4. Sawtooth modulation of the Faraday rotation signals separated into (a) density induced oscilla-

tions, and (b) changes due to poloidal field variations.

sently work is in progress to corroborate these findings by a
more detailed analysis of the poloidal field oscillations using
an improved spatial resolution and supplementing the Faraday ro-
tation diagnostic with highly resolved soft X-ray [35] and ECE
measurements ^36] to gain additional information on the internal
mode structure.
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Abstract

RESONANT ISLAND DIVERTOR EXPERIMENTS ON TEXT.
The first experimental tests of the resonant island divertor (RID) concept have been carried out

on the Texas Experimental Tokamak (TEXT). Modular perturbation coils produce static resonant mag-
netic fields at the tokamak boundary. The resulting magnetic islands are used to guide heat and particle
fluxes around a small scoop limiter head. An enhancement in the limiter collection efficiency over the
non-island operation, as evidenced by enhanced neutral density within the limiter head, of up to a factor
of four is obtained. This enhancement is larger than one would expect given the measured magnitude
of the cross-field particle transport in TEXT. It is assumed that electrostatic perturbations occur which
enhance the ion convection rate around the islands. Preliminary experiments utilizing electron cyclotron
heating (ECH) in conjunction with RID operation have also been performed.

The first experimental tests of the resonant island divertor (RID)
[1] concept have been carried out on TEXT. In the RID, a magnetic
island resonant at the tokamak edge is used to guide heat and particle
flux around the leading edge of a mechanical limiter, thereby enhancing
particle exhaust and survivability of a potential pumped-limiter struc-
ture. The magnetic topology has similarity to the conventional poloidal
divertor, but with greatly relaxed engineering requirements since the

Present address: Institute of Plasma Physics, Nagoya University, Nagoya, Japan.
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FIG. 1. (a) TEXT torus layout indicating EML coil module positions and location of movable limiter.
TEXT major and minor radii are 1.0 and 0.26 m, respectively; (b) detail of graphite limiter head.

external perturbation coils need only produce \8B/B\ ~ 10 3 in the
RID. (Of course, the shear is much less in the RID.) Another proposed
advantage of the RID is that an H-mode might be obtained with the
simplified perturbation coils [2].

The modular resonant perturbation coil set installed on TEXT was
designed for ergodic magnetic limiter (EML) experiments, which have
shown promising results [3,4,5]. This coil set also produces a sufficient
level of coherency (unoverlapped island domains) to allow experimental
tests of the RID with a small scoop limiter. Our preliminary tests [6]
showed promise in particle ducting and heat flux control. Movement
of the limiter location to a more favorable toroidal position relative to
the magnetic island has resulted in substantially improved performance
as described here. Figure l(a) indicates the EML coil layout on TEXT
along with the toroidal location of the radially movable limiter [Fig.
l(b)]/ A hot filament ionization neutral density gauge is located in the
scoop limiter head, giving a fast response measurement of the collected
neutral particles. An infrared camera views the front face of the limiter
from the bottom of the torus is used to infer the surface temperature of
the limiter face.

A substantial improvement in the particle collection efficiency re-
sults from the RID action. Typical discharge characteristics are dis-
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FIG. 2. Pressure rise in limiter chamber (P) due to magnetic islands generated by EML coils. (JH is
the EML coil current.) The increase occurs only while q is such that the island resonant radius is at
the limiter radius.

played in Fig. 2. The EML coil current is pulsed on (/H in Fig. 2) once
the discharge has reached steady state. The neutral pressure within the
limiter head (P) doubles due to the action of the magnetic islands on
particle flux control. (The limiter head pressure equilibration time for
a step change in the plasma source is only ~ 3 msec.) In this discharge
the q value is swept in time by gradually dropping the plasma current
(7p). For this case, the primary island resonance is at the m=l'jn—1
surface, that is, where q = 3.5. The rise and fall in the pressure oc-
cur as the island structure sweeps by the collection aperature of the
movable limiter. Mappings of this magnetic structure (based upon the
actual perturbation coil geometry and the experimental discharge pa-
rameters) at the two times indicated in Fig. 2 are displayed in Fig. 3.
The m—ljn—2 island "brackets" the aperture during the period of en-
hanced plasma collection. Pressure increases due to the RID of up to a
factor of 4 have been obtained.
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FIG. 3. Mappings of field structure at the two times indicated in Fig. 2. The m = 7/n = 2 island is
seen to pass by the limiter aperture during the period of increased plasma collection.

This effect is clearly a resonant phenomenon, as expected, in that
the increase occurs only at q values near the resonant q value. (At
q — 3.2 on the limiter front face, q ~ 3.5 at the limiter aperture.) Vary-
ing the limiter radius requires a different Ip to achieve the resonant q as
expected. Reversing the direction of In places an x point on the aper-
ture rather than the o point for all conditions the same. This reversed
situation gives no observable pressure rise.

Interestingly, the pressure increase is greater in helium discharges
than in hydrogen. Empirically, TEXT has found better particle con-
finement time with helium compared to hydrogen, indicating a lower in-
trinsic cross-field transport in helium. Any transport mechanism which
moves particles across the field lines competes with the desired RID
particle control.

Measurements with the infrared camera confirm that heat is di-
verted off the limiter face in the presence of the magnetic island. Also,
a fiber optic threaded down the limiter shaft viewing the region inside
the aperture collector shows a significant increase in the ha recycling
h'ght due to the enhanced plasma collection.

Although the pumped limiter enhancements are qualitatively as
predicted, one cannot justify the magnitude given the small island
widths in TEXT. The measured intrinsic cross-field diffusion should
transport an ion across an island long before it circulates the island
due to motion parallel to the field lines, thus washing out any particle
channeling action. Presently, our working model is that island induced
perturbations in the electrostatic field cause ions to circulate the is-
lands much more rapidly due to the SE X B drift, being independent
of parallel motion and transporting impurities as rapidly as the pro-
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tons. This electrostatic perturbation results from the response of the
electrons to the magnetic perturbations; the electron thermal velocity is
large enough, compared with the intrinsic transport motion across the
field lines, such that the electrons recognize the static perturbation [3].
In contrast, ions only recognize the resulting electrostatic perturbation.
Perturbed potentials of order 8<j>/Ta ~ 1 around the magnetic islands
are large enough to greatly enhance the island circulation rate of the
ions.

Experiments have been carried out with ECH on TEXT, using
200 kW of 60 GHz gyrotron power at the source. A significant enhance-
ment of the RID head pressure is obtained with ECH resonant at the
center of the discharge. Investigations are underway to understand this
combined effect.
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Abstract

RESONANT HELICAL DIVERTOR EXPERIMENT USING LARGE m/n = 3/1, 4/1 ISLANDS IN
THE JIPP T-IIU TOKAMAK.

The object of the Helical Island Divertor Experiment (HIDEX) on the JIPP T-IIU
tokamak is to examine the effects of placing a pump limiter in a 3/1 or 4/1 magnetic island generated
near the plasma edge by two toroidally localized m = 3 multipole coils. The HIDEX tests whether this
divertor geometry can act to increase the removal efficiency of the pump limiter, while simultaneously
reducing the heat load to the blade edges. Experimentally, it is found that, when an island 0-point sur-
rounds the HIDEX Umiter blade, the heat load and plasma recycling on the blade edges and front face
are reduced, the recycling at the neutralizer surface behind the limiter increases and the carbon impuri-
ties in the plasma are reduced.

The Helical Island Divertor Experiment ( HIDEX ) on the JIPP

T-IIU tokamak is a test of a resonant helical divertor ( RHD )

concept first proposed by Karger and Lackner[l] and tried (on a

small scale) on TEXT[2]. When the blade of a pump limiter is

inserted into the O-point of a magnetic island, field lines that

make up the island boundary are diverted around the blade.

Particles following these field lines can then be removed by

pumping, while the heat load to the limiter blade is reduced.

General Atomics, San Diego, California 92138-5608, United States of America.
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JIPP T-IIU ( minor radius = 0.25 m, major radius R = 0.93 m,

toroidal field B. < 3 T, plasma current I < 300 kA ) is equipped

with two sets of toroidally localized m = 3 multipole field

coils. These coil currents produce a magnetic perturbation

mainly composing of m/n = 3/1, 2/1, 2/2 and 4/1 modes [3] which

resonate with certain rational q surfaces in the plasma,

resulting in large magnetic islands at q = 3 and q = 4 near the

plasma edge (Fig.l). Rough measurements of the island widths are

in agreement with numerical field line mappings that predict

values of 15 ~ 25 mm for m/n = 3/1 or m/n = 4/1 islands

for typical operationing conditions of I = 250 kA, B = 2.7 T

and a helical current I, = 6 kA. These widths are more than 10

times the Larmor radius of D present near the edge. The HIDEX

pump limiter head has a curved graphite blade ( 10 mm thick, 220

mm poloidal by 160 mm toroidal ) which is designed to fit inside

these islands and acts as the main limiter for the plasma.

m/n = 4/1
ISLAND

m/n = 3/1
ISLAND

-180
POLOIDAL ANGLE

FIG. 1. Magnetic field mapping showing the formation of m/n = 3/1 and 4/1 magnetic islands near
the plasma edge. Plasma parameters are B, = 2.4 T, Ip = 170 kA and Ik = 6 IcA.
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FIG. 2. Comparison of surface temperatures of midplane limiter blade edge (ion drift side) for
m/n = 311 island X- and O-points on limiter blade and for Ih = 0. (a) For Ohmic heating, the blade
temperature is much higher for the X-point or Ih = 0 cases than for the 0-point case, (b) With NBI aux-
iliary heating, X-point operation is again hotter although the differences are not so great.

The temperature rise of the HIDEX limiter blade edge, as

measured with an infrared video camera, is much less when the

O-point of an island surrounds the blade than when I. is zero or

reversed to produce an island X-point at the blade. Figure 2(a)

compares the temperatures for operations with I. = + 6 and 0 kA

with ohmic heating only and a q value at the blade of q = 3.

Figure 2(b) is a comparison between two shots with an additional

100 ms of net 500 kW NBI auxiliary heating. The 0-point

operation again results in a lower blade temperature although the

difference with the X-point is smaller. For operation with the
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FIG. 3. High speed video photographs of the HIDEX limiter head in total visible light from the electron
drift side: (a) for the limiter blade centred in an m/n = 4/1 island 0-point; and (b)for the blade centred
in an X-point. The light is much brighter and located in the centre part of the head for the X-point case.

blade between islands ( e.g., q = 3.5 ), little or no difference

in temperature is observed. The plasma density and carbon

radiation strongly increase during the time the X-point is on the

limiter, probably due to ablation of carbon from the limiter.

The lack of a corresponding increase in oxygen radiation also

indicates that the carbon is coming from the pump limiter rather

than the impurity gases adsorbed on the other surfaces of the

vacuum chamber. In other cases, however, there is no

significant change in the amount of carbon in the plasma. These

results verify that the heat load to the blade is minimized when

the blade is set inside the 0-point.

A high speed video camera with various interference filters

is also used to view the HIDEX limiter head during plasma

discharge. Photographs in Fig.3 are taken in total visible

light, averaged for 10 ms beginning 200 ms into discharge. For

Fig.3(a) the 0-point of a 4/1 island is centered on the limiter,

and for Fig.3(b) the X-point is on the same location. The

visible light signal is brightest at the middle part of the blade

in the X-point case, confirming that the pattern of outward power
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flow by plasma particles is changed by the formation of

island and concentrated in the region around the X-point. The

presence of a 3/1 island on the limiter has the same effect.

A D detector viewing the limiter blade from the rear shows
a

a noticeably bigger signal ( i.e., greater recycling at the

neutralizer surface behind the limiter ) for the 4/1 island

0-point on the blade than for an O-point which is slightly

displaced radially inward. The plasma temperatures ( T^ , T g )

and their profiles are not greatly different for operations with

and without the helical field perturbation. When the HIDEX

limiter is inserted, Ti, Cr and Fe K -line intensities become
a

very weak probably due to less interaction between the core

plasma and the vessel wall. The helical field perturbation

suppresses naturally occurring small MHD activity and flattens the

frequency spectrum, which is peaked at the m/n = 2/1 mode when

the helical field is zero.

In conclusion, large magnetic islands are formed in the edge

of the JIPP T-IIU plasma by the resonant interaction of the

external helical field with the q = 3 and q = 4 flux surfaces.

Surrounding the HIDEX limiter blade with the O-point of one of

these islands changes the outward power flow from the core

plasma, resulting in less heat load to the blade than when

islands are not present.
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Abstract

INVESTIGATIONS ON THE MT-1 TOKAMAK.
The intensity of the impurity atomic line measured in the instrumented limiter chamber is used

to determine the impurity containment time. By using the scaling law for the impurity containment time,
Zeff can be determined. Measurement of the radial distributions of plasma ions and impurities in the
scrape-off layer shows a strong coupling between the transports of the different particles. MicroChannel
plate (MCP) based tokamak soft X-ray diagnostics have been built and operated successfully. Special
features of the disruptive instabilities are observed, owing to the extended energy sensitivity from the
UV region to a few keV.

1. INTRODUCTION

The MT-1 tokamak is a small research tokamak with a restricted number of
access ports. The main characteristics of the tokamak are: R<, = 40 cm, a = 9 cm,
B, = 1 T, Imax = 35 kA. The discharge duration is 7 = 9 ms.

Non-intrinsic impurity transport and instabilities which are connected, on the
one hand, to edge plasma investigations and, on the other, to magnetic island forma-
tion, are investigated by using laser blow-off impurity injection, an instrumented
limiter, visible monochromators, soft X-ray pinhole and visible CCD cameras, elec-
tric and magnetic probes, erosion and deposition probes.

2. NON-INTRINSIC IMPURITY CONFINEMENT MEASUREMENTS

The plasma is limited to a radius of 75 mm by a movable rail limiter of pumped
limiter construction [1].

1 Central Institute for Electron Physics of the Academy of Sciences of the GDR, 1086 Berlin,
Hausvogteiplatz 5/7, GDR.

2 I.V. Kurchatov Institute of Atomic Energy, Moscow, USSR.
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The radiation of the different atoms can be observed in front of the neutralizing
plate (Fig. 1) projecting this volume on the entrance slit of a monochromator and
using a photomultiplier.

A laser blow-off burst of sodium atoms is injected into the plasma edge at an
angle of 180° toroidally and poloidally, relative to the position of the limiter. The
place of the deposition of the non-intrinsic impurity ions can be calculated by using
the electron density distribution measured also by the blow-off burst of atoms [2],
the centre of mass and the thermal velocity of the burst.

If the non-intrinsic ions are deposited inside the limiter radius, the ions penetrate
into the core plasma and are subsequently ionized. Afterwards, the multiple charged
ions effuse into the edge plasma where they are accelerated to the limiter chamber.
If the ions are deposited mainly in the scrape-off layer (SOL), they diffuse along the
field lines straight into the limiter.

In our case, the impurity ions are deposited by the blow-off burst inside the
limiter radius.

An increase in the intensity (light signal) of the sodium atom resonance line in
the limiter chamber indicates the arrival of the injected ions.

The light signal (V) in the limiter chamber is delayed by about one millisecond
relative to the time of injection (t,) and decreases exponentially (Fig. 2). The
e-folding time varies in the ms region, depending on the plasma conditions. By using
the scaling law for the impurity confinement time [3], Zeff can be calculated; it is
found to be 1.8-2.5, which are reliable values.

3. COLLECTOR PROBE MEASUREMENTS

Particle fluxes of the background plasma ions and of the impurities at the plasma
edge have been examined by a bidirectional solid probe which could be positioned
by using a sample transfer system in the SOL plasma at the torus top side that is toroi-
dally opposite to the active sector limiter [4]. In addition to the intrinsic particle
fluxes, those of the test impurities which were injected by laser blow-off [5] or from
a biased erosion probe [4] have been investigated.

The following observations were made: At this location there exists only a slight
toroidal asymmetry of the particle fluxes of the background plasma ions and the
injected impurities which is generally less than 30% (Fig. 3).

These particle fluxes decayed radially with an e-folding length of 12 mm. The
similar directional and radial dependence of the fluxes of the background plasma ions
and the injected impurities indicates that impurity transport at the plasma edge is
strongly coupled to the dynamics of the background plasma [6].

For many exposures, the intrinsic impurities showed a behaviour that is quite
similar to that of the test impurities and background plasma ions for many exposures.
However, there were also cases for which deviations from this behaviour occurred.
These deviations can be attributed to direct transport of local impurity influxes from
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FIG. I. Instrumented limiter with optical observation. NPI and NP2 are the neutralizing plates of the
ion and the electron side, respectively. MON: monochromator; MPL: photomultiplier.
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FIG. 2. Intensity of optical atomic line of injected impurity atom versus time in the instrumented limiter
chamber in front of the neutralizing plate.

the wall to the collector probe [6]. The cause of the temporary occurrence of these
local influxes is not yet clear.

4. SOFT X-RAY MEASUREMENTS USING MCP DETECTORS

The internal structure of a tokamak plasma can be well analysed by measuring
its soft X-ray radiation along different chords.
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FIG. 3. Radial distribution of plasma ions (H+), injected impurities (Pt and Na) and intrinsic impuri-
ties (Fe and Mo) in the scrape-off layer of the MT-1 tokamak.

In small tokamaks the electron temperature is usually a few hundred eV; thus
the sensitivity in the low energy range, along with the small size of the detector sys-
tem, is important. Choosing detectors the solution to this demand demand can be the
microchannel plate (MCP) detector [7]. With one MCP detector, the soft X-ray radia-
tion can be measured along ten to twenty chords. By carefully adjusting the condi-
tions of measurement a time resolution of a few ps can be reached.

In the soft X-ray pinhole camera using MCP as detector the radiation emitted
from the plasma goes through a thin (0.7-3 pxa) aluminium foil and is projected to
the MCP detector by a small aperture. The MCP converts an incident photon to
several electrons. These electrons are collected by the anodes. The output signals are
digitized and stored in a minicomputer.

The measured soft X-ray radiation distributions are shown in Fig. 4 for a stable
tokamak discharge at a fixed instant of time. The different curves represent different
absorber foils. The peak emissivity is normalized. The distribution is more peaked
for thicker foils, showing an increasing temperature towards the centre of the plasma
column. Although for 0 and 0.7 /tm foils the detector is sensitive to the radiation
below a few hundred eV, for normal tokamak discharges the radiation is this range
of energies is proportional to the higher energies; thus the measured distribution
resembles the one measured by silicon detectors.

The situation changes if disruptive instabilities are present. During such insta-
bilities the MCP detector measures substantially different signals. At the moment of
the disruption, usually a large flash is observed. This flash is more pronounced for
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FIG. 4. Measured line integrated emissivity distributions using different Al absorber foils for stable
tokamak discharge. The curves are normalized to the peak values. The tokamak centre lies between
chords 6 and 7; chords I and 12 are displaced 5 cm from the centre.
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FIG. 5. Measured soft X-ray signals for silicon and MCP detectors of a tokamak discharge with
periodic disruptions.

thinner absorber foils but can be observed even for 3 (im foil. The silicon detector
soft X-ray measurements showed these flashes only in some special cases with small
amplitude. For 0 and 0.7 jtm foils, the signals much more resemble the bolometric
total radiation signals than the silicon detector signals. This shows that a significant
part of the total radiated power comes in the low energy range during disruptions.
This is illustrated in Fig. 5.

The time resolution of the MCP soft X-ray diagnostics has been estimated on
the basis of the measured photon statistics. In the given geometry, this turned out
to be a few ps. Placing the MCP detector closer to the plasma time resolution of 1 (is
could be obtained. During the first experiments, 25-30 kHz disruption precursor
oscillations were measured.
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Abstract

EDGE TURBULENCE DURING THE COMBINED LOWER HYBRID/OHMIC HEATING
REGIMES ON THE CASTOR TOKAMAK.

An electrostatic turbulence of the edge plasma is studied on the CASTOR tokamak by a triple
Langmuir probe with an analog correlator, allowing the levels of density and poloidal electric field
fluctuations to be monitored, together with a radial turbulent flux. A significant stabilization of the
fluctuations during the combined lower hybrid/inductive current drive regime (LHCD/OH) suggests an
improvement of particle confinement. This is independently supported by spectroscopical data,
indicating a substantial enhancement of the global particle confinement time ( ~ 2 x ) during the
LHCD/OH part of the discharge.

1. INTRODUCTION

Recent OH tokamak experiments (e.g. in Ref. [1]) suggest a close correlation
between edge particle transport and electrostatic turbulence. The radial turbulent
particle flux, T = <6nSvr>, caused by cross-field drift 5vr = 6Ep/B, (Sn, Svr, 5Ep

are fluctuating parts of the plasma density, radial particle velocity and poloidal elec-
tric field respectively, Bt is the toroidal magnetic field) has been found to be
directed outward. The turbulent flux T at r = a is comparable to the total radial
particle flux through the outermost closed magnetic surface rspec = an<,/(2TP), where
TP is the global particle confinement time. The scaling of the two quantities is
similar.

The study of transport processes during lower hybrid current drive (LHCD)
regimes has only begun recently, but there are some indications that, in regimes with
combined lower hybrid and inductive current drives (LHCD/OH), the particle con-
finement is improving when additional RF power at the moderate level of
PRF < P0H is applied to the OH target plasma [2, 3].

1 Institute of Physics, Georgian Academy of Sciences, Tbilisi, USSR.
2 Institute of General Physics, Academy of Sciences of the USSR, Moscow, USSR.
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A quantitative improvement in particle confinement has been observed on the
CASTOR tokamak as well [4], together with a simultaneous decrease in the level of
electrostatic turbulence. The experimental evidence of these facts is reported here in
greater detail.

2. EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT

The experiment was performed on the CASTOR tokamak (R = 40 cm,
a = 8.5 cm are the major and minor radii, r = 9 ms is the pulse length). Electro-
static fluctuations were studied in the regime with a toroidal magnetic field of
B, = 1 T and plasma current of Ip = 12 kA. The operation without pulsed gas
puffing is preferred to reach a reproducible low density regime (n<. < 1019 m~3),
favourable for an efficient LH current drive. The RF power (PRF = 40 kW,
f = 1.23 GHz) was launched via a three-waveguide multijunction grill (phaseshift
<f> = 90° between adjacent waveguides) into the quasi-stationary target OH plasma.

The electrostatic edge turbulence is experimentally investigated by a movable
triple Langmuir probe, located 180° toroidally away from the grill. The probe tips
are arranged in the form of a triangle with distances of 2 mm. The two poloidally
separated tips are on floating potential and serve to determine the poloidal electric
field fluctuations. The density fluctuations are deduced from the ion saturated current
on the third tip. Following [1], the electron temperature fluctuations are assumed to
be negligible. For an absolute measurement of turbulent quantities, the local value
of Te should, however, be determined independently of the I-V characteristics of a
probe. An analog correlation connected to the triple probe allows, in an autocorrela-
tion mode, the root mean square values of fluctuating quantities denoted by ' ~ ' to
be measured. By the second mode of operation of the correlator, the radial turbulent
flux T can be determined as a cross-correlation between the n and Ep fluctuations.

The density fluctuations at four discrete wavenumbers k± = 6, 12, 24 and
34 cm"1 are monitored by a microwave scattering device (X = 2.6 mm). The
scattering volume can be shifted vertically, shot by shot, from the plasma centre
to r = a.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

3.1. Fluctuation induced transport and particle confinement

OH discharge: The particle losses can be characterized by a radial particle flux
rspec, deduced, as usual, from the density/spectroscopic data (an example is shown
in Fig. l(a)). The typical value of rspec = (1-2) X 1020 m^-s"' (corresponding to
the global particle confinement time of 1 to 2 ms) should be compared with a turbu-
lent flux measured at the outermost closed magnetic surface to estimate the role of
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turbulent flux. The triple probe was located at the bottom of the torus at r = 85 mm (limiter radius).

the electrostatic fluctuations in the edge particle transport on the CASTOR tokamak.
However, in the case of CASTOR, the quantitative comparison is rather complicated
because of the poloidal asymmetry of the turbulent flux, as the turbulent flux meas-
ured at the bottom part of the torus Tb(a) (Fig. l(b)) is roughly one third the flux
T'(a) measured at the top part. Therefore, the comparison can only be made after
rough averaging of T(a) in the poloidal plane T(a) = (r'(a) + Tb(a)/2 s 2 rb(a).
The satisfactory agreement between T(a) and rspec suggests that electrostatic turbu-
lence should represent an important contribution to particle transport in the edge
plasma of the CASTOR tokamak.
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This and other features of the OH edge turbulence in CASTOR are similar to
features observed in other low-/3 tokamak plasmas [1].

LHCD/OH discharge: After applying additional RF power to the OH target
plasma, typically more than one half the plasma current is driven by LH waves. This
is demonstrated in Fig. l(a) by a decrease in the loop voltage. Simultaneously, the
density decay is substantially reduced during the combined LHCD/OH phase of the
discharge. Spectroscopic data indicate that neither a neutral influx (from the wall,
limiters or the RF antenna) nor an additional ionization of impurity ions is responsible
for this behaviour of the density. Therefore, the effect of density stabilization is
assumed to be the result of an enhancement of the global particle confinement time
by a factor of two. The improvement of the particle confinement was independently
deduced from a decrease in the density gradient scale length Ln at the plasma edge
during LHCD/OH [5].

At the same time, the levels of fluctuation and, consequently, the turbulent flux
decrease substantially during LHCD/OH (Fig. l(b)). This is consistent with the
improvement of the global particle confinement time. At present, it is, however,
difficult to compare the suppression of fluctuations and the improvement of confine-
ment more quantitatively, as the turbulent flux F(a) was available only at one poloidal
angle, for the LHCD/OH regimes.

It should be emphasized here that edge turbulence suppression is found to be
approximately independent of the mutual position of triple probe and RF antenna.
Hence, the effect is supposed to be toroidally symmetric.

3.2. Characteristic features of edge turbulence during LHCD/OH

At present, we cannot explain the observed effect without being too speculative.
Therefore, in this subsection, we present only a brief, point by point, summary
of the experimental results, which may contribute to some understanding of the
mechanism of edge turbulence suppression during LHCD/OH:

(1) In addition to the decrease in the fluctuation levels, a decrease in the correlation
between density and Ep fluctuations is observed. The cross-correlation coeffi-
cient CnE = Bt r/fiEp decreases from - 0 . 3 (OH value) to - 0 . 2 (LHCD/OH
value).

(2) The suppression of density fluctuations as measured by a microwave scattering
(MS) technique is generally less pronounced than the Langmuir probe data
(Fig. 2). This may indicate that, in particular, low wavenumber fluctuations are
affected during LHCD/OH since in our case the MS device only monitors
density fluctuations with k± > 6 cm"1. .

(3) The relative drop of the poloidal electric field fluctuations during LHCD/OH,
defined as

A = 1 - Ep
RF/E°H
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FIG. 2. Suppression of density fluctuations as seen by microwave scattering (Ps curve) and by the
Langmuir probe (H2(a) curve). Both diagnostics see the top part of the torus. The MS data correspond
to the wavenumber k± = 6 cm'1. The time evolution of the local electron density (ne(a)} is shown for
comparison.

(for the meaning of EpF>0H see Fig. 3(a)) shows a broad maximum in the
limiter region (Fig. 3(b)). It should be noted that the relative drop of the Ep

fluctuations decreases smoothly towards the plasma centre. This demonstrates
that the suppression of Ep fluctuations takes place inside an essential portion of
the plasma edge.

(4) The spectral characteristics of the edge turbulence during the LHCD/OH
regime are shown in Fig. 4. The Ep fluctuations and the radial turbulent flux
are suppressed in a broad frequency range while the density fluctuations
are suppressed only in the lower part of the frequency spectrum
(<o/2ir < 100 kHz). This behaviour seems to be rather peculiar from the point
of view of the theory of density gradient driven turbulence.

(5) Together with the suppression of electrostatic edge turbulence, a significant
stabilization of poloidal magnetic field fluctuations (as measured by an array of
Mirnov coils in the limiter shadow) was observed (Fig. 5). Suppression of
MHD activity during LHCD/OH, but specified as m = 2 mode stabilization,
has been reported earlier from the Petula-B tokamak [6].
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FIG. 3. (a) Example for the time evolution of the root mean square values of Ep fluctuation for the
definition of the relative drop of fluctuation level AEp during LHCD/OH:

AEp = 1 - EflE°H

Analogous definitions exist for An and AT.
(b) Radial profile of relative drop of Ep fluctuation level.
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FIG. 4. Relative drop of density An and poloidal electric field AEp fluctuations, together with relative
drop of turbulent flux AT versus frequency. Measurements are shot by shot, using a bandpass filter with

W/2TT = 30 kHz.
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F/G. 5. Temporal evolution of level of magnetic fluctuations measured in 35-65 kHz frequency range.
<£> is an average of signals from a complete array of Mirnov coils.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The suppression of edge electrostatic turbulence is proposed as a candidate
for the improvement of particle confinement, which is routinely observed on the
CASTOR tokamak during combined lower hybrid/inductive current drive. However,
understanding the turbulence suppressing mechanism needs additional data on edge
turbulence in this regime of operation.
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Abstract

GLOBAL POWER BALANCE AND LOCAL HEAT TRANSPORT IN JET.
Global energy confinement analysis shows that both off-set linear and power law dependences

of energy content versus input power can represent JET data. Results of the analysis are presented for
the bulk and for selected subsets of data. Studies of local energy fluxes with both interpretative and
predictive transport codes show that local transport models implying profile resilience and, in particular,
a 'critical gradient' model, lead to satisfactory description of JET results in most regimes. The
limitations of these, as well as of other plasma transport models used to simulate JET discharges, are
pointed out.

1. INTRODUCTION

Several lines are followed at JET to study the crucial issue of
energy confinement. Global energy confinement studies are carried
out on data collected in the JET transport data base. This data
base contains information for most JET discharges, referring to a
wide range of operating conditions [1]. Analysis based on the bulk
of the collected data, and on selected data corresponding to
similar operating conditions,have been carried out. Results are
given in Section 2.

A deeper understanding of the mechanisms of energy confinement
is sought by means of local transport analysis using interpretative
transport codes (ITC). These studies are performed at various
levels of generality and complexity, with different codes. We

1 Inst. de Pesquisas Espaciais and University of Sao Paulo, Brazil.
2 IPP, Garching, FRG.
3 PPPL, Princeton, New Jersey, USA.
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report in Section 3 results of a study of the local heat flux q =
qe + q^ for ICRF heated discharges with long sawtooth-free periods
("monster" sawteeth). In the same Section we shall report on the
analysis of local electron and ion heat fluxes qe and q^ for a wide
range of plasma regimes.

Predictive transport codes (PTC) have been extensively used at
JET to test models for q and q̂  . Two kinds of PTC have been
developed and used: simplified 1-D steady state and complete, time-
dependent 1%-D (i.e. transport equations coupled to the mhd
equilibrium equation). The steady state approach allows quick
checks of models on a wide range of discharges. More demanding
tests in time-dependent situations are carried out with complete
PTC's for a subset of representative discharges. Results of
simulations with PTC are reported in Section A.

2. ANALYSIS OF GLOBAL ENERGY CONFINEMENT

JET has extended the parameter range for confinement scaling
studies further than other devices in many directions [1-5], yet
important questions remain open. The first is whether the
dependence of plasma energy content W on total power input P ô1- is
better approximated by a power law:

W = g (PtQt - dW)
0, a = 0.5 (1)

or by an offset linear law:

W - W° + W P t o t " fjf> («
Here g, W° and the incremental confinement time T- C are assumed to
be represented by power laws of relevant global plasma quantities
such as plasma current I , toroidal magnetic field BT, line
(volume) average density n (<n>), major radius R, minor radius a,
plasma elongation K = b/a, etc.

Both assumptions (1) and (2) lead to scaling laws for W, or for
the energy replacement time Tg = W/(PtQt - dW/dt), with a similar
goodness of fit to the available data. The best scaling laws
represent the bulk of the experimental values of Tg or W with a
rather large "dispersion" (1 ± 30%). This is mainly due to the
effect of various mechanisms that, in addition to local thermal
transport, contribute to the determination of tg (e.g. sawtooth
activity at low (̂  3) boundary values of the safety factor q^,
different power deposition and radiation profiles^etc.). These
mechanisms play a different role in different operating
conditions.

Among the scaling laws derived in the form (1), the Goldston
scaling [6] is in reasonable agreement with JET L-mode data (Fig.
la). An exception is provided by small bore plasmas [5]. JET
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FIG. 1. Observed confinement time T" versus the one predicted by (a) Goldston scaling and
(b) Rebut-Lallia scaling. Data refer to the bulk of 1988 discharges with Pwl > 1.1 P0H, excluding
H-modes.

H-mode data can be well represented by assuming tg = 2tg (Goldston)
[3]. However, no clear dependence on the atomic mass of the main
plasma ions is apparent from the analysis of JET global data.

The Rebut-Lallia scaling [7] is of type (2) and represents both
ohmic and L-mode discharges. Figure lb has been obtained with this
scaling.

It must be noticed that the scaling with the geometrical para-
meters, which is different in the Goldston and Rebut-Lallia laws,
remains an open question and that the dependence of t^nc on plasma
current is being revised (see below).

An improvement in this kind of study is achieved by carrying out
the global energy confinement analysis of selected subsets of
discharges, referring to similar operating conditions. As an
example, the scaling law (2) has recently been investigated for a
set of ICRH power scans in the 1-5 MA current range [8], accounting
for heating efficiency [9] and the effect of sawteeth.

For a series of "monster" sawtooth discharges, it is found that
Tinc i n c r e a s e s l e s s than linearly with current (T• c \ I ), while
it saturates or even decreases for I > 3.5 MA, when sawtooth
stabilisation is not obtained and sawtooth activity plays a role in.
a wide region.
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FIG. 2. Total heat flux q (kW-m~2) versus ne(VTe) (U-m'4) for 'monster' cases at 2 MA (open
circles) and 3.5 MA (crosses); (a) refers to x = 'A, (b) to x = 3A.

3. LOCAL ENERGY TRANSPORT ANALYSIS BY MEANS OF INTERPRETATIVE
TRANSPORT CODES

Analysis of Total Heat Flux

Plasma energy transport has been studied for a series of 110-
ICRF heated discharges with "monsters" by means of an ITC
evaluating the total energy flux through electron and ion channels.
Power scans at I = BT= 2, 2.5, 3, 3.5 (MA,T) have been considered.
For each scan the ICRH power varies from 2 to 14 MW. Data from
these discharges have been selected at times during sawtooth-free
periods subject to the criterion 0 < g^/Pt0^ < 0.4. The total
local heat flux q is modelled at various radii, x = 1/2, 2/3, 3/4,
x being a normalised radial coordinate, by assuming [9,10]:

q = - n X<VT_> - q_ (3)

Here q represents a non-diffusive "heat pinch"; ); is a "total"
heat diffusivity and <VTe> is the flux surface average of VTe. The
data derived for the study of (3) show less scatter than the NBI
data used in [10]. Figures 2a and 2b are plots of q versus n<VTe>.
Only data for 2 and 3.5MA pulses are shown: Figure 2a corresponds
to local values at the half-radius and yields x = 2m2/sec without
any appreciable dependence upon current. Figure 2b showing 3/4
radius data reveals, on the other hand, a current dependence
X = 7.5/1 (MA) mVsec. This result is confirmed by non-linear
regression analysis and is consistent with the result on t^nc for
ICRF discharges mentioned at the end of Section 2. Further
analysis is required to relate it to local theoretical expressions
of electron and ion thermal fluxes.
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Separate Electron and Ion Energy Balances

Analyses of this type have been carried out with the JICS and
TRANSP codes, which may separate qe and q^ either by modelling q^
or by using the available experimental T^ profiles [11]. JICS may
also evaluate local qe and q^ predicted by several theoretical and
empirical models for comparison with the "measured" heat fluxes.

A wide range of plasma regimes is being studied: sawtoothing
L-mode discharges with ICRH, NBI and combined heating; discharges
with ICRH off-axis heating; discharges with "monster" sawteeth;
H-mode cases; experiments at I = 3MA with pellet injection.

One general result is that energy transport is anomalous, and
with a similar spatial dependence for both electron and ions. This
result is confirmed by the time-dependent TRANSP code runs for
H-mode and hot-ion mode discharges [3,5]. In these cases values of
Xj_ as high as 2xe have been found.

Another result is that in the "monster" sawtooth regime no
significant improvement of the central energy confinement is
observed.

Interesting is the analysis of discharges with pellet injection
where a novel, transient JET plasma regime is observed when strong
additional heating is applied towards the end of the current rise
[A]. Strongly peaked sawtooth-free profiles of T e and T i are
established, with T e o and T^o higher than in comparable "monster"
cases. Temperature peaking correlates with density peaking. A
sharp variation of VTe, VT^ (when available) and Vne is observed at
a radius x^ = 0.5 (Fig. 3).

Transport analysis shows that the local energy confinement
improves for x < x_ (leading to a 20-30% improvement in the global
value of Tg): both electron and ion thermal conductivity are
reduced by a factor 2-3 for x < x^.

It is tempting to relate the observed regime to the suppression
of the so-called n^-mode, as a consequence of density peaking. The
value of n^ is uncertain but, in cases where T^ profiles have been
measured, they are similar to those of Te; thus the evaluation of
n. is likely to be a reliable estimate of n,̂ , under reasonable
assumptions on the profile of n^. All estimates of n, and n^ show
that they reach very low values (< 0.5) just after pellet
injection, increasing gradually in time to values in excess of 3 in
the region x < x^ before the end of the good confinement phase
(Fig. 3). This may indicate that n- exceeds the predicted
threshold limit r\^c without noticeable change in energy transport,
or that r)^c is larger than 1.5, a value usually assumed. Notice
that ne >> 3 for x > x_ in these experiments and through almost the
entire plasma cross-section for most JET discharges without
pellets.

Other observations yet to be explained are: the strong reduction
of electron energy transport; the fact that sufficiently vigorous
central heating is required to produce the increase in VTgand VT^,
not observed so far with NBI alone; the mhd events at the end of
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FIG. 3. (a) Experimental profiles ofTe, 7) and ne for a pellet shot (17279). Superscript I refers to the
phase of enhanced confinement (t, = 44.6), superscript 2 to the following 'normal' phase (t2 = 45).
TJ is fr om ECE, n[ from Abel inversion of interferometer data; T2

t and n\ are from Lidar (not
available for phase J); TJ and if from charge exchange spectroscopy. (b) 'Experimental' thermal
conductivity x = X, + ("jV T/n^V Tjxi and values of rje and TJ, at R = 3.4, t = t, and t2. Similar
values of-r\e and ij, are obtained from Lidar data during phase 1 of other discharges. The neoclassical
(Chang-Hinton) value ofxt at t, is given for comparison.

the enhanced confinement phase; the correlation, observed so far,
with the evolution of the current density profile [4].

Comparison of "Experimental" and Theoretical Heat Fluxes

A number of models for local energy transport available in the
literature (see [7,12] and the references quoted in [13]) has been
compared with experimentally determined heat fluxes, in a series of
ohmic, sawtoothing L-mode and "monster" discharges.

Local agreement within a factor of 2 between modelled and
measured heat flux is accepted as fairly good, keeping in mind the
uncertainties in "experimental" fluxes and the strong non-linearity
(e.g. local dependence of xe on VTe) of most theoretical models.

Our results indicate that in the region outside q^ = 1, where
meaningful comparisons are possible, the resistive mhd model (PT
model) [12] and the Rebut-Lallia (RL) model [7] predict energy
fluxes in fair agreement with the observed ones. For the RL model,
the discrepancy increases when VTe approaches the local critical
gradient VCT (typically, near the plasma edge), suggesting that the
transition to low transport below VCT might have to be smooth
rather than sudden. In the same region, pure drift wave models
fail to reproduce radial dependence and magnitude of the measured
fluxes [13,14], The microinstability-profile consistency model of
Tang [13,15], rescaled by a factor 2 is in agreement with JET
data.
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4. SIMULATION OF JET RESULTS WITH PREDICTIVE TRANSPORT CODES

We shall present results obtained with the two transport models
proposed at JET with reference to results from other models. The
RL model [7,12] produces confinement degradation when VTg exceeds a
critical gradient. In the PT model [12,16] confinement degradation
is due to the non-linear dependence of the heat fluxes on the
pressure gradient. In both models Xi = Xe is assumed.

Uncertainties (± 40%) remain in the values of the numerical
constant in the expressions of xe [7,12], determined empirically
and kept fixed for all simulations. Notice that the corresponding
variations of the values of xe> Xi and TR are lower (= ± 20%), as a
result of the non-linear dependence of the models on gradients of
the temperature profiles.

Results of Computer Simulations

Satisfactory results with both models have been obtained when
simulating ohmic discharges, L-mode discharges, "monster" sawteeth
and ICRH off-axis heating cases. They produce resilient T e
profiles in agreement with experiments, without needing ad hoc
modifications, as is the case for models based on drift wave
microinstabilities. The time evolution of global quantities and
temperature profiles following any modification of the input power
is computed correctly by these models. On the other hand, the
"profile consistency" (PC) model in [14] causes a delayed plasma
response especially when power is suddenly switched off. Such a

delay is due to the dependence xe "= J
 Pnet e x dx in the PC model,

P being the net power input profile to the electrons. It is
expected that other PC-related models involving a similar
dependence of xe (and possibly x±)

 on tne power deposition [15],
will exhibit similar shortcomings, while being satisfactory for
quasi-steady-state conditions.

The main uncertainties with both RL and PT models refer to the
plasma core, and show up when attempting to simulate the central
temperature evolution during sawteeth, including "monsters". It is
difficult, however, to establish whether these uncertainties
reflect an intrinsic deficiency of the models or are related to an
inadequate evaluation of quantities such as local shear, non-
thermal component of Vp, local power deposition. Similar problems
appear with most theoretical transport models [13].

As a more demanding test for the models, we performed complete
simulations of H-mode discharges at I = 2,3 and 4 MA, starting from
the ohmic phase. Notice that JET H-modes are non-stationary. The
time evolution of n e has been input from the experimental data
base, while the formation of an edge thermal barrier during the
H-mode has been simulated by transiently increasing the boundary
temperatures T e a, in agreement with a systematic trend in
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t 1st

FIG. 4. Results of simulation ofH-mode discharge at 4 MA. (a) Time evolution of energy content from
models (PT , RL ...) and measurements (magnetic , diamagnetic ) ; (b) Teprofiles at
beginning of H-mode, t = 53.5 (PT , RL .... ECE ) .

measurements (a possible model of the edge thermal barrier
consistent with the RL model is given in [17]). The adopted models
determine the time evolution of the bulk plasma. In these cases
(Fig. 4) the critical gradient model seems to perform better than
the PT one.

The equivalent thermal conductivity of the RL model in the
plasma bulk is, during the H-raode, close to its ohmic value. The
somewhat high values of Zj- obtained with Xi= Xe

 raav indicate that
Xi> Xe> consistent with TRANSP analysis [3]. The model predicts
degradation with increasing power, as experimentally observed, by
the same mechanism as in the L-mode.

No improved confinement in the core region, when density and
temperature profiles are peaked in the first phase of ICRF heating
following pellet injection, is predicted by RL and PT models in
their present formulation. An ad hoc reduction of xe and x± by a
factor = 2.5 in the region x < x_ is required for reasonably good
simulations, in agreement with JICS analysis.

PTC simulations show, consistently with ITC results, that the
assumption X± = a Xe with a ~ 1 [18], does allow a proper
simulation of the relevant quantities, e.g. total energy content
W, T^o and the available T^ profiles. This remains true (with
reduced xe) even for the pellet experiments with good central
confinement. The uncertainty on a is large (a = 0.5-2). The good
performance of models with x± = a Xe should simply be considered as
a statement that x± is anomalous, with a radial dependence similar
to that of xe (possibly introducing the same kind of profile
resilience) and different from the neoclassical one.
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6. CONCLUSIONS

Global energy confinement analysis shows that scaling laws such
as the Rebut-Lallia or the Goldston one allow a fair representation
of JET L-mode results: the question of the dependence of W on
remains open. H-mode data roughly fit a "2 x L-mode" scaling.

The analysis of ICRH discharges shows an incremental confinement
time saturating at the highest currents in JET (I ^ 5MA) as an
effect of sawtooth activity, and increasing less than linearly with
current in the absence of sawteeth. Local analysis is consistent
with these results.

Existing transport models fail to reproduce all plasma regimes
found in JET. However, models that imply profile resilience and
assume x± ~ Xe perform better than others. In particular, the
"critical gradient" model, although it needs to be improved or
completed with other mechanisms in the plasma core, (as shown by
the unpredicted temporary improvement of confinement in pellet
injection cases followed by ICRF), leads to a satisfactory
simulation of most JET regimes and can be considered a useful basis
for prediction of tokamak performance.
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Abstract

SAWTOOTH ACTIVITY AND CURRENT DENSITY PROFILES IN JET.
Extensive investigations of sawtooth activity in JET have led to a major revision of the under-

standing of sawteeth and to further theoretical developments. In addition, experiments with powerful
auxiliary heating have revealed a new plasma regime in which sawteeth are stabilized and quiescent
plasmas are achieved for periods of over 3 s. Measurements of current density profiles using a far
infrared multichannel polarimeter show that the central safety factor q0 may be below unity in normal
sawtoothing plasmas and may reach values as low as 0.6-0.8 during the stable periods. Analysis of pellet
ablation and of density perturbations at rational q surfaces ('snakes') yields further information on the
evolution of the q-profile during sawteeth. These results have significant implications for theories of
the sawtooth instability and for explanations of the sawtooth stabilization.

1. Introduction

In many tokamak plasmas, the sawtooth instability plays a primary role in
determining heating and confinement in the plasma centre. In the
near—ignition regime, now being explored by large tokamak experiments,
sawteeth may cause a substantial reduction of the fusion reactivity and a
spatial redistribution of fusion products. Considerable attention is,
therefore, focussed on the understanding of the instability mechanism and
the investigation of possible stabilization techniques.

Previous studies on JET [1,2] have shown that there are considerable
discrepancies between conventional models of the instability and
experimental observations. In addition, measurements of the central value
of the safety factor q0 in TEXTOR [3] and observations of the 'snake' in
JET [4] suggest that the instability does not involve complete reconnection

1 Flinders University, Bedford Park, 5042 South Australia, Australia.
2 FOM Instituut voor Plasmafysica 'Rijnhuizen', Nieuwegein, Netherlands.
3 Max-Planck-Institut fur Plasmaphysik, D-8046 Garching, Federal Republic of Germany.
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of the plasma centre. More detailed investigations of sawtooth activity in
JET, which are discussed here, together with an analysis of the current and
safety factor profiles, confirm the need for a careful reappraisal of sawtooth
theory.

2. Sawtooth Activity

Sawtooth activity in JET exhibits considerable complexity, with the
sawtooth rise phase often interrupted by one or more subordinate
relaxations and substantial associated mhd activity. In addition, during
some high-power additional heating experiments (with ICRH and/or
NBI), bursts of activity resembling 'fishbones' [5] are observed. Figure 1
shows a sawtooth cycle from a JET plasma with additional heating
(Ip = 5 MA, B ^ = 3.15 T, P R F = 2 MW). Four major commonly
observed phenomena are illustrated : a full sawtooth collapse, a 'slow'
partial collapse, a 'fast' partial collapse, and 'fishbone-like' bursts.

Detailed studies of the sawtooth collapse [6] have shown that it occurs in
two main phases: the sudden appearance of a rapidly growing m=n=l
displacement of the plasma core is followed by a rapid redistribution of
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FIG. 2. Reconstructions of successor oscillations after a full sawtooth collapse using electron cyclotron
emission (ECE) and soft X-ray tomography (SXR). The bar on the time axis indicates the interval over
which ECE measurements are used to reconstruct the contour plot. The SXR contour plot is a 'snapshot'
at one instant during this period.

energy, resulting in a flattening of the central temperature profile on a
timescale of lOO^s. This picture of the collapse, obtained by soft X—ray
tomography, is supported by reconstructions of successor oscillations using
ECE measurements (the former employs measurements from two
perpendicular cameras, the latter exploits the plasma rotation to
reconstruct two-dimensional images from measurements along a single line
of sight through the plasma). Figure 2 compares reconstructions of
successor oscillations of the same collapse by the two techniques. Although
the ECE reconstructions have lower time resolution, they are in agreement
with the soft X—ray results. More detailed analysis confirms the conclusion
[1,2] that the collapse resembles a broad convective flow rather than a
resistive reconnection in a narrow layer.

Certain subordinate relaxations ('fast* partial sawteeth) share some aspects
of the full sawtooth collapse: they occur on a rapid timescale and are
accompanied by large successor oscillations. However, there are important
differences. Whereas the full collapse leads to a convective flow of the hot
plasma centre and the formation of a cold bubble in the plasma core, soft
X—ray tomography and fast ECE temperature measurements reveal that
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partial collapse. The bars on the time axis show the time intervals over which the contour plots were
reconstructed.

these subordinate relaxations generate a m=n=l helical structure which
resembles the conventional picture of a magnetic island [7]. This structure
evolves to form a poloidally symmetric flattened region around the
sawtooth inversion radius, rather than engulfing the plasma core as in the
classic theory of the sawtooth instability. ECE reconstructions of the
successor oscillations of such a collapse are shown in Fig 3.

3. Sawtooth Stabilization

During auxiliary heating experiments, sawtooth activity usually dominates
the evolution of the plasma core, limiting central plasma parameters and
modulating the central electron temperature by up to 50%
(Te(max)/Te(min) - 2). However, under certain conditions, the plasma
undergoes a transition to a regime in which sawteeth are suppressed [8].
This has been observed in limiter plasmas with currents of up to 5 MA
during periods of ICR.F or ICRF + NBI heating, and recently it has also
been obtained in 3 MA H—mode plasmas with NBI heating. In the former
case, the quiescent period has been extended to 3.2s (-7 energy
replacement times), as shown in Fig 4 (Ip = 3 MA, B^,= 3.15T). The
benefits of the regime include a small increase in energy confinement, by
up to 20%, but it appears that the major advantage of sawtooth
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FIG. 4. Behaviour of central electron and ion temperatures during the longest period of sawtooth
stabilization observed in JET.

stabilization in near—ignition plasmas will be an increase in the fusion
power product due to peaking of the density and temperature profiles. This
may be further enhanced by the reactions of non—thermal particles
accelerated by RF fields.

The stable regime is terminated by a normal m=n=l instability, but the
collapse has an inversion radius which may be up to 50% larger than for
normal sawteeth. During the stable period, Faraday rotation measurements
of the q-profile (see below) indicate that q0 falls substantially below unity.
Thus, stabilization is probably not due to non-inductive currents raising q
above 1, but may be caused by the fast particles accelerated by the RF
fields or injected by neutral beams [9].

4. Measurement of Current and Safety Factor Profiles

Recently, measurements of the current density profile have been obtained
using a six—channel polarimeter to determine the Faraday rotation of
far—infrared (195 /an) radiation [10]. It is found that during normal
sawteeth, in both ohmic and additionally heated plasmas, q0 attains values
- 0.8 (± 15%). Furthermore, measurements of the q-profile during stable
periods show that q0 may reach values as low as 0.6 [10]. These results are
supported, within experimental uncertainties, by calculations of the
resistive diffusion of the current (using TRANSP [11]) and by equilibrium
analysis of external magnetic measurements (using IDENTC). Figure 5a
shows the evolution of q0 during a period of sawtooth stabilization
(Ip = 3.3 MA, By = 2.7 T, P#F = 1 0 MW), as determined by polarimetry
and by TRANSP. Two cases are shown for the latter method. The first (a)
assumes that qQ is reset to 1 after each sawtooth collapse and the second
(b) does not. Nevertheless, q0 attains approximately the same value in
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FIG. 5. (i) Behaviour of the central electron temperature during a period of sawtooth stabilization;
(ii) evolution of the central value of the safety factor q0 as deduced from Faraday rotation measure-
ments (polarimelry), and calculations of the resistive diffusion of current under two different assumptions
(see text). Note that the current flat-top started only at 5 s. Safety factor (Hi) and current density profiles
(iv), derived from Faraday rotation measurements, are shown just before the termination of the stable
period (arrowed).

both cases. Current density and q—profiles -300 ms before the collapse
terminating the stable period are also shown. Note that the error bar in the
polarimetry analysis includes some systematic effects (due, for example, to
misalignment relative to the toroidal field and to plasma birefringence)
whose magnitude has been estimated but not yet directly measured.

Experiments with injected pellets have revealed that a very localized
density perturbation with m=n=l topology (the 'snake') can persist for
periods of up to 2s following pellet injection [4]. The geometry of the
structure indicates that it is located at the q=l surface, which, at the time
of the sawtooth collapse, appears to lie very close to the sawtooth inversion
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radius. In addition, the location of the perturbation undergoes a
substantial shift in minor radius (Ar/r - 30%) during a sawtooth period,
from which it is inferred that the position of the q=l surface undergoes a
similar shift. This suggests, in contrast to the Faraday rotation
measurements, the existence of a very flat region in the central q—profile
(since resistive diffusion can Change q in the plasma centre by only a few
percent during the sawtooth ramp phase). On this basis, a parabolic
q—profile would yield a value for qp of 0.97.

Analysis of pellet ablation measurements [12] leads to a similar result.
During pellet injection, a substantial fall in H a and soft X-ray emission is
observed as the pellet crosses the q=l surface . This fall can be explained if
it is assumed that on rational q surfaces the reservoir of electrons capable
of interacting with and ablating the pellet is much lower than on
non—rational q surfaces. This requires that the q=l surface lies in a region
of small shear and, in fact, leads to an estimate of the shear in the vicinity
of the q=l surface. The method yields (dq/dr)q= i = 5xlO"2 m"1 which, for
a parabolic profile, would imply q0 = 0.99.

5. Discussion

In spite of substantial agreement between some of our observations of the
sawtooth collapse and the predictions of the quasi-interchange model [2],
several aspects of the JET results are not explicable in terms of any
existing theory. In particular, it is found that the rate of increase of the
instability growth rate is much too rapid. In addition, the mechanism for
the rapid redistribution of energy which accompanies the collapse is not
understood, although this may involve higher order ideal modes or
small-scale turbulence.

The q—profile is a key parameter, and we have investigated its behaviour
by a number of different techniques. Faraday rotation measurements show
that qo is most probably below 1 in normal sawtoothing discharges, but, at
present, experimental errors do not allow the possibility that q0 ~ 1 to be
excluded. While observations of pellet-induced perturbations suggest
values of q0 close to unity, these measurements are consistent with a
q—profile having a region of low shear in the vicinity of the q=l surface
and a central value of q below 1. No direct comparison of these techniques
under identical conditions has been possible to date, so an analysis of the
consistency of the various methods must await further experiments. In
addition, more detailed resistive diffusion calculations will allow the limits
imposed by experimental uncertainties to be more fully explored.

The observation that a q=l surface exists throughout the sawtooth cycle
conflicts with the assumption that |1—qo | - 10 "2, with q everywhere
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above 1, underlying the explanation of the sawtooth collapse in JET as a
quasi—interchange mode. In addition, significant new problems are raised
by the observation that sawteeth may be stabilized with q0 well below
unity. Complete understanding of this phenomenon requires an adequate
model of the sawtooth instability. A re-evaluation of resistive theory
including diamagnetic and trapped particle effects is, therefore, underway
[13]. A central aspect of this analysis is that the sawtooth collapse leads to
relaxation of the shear at the q=l surface rather than a reconnection to
q=l in the plasma centre.
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Abstract

RESEARCH ON SAWTOOTH OSCILLATIONS AND DISRUPTIONS USING SOFT X-RAY
TOMOGRAPHY.

Sawtooth oscillations and major disruptions in tokamak plasmas are investigated by using the soft
X-ray tomography technique. The colder plasma is carried to the centre by a hydrodynamic flow and
is heated to form a new hot spot during the sawtooth crash phase. The old hot core is pushed out, and
the new hot spot remains at the centre after the crash. A mixture of the m = 2/n = 1 mode and a higher
mode is observed before minor disruptions take place. A large m = I mode appears after the minor
disruption and persists until a major disruption occurs.

1. INTRODUCTION

Recently, soft X-ray tomography has been developed as a tool of investigating
disruptions (sawtooth and major) [1-9]. One way of confirming the theory of disrup-
tions is comparing the soft X-ray image obtained by the experiment with that
predicted by the theory.

The Kadomtsev model [10] was believed to explain sawtooth oscillations in
smaller tokamaks [8]. Recently, Wesson proposed a quasi-interchange mode model
[11] to explain the fast sawtooth crash in JET [9, 12]. We have reported previously
that the observed soft X-ray image is not consistent with the Kadomtsev model but
is partly consistent with the Wesson model [6, 7]. In the Kadomtsev model, the
collapse is attributed to the m = 1 tearing mode instability and the total reconnection

1 JAERI, Naka-machi, Naka-gun, Ibaraki-ken 311-01, Japan.
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of the magnetic field line. In the Wesson model, it is postulated that the m = 1 ideal
mode instability leads to a convective flow and causes the collapse. The observable
differences between these models appear in the collapse time and in the temporal
evolution of the magnetic flux surfaces or the contour map of the soft X-ray emis-
sivity. In this paper, a more detailed analysis of the experiment will be presented.

It has been thought that a possible mechanism for the major disruption is the
overlapping of the m/n = 3/2 mode and 2/1 mode magnetic islands caused by the
tearing mode instability. Mode structures are also investigated in connection with the
major disruption.

2. DEVICE AND TOMOGRAPHY

The experiments are carried out in the JIPP T-II tokamak (a = 0.15 m,
R = 0.91 m). Soft X-ray emissions are filtered by the use of beryllium foils (10 or
40 fim thick) and are detected with an array of 29 SBD detectors. The signals are
digitized every 10 /JLS by the use of 12 bit transient recorders. Details of the
experimental set-up are presented in Ref. [4].

To generate tomographic reconstructions, we assume that the plasma column
rotates rigidly in the poloidal direction and take three successive profiles; thus the
data of one quarter of the rotation only are employed. The soft X-ray emissivity
profile is Fourier expanded in sin m0 and cos md for the angular components and in
Bessel functions of order m with f-th zero point Jm(X«r) for the radial components.
We take ( = 11 and m = 0-2. The Fourier components m = 0-2 are necessary to
reconstruct the m = 1 mode structure of the Kadomtsev model. The frequency of the
X-ray signal in the central chord is double that of the m = 1 mode (see Fig. 1). The
m = 2 component is also necessary to reproduce the frequency doubling. The num-
ber of radial expansion terms is optimized with the help of the Akaike information
criterion [7]. The radial resolution of the soft X-ray detecting system is 1 cm and that
of the reconstructed image is 1.5 cm. The time resolution is 30 /xs.

3. SAWTOOTH OSCILLATIONS

The soft X-ray signal and the time evolution of the tomographic image are
shown in Fig. 1. Initially, the hot core moves outward along the minor radius. Here
we mean that the region with high X-ray emissivity is 'hot' and the region with low
emissivity is 'cold'. Then a structure similar to Kadomtsev's island appears
(frame C). The shape of the hot core changes from a circle to a crescent, and a new
hot spot appears in the island-like structure and grows gradually (frames G-L).
The old hot core moves toward the outside, and the new hot spot moves from the
periphery to the centre. This shows that a hydrodynamic flow exists inside the plasma
which is similar to Wesson's flow [11]. During the crash, the width of the old hot
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FIG. I. Soft X-ray signals and time evolution of soft X-ray tomography in the region of -8 cm
< X < 8 cm and -8 cm < y < 8 cm when a sawtooth crash takes place. Plasma parameters:
B, = 2.6 T, I = 105 kA, Ta = 780 eV, ne = 8 x 1019 m"3

core becomes narrower (frames K-M), and the old hot core diminishes. After the
crash, the new hot spot remains at the centre (frame N). A wide flat plateau around
the new hot spot appears just after the old hot core has diminished. The width of the
plateau slowly becomes narrower (frames N and O), and at last the X-ray emissivity
profile returns to the initial state.

In the Kadomtsev model, the hot core is circular, and the island is crescent
shaped [10]. In our observation, the hot core is crescent shaped, and the island is
circular. The shape of the hot core does not depend on the poloidal beta but depends
on the X-ray profile. It seems that the hot core is circular when the electron tempera-
ture profile or the current density profile is flat and is crescent shaped when the
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FIG. 2. Schematic view of magnetic surface explaining sawtooth crash by using Sato and Nakayama 's
model. The hatched area (in 6) is a flat region.

current profile is peaked. In the Wesson model the hot core is replaced by the cold
bubble, and the crash takes place under the condition of q0 « 1 [11]. In our obser-
vation, the shape of the hot core is the same as is expected from the Wesson model,
but the birth of the new hot spot is inconsistent with the Wesson model. Assuming
a current profile of j(r) = jo(l - r2/a2)s, where the parameters j 0 and s are deter-
mined by the use of the total plasma current and the radius of the q •= 1 surface, we
obtain a value of q0 which is between 0.7 and 0.9 when the crash takes place. These
facts are inconsistent with the Wesson model.

One possible explanation for our observation is given by Sato and Nakayama's
model [13]. A schematic view of the magnetic surface explaining the sawtooth crash
using their model is shown in Fig. 2. A reconnection of magnetic field lines which
is driven by the kink flow gives birth to the closed flux surface (2). The plasma inside
of the new flux surface is ohmically heated and becomes a new hot spot (4). The kink
flow carries the old hot core outward and drives the reconnection (5); then a flat
region appears around the central new hot spot (6). The behaviour of the old hot core
and the new hot spot is consistent with Sato and Nakayama's 3-D full MHD simula-
tion [13].

The crash time is not very different from the Kadomtsev time and is a hundred
times longer than the helical Alfve'n time which is expected as the characteristic crash
time in the Wesson model. The crash time is shorter when the current profile is
broader. This behaviour has not yet been explained by any model.
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place.

4. MAJOR DISRUPTION

Mode structures of the major disruption in JIPP T-II have been reported previ-
ously [3, 4, 6]. In this paper, the time evolutions of the tomographic image are
presented for the case of the major disruption. The soft X-ray signals and images are
shown in Fig. 3. The data refer to the same shot as Fig. 1. To reconstruct the tomo-
graphic image of the m = 2 mode, four successive profiles are employed under the
assumption of a rigid poloidal rotation.

Initially, the m = 2 mode is dominant and is growing up (frames A and B);
then, a partial crash in the outer region takes place. Only the central region remains
(frame C). After this crash, the m = 1 mode becomes dominant and is growing up
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FIG. 4. Schematic view of magnetic surface explaining major disruption. The hatched area (in 3 and
6) is a stochastic region.

(frames D and E). Finally, the X-ray profile becomes flat (frames I and J), and the
major crash takes place when the X-ray in the central region drops. During the major
crash phase, the m = 1 mode remains in the central region, and the m = 2 mode
is dominant in the outer region (frames K and M). After the major crash, the X-ray
emission is very low, and the X-ray profile becomes very flat (frame O); then,
suddenly a large, negative spike appears on the loop voltage, and the plasma shifts
inward (frames N and O).

The schematic diagram of the disruption process which we assume is shown in
Fig. 4. The overlapping of the m/n = 2/1 mode and the 3/2 mode (1) causes a partial
crash which destroys the region around the centre (2). The current in the outer region
drops because of the crash, and the current is concentrated in the central region. q0

becomes less than unity and the m = 1 mode becomes unstable (4). The m = 1 mode
dissipates the thermal energy in the central region. The thermal energy is gradually
lost in the loop from 1 to 4, which is observed in the experiment. Finally, the mode
mixing of the m/n = 1/1,2/1 and 3/2 modes causes the major crash (5 and 6). The
1/1 mode breaks the central region, and the 3/2 and 2/1 modes break the outer region.
Actually, mode mixing of the 1/1 and 2/1 modes is found [4], and rapidly growing
higher frequency X-ray signals are observed before the major crash. Because of the
last crash, the electron temperature becomes very low. The current decays because
of the high resistivity.
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Abstract

STABILITY OF TFTR PLASMAS.
TFTR is observed to have a /3* limit at high q which is close to that expected from a simple

extrapolation of the Troyon formula. Experimentally the (3-limit is most often observed as a plasma
disruption or a /3-collapse correlated with coherent MHD activity (m/n = 1/1, 3/2, and 2/1) which
grows on a resistive time scale. The (3-collapse is also sometimes observed well below the /3-limit. Saw-
teeth have been stabilized for the entire beam injection phase (up to 2 s) for supershot plasmas. A new
beam driven instability is observed at the start of neutral beam injection. The limiter H-mode has been
obtained on TFTR and the Ha spikes (or edge relaxation phenomena) have been studied. A detailed
theoretical study of the stability of TFTR discharges has been carried out, using for the first time a full
set of measured time-dependent profiles of Tc(r), T;(r), and ne(r). Theoretically the /J-limit is found to
be set by internal kink and ballooning modes at q < 9, and pressure driven external kink modes above
this value.

1. INTRODUCTION

In order to reach the physics objectives of TFTR, which are the study of
plasma phenomena at break-even conditions, it is important to understand the
gross stability of the plasma at high p. In our attempts to obtain reactor-relevant
parameters we have reached plasma pressure greater than 4 x 105 Pa (4 atm) and
p(0) = 4% on axis, which is close to the ideal MHD limit for the peaked profiles
observed in TFTR supershots.

The organization of this paper is as follows: In section 2 we discuss the major
disruptions observed close to the P-limit. In section 3 we discuss the MHD modes
observed below the disruption limit: (m/n = 2/1, 3/2) coherent modes and
bursting m/n = 1/1 modes which couple to the plasma edge as higher-m modes, as
in fishbones. In section 4 we discuss the stabilization of sawteeth observed in
TFTR with neutral beam injection. In section 5 we discuss the ERP (edge
relaxation phenomena) observed in TFTR limiter H-modes. Theoretical
calculations of the stability of TFTR profiles to ideal and resistive modes are
presented in section 6.

2. DISRUPTIONS

Disruptions on TFTR at the experimental P-limit of supershots [1] have been
studied with many slow diagnostics 0= 1 ms) and on a fast time scale (10 us) with
electron cyclotron emission, soft x-ray and Mirnov coil diagnostics. At least
three different kinds of disruptions have been observed, a) with a precursor
mode m/n = 1/1 in the center, coupled to a 5/1 or 6/1 at the edge, b) no precursor
before the disruption and c) disruptions when ramping the plasma current at
high p (and consequently high Te) through rational q values (especially q = 4, 5
and 6). All three types of disruptions begin with a transport phase during which
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the electron temperature falls to less than 50% of its initial value in ~ 1 ms. This
precedes or is concurrent with a fast positive current spike, which is sometimes
followed by a slow current quench. Estimates of the electron thermal diffusivity
during the transport phase give values of order 120 m^/s. Some major
disruptions are found to have no visible precursors, although locked modes (or
extremely fast growing modes) would not normally be detectable. Occasionally
low amplitude mode structure (m/n = 1/1 in core, coupled to m/n = 5/1 or 6/1 at
edge) is observed preceding the electron temperature decay. Figure 1 shows such
a disruption at high p on TFTR. It is typical of those observed at high beta
poloidal, where the discharge is stable until about 1 ms before the disruption,
when a mode appears with a growth time <= 100 us.

3. COHERENT MHD ACTIVITY

An interesting feature of the MHD behavior of supershots below the P-limit at
high q is the occurrence of m/n = 3/2 modes in the absence of n = 1 activity or in
the presence of a large scale m/n = 2/1 mode [1,2]. The m/n = 3/2 modes were
identified using Mirnov coils at the vessel wall and soft x-ray (SXR) diodes.
Typical island widths are = 0.1 m at T3/2 ~ 0.3 m, when confinement
degradation is observed. The discharges with m/n = 3/2 or 2/1 modes do not
usually disrupt. For supershots at higher current (Ip > 1.2 MA ) or lower q,
sawteeth or bursts of m/n = 1/1 activity are observed. These modes appear as
m = 1 on the SXR diodes, but as higher m on the Mirnov coils due to mode
coupling. The rise in stored energy and neutron emission slows at these bursts,
indicating that the modes are affecting the plasma center and thus are harmful
at present levels; in addition enhanced losses of fast ions [3] and high energy
tritons are observed [4]. From the experimental data on'Mirnov coils or soft x-
rays, no direct evidence of ballooning modes (i.e. n > 2 ) has been found, even
when the profiles are close to the high-n ideal MHD ballooning threshold. It
should be noted that TFTR L-mode and ohmic discharges are generally free of
coherent low-m MHD activity.

4. SAWTOOTH STABILIZATION

Stabilization of the sawtooth oscillation has been observed in the supershot
regime for up to 2 s [5]. Transport analysis calculations using the TRANSP
code [6] indicate that the stabilization is due to q0 rising above 1. The calculated
increase in q0 for supershots is due in part to the presence of non-ohmic current
drive which tends to broaden the q profile [7]. Figure 2 shows the onset of sawtooth
stabilization for a) co- only, b) balanced and c) counter-injection on TFTR. It is
clear from figure 2 that co- only and balanced are more effective at sawtooth
stabilization than counter-injection. These results coincide with the TRANSP
calculation which shows qo rising with co- and balanced neutral beam
injection, but staying constant with counter-injection.
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5. TURBULENCE, ABM INSTABILITY AND LIMITER H-MODES

Turbulent magnetic fluctuations have long been considered a possible cause
of anomalous electron thermal transport. In TFTR, magnetic fluctuations in
the scrape off region of the plasma have been measured with stationary poloidal
field coils (Mirnov loops) and with a movable probe having poloidal and toroidal
coils. Both coherent modes and a turbulent background level of fluctuations
have been found [8]. The background turbulence is characterized by a spectrum
that has an approximately 1/f dependence in the frequency range of 1 kHz to 1
MHz. For some high power NB heated plasmas very large correlation lengths
have been observed; essentially all coils located on the outer half of the machine
are correlated at the 80-90% level. The correlation extends over the 30-50 kHz
band. The relative phases are consistent with an m = 1, n = 0 standing wave
structure [9].

Over a wide range of parameters the background turbulence has been
measured and correlated with power balance estimates of the global
confinement time. In general, very good correlation between the fluctuation
level and the inverse of the global confinement time has been found for L-mode
type discharges. Supershots are an exception to this correlation, where it is found
that the fluctuation levels increase with beam power but the global confinement
time does not change. Thus the cause and effect connection between transport
and these measured magnetic fluctuations is not clear.

A new type of instability is observed on TFTR when the neutral beams are
first injected. This Axisymmetric Beam Mode (ABM) has a standing mode
structure of m/n = 2/0, with an anti-node in BQ at 45 to the poloidal mid-plane.
At high intensities the mode is coherent with a frequency in the range 30-60 kHz.
This frequency is close to the fast ion poloidal transit time at the plasma edge,
and the duration of the mode is comparable to the fast ion thermalization time.
The amplitude of the mode correlates with the beam power (especially counter
power) and with low target density. These features point to a fast ion resonant
coupling, but the specific background plasma mode to which these ions couple
has not yet been identified. In its present form this instability does not appear to
have any detrimental effects on the plasma.

Limiter H-mode discharges [10] have been obtained on TFTR, with Ip in the
range of 0.9 to 1.25 MA and injected beam power of 14 to 24 MW. Figure 3 shows
the characteristics of the TFTR limiter H-mode, the H a signal drops and the
edge density increases. Simultaneous with the n e increase is a rise in edge Te.
In this example the H-mode is triggered by a sawtooth at 4.04 s, although this is
not always the case. Gas puffing during neutral beam injection enhances the
H a spikes [or ERP/ELM's (edge localized modes)] during the H-mode phase. The
H a spikes are clearly observed on the Mirnov coils and soft x-ray signals. The
spikes are dominated by an m/n = 1/0 mode at =• 0.5 kHz with a higher frequency
mode at 5 - 20 kHz that also has an n = 0 component. The H-modes observed on
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400 eV increase in the edge Tt is observed after the transition.

TFTK during supershot-like plasmas do not lead to an increase in TE (which is
already greater than L-mode Tg )„ but rather a modest drop from the supershot
level.

6. MHD STABILITY CALCULATIONS

The MHD properties of TFTR plasmas have been investigated with respect to
both ideal and resistive MHD instabilities. The procedure requires appropriate
modelling of the experimental discharge. This is done with the TRANSP code.
The resultant safety-factor q(\y,t) and equivalent scalar pressure P(y,t) profiles
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FIG. 4. Comparison of the calculated n — oo ideal MHD ballooning limit and the n = 1 kink limit
for TFTR supershot type profiles. The shaded region is the operating space of TFTR supershots.

(where P s 2/3(Pj_+ P||/2)) along with the outer boundary shape are transferred
to a high resolution 2-d axisymmetric equilibrium code. The profiles are
smoothed to eliminate any sharp local irregularities. While TFTR has a near-
circular cross-section, the strong Shafranov-shift associated with the high Pp
achieved in supershots generally results in a slightly oblate ellipsoid, with an
effective ellipticity of about 0.9. Equilibria corresponding to these time-
dependent profiles are generated and analysed for their MHD stability. To
accurately determine the associated P-limits, the profile shapes are frozen, and
flux conserving sequences of increasing plasma pressure are generated as
required. The ideal MHD modes of interest are n = 1 external and internal kink
modes, as well as the high-n ballooning mode. The analysis of the former is
done using the PEST codes [11,12]. The analysis for the ballooning modes is
done with the full equations [13] and self-consistent equilibria, which is a more
accurate approach than using the simpler s-a technique [14]. The resistive MHD
calculation is done using a simple cylindrical delta-prime code as well as the
resistive version of PEST and a toroidal non-linear resistive code, MH3D [15].

The results may be summarized as follows: The observed experimental
P-limit is calculated to be set by different modes in different operating regimes.
In general at low q the p-limit is set by a combination of internal kink and broad
band ballooning modes. As q increases above 10 the external kink mode
becomes the limiting instability. This is illustrated in figure 4, which shows the
operating space of TFTR in the supershot regime, on a P* vs. q diagram. (See
below for the definition of p* [16]). The shaded region indicates the experimental
data. The dashed curve shows the computed p-limit based on the measured
profiles, for onset of broad scale ballooning modes over a substantial region of
the plasma. The hatched regions at low q indicate the onset of internal kink
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FIG. 5. Profile of the measured total pressure gradient and the profile that is marginally stable to
high-n ideal ballooning modes as a junction of the poloidal flux * for a TFTR supershot at low q
{a) near the operational fi-limit and (b) 35% below it.

modes and at high q the external pressure driven kink modes. The shots with the
highest P* / (I/aB) have pressure gradients which are close to the maximum
allowed prior to onset of ballooning modes, over a wide region of the plasma.
Furthermore, analysis of those discharges which are below the ballooning
P-limit indicates that they would become unstable if the pressure is raised to
reach the observed empirical limit. These results are indicated in figure 5,
which compares the marginal dp/dy with the actual dp/d\|f for two cases, one very
close to the experimental P-boundary and one at about 65% of the p-limit.

In addition, the low-q shots, which usually have sawteeth and fishbone type
oscillations during the beams, have a calculated q-axis well below unity, and
are consequently unstable to the internal kink mode, with a weak coupling to
higher poloidal modes. Figure 6a shows the Fourier decomposition of the radial
component of the displacement vector as a function of the plasma radius and the
predicted flow patterns in the plasma. These aspects of the instability agree quite
well with the experiment, figure 1.
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FIG. 6. Radial dependence of the different Fourier components of \y along the 8=0 axis and the

projection of the displacement vector, for an n = 1 free boundary (b/a = a>) mode for a TFTR super-

shot at high /3 with (a) low q and @*/(I/aB) =3.37 and (b) high q and &*/(I/aB) = 3.05.

In contrast, at higher q (>9), the theoretical analysis indicates that an
external kink (3-limit appears below the ballooning limit. The kink mode does
not have an eigenfunction dominated by a single high-m poloidal mode
number. Instead the mode structure, figure 6b, shows very strong coupling
between several poloidal modes. This is typical of pressure driven kinks as
opposed to current driven kinks, where a single mode is strongly dominant.
The strong coupling across the plasma cross-section implies a stronger effect of
this instability on the plasma. This is consistent with the observation that
disruptions occur more frequently at high P in this regime.

Combining these two effects, it would appear from the stability calculations
that the observed P-limits are set by internal kink and ballooning modes at low q
and pressure driven kink modes at high q.

In this context, it is worth noting that the definition of p used at PPPL has been,
P-av=2u0JpdV/jB t

2dV
where B ^ represents the square of the toroidal field strength.
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Table 1
Comparison of 3 values from TFTR supershots.

Ip(MA)

0.85

0.89

0.9

0.9

1.4

Bt(T)

5.1

4.7

2.9

4.9

4.7

Pb(MW)

10.5

12.5

10

13.6

22

Broad profile at P-limit

p-av %/IN

1.7

1.8

2.2

2.1

2.2

3.0

p* %/IN

2.7

3.1

3.4

3.1

3.5

3.5

IN =l/aB

.20

.21

.40

.22

.37

.39

QDDdO"4)

7.8

9.4

5.7

10.3

13.6

It is important to recognize that the fusion power obtained from a DT plasma
will vary approximately as p2 . Thus it is appropriate to judge supershot stability
by the p* criterion, i.e.,

p*= 2u o ( Jp 2 dV/V) 1 / 2 Bz"
2

where Bz is the vacuum toroidal magnetic field at the mid-point of the
horizontal axis of the plasma.

These values are presented in Table 1 for several TFTR shots. To facilitate
comparison with other p-limit studies, the values for a broader pressure profile
more typical of the optimal profiles are also included.

It is worth noting that when the operating space diagram is drawn in terms of
P-av, rather than P*, there is a strong drop in the observed p-limit, from the
Troyon-Gruber limit, especially at high q [17]. This is attributable to the more
peaked pressure profiles characteristic of supershots which is most pronounced
at high q. This contrasts with the analytically predicted "optimal" pressure
profiles which are significantly broader, since they are optimized for p rather
than for fusion power production.

In contrast to the broad agreement with ideal MHD, the linear resistive MHD
studies have been less conclusive. Delta-prime calculations generally indicate
that the 2/1 mode is close to marginal, and the 3/2 mode is stable. This is in
contrast with the experiment which shows 3/2 and/or 2/1 activity frequently at
high q. The discrepancies may be attributed to the fact that the profiles used in the
analysis are obtained from a relatively coarse grid, while the stability depends
quite strongly on the local details of the profile. This effect would be less
important for ideal modes which are more dependent on the global properties of
the profiles. Studies with a non-linear resistive MHD code [15] which includes
both finite P and toroidal effects, have been successful in predicting the
saturation behavior observed for the coherent MHD activity at q = 9 below the
disruptive limit. In these studies the profiles obtained from the TRANSP code [6]
are used to initialize a time-dependent code, which is then allowed to evolve
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FIG. 7. Puncture plot showing the field lines associated with a saturated m/n = 2/1 island for a high-q
TFTR supershot about 30% below the fi-limit. •

toward a non-linear saturated state. The plasma is found to eventually relax to a
state with an m/n = 2/1 island at the q = 2 surface, figure 7. This agrees very well
with the observed coherent MHD activity in the experiment for this discharge.
Studies of related profiles indicate an important role for the heat deposition
profile in determining the final state. This remains an active area of study.

7. CONCLUSIONS

TFTR is approaching reactor-relevant parameters in the plasma
with pressure greater than 4 x 10° Pa on axis. The resistive and ideal stability of
discharges with high values of P* %/IN =• 3.5 and of p(0) = 4% at BT = 4.7 T have
been studied on TFTR. Theoretically it is found that the pressure driven n = 1
kink should set the limit at high q and the n —> <» ideal MHD ballooning and
internal kink modes should set the limit at lower q. The mode structure of the
internal m = 1, n = 1 kink calculated from the PEST code is close to that observed
on TFTR. Non-linear resistive MHD code runs give saturated islands
consistent with the m/n = 2/1 fluctuations associated with the degraded
confinement time. When viewed in terms of p\ TFTR supershots fall somewhat
below the expected Troyon-Gruber limit, and scale somewhat differently.
However in terms of the more fusion-relevant parameter p*, these discharges
reach or exceed those employed in theoretical p-maximization studies.

Two additional phenomena have been observed on TFTR, the axisymmetric
beam mode at the start of neutral beam injection and the limiter H-mode with
H a spikes (or ERP).
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Abstract

MAGNETIC TURBULENCE AND RESISTIVE MHD INSTABILITIES IN A 0.6 < q < 3
POLOIDAL DIVERTOR TOKAMAK.

Detailed statistical properties of internal magnetic turbulence, and internal disruptions in
magnetically and materially limited discharges, are studied in the Tokapole II poloidal divertor tokamak
over the safety factor range 0.6 < qa < 3. A non-linear MHD code treats tearing modes in the
divertor geometry.

I. INTRODUCTION

The Tokapole II poloidal divertor tokamak is operated over
the range of the cylindrical edge safety factor, qa, between
0.6 and 3 [1], to investigate two topics - internal tokamak
turbulence and resistive MHD instabilities in the presence of a
divertor separatrix and scrape-off plasma. Both magnetically
limited discharges (no scrape-off plates beyond the separatrix)
and materially limited discharges (scrape-off plates inserted
to the separatrix) are studied. Detailed spatial correlation
properties of the magnetic turbulence are measured within the
plasma using magnetic probes. Although the fluctuation
amplitude increases as qa decreases, qualitative changes in the
turbulence properties are not observed, implying that the
turbulence over the range 0.6 < qa < 3 might be due to a single
underlying cause or set of instabilities. Experimental results
on disruptions and tearing modes have been compared with
results from a non-linear MHD code which treats both the
separatrix and the scrape-off plasma. In both code and
experiment it is observed that the m=2, n=1 (2/1) mode and its
associated disruptions are suppressed as the q=2 surface

1 University of California-Los Angeles, Los Angeles, CA 90024, USA.
2 Courant Institute, New York University, 251 Mercer Street, New York, NY 10012, USA.
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FIG. 1. Variation of normalized 8r fluctuations at r — 8 cm and energy confinement estimate with

la-

approaches the divertor separatrix. It has earlier been
observed that during sawtooth oscillations in qa < 1
magnetically limited plasmas, q at the centre remains fixed at
0.6. This partial reconnection, recently observed in
materially limited Tokapole II discharges as well, does not
appear in the non-linear MHD code results.

Plasma parameters for these experiments are R ~ 0.5m, a -
0.09m (distance from magnetic axis to separatrix), Tg - 100eV,

1013 cnT3 (high q a ) , to 1.0 x 10
1 3 cm"3 (low q a ) , B Tn - 0.5 x

-2 kG (low qa) to 5 kG (high
separatrix the scrape-off
square vacuum vessel wall.

cm
q a ) . Outside the four-node

region extends about 13 cm to the

II. MAGNETIC TURBULENCE

As 0.6, the normalized radial
fluctuations below 400 kHz, Br/B, about one cm

qa is reduced from 3 to
magnetic field
inside the separatrix, increase by about a factor of thirty
(Fig. 1). A rough measure of the global energy confinement
time, tE, correspondingly decreases by a factor of about eight.
The transport evaluated for loss due to stochastic magnetic
fields [2] can be greater than that measured here.
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We compare turbulence properties at the extreme values of
the q scan, qa = 2.8 and qa = 0.6. Near the separatrix the
frequency spectra are quite similar at the two q values (with
the rms field falling more than two orders of magnitude from 2°
kHz to 400 kHz). In both cases the radial profiles of Br

(measured from r = 6 cm to the edge) resemble the radial
profiles of the equilibrium quantities (current density or
pressure), being more peaked at high qa than at low qa.

The measured radial correlation within the plasma appears
independent of q. At both q values, the radial coherence length
(e-folding distance of the two-point coherence) decreases with
frequency from about 50 cm at 15 kHz to about one cm at 400
kHz. At low q the correlation length is slightly shorter than
at high q.

The poloidal coherence length, L , is measured with two
poloidally separated coils. One can infer the spread in
poloidal mode numbers, Am, which results in the poloidal decay
of the coherence, via the estimate Am = irr/Lp. At high q, Am
increases with frequency from 2 to 15, whereas at low q, Am
increases from 1 to 5. Qualitatively similar results are
obtained from inferences of m from the radial fall-off of §r in
the vacuum-like scrape-off region. The larger number of
poloidal modes at low qa might account for the enhanced
fluctuation level.

Since L does not vary with radius (and is similar to
values measured in larger tokamaks) the poloidal scalelength of
the fluctuations might not be linked to the minor
circumference, as are most MHD instabilities (characterized by
fixed m values). Perhaps the modes are tied to an intensive
parameter such as gyroradius or resistive layer width.

The overall similarity of the turbulence over the range
0.6 < qa <• • 3 • implies a common cause, with the detailed
differences due to geometric effects; qualitative changes at qa

< 1 (perhaps expected from resistive interchange or kink modes)
are not observed.

The correlation length along a helical direction (roughly
parallel to the equilibrium field) has been measured to be
about 150 cm (half the major circumference) at low qa. As for
most theoretically predicted modes, the measured parallel
scalelengths greatly exceed the perpendicular scalelengths.

Measurements have been extended to 10 Mhz (the Alfv&n
range of frequency) and to the spatial scale of one mm (near
the ion gyroradius and the collisionless skin depth, c/u p e).
As frequency increases beyond 400 kHz, the turbulence continues
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to diminish and the radial coherence length decreases to the
sub-gyroradius scale. Br/B over the range 0.5 Mhz to 10 Mhz is
of the order of 10~ 7. Although this value is small it greatly
exceeds that expected for thermal fluctuations. Using the
fluctuation dissipation theorem we calculate the fluctuation
spectra from thermally generated Alfven and magnetosonic waves
using fluid and kinetic models. With colliaionless dissipation
(Landau, cyclotron damping, etc.) the k spectra are peaked at
small values and decay with a half-width of Ak < topi/c. The
resulting fluctuation amplitude is of order 10~ 1 0.
Fluctuations increase weakly with frequency.

III. Resistive MHD Instabilities

We report here experimental [3] and theoretical results on
the effect of the separatrix and scrape-off plasma on 2/1
disruptions in 1 < qa < 2 plasmas and on the oscillations in
the central q value during sawtooth oscillations in qa < 1
plasmas. Measurements are compared with a new 2-D finite
difference, 1-D spectral non-linear resistive MHD code RPD
[4,5]. The code adopts a full resistive MHD model in toroidal
geometry, includes the separatrix and the scrape-off region
within the computational domain and implements a new, efficient
semi-implicit scheme [6] extending one proposed by Harned and
Kerner [7]. The code uses a magnetic Reynolds number of 10"
and the aspect ratio of the perfectly conducting boundary (R/b,
where b is the half-width of the square boundary)of five unless
otherwise noted. Electrical resistivity is taken to be
spatially constant and time independent.

The code predicts that the 2/1 tearing mode is linearly
stabilized as the q=2 surface approaches the separatrix(and the
flux surfaces become progressively more non-circular).
Experimentally, the 2/1 magnetic activity and associated
disruptions are suppressed as qa is lowered and the q=2 surface
moves towards the separatrix. The disruptions appear as giant
sawtooth oscillations of period about 1 ms. In magnetic
limiter discharges the 2/1 activity disappears as qa drops
below about 2. The code also shows that addition of plasma
current in the scrape-off region stabilizes the 2/1 mode with
the q=2 surface further from the divertor separatrix. This is
not due to a mere presence of the plasma current but to a
modification of the current profile near the q=2 surface and
the divertor separatrix. Experimentally, the 2/1 magnetic
activity disappears at a lower qa for the material limiter
discharges (at qa about 1.5) than for the magnetic limiter
discharges. Nonlinear runs of the 2/1 mode show that the
usual non-linear saturation of the growth of the 2/1 magnetic
island [8] occurs in a poloidal divertor tokamak. However,
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FIG. 2. Puncture plot of magnetic field in a qa < 1 plasma (with central q at 0.66) at times of
(a)t = 100 poloidal Alpin times and (b) t = 140 poloidal Alfven times. Toroidal mode numbers n = 1
to 4 are included. Total reconnection occurs at t — 160 poloidal Alfvin times.

when the q=2 surface is near the divertor separatrix, the 2/1
island as well as satellite islands can interact with the
separatrix, and thereby produce magnetic stochasticity in that
region.

The code shows that the (1/1) resistive kink mode is
linearly unstable regardless of the plasma current in the
scrape-off region, for cases with the q value on the magnetic
axis less than unity. Similarly, in experimental qa<1
discharges sawtooth oscillations are observed for both material
and magnetic limiter cases. Furthermore, numerical results
indicate that, unlike the 2/1 tearing mode, proximity of the
q=1 surface to the separatrix does not appear to affect the
linear stability of the 1/1 mode. Plasma current outside the
separatrix has a stabilizing effect, but to a lesser extent
than for the 2/1 tearing mode. Experimentally, no significant
difference in the characteristics of internal disruption was
found between the magnetic and material limiter discharges.
It had been earlier observed in qa<1 experiments that the
central q value remains frozen at about 0.6 during an entire
sawtooth period [9]. This suggests that the 1/1 magnetic
reconnection is only partial and does not extend all the way to
the centre. However, our non-linear calculations show that the
divertor separatrix, even with plasma current in the scrape-off
region, does not prevent the total reconnection of the 1/1
magnetic island as shown in Fig. 2. The calculations using a
tighter aspect ratio of 2.27 also result in total reconnection.
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Hence, the prevention of total reconnect ion does not seem to
result from the divertor geometry of Tokapole II. Indeed, this
partial reconnection has now also been observed in materially
limited Tokapole II discharges, and, recently, in larger
non-diverted tokamaks. The explanation for the partial
reconnection might lie outside the MHD model presently employed
(unless the totally reconnected state is short lived, as may be
true for at least some equilibria studied).
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Abstract

MEASUREMENT OF MHD INSTABILITIES IN HIGH BETA TOKAMAKS.
Measurements of pressure driven and current driven MHD instabilities observed with arrays of

internal and external probes in Columbia's high beta tokamak, HBT, and in Princeton's CDX tokamak
are presented. The internal magnetic field measurements can be used to reconstruct the equilibrium and
permit comparison of the observed instabilities with the numerical predictions of ideal MHD theory.
Near the Troyon-Sykes critical beta, the amplitude of the instability is concentrated in the outer region
of bad curvature, illustrating the influence of high pressure on the mode's internal structure.

1. Introduction
The HBT experiment at Columbia University is a pulsed, high beta

tokamak capable of producing either very high beta plasmas (</J> < 30%, Bt <
0.4 T) by rapidly reversing the toroidal field or lower beta plasmas (</£> < 4%,
Bt < 0.7 T) through intense ohmic heating [1,2]. A unique feature of the HBT
tokamak is its small size and rapid, high voltage formation technique, permitting
HBT to establish equilibrium more quickly than the characteristic times of ideal
MHD instabilities and to operate with parameters well beyond the threshold for
ideal MHD instability. For example, HBT can operate as a toroidal z-pinch (qa ~
0.5), as a low beta tokamak Q3p ~ 1), or as a high beta tokamak (pp > Rla ~ 3)
by independently varying the gas fill pressure, the toroidal field, and the plasma
toroidal current. In each of these cases, we have observed toroidally non-
axisymmetric magnetic perturbations consistent with predictions for the onset of
fast growing ideal n=\,m<qa, external kink instabilities.

* Work supported by US Department of Energy Grants DE-FG02-86ER53222 and

DE-AC02-76-CHO-3073.
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Small tokamak plasmas illustrating high beta instabilities with m ~ 4 have
also been made in the CDX device at Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory. The
plasma parameters of CDX are R = 0.59 m, a = 0.04 m, Bt = 0.4 T, 5 < qa < 10,
<ne> ~ 2 x 1019 m-3, and EJ3p < 1 [3]. These plasmas are formed and
maintained solely by a low energy (~ 400 V), high current (~ 125 A) electron
beam which provides substantial heating power to the plasma [4],

2. High-/} and low-? instabilities in the HBT pulsed tokamak

The HBT diagnostic set includes several arrays of internal and external
magnetic probes, a CO2 interferometer, a 16-channel IR tomography array, a 10-
point Thomson scattering system, a tunable monochromator for visible line
emission detection and several Rogowski coils to measure the plasma current
and various external coil currents. The poloidal beta, f3p, the cylindrical safety
factor (q* = 2Tta2Bt/fjQRIp), and the central safety factor (jqeff(P) =BtAr/RABo)
are measured magnetically throughout the shot [1]. The average beta is
determined from the equilibrium relationship and is presented here normalized to
the Troyon-Sykes critical beta (fic = 3.5 x 10~8 IlaBt) [5,6], The value of </3 >
determined from the equilibrium relationship for a circular cross-section plasma
is found to be in close agreement with Thomson scattering profile measurements
and free boundary equilibrium calculations described in Section 3.

Figure 1 illustrates the evolution of an ohmically sustained discharge (<Te>
~ 10 eV, <ne> ~ 1.5 x 1014 cm~^) in which the plasma current is steadily
increased as the toroidal field decays (Figs, la and lb). The plasma is observed
to become unstable as q* approaches 2 and </fc>//Jc exceeds 1.0 (Figs, lc and
le). The instability is characterized by the rapid onset of toroidally non-
axisymmetric fluctuations of the internal magnetic field and a gross inward
motion of the plasma column as measured by two multi-channel magnetic probes
(Figs, li and Id). The two internal probes, toroidally separated by A<p = 180°,
each measure Bt and B$ at several positions along the plasma radius. In this
figure, a constant offset between the two probes due to mechanical misalignment
has been subtracted. CO2 interferometer measurements indicate a pronounced
drop in the line integrated electron density (Fig.lg) concurrent with the magnetic
fluctuations at the time of the instability. Also evident are very large amplitude
loop voltage oscillations (Fig. If ) and an increase in the integrated H a light
emission (Fig. lh). A toroidally distributed external magnetic field array
indicates an n = 1 structure to the instability. The increase in H a emission, the
constriction of the plasma column as measured by the internal probes, and the
decay of the plasma current all indicate a loss of confinement associated with the
onset of the instability.

By changing the toroidal magnetic field, neutral gas fill pressure, or the
plasma current, discharges with a wide range of q* and </?> can be produced.
Additionally, many shots traverse a significant range of parameter space during
the course of a single discharge. As indicated by Fig. 2, for all of these
discharges, the occurrence or observability of instability requires the magnitude
of the </£>//?c to be of the order of or greater than unity.
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FIG. 1. Evolution of an example HBT discharge illustrating the onset of MHD activity as q*
approaches 2 and {$)/&<• exceeds 1.0. (a) Plasma current, (b) B, at the magnetic center, (c) cylindrical
and central safety factor, (d) magnetic center at <t> = 0 and 180°, (e) (fi)/0c, (f) loop voltage, (g) line
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FIG. 2. Gross stability of several HBT discharges. Open dots indicate measured parameters during the
stable period of the shot; closed dots represent values just before the onset of instability. The lime evolu-
tion of the shot described in Fig. 1 is indicated by the short dotted line.
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3. Mode structure of high /?, 0.5 < q < 2 discharges in HBT

The measured internal poloidal field fluctuations were compared with the
predictions of ideal MHD by first computing the equilibrium which minimizes the
sum of the squares of the differences between the computed and measured
internal poloidal and toroidal field, pressure, external poloidal flux, and
equilibrium field coil current. For this purpose, a new code was developed,
combining the free boundary equilibrium procedures described by Johnson and
co-workers [7] with the repeated linearization of the toroidal current profile as
described by Lao, et al. [8]. Since the internal magnetic fields are measured, f3p

and k can be independently determined even for HBT's circular cross-sections.
Furtheimore, within the limitations of the analytical model of the plasma current
profile and the uncertainty of the measurements, very good agreement between
the measured and computed pressure and poloidal field profiles has been
obtained allowing accurate numerical estimation of the instabilities predicted by
ideal MHD theory using PEST [9].

Figure 3 illustrates the measured and computed fluid displacement for a
high current discharge (q* = 0.56, Bt = 0.04 T, <fb> > 20%) and the high beta
{q* ~ 2) discharge shown in Fig. 1. The low-<7* discharge (Fig. 3a) is formed
rapidly and becomes immediately unstable to an n = m = 1 kink which grows to
very large amplitude [10]. The predicted free boundary growth-time is 1.1 (xsec,
and both the measured and predicted mode structure are similar (at least at the
initial stage of the instability) and have no radial nodes. The measured
"effective" radial displacement is obtained from the difference between the two
internal probes' toroidally displaced by 180° and defined by %r,efjiz = 0) =
-8Bvl{dBvldr), where SBV is the fluctuating poloidal field and dBv/dr is the
gradient of the equilibrium poloidal field. The toroidal phase of the mode relative
to the probes was measured with the external toroidal magnetic array. The
higher q* discharge (Fig. 1 and Fig. 3b) was observed to be stable until t ~ 180
(isec after which a rapidly growing n = 1 instability occurs. Numerical
examinations of the equilibrium and theoretical instability reveal that the
discharge is theoretically predicted to be unstable to a slowly growing m = 3 kink
(with r > 10 (isec) until qa drops below 2 (at 180 ^sec) at which time a faster-
growing, m = 2 mode (with a growth time of 3.5 |i.sec) is predicted. As shown
in Fig. 3b, the measured and calculated displacements are similar for the m = 2
mode, showing a single radial node; however, the measured position of the radial
node is displaced outward by 2 cm. Further comparisons between the measured
and calculated unstable mode structure in plasmas having a wide range of
poloidal betas, (3P, and using probes with greater radial resolution are in
progress.

4. Mode structure of high-/?, 5 < qa ^ 1 0 discharges in CDX

When plasmas are produced in the CDX experiment having sufficiently
high j3's, Langmuir and magnetic probes reveal oscillations at about 140 kHz.
Figure 4a displays the mode amplitude versus radius on a horizontal chord. The
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placements, %r,eff The bottom figures show the linear mode structure calculated with PEST [9] from
equilibria reconstructed from measurements at 108 us and 180 us.

largest amplitude is on the outboard side of the plasma, in the region of bad
curvature. Figure 4b shows the amplitude of the mode versus the plasma
density. Since the electron beam is the sole source of ionization and heating,
both density and temperature are coupled to the plasma current. Therefore, the
pronounced onset of the mode, seen in Fig. 4b, is attributed to surpassing a beta
limit. In fact, the beta corresponding to this onset is 0.1%, or </2>//3c = 0.83.

Phase measurements indicate that m = 4 for this mode. From this
information, and knowledge of the frequency, the poloidal velocity of the mode
is computed to be 8.5 x 103 m/s in the electron diamagnetic direction. The
electron beam injection produces a radial electric field given by Er(y/m) = 1.1 x
104 BtlfX^I1 where \i is the mass number of the principal ion species [4]. This
electric field, in the hydrogen discharges used, results in a bulk rotation in the
electron diamagnetic direction of 1.1 x 104 m/s. If the motion of the mode is at
the ion diamagnetic velocity, v/) = 2.6 x 103 m/s, and it opposes the bulk
rotation, then the observed velocity is accounted for.

5. Summary

To summarize, the internal structure of MHD instabilities has been
observed in the pulsed HBT and the CDX tokamaks. In HBT, n = 1, low-m
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FIG. 4. (a) 140 kHz mode amplitude versus position in 600 A discharge; (b) 140 kHz mode amplitude
versus density.

modes are observed having a radial structure similar to that computed numerically
using ideal MHD theory. Higher m, coherent electromagnetic modes are seen in
the CDX plasma having the largest fluctuation amplitude concentrated in regions
of bad curvature, and this mode is thought to be a pressure-curvature driven
instability. In both experiments when q* > 2, the instabilities occur only near or
above the Troyon-Sykes limit. These same instabilities may be responsible for
the beta limits observed in larger tokamaks.
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Abstract

STUDY OF PLASMA MHD STABILITY IN T-7 AND T-10 TOKAMAKS.
The study of size, localization and time evolution of magnetic islands in tokamak plasmas is

important because of their role in the plasma energy balance and in the formation of the current density
profile. Experiments investigating the magnetic islands are described in the paper. — Poloidal magnetic
field perturbations were measured on T-7 in the course of experiments on LH current drive and plasma
heating at the second ECR harmonic. Measurements of m = 2 island position and width were per-
formed on T-10 in the regime with auxiliary plasma heating at the fundamental ECR harmonic.
Synchronous detection of coherent components in the plasma radiation signal at the second ECR
harmonic and in the m = 2 Mirnov coil signal was used for these measurements. — The rate of current
penetration into the plasma was measured on T-7 in a regime with pulsed discharge current. The varia-
tion of q = 2 magnetic surface position, identified with certain peculiarities in the visible bremsstrah-
lung profile, was recorded for this purpose. — A numerical simulation of the experiments was based
on a transport code involving transport enhancement due to the destruction of magnetic surfaces as a
result of the development of a small scale tearing mode.

1. POLOIDAL FIELD PERTURBATIONS IN THE REGIMES WITH
LH CURRENT DRIVE AND ECR HEATING

The measurements were carried out on T-7 during experiments on current drive
and plasma heating [1] in regimes with the following parameters: discharge current
I = 140 kA; toroidal magnetic field BT = 11-18 kG; plasma minor radius
aL = 26 cm; line average plasma density r^ = (1.2-9) x 1012 cm"3. The poloidal
field perturbations at the plasma edge in the frequency range of 1-10 kHz were
recorded, together with an analysis of their spatial structure. In addition, the poloidal
field perturbations in the range of 10-100 kHz (HF perturbations) were measured
without spatial structure analysis.

Oscillograms of the signals corresponding to the m = 2 mode amplitude, to the
HF perturbation amplitude and to the plasma density measured with a microwave
interferometer in the limiter shadow (along the vertical chord, r = 31 cm) are shown
in Fig. 1. We see that 'switching on' the LH system results in destabilization of the
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FIG. 1. (a) Amplitude of m = 2 mode; (b) HF perturbation amplitude; (c) line average plasma density
measured along the vertical chord r = 31 cm.

m = 2 mode and in a reduction of the HF perturbation amplitude. Successive appli-
cation of ECR heating resulted in m = 2 mode suppression and in the excitation of
HF perturbations. In the given regime, the magnitude of the toroidal field cor-
responded to the position of the second ECR harmonic at the plasma centre. A
comparison of the oscillograms (b) and (c) in Fig. 1 reveals similar time evolutions
of the HF perturbation amplitude and the plasma density in the limiter shadow.

In Fig. 2, where the loop voltage and the poloidal field perturbation amplitude
versus the line average density are shown, we see that changes in the perturbation
amplitudes on injection of an LH wave into the plasma are related to the current drive
effect. These changes are maximum at low plasma density and decrease with rising
iie simultaneously with the reduction in the fraction of driven current, determined
as AU/U.

An m = 2 mode suppression on EC wave injection is observed when the second
ECR harmonic zone is in the interior of the plasma column (Fig. 3). An excitation
of the poloidal field HF perturbations takes place in this case. A displacement of the
second ECR harmonic zone towards the plasma periphery leads to m = 2 mode
destabilization and a gradual reduction of the EC wave effect on the HF perturbation.
We see in Fig. 3(c) that EC power deposition into the plasma results in plasma den-
sity reduction when the resonance zone is in the vicinity of the plasma column axis.
The displacement of the resonance zone towards the plasma periphery results in the
reduction of the EC power effect on the density; then, the derivative dn,./dt becomes
positive.
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FIG. 2. Dependence of (a) loop voltage, (b) m = 2 mode amplitude and (c) HFperturbation amplitude
on line average plasma density: • — Ohmic regime; o — 30 ms after 'switching on' the LH system;
+ — 30 ms after 'switching on' the EC system (LH is on); x — 30 ms after 'switching on' the EC
system (LH is off).

2. MEASUREMENT OF m = 2 MAGNETIC ISLAND WIDTH
IN THE REGIME WITH EC PLASMA HEATING

These experiments were carried out on T-10 in the regimes with the parameters:
I = 230 kA, BT = (29.5-31) kG, aL = 34 cm, H, « 3 x 1013 cm"3 under plasma
heating at the fundamental ECR harmonic. Similar to Ref. [2], the 'switching on' of
ECRH resulted in a change in the m = 2 mode amplitude which depended on the
position of the heating zone. The method of synchronous detection of the alternative
component of plasma radiation at the second ECR harmonic, coherent with the
m = 2 mode oscillations [3, 4], was used to measure the position and the width of
the m = 2 island. The time variations of m = 2 magnetic island and of the m = 2
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Mirnov coil signal amplitude at two values of the toroidal field are shown in Fig. 4.
The duration of the EC pulse and the spatial position of the ECR point are also
shown.

In Fig. 5, the relationship between the island width and the m = 2 poloidal field
amplitude at the plasma edge is shown. We see that within the experimental accuracy
this dependence can be approximated by a square root dependence, W = 6.5 VSg,
as is shown by the dashed line, where W is measured in cm and Be in G. The square
root dependence corresponds to the theoretical prediction [5]. An estimate of the
proportionality factor between W and Be, made similar to that in Ref. [4] for our
experimental conditions, yields a value of 10 cm-G"1/2, which does not contradict
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the result of the measurement. This conclusion seems to be important for understand-
ing the role of the magnetic islands in the plasma energy balance and does not seem
to be evident a priori. Indeed, the magnetic island width in theory is defined as the
maximum distance between the separatrices limiting the island, i.e. as a magnetic
structure characteristic, and the result of our measurement by the method of syn-
chronous plasma radiation detection yields the width of the region where the electron
temperature is equalized, i.e. the width of the region with enhanced heat conduction.
The agreement between theoretical and experimental values of W means that
enhanced electron heat conduction prevails just in the region that is limited by the
magnetic island separatrices.
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3. RATE OF CURRENT PENETRATION INTO THE PLASMA

Measurement of the current penetration rate is difficult because it must
be done under non-stationary conditions. An oscillating discharge current regime
was arranged on T-7 for such a measurement (BT = 17.6 kG, aL = 27 cm,
n,, « 2 x 1013 cm~3). The time dependence of the radius of the rational magnetic
surface q = 2 was studied in this regime. The spatial position of this surface was
determined by a method [6] based on the recording of certain peculiarities in the
visible bremsstrahlung radiation profiles. The scanning system allowed the profile to
be obtained in about 1 ms; the space resolving power was about 1 cm. The result of
measuring the time behaviour of the q = 2 surface is shown by the dots in Fig. 6(b).
With the accuracy of the experimental data scatter of about ± 10 ms, Fig. 6 demon-
strates the absence of a time delay for rs2(t) as compared with I(t).

The solid curve in Fig. 6(b) shows the variation in time of the q = 2 surface
position as obtained by a solution of the plasma current diffusion equation in cylindri-
cal geometry:

dt r3r

where y. is the inverse value of the safety factor. The radial distribution of the plasma
electrical conductivity, a(r), was chosen so as to fit the time average experimental
values of the loop voltage and the q = 2 surface radius. The results of the calculation
were virtually independent of tr(r) distribution configuration if these conditions were
satisfied.

In Fig. 6(b), we see that the calculated curve is located outside the field of
experimental points characterizing the dependence rs2(t) and is shifted to the right by
about 30 ms in comparison with the discharge current oscillogram. The discrepancy
between calculated and experimental dependences, rs2(t), implies that an ano-
malously rapid current penetration through the plasma layer between its edge and the
q = 2 surface takes place in the T-7 discharge under study.

The amplitudes of the poloidal magnetic field perturbation harmonics with
2 < m < 5 at frequencies of a few kHz were changing in time, approximately
repeating the changes in the discharge current. The time behaviour of the m = 6
mode, which had a frequency of ~ 10 kHz, turned out to be different. The amplitude
of this harmonic was oscillating, and the maxima of these oscillations corresponded
to the phases of rise and drop in the discharge current. The HF poloidal field oscilla-
tions in the frequency range of 10-100 kHz (Fig. 6(f)), which probably are tearing
modes with high m numbers, behaved similarly to m = 6 mode.
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4. PLASMA ENERGY BALANCE SIMULATION WITH
ACCOUNT OF MAGNETIC SURFACE DESTRUCTION

A possible explanation of the electron heat transport anomaly in tokamaks is
based on the assumption that the tearing mode marginal stability condition is satisfied
in the plasma [7]. This condition is determined by the shape of the current density
radial distribution. It is reached by overheating of the plasma column interior, result-
ing in a peaking of the electron temperature profile and, hence, also in a peaking of
the plasma conductivity profile. On attaining the threshold, the development of the
instability results in a destruction of the magnetic surfaces and in an enhancement of
transport which prevents further peaking of the radial distributions, such that a steady
state is established in the plasma. In other words, the contradiction between two pro-
files — the tendency of the temperature profile to peaking and the impossibility of
unbound peaking for the current profile — determines their steady state shape and
specifies the radial heat transport.

According to Ref. [7], the destruction of the magnetic surface structure should
occur when the tearing mode stability condition, £ = 0.4 7rr2(-j')/Be <, 1, is vio-
lated, where j ' is the radial derivative of the current density and B6 is the poloidal
field at radius r. Let us use a set of plasma energy balance equations [8], including
the equations of electron and ion heat transport and the equation of current density
diffusion. Here, we do not solve the plasma diffusion equation, but consider a con-
stant parabolic electron density profile. In the equation for the ion component, we
use the neoclassical thermal diffusivity coefficient. The heat exchange between
electrons and ions is considered to be Coulombian.

We introduce the electron heat diffusivity coefficient which depends on whether
the plasma stability condition is satisfied. In this model, the radial electron heat diffu-
sivity is determined by neoclassical relationships for £ < 1, but for £ > 1 it is
replaced by the diffusivity along the magnetic field line multiplied by «Br>/BT)2

~ (2 x 10~2 mW/aR)2. Here, <Br> is the characteristic radial component of the
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magnetic field perturbation. For a rough approximation, according to Ref. [7], we
assume the magnetic island width to be W = r/m and the characteristic mode number
m = 10. In this case, we obtain

^ ini4Xe = 10
Tf2

2R2

where xe is measured in cm2-s"', Te in eV, n<. in cm"3. The choice of the charac-
teristic mode number is related to the fact that, on the one hand, the islands with
lower numbers (m ~ 1) cannot explain the experimental heat transport because of
their small total number although they give rise to effective transport in the regions
of their localization. On the other hand, the islands with higher mode numbers
(m ~ 100) should weakly affect the heat conduction because, for these islands the
factor «Br>/BT)2 is small.

In the equation for the current density represented by /x, for £ S i , the plasma
conductivity is assumed to be the Spitzer conductivity. To simulate the enhanced
current density transport in the regions where £ > 1, the radial distribution, /^(r),
is chosen so as to satisfy the condition £ = 1. In this case, the values of p. at the insta-
bility region boundaries remain unchanged. The value of ix at the plasma column axis
is limited by the level n < 1.

First, we consider the steady state values of the plasma parameters, choosing
for the sake of definiteness the experimental conditions of T-10: R = 150 cm,
aL = 35 cm, BT = 30 kG, Zeff = 2. The calculated dependences of Te(0) and TE

(for the plasma region within r < 0.75 a) on n<, and q(a), shown in Figs 7 and 8,
are, in their nature, in agreement with typical experimental results [9-11].

As is well known, an improvement in the plasma thermal insulation with
increasing electron density and temperature at the plasma edge [12] was observed in
a number of experiments (L-H transition). A similar result is given by the calculation
in accordance with our model (Fig. 9), which is natural for the chosen dependence
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of the electron heat diffusivity coefficient on whether the plasma stability condition
is satisfied. Indeed, an increase in Te(a) broadens the electron temperature profile
and thus assists stability improvement. Note that in the calculation of rE we use an
excess of Te(r) over Te(a).

Let us now simulate the regimes with auxiliary plasma heating. For the sake of
definiteness, let us assume that the auxiliary heating power is deposited into the elec-
tron component locally along the plasma minor radius. The calculated dependences
are shown in Fig. 10, where, according to the experiments [13], a deterioration of
plasma thermal insulation takes place with rising POH + PAUX- The rE reduction
with rising power is obtained both in the Ohmic regime with a change in the plasma
current and in the auxiliary heating regime with fixed current.

A displacement of the auxiliary power deposition point towards the plasma
periphery, in both calculation (Fig. 11) and experiments [14], does not result in a
strong deterioration of deposited energy confinement because it is accompanied by
an improvement in the thermal insulation in the interior of the plasma column. The
same explanation can be given for an effect that is, at a first glance, paradoxical; it
is observed in the experiment [15] when the core temperature, Te(0), rises and
remains higher than the temperature at the point of auxiliary power deposition
(Fig. 12).
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The adopted model naturally describes the experimentally observed [16] non-
linear dependence of the radial heat flux on the electron temperature gradient. This
dependence provides high rates of propagation for heat waves emerging in the plasma
in the presence of sawtooth oscillations [17] and under pulsed auxiliary heating [18].
In our calculations, the electron heat diffusivity coefficient found from the heat wave
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propagation velocity, which is produced on the T(r) profile after switching on the
auxiliary heating, exceeds the time averaged quasi-stationary coefficient by one to
two orders of magnitude.

The information on the current density profile obtained from the solution of the
transport equations was used to calculate the m = 2 magnetic island evolution which
is described in Rutherford's regime by the equation dW/dt = wRa2A' [5]. The
results of calculations (Fig. 13) for the experimental conditions given in Fig. 4 show
that island suppression is reached under core plasma heating and under heating of the
region in the vicinity of the q = 2 surface. Between the suppression zones, there is
a comparatively narrow region where magnetic island extension takes place. The
obtained result is in general agreement with both the experimental data in Figs 3 and
4 and the data from Ref. [2]. The abrupt transition from the instability drive to its
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suppression for heating of different sides of the q = 2 surface is related to the varia-
tion of current density gradient in the vicinity of this surface. The suppression of the
m = 2 mode under on-axis heating is determined by an integral effect of the current
profile on the stability. The main role is played here by the values of the shear and
the poloidal magnetic field in the vicinity of the q = 2 surface.

One of the possible explanations for the result obtained on the anomalous rate
of current penetration into the plasma is related to the destruction of the structure of
the isolated magnetic surfaces which occurs at variations of the current density pro-
file. The simple diffusion approximation for the current penetration through the
plasma becomes invalid in this case. This is confirmed by the result of calculations
(Fig. 14) made within the framework of our model. In Fig. 14, we see that in the
calculations, as in the experiment, the phase of the oscillations of the q = 2 surface
radius virtually coincides with the phase of the discharge current oscillations. A rise
in the electron energy confinement time at the stage of current increase (Fig. 14) is
natural for the model since the variation in the current density profile assists in the
improvement of tearing mode stability in the interior of the plasma column. A similar
T£e behaviour is also observed in the experiment.
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Abstract

RELAXATION OF q PROFILE IN A HIGH BETA VERY LOW q TOKAMAK PLASMA IN TPE-2.
The initial q profiles of a high (3 plasma in TPE-2, which are produced by fast or slow program-

ming of the toroidal and the poloidal fields, relax to a specific final q profile in a short time. The self-
organized final q profile does not depend on the initial q profiles, the discharge modes, or the histories
of the plasma. The electron density also relaxes to a profile depending on the q; value. A configuration
with a specific final q profile might be in a minimum energy state. Confinement deteriorates when relax-
ation oscillations are observed. The formation of flat current density and flat electron density profiles
seems to be essential for the stable confinement of a high p, low q plasma.

1. INTRODUCTION

TPE-2 is a toroidal screw pinch device with elongated cross-section (b/a =
21 cm/13 cm, K = 1.6, A = 3.0) and a conducting shell [1, 2]. High (3 tokamak
plasmas with 0, - 0.1, j3p ~ 1 and qf > 1.2 are produced by fast and/or slow
pulsed discharges and are stably confined (TE > 1 ms) in the parameter ranges of T
= 50-400 eV and ii,. = (0.5-5) x 1020 irr3 [3-5]. In the fast pulsed discharge, the
implosion heated plasma (T; S> Te) is further heated by Ohmic dissipation in the
confinement stage. In the slow pulsed discharge the plasma is heated mainly by
Ohmic dissipation [6].

The low q operation of tokamaks is of particular importance for realizing high
/3 confinement and effective Ohmic heating. It is one of the candidates for the
improvement and optimization of the tokamak concept.

Low q plasmas, such as in RFPs and spheromaks, have their inherent configura-
tions of the self-organized magnetic state. The RFP configuration is, for example,
described by the energy principle, in which the force free equilibrium of a constant

1 FOM-Instituut voor Plasmafysica 'Rijnhuizen', Nieuwegein, Netherlands.
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H profile is in the minimum energy state [7]. In the tokamak regime, the magnetic
configuration with the same minimum energy state should have an approximately
constant pitch profile in a cylindrical plasma, which became apparent in the early
stage of the screw pinch experiment [8]. The plasma, with a tight aspect ratio and
an elongated cross-section, has a tendency to increase q towards the periphery, even
if it has a constant ^ profile. Recently, the minimum energy state of a high 0 tokamak
plasma (jSp ~ 1) has been discussed, and it was shown that specific current and
pressure profiles exist [9]. These ideas suggest that the profiles should relax to a
characteristic equilibrium state derived from the minimum energy state. The high 0
plasma plays an important role in the process of self-organization. A deviation of the
profiles causes the release of excess energy, which then degrades the confinement.

In this paper, we study the formation and the relaxation of the q and density pro-
files in a wide range of discharge parameters. The relaxation towards a specific q pro-
file is shown to exist. The profile is compared with a theoretical calculation. We also
demonstrate the experimental evidence of such consideration in the high q to low q
transition. Relaxation oscillations are clearly observed near the low q limit and in the
low density region, and their relevance to confinement deterioration is presented.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP

Plasmas with various q values can be produced by fast or slow programming
control of the poloidal and toroidal fields. Low q (qf ~ 1.2-1.8) or high q(q, > 2)
stable plasmas with a nearly constant pitch profile are produced by setting up an oper-
ation with constant q at the wall, in a fast or slow screw pinch operation mode in
which the rise time of the plasma current is 2.8 fts and 300 /xs, respectively (fast con-
stant current mode and slow screw pinch mode) [5, 6]. The low q plasmas can be
produced by decreasing qf from high q plasmas (Ip ramp-up mode). Furthermore,
the various initial q profiles (hollow, flat and peaked) can be produced independently
of j8p and qf by fast programming control, in which the time difference of the initia-
tion of the poloidal and the toroidal fields is slightly changed, as is shown in
Fig. l(a). The initial 0, and /3p values are also controlled by preheating parameters,
filling pressures and implosion heating rates.

3. RELAXATION OF q PROFILE

3.1. Self-organized q profile

Profiles of q, which are initially hollow or peaked, develop into a specific pro-
file, as is shown in Fig. l(a). The specific q profile is self-organized through the
relaxation process in several tens of microseconds after the initiation of the discharge,
if the initially programmed q profiles deviate from the specific one, and this situation
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remains until the end of the discharge. Here, the flux profile and, hence, the q̂  pro-
file are calculated from the poloidal field distribution at the wall [5].

The characteristics of the self-organized specific final q profile are shown in
Fig. l(b). The q values near the axis of the plasma column, q^ (q^ at 30% of the
maximum poloidal flux) and the peripheral values, q^a, are plotted as the function
of qf for the various plasma operations. This figure shows that the q profiles are
similar in shape, independent of the initial q profiles, of q, and of n,., in the slow as
well as in the fast screw pinch mode. The values of q^ and q^a before and after the
transition of qf ~ 2 in the ramp-up mode are also included in Fig. l(b). The final
q profiles after the transition do not depend on the plasma history. The q̂  values of
a force free equilibrium configuration with constant fi profile are calculated and are
shown by the dotted lines in the figure. The total free energy of the plasma and the
magnetic fields is also calculated with the constraint of /3p = 1. The total free
energy of the system decreases as q and pressure profiles become flatter. It needs
another constraint to be in a minimum energy state. The q̂  values of the plasma
with j3p = 1 and p = po((^ a-^)/W'2 are also shown by broken lines in the figure.
These q profiles are nearly flat in the cylindrical sense. This means that the current
density is flat over the plasma cross-section except in the edge region. The increment
of q̂  towards the periphery is due to the toroidicity, which is enhanced by the j8
effect. These results suggest profile consistency of q in high (3 plasmas, and also that
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the plasma state with the specific q profile might be in a minimum energy equilibrium
state of the high & and low q tokamak.

3.2. Effect of 13 on the transition from high q to low q

The transition through qf ~ 2 from the high q plasma with high S number (S
~ 106) can also be attained by slow ramping of the plasma current. The transition
is usually accompanied by a rapid (one or two orders of magnitude shorter than the
tearing mode growth time) and violent relaxation process. In this configuration, when
qf = 2, q̂  near the axis is about 2, instead of about 1, as in the usual tokamaks. The
transition is sometimes not successful and results in plasma current limitation, espe-
cially for excessively elongated and inward shifted plasmas. The necessary condition
of initial j3p to achieve the transition to the low q regime is shown in Fig. 2. This
figure shows that /3p must be higher than the critical value before the transition. At
the transition, the high /3 plasma causes an outward shift of the plasma column itself,
which results in the reduction of q^ and a deepening of the magnetic well near the
column axis. The initial high @ plasma can supply the energy which may be necessary
to drive the transition.

3.3. Relaxation of density profile

The electron density profile also relaxes to a specific profile. A flat density pro-
file of a high q plasma relaxes to a peaked profile, and a peaked density profile of
a low q plasma relaxes to a flat profile. This occurs in most cases simultaneously with
the q profile relaxation, and the profile stays roughly constant during the rest of the
discharge. The profile changes drastically at qf ~ 2, as is shown in Fig. 3. At the
high q to low q transition, the profile changes from peaked to flat, and vice versa
at the transition from low q to high q. The volume averaged density of the constant
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FIG. 3. Density profiles through the transition of qs ~ 2,

qf plasma (constant current mode) is nearly constant during the discharge, except in
high density plasmas (ne > 3 X 1020 m"3). In the ramp-up current mode, when qf

passes through 2, the central density decreases rapidly to 2/3-1/2, mainly owing to
flattening of the density profile, then it stays constant. The relaxation of the density
profile suggests that it has a specific profile which mainly depends on the qf value.

The profile of the ion temperature from C V Doppler broadening gradually
becomes broad with time during the discharge. The profile of the electron tempera-
ture, measured by Thomson scattering, also broadens gradually. Since the tempera-
ture profile is steeper than the density profile, the pressure profile is not so flat as
the density profile.

4. ENERGY CONFINEMENT AND FLUCTUATIONS

The global energy confinement time TE is evaluated from rE = Wp/(Vp Ip -
dWp/dt). The plasma energy Wp is calculated from j8p. The relation of the global
energy confinement time TE to the electron density and the plasma current is found
to be close to the neoclassical scaling in the MHD region, that is, TE OC Ipn,., as is
shown in Figs 4(a) and (b) [4, 5, 10]. The radiation loss has been reduced to less than
one third of the total loss. However, confinement deteriorates when periodic, decay-
ing oscillations appear on the one-turn voltage, the soft X-ray emission, the visible
radiation, and the density. In particular, when q( approaches the lowest limit (qf ~
1.2), the density and q profiles become very flat, and a periodic, decaying oscillation
appears on the one-turn voltage, and the density of the peripheral region fluctuates
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intermittently. The density profiles and the intensity of their fluctuations are shown
in Fig. 4(c). In the low q plasma, the density fluctuation level at the periphery is
lower in the flat profile than in the peaked. In these noisy plasmas, rE decreases
with decreasing density in the low density region (n,, < 1020 m"3) and also
decreases with decreasing qf, as is shown in Figs 4(a) and (b). The deterioration of
the confinement seems to be caused by the deviation from and the relaxation to the
specific q profile, accompanied by the relaxation oscillations.

A correlation analysis of horizontal multi-chord soft X-ray signals indicates the
appearance of kink-like modes of low m and n numbers in the low q region. The per-
turbed poloidal field distribution on the wall surface also has a coherent structure,
corresponding to the intermittent density fluctuation.

Low level high frequency fluctuations are observed in n<., the poloidal field Bp

and SX signals; they are larger for lower qf. They have, however, only a slight
effect on energy confinement.
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5. CONCLUSIONS

The experimental results can be summarized as follows:

Relaxation and self-organization of the q profile are observed. The initial q pro-
files of a high jS plasma in TPE-2, which are produced by fast or slow programming
of the toroidal and poloidal fields, relax to a specific final q profile within a short
time. The current density is nearly flat over the cross-section. The profile does not
depend on the initial q profiles, q( or rig either in the slow screw pinch mode or in
the fast screw pinch mode, and does not depend on the plasma histories. The density
profiles also relax to the profiles which depend on the qf value. The configuration
with the specific q and density profiles might be in a minimum energy state of a high
/3 and very low q plasma. The confinement deteriorates in the plasmas when relaxa-
tion oscillations appear. This could be interpreted to mean that the deterioration of
the confinement is caused by the deviation from and the relaxation to the specific q
profile, accompanied by the relaxation oscillations. The formation and the sustain-
ment of the flat current and flat density profiles are considered to be essential for a
stable confinement of high (3 and low q tokamak plasmas.
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Abstract

DISRUPTION CONTROL IN THE TOKAMAK.
Analytic and numerical modelling shows that the effect of resonant helical fields, and/or a resis-

tive wall, is to cause mode lock of the m = 2 pre-disruptive activity, the results being in close agreement
with experiments on the TOSCA and DITE tokamaks. The disruptive density limit on DITE was
extended by 20-25%, using off-axis (low power) ECRH, at 60 GHz. Calculations including toroidal
effects show that an active feedback system using applied m = 2 fields should stabilize pre-disruptive
activity.

1 INTRODUCTION

In most tokamaks the major disruption is preceded by magnetic fluctuations
with poloidal mode number m=2 and toroidal mode number n= l . Often
in larger tokamaks (e.g. JET [1]) these (2,1) magnetic fields lock to the wall
and cease oscillating while continuing to grow. Mode lock due to magnetic
field inhomogeneity is considered in Section 2.

Neutral beam heating can extend the limit on the density imposed by
the major disruption [2], and experiments on CLEO have shown that ECRH
can produce similar effects [3]. In Section 3 we discuss improvements to the
density limit from modest amounts of localized ECRH in DITE.

445
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An alternative method of controlling the disruption is to directly stabi-
lize the associated (2,1) oscillations using resonant magnetic feedback; as
was achieved on the TO-1 tokamak [4]. In Section 4, we describe modelling
of the magnetic feedback system being implemented on the DITE tokamak.

2 MODE LOCKING

We consider two factors contributing to mode lock. First, a rotating mode
will drive eddy currents in the liner/wall, and the resistive damping of these
currents leads to an energy loss, resulting in a reduction in mode frequency
[5]. Secondly, there is a net torque between a rotating mode and a static
helical field [6] (which might be imposed directly or be due to an error field).
To elucidate these effects we consider a plasma surrounded by a resistive
liner (time constant TW) which is in turn surrounded by a helical sheet
current (/<, cos (mO + n<f>)), and then a vacuum. Integrating the toroidal
force balance equation across the plasma, we can evaluate these various
forces at the wall (r = rw) [6] :-

= _
dt

+ 2-K2nrwUBr (cos A sin A) + v Un — uo) (1)
V m /

where BT is the field at rw of the rotating mode, A is the angle between
the rotating mode and helical field, and a is the fraction of plasma mass
(M) around the resonant surface (q — m/n), on which the forces act. The
first term on the RHS of Eq.(l) represents the resistive wall damping. The
second term represents the effect of the helical sheet current, while the
third term, v(u> — u>o), represents a viscous coupling between the bulk of the
plasma which has toroidal velocity Ru>o/n and the plasma near the island
which has velocity Ru>/n. We have compared the predictions of Eq.(l) with
the results of non-linear computations solving the reduced MHD equations,
and find good agreement [5].

We can place constraints on the inertia (i.e. a) involved by comparing
the predictions of Eq.(l), and non-linear computations, with results from
DITE. Figure 1 shows Be traces measured at two locations separated by
45° poloidally. These signals are dominantly (2,1), with a coupled (3,1)
component. There was 1.3MW of tangential NBI in this case. The strong
distortion to the waveforms, and mode locking, from interaction with the
bundle divertor, which induces ~12% (2,1) islands, is evident. From these
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FIG. 1. Be signals from DITE showing mode lock to bundle divertor.

waveforms we estimate the required \dw/dt\ ~ 2 x 10s rad. s 2 giving an
inertial force of 32aN. Equating this force to the toroidal force from the
bundle divertor ( ~ 0.5N when (2,1) Br = 6 x 1(T4T) shows that a < 0.016,
i.e. to account for the observed waveforms the mode inertia is less than 1.6%
of the total plasma inertia. This fraction is smaller than the plasma island
width but is approximately equal to the tearing layer width. It should be
noted that we have been considering toroidal forces on the assumption that
poloidal rotation is neo-classically inhibited. It may be, however, that the
poloidal forces have transient effects, in which case a would be larger.

Here we have been considering a situation in which the helical coil forces
are dominant. However, in JET, for example, the damping force from the
resistive wall appears dominant with a small error field ultimately causing
the mode lock [1].

3 DENSITY LIMIT WITH ECRH

Studies on the improvement to the disruptive density limit in hydrogen on
DITE have been made using ~ 85 kW of ECRH at 60 GHz (PRF/POH ~
0.4), launched from a high field side X-mode antenna, 45° above the mid-
plane. Two resonance locations have been studied; (a) BT = 2.2T giving a
deposition profile from ray tracing peaking close to the magnetic axis and
extending to r ~ 5cm; (b) BT = 1.9T giving ~ 70% of the power deposited
in a narrower profile (FWHM=2.7cm) peaking outside q = 2 at r ~ 20cm
and the remainder mode converted and deposited inside q = 2. The launch
angle was 30° from perpendicular but the calculated current drive is < 1%IP
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and Jdriven(max) & 4.5% J0hmic{local), so it is not expected to affect the sta-
bility significantly. To determine the density limit, Ohmic discharges were
established just below their density limit, and then gas puffing was applied
during the ECRH pulse (~100ms). The rate of gas feed was increased from
shot to shot until a disruption, determined by a negative loop voltage spike
(not necessarily a current termination), occurred during ECRH. The same
gas feed rate was then used in a shot without ECRH, to determine the
Ohmic limit.

The best results were obtained with Ip ~ lOOkA {qcyi{a) ~ 4.5), using
edge heating. Here the density limit increased from ne = 3.4 x 1019m~3

(Ohmic) to ne = 4.1 x 1019m-3 (ECRH) (Fig. 2). With central heating
the improvements to the density limit were smaller, only ~ 10%. The
pre-disruptive magnetic activity (Be) was similar in amplitude (~ 0.8%5e

at r = 26cm), frequency(~ 5kHz) and growth time (0.5-1.5ms for the final
phase) for both cases, with (2,1) structure dominating. For both the central
and edge heating, the Ohmic power dropped by ~ 50kW from ~ 250kW
when the ECRH was applied, but recovered in ~ 20ms for edge heating.
The radiated power fraction is typically ~ 50% at the first disruption for
both cases but only ~ 40% for the Ohmic disruptions.

The soft X-rays show typically that the central heating increases the
sawtooth inversion radius, r;nu ~ 2.5cm, by ~ 0.5cm, while the edge heat-
ing reduces it by ~ 0.5cm, suggesting that J(r) is changed. This is further
supported by discharges where the pre-disruptive m = 2 growth appears
just before the ECRH pulse and then stabilizes in 5-40ms to the back-
ground activity ( / ~ 10kHz, Be/Bg ~ 0.04%). We have examined these
results using a 1-D transport code which shows that edge heating produces
stabilizing changes to J(r) with reductions in r,A' ~ -1.0 on a timescale
of 10-20ms.

4 MAGNETIC FEEDBACK

The DITE feedback system uses saddle coils to generate the helical fields.
These saddle coils are mounted in pairs above and below the midplane, with
two pairs separated by 180° toroidally, to generate dominantly m=2, n—1
fields. Sine and cosine phases are generated by using two such sets of coils.
The saddle coils are designed to maximize the required (2,1) component
with the main sidebands (1,1) and (3,1) minimized at < 10% of the (2,1)
vacuum radial magnetic field.

We have studied the interaction of these imposed helical fields with
(2,1) tearing modes in cylindrical and toroidal geometries. In cylindrical
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FIG. 2. Plasma current (Ip) and line average density (ne) with ECRH (solid line) and without ECRH
(dotted line). Central SXR and B} (6 = -124°) signals are shown at the first disruption for the same
shots. Note the sawteeth continuing to the disruption and the series of soft disruptions before the current
quench.

geometry, we have made non-linear simulations using the reduced MHD
equations. Figure 3 shows the response of a 4.2% (2,1) island to various
helical coil currents (Ic), for q^ = 4.3. It can be seen that applying the
current (Jc) causes the island width (W) to decrease (as desired for the
feedback). However, W goes through zero and then grows to an enhanced
value; this occurs because the island grows with its phase aligned to, and
enhanced, by the helical coil island. These processes impose limits on Ic -
the current must be large enough that dW/dt < 0, but not so large that the
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island flips phase in less than the response time of the system (in practice,
this upper limit is not restrictive). For the DITE coil system we find that
dW/dt < 0 requires

IC{A) > 6.5W2(%)A' (2)

where the conducting liner effect has been included. Thus for 'typical values'
A' = 6, W = 3% we require Ic > 350A, which is well within the capabilities
of the feedback amplifiers (7C < l.OkA at 5kHz). We have also studied
the required feedback currents in toroidal geometry using an inverse aspect
ratio expansion and the A' formalism of Ref [7]. We find that the toroidal
calculations yield requirements that are very similar to Eq.(2).

To determine the feedback response times we must examine the response
of the mode phase to the applied helical field. The phase error (9B) between
the feedback signal and the mode causes a torque [6] which acts to align their
phases. The phase instability acceleration, dw/dt ~ 9.4 x
s 2 (assuming the inertia to be that found in Section 2); thus for 9E =
10° and W = 3% the time to accelerate from 6kHz to 10kHz is ~30ms
(this frequency response is additional to that required to match the natural
mode frequency, ~6kHz in DITE). As the necessary current (Jc) a W2 and
the phase instability acceleration oc W3, the requirements on the feedback
system are considerably reduced at the mode detection threshold (W < 1%).

5 CONCLUSIONS

Calculation of mode locking due to resonant helical fields from the DITE
bundle divertor shows that £ 2% of the total plasma inertia is instanta-
neously involved.
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Experiments on DITE using 60GHz off-axis ECRH, at modest powers
(PRF/POH ~ 0-4), show a 20-25% increase in the disruptive density limit.

The theoretical requirements on currents and response times for the m=2
feedback system on DITE have been calculated and shown to be within the
capabilities of the system, for typical island sizes.
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Abstract

PARTICLE REMOVAL CAPABILITIES OF THE TOROIDAL PUMP LIMITER ALT-II —
POLOIDAL ASYMMETRIES AND ICR HEATING.

ALT-II is a segmented toroidal belt pump limiter in TEXTOR used to experimentally investigate
the question of particle removal capability in this configuration. Specifically, experimental results from
two effects are presented — the influence of poloidal plasma flow and density decay length asymmetries,
and the impact of ICR heating. The exhaust efficiency, extrapolated from the presently available two
pumping units to the full action of eight pumping units, reaches up to 8%. The dependence of particle
removal on plasma density and on radial limiter position is briefly discussed. An evaluation of proposed
design modifications shows that exhaust efficiencies of 15-20% may become achievable with this pump
limiter configuration.
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1. INTRODUCTION

ALT-II (ALT — advanced limiter test) [1] is a large area segmented toroidal
belt pump limiter installed in Textor. The general objective of the ALT programme
is the evaluation of the capabilities of pump limiters as an alternative to magnetic
divertors. The main objective of ALT-II is to investigate the physics of particle
removal and density control with a toroidal belt pump limiter protoypical for a reactor
limiter. This investigation is inevitably connected to the question of heat load distri-
bution over the limiter surface and neutralizer plates and the related release of impuri-
ties. In this paper, specifically the question of particle removal and ways of
improving it are addressed.

Results of the first period of experimental operation with this limiter configura-
tion are reported in Refs [2-4]. During this period asymmetries in the plasma bound-
ary were observed. Here, after a short description of the experimental arrangement
(Section 2), more results on these asymmetries and related effects on particle removal
are presented (Section 3). In Section 4, the increase of particle removal with addi-
tional heating (ICRH) will be addressed, and in Section 5 possibilities for optimizing
the particle removal capability of the ALT-II system will be discussed.

2. EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT

ALT-II is a nearly axisymmetric toroidal belt pump limiter located on the out-
side of the TEXTOR torus at 45° below the horizontal midplane. The toroidal belt
is segmented into eight radially movable blades, each about 1.50 m long and 0.28 m
wide. A single blade consists of a 6 mm thick Inconel base plate covered by
28 graphite tiles, with the plasma facing surface contoured to distribute the heat
loads. Each blade is equipped on the back with a localized particle collection system
(scoop, neutralizer plate, duct) leading to a pumping unit. At present, pumps are
installed on only two blades. (For more details, see Ref. [2].)

An array of Langmuir and flux probes provides local information on fluxes,
electron temperatures, and densities in the scoops. Fast ionization gauges monitor the
neutral density in each of the eight vacuum ductings. A pneumatically driven scan-
ning double probe gives radial scrape-off layer (SOL) profiles of ion flux, and elec-
tron temperature and density in the outside horizontal midplane. Thermocouples and
two IR cameras provide information on the heat load distribution. In addition, the
standard TEXTOR diagnostics are available, including two Li beam diagnos-
tics [5, 6] on the top and bottom of TEXTOR used to determine the poloidal structure
of the density SOL profiles. In the experiments reported here, TEXTOR
(R = 1.75 m, amax = 0.48 m) is operated with Ip = 340 kA, BT = 2.0 T and a
range of line averaged densities of n^ = (1-5.5) x 1019 m~3. The existing
0-2.6 MW ICR heating system on TEXTOR is described in detail in Refs [7, 8].
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3. POLOIDAL ASYMMETRIES AND THEIR EFFECT ON
PARTICLE REMOVAL

The ALT-II system has eight particle collection scoops facing the ion drift direc-
tion of the plasma current and four scoops facing the electron drift direction. With
the 'normal' Ip and BT orientation in TEXTOR the ion drift points towards the bot-
tom facing edge of the belt. While the flow to the collection scoops under the limiter
has been found to be toroidally symmetric, the flow to the bottom facing and outside
facing scoops is subject to two types of poloidal asymmetries. First, in the ion drift
direction, the plasma flow to the limiter is up to a factor of three higher than the elec-
tron drift direction [3]. A similar result was found previously by probe and neutral
pressure measurements on ALT-I [9]. This type of asymmetry is highest at low core
plasma densities (high edge Te) and disappears for line averaged densities ne exceed-
ing 3 x 10" m~3. Second, SOL profile measurements, using the scanning probe in
the equatorial plane and a thermal Li beam at the bottom of the TEXTOR vessel,
show that the flux and density profiles connecting to the top of the belt have a larger
radial extension than those connecting to the bottom edge. The two decay lengths
differ by up to a factor of two. The different flow and decay lengths on opposite sides
of the belt almost compensate each other so that the currents collected in the outside
and the bottom facing scoops are nearly balanced.

To investigate the dependence of these asymmetries on the field geometry, both
Ip and BT have been reversed. IR camera measurements show clearly that the rever-
sal shifts the high plasma flow to the outside facing edge of the belt, which is now
the ion drift direction side. This confirms that the flow asymmetry at low ne is
related to the ion and electron drift direction. On the other hand, the influence of the
Ip and BT reversal on the asymmetry of the SOL e-folding lengths is different. The
radial flux and density profiles across the outside edge of the belt become even
longer, whereas at the bottom edge the profile remains nearly constant. These results
indicate that the e-folding length asymmetry is not related to the ion and electron drift
directions, but to the poloidal location of the limiter. In the field reversed geometry,
the higher flow on the outside edge in combination with the larger e-folding length
on that side leads to an increase in particle collection and removal by a factor of 1.5
to 2, as is shown by the signals of flux probes (Fig. 1). A possible explanation for
the observed asymmetries, which is at least qualitatively in agreement with the
experimental observations, is based on the effect of the toroidal belt limiter impeding
secondary equilibrium currents and poloidal plasma rotation [10].

4. INFLUENCE OF ICRH ON PARTICLE REMOVAL

The application of ICR heating leads to a significant increase in the number of
particles removed by the pump limiter. Figure 2 shows this increase both in the flux
probe signal and in the particle removal rate <£r (particles per second removed by
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FIG. 1. Comparison of scoop currents measured by the flux probes in the scoops of blade 2 for normal
and reversed directions of plasma current Ip and toroidal field BT.

pumps) measured at a scoop facing the bottom of the machine in the presence of an
ICRH power level of 2.3 MW; both quantities are elevated typically by a factor of
three. In Fig. 3 the removal rate increases nearly linearly with ICRH power. In some
cases, however, when the highest ICRH power levels (total power = 3 MW) are
approached, a saturation is observed.

Scanning probe and Ha signals indicate that the particle confinement time rp

decreases in proportion to the energy confinement time TE during (L-mode) ICRH
power scans. Obviously, the observed increase in the particle removal rate is directly
correlated with the decrease in rp; there is nearly no change in the exhaust effi-
ciency, eexh = <£r/0e> since both removal rate, 0r, and core efflux, <£e = N/TP,
increase approximately in the same proportion. This results also in a higher density
in the SOL, up to three times more particle collection by the scoops facing the bottom
of the vessel, and in an increased overall particle removal by ALT-II. However, the
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four outside facing scoops can show either increased or decreased particle fluxes,
depending on the ICRH power level, the core densities, and the wall conditioning
history in the tokamak. The scanning probe shows that these effects are probably
related to ICRH induced profile modifications in the SOL [2]. Enhanced particle
collection is always found in the scoops facing the bottom of the machine. With
regard to the exhaust efficiency, ICRH induced changes of ii,, and Te profiles seem
to be of minor importance.

5. FURTHER PERSPECTIVES ON THE TOROIDAL BELT PUMP
LIMITER CONFIGURATION

The exhaust efficiencies eexh achieved so far, extrapolated from the presently
available two pumping units to the combined action of eight pumping units, are in
the range of eexh = 4-8%, slightly exceeding the design value. The maximum
particle removal rate obtained with high power ICRH is <j>r « 4 X 1020 particles
per second or « 6torr-L-s~'. These values do not, however, represent the
maximum potential of this kind of pump limiter configuration. First, there are indica-
tions that the removal rate improves with increasing core density [2], and any further
increase in ne would also improve the exhaust efficiency owing to the expected
increase in TP with fL.. Unfortunately, no improvement can be expected from insert-
ing the belt limiter to smaller minor radii. ALT-II seems to define the edge, and the
SOL is independent of the limiter radius. This differs from the experimental
experience with the modular pump limiter ALT-I (and other modular pump limiter
devices), where by moving the limiter head more deeply into the plasma, strong rises
in the removal rates and the plenum pressures have been found [9]. A possible reason
for this difference was offered [10].

Secondly, appreciable improvements in the ALT-II exhaust efficiency may be
expected from blade design changes. Removal rate and exhaust efficiency depend on
the relative fraction of the core efflux collected by the scoop entrance (collection
efficiency econ = <f>J<j)e, <j>m is the flux entering the scoops) and on how much of that
collected flux can in fact be removed by the pumps (removal efficiency
er = #r/0in). To a large extent, the collection efficiency depends on the minimum
radial distance between the tangency point and the entrance of the scoop, which, as
the critical quantity, is determined by the tolerable heat load distribution and other
technical requirements. With respect to power handling, the ALT-II blade has been
designed for a power e-folding length of \ = 10 mm. Experimentally,
Xq = 5-7 mm has been measured. For instance, reducing the blade thickness from
the present 17 mm to 10 mm, provided that mechanical strength and other engineer-
ing aspects permit such a change, would increase the collection efficiency (and
removal rate and exhaust efficiency) by a factor of two. The removal efficiency of
ALT-II is, at present, in the range of 25-30%. With ALT-I, removal efficiencies of
50-60% have been achieved [9]. This efficiency is mainly determined by the ratio
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between scoop conductance for particle backstreaming from the neutralizer plate to
the plasma and the effective pumping speed at the neutralizer plate. At present,
however, this pumping speed is limited by the conductance of the vacuum ducting.
Any increase in this conductance could increase the effective pumping speed and,
thereby, the removal efficiency, removal rate and exhaust efficiency. Combining
both effects, i.e. improvements in the collection efficiency and in the removal effi-
ciency, might lead to an overall improvement of particle removal by a factor of three
to four, which would yield removal rates in excess of 1021 particles per second and
exhaust efficiencies of 15-20%. Assuming that this exhaust efficiency can also be
achieved for helium under reactor conditions, toroidal belt pump limiters can proba-
bly exhaust the a-products in steady state, a task for which the pump limiter was
originally proposed and discussed [11] (as compared with density control in the
presence of neutral beam and pellet injection). For INTOR conditions, for example,
allowing for a core helium concentration of 10%, sufficient helium can be removed
from the plasma if the a-particle confinement time, rp", is below 2-3 s, which seems
to be a realistic value.

6. CONCLUSIONS

The experimental results have shown that taking advantage of the observed
asymmetries in the plasma flow and in the SOL decay length increases the ALT-II
removal rate and the exhaust efficiency by a factor of about 1.5. With ICR heating
the removal rate rises up to a factor of three at high ICRH powers, whereas the
exhaust efficiency remains nearly constant. Removal rates up to 4 X 1020 particles
per second and exhaust efficiencies up to 8 % have so far been achieved (extrapolated
to eight active pumping units).

The analysis shows that there is the potential of improving the performance of
this toroidal belt limiter configuration by a factor of three to four, by modifying its
geometrical design with the aim of increasing collection and removal efficiency. This
requires a detailed knowledge of the SOL profiles, especially of the power decay
length during full power operation. Exhaust efficiencies in the range 15-20% are
feasible, which probably meets the a-particle removal requirements. The open ques-
tion is the level of impurity release from such a limiter system. This second main
objective of the ALT-II pump limiter programme will be addressed in the near future
when the full 6-7 MW heating power and reactor relevant power fluxes at the limiter
blades become available in TEXTOR.
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Abstract

THE ROLE OF LIMITERS AND WALLS IN IMPURITY PRODUCTION.
An impurity control limiter in DITE has been shown to be much more effective in helium than

in deuterium discharges. This is because the wall impurity fluxes are higher in hydrogen and deuterium
discharges than in helium. Measured yields of impurities from the wall indicate that they are
predominantly due to chemical reactions, whereas the limiter impurities are predominantly due to physi-
cal sputtering. However, oxygen from the wall when it enters the discharge can enhance the yield of
carbon from the limiter by the formation of CO. Experiments deliberately puffing CO show that the
increases of oxygen and carbon levels are smaller than expected. It is proposed that charge exchange
of oxygen ions with neutral hydrogen determines the equilibrium level of oxygen.

1. INTRODUCTION

If impurities are produced by physical sputtering at the limiter
then a simple global model of impurity production can be derived
[1]. Impurities released as sputtered atoms enter the plasma and
are ionised and dispersed. They produce line radiation which
reduces the power flowing to the boundary and hence the edge
temperature [2], thus reducing the rate of impurity production.
This feedback mechanism leads to an equilibrium impurity
concentration which depends primarily on the power input, the
plasma density and the atomic number of the impurity. Thus the
impurity production usually is determined by the global
properties of the plasma. However, if there is an additional
impurity influx from the wall then the simple feedback process is
disturbed. Wall impurity processes are not so well understood

1 Canadian Fusion Fuels Technology Project, Toronto, Ontario L5J IKS, Canada.
2 I.V. Kurchatov Institute of Atomic Energy, Moscow, USSR.
3 Institute of Aerospace Studies, University of Toronto, Toronto, Ontario, Canada.
4 Institute of Physics and Technology, Khar'kov, USSR.
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and the way in which an equilibrium can be set up is not so
obvious. In this paper we first discuss evidence for physical
sputtering at the limiter and then consider conditions under
which either wall or limiter sources are dominant.

2. IMPURITY PRODUCTION AT LIMITERS

Ions in the scrape-off layer are accelerated by the presheath and
sheath electric fields and cause physical sputtering of the
limiter material. When attempting to compare quantitative
estimates of the impurity fluxes produced by sputtering with the
observed impurity concentration in the plasma there is
uncertainty in the fluxes and energies of the incident particles
and of the absolute sputter yield (because the surface state of
the limiter during tokamak operation is difficult to
characterize). It is usually found that impurity levels in
tokamaks are consistent with physical sputtering, but there is
sufficient uncertainty in the estimates that contributions from
other sources cannot be ruled out. Evidence that physical
sputtering is a dominant mechanism comes from a number of
different experiments including the fact that both metals and
carbon impurity [3] densities decrease with plasma density in
agreement with the predictions of a global sputtering model [1].

In order to get further evidence on the mechanism of
impurity production at limiters we have built an Impurity Control
Limiter in DITE, shown schematically in Fig.lb. With this design
atoms sputtered from the graphite surface are directed towards
the wall, rather than into the plasma, as in conventional limiter
geometry (Fig.la). Impurity atoms are either ionised in the
scrape-off layer or travel directly to the wall as neutrals. A
substantial improvement in plasma purity is predicted by Monte
Carlo modelling [4] and observed experimentally [5]. In helium
plasmas the global radiation is reduced by a factor of 2 and the
impurity contribution to Z e f f by up to 60%, compared to a rail
limiter of conventional geometry. Local measurements of the
spatial distribution of neutral carbon are also made. Using
measured profiles of edge temperature and density the mean free
path for ionisation can be deduced and hence the neutral atom
energy. The energy distribution of the atoms is consistent with
a surface binding energy of 8 eV, as has been obtained for
sputtered carbon atoms [6].

Physical sputtering clearly determines the minimum impurity
level obtainable. Desorption or chemical processes will increase
this level further. In deuterium plasmas the impurity control
limiter was much less effective, reducing radiation by only 20%.
We have ascribed this difference to the fact that wall impurity
mechanisms are much more important in hydrogenic plasmas than in
helium.
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(a) Conventional Limiter

Redeposition
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Shine through

Wall

(b) Impurity Control Limiter

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram oflimiler geometries: (a) conventional limiter directing impurities into the
plasma; (b) impurity control limiter (ICL) directing impurities towards the wall.

3. LIGHT IMPURITY PRODUCTION AT THE WALLS

Spectroscopic measurements of impurity fluxes from the
stainless steel walls have been made in DITE in both deuterium
and helium discharges over a wide range of densities. Typical
values are presented in Table I. These fluxes have been derived
from chordal emissivities of visible spectral lines of these
species and theoretical photon efficiencies [5]. In the
deuterium discharges the effective yields of impurities are 0.3
oxygen atoms per deuteron and 0.9 carbon atoms per deuteron.
These values are much higher than the physical sputter yields and
indicate either a desorption process or a chemical reaction [7].
Photodesorption can probably be ruled out because the yields are
too low [7]. The absolute flux of oxygen is a factor of A higher
in deuterium than in helium and the flux of carbon is a factor of
7 higher in deuterium. Residual gas analysis also shows an order
of magnitude increase in the impurity release rates (CH^ and CO)
evolved from the vacuum vessel following hydrogen discharges
compared to helium [7]. The impurity gas evolution increases
only slowly after the change in working gas, taking 10 to 20
discharges to reach equilibrium.
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TABLE I. IMPURITY FLUXES FROM THE WALL
IN DEUTERIUM AND HELIUM DISCHARGES
IN DITE
Ip = 100 kA, ne = 3 x 1019 nT3
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0.3

0.9

The most probable mechanism for the increased importance of
the wall as an impurity source in hydrogen discharges is chemical
reactions at the surface. It is well known that H20, CO and CH,,
can be formed by reactions on surfaces in the presence of atomic
hydrogen [8]. The reaction rate is determined by the
concentration of hydrogen isotopes implanted in the surface
rather than the incident flux [9]. This is consistent with the
slow changeover in impurity level when changing from.hydrogen to
helium discharges; i.e. only as the hydrogen inventory in the
surface changes, due to either implantation or desorption, does
the impurity flux from the wall go up or down.

The interactions of oxygen and carbon at graphite limiters
are expected to be quite different. Carbon will be deposited
with a self-sputtering yield less than unity, usually much less.
At carbon limiters, oxygen has an effective sputtering yield •v. 1,
due to the formation of CO [10,11]. The oxygen surface
concentration increases linearly with incident fluence to a
saturation level ̂  1016 atoms.cm"2 [11], depending weakly on
incident energy. This means that the oxygen introduced from the
wall recycles at the limiter and returns to the plasma; at each
interaction it introduces another carbon atom. Direct
experimental evidence for the production of CO has been obtained
in TEXTOR [12]. Further evidence comes from experiments in which
pure oxygen was puffed into deuterium discharges in DITE. It was
found that when the local Oil emissivity at the graphite limiter
doubled the CII also doubled. The carbon concentration is thus
determined by the sum of physical sputtering at the limiter plus
the flux of carbon from the wall and the carbon introduced by
oxygen chemical sputtering. One consequence of this model is
that in tokamaks with carbon limiters the carbon level will
always be larger than the oxygen level. We are not aware of any
counter examples.
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FIG. 2. Effect of puffing CO gas from a probe limiter into a deuterium discharge. Gas puff rate:

7.5 X IO!9 molecules-s'1. The dotted lines indicate typical behaviour in the absence of CO gas

puffing.

To assess the effect of impurities from the walls we have
puffed carbon monoxide into deuterium discharges in DITE. At
injection rates of 1.5 x 1019 molecules's""1 we observed a plasma
density rise rate of 6 x 1019 electrons^"1. The intensities of
both OVIII and CV rise linearly and then reach saturation levels
after *v. 50 ms. They remain constant for the rest of the 200 ms
gas pulse as shown in Fig.2. The low ionisation states, e.g. CII
and Oil observed at the location of the gas injection, increase
more rapidly than the higher states, as expected.

There is a difficulty in understanding how a recycling
impurity like oxygen reaches an equilibrium level when it is
being continually injected from the wall. One possible loss
mechanism is charge exchange of oxygen ions with neutral hydrogen
in the SOL, with the charge exchange oxygen atoms sticking at the
wall. A simple particle balance calculation using the measured
flux of oxygen from Table I and neutral hydrogen densities
estimated from DEGAS Monte Carlo calculations for DITE [13],
leads to an equilibrium concentration of *v< 3 x 1017 m~3, in quite
good agreement with experimental results of 4 x 1017 m~3 from the
OVIII measurements. Charge exchange is generally more
significant than other loss mechanisms at the limiter.
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4. CONCLUSIONS

There is good experimental evidence that impurity production
at the limiter, in well conditioned machines, is predominantly
due to physical sputtering. Although the evidence is not yet so
convincing, it is probable that the main mechanism for impurity
production at the wall is chemical reactions between the hydrogen
isotope inventory in the surface and other surface impurities.
Oxygen produced at the wall becomes ionised in the plasma and
then causes chemical sputtering of carbon limiters. Because
oxygen recycles at the limiter and the yield per oxygen atom is
high, this can be an additional potent source of carbon when the
oxygen level is high, in the case of graphite limiters.

The relative importance of the limiter and the walls depends
on the state of cleanliness of the machine. Also, as the density
increases and the edge temperature falls physical sputtering at
the limiter decreases resulting in the wall impurity mechanisms,
which are not so energy dependent, becoming relatively more
important. Despite a continuous influx from the walls the oxygen
generally reaches an equilibrium concentration in the plasma
during a discharge. Charge exchange between oxygen ions and
neutral hydrogen in the scrape-off layer is a loss mechanism
which might allow such an equilibrium to be reached.
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Abstract

THE PLASMA BOUNDARY IN JET.
The parameters of the scrape-off layer in JET are presented for the case of the new belt limiters

and compared with the earlier case of eight discrete limiters. The scaling with the main plasma
parameters is found to be similar and fits a model that correctly describes the dependence on the mean
plasma density but shows a discrepancy with the input power. — The carbon influx relative to the deu-
terium influx, derived from spectroscopic measurements, is compared with the influx calculated from
the measured SOL parameters using the physical sputtering plus carbon self-sputtering and the charged
particle flux on the belt limiter. Both ratios show a decreasing trend with increasing density, although
a discrepancy at low density remains. — The SOL in neutral beam heated discharges, although not
steady state, shows a behaviour comparable with that in OH iimiter discharges. However, in discharges
with radiofrequency heating the SOL parameters are instantaneously affected by the RF power and its
behaviour depends on wall conditions. — Some typical measurements of the SOL parameters in divertor
plasmas are given, showing that in the outer divertor the plasma is hotter than in the inner one (with
correspondingly lower and higher density, respectively). The power flow to the outer divertor is higher
than to the inner one, and the temperature difference indicates that net currents must flow in the SOL.

1. INTRODUCTION

Edge conditions are important in tokamaks as they determine
impurity production by sputtering at the limiter, the ability of
the scrape-off layer to screen impurities frcm the core of the
discharge and the establishment of the H mode of enhanced
confinement in discharges with a magnetic separatrix.
Experimental measurements have been made with Langmuir probes
and other diagnostics. Empirical seal ings of the scrape-off
layer parameters in terms of the main discharge parameters have
been established and compared with models of the scrape-off
layer. In this paper we review our understanding of Ohmic and
additionally heated, discharges in limiter and divertor
configurations.

1 Asociaci6n Euratom/CIEMAT, Madrid, Spain.
2 UKAEA Culham Laboratory, Abingdon, Oxfordshire, UK.
3 Central Institute of Electron Physics, Academy of Sciences, Berlin, GDR.
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2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

(a) Edge Parameters Measured by Means of Langmuir Probes

During the past year JET has operated in limiter and divertor
configurations. The limiters are two carbon belts, located on
the outboard side of the discharge, approximately ± 1 m from the
mid-plane. The divertor operation has been mainly single-null
with the power deposited on carbon tiles at the top of the
vessel. Profiles of scrape-off layer parameters have been
measured with a reciprocating Langmuir probe located at the top
of the vessel, roughly mid-^way between the divertor target tiles
and the upper belt limiter. Additional data have been obtained
with fixed probes mounted in belt limiters, ICRH antennas and
divertor target tiles, and also with a variety of other
diagnostics including infrared cameras, spectroscopy, microwave
reflectometry and a high resolution ECE system.

Measurements at different toroidal and poloidal positions
indicate that these observations are representative of the SOL.
A extensive data base of scrape-off layer parameters was
established with fixed probes during previous years of operation
of JET when there were 8 discrete carbon limiters on the torus
mid plane [1]. Measurements with the reciprocating probe in the
new belt limiter configuration (the points in Fig. 1) are
consistent with the discrete limiter data base (the lines in
Fig. 1) . In the discrete limiter case the density at the last
closed flux surface nQ(a) scales as <ng>Ip and the temperature
Te(a) as Ip

2/<ne>
2 [2]. Care has been Taken to make these

measurements when particle and energy balance have reached
steady state. The e-folding length of SOL density at the outer
midplane ^ is usually in the range of 10 mm and thescaling
with I p appears to be Xj^ cc I -

l rather than ^ cc I_~" which
might Be expected due to constant D|, plasma q and connection
length effects. ~

During NB heating in limiter discharges the central density
increases and a steady state cannot be obtained. Two competing
processes take place in the SOL. The higher power conducted to
the SOL causes the edge temperature initially to rise, delayed
by the slowing down time of the fast particles, while later the
edge temperature decreases when the density rise due to beam
fuelling reaches the edge [3] . There is little change in SOL
thicknesses. With RF heating the SOL parameters react nearly
instantaneously to the applied power indicating a direct power
deposition. Edge temperature and density both increase.
Scrape-off lengths frequently increase but ̂  is not affected
for a very well conditioned vessel (low impurity influx; low gas
release) [4] . In these cases the discharge usually reaches a
steady state. Mixed heating schemes show a mixture of these
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(from [2]) and belt limiter case as discrete data points. (B) Edge temperature Te(a) as a Junction of{ne)
with Ip as parameter.

effects and can only be used for approximate studies of
operational conditions and limitations.

In the divertor configuration, profiles along a poloidal contour
obtained from fixed Langmuir probes in the target tiles are
shown in figure 2 for a 4.5 MA discharge for both OH and
H-modes. The inner and outer separatrix positions are
indicated. The inner divertor plasma is colder and denser than
the outer; more power is carried to the outer.

Detailed rreasurements of radial profiles have been made with the
reciprocating probe. Figure 3 shows profiles obtained in the
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FIG. 2. Profiles of ne and Te along poloidal contour of divertor target plates. Both Ohmic and H-
mode phases are shown. Discharge parameters: Ip — 4.6 MA; BT = 2.7 T, PNB = 14 MW.

Ohmic and Ohmic + ICRH phase of a 3 MA.; 3.4 T discharge (taken
fran two similar discharges). The change in slope in the
density SOL is interpreted as indicating that the probe has
crossed the LCFS. Figure 4 shows a similar case for a 3 MA; 2.1
T diverted discharge in H-node conditions (ie. with NBI).
Scrape-off lengths from this probe can only be compared to those
obtained with the fixed probes in the target tiles by taking the
magnetic configuration, ie. compression of magnetic flux
surfaces, into account [5]. The ratio of the saturation current
on ion and electron side is shown to range from 0.3 to 3. It is
less than unity near the outer separatrix but further out it
exceeds unity.

(b) Spectroscopic studies of iirpurity influxes

The main impurities in JET are carbon and oxygen. Some nickel
is introduced from the antenna screens during RF heating.

The SOL parameters have been used to calculate the carbon
influxes using physical sputtering yields [6] and including
carbon self sputtering. The influxes have been integrated over
the SOL. The results are presented here as the ratio of
sputtered carbon flux rc to the deuterium, flux rD incident on
the belt limiter (Fig. 5).

For the spectroscopic measurements of influxes, plasma light
emitted from, areas in front of limiters or wall is collected by
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telescopes and transmitted by means of a quartz optical fibre
(100 m) to spectrometers or detectors equipped with narrow band
interference filters. Using atomic constants the influx can be
derived from the spectroscopic line intensities and the measured
density and temperature profiles. The telescopes observe only a
small part of the interaction area. Usually simultaneous
measurements of hydrogen, impurities and continuum (for
are taken [7] .

The ratio of carbon to deuterium influx is also obtained
experimentally from spectroscopy (Fig. 5). In steady state the
local recycling must be close to R=l and the deuterium influx
must be equal to the flux onto the surface. The data refer to a
series of discharges where density flat-tops at various values
were obtained after pellet injection. Both calculated and
spectroscopic results show a decreasing trend with
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in an Ip = 3 MA, BT = 2.1 T

Oxygen influxes often behave erratically and are only partially
understood. Coitparison of the behaviour of D2 and He-discharges
indicates that chemical processes involving oxygen are important
[8].

Metal impurities, such as nickel, originating from the inconel
wall or from the nickel Faraday screen of the RF antennas during
the application of RF povrer are due to localised effects and are
not easily explained by the overall SOL parameters. However the
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removal of metals from the limiters is consistent with the
limiter sputtering model [10] .

3. INTERPRBIATiaN AND DISCUSSION

The experimental scalings of Te(a) and rig(a) as a function of L
and <ne>, are shown in figures 1A, IB. The indication that JET
has a relatively uniform SOL, has stimulated an effort to model
the SOL behaviour froti basic principles. The experimental
scaling ne(a) colp <ng> may be approximated by ne(a) cc<ng>

2 and
this relation can be modelled by simple particle diffusion
[11,12,13]. The power to the SOL, PL, ie. the difference
between input power and the radiation losses, was then taken as a
variable. The carbon impurity influx was calculated using the
physical sputtering model for carbon [6]. Radiation losses were
derived frcm central carbon concentrations obtained by the
analytical transport model of Engelhardt [11].

Assuming simple parallel transport without impurity production
we obtain: Te(a) ccPL '3/<n > '3. Including physical sputtering
and radiation in a self consistent way yields T^(a) a
PL

0<6/ne
1>7 [14]. For the comparison of the experiment with the

model we note that the loop voltage Vj ~ 1 V and is
approximately constant so that I p a P. Since the radiated power
is 40-60% of the input power we obtain for the experimental
scaling Te(a) ocP

2<ne>-
2. We note that the density scaling

agrees well, but that the scaling with power shows a
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discrepancy. However, the strong dependence on density shows
that this is the main controlling factor in the decrease of the
temperature and thus sputtering (due to the fall in yield at
lower impact energies). The discrepancy with power dependence
is due to the change of the SOL thickness with current and more
careful examination and further refinement is required for
understanding.

Transport of particles and energy described by Di and xi can in
principle be derived from ^ and X^. \~ is approximately
constant over several orders of magnitude in the SOL profile
indicating that Di cc T % (locally) . Values of Di ^ 0.5 to 4
m2/s have been deduced [14,15].

Experimental and calculated results for the relative carbon
influxes (Fig. 5) are similar. At low density the spectroscopic
results show a higher relative carbon influx. Mast of this
discrepancy is due to the difference between the charged ion
flux onto the limter and that inferred from Da measurements.
The decrease in the relative carbon influx with increasing <ng>
is also reflected in the behaviour of the central concentration
of carbon which falls with increasing <ng> and increases with
Ip[8]. The apparent agreement is maybe fortuitous because there
are indications that the sputtering yield under high ion fluxes
[9] is higher than the values used in the sputtering model and
the sputtering of carbon by oxygen has been ignored.

The data for divertor discharges, which show the outer
separatrix hotter than the inner one, suggest that a net
thermo-electric current must flow in the SOL [16]. This current
has been observed (I ̂  105 A/m2) [17,18]. The high ratio of the
ion saturation current on opposite sides of the probe (Fig. 4)
indicates a flow towards the divertor in the outer region of the
SOL and the low ratio implies a reverse flow closer to the
separatrix, consistent with high recycling conditions there.
It is sometimes argued that the local recycling in the divertor
enables the main plasma to be screened from impurities, but this
flow out of a divertor will tend to degrade this screening
effect.

4. CONCLUSION

Although many uncertainties remain, it appears that the main
mechanisms describing the SOL parameters in relation to the main
plasma parameters can be identified and have been modelled
analytically with a fair degree of success. In limiter
discharges the impurity influx of carbon has been calculated
from a sputtering model using measured SOL parameters. It is in
good agreement with spectroscopic measurements at higher
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densities, but shews a deviation at the low densities. The
equivalent impurity influx calculation in diverted discharges is
not yet possible. The non-steady state of the additionally
heated discharges makes them less accessible to accurate
modelling. However, the trends can be recognised by taking the
observed density rise and the increased power conducted to the
SOL and referring to the experimental scaling of the limiter
discharges. To obtain the lowest possible carbon impurity
concentration in JET, discharges have to be operated at the
highest possible density at any given level of input power.
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Abstract

INVESTIGATION OF LIMITER SCRAPE-OFF LAYER ON LIBTOR TOKAMAK.
The paper discusses the screening properties of the limiter scrape-off layer, defines the optimum

width of this layer and investigates energy and particle fluxes in the boundary plasma. The limiter layer
is created by insertion of a rail molybdenum limiter, up to the optimum depth, inside the discharge
chamber. It is shown that the limiter layer consists of two regions with different diffusion coefficients.
The insertion of the limiter allows substantial shielding of the chamber wall from interaction with the
plasma column and decreases the particle flux onto the wall. The particle flux onto the surface surround-
ing the plasma is partly non-ambipolar. The main mechanism of limiter erosion in the stationary part
of a discharge is ion sputtering. It is possible to change the rate of limiter sputtering and the particle
fluxes by changing the limiter potential with respect to the discharge chamber. The particle confinement
time within the plasma column and, probably, also the energy confinement time are varied by a change
in the limiter potential. Such an active control over the limiter sputtering, over the heat and particle
fluxes onto the limiter and over the plasma confinement time can be found to be of importance for the
prospects of limiter application as an alternative to the divertor in a tokamak reactor.

1. INTRODUCTION

The behaviour and the parameters of the boundary plasma define the plasma-
wall and plasma-limiter interactions and, in this way, exert a direct influence on the
character of the main plasma. In Ref. [1], it had been shown that the amount of impu-
rities and the discharge characteristics change with different limiter radii (limiter
scrape-off layer (LSL) width). The main purpose of this paper is to investigate
the screening properties of the LSL, to define the optimum width of this layer
and to study how energy and particle fluxes are transferred from the plasma to the
surrounding material surfaces.
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2. INSTALLATION AND METHODS

The main parameters of the Libtor tokamak and the discharge used are:
R = 53 cm, a = 11.5 cm, fixed limiter radius = 10 cm, Bo = 2.6 T, Ip = 30 kA,
He = (0.5 - 2) x 1013 cm"3. Two moving molybdenum plates, a large one
( 9 x 9 x 2 cm3) as a working limiter and a small one (4.5 x 4.5 x 0.5 cm3) as a
probe limiter (single probe), are used as additional limiters placed at the bottom of
the tokamak 90° apart along the torus. The experiment showed that the ion and
electron branches of the single probe characteristics are fairly distinct and the move-
ment of the probe limiter does not affect the LSL structure.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

3.1. The results of the LSL screening properties versus its width on the Libtor toka-
mak are shown in Fig. 1. When the LSL width increases up to 3 cm, no great change
in the parameters is to be seen, except for an increase in the impurity fluxes from
the limiter and an increase of heat and current flowing to the limiter. At further
increase of Ar, the rate of impurity influx from the limiter decreases and so does the
flux of light and heavy impurities from the wall. From this, we may conclude that
the total impurity flux also drops. The hydrogen flux from the wall decreases, too.
At the same radius, the average plasma density and the radiated power decrease. The
current between the limiter and the wall changes polarity and becomes negative.
Thus, as in Ref. [1], we can distinguish an optimum limiter radius, which cor-
responds to Ar « 4.5-5.5 cm for these discharge parameters. It should be noted
that, when the limiter radius is near its optimum value, the negative limiter-wall
current is maximum and decreases with changing Ar in any direction.

3.2. The purpose of further investigations was to study the distribution of particle
and energy fluxes to the limiter surface at LSL width near optimum (Ar = 4.5 cm).
In so doing, the probe limiter was removed in the shadow of the working limiter —
the LSL width being fixed — and heat fluxes and currents to both limiters were meas-
ured. In Fig. 2(a) the radial distributions of the energy having passed to the limiter
have two distinct zones. At the edge of the limiter a sharper decrease in energy
(e-delay length =3.5 mm) is observed in a zone of 1 cm width. In the zone away
from the limiter edge, the energy density decrease occurs more slowly, with an
e-delay length of » 7 mm.

In Fig. 2(b), the radial dependence of the current density having passed to the
limiter is shown for two Bo directions. The electron current passes at the edge of the
limiter; closer to the wall, the current becomes positive. It should be noted that the
position of the negative and positive current zones coincides well with the position
of negative and positive current zones in Fig. 1, i.e. this layer structure not only
characterizes the shadow of the limiter, but the entire near-wall layer, in general. The
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F/G. 7. Variation of discharge parameters with limiter layer width. Ar is the LSL width; IWL and IPL

are the working and probe limiter short circuit currents to the chamber wall (probe limiter at wall
radius); I (Mo I, C II) are the spectral line intensities near the limiter, I (Fe I, O II) are line intensities
far from the limiter; Prad is the amplitude of the signal from the collimated pyroelectric detector. The
toroidal magnetic field direction corresponds to the ion drift towards the limiter (Bo+).

electron temperature in the layer is 25-50 eV; it increases towards the limiter edge.
The plasma density at the limiter edge has decreased in the negative current layer with
a constant of 8 = 7 mm. The rate of density decrease in the positive current layer
is a few times smaller. An estimation of the diffusion coefficient for the electron
current range yielded a value of D x l ~62VTe/irqRVmi « (2.5-3.5) X 103cm2-s"'
~ (0.3-0.5) DBO,,,,,. In the range of ion current the diffusion coefficient turned out
to be a few times greater and approximately equals D± 1 = D^i,,,,.

Comparing the ion saturation current to the limiter with the limiter-wall short
circuit current, we can draw a conclusion on ambipolar and non-ambipolar particle
fluxes to the limiter and to the wall. In our case, the ion saturation current is a few
times greater than the short circuit current at different positions of the probe limiter.
Thus, the non-ambipolar particle flux to the surfaces surrounding the plasma did not
exceed 10 to 20%.
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FIG. 2. (a) Radial distribution of energy passing to the limiter within the discharge time (20 ms), with
opposite Bo directions; (b) radial distribution of current density passing to the limiter for two Bo

directions.

3.3. To clarify the mechanism of limiter surface erosion, the effective temperature
of the molybdenum atoms was measured from the Doppler broadening of the Mo I
line (\ = 3798.25 A). The temperature did not exceed 5 to 7 eV, which indicates
that the ion sputtering is the main erosion mechanism of the limiter surface and the
effect of the unipolar arcs is small, unlike the situation in Ref. [2], where a signifi-
cantly higher average energy of the Mo atoms was found and it was concluded that
the effect of the unipolar arcs was significant.

3.4. As was shown in Ref. [3], it is possible to change the wall sputtering and the
particle confinement in the plasma column by changing the potential of the plasma
periphery with respect to the wall. An attempt to actively control the limiter sputter-
ing and the particle confinement in the plasma by applying potentials of both signs
between the working limiter and the discharge chamber wall has also been made on
Libtor tokamak. The experimental results are shown in Fig. 3. Evidently, also in our
case it was possible to change the limiter sputtering by changing its potential. A
change in the intensity of the Mo I line from the limiter location zone, when positive
or negative potentials are applied, proves this statement. The intensities of the carbon
and hydrogen lines in the neighbourhood of the limiter have also been changed in the
same way. Meanwhile, the spectral line intensities at a distance from the limiter were
changed slightly.

A considerable increase in the mean plasma density occurs when a positive
potential is applied to the limiter. It drops when a negative potential is applied. Such
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FIG. 3. Discharge characteristics with active change of Umiter-wall voltage.

a behaviour of the mean plasma density attests to a change in the particle confinement
time within the plasma column, as it is impossible to explain it by a change in the
particle influx to the plasma column. A change in the C V line intensity under a
corresponding potential variation also indicates a change in the particle confinement
time.

The mean plasma electrical conductivity is reduced when potentials of both
signs are applied to the limiter. This is verified by the increase in the loop voltage,
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Uo, at constant plasma current. The change in the limiter potential also results in a
change in the current passing from the limiter to the liner, IWL. The amount of heat
released on the limiter is also varied.

4. CONCLUSIONS

4.1. The introduction of a limiter allows a substantial shielding of the chamber wall
from the interaction with plasma and a reduction in the impurity influx into the
plasma column. The optimum radius of the limiter corresponds to a region of fastest
change in the discharge parameters and to a maximum negative current passing
between the short circuited limiter and the liner.

4.2. The limiter layer consists of two regions with different diffusion coefficients.

4.3. The particle flux onto the surfaces surrounding plasma is partly non-
ambipolar.

4.4. The main mechanism of limiter erosion in the stationary part of a discharge is
ion sputtering, in our case.

4.5. It is possible to change the rate of limiter sputtering and the fluxes of particles
and heat onto the limiter by changing its potential with respect to the discharge
chamber wall.

4.6. The particle confinement time within the plasma column and, probably, the
energy confinement time in it are varied by a change in the limiter potential.
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Abstract

MEASUREMENTS OF CORRELATIONS BETWEEN THERMAL AND PARTICLE TRANSPORT
IN JET.

Radial thermal and particle diffusivities have been measured by using transient methods yielding
X and D simultaneously in the plasma interior at 0.5 £ r/a S 0.7. Values of xe = 2.9 ± 0.4 m 2 -s" '
and De = 0.4 ± 0.1 m 2 - s" ' have been measured in OH plasmas, giving xe/De = 7.2 ± 3. NBI
heated H-mode plasmas are indistinguishable from OH plasmas in respect of xe, De and xj®c in the
region specified. The ion thermal diffusivity has also been measured in H-mode plasmas, giving
1 < Xi (m2-s~') < 3, simultaneously with xe = 3 ± 0.5 m2-s""', thus 0.3 < x/Xe < 1- The
large value of xe/De would suggest that micro-magnetic stochasticity, rather than E x B convection,
may be the key mechanism in anomalous thermal transport.

1. INTRODUCTION

An important objective in tokamak research is to find
suitable descriptions for the measured radial thermal and parti-
cle fluxes, and to identify underlying mechanisms of transport.
Many models for transport in tokamaks have been developed which
make specific predictions for correlations between thermal and
particle transport [1,2,3]. Correlations amongst the transport
coefficients arise due to mutual interference between the simul-
taneously occurring processes in the system, which is described
by some form of Onsager relations. In order to exclude some of
the contending models, accurate measurements of the correlations
are required. To reduce uncertainties arising from shot-to-shot
and spatial variations it is necessary to determine these
coefficients simultaneously in the same spatial region of the
plasma. Static experiments involving steady-state analysis for
determination of correlations between the coefficients are
likely to be inconclusive and transient methods which do not
strongly perturb the plasma are needed.

FOM Instituut voor Plasmafysica 'Rijnhuizen', Nieuwegein, Netherlands.
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We present simultaneous measurements of radial thermal and
particle transport coefficients using a method that satisfies
the above requirements, namely, the analysis of the inward
propagation of temperature and density perturbations produced
when a small pellet is injected into the plasma. The results
are compared with those obtained by analysis of electron
temperature and density pulses propagating outwards following
sawtooth collapse, and time dependent transport analysis applied
to non-stationary plasmas. In this paper the pellet injection
method is extended to H-mode plasmas, and to measurement of Xi
simultaneously with xe

 a n d De" T h e PaPer incorporates results
from earlier publications [4,5] where details of the applied
methods are given. Other transient methods to measure electron
density and thermal transport, by modulating the sources, have
also been used in JET [6, 7,8]. However, these methods cannot
be applied simultaneously.

In the following we contrast thermal and particle transport
behaviour in Ohmically heated (OH) deuterium plasmas in the
outer-limiter configuration in the parameter range I(J)=3MA,
2.8<;B())(T)<3.

i<, Te(0)=3keV, T, (0)-1.5keV and 1.5^(10'V3)i2.7
[5], with that in NBI heated H-mode deuterium plasmas limited by
a magnetic separatrix formed during single-null X-point opera-
tion, in the parameter range I(j)=3MA, B(j)=3T, Tj(0)=Te(0)=5keV,
ne=5x1 0

1 9m~3, with =8MW of NBI heating. Table I summarizes the
measurements.

2. DETERMINATION OF xe» De AND Xi BY PELLET INJECTION

Local thermal and particle diffusivities are determined by
analysis of propagation of temperature and density perturbations
caused by a small pellet injected in the horizontal mid-plane,
penetrating to a radius r_ such that rp/a=0.7, where a is the
minor radius. The propagation is analysed in the region
rc<r<rp, where rc is the sawtooth inversion radius.

2.1 Electron thermal diffusivity, xe>
 i s determined by

comparing the measured evolution of the electron temperature
profile at rc<r<r with a simulation. The evolution of Te(r) is
governed by the continuity equation

dWe(r)/dt = -div Qe(r)+ S(r), We(r) = (3/2)ne(r) Te(r) -1-

Qe and S(r) are the thermal flux and source. Two models for Q ,
suggested by steady-state power balance analysis[9], are tested:

(a) Diffusive model with a constant thermal pinch in which

Qe
=neXe

VTe+C!p* W e a s s u m e t h a t Xe(
r) = X oh

+a(r/a)] and the
thermal pinch Q are independent of local plasma parameters but
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have arbitrary spatial profiles. Because the applied perturba-

tion is small QD(r) and S(r) are assumed to remain stationary

during T e profile evolution, allowing them to be combined into
e

an effective source, Seff(r) so that eq.1 becomes

dWe/dt=div|nexeVTe} + S
exeV e f f , S e f f -divQp+S -2a-

(b) Non-l inear model for xe
 i n which Qe=-nexeVTe where

Xe(r)=xool|vTe|/(To/a)}6+ xo{i +a(r/a)e}, (TQ/a) is a normalizing
parameter. The f i rs t term with xoo dominates everywhere except
near the plasma center where i t is zero, and in the edge region
where global power balance requires that xe(r) increase sharply.
The second term with Xp adjusts these two end regions and is
negligible elsewhere. Thus in the measurement region, the non-
l inear xe is emphasized. This idealized non-linear Xo model
does not admit any thermal pinch. A non-linear xP model has

o.o 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
Minor Radius (r/a)

1.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
Minor Radius (r/a)

1.0

FIG. 1. Radial electron temperature and density profiles for OH {#12770) and NBI heated H-mode
(#15925) plasmas.
(a) Pre-pellet equilibrium electron density profile (1), calculated pellet deposition profile (3), and total
post-pellet density profile (2).
(b) Pre-pellet equilibrium electron temperature profile (1), and post-pellet Te profile (2). The circles
denote the measurements. The solid circles denote the points for which comparisons of measurement and
modelling of temperature evolution are made.
The profiles (a2) and (b2) are the initial conditions for the transport calculation.
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FIG. 2. Temporal evolution of electron temperature at four radii after injection of a pellet into the H-
mode plasma (til5925). The full line is the measured electron temperature using ECE, and the dashed
line is the modelled evolution using the diffusive model with thermal pinch.

also been proposed for modelling of TFTR electron temperature
profiles [10]. Eq.1 then becomes

dWe/dt=div[(nexool|VTe|/(To/a)}6+nexo{i+a(r/a)B})VTe] +S -2b-

After pellet injection, evolution of Te(r) takes place init ial ly
in the presence of strong temperature gradients. Thus this
method will be a sensitive test of the VTe dependence of xe-

The ini t ia l conditions for solving eq.2a and 2b, the
temperature and density profiles instantly after pellet injec-
t ion, are determined from measurements of Te(r), n e(r) , pellet
mass, ablation rate and penetration depth. Fig. 1 shows Te(r)
and ne(r) immediately before and after pellet injection. During
evolution of Te(r) the perturbed density profile is assumed to
be stationary. This is justified a posteriori because the den-
sity perturbation travels much more slowly than the temperature
perturbation, as will become clear in the following.

Fig. 2 shows a representative comparison between the
measured and modelled Te(r,t) at four radii for a H-mode plasma,
applying diffusive model with thermal pinch, eq.2a. Assuming
X e(r) , S e f f ( r ) is calculated for the equilibrium pre-pellet
plasma and maintained stationary thereafter. The modelled evol-
ution of T is found to be sensitive only to the local value of
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TABLE I. SOME ELEMENTS OF THE RADIAL TRANSPORT MATRIX

a
b

c

a
b

c

Xe(m
2/s)

2.8+0.3
2.9+0.4

-

Xe(m
2/s)

3±0.5
3±0.6

2(d)

OH limiter plasma [5]

De(m
2/s)

0.4±0.1
0.4+0.2

o^-8:f

(10l8?m2s)

2±0.7

NBI heated H-mode plasma

De(m
2/s)

0.3-0.6

0.2-0.3
0.3-0.4

Xi(m2/s)

1-3

-

p = r/a

0.5Sp<0.6

p=0.67

i

p = r/a

0.4^p^0.6

p=0.5
p=0.67

where
(a) Perturbations of ne and Te by pellet injection [5] .
(b) Sawtooth density and heat pulse propagation [18,19].
(c) Time dependent transport analysis, 'flux-gradient' method

[5]. Inferred x i s for a single fluid plasma.
(d) I(j,=2MA, B ^ T , different from that for the other data.

Xe. We have assumed xe(r)=xo[i+a(r/a)^], where a and g are such
that x e(r) is nearly constant in the measurement region and
increases sharply at the plasma edge. Such a form for xe(r) is
suggested by power balance considerations. Xois iterated until
agreement with the measured Te is obtained. Fig. 2 shows the
close agreement obtained between the measured and modelled Te
profile evolution using this diffusive model with thermal pinch
and xe=3±0.5 m2/s for the H-mode plasma. Application of the same
model to the OH case has yielded xe=2.8±0.3 m2/s [5], table I.

The non- l inea r xe model has been applied s imilar ly,
employing eq.2b. Assuming 6 and xOo» s^ r^ i s calculated for the
equilibrium pre-pellet plasma and maintained stationary there-
af te r . XQO i s iterated until a good match between measured and
modelled T e ( r , t ) is found. The procedure is applied to the OH
case [5] to t e s t the admissibility of the non-linear xP model.
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FIG. 3. Temporal evolution of electron temperature at three different radii after injection of a pellet
into the OH plasma (#12770). The full line ( ) is the measured electron temperature using ECE.
The modelled temperature evolution using the non-linear x, model with 5 = 0 ( ) , 8 = 0.5
(- o -) and 6 = 1 (- & -) is also shown.

Fig.3 shows such a comparison for three values of 6. The model-
led Te evolut-ion can be understood as follows. Immediately-
after pellet injection VTe is largest, and therefore xe» closest
to the pellet penetration radius. This causes a fast ini t ial
drop in T in the measurement region. As VT and xe decrease the
rate of change of Te decreases. As 6 is reduced, the initial fg
becomes smaller, giving better match with measurement. The best
overa l l match always requires xe=3m2/s in the measurement
region. In order to obtain as good a match as in fig.2, the
non-linearity must be very weak, 0<;6<<1 , thus reducing the
problem to that of eq.2a. Such analysis has been repeated for
the H-mode data. The outcome is similar, but less firm. This
is because the change induced in VTe is smaller than in the
previous OH case, and also the measurements are situated further
away from the location of greatest change in VTg, thus reducing

the measurable effect. On this basis, the non-linear xe model
may be excluded. Similar conclusions have been reached for NBI
[9] and ICRF [11] heated JET plasmas, using steady state power
analysis.

2.2 Electron particle diffusivity, Dg, is determined by compar-
ing the temporal evolution of ng(r) with a simulation using a
diffusive model including sources [5],

dne(r)/dt = -div re(r) Se(r) -3-
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r =-D Vn +r ( r ) , S is the electron source, and
r (r)=ne(r)V (rfa convective (pinch) particle flux. The diffu-
sion coefficient is taken as De(r)=D0[i+a(r/a)p], giving a mini-
mum in the core and a sharp increase at the plasma edge. This
form for D(r) is justified by our previous measurements of den-
sity profile dynamics in JET [6,7], where details of determining
the source Se(r) are also given. D. is iterated until a good
match between the modelled and measured np(r,t) is achieved. For
the OH plasma

'e;
and the correspondingD =0.4±0.1 m 2/s,

V(r)«-V (r/a)\ with V0-1m/s, giving r =-(2±0.7).10
l8/m2.s. For

the H-mode plasma De=0.3-0.6 mVs, the large uncertainty arising
due to uncertainties in determining the particle source.

2.3 Ion thermal diffusivity, Xj> is determined by analyzing
propagation of an ion temperature perturbation using a transport

CHORD # 1 5

Ul

0 100 200
At(ms)

FIG. 4. Evolution of line integrated neutron emission after pellet injection along chords with major
radius between 3.78 m (chord 19) and 3.02 m (chord 15).
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FIG. 5. Comparison of modelled and measured temporal evolution of the line integrated neutron emis-
sion for different values of the assumed Xr

equation analogous to eq.2a. Since the ion temperature cannot
at present be measured with the required spatial and temporal
resolution, we have employed propagation of perturbations of
thermonuclear neutron emission, as evidenced by a multi-chord
neutron camera [12], viewing a poloidal cross-section of the
plasma from above, to deduce \i. In OH plasmas T^ is not high
enough to give sufficient neutron flux to the camera for high
quality neutron emission profile analysis. Therefore the NBI
heated H-mode plasmas have been analyzed for the x̂  determina-
tion. Fig.4 shows temporal evolution of line-integrated neutron
emission in five chords viewing the outside half of the plasma
cross-section. The pellet is injected at t=54.8s, which
instantaneously reduces Ti for r>r . Fig.U shows that the
neutron emission on the chords passing through the cold plasma
(#19) also instantaneously drops, whereas the neutron emission
on the chords viewing the plasma further inside drops more
slowly. The geometry of the chords is explained in [11]. In
fig.4 we observe a neutron emissivity perturbation due to an ion
temperature 'cold' front travelling diffusively into the plasma.
We have modelled this process as follows. The equilibrium (pre-
pellet) deuteron density profile, n,(r), is constructed from the
measured profiles ne(r) and Z e^(r). The pre-pellet deuteron
temperature profile, Tj(r), is assumed to be Gaussian with the
measured peak value T^(0). The width of the Gaussian is
adjusted to match the thermonuclear part of the measured neutron
yield, taking into account the proportion of beam-plasma and
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thermonuclear neutron yield, which is deduced from a model
calculation of the neutral beam dynamics within the TRANSP code
[131- The model calculation also gives spatial neutron emissi-
vity profiles for neutrons from each of the two reactions.

After pellet injection the beam-plasma neutron emissivity
profile is assumed to remain unchanged, which is reasonable
since the pellet produces only a small perturbation of the
plasma parameters, and the NBI power remains constant. The
observed perturbations in the total neutron yield are attributed
to perturbations of ion temperature and its consequences for the
thermonuclear neutrons. The initial condition for solving the
diffusion equation for Xi» analogous to eq.2a, is the deuteron
density and temperature profiles immediately after pellet injec-
tion. n^(r,t=0) is deduced as before from pellet deposition,
and T^(r,t=0) is derived by assuming adiabatic response of the
ion temperature. The temporal evolution of ^(r), the corres-
ponding thermonuclear neutron emissivity, and the total line-
integrated neutron emission observed in each cord of the neutron
camera are calculated. The perturbed n^(r) is assumed to be
stationary during evolution of T^(r). The value of Xi in the
measurement region is iterated until a match is obtained with
the observed temporal evolution of the emission, fig. 5. This
procedure yields 1<x^(m2/s)<3, simultaneously with Xe=3±0.5m2/s,
giving 0.3<Xj/Xe<1 for the H-mode plasmas. Errors in measure-
ments of neutron yield, emissivity profile, T^CO), and ni(r) are
taken into account in determining the band of admissible xj*

3. CONCLUSIONS

Table I summarizes the observations. Modelling of inward
propagation of electron temperature perturbation following pel-
let injection seems to exclude the non-linear xe model in favour
of the diffusive with constant heat pinch description of thermal
fluxes in JET. Simultaneous direct measurements of radial ther-
mal and p a r t i c l e d i f f u s i v i t i e s yield Xe=2.9+0.1 mVs and
D =0.^±0.2 m/2s, giving .x e

/ D e = 7 * 2 ± 3 a t 0.5<r/a£0.7 in the OH
plasma. The H-mode plasma, with =8MW of NBI heating, is indis-
tinguishable from the OH plasma in respect of xe> De, and Xe/

D
e»

The ion thermal diffusivity has also been determined in the
specified region for the H-mode plasma, giving 1<Xi(m2/s)<3,
thus 0.3<Xj/xe<1- An aim of our future work is to incorporate
impurity transport into this scheme.

The large value of x e / ° e would suggest that micro-magnetic
stochasticity [2], rather than If x B convection [33, may be the
principal mechanism in the observed anomalous radial thermal
transport in JET. The above observation is contrary to that
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reported from other experiments [14,15], where thermal ̂and part-
icle diffusivities of equal magnitude are deduced and JExj3 trans-
port inferred. The critical temperature gradient model of
anomalous transport [16,173, which invokes magnetic stochast-
icity, has been used to interpret energy transport in JET. The
large value of Xe/

D
e seems to be consistent with the model

expectations. The similarity of OH limiter plasmas and NBI
heated H-mode plasmas in respect of electron thermal and part-
icle transport behaviour in the plasma interior suggests that
the same underlying mechanism of anomalous transport is oper-
ative in the two cases, although they are quite different in
respect of magnetic configuration, temperature range, and
density profile shape. The intrinsically better particle (vs
thermal) confinement witnessed here, which will similarly affect
recycled impurities and helium ash, may pose the more severe
barrier in future reactor oriented tokamak experiments.
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Abstract

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FROM INITIAL OPERATION OF THE TOKAMAK DE
VARENNES.

Initial results from the Tokamak de Varennes, Canada's main tokamak experiment, are reported.
Low-q (2.1) operation and disruption-free forced current rampdown (4 MA-s"1) have been obtained.
Measurements of central plasma and plasma-wall interaction parameters are presented and compared
with expected values. UV and glow discharge conditioning is discussed, and first experiments with thick
TiC limiter coatings are presented.

INTRODUCTION

The Tokamak de Varennes'''2 represents Canada's main experimental contribution
to fusion research based on magnetic confinement. Since the toroidal field is capable of 30
second pulses, the device is particularly suited to the study of long pulses. Accordingly, the
major emphasis of the program is the study of impurity transport, plasma-wall interactions,
and limiter and divertor plate materials, as well as the development of advanced diagnostics
and the study of plasma current variation. After the present experimental period, the device
will be equipped with a double-null divertor using coils internal to the vacuum vessel, fast
position control, and, in a future upgrade, with a lower hybrid current drive and heating
system.

1 Hydro-Quebec, Varennes, Quebec, Canada.
2 INRS-Energie, Varennes, Quebec, Canada.
3 MPB Technologies, Dorval, Quebec, Canada.
4 Ecole polytechnique, Montreal, Quebec, Canada.
5 University de Montreal, Montreal, Quebec, Canada.
* Acadia University, WolfVille, Nova Scotia, Canada.
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FIG. 1. Auger electron depth profiles of SS samples: (a) before glow discharge; (b) after 4 h of DC
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800 ( a ) _

-0.24 0.24

FIG. 2. (a) Vertical profiles of electron temperature (X-ray spectroscopy) and ion temperature (O VII
and C IV Doppler broadening), and (b) radial profile of electron density (6-channel 214 micrometer
interferometer). Error bars indicate statistical error only.

At present, the Tokamak de Varennes operates with ohmic heating only and single
pulses. The plasma aperture is limited by four poloidal graphite limiters. The vacuum vessel
is stainless steel. The major radius is 0.86 m, the maximum minor radius is 0.27 m (presently
0.24 m), and the maximum toroidal field is 1,5 T (presently 1.42 T). The plasma current is
normally 200 kA (q=3) but operation up to 280 kA (q=2.1) has been achieved. Normal line
average densities are ?.2-X0;? m , and density rampup to 3.8-10 m'3 has been possible.

Hard X-ray production during a series of discharges conducted at low densities has
led to measurable photonuclear activiatipn of the limiter supports (stainless steel). Gamma-
ray spectroscopy of these components has shown the occurrence of the reactions
52Cr(gamma,n)5*Cr (threshold 12.04 MeV) and •58Ni(gamma,n)57Ni (threshold 12.2 MeV).
These measurements indicate that runaway electrons in excess of 12 MeV can be produced
and therefore indicate good single-particle confinement,
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VACUUM VESSEL CONDITIONING

Prior to discharge cleaning, the vacuum vessel wall has been outgassed by ultra-violet
radiation from 4 mercury arc lamps (7 watts each). This outgassing method, novel for
tokamaks, has been found to be effective in reducing the level of all monitored gases (mass
2,16,18,28,44), resulting in the removal of about IS equivalent monolayers in 4 hours and
a pressure reduction by a factor of 5 to a final pressure of 8-10"8 mbar.

Discharge cleaning has been carried out in hydrogen both by DC glow at 0.2 mbar
and RF-assisted glow at 10 mbar. Auger electron depth profiles are shown in Fig. 1 before
and after the two types of glow discharge. It is concluded that the DC glow discharge leads
to an erosion of the surface contamination (C and O) at the rate of 0.6 nm/h (Fig. lb) while
the low-pressure RF-assisted glow discharge leads to efficient removal of the surface oxygen
but also deposition of carbon (Fig. ic) probably originating from the graphite limiters. The
form of the C KLL peak (insert) and the ratio Fe/C in the latter case indicate carbide
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formation. At intermediate pressures (hydrogen glow discharge at 2-10"2 mbar for 22 hours),
surface carbon and oxygen can be reduced to 30% while the surface metal concentration
attains 60%.

PLASMA CHARACTERISTICS

Radial profiles of the electron and ion temperatures and the electron density are
shown in Fig. 2 as deduced from a series of 200 kA plasma shots (error bars indicate
statistical error only). The electron temperature profile measured by soft X-ray spectroscopy
gives a central value of 850 eV (a slight overestimation due to possible runaway electrons
is not excluded). Preliminary measurements by Thomson scattering (multipulse Nd-YAG
system) give lower values. The ion temperature, measured by Doppler broadening of
impurity lines (O VII near the center, CIV at the edge), is found to exceed 400 eV at
r=0.11 m. The electron density is measured by a 6-channel 214 micrometer interferometer.
The electron temperature profile is relatively flat near the center, while the electron density
profile is near parabolic. Using these values, the global energy confinement time is found
to be 9.3 ms, consistent with 8.6 ms obtained from neo-Alcator scaling for Ohmic plasmas .

The Z-y profile is deduced from a multichannel measurement of the bremsstrahlung
continuum in the visible (Fig. 3), and is found to be relatively flat with a central value of
3.4. This value is in reasonable agreement with the value, 4.2, deduced from Spitzer
resistivity (without neoclassical corrections) using the measured electron temperature profile.
The e-folding length of the ion saturation current in the scrapeoff layer is 25 mm.

Sawteeth are observed (Fig. 4) both in the soft X-ray emission (20% peak-to-peak
measured by a diode array) and in the line-averaged density (1% p-p measured by the 214
micrometer interferometer). The radius of inversion of the soft X-ray emission is found to
be 0.086 m, in agreement with the radius of the q = l surface deduced from the electron
temperature profile and the plasma current. Sawteeth are also observed in visible radiation
from the edge of the plasma. The sawtooth period is found to scale linearly with density, in
agreement with TFR scaling*.

0.51

FIG. 4. Sawteeth in soft X-ray emission (central diode channel — 20% peak-to-peak) and central line
density (214 micrometer interferometer — 1% peak-to-peak).
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FIG. 5. Dynamic variation of radial position from magnetics (top) and centroid of electron density pro-

file (bottom). Offset of curves arbitrary.

PLASMA CONTROL

Plasma position, density, and current control is carried out using a digital feedback
system incorporating a programmable high speed controller with a cycle time of 0.4 ms .
This system permits dynamic variation of the gains and transfer functions during rampup,
plateau, and rampdown of the plasma current.

The plasma position is dynamically controlled at the present time within 10 mm.
Fig. 5 shows the plasma position as a function of time deduced from magnetic
measurements and from the in-out asymmetry of the electron density distribution as
measured by the six-channel interferometer. The latter signal is obtained from the
difference of the inboard and outboard channels weighted by the path length and
normalized to the total number of electrons. The absolute position agrees within 5 mm. The
dynamic agreement between these two measurements is remarkable.

Low-q operation has been achieved on the Tokamak de Varennes, as shown in Fig. 6.
The current and the density are simultaneously ramped up, with no observable macroscopic
effect when q=3 (1=195 kA) is passed. A current plateau is maintained for 0.4 s at
1=280 kA (q=2.1±.l) at a line average density of 2.5-10 m , followed by a disruption-
free rampdown of the current to zero. Further increase of the current to 290 kA, however,
leads to a disruption, presumably because q=2 is reached.
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FIG. 6. Plasma current, voltage, radial and vertical position, and line density versus time at 280 kA

(q =2.1).
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FIG. 7. Plasma current, voltage, radial and vertical position, and line density versus time at 200 kA

during rampdown of plasma current at 4 MA-s' .
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The Tokamak de Varennes is equipped to study forced rampdown of the plasma
current*5, particularly once the fast position control system using coils internal to the vacuum
vessel is installed. This is important for CIT, for example. At the present time, a combined
preprogrammed and feedback-controlled vertical field has been used during the rampdown
phase. The field is generated by coils external to the vacuum vessel (penetration time 5 ms).
Fig. 7 shows forced plasma current rampdown at the rate of 4 MA/s (inverse loop voltage
45 V). For the first two-thirds of the rampdown, the radial excursion is limited to 26 mm
peak-to-peak. Although the last third of the rampdown is accompanied by both vertical and
radial motion, the current is ramped smoothly to zero without disruption.

MATERIALS STUDIES AND PLASMA-WALL INTERACTION

Initial investigations on exposure of thick (250 micrometers) refractive TiC coatings
to the plasma have been carried out. This coating, applied by plasma spray at the Industrial
Materials Research Institute, Boucherville, Quebec, withstood heat deposition by an electron
beam at 30 MW/nr . To facilitate plasma spraying, only the singly curved surface
terminating a cylindrical test limiter head was coated, unfortunately allowing direct heating
by the plasma of the substrate, and consequent flaking of the coating edge. This heating of
the substrate is confirmed by the observation by electron microscope of tension fractures in
the remaining layer of the flaking zone. A ratio of Fe to Ti of less than 5% was found,
indicating good adhesion of the coating to the substrate. An improved limiter head geometry
will be used for future experiments.

The analysis by Auger electron spectroscopy, calibrated with Rutherford
backscattering, of long-term silicon samples exposed in the Tokamak de Varennes for the
425 first discharges has revealed a deposit of "tokamakium" composed of: C: 5.5-10;9,
O: 4.2-1079, metals: 73-1079, and H: 8.8-10ip atoms/m2.

Implanted hydrogen has been analysed by ExB filtered elastic recoil detection70 as
shown in Fig. 8. The width of the implanted profile corresponds to an incident hydrogen ion
temperature of 380 to 465 eV, which agrees well with the measured central ion temperature
of 400 eV. The implantation depth would also agree with a monoenergetic ion energy of
450 eV, consistent with the 400 V applied during low-pressure glow discharge cleaning, so
that neither Tokamak nor glow plasma can be ruled out as source of the implanted
hydrogen.

20
Depth (nm)

FIG. 8. Hydrogen depth profile from ExB filtered elastic recoil detection after exposure to the

plasma (top curves) and masked (lower curve).
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CONCLUSION

Well-controlled tokamak discharges with q values as low as 2.1 have been obtained
in initial ohmic operation of the Tokamak de Varennes with graphite limiters. Disruption-
free current rampdown at 4 MA/s has been achieved. Measurements of the temperature and
density profiles, global confinement time, Ze» and sawtooth inversion radius agree with the
expected values, as does the hydrogen implantation depth. UV outgassing has been found
to be effective for wall conditioning, as has low pressure glow discharge cleaning.
Expe'riments with refractive TiC coatings, while not yet successful, have nevertheless
indicated adhesion of the coating. Future experiments on the Tokamak de Varennes will be
carried out using a double-null divertor.
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Abstract

CHARACTERISTICS OF BANANA REGIME CONDUCTIVITY IN JT-60.
The characteristics of the plasma conductivity are studied with respect to the bootstrap current.

The measured resistive loop voltage is compared with the results of calculations using neoclassical
resistivity with and without bootstrap current and Spitzer resistivity for a wide range of plasma current
(Ip = 0.5-2 MA) and poloidal beta 0p = 0.1-2.0). The measured loop voltage seems to be lower
than that calculated with neoclassical resistivity including the bootstrap current in a wide range of
0P (0.1-2.0).
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1. INTRODUCTION

Non-inductive current drive is one of the most important issues in a tokamak
system. Various active and passive current drive principles are proposed and con-
firmed experimentally. The recent observation of bootstrap current in TFTR [1] has
created renewed interest in the neoclassical transport process parallel to the magnetic
field. JT-60 can provide highly collisionless plasmas by both Ohmic heating and high
power neutral beam heating up to 24 MW. Since JT-60 is the only large tokamak
device providing nearly perpendicular NBI heating, the characteristics of the plasma
resistivity and/or the driven current in the highly collisionless regime can be inves-
tigated without any ambiguity as to the beam driven current. Since the neoclassical
bootstrap current increases with /Jp, the plasma resistivity is analysed for a wide
range of /?p (0.1-2.0) using the Ohmic and high power beam heated discharges.
High density and clean Ohmic discharges were produced in JT-60 outside the X-point
divertor with a TiC coated Mo limiter. The effective ionic charge Zeff calculated
with neoclassical resistivity in these Ohmic discharges is found to be less than 1.0
in JT-60 [2J. To resolve this apparent contradiction, experiments are conducted to
increase the poloidal beta value where the neoclassical bootstrap current shares a sig-
nificant fraction of the plasma current. The discharge conditions are restricted to
cases with the calculated inductive loop voltage less than 0.1 V since the time varia-
tion of the plasma internal inductance will increase the estimation error of the resis-
tive loop voltage.

2. RESISTIVITY AND DRIVEN CURRENT

Ohm's law parallel to the magnetic field is expressed in the neoclassical theory
by E = r)(Jn - JiNC), where Jf0 is the bootstrap current driven by plasma diffusion.
The resistive loop voltage is estimated from the measured loop voltage and the change
of the plasma internal inductance by VR = Vs - "4 4 /i0 RIp, where Vs is the sur-
face loop voltage which is slightly different from the loop voltage (typically less than
20 mV) in the JT-60 measurement. The internal inductance £ is basically estimated
from the diamagnetic measurement and the Shafranov A. The resistive loop voltage
is also calculated by using the measured Te, rie (Thomson scattering and FIR inter-
ferometers) and the chord averaged Zeff (visible bremsstrahlung), where neoclassi-
cal [3] and Spitzer-type (without trapped electron correction) resistivities are used.
The neoclassical bootstrap current is estimated by using the Hinton-Hazeltine
formula [4], which, typically, yields a 30-160 kA driven current by plasma diffu-
sion. If we use this calculated driven current to estimate the Ohmic current, the
calculated resistive loop voltage decreases, especially in the high beta poloidal
regime.

Various discharge conditions and plasma equilibria are used for this study. The
equilibrium flux shapes and typical time evolutions of the discharge parameters are
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shown in Fig. 1. Figure l(a) shows a typical example of an Ohmic discharge where
the data are taken near the end of the flat-top to ensure current penetration. The mini-
mum electron collisionality parameter v* = 0.5 in this case, and the calculated boot-
strap current is only 40 kA. The estimated inductive loop voltage is only 3 mV, and
the resistive loop voltage VR = 0.91 V is lower than the calculated neoclassical
resistive loop voltage (including the bootstrap current) VR (NCB) = 0.98 V.
Figure l(b) shows a typical example of a long pulse, NB heated discharge in the low
/3p regime. The minimum vf = 0.09 and the calculated bootstrap current is 114 kA.
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The estimated inductive loop voltage is again negligible (<10mV), and the
measured VR = 0.480 V is less than the calculated VR (NCB) = 0.577 V. The
beam stored energy calculated with an orbit following Monte Carlo code is only 17%
of the total stored energy, and the contribution of the beam component to the
bootstrap current is small. Figure l(c) shows a typical example of a high beta poloi-
dal (0P =1 .9) lower X-point discharge obtained with a new divertor coil. Although
the beam pulse duration is short, the time variation of the difference between
Shafranov A and the diamagnetic |8p± is small and the estimated VR = 0.12 V. The
minimum i>£ = 0.1 and the calculated bootstrap current is 140 kA. The measured
VR = 0.12 V is fairly lower than the calculated VR (NCB) = 0.26 V. The thermal
j3p of this discharge is 1.0, and the beam component shares a significant fraction of
the total plasma pressure. However, the beam driven current is less than 10 kA for
this condition, which is effective in separating the physical process underlying the
plasma current drive. The measured VR is plotted as a function of the j3p in Fig. 2.
The resistive loop voltage VR decreases monotonically with increasing 0P but does
not reach below zero. A comparison between measured and calculated resistive loop
voltages for various discharges is shown in Fig. 3. The calculated resistive loop vol-
tage using neoclassical resistivity (open circle) VR (NC) is higher than the measured
resistive loop voltage. The neoclassical resistive loop voltage including the bootstrap
current effect VR (NCB) is shown in the figure (+ symbol). The resistive loop vol-
tage calculated with the Spitzer-type resistivity, VR (Sp), is also plotted (closed
circle). The measured resistive loop voltage lies between the neoclassical calculation
VR (NC) and the Spitzer-type calculation VR(Sp) for the relatively low /3P (<0.5)
regime. The difference between the measurement and the neoclassical calculation
seems to exceed that expected by the inclusion of the neoclassical bootstrap current,
which needs a small correction of the trapped electron effect of the conductivity. With
increasing /3P in the NB heated plasma, the difference between VR (NC) and the
measured VR increases and even the Spitzer-type value VR (Sp) exceeds the meas-
ured value in the extremely high /3P (> 1.5) regime. The fraction of the bootstrap
component increases with /3p but is not enough to explain this difference. We note
that the calculation from the Hirshman-Sigmar formulation [5] increases the boot-
strap current by only about 30%. One of the possible explanations for this
discrepancy is the effect of the beam component on the classical bootstrap current.
In this high j3p regime, a significant fraction of the diamagnetic (3P± (typically,
30-47%) comes from the beam component. The bootstrap current driven by this
beam pressure is not included in this calculation.
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Abstract

STUDY OF DENSITY LIMIT AND LOW qCaJ REGIMES WITH ECRH ON T-10.
The studies of ECRH with a gyrotron set, with about 4 MW of total power, have been continued

on T-10, in regimes with low q(aL) values of - 2 . 5 . It has been shown that the dependence of the
energy confinement time on the power deposited in the plasma is the same as that for high qfej (~5).
The RF power deposition profile prevents an increase in the amplitude of the sawtooth oscillations dur-
ing the heating process. The radial profiles of the plasma parameters and the local energy balance with
on-axis ECRH are studied in the presence of sawtooth oscillations and with their suppression due to
changes in the ECRH power deposition profiles. The energy confinement in the plasma is shown to be
weakly dependent on the plasma current for constant r^ under conditions of ECRH.

1 Institute of Applied Physics, USSR Academy of Sciences, Moscow, USSR.
2 MIT Plasma Fusion Center, Cambridge, MA, USA.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The main problems to be solved in the recent experiment on T-10 in 1988 were:

(a) The dependence of the energy confinement on the power deposited in the
plasma;

(b) The dependence of the energy confinement on the plasma current.

A set of 11 gyrotrons, the same as was used in the work described in [1], with
a total power of PRF « 3.5 MW, was used on T-10. The absorbed power was
determined from the derivatives of a diamagnetic signal; the power profile, Pab (r),
was found from the derivatives of the radiation intensities at the second ECR har-
monic. The wavelengths of the gyrotrons were \{ = 3.7 mm and X2 = 4 mm, the
same as in [1].

2. DEPENDENCE OF ENERGY CONFINEMENT ON
PLASMA PARAMETERS

The results of research work on the time dependence of energy confinement on
the plasma line averaged density, r^, and on the plasma current, Ip, with ECRH on
T-10 were given in [1].

The dependence W(n<,, Ip) seems to be very important for the choice of the
reactor parameters. It has been stated in Ref. [1] that W a ^ and W does not
depend on Ip for constant n .̂ This result is in contradiction to the data observed in
other large tokamaks (D-III-D, TFTR, JET, etc.), where a dependence W oc H,, is
not always observed, but another dependence, W oc Ip, is proposed. Therefore, a
number of experiments were carried out on T-10 to examine these results and to
render them more accurate. The dependences of AW on fig for various plasma cur-
rents, 130 kA < Ip < 400 kA, are given in Fig. 1. The agreement of AW (fie)
for four different currents allows the conclusion that the dependence
W oc fie IJ (7 « 0) remains true for the same power deposited in the discharge (ten
gyrotrons in operation, Pab « 1.9 MW) up to Ip = 400 kA or q = 2.4. The above
dependence may probably be created by (1) various profiles of deposited power in
experiments with various currents and densities and/or (2) some specific mechanisms
acting in the process of heating the ion component.

As some experiments were carried out in the low density regimes, the question
of whether the electron distribution function was Maxwellian in nature seemed
important. Careful studies of the soft X-ray spectrum in the energy range of
Ee < 50 keV were carried out in order to remove any doubt on the Maxwellian
nature of the electron disribution function for such low fi^. As we see from Fig, 2,
no deviations from the Maxwellian distribution were observed in this energy range.
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The profiles of ne (r) and Te (r) under Ohmic heating (I = 200 kA,
BT = 2.8 T, n,, = 1.5 X 1013 cm"3, aL = 32 cm) and under ECRH
(Pab < 1.9 MW) are shown in Fig. 3.

3. EFFECT OF THE PERIPHERAL ZONE ON PARTICLE CONFINEMENT:
S AND B MODES

According to the previously developed ideas of self-consistent profiles in toka-
maks, the radial Te and rie distributions in the plasma zone external to the magnetic
surface where q = 2-2.2, have a great effect on energy and particle confinement.

The study of the impurity behaviour in the B and S modes has been continued.
According to the previously developed ideas [2], a change in the radial Te (r) and
rie (r) distributions at the plasma column periphery results in a qualitative change in
the nature of a discharge, i.e. an S — B mode transition takes place. The very fact
of this transition is related to a change in the parameter rjei = 5 In Tei/S In n<.. In
the experimental run described, two methods of performing the S — B mode transi-
tion were compared: gas valve switch-off and puffing of impurity gas (Ne). The Te

measurements at the plasma periphery were performed by Thomson scattering. It was
confirmed that, under S — B mode transition by the two methods Te at r ~ 25 to
30 cm drops two to three times and ije is reduced to ~ 1, in this case. It has been
shown that the Da intensity is reduced twice under Ne puffing although the time
behaviour of f̂  (t) remains unchanged. This is confirmed by the conclusion, from
Ref. [2], on the reduction of neutral gas influx into the plasma under S — B mode
transition.

The TK dependence on n̂  was also studied (TK is the confinement time of the
injected potassium). Potassium was injected at different instants of time, ti to t5,
under n<, reduction after switching the gas valve off for 400 ms (Fig. 4). It turned
out that the B mode was retained up to n,. « 2.3 X 1013 cm"3 and
TK ~ 100-120 ms. However, when n«. = 1.8 X 1013 cm"3, rK was reduced to
70 ms and the B — S mode transition took place. Probably the n,, (r) profile is
sufficiently peaked for B mode sustainment up to the instant of time t5; the further
broadening of the n,. (r) profile results in B — S mode transition at time t5.
However, Ne injection at this instant of time retains the B mode.

4. STUDY OF PLASMA TURBULENCE

4.1. Plasma turbulence was studied with a heterodyne radiointerferometer (refiecto-
meter) [3] operated with an ordinary wave in the frequency range of 36 to 53 GHz
(critical densities: (1.7-3.5) x 1013 cm"3)). The oscillations were analysed by a
spectrum analyser in the frequency range of 5 to 300 kHz. MHD perturbations
(5-50 kHz) are not considered, and all the data are given for the frequency range of
50 to 300 kHz characteristic of drift oscillations.
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4.2. In the stationary stage of Ohmic heating, the turbulence was insignificantly
changed by variations in both discharge current Ip (n,, = const), and
He (Ip = const). In the regime with Ip = 200 kA (aL = 4), the turbulence was
raised three times with variations in the radii from aL/2 to aL.

The most pronounced turbulence changes were observed with deviations from
the stationary state related to a change in gas puffing (Fig. 5). Switching a pulsed gas
valve off (at a time t1; in Fig. 5) results in a decay of the turbulence level at the
plasma periphery (r = 20-27 cm, aL = 28 cm), which is recovered in 50-100 ms.
Switching the gas valve on (at time t j reduces the turbulence level in the plasma
column interior (r < 20 cm).
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Such changes in the levels of turbulence, substantially exceeding the perturbing
effects on the plasma, are shown in Fig. 6. Small periodic changes in the gas puffing,
due to feedback operation, with Anyn,. = 5-7% result in 30-40% oscillations in the
level of turbulence within the plasma column interior (r < 20 cm). At the plasma
column periphery, these oscillations in the level of turbulence have opposite phase
and lower amplitude. The sign of the turbulence response to an external effect cor-
responds to a faster recovery of the violated profile.

4.3. In most cases, the oscillation amplitudes are increased under ECRH (during 20
to 30 ms after switching the microwave power on), and the maximum of the fre-
quency spectrum is shifted towards higher frequencies. There is, however, no rigid
correlation between the rise in the heating power and the level of turbulence. As a
rule, with off-axis ECRH (AR > 15 cm), the turbulence is changed noticeably less
than with on-axis heating, as is shown in Fig. 5 (instants of time t2 and t3). In the
regimes with Ip = 400 kA (qL = 2.4), all other parameters being equal, the
increase in the level of turbulence under ECRH is lower than that at
Ip = 200 kA (Oj. = 4.5).
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4.4. Measurements of MHD perturbations in the poloidal magnetic field at the
plasma column edge in the frequency range of 20 to 100 kHz were also carried out
during the experiments. A rise in the amplitudes of the MHD perturbations, with a
delay of a few milliseconds with respect to the time of switching the heating on
(Fig. 7), was observed. The amplitudes increase with ECRH power (Fig. 8).

The amplitudes of the MHD perturbations in a given frequency range rise with
increasing discharge current in both Ohmic and ECRH regimes, but substantially
more weakly in the latter case (Fig. 9).
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680

FIG. 10. Diamagnetic signal, A(p, and density averaged over central chord ne as junctions of time
under ECRH with additional gas puffing. The dashed line corresponds to the ne limit for the Ohmic
regime and given chamber conditions.

5. RISE OF PLASMA DENSITY LIMIT WITH ECRH

A possibility of increasing the plasma density in comparison with the density
limit in the Ohmic regime was studied in ECRH experiments with additional gas
puffing.

By using external gas puffing, an increase in n,. results in a cooling of the
plasma column periphery. This cooling leads to current channel shrinkage and,
finally, to a steep rise in the m = 2 activity with subsequent discharge disruption.
Therefore, we could expect that ECRH power deposition into the electrons would
allow us to increase the density limit. The experiments were carried out in the regime
with low Ip = 200 kA (qL « 4.5).

Since, as is well known, the density limit rises with increasing plasma current,
we have to study the charge of n|im at ECRH for low Ip in order to avoid strong
refraction or even cut-off of the cyclotron radiation (in our case, X = 3.7 and 4 mm).

The experimental results with additional gas puffing during ECRH by seven
gyrotrons (two of them (X = 3.7 mm) have the ECR zone at the centre of the cham-
ber and five of them at R = 15 cm) are shown in Fig. 10. The dashed line shows
the density limit in the initial Ohmic regime.

We see that ECRH allows us to increase the plasma density at least twice in
comparison with the limiting value in the Ohmic regime.

There are some grounds to believe that the densities exceeding Greenwald's
limit [4] by 10-15% and achieved in the ECRH experiments with additional gas
puffing are not the limiting densities. The further increase in density was limited by
such a strong microwave refraction at fig > x 1013 cm"3 that, first, the
microwave power absorption zone was shifted towards the plasma periphery and,
second, the fraction of microwave power absorbed within the plasma was
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substantially reduced. The plasma density at the plasma column centre, n,. (0),
reached n,, (0) > 1014 cm"3 in these experiments and by far exceeded the critical
density for microwaves.

At the time, the absorption zone redistribution was accompanied by current den-
sity redistribution, j(r), and, as a result, m = 2 bursts limiting the further increase
in the plasma density were observed by the end of a gyrotron pulse.

Owing to the time delay between switching on the additional gas valve and the
start of the microwave pulse the plasma energy content reduction started later and the
j(r) redistribution was not that significant.

This allowed higher n<. values to be attained without confinement degradation
(Fig. 11).

An increase in the magnetic field, BT, during the ECRH pulse, at which the
ECR zone of a short wavelength gyrotron group (X = 3.7 mm) remains
outside the plasma column prevents the emergence of MHD perturbations and thus
allows an increase in n̂  (Fig. 12).

From these experiments with BT increase, it can be concluded that the addition
of a small number of gyrotrons (operating at the second ECR harmonic with their
resonance near the plasma column centre) to those already used nowadays will
increase fie up to a value that is limited by j S ^ .

As a result, heating by such gyrotrons will prevent current density redistribu-
tion, j(r), and the emergence of MHD perturbations.

In a reactor, where the energy of the alpha particles is expected to be transferred
to the electrons in the central plasma region, we may probably hope for a realization
of regimes with high plasma densities that exceed the present day limitations.
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6. SUMMARY

(1) The independence of additionally stored plasma energy from Ip has been con-
firmed: W oc n,. 1% (Y « 0).

(2) It has been shown that ECRH allows the plasma density to be increased at least
twice in comparison with the density limit for the Ohmic regime for the given
chamber conditions. The Greenwald density limit [4] is exceeded by 10 to 15%
in this case. A further density rise in our experiment is limited, probably
because of refraction and poorer absorption of the microwave power.
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Abstract

ELECTRON CYCLOTRON HEATING EXPERIMENTS IN THE DIU-D TOKAMAK.
Electron cyclotron heating (ECH) experiments in the DIII-D tokamak have been performed at

power levels around 1 MW using outside launch of both the extraordinary and the ordinary mode, and
inside launch of the extraordinary mode. Effective plasma heating has been obtained, with central elec-
tron temperatures above 5 keV. In addition to simple bulk heating, the localized nature of ECH has been
used to obtain the H-mode, to suppress internal disruptions (sawteeth), and to suppress MHD activity
at the plasma edge. Suppression of edge localized modes results in a clear improvement of the confine-
ment properties of the H-mode, with the improvement manifested in both density and electron
temperature.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Electron cyclotron heating (ECH) in tokamaks is an effective means
of heating plasma to high temperature, and this has been demonstrated in
a number of devices [1,2]. On the basis of this work and of the apparent
advantages of ECH to the design and engineering of a tokamak reactor,
ECH has been assigned a role in heating plasma in CIT'to ignition. The
principal modes of heating have been studied in experiments on DIII-D,
including outside launch of the ordinary mode (O-mode) at the funda-
mental frequency (the mode chosen for CIT) and the extraordinary mode
(X-mode) at the fundamental and second harmonic, and inside launch
of the fundamental X-mode. Central electron temperatures above 5 keV
have been achieved.

In addition to bulk heating, ECH has potential applications affect-
ing confinement and stability. In DIII-D experiments, central application
of ECH has been shown to generate the H—mode of improved confine-
ment [3,4]; heating near the q = 1 surface has suppressed sawteeth [5];
and applying ECH with the resonance near the edge has stabilized the
edge localized modes (ELMs), leading to improved energy confinement
for plasmas in which the H-mode was generated by neutral injection.

These ECH experiments at 60 GHz have used two antenna systems.
For the outside launch, a system of eight antennas is located on the outer
wall near the plasma midplane. The horns radiate with a Gaussian pattern
with an 11° e-folding half width. Each horn radiates typically 150 kW in
the desired polarization and 25 kW in the cross polarization. For inside
launch, ten antennas have been placed on the inboard wall of the vacuum
vessel near the plasma midplane. These antennas are mirrors which are
located behind the graphite armor that covers the wall, and the power
is radiated through holes in the graphite. The radiation pattern is a
Gaussian 12° in width, with the center of the pattern oriented 15° from
radial in the same toroidal direction as the plasma current.

In the experiments described here, the DIII-D tokamak was run
in the divertor configuration, with major radius 1.68 m, minor radius
0.62 m, and elongation 1.7 (volume 21 m3). In most cases, the working
gas was deuterium. Plasma energy W was determined from a full MHD
equilibrium analysis using magnetic measurements as input, or from mea-
surements of plasma diamagnetism. Uncertainty is typically 0.05 in /?„. A
multichannel Thomson scattering system is available for which the laser
beam travels vertically at a major radius of 1.94 m; for this system, the
data point closest to the center of the plasma lies near rfa « 0.3. A CO2
interferometer is used to determine line-averaged density along a vertical
chord at the same major radius. Electron cyclotron emission power at
the second harmonic is measured by an absolutely calibrated ten channel
polychrometer for determination of the electron temperature profile.

CIT: Compact Ignition Tokamak.
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2. ELECTRON CYCLOTRON HEATING
The results of experiments on rf heating are best described by placing

them in the context of the theory of wave propagation and absorption. In
the electron cyclotron frequency range, wave propagation is limited by
cutoffs or resonances which place upper limits on the density. For the
ordinary mode, the propagation limit is simply the condition wp < u>,
where w is the applied frequency and u>p is the plasma frequency. For
the extraordinary mode at the fundamental frequency, the propagation is
limited by the left-hand cutoff to the condition Wp < u>(o; + fle)(l — njj)
when the power is launched from the high field side, but to nearly zero
density by the right-hand cutoff when the power is launched from the
low field side. Here, fie is the electron cyclotron frequency and n\\ is the
parallel index of refraction. At the second harmonic, the launch can be
either high or low field side, and the density is limited by the right-hand
cutoff to the limit wp < u>(w — ne)(l — n2).

Wave absorption has been summarized by Bornatici [6]. Ordinary
mode (O-mode) absorption is proportional to the density ne for quasi-
perpendicular propagation, and second harmonic O-mode damping is
weaker than at the fundamental by the small factor Te/mec

2. Extraor-
dinary mode (X-mode) absorption at the fundamental is proportional
to n?,/ne. In order to calculate the expected wave absorption in an ex-
perimental situation, a ray tracing code like TORAY [7] can be used to
integrate the absorption along a ray started at the edge of the plasma,
using measured profiles of electron temperature and density and a mea-
sured magnetic equilibrium. Figure l(a) shows the calculated absorp-
tion for the DIII-D experiments, using 30 rays per antenna to simu-
late the radiation pattern. The curves are calculated for a model den-
sity profile ne(r) = n.o[l — (r/a)2]0-e and an electron temperature profile
Te(r) = Teo[l - {r/a)2}1-5 typical of DIII-D experiments.

Comparison of experimental heating efficiency with theory is com-
plicated by the effect of the heating on global confinement, since it is
difficult to discern between a reduction in absorption and a deteriora-
tion in confinement due to the auxiliary power. An additional factor is
that in divertor discharges in DIII-D, density is constrained to a narrow
range, the limits of which scale in proportion to plasma current. There-
fore, a scan in density over a wide range requires operation at different
currents, which by the Kaye-Goldston L—mode scaling [8] changes the con-
finement time. Nevertheless, when the efficiency 77 of the heating process
neATe(0)Vr//fecH is plotted, as in Fig. l(b), the nature of the dependence
on density can be seen and compared qualitatively with Fig. l(a). Here,
V is the plasma volume and PECK is the total ECH power incident on the
plasma.

As expected, the measurements shown in Fig. l(b) indicate that the
central heating extends to highest density, above 4 x 101B m~3, by use of
the inside launch of the X-mode. For outside launch of the O-mode, the
peak in central heating is at slightly lower density than expected, about
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1.5 x 1019 m~3, but the heating extends slightly above the expected cutoff.
For X—mode heating at the second harmonic [9], the falloff with density
is about as predicted by theory in Fig. l(a). The curve is a scaling of the
second harmonic data according to the experimentally determined scaling
of confinement with Bt found for ohmic and ECH discharges, re ex B{?75.

Although the central heating, ATe(0), shows the effect of the prop-
agation limits, in most cases the net change in plasma energy, AW, does
not, and large increases in W are found even at the highest densities. This
behavior is shown in Fig. l(c). This has been a common feature of ECH
experiments in tokamaks for which a magnetic determination of W was
available, and it may be due to multiple passes of the rays through the
plasma following reflection at the vessel walls. (See [1] for a discussion.)
This should result in decreased central heating, without much decrease in
AW if the global confinement is not strongly dependent on the heating
profile. In the case of inside launch X-mode, mode conversion to and sub-
sequent damping of electron Bernstein waves at the upper hybrid layer
may account for the behavior at high density.

For the ECH discharges, Te(0) is larger at low densities, reflecting
the very weak dependence of confinement time on density in the L-mode.
Figure 2(a) shows this behavior for fundamental heating with the 0 -
mode. Central temperatures above 5 keV are observed at low density,
1 x 1019 m"3.

Even in the high temperature and low density discharges there is
no experimental evidence of a non-thermal component of the electron
distribution. There is good agreement between ECE measurements and
Thomson scattering measurements, as shown in the profiles of Fig. 2(b)
for a discharge with central temperature of 4 keV at the time of the Thom-
son scattering, although the Thomson measurements cannot be made at
the center of the plasma where the temperature is highest. The ECE
temperatures of Fig. 2 (a) show no evidence of transition to a runaway
regime.

These results are in accord with modeling of the electron distribu-
tion function. The Fokker-Planck equation balancing quasilinear diffusion
induced by ECH, acceleration by the ohmic electric field, and collisional
slowing of the electrons on the background Maxwellian is solved for the
2D momentum distribution at each radius of a radial array of plasma
flux surfaces [10]. Quasilinear damping of the incoming EC waves is self-
consistently calculated. The non-thermal component calculated in this
way constitutes approximately 4% of the plasma energy. This component
lies in the energy range of 20 to 150 keV, amounting to approximately 7%
of the particles in the region of interaction between the axis and 0.2a. Cal-
culations of the ECE spectra from these distributions [11] for frequencies
in the vicinity of the second harmonic showed that away from the region
of third harmonic overlap the non-thermal electrons contribute less than
10% to the relativistically down shifted signal.
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3. CONFINEMENT WITH ECH
Confinement in the L—mode discharges using O—mode heating tends

to be better than the Kaye-Goldston scaling [8]. Although re does de-
crease from ohmic levels during ECH, re remains about a factor of 2
above L-mode scaling. This is similar to results from outside launch of
the fundamental X-mode [9], in which case the heating is believed to be
due to 0-mode heating also [12]. Here, re = W/(Pa + JF^CH), where
•ffecH is the total ECH power incident on the plasma. Measurements of
the absorbed power from dW/dt at the start of the heating are typically
65% to 75% of the incident power; however, the power balance of input
power with radiated power and power flow to the divertor usually shows
good accounting of all the incident power [9].

The deterioration of confinement from ohmic levels to L-mode levels
appears to be prompt in most cases. Magnetic fluctuations measured in
the divertor region grow during the first 5 to 10 msec following application
of ECH, and it is on this time scale that confinement decreases [4]. In
the H-mode, these magnetic fluctuations decrease in amplitude to ohmic
levels. A good correlation between confinement and the inverse of the
magnitude of the fluctuations has been found to hold for ohmic, L—mode,
and H-mode discharges with either ECH or neutral injection heating [4].

Second harmonic heating at 1.07 T was found to be effective at
generating a transition to H-mode at power levels above 0.75 MW [3,4].

200

i 100

OHMIC

KAYE-GOLDSTON

PTot(MW)

FIG. 3. Energy confinement time as a junction of total input power for central heating using the second
harmonic X-mode. Plasma current is 0.48 MA and toroidal field is 1.07 T. This figure includes H-mode
data for which the density was rising during the H-mode phase, so that a dW/dt correction is needed
to account for the changing ECH power absorption.
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FIG. 4. Calculation of the electron and ion thermal diffusivities as a Junction of p, the normalized
minor radius, for (a) L-mode and (b) H-mode. I = 0.5 MA, BT = 2.1 T, PFrH = 0 9 MW
n. = 1.2 x 10'9 m'3 in (a) and 2 X 1019 m'3 in (b).

This was the first demonstration of the H-mode using solely ECH, which
does not generate an ion tail as the previous heating methods attaining
the H-mode (neutral injection and ICRF) do. The H-mode so generated
demonstrated the characteristics of the H-mode generated by neutral in-
jection in DIII-D: an increase in plasma energy, signifying an improvement
in re; an increase in n^ and a decrease in the Da emission, signifying an
improvement in particle confinement time rp; and a broadening of the
pressure profile and development of a very steep density gradient at the
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FIG. 5. Traces for a discharge (61393) with 1.25 MW of neutral deuterium injection and 0.9 MW of
ECH. Plasma current is 0.6 MA and toroidal field is 2.1 T. W is determined from MHD analysis, Da

emission is measured in the divertor region, and Te(0) is determined from ECE.

plasma edge. The improvement in re, from values near the Kaye-Goldston
level to the ohmic value, is shown in Fig. 3. The correction to re due to
dWfdt is necessary because after the transition to H-mode the density be-
gins rising and continues to rise until the ECH cutoff density is exceeded,
at which time a reverse transition to L-mode takes place. For this reason,
no steady state in fie or W was obtained during the H-mode. Using out-
side launch 0-mode fundamental heating at 2.1 T, the H-mode regime of
improved confinement was not attained at the ECH power levels available
(1.1 MW).

Transport analysis of the H-mode discharges generated by second
harmonic ECH shows a decrease in electron thermal diffusivity Xc by a
factor of 2 to 4 compared to that during the L-mode [9]. The ECH data
has been analyzed with the l |D transport code ONETWO [13], with
the power deposition calculated by TORAY. Electron temperature and
density profiles are found from Thomson scattering and ion temperature
profiles are obtained from charge exchange recombination emission. The
values of Xe and %i are determined for the region 0.25 < r/a < 0.75, and
the largest decrease in Xe occurs for r/a < 0.5. The xi *s found to be
roughly a factor 6 larger than neoclassical, and it is not much affected by
the H-mode transition. This behavior is shown in Fig. 4. These results
show that the increase m energy following the H-mode transition is due
to an improvement in electron thermal diffusivity as well as in particle
confinement.

In order to determine the scaling of the power threshold for H-mode
with B t, experiments were performed with combined neutral injection
and ECH using the fundamental 0-mode. Figure 5 shows data from a
discharge which entered the H-mode promptly when 1.0 MW of ECH was
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added to 1.25 MW of neutral injection. With ECH alone no transition was
obtained and with neutral injection alone (D° —* D+) the power threshold
was about 1.3 MW. These results, taken with the second harmonic heating
threshold of 0.75 MW, support a scaling of Pthreshold °c B t. This scaling
appears to hold in DIII-D for neutral injection experiments as well.

4. STABILIZATION OF MHD ACTIVITY
MHD activity is known to reduce confinement or lead to disruptions

in tokamak plasmas. The effect of the internal disruption associated with
the sawtooth crash is to limit the attainable central electron temperature
and to increase the energy and particle transport in the central region of
the plasma. Activity with m = 2 is believed to lead to disruptions, and
in H-mode discharges the edge localized modes (ELMs) reduce confine-
ment and decrease the quality of the H-mode. Because of its localized
absorption, ECH can be used to affect these phenomena with relatively
little power [1].

In order to investigate the effect of the heating location on sawteeth
in DIII-D, a detailed scan of toroidal field was performed using the second
harmonic X-mode launched from the outside, with 0.85 MW of ECH
power. A summary of the results is displayed in Fig. 6. A maximum
was found in both the sawtooth period and amplitude when the ECH
resonance was placed near the sawtooth inversion surface, with the effect
sensitive to the resonance placement near that location. In this case, the
resonance surface was on the outboard side of the plasma center. A shift
of 3 cm in resonance location changed the sawtooth period by a factor
of three from 25 to 80 msec. In general the sawtooth period was still
evolving to longer periods when the 500 msec ECH pulse ended. The
length of the time scale for the sawtooth period to come to equilibrium
suggests that it is a result of a slow transport process such as a plasma
current redistribution and not an energy redistribution. We speculate
that the sawtooth period extension is due to an effect on the sawtooth
trigger mechanism. Support for this idea is found in the sharp peak in
the effect with the heating at the sawtooth inversion radius, where, for
example, the m = 1, n = 1 instability is thought to originate. Depending
on the form of the instability, changes in the local parameters or gradients
(current or pressure) can change the growth rates of the modes or saturate
them [14,15].

A second set of sawtooth modification experiments were performed
with higher power (1.1 MW) using the 0-mode outside launch system at
the fundamental frequency. In this case the sawtooth period was greater
than the 400 msec length of the if pulse when the ECH resonance was
placed near the sawtooth inversion surface and the line-averaged density
was below 1.2 x 1019 m~3. The sawtooth period was essentially un-
changed from the ohmic value when the heating was shifted 4 cm from
the sawtooth inversion toward either the center or the edge of the plasma.
The resistivity profiles calculated from the diagnostic measurements (vis-
ible bremsstrahlung for Zeff, density and temperature profiles) became
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monotonically broader as the heating was moved off axis. This implies
that the sawtooth suppression was not due to q(0) > 1, since heating just
outside the q '= 1 surface does not suppress sawteeth while heating just
inside does. In both the second harmonic and fundamental experiments,
the key to sawtooth stabilization was heating at the q — 1 surface.

Suppression of ELMs by application of ECH has also been demon-
strated in Dili—D. In the first experiments [16], the second harmonic res-
onance was placed near the outboard edge of the plasma by reducing the
toroidal field to 1.4 T. Waves were launched in the X-mode polarization
from the outside antennas into a divertor plasma with 2.8 to 4.3 MW of
neutral injection. Without ECH these plasmas were in the H-mode, but
the ELMs were present during the entire H-mode period. When ECH was
applied, the ELMs disappeared, and re increased by over 50%. The rate
of rise of the density also increased when the ELMs disappeared, and after
about 200 msec the density even at the plasma edge was above the cutoff
density. After this time, the suppression of ELMs ended, and confinement
time dropped.

The process behind the suppression of the ELMs remains unclear.
Thomson scattering measurements show little increase in the edge tem-
perature when ECH is added, but SXR emission from the edge increases
faster than expected from increases in the density of electrons or impurities
at the edge. Comparison of measurements of the shear and pressure gra-
dient at the edge during the ELM-free periods with the stability criterion
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for the ballooning mode fails to show that the plasma has approached the
second stability region, although the edge pressure gradient is clearly
higher when the ELMs are suppressed [16].

More recent discharges using outside launch 0-mode have shown
similar effects. For the discharge of Fig. 5, 1.25 MW of neutral injection
power failed to attain the H-mode, but when 0.9 MW of ECH was added
the transition started promptly. Following the transition to H-mode, the
density began rising, although large frequent ELMs were present. Af-
ter 100 msec the ELMs disappear, for a period of 200 msec. Discharges
without the ECH do not show this ELM-free behavior. What may be hap-
pening is that as the density rises during the early H-mode, the plasma
enters the density regime for which the first pass absorption is rapidly
dropping [Fig. l(a) and (b)]. The power balance measurements imply
that the ECH power which is not absorbed at the first pass is apparently
deposited in the plasma nearer the edge. This edge absorption may be
similar to that of the earlier experiment in which the resonance was placed
near the plasma edge. The end of the ELM-free period may be due to a
gradual increase of the edge pressure gradient into the ballooning unsta-
ble region, or due to increasingly poor absorption of the ECH even at the
plasma edge because of the increasing density.

Energy confinement improves dramatically during the ELM-free pe-
riod. Figure 5 shows that there is little improvement in re after the
H—mode transition, presumably because of the giant ELMs. When the
ELMs disappear confinement improves dramatically, becoming compara-
ble to ohmic confinement, but with 5 times the plasma energy.
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The ELM-free period is characterized by improved confinement of
electron heat as well as density. Figure 7 shows profiles of electron temper-
ature for the ohmic, NBI L-mode, NBI plus ECH H-mode, and ELM-free
H-mode phases of the discharge of Fig. 5. These profiles show that the
effect of ELMs is not just on the density, but that by suppression of ELMs
the electron temperature may be increased. If the ECH is not being ab-
sorbed near the plasma center, as expected during the ELM-free period,
improvement in confinement of electron heat near the center of the plasma
is even greater.
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Abstract

INSIDE LAUNCH ELECTRON CYCLOTRON HEATING AND CURRENT DRIVE ON DITE.
Electron cyclotron resonance heating at 60 GHz has been carried out on DITE (R = 1.2 m,

a = 0.24 m) to investigate heating and current drive using the extraordinary mode launched with finite
k| from the high field side. The first clear evidence of Doppler shifted resonance absorption in a near-
thermal plasma is obtained. The heating efficiency is observed to fall sharply at densities above cut-off
for the wave. At lower densities the increment in power to the limiter is measured during ECRH and
is compared with that expected from the global power balance. The degradation in particle confinement
often associated with ECRH is observed as an increased particle flux at the boundary driven by local
electrostatic fluctuations. Initial experiments on the electron cyclotron wave driven current at the second
harmonic show effects that are consistent with the low efficiency expected from theory including trapped
particle effects.

1 INTRODUCTION

At the fundamental EC resonance the right hand cut-off prevents X-mode
access to the plasma when the wave is launched from the low field side.
When launched from the HFS this limit is avoided and the cut-off density
is then given by

for a semi-infinite slab plasma. Here u> is the applied wave frequency, wp

is the electron plasma frequency, n\\ — ck\\/u> and u>c = eB/m0. Earlier
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experiments on FTI [1] and Dili [2] showed that significant heating can be
achieved at line average densities (ne) up to more than double the value
at which this X-mode left-hand cut-off is present on axis but this is not
observed in the present experiments. In addition, HFS launch requires
fc|| 7̂  0 for effective absorption. This leads to damping of the rf wave
on tail electrons and is of interest for down-shifted resonance heating [3].
Absorption can only occur where the resonance condition is satisfied, that
is,

— = 7(1 - nfli cos 0) (2)

where 7 = (1 — v2/c2)~"i,n = ck/u!,fi\\ = v\\jc and 9 is the angle between k
and B. With appropriate values of 7, /?|| and cos 0,(2) can be satisfied for
wc/u >1, the down-shifted resonance condition. In previous down-shifted
resonance experiments (in WT2 [4] and PLT [5] for example) power was
absorbed under conditions where a substantial distortion of the electron
distribution was present, due either to lower hybrid heating or operation
under slide-away conditions. In BITE the distribution was close to thermal.

2 EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT

The rf power was launched from the HFS from three antennas [6] designed
to overcome the problem of breakdown at the point where the cyclotron
resonance occurs in the waveguide. The mirrors used to direct the rf power
towards the magnetic axis could be rotated so that the launch angle 0 with
respect to the toroidal field could be varied between nominally parallel and
antiparallel values. A residual rf power detector, placed 135° toroidally from
the antennas, was used to estimate the fraction of the power absorbed by
the plasma. The experiments were made in H2, D2 and He plasmas. The
latter provided good density control in the presence of ECRH and allowed
tokamak operation at electron densities well above the X mode cut-off value,
even at plasma currents of 100 kA.

3 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Doppler Shifted Absorption

The extent of Doppler shifted absorption depends on the electron tempera-
ture (Te) since the absorption occurs when the condition (2) is satisfied and
there are an adequate number of electrons present at that point with the
required V||. In addition, the absorption coefficient is inversely proportional
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calculations for the two sets of conditions of (a) as a function of resonance position.

to ne. Thus with a sufficiently high value of Te and low ne effective cen-
tral heating can be expected with the cyclotron resonance zone displaced
towards the low field side. Results obtained at a power of 315 kW using
all three antennas (66% of the power in the X-mode) are shown in Figure
l(a) for two ranges of ne. It is clear that at the lower densities optimum
heating occurs when the unshifted resonance lies well towards the low field
side. Corresponding single-pass absorption values for the X-mode from ray
tracing calculations are plotted in Figure l(b). For these calculations a
Maxwellian electron distribution was used. The absorption zone for the
conditions corresponding to point A of Figure l(b) lies close to the axis,
not at the unshifted cyclotron resonance. The parallel energy of the elec-
trons in Doppler resonance with the wave where the absorption occurs is
close to 5 keV whereas Te(0) = 1.5 keV. There is no evidence from the SXR
or HXR diagnostics that a significant hot electron population is present,
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FIG. 2. Major radius of unshifted resonance against location of absorbed power from modulated
ECRH analysis f- o -) for three values of he. The shaded areas show the absorption zone calculated by
ray tracing. [R = 1.2 m, a = 0.21 m, Ip = 100 kA, PECRH = 120 kW, Te(0) ~ 800 eV.]

but the ECE spectrum at the lower densities shows a downshifted peak
consistent with the presence of a hot electron group (estimated to have
T « l50keV,n = 3*10~5rze). Ray tracing shows that the addition of this
group has a less than 1 per cent effect on the results obtained with the ther-
mal plasma assumption. The experiment therefore provides clear evidence
for Doppler shifted resonance absorption (down shifted resonance) in a near
thermal plasma.

Further evidence in support of this is provided by the results of modu-
lated ECRH experiments [7]. The power deposition profile is obtained from
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analysis of the phase and amplitude of the plasma response as seen by the
SXR diode array and multi-channel ECE. The results for three electron den-
sities are plotted in Figure 2 together with the unshifted resonance location
(solid line). The region;of absorption obtained from ray tracing calculations
for the appropriate plasma conditions are shown as the shaded areas, and
are in good agreement with the experimental results.

Density Limit to Propagation

The behaviour of A(3P as ne is increased is shown in Figures 3(a) and (b)
for which the unshifted resonant surface was respectively +6 cms and -6
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cm from the magnetic axis. The calculated value of ne at which the cut-off
defined by Eqn (1) appears on axis or at the resonance line (nc), is indicated
in each case and clearly the heating effect falls to zero above this value. At
densities just below the cut-off, the ECRH power is absorbed off-axis and as
a consequence the sawtooth inversion radius contracts when the ECRH is
turned on and expands again afterwards as the current profile responds to
changes in Te(r). The time constant of the response (~ 12 ms) is consistent
with classical resistive diffusion of the small current profile changes implied
(A q(o) w 0.03). The difference in the behaviour above cut-off compared
with that in Dili may be due to the edge heating produced by ECRH at
high ne reversing the degradation in r^ in the ohmic discharge in that case.

Current Drive Efficiency

Observation of electron cyclotron current drive at 2wc in the CLEO Tokamak
has recently been reported [8] where the current drive efficiency was found
to be a factor x 3 below theoretical expectations. Recent attempts have
been made to repeat and extend these experiments in DITE using HFS
launch.

These initial experiments were performed at 2wc with a total RF power
of ~ 200kW (net power delivered to the plasma). Plasma currents in the
range 40 — 60kA were employed. For ne < 6 x 1018m~3 the discharges were
observed to become significantly non-thermal whilst the heating efficiency
decreased rapidly as ne increased beyond 1 x 1019m~3; hence most work
was carried out at ne =(8 — 9)x 1018m~3. For such conditions, theoreti-
cal predictions indicate that for quasi-perpendicular propagation (strongest
damping) trapping effects can reduce the driven current by an order of
magnitude. The trapping effects are less severe for more oblique propaga-
tion, resulting in an optimum angle for current drive of 60° to the toroidal
direction. Assuming Teo ~ lkeV the optimised current drive efficiency is
•q = n2oRIrj/Prf = 1.3 x 10~3. Thus for our experimental conditions an
RF-driven current of only 2.6kA is expected (ie.,5% of Ip). The current is
in the same toroidal direction as the launched wave.

The launched waves were directed both parallel and anti-parallel to Ip at
an angle of 60° and during the course of the experiments Ip was also reversed
several times. Both ECE measurements of Teo and magnetic measurements
of /3 consistently indicated that for the same injected power the electron
temperature was higher when the waves were directed anti-parallel to Ip. In
this case the residual microwave power was lower indicating more complete
absorption of the injected power. Furthermore there was good agreement in
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A/3 deduced from the equilibrium and from the diamagnetic loop indicating
a similar inductance and no significant pressure anisotropy in ohmic and all
centrally ECR-heated plasmas considered here, irrespective of the relative
directions of k and Ip. Differences in /?<i,o for different k.Ip lay in the range
2-14% whilst differences in Tece were between 6 and 28%. Although a lower
loop-voltage was always observed for k anti-parallel to Iv the differences for
different k.Ip (.5-2.5%) were always considerably smaller than expected on
the basis of the above measurements. The presence of an RF driven cur-
rent parallel to k and of the magnitude theoretically predicted is consistent
with these observations but in view of the small numbers some uncertainty
remains. The statement can be made however that in a thermal ~ lkeV
plasma, allowing for electron trapping, the predictions of low current drive
efficiency are not a significant underestimate.

Power Balance and Particle Flux

A poloidal array of 15 probes located in the limiters provides a measure of
the total power and particle flows in the scrape-off layer. The increment
in power flow with ECRH seen by the probes equals, to within 20 per
cent, the ECRH power to the plasma less the increment in total radiated
power and the reduction in ohmic power. This increase in the power flow
at the edge is due mainly to an increase in the scrape-off layer density. The
particle confinement time deduced from the probe-measured flux at the
limiter increases with ne and decreases on application of ECRH as shown
in Figure 4(a).

Fluctuations in ion saturation current (Jaat) and floating potential were
measured with a 4-pin probe mounted on a reciprocating drive at a poloidal
angle of -15° with respect to the outer midplane. The fluctuating electric
field Eg and ne were derived on the assumption that Te/Te is small. The
local particle flux then becomes Y = < hEe > /Bo. The total particle flow
to the limiters was also estimated from the «/,„< profile measured by a probe
mechanically swept through the scrape-off layer up to 1 cm behind the last
closed flux surface at an equivalent poloidal location to the 4 pin probe. The
behaviour of the total particle flow derived from the fluctuations, measured
1 cm behind the last closed flux surface and assumed constant on the surface,
agrees well with that of the flux from the J3at profile as illustrated in Figure
4(b), although the absolute value is 1.8 times higher. The rms level of
broad-band magnetic fluctuations (Be) observed inside the vacuum vessel
[9] also increases with ECRH and decreases with density in both ohmic and
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ECRH phases as shown in Figure 4(c). The magnetic fluctuations however
make an insignificant contribution to the local particle transport.

4 CONCLUSIONS

• The first clear evidence is found for Doppler shifted resonance absorp-
tion in plasmas with a near-thermal electron energy distribution .

• At electron densities above the cut-off value for HFS launch the heating
efficiency decreases sharply.

• At the higher densities the absorption occurs off-axis due to the effect
of refraction. The timescale for the subsequent change in the current profile
is consistent with classical resistive diffusion.

• Analysis of the rise in temperature and the fall in loop voltage with
changes in k.Ip indicate an rf driven current consistent with that predicted
from a theoretical model which has the effects of trapped particles and
the ohmic electric field included. Such predictions are not a significant
underestimate of the efficiency of ECCD.

• The particle flux to the limiter during both OH and ECRH is consistent
with the measured electrostatic fluctuations in the boundary region.
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Abstract

HIGH POWER ECRH AND ICRF HEATING EXPERIMENTS IN THE HELIOTRON E AND DR
DEVICES.

In the Heliotron E device, high power ECRH was carried out to extend the parameter regime and
to study the effects of the radial electric field on the local electron thermal conductivity. By shifting the
magnetic axis 2 cm inward, a plasma with a temperature higher by 15% and a central confinement better
by 20% was obtained. High energy protons (< 100 keV) produced by ion cyclotron range of frequency
(ICRF) heating were observed. The creation conditions and confinement properties of these high energy
protons were investigated. This is the first experimental evidence showing the possibility of confining
high energy particles in a helical system such as a heliotron/stellarator. In the Heliotron DR device, the
second and third harmonic ECRH have been studied by using a 28 GHz, 200 kW gyrotron. Efficient
heating was observed for both kinds of harmonic heating at electron densities of n̂ , < 3 x 1013 cm"3,
which exceeded the cutoff value (overdense plasma). The stored plasma energy was increased with
increasing density up to a corresponding averaged beta value of about 0.5%. The observed beta limit
was due to the onset of an MHD instability. It agreed well with the calculated value for the pressure
driven interchange mode.

1. HIGH POWER ECRH AND ICRF HEATING EXPERIMENTS IN
THE HELIOTRON E DEVICE

Recent Heliotron E (R = 2.2 m, ip = 0.2 m, B < 2.0 T) experiments have
focused on studies of the neoclassical behaviour of currentless ECRH plasmas and
also concentrated on studies of the confinement of high energy particles created by
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ICRF and plasma-wall interaction [1, 2]. In this section, we discuss the effects of
a radial electric field on the local transport coefficient and the observed improvement
of the confinement properties by an inward shift of the magnetic axis in ECRH
plasmas. The creation conditions and confinement properties of high energy minority
protons produced by ICRF are also discussed.

1.1. ECRH experiments

ECRH experiments were carried out using five gyrotrons (frequency =
53.2 GHz, power < 720 kW, pulse width < 100 ms). TE02 circular mode waves
were launched from open ended antennas. The parameter range of the ECRH plasmas
was extended by increasing the heating power. In particular, a plasma with higher
density (n<. ~ 3.5 x 1013 cm"3) and Te(0) « 600 eV was obtained in quasi-steady
state conditions at a highest power level of >640kW. The maximum attain-
able density in such quasi-steady state operation was found to depend on the RF
power [3, 4]. At a power level of ~ 160 kW, the maximum density was ~1.5
x 1013 cm"3, which was apparently below the 0-mode cutoff density, while it
amounted to - 3 . 5 x 1013 cm"3 for >640 kW. Thus, the attainable high tempera-
ture regime was limited by a critical value of PRF/HC as is shown in Fig. 1. An
attached/detached plasma model based on a radiation collapse [5] is a possible candi-
date for an explanation of this phenomenon.
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FIG. 2. xf versus Te at r/a = 0.5. x?C (Er * 0) and x?c(Er = 0) are also calculated by using
measured profiles.

The transport coefficients in non-axisymmetric toroidal devices can be reduced
by a radial electric field Er, which appears to satisfy the ambipolarity condition. For
example, the electron thermal conductivity xe

NC (Er = 0) has a temperature depen-
dence of Te

3 5 in the \lv regime. However, with Er ^ 0 this strong temperature
dependence should be reduced to a milder dependence on Tf (a = 1-3) [6]. By
using the electron density and temperature and ion temperature profiles, xlxp at
r/a = 0.5 was evaluated [3]. Here, the radiation loss was small and, therefore,
neglected. The power absorption profile was evaluated by measuring the decay
process of the electron stored energy after RF turnoff [4]. The observed x lxp (V2)
had a dependence on Tf (0 « 2.5), which was slightly more favourable than xe

NC

(Er = 0). The theoretical heat flux was calculated by using Er as determined from
the ambipolar condition. The value of xe

NC (Er ^ 0) was evaluated from the heat
flux divided by the observed i^ VTe. The absolute value of x" p (ap/2) was larger, by
a factor of three to four, than xe

NC (Er * 0). It is shown in Fig. 2 that xfp is
between xe

NC (Er = 0) and x^c (Er ^ 0) in the rare collisional regime for
Te > 700 eV. The reduction of xfp from xe

NC (Er = 0) indicated the effects of Er.

The radial electric field at r/a = 0.7-0.9 was estimated from measurements of
the poloidal rotation [2]. Figure 3 (a) shows the Te dependence of the rotation veloc-
ity for two different density regimes. Te was changed by varying the RF power. It
was observed that the plasma rotated in the ion diamagnetic direction, which sug-
gested the presence of positive Er. The rotation velocity increased with increasing
Te. This Te dependence was compared with the neoclassical prediction using
approximated profiles of n,., Te and TL. The result is shown in Fig. 3(b). A good
qualitative agreement between experiment and prediction is obtained. However, Er

evaluated from the rotation is found to be smaller, by a factor of two to five, than
the predicted neoclassical value.
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FIG. 3. (a) Observed poloidal rotation velocity versus Tc; (b) calculated result for Er obtained by one-
dimensional simulation code.

An attempt to reduce ripple transport was made by shifting the magnetic axis
inward. By using an additional vertical field Bv , the magnetic axis could be shifted
inward or outward, depending on the direction of Bv. When the magnetic axis was
shifted inward (A < 0), the helical ripple became localized on the inboard side of
the torus. An improvement of transport was expected [7]. In the opposite direction
(A > 0), transport was expected to be enhanced. Figure 4 shows the dependences
of the Te, Tj, at and the decay time rd of Te after RF turnoff on the axis shift, A.
The line density was kept constant around 7 x 1014 cm"2, with constant gas puffing
rate. When A = - 2 cm (A/a,, - 0.1), Te and Ts increased by - 1 5 % . At further
inward shift, A = - 4 cm, Te and Tj started to decrease. In the case of an outward
shift, they decreased monotonically. To indicate the improvement of the confinement
in the central region, TA within r/a < 0.2 was also plotted. It was the longest at
A = - 2 cm, being improved by ~ 20% over the case of A = 0 cm. Thus, aplasma
with higher temperature and longer confinement time was obtained by shifting the
magnetic axis inward. This improvement factor was larger than the expected value
(~ 10%), if rE scaled as a£. Considering the deviation of the magnetic axis from the
unshifted mod-B structure, both inward and outward shifts were expected to cause
almost the same change in the absorption profile. Therefore, even if the confinement
was related to the absorption profile, the fact of an improvement for A = - 2 cm and
a degradation by A = +2 cm could not be explained by this profile effect. The fact
of higher Te and longer rd suggested a reduction of the transport coefficient.
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FIG. 4, Te, Tj, ni and rd versus magnetic axis shift.

1.2. ICRF experiments

The confinement of helically trapped ions was investigated by using perpendicu-
larly injected NBI fast ions with an injection energy Einj of 26 keV [8]. In the fast
wave heating mode, measuring the minority protons with higher perpendicular
energies of E > 30 keV yielded further useful information. Eight ICRF antenna
loops were installed on the high field side inside the vacuum chamber [9]. The bulk
ion temperature was increased from 250 eV (ECRH) to 650 eV in the case of a
proton minority and to 1000 eV in the case of a 3He minority by using 1 to 2 MW
ICRF power at H,, = 1.5 to 2.5 x 1013 cm"3. Effective heating in the case of the
3He minority was considered to be due to the better confinement of the energetic
3He++ ions, the lower tail temperature and the reduced charge exchange loss
[10, 11].

High energy protons were measured in the case of proton minority heating by
using a EllB type charge exchange neutral particle analyser (NPA) with detected
energies of up to 100 keV. This analyser viewed both passing and helically trapped
particles according to the individual pitch angle (70°-110°) along the sight line
of the NPA. We studied the conditions for creation of high energy protons as func-
tions of Se, the magnetic field strength B0) and the RF power, PICRF- The tail
temperature, T ^ , measured in the energy range of 20-60 keV was used as a mea-
sure of the tail creation condition. It was observed that T ^ was increased up to
40 keV at h; = 0.8 x 10" cm"3, and up to 8-10 keV at n,. ~ 2.5 X 10l3 cm"3.
The dependence of Tuii on Bo was obtained by varying Bo from 1.72 T to 1.94 T at
900 kW of ICRF power. The applied frequency was 26.7 MHz, which corresponded
to the hydrogen cyclotron frequency at BQ = 1.75 T. The value of T ^ became
highest by adjusting the hydrogen cyclotron layer close to the plasma centre, which
is similar to the results in the PLT tokamak [12]. The ICRF power dependence of
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FIG. 5. Charge exchange NPA spectra of minority protons (nH/nD = 0.1).
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FIG. 6. Decay time of NPA flux after ICRF pulse turnoff.

Taj, was studied by varying the RF power from 120 kW to 1 MW for different Bo

(1.76 or 1.86 T). At a low power level of 120 kW, Tteil was observed to be
— 13 keV. T ^ increased proportionally to the RF power with an efficiency of
AT^/APICRF « 40eV-kW-' for B 0 = 1 . 7 6 T . However, this efficiency was
decreased to ~9eV-kW" ] for Bo = 1.86 T. A typical example for the energy
spectra of the minority proton is shown in Fig. 5. It was found that there was no
observable limit to the energy spectrum below 100 keV. The decay time of the ener-
getic proton flux rdecay (e-folding time of the flux) varied between 2 and 6 ms, as is
shown in Fig. 6. Here, rdtCiy was correlated with the slowing-down rate of the
energetic protons. These protons slowed down because of the electron drag since
their energy was much higher than the critical energy (Ec = 9.3 Te). We found
that Tdecay was proportional to the slowing-down time due to the electron drag,
TS1 = t / J In [(E15 + Ec

15)/ (0.22 E1 5 + Ec
15)], where t, is Spitzer slowing-down

time and rsl was evaluated from n<. and Te near the plasma centre (r/a < 0.3). It
was found that rdecay = C rsl, where C was between 0.1 and 0.5. The quantity C
was a weakly decreasing function of the energy. Since the helically trapped protons
have large drift orbits, they are slowed down strongly in the colder peripheral region.
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This effect might explain the fact that C was less than 1. However, the energy
dependence of C suggested that the direct orbit loss was not negligible for higher
energetic protons.

It is concluded that this observation is the first experimental evidence showing
the possibility of confining high energy particles in a heliotron configuration. The
above-described results partially support our view that a reactor might be designed
on the basis of helical systems such as the heliotron/stellarator.

2. CHARACTERISTICS OF OVERDENSE PLASMAS DURING THE
SECOND AND THIRD HARMONIC ELECTRON CYCLOTRON
HEATING IN HELIOTRON DR

Experiments on the second and the third harmonic electron cyclotron heating
have been carried out in Heliotron DR (t = 2, m = 15, major radius R = 0.9 m,
mean minor radius a = 0.07 m, plasma volume Vp = 90 L) by using a 28 GHz,
200 kW gyrotron. The heating power'density attains ~2.4 W-cirT3, on the
average, which is fairly large compared with the values attained in Heliotron E
and Wendelstein VII-A (<0.5 W-cm"3). Currentless plasmas are effectively
heated at electron densities above the cutoff value for the ordinary mode
(nc = 1 x 1013 cm"3). Some recently observed and interesting results on such
overdense plasmas are presented below.

2.1. Behaviour of overdense plasmas

Figure 7(a) shows the temporal behaviour of a typical second harmonic ECH
discharge, where the injected power, Pinj, is about 200 kW and the magnetic field
intensity on the minor axis Bo is 0.5 T. By controlling the gas puffing, the line aver-
aged electron density n<. is increased up to ~2 X 1013 cm"3 and then kept almost
constant. The reflected RF signal, Pref, which is not absorbed in the plasma and is
lost through a port, is lowered when n,. is (0.2-0.3) x 1013 cm"3 and also in the
overdense regime of H,. > 1 X 1013 cm"3. At the same time, the diamagnetically
measured stored plasma energy, Wp, is increased with the density, which coincides
with the decrease of Pref. The electron temperature was derived from pulse height
analyses of the soft X-ray emissions from about twenty reproducible discharges. It
is found that the bulk temperature at the centre, Teo, is -300 eV and is gradually
increased during the high density phase of i^ = 2 X 1013 cm"3. The centre chord
soft X-ray (>0.3 keV) signal, SX, is increased with n<. and Wp. On the other hand,
the hard X-ray (> 100 keV) intensity, HX, is enhanced in the low density phase of
iie = (0.2-0.3) x 10l3 cm"3 and also during the rising phase of Wp. However, it is
strongly suppressed in the overdense regime. The time evolution of the soft X-ray
profile has been measured with a 12-chord silicon diode array. It shows that the
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FIG. 7. (a) Temporal behaviour of typical overdense ECH plasma (Plnj ~ 200 kW, Bo = 0.5 T);

(b) time evolution of soft X-ray intensity profile. Arrows on both sides indicate outermost closed mag-

netic surface.

plasma is well defined within the last closed magnetic surface throughout the dis-
charge as is shown in Fig. 7(b). In the overdense phase, the central part of the profile
is mainly enhanced. Its peak tends to shift outwards during the discharge. Magnetic
fluctuations with f > 100 kHz are observed during the discharges; they tend to grow
with Wp. When Wp (n«.) is raised too much, the low frequency instability is
enhanced and determines the maximum <|8> value.

2.2. Dependence of magnetic field intensity and the third harmonic heating

Overdense plasmas can be produced in a wide range of magnetic field intensity.
However, the attainable stored energy depends on whether Bo is higher or lower
than the resonance field, B ^ . Figure 8 shows the maximum stored energy, Wp>max,
as a function of Bo for overdense plasmas. For Bo > 0.5 T, Wpmax can be raised up
to a corresponding averaged beta value </3> of ~0.5%, which is limited by onset
of the MHD instability. Although the pressure profile is expected to be changed by
moving the region of resonance, the observed soft X-ray profiles are centrally peaked
and almost independent of Bo. For Bo < 0.5 T, Wpmax is substantially lowered as
Bo is reduced from 0.5 T. This result might be explained by the observed weaker
absorption of the RF power and stronger magnetic fluctuations (enhanced transport)
in this range of Bo.

The overdense plasmas are also heated efficiently by the third harmonic heating
as is shown in Fig. 8. Fourth and fifth harmonic heating was also possible although
these discharges were assisted by a small Ohmic power of < 1 kW. Basically, the
same phenomena as in second harmonic heating are observed in the third harmonic
heating when the density exceeds the cutoff value. The heating takes place more
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F/G. S. Maximum stored energy Wpmax of overdense plasmas versus Bo. Arrows indicate resonant
magnetic field intensities for each harmonic heating. Each range ofB0 where a resonance layer exists
in the outermost closed magnetic surface is also shown.

effectively on the higher field side as long as a resonance layer exists in the last closed
magnetic surface. The maximum </3> is again limited to —0.5%, because of the
MHD instability.

A possible heating mechanism in the overdense regime is absorption of the elec-
tron Bernstein (B) wave, which is mode converted from the extraordinary (X) and
ordinary (O) modes through X-B (after tunnelling through the evanescent layer) and
O-X-B conversion processes. These processes would be possible because of the rela-
tively short density scale-length in Heliotron DR. Multiple reflection of the RF wave
at the vacuum wall would improve the absorption efficiency for both processes. It
is, however, noted that the central part is effectively heated, even under off-axis
resonant condition. If the RF power is absorbed around the resonant layer, it should
be transferred to the interior of the plasma. The dependence on Bo suggests that
orbits of accelerated electrons play a role in power deposition.

2.3. MHD stability analyses

Properties of the MHD instability have been studied, both experimentally and
theoretically. Measurements with magnetic probes and a soft X-ray diode array show
that the instability has a mode number of m = n = 1 and is localized near the t = 1
surface. It rotates in the direction of the electron diamagnetic drift with a frequency
of 1-5 kHz. The most plausible candidate for this instability is the pressure driven
interchange mode. The pressure profile was estimated by measuring the vertical field
produced by Pfirsch-Schluter currents; it was shown to be close to [1 — (r/a)2]2

[13]. The observed </3> limit is fairly independent of Bo, which might be due to the
unchanged pressure profile mentioned above. The instability is also affected by the
plasma current, which modifies the shape of the rotational transform. A small current
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FIG. 9. Growth rate ofm = n = 1 ideal interchange mode versus </3> for different pressure profiles.
Calculation is based on STEP code under free boundary conditions.

(tp(a) > 0.05), which decreases the vacuum rotational transform and, consequently,
increases the shear, stabilizes the instability.

We have numerically analysed the MHD stability against the ideal interchange
mode by using the STEP code [14], under free boundary conditions. It is found that
the <j3> limit is 0.47% for a pressure profile of [1 — ^ ] 2 (\p is the flux function).
It is very close to the experimentally observed value. It is, however, lower than the
previous result (0.8%) [15], which was calculated from the BETA code under fixed
boundary conditions. The difference might be due to different mesh sizes and
boundary conditions. A finer mesh size (ten times) is used in the STEP code and,
therefore, the present calculation seems to be more accurate than the previous one.
The stability was also investigated for different pressure profiles; the results are
shown in Fig. 9. It shows that a steeper pressure gradient at t = 1 surface reduces
the attainable <j3) value. The reduction of the growth rate at higher <£> is due to
the formation of a magnetic well. Resistive interchange modes, which may explain
the observed high frequency magnetic fluctuation, are also studied.
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Abstract

RF CURRENT DRIVE AND MHD INSTABILITY CONTROL BY EC AND LH WAVES ON THE
WT-3 TOKAMAK.

Electron cyclotron current drive at the second harmonic (2fle ECCD) and MHD instability
suppression and excitation by lower hybrid current drive (LHCD) have been studied on the WT-3 toka-
mak. EC driven current up to 27 kA is generated and sustained at constant plasma current with zero
loop voltage as long as the EC power is applied. The line average electron density nc of the EC
sustained plasma i ^ 2 x 1012 cm"3 and the average temperature of the bulk electrons Te is 200 eV.
The efficiency of the 2fie ECCD t\ » 0.04 x 10" rrT2-A-W~'. Unidirectional high energy tail elec-
trons, which pre-exist in an OH target plasma, are heated and carry the plasma current. The equivalent
temperature of the hard X-ray spectrum, which is emitted by the high energy, current carrying electrons,
is about 100 keV. The ratio of the total number of the high energy electrons to that of the bulk electrons
is about 7.5%. When an LH driven current is superimposed on the OH discharge with sawtooth oscilla-
tions, the oscillations are suppressed and then reappear, following m = 1 MHD oscillations. The latter
sawteeth have a large amplitude and a long period and sometimes there is no precursor or successor.

1. INTRODUCTION

There has been a great interest in non-inductive current drive to realize steady
state operation of tokamaks. LHCD has. been able to start up, ramp up and sustain
the plasma current successfully in many tokamaks. Meanwhile, there are a few
ECCD experiments. We have carried out a series of LHCD, ECCD and combined
CD experiments in the WT-2 and WT-3 tokamaks [1-14].

In this paper, we report experimental results on 2$)e ECCD and MHD
instability control by LHCD.

1 Osaka Institute of Technology, Osaka, Japan.
2 Institute of Plasma Physics, Nagoya University, Nagoya, Japan.
3 Faculty of Engineering, Kyoto University, Kyoto, Japan.
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FIG. 1. Temporal evolution of (a) loop voltage VL, (b) plasma current lp, (c) line averaged electron
density ne measured by a 4 mm interferometer along the vertical chord, (d) soft X-ray emission Isx

(0.2 keV), (e) lsx (0.9 keV), (f) Isx (2.5 keV), (g) hard X-ray emission l^ (35 keV), and (h) electron
cyclotron emission /„ (70 GHz). Full curves refer to operation with 20e EC heating power
pEC = 48 kW, T = 75 ms (parallel injection), and dotted curves designate operation without PEC. The
initial filling gas pressure is p = 8.4 x 10'3 Pa in H2 and additional gas is puffed during PEC.
B, = 1.09 T.

2. ECCD AT THE SECOND HARMONIC [12]

A series of ECCD experiments was performed with a 56 GHz gyrotron on the
WT-3 tokamak. Microwave power of up to 100 kW was injected from the low field
side in the X-mode after OH power had been turned off. In the target plasma (electron
density ne « 2 X 1012 cm"3, temperature Te « 200 eV), there was a small fraction
of high energy tail electrons. When an EC pulse was injected, this tail was EC heated,
and a plasma current, Ip, of up to 27 kA was generated. A flat-top discharge was
realized for an injected power of PEC « 50 kW and a ramp-up discharge for
PEC > 50 kW.

The typical waveforms of a flat-top discharge are shown in Fig. l(a)-(h). The
solid curves refer to discharges with EC pulse and the dotted curves to those without
EC pulse. When the EC pulse was injected, the constant current Ip = 16 kA was
sustained with a loop voltage of VL = 0 as long as the EC power was applied
(Figs l(a) and (b)). Thus, the plasma (n, * 2 X 1012 cm"3 and Te « 200 eV) was
sustained by the EC driven current composed of high energy tail electrons. Tail
buildup was observed in the hard X-ray (HXR) and the electron cyclotron emissions
(Figs l(e)-(h)). When the pulse was injected, the equivalent temperature Th of the
observed HXR spectrum increased from 40 to 90 keV at the end of the EC pulse and
the photon count (hi> > 90 keV) increased and became saturated. The effect of the
location of the second harmonic resonance layer on ECCD was investigated by
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FIG. 2. ne (1019 m'3) Ip (kA) R (m) versus PEC (kW). The solid circles were obtained from flat-top
discharges.

varying the toroidal magnetic field BT. VL, the current ramp-up rate and the inten-
sity of the HXR emission, IHx> were measured as functions of BT. The flat-top
and the ramp-up discharges were observed in the range of BT(0) = 1.0-1.4 T
(2Qe(O)/co = 1.0-1.14), i.e. the second harmonic layer was located at
r = 0-10 cm. The radial profile of IHx did not change with BT(0). The peaks of the
profile with and without EC pulse were located near the magnetic axis.

In the target plasma, the EC waves were absorbed by the pre-existing tail, and
the number of tail electrons was increased and carried the current Ip. EC driven
current would not be generated in a target plasma without pre-existing tail. The pre-
existing, unidirectional tail is essential for our ECCD experiments. Such tail elec-
trons and their EC heating may eliminate the cancelling effect of the EC driven
current on the opposite side of the ECR layer. When EC waves were launched in the
opposite direction (k|Vi < 0), there was no remarkable difference in the EC driven
currents compared with those for k|V| > 0. Multi-reflection on the wall may play
the dominant role. Ray tracing calculations show that single pass absorption is about
0.25, and 0.60 of its amount is absorbed by the tail electrons. The 2Qe ECCD effi-
ciency 17 = IpCA)^ (1019 mf3)/R(m)P(W) * 0.03-0.04, which is calculated from
the flat-top discharges. This is of the same order as the fie ECCD efficiency (0.01)
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and one order smaller than that of LHCD in WT-3 [10]. Furthermore, this value is
one order smaller than the theoretical prediction. In the experiments, no 3£2e EC
driven current is generated, in contrast to what was predicted theoretically (Fig. 2).

3. MHD INSTABILITY CONTROL BY LHCD

Recently, much interest has arisen in the suppression of sawtooth oscillations
(STO) and MHD instabilities by LHCD, since the plasma current profile could be
controlled independently of the electron temperature profile Te(r); in particular, the
intense suprathermal electron tail associated with LHCD could alter plasma stability
and transport.

The safety factor at the limiter, qa, was varied from 5 to 2.7 by changing the
plasma current, Ip, at constant toroidal field, BT(0) = 1.4 T. The density was kept
at 2 x 1013 cm"3. STO were observed in OH discharges with q,, < 5, and an
m = 2, n = 1 mode was excited in the interval 3.2 < qa < 4. A major disruption
occurred in the range of qa < 2.7. When LHCD was superimposed on the OH
discharges with qa < 3.2, where there were no m = 2 activities, m = 2, n = 1
oscillations were excited, grew up, and then the major disruption occurred. The
m = 2 MHD activities in the OH discharges with qa > 3.2 could be suppressed by
LHCD.
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Figures 3(a)-(i) show the temporal evolution of the plasma parameters in the
case of the STO suppression by LHCD. When PLH (=130 kW) is injected into an
OH plasma with Ip = 110 kA (a), the loop voltage VL decreases (b) and the EC
emission at f = 100 GHz increases (d). These data show the generation of LH driven
current carried by suprathermal tail electrons. The electron density increases continu-
ously from rie = 1.0 to 1.8 (X 1013 cm"3) at the end of the LH pulse (c). In
Figs 3(e)-(i), the detailed temporal evolution of MHD phenomena is shown. The
SXR signal along the central chord (g) shows that STO appearing in the OH plasma
are suppressed by LHCD. After the suppression, the MHD oscillation appears at
t = 52 ms and then STO with a large amplitude and a long period reappears at
56 ms. Weak MHD activity is observed on the MP signal at t = 52 ms (f). The
impurity line (O V) intensity decreases slightly at the beginning of the PLH injection
and then increases.

Figures 4(a)-(c) show the detailed temporal evolution of the SXR signals and
its spatial profiles in the case of complete stabilization and subsequent destabilization
of STO by LHCD. In the enlarged figures (b), showing successive crash phases of
STO in the LHCD plasma, the sawteeth crash very fast (t < 20 ps). Furthermore,
the two early sawteeth ((1) and (2)) accompany the precursor, while the two late saw-
teeth ((3) and (4)) accompany neither precursor nor successor. As is shown in
Fig. 4(c), the inversion radii of both STO appearing in the OH and LHCD plasmas
are nearly identical and rinv « 5 cm (rinv/a = 1/4), and the radial profile of the
MHD oscillation (m = 1) of the SXR signals has a peak near r = rinv. The results
suggest that there is no change in the location of the q = 1 surface between these two
OH and LHCD plasmas.

Figure 5 shows the temporal evolution of the contour curves of the SXR signal
intensity in the crash phase of STO, which is similar to (2) in Fig. 4(b). These figures
were reconstructed from the SXR intensities measured by three fan diode arrays
(60 SSB detectors) by means of computer tomography. These characters suggest the
formation of cold plasma STO bubbles as predicted by Wesson et al. [15].

4. CONCLUSIONS

The 2Qe EC driven current is generated in a target plasma with pre-existing
high energy tail electrons. The flat-top and ramp-up discharges are realized without
OH power. The current is carried by the EC heated high energy tail electrons. The
2fie ECCD efficiency is one order smaller than that of LHCD in WT-3.

The MHD instability (m = 2 mode) appearing in the high current OH discharge
can be suppressed by LHCD. The sawtooth oscillations in the OH discharge are
suppressed and then other sawteeth appear, following the m = 1 MHD oscillation
in the LHCD plasma. The latter sawteeth are not accompanied by precursors or
successors and have a long period and a large amplitude compared with those in the
OH discharge. Computer tomography of the SXR intensities shows the formation of
cold plasma STO bubbles similar to those of JET.
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(ms)

FIG. 5. Contour plots of soft X-ray emissivity during sawtooth crash phase similar to (2) in Fig. 4(b).
Core rotation is seen in A, B, C, D and E. Rapid cooling is seen between D and E. At time F, the core
is gradually heated up again. The time t and the relative peak emissivities P are as follows:
A(t = 73.62 ms, P = 1.00), B (73.74, 0.94), C (73.78, 0.88), D (73.82, 0.78), E (73.86, 0.63) and
F (74.56, 0.75).
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Abstract

HEATING AND CONFINEMENT STUDIES WITH LOW FIELD SIDE ICRH IN TEXTOR.
New low field side antennas have been installed in TEXTOR. At the maximum available power

of 2.6 MW a doubling of electron and ion temperature is now obtained at ne = 2.5 X 1013 cm"3.
Excellent conditions for density and impurity control are achieved with appropriate antenna phasing and
use of novel wall conditioning techniques. The low metallic pollution is particularly encouraging.
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Important anisotropic tails are produced, leading to an apparent lower confinement of the thermal
plasma component but improved overall confinement. The tail also appears to play a role in sawtooth
stabilization. Excellent agreement is further obtained between theory and experiment with respect to
antenna coupling, wave absorption and tail production.

1. INTRODUCTION

With the installation of the ALT II pump limiter, the ICRH system of TEXTOR
was converted from a high field side (HFS) to a low field side (LFS) launch. At the
same time, an antenna spectrum shaping capability was provided by pairwise
grouping of the total of four antennas, with each antenna in a pair fed in phase or
out of phase with respect to the other. The out-of-phase or dipole mode of operation
is found to be superior to the monopole in all aspects of plasma-wall interaction
(density rise, impurity production) and hence in ease of ICRH operation. Quite
significantly, the antenna coupling in the dipole mode is as good as, or even slightly
better than, the monopole configuration.

Wall and limiter conditioning plays an important role. Appropriate conditioning
techniques prevent high recycling conditions leading to deteriorated confinement
('detaching' conditions [1]) in Ohmic as well as in auxiliary heated discharges, and
strongly affect the RF induced increments in density and particle fluxes. By means
of wall carbonization with the liner brought to a temperature of 400°C during
tokamak discharges or, even better, wall boronization [2], the fraction of the radiated
power during the application of ICRH drops substantially with respect to Ohmic
discharges, and long pulse, low impurity operation is possible.

The confinement scaling of the thermal part of the plasma energy remains in
line with the TEXTOR scaling [3]. In addition, however, and in good agreement with
theory, an energetic hydrogen tail is observed during the usual scenario of hydrogen
minority heating in deuterium plasmas. At low density this tail contribution can
significantly increase the incremental confinement time, as the tail confinement time
is found to be about twice that of the thermal component.

Several observations relate directly to the change in wave launching geometry.
Firstly, the need for adequate wall preparation and antenna spectrum shaping is
greater in the LFS mode. Secondly, the wave physics changes over from a mode
conversion dominated regime with HFS launch to a predominantly minority heating
mode in the LFS case. A detailed study is presented based on sawtooth analysis,
power modulation experiments and hydrogen tail analysis. Finally, although the
power density deposited in the electrons inside the q = 1 surface is very similar in
the two cases, only the LFS mode allows for a significant increase in sawtooth period
amplitude. The period appears to increase in proportion to the tail energy.
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FIG. 1. Specific loading resistance versus edge density at r = 40 cm (a = 46 cm). The lines are the
computed results. The right ordinate gives the required antenna voltage VA to launch 1 MW.

2. ANTENNA PROPERTIES

The 3 MW of installed power are delivered to two antenna pairs, each one
radially movable with respect to the plasma [4, 5], The antenna pairs are situated in
diametrically opposite toroidal positions and are fed in phase (0) or out of phase (IT).
•K phasing voids the antenna spectrum of less damped low toroidal wavenumbers
kz [5]. The practical problem encountered in most experiments with ir phasing [6] is
a sometimes strongly reduced loading with respect to the in-phase operation,
resulting in more stringent voltage requirements. Figure 1 demonstrates that this
need not always be the case: our experimental loading results for the ir phasing are
even somewhat higher than for the 0 phasing. The voltage VA to be applied to a pair
in order to launch 1 MW remains reasonably low, as can be seen on the right
ordinate of Fig. 1. One also notes the good agreement with the specific resistance
predicted by our coupling codes [5]. The beneficial effects of ir phasing to be
reported in Section 4 are thus obtained without extra electrical solicitation of the
ICRH system. The reasons for this are extensively discussed in Ref. [5].

3. ELEMENTS FROM WAVE PHYSICS

Changing from HFS to LFS launch is expected to switch the dominant heating
scenario from mode conversion (MC) to minority heating (MH) and to strongly
modify the wave absorptivity, as confirmed by detailed studies using a 1-D full wave
code [7]. Figure 2(a) shows, for a typical plasma condition, the damping capability,
defined as the fraction Ps of the launched power that is absorbed after the wave has
made two transits over the plasma cross-section (e.g. from LFS to HFS back to LFS),
for the old HFS scheme and the 0 and the ir LFS mode. The calculations are
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FIG. 2. (a) Power deposited after two transits as a junction of minority concentration, (b, c) Distri-
bution of total absorbed power between species and absorption mechanism (PKF = 1.5 MW), showing
(b) the old and (c) the ir configuration. The common plasma conditions are ne0 = 4 X lO13 cm'3,
Tt0 = 1.4keV, 7]-0 = 1.0keV, f = 29MHz.

performed using the average lq of the relevant antenna spectrum. It is clear that the
number of transits before total absorption, and therefore the likelihood of power
deposition in the plasma edge, is strongly increased in the LFS schemes.

Figures 2(b) and 2(c) show, as a function of minority concentration, for a
typical plasma condition and PRF = 1.5 MW, the fraction of the total absorbed
power fG received by the different plasma species and the identification of the
receiving channel. We distinguish between the electrons receiving energy directly
(DE) through MC or indirectly via minority heating (ME) and the majority ions being
heated either directly (DI) by first harmonic damping (co = 2wcD) or via the
minority tail (MI). The tail characteristics and the partition of the collisional transfer
between electrons and ions are found from Ref. [8] using the power densities
reported in Section 5 below. In agreement with the experiment, no substantial change
in relative electron or ion heating can be expected below nH/n,, = 0.05 (the range
favoured for experimentation because of high Ps).
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FIG. 3. Total radiated power (Prad) and part emitted from within r = a/2 (Prad,m) versus total input
power Plo, for carbonized (C) and boronized (B) walls and different antenna phasings.

4. LOW IMPURITY OPERATION AND DENSITY CONTROL

The application of ICRH usually leads to an increased interaction with the walls
(e.g. a rise in density, radiation and impurity concentration). As reported previ-
ously [9, 10], stationary low impurity conditions with modest density rises were
achieved with the old HFS scheme; carbonization was an essential requisite. In the
LFS mode of operation, with the same wall preparation techniques, the density
control in particular turned out to be more demanding. This could be due to the lower
bulk absorptivity indicated in Section 3. With further improved machine conditioning
(carbonized walls at 400°C or boronization) and appropriate antenna phasing, condi-
tions could be reached [5] which are even substantially better than those achieved
with the old antennas. Under the optimal condition of boronization, density feedback
control can maintain ne at a pre-ICRH level as low as 2.2 X 1013 cm"3 at
PRF = 2.6 MW.

Figure 3 shows the total radiation loss Prad (from bolometry) as a function of
the total input power PI0I for different conditions. One notes that strong improve-
ments can be achieved in y = Prad/Ptof Under all conditions y decreases with
respect to its Ohmic value and can reach values as low as 0.2 with boronization. The
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FIG. 4. Central Ztg versus nefor Ohmic and ICRH (P^ = 1. 75 MW) plasmas with boronized walls.

plasma purity in the latter case can also be inferred from Fig. 4, showing Zeff on
axis (from resistivity with q(0) = 0.85) for a density scan in OH and with ICRH at
PRF = 1.75 MW. Of particular interest is the contribution of the metallic impurities
to the radiation. To this end, we also show in Fig. 3 the part of the radiation coming
from the plasma cross-section within half-radius Pra(j,i/2- For the highest power
levels this part can remain as low as 6% of Ptot with boronization. These results and
supporting spectroscopic measurements show that excessive metal pollution, in
particular from the carbonized stainless steel antenna Faraday screens (as observed
in some other ICRH experiments [11]) can apparently be ruled out both with
carbonization and boronization. These excellent conditions can be maintained during
long pulse plasma operation, as illustrated in Fig. 5 showing a 2.3 MW shot lasting
for 2 s. The analysis shows that Prad,[/2 is constant throughout the ICRH pulse, the
gradual increase of Prad being due to enhanced radiation in the outer plasma layers,
as confirmed by a gradual rise of O(VI) emission (not shown), which is presumably
due to oxygen released from the limiters, subjected to a ninefold increased heat load.

5. PERFORMANCE

5.1. Central power density

The power density deposited in the plasma centre pRF can be evaluated by
different techniques. The part transferred via the electrons pRFe is found from the
sawtooth heating rate [10] and from power modulation techniques, and the fraction
given to the ions pRFii from the central ion power balance assuming neoclassical
conductivity [10] and from modulation.

The sawtooth and the modulation analyses both make it possible to discriminate
between the power directly given to the species and that delayed by slowing down
of the hydrogen tail. Upon RF switch-on a clear break develops in the temperature
and density sawtooth (a 'broken' sawtooth) corresponding to the heating through
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FIG. 5. Time evolution of central line density ne0, central electron temperature Te0, diamagnetic
energy Edia and radiated power Prajfor long pulse 1CRH with boronized walls (#32189).

mode conversion, followed by a gradual heating over 10 to 20 ms dictated by the
energy slowing down time T5 = TXTJ{TX + rsi) (see Fig. 6).

The application of the power modulation technique is particularly challenging
in view of the absence of a convenient ordering in the characteristic times: the
slowing down of the electrons rse and of the majority ions rsi, the electron-ion
equipartition Tei and the sawtooth repetition all occur on comparable time-scales.
Defining the central energy densities we = 3/2 NKTe, W; = 3/2 NKTi and wmin for
the tail contribution as well as the power densities pmc (to the electrons via mode
conversion), p^,, (taken up by the minority) and p0H (Ohmic), we solve the
equations:

dt

dwi

~dt~

W
— = —^^ + Pmc + POH

Te T s e

~ W; + Wj,

dt
•nin . W m , n I W m j n

Tsi T s e
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FIG. 6. Time evolution of Te0 before and after RF switch-on at t = 2.102 s (PSF = 1.75 MW,
iie = 2.6 x 10u cm~3) (#32470).
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FIG. 7. Amplitude (a) and phase (b) variation of modulated electron energy density weI versus modu-
lation frequency (F = Q/2ir). The lines are the theoretical results yielding pme = 23, pmin e = 68,
pmini = 92 (all in units of mW-cm'3-UVT1). (PMI = 0.35 MW, P^o = 1.0 MW, rse = 30 ms,
rsl = 22 ms, TC = T,- = Tmin = » . ;

Te, T, and Tmin are the central confinement times for electrons, deuterons and tail ions
respectively. Linearization of the form X = Xo + X] exp (ifit) makes it possible to
solve for the modulation frequency spectrum of the various quantities. The results
of the procedure are the values of pmc and pmin yielding the best fit for the amplitude
and phase variation of wel and wu with respect to Q, using computed values of TSC,
Tsi and Tei. An example of fitting wel is given in Fig. 7. The interference of the
sawtooth crash with the raw modulation signal [12] demands appropriate mea-
sures [13]. The sum of pmc and pminTs/7se then yields pRF,e, whereas pRF>i equals
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TABLE I. SUMMARY OF RESULTS FOR STANDARD HFS, LFS 0 AND
LFS 7T OPERATIONS

HFS

LFS 0

LFS ir

nH/ne

0.05

0.02

0.06

A
(mW-cra-'-MW1)

225

250

200

B

65

60

45

C

85

75

65

D

60

20

10

E

80

45

30

A: pRF = pRF e + pRF L; B: the percentage of A going to the electrons at the centre according to experi-
ment; C: the percentage of A going to the electrons globally according to theory; D: the percentage of
the total power input attributable to mode conversion centrally (experiment); E: the percentage of the
total power input attributable to mode conversion globally (theory). For all three modes broad deposition
profiles are obtained (compare with p0H = ±200 mW/cm3 for 0.35 MW of OH).
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FIG. 8. Central electron and ion temperature versus tfe for Ohmic and ICRH discharges
(PRF = 1.75 MW).

Good agreement is obtained between the different types of analysis. The results
are summarized in Table I for the standard HFS conditions [10] as well as the LFS 0
and ir operations.

5.2. Heating and confinement

Figure 8 shows a density scan of the central electron and ion temperatures for
Ohmic discharges and with ICRH in the IT mode at PRF =1 .75 MW. The heating
efficiency neA(Te + Ti)/PRF reaches about 1.6 at high density (in units 1013 cm"3,
eV and MW), in close agreement with earlier HFS results. At low density up to 40%
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FIG. 9. Comparison between theoretical (solid line) and experimental tail energies for (a) Tmin = oo
and (b) Tmm = 25 ms. Fair agreement is obtained for a tail confinement time of 25 + 5 ms.

lower values are systematically observed. The same observation is made for the
incremental confinement time Tinc of the kinetic energy Ekin, defined at constant
density and considering only electrons and majority ions, which attains only at high
density the usual TEXTOR scaling [3] value of 12.5 ms at Ip = 340 kA. At low
density, however, the growing discrepancy between the diamagnetic energy Edia, the
energy derived from the MHD equilibrium Eequi and the kinetic energy reveals the
development of a significant tail of energy EH. If the latter had an infinite
confinement time, its presence could not affect the energy balance for the thermal
component, as all the power going to the tail would be passed on without loss to the
electrons or the majority ions. We interpret the observed deficiencies in the thermal
content as being due to the finite, though better than thermal (see Section 5.3),
confinement of the tail.

5.3. Energy and confinement of the minority tail

The relations linking Edia, E ^ , Ekin and EH are well known: EH = a
(Edia - Ekin) = (3 (Eequi - Ekin), with a = j3 = 1 for an isotropic tail or a = 213
and /3 = 4/3 for an anisotropic purely perpendicular tail. Notwithstanding the large
error bars on the individual energy measurements, the data clearly favour /3/a = 2,
thus confirming the tail's anisotropy. Using the power densities obtained in
Section 5.1 and the power splitting between MC and MH given by theory, the tail
energies found from the Stix model [8] can only be made to agree with the
experimental values at high EH provided that a tail confinement time of 25 + 5 ms
is introduced (see Fig. 9), i.e. about two times higher than that of the thermal
component. As a result, inclusion of the tail component in the incremental confine-
ment, such that 7*nc = (AEiun + EH)/Pinc, allows for an average improvement of
30% with respect to the standard conditions [3].
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6. SAWTOOTH BEHAVIOUR

Switching over from HFS to LFS operation has also led to interesting
differences in the sawtooth behaviour. Previously the sawtooth period could some-
times increase proportionally to the RF induced density rise, whereas under other
circumstances it could decrease [14]. The relative modulation Te(max)/Te(min), on
the other hand, retained roughly its Ohmic value. The present observations can be
summarized as follows.

In OH TEXTOR plasmas the modulation equals 1.1 to 1.15 and the period
increases with density to saturate around 20 ms under strong gas puffing. Removal
of the puffing leads to a peaking of the density profile at roughly constant ne leading
to periods of 30 ms at the highest densities at Ip = 340 kA [1]. With LFS TT RF
operation, the modulation can increase up to 1.4 (see Fig. 5) and the period can be
stretched at a maximum rate of about 8 ms/MW at constant density. In comparing
this difference in sawtooth behaviour it should be noted that no fundamental change
has occurred in the power deposited centrally in the electrons, the deposition profile
remaining equally broad. The period enhancement is, however, clearly related to the
tail occurrence: the highest stretching rates are obtained when the energy in the tail
is highest. An intriguing observation relates to the minority concentration: the same
tail energy appears to lead to longer periods with increasing hydrogen content.
Occasionally even longer, strongly modulated sawteeth are obtained lasting up to
45 ms (see Fig. 8), reaching thus 3-4 incremental energy replacement times. No
systematic picture is as yet available for their occurrence.
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Abstract
LONG PULSE HIGH POWER ION CYCLOTRON RESONANCE HEATING ON ASDEX.

Following the modifications made to ASDEX, and to the ICRF heating system to allow high power
long pulse operation, it has been possible to extend the investigated parameter space to coupled powers of up to
2.5 MW and to pulse lengths of up to 2 s. A new operating scenario, in which neutral injection is used only
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in the start-up phase of the ICRH, made possible long pulses with ICRH alone at high power. These
experiments allowed the investigation of the plasma evolution on previously inaccessible time-scales. For the
first time, ICRH in the second harmonic hydrogen regime (2 Wcn) and repetitive pellet refueling were
successfully combined. The density profiles became peaked (ne(0)/<ne> = 1.75) and the confinement time
increased from 50 to 70 ms. H° and D° neutral beam healing were added to second harmonic heating. D° neutral
injection occasionally resulted in large density increases, with only slight confinement lime improvement.
Minority heating with D° injection produced similar density increases, but with peaked profiles and
confinement time improvement. H modes lasting 0.5 s were also obtained with D° neutrdl injection and D(H)
minority heating. The ICRH power triggered the transition.

1. INTRODUCTION

Between April 1986 and April 1987, ASDEX was modified [1] to allow long pulse
additional heating. The ICRH system was also upgraded : the generators can deliver Pgcn = 2 x
2 MW [2], the two low field side antennas are now water cooled [3], and the voltage stand-off
of transmission line components has been improved [4].

The actual operating space has to date been extended from Pgen = 2.5 MW [5] to 3 MW
for 0.5 s and, at Pg e n = 2MW, from a pulse length of 1 s [5] to presently 2 s. The coupled
power (PIC) is estimated to be 0.85 x P Experiments were performed at the second
harmonic frequency of hydrogen (67 MHz) in various H/D mixtures, with and without H° or
DO neutral injection and at the fundamental frequency (33.5 MHz) in D+ plasmas (npj/np = 10
%) with D° injection. The vessel wall was carbonized and the parameters were: R = 1.67 m, a
= 0.4 m, Ip = 380 kA, B t (at 1.65 m ) = 2.42 T.

In mis paper we report a novel scenario used to couple high power at 2 <i>cH for long
pulses, and for the first time results obtained in combination with repetitive pellet refueling.
The confinement in the second harmonic and minority heating regimes is analysed. Finally H
mode transitions obtained with ICRH + NI are discussed.

2. BRIEF APPLICATION OF NI AT THE BEGINNING OF THE ICRH PULSE

The turn-on of the ICRH is usually accompanied by a density increase, which leads, at
high power, to a disruption. The effect can be partly alleviated by operation of ICRH in
combination with NI. At a given ICRH power, the density increase is smaller with NI , and
the maximum RF power that can be coupled increases. However, combination with NI makes
ICRH specific properties stand out less clearly. Recent experiments have shown that only a
short NI pulse is required at the beginning of the ICRH pulse. At the turn-off of the Nl-pulse,
the density still increases somewhat, but this density increase (also present without ICRH) is
independent of the ICRH power. The reason for the favourable influence of the NI on the
ICRH is still unclear although a number of explanations have been put forward [6-9].
A further interesting observation [1] was that, after the NI is turned off, the antenna resistance
and the reflected power change slowly on a long (Is) time-scale. This could be due to a slowly
changing isotope concentration (the decrease in resistance, with increasing H concentration,
would then indicate that eigenmodes play a role). However, a slow change of boundary
density gradients cannot be excluded.

3. RF HEATING AND PELLET REFUELING

The long ICRH pulse, described above, that can be applied to an OH plasma after an
initial NI pulse, was used to combine ICRH (PjC =1.4 MW; the absorbed power, for ICRH
alone, is about 0.6 of PjC ) and pellet refueling (up to 15 pellets, every 67 ms, velocity 600
m/s, mass = 1 x 1020 D atoms). In contrast to other attempts to heat a pellet refueled plasma,
we started pellet injection during the RF pulse. The resonance layer was located at r = 15 cm
(with q = 1 at r = 13 cm and q = 2 at about r = 22 cm). Figure 1 presents some of the
experimental traces on which two phases are clearly observed.
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FIG. J. Experimental traces showing the two phases in a discharge with pellet injection. Pellets are
injected from 1.5 s to 2.5 s. The pellet repetition time is 67 ms. The transition from the first to the second
phase occurs at the eighth pellet at 2 s. For the Qn (density peaking factor, nJ0)/(nt}) and Q, (temper-
ature peaking factor, Te(0)KTt)) traces, the open circles indicate the values 3 ms after each pellet,
and the filled triangles the values 54 ms after each pellet. The open squares are used for the times outside
the pellet injection phases.
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TABLE I. a) COMPARISON OF H° INJECTION ALONE WITH
H° INJECTION IN COMBINATION WITH ICRH; b) COMPARISON
BETWEEN S2H°, S2D° AND SID0 PHASES; c) MINORITY HEATING:
COMPARISON OF TWO SHOTS WITH LARGE AND SMALL DENSITY
INCREASES FOR COMPARABLE HEATING POWER.

a)

b)

c)

NI
+ICRH

S2H°
S2D°
SID0

S3
S4

P,o,
(MW)

2.05
3.8

2.04
2.29
2.38

2.01
2.26

<D+)

(%)

63
57

23
30
30

90
90

ne

(1019 m-3)

3.8
4.4

3.6
3.6
6.4

4.4
6.8

Tc(0)
(keV)

1.8
2.4

2.2
2.5
2.0

2.3
2.3

Zeff

2.3
3.2

2.8
3.8
4.5

_

—

Q,

2.2
2.5

2.2
2.5
2.3

2.3
2.45

Qn

1.6
1.5

1.45
1.5
1.5

1.35
1.5

Prad

(MW)

0.75
1.75

0.75
1.2
1.1

_

—

POH
(MW)

0.3
0.27

0.3
0.29
0.38

0.25
0.34

w,0,
(kJ)

72
115

68
87
98

94
122

(ms)

34
31

33
38
41

47
54

The density profiles, measured 3 ms after the injection of each pellet by Thomson scattering,
are hollow during the first phase (Fig. 2). In the second phase the central density increase is
larger and the profiles become more peaked. A further increase in plasma energy results. The
observed pellet penetration depth typically increases from 18 cm to 23 cm, despite unchanged
electron temperature profiles within the uncertainty of the measurement in the ablation region
(15 cm < r < 40 cm) in both phases [10]. Photographic ablation traces of pellets are broad and
straight during the first phase, with a slight tendency to bend in the ion drift direction,
whereas later, in the second phase, they arc narrower with a definite bend at the end of their
trajectories in the electron drift direction. Throughout the pulse the pellet refueling efficiency -
as defined by the change in total particle content divided by the pellet mass - is approximately
constant at 0.8 (as compared to 1.0 in OH plasmas and 0.5 in NI heated plasmas [11]).
Profiles measured 54 ms after each pellet (Fig. 2) show an increase of the density peaking
parameter (ne(0)/<ne> = Qn) from 1.3 for the first pellets to 1.75 at the end of the second
phase. The sawtooth behaviour is clearly different during the two phases. In the first phase,
regular sawteeth are visible on T e and ne, whereas, during the second phase, a still strong
sawtooth on the density traces corresponds to only a weak oscillation in the electron
temperature. In the first phase the sawteeth appear randomly with respect to the pellets timing,
in the second phase we always have three sawteeth in the time interval between two pellets.
Comparison of 0dia with $ deduced from the equilibrium indicates that in the second phase
the internal plasma inductance increases, which is in agreement with the slightly more peaked
central temperature profiles. The neutron rate, 2 x 10 1 0 / s during the first phase} makes a
further jump in the second phase to 4 x 1010 / s. The confinement time increases from 50 ms
with ICRH alone, to 60 ms in the first pellet phase and to 70 ms in the second pellet_2_hase
(similar to beam heated pellet refueled D discharges, which have % = 60ms at the same ne = 7
x 101 9nv3andP t o l= 1.25 MW [12]). With the pellets, Zgff decreases to 1.5 which is close
to the ohmic level. No impurity accumulation is observed. This is consistent with the
observation that sawteeth still occur. The maintenance of sawtooth activity could be due to the
rather large time interval between pellets, and the choice of the heating method. Although no
direct explanation was found for the transition from the first to second phase, it is correlated
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with the time at which the sawteeth start to lock to the pellet period. There are also similarities
to transitions from the SOC (saturated ohmic confinement) to the IOC (improved ohmic
confinement) regime [13]. The transition could be consistently observed. The liming of the
transition is related to the programming of the gas valve. An earlier closing of the gas valve
leads to an earlier transition.

4. HEATING AND CONFINEMENT

4.1. Second harmonic heating

4.1.1. Maximum heating power

The maximum coupled RF power (PJC = 2.5 MW, 0.5s) was reached in combination
with 2.05 MW H° injection leading to a total deposited heating power of 3.8 MW, almost
equally divided between the two heating methods. Table I.a. compares plasma parameters of
these L mode discharges without and with RF during stationary periods of 0.4 s duration.

The profiles are similar in both phases and the confinement agrees with results
previously reported [5], showing that the new divertor does not affect the confinement of
ICRH L-discharges. The neutron rate increases by a factor of 4 with RF, of which a factor of
1.7 is due to the density increase. When the RF is applied the plasma rotation decreases by
30%. The increase of Zeff with RF is almost equally divided between oxygen, carbon and
iron. The concentrations or iron and titanium increase by a factor 2 and 5-10 respectively (the
antenna Faraday screen is coated with TiC and the side protection plates of one antenna are
made of titanium).

4.1.2. Comparison of harmonic heating combined with Ho and Do injection

We compared ICRH combined with H° and D° injection fired successively in the same
discharge and separated by a time gap of 100 ms. In a first series (SI), an injection power
scan (H° and D°) was performed, and the two phases are labelled S1H° and S1D°
respectively. Unusual and reproducible density behaviour was observed in S1D°, as illustrated
in Fig. 3.a. It must be noted that the density decreases in the middle of the stationary phase,
before the heating ends and without any external change. Only ten ohmic D+ shots later and
with the same machine parameters, we made an extended RF power scan S2 (Pic= 0 to 2 MW)
with PHo=0.85 MW (S2H<>) and PDo=l.l MW (S2DO), in which, however, the density
remained constant (Fig. 3.b). The results of S1 and S2 are compared in Table I.b. Although
the density and temperature peaking factors are very similar, the S1D° density profiles are
slightly more triangular in the centre and steeper at the plasma edge, which may be related to

, , 24Q5O 24032

-100

- 50

0.7

-100

- 50

FIG. 3. Time evolution of the line averaged density (he), loop voltage (VJ, and plasma energy given
by the diamagnetic loop (WJ for Prf = 0.85 MW, PDo = 1.1 MW and P,c = 1.4 MW. (a) Ser-
ies SI: density increase in phase SID0; (b) series S2: constant density.
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FIG. 5. Plasma energy versus total deposited heating power for P/c scans with PDo = 1.1 MW: cir-
cles are with second harmonic heating, constant density (series SID0), T'£C = 30 ms; closed triangles
are with minority heating and constant density (series S3), T'£C = 38 ms; open triangles are with
minority heating and density increase (series S4), T'£C = 48 ms.
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the small improvement in confinement. A comparison of heating properties of both ICRH
combinations with H° or D° injection is given in Fig. 4, which shows that an offset linear
scaling is followed. The slight difference of the incremental confinement times is attributed to
isotope effects [14].

Direct ion heating by ICRH could be measured in S2H° and S2D? where the relative
contribution of the ions to the plasma energy increases with PJQ, whereas it is partly hidden by
the large density increase in SID0 . The neutron flux increases with P r c = 2 MW by factors of
10 and 3.5 above the levels with injection for H° and D° respectively. For SID0 , the neutron
flux does not increase with ICRH.

The total impurity level is higher in the D° than in the H° case, but the relative
contribution of each impurity is similar in both phases and comparable to the discharges
described in 4.1.1. The Zeff profile is flat, or somewhat hollow, as with NI, and 70 % of the
radiated power originates from the outer plasma region (r > 20 cm). In the S2 series Zgff is
10% higher than in S1 due to a somewhat higher content of metallic impurities, a consequence
of the erosion of the carbonization. The magnitude of the density increase in the SID 0 phase
depends on the heating power, but is not due to the impurity increase. The H a radiation at the
plasma edge increases immediately with the density, indicating that the density behaviour
cannot be explained by a confinement change. We know, however, from other studies [15],
that small changes in recycling can affect transport features, perhaps related here to particular
conditions of the carbonized wall and edge plasma.

4.2. Minority heating

Hydrogen minority heating at 33.5 MHz was performed in deuterium plasmas
combined with D° injection. During the whole experimental period (10 weeks, 1500 shots)
and despite CD4 carbonization and D2 and He glow discharges, the hydrogen concentration
remained around 10%, probably due to a constant desorption in the divertor. Under these
conditions, neutral injection was necessary for high power ICRH : with 2.0 MW and 1.1 MW
D°-injection, the maximum RF power was 2.5 MW and 2.0 MW,respectively. The density
increase with ICRH above the value with NI alone varied from 10% (series S3) to 50% (series
S4), depending on the wall conditions. Table I.e. and Fig. 5 compare these two cases. In the
large increase case (S4), the density profile becomes somewhat peaked and the plasma energy
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FIG. 6. Energy confinement time versus total deposited heating power for minority heating and D°
neutral injection L and H discharges.
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and confinement time increase by 25 %. Figure 5 shows that the offset linear scaling is valid
in both cases, indicating that the beneficial effect of the peaking does not degrade with the
ICRH power in the range PJQ = 0 - 2 MW. The confinement time improvement from harmonic
heating (S2) to minority heating (S3) is mainly due to the higher deuterium concentration, and
that observed between S3 and S4 is correlated with profile peaking.

5. H-MODE WITH COMBINED ICRH AND NEUTRAL INJECTION

Since the divertor modification, characterized by a higher by-pass conductance between
divertor and main plasma chamber, the attainment of the H mode with NI alone requires more
heating power than in the past, and the H phase is generally perturbed by frequent ELM's.
Minority heating combined with D° injection in D+ plasmas (H/D = 10%) systematically
brought the plasma into the H-mode for powers above (PIC=1.6 MW)+(PN1=1.87 MW) for a
vertically centered plasma, and an H-phase of 0.25 s was obtained with PjC = 1.9MW. The
H-transition was clearly triggered by the ICRH. This H-mode exhibited frequent ELM's which
degrade the confinement time [16], which is not higher than for the high density shots (S4)
presented in the previous paragraph (see Fig.6). Also shown for comparison is the
confinement time for an H-mode due to injection alone in +2cm vertically shifted plasmas with
similar ELM activity. In +2 or -2 cm shifted plasmas the H-phase lasted for the whole ICRH
pulse (0.5 s), but the increased ELM frequency further degraded the confinement.

It should be noted that the change in antenna resistance due to the H transition, which
previously limited the experiments [17], could, in the present experiments, be handled with the
upgraded ICRH system.

6. CONCLUSIONS

Following the modification of ASDEX and the ICRH system, it has been possible to
increase the ICRH pulse length and power. In particular, it was found that the beneficial effect
of NI, observed in earlier experiments, could be exploited by application of the NI at the
beginning of the ICRH pulse only. Long ICRH pulses achieved in this way also show
changes which are not visible in short pulses. The combination of ICRF heating with pellet
refueling yielded peaked density profiles with increases in confinement time and neutron rates,
without impurity accumulation.

Heating and confinement studies of hydrogen second harmonic heating combined with
either H° or D° injection in various hydrogen/deuterium mixtures did not show any
fundamental differences of the global properties. The application of D(H) minority hearing,
combined with D° injection, exhibits better confinement than the harmonic heating due to
density profile peaking. More generally, we showed that it is possible to peak the density
profile using ICRH combined with neutral injection in the power range studied here, leading to
an improvement of the confinement time. This effect depends critically on plasma edge
properties.

It was further confirmed that sufficient ICRH power (at present in combination with NI)
could bring the plasma into the H mode, and that the improved design of the system made it
possible to withstand the transition.
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Abstract

EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL STUDIES OF ION CYCLOTRON HEATING ON JET.
Minority ICRF experiments are described which exploit the special features of highly localised

heating and fast ion production. Power modulation during sawtooth stabilised periods has provided
power deposition profiles, direct electron heating fractions and electron thermal diffusion coefficients
inside the q = 1 surface. 3He-D fusion reaction experiments with energetic 3He minority ions have
produced 60 kW of fusion power (Q = 0.5%). These results agree well with both a Stix model and
a combined global wave/Fokker-Planck model. On-axis ICRH during the current rise of high current
discharges (Ip > 5 MA) has achieved central electron temperatures and D-D reaction rates up to twice
as high as those obtained with heating in the current flat-top. The first JET H-modes with substantial
combined RF and neutral beam injection heating have been produced in a double-null X-point
configuration.

l . INTT-JODUCTION

Ion Cyclotron Resonance Heating (ICRH) on JET has reached
a coupled power level of 18MW in limiter discharges. Such
heating has achieved central electron and ion temperatures of
11.5keV and 8keV respectively, with H or He3 minority heating of
pellet fuelled plasmas in which the peaked density profile was
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sustained for 1.2 sec. During this time the electron thermal
transport was approximately halved [1,2]. A plasma energy-
content of 7MJ has been attained with 13MW of RF power in a 5MA.
limiter discharge and about 0.7MJ of this energy resides in the
H minority ions [2] . These energetic ions are presently thought
to be a possible stabilising agent responsible for 'Monster1

sawteeth [3,4]. Sawtooth-free periods have been produced by
ICRH for up to 3 sees in deuterium and helium plasmas with
either H or He3 minority ions and occur for safety factors cu,-,
^ 3.3 [5] . At Qcyi ^ 3.3, optimum values of the incremental
confinement time are found in RF heated limiter discharges.
This effect is consistent with on-axis power deposition and a
thermal diffusivity, Xe' which decreases with increasing plasma
current but increases as the size of the q = 1 surface increases
[6] . Most recently combined RF + NBI (neutral beam injection)
experiments have obtained D-D reaction rates up to 2.2 x 1016

s"1 in low density, inner wall plasmas [7] . In all the above
experiments, the localised on-axis RF power deposition and the
energetic minority ions play a key role. These aspects are also
central to three of the studies presented in this paper, namely:
RF power deposition and heat transport measurements using power
modulation during sawtooth-free periods; He3-D fusion
experiments with He3 minority energies in the MeV range; and
improved heating of 5MA discharges by ICRH in the plasma current
rise phase. The final section describes recent results of RF
heating of double-null X-point plasmas.

2. MODULATION EXPERIMENTS DURING MONSTER SAWTEETH

Sawtooth-free periods enable power deposition profiles and
electron transport to be studied inside the q = 1 surface with-
out the complications caused by internal disruptions either
locking to the modulation [8] or redistributing fast ions [9] .
Experiments have been carried out with (H)He3 and (He3)D minor-
ity heating schemes and an example of the latter is described
here. The deuterium limiter discharge parameters were as
follows: plasma current, I p = 2MA, central toroidal field,
BT= 3.4T, elongation, b/a = 1.5, central electron density,
ne(0) = 4.2 x 10'

19 irr3, He3 concentration, ̂ 3 = 3 x 1018 rrr3

and effective ionic charge state, Zeff = 1.9. The ICRH was
applied with monopole phasing at a frequency of 32MHz to give
on-axis heating. The power was square wave modulated at 4Hz
between 6MW and 9MW. The response in the central electron
temperature, TQ(0) during the 1.5s" sawtooth-free period was a
triangular modulation with an amplitude of 0.25keV about a
steady value of 7.7keV. The electron temperature profile was
measured by a 12 channel ECE polychromator and the amplitude
(Fig. la) and phase (Fig. lb) of the 4Hz component Tewas
extracted by Fourier analysis. The amplitude is peaked in the
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FIG. 2. Comparison of 'box-car' averaged signals at R = 3.26 m and R = 2.93 m with model
calculations.

plasma centre and is almost gaussian in shape with a maximum of
200eV and an e-folding width of 0.3m. The phase lag with
respect to the RF power is close to 90° on axis and increases
with increasing minor radius.

These results have been modelled by solving the heat
diffusion equation for electrons in cylindrical geometry. The
source term consisted of direct electron heating (by TTMP, elec-
tron Landau damping and mode conversion) and indirect heating by
collisions with the minority ions. For simplicity, each compon-
ent was assumed to be gaussian in profile with a width, W. The
direct heating power density (50kW nr3 on axis) was obtained
from the changes in (8Te/3t) at the RF switch-up (and switch-
down) times so that the only free parameters in the model were W
and Xe-
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The results of the calculations are shown in Figs, la and
lb for pairs of values of x^ and W which fit both the amplitude
and phase data. Values o f Xg less than 1.4m2s"1 and greater
than 2.8m2s-1 lead, respectively, to too large and too small
values of the peak T e amplitude. The observed modulated wave-
forms are also well reproduced when the exact power waveform is
used as shown by the 'box-car' averaged signals in Fig. 2. The
acceptable range of Xe values depends on our assumption that all
the coupled power appears as central heating. A check on this
is given by the modulation on the Shafranov (F^j) and diamag-
netic (^ia) energy measurements. The total energy &
given by:

and, for IDTE >> 1 ( T E is the energy confinement time and u> is
the modulation frequency) > the power is determined from
FY ot = wfetoi. In the present case p£ O t is found to be 75% of
the coupled RF power which, when taken into account, reduces the
model values of T e by 15 - 20% and improves the fit for Xg =
l.to^s" 1 and W = 0.19m. However, such a low value of Xe
disagrees somewhat with a transport analysis fit to the steady
temperature which favours x e

 x 31115s-1. The values of W
(Fig. la) are somewhat less than that (0.2m) predicted by self-
consistent global wave and Fokker- Planck calculations [10] .
This code also gives a central direct heating power density
(TTMP + ELD) of 30kW'nr3 compared with 50kW-nr3 observed. The
difference could be made up by mode conversion which is
estimated at about 15% of P t o t but as yet its profile cannot be
predicted.

3. He3 - D FUSION YIELD MEASUREMENTS

The fusion reaction He3 + D - He4 (3.6MeV) + p (14.7MeV)
has been studied using (He3)D minority ICRH in limiter plasmas
with the following parameters: 2.5 < Ip(MA) < 4.5,
3.1 < BT(T) < 3.4, 3 x 10

19 irr3 < n (0) < 6 x 1019 irr3 and
1% < nHe3/ne < 4%. RF power levels up to 15MW were coupled at a
frequency of 32MHz and with the He3 fundamental cyclotron
resonance within 0.1m of the magnetic axis. The reaction rate
was measured by detecting the weak r-ray branch from the
16.6Mev level in Li5 using Nal and BGO scintillators [9]. An
example of the T~ray spectra is given in Fig. 3a. The count
rate is a rapidly increasing function of the RF power as shown
in Fig. 3b, where the maximum value corresponds to 2 x 1016

reactions per second, a fusion power of 60kW and a Q (=
pp) value of 0.5%.
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FIG. 3. (a) Gamma rays from the decay of the 16.66 MeV state of!U to the ground (So) and first (S,)
excited states; (b) fiision power and gamma ray intensity versus RF power.
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The results have been compared with both a Stix model [11]
and the more sophisticated, combined wave absorption and Fokker-
Planck calculation [10], In the Stix model the reaction rate R
inside a flux surface of minor radius r is given by:

R = 2 x 10ls (A/Z2lnA) ov >/Ttrdr (2)

in which A and Z are the atomic mass number and charge of the
minority ions, n D is the deuterium density, Pd is the RF power
density, < ov > is the rate coefficient averaged over the
distribution functions and TV is the He3 tail temperature. The
reaction rate was calculated using the observed profiles of T
and ne and a gaussian power density profile with a width of 0.2m
consistent with the modulation experiments and power deposition
calculations. Typical radial profiles of P^, T t and dR/dr (the
reaction rate for each flux surface) are shown in Fig. 4a. Note
that the maximum contribution to the reaction rate is 0.26m off
axis where the tail temperature is ̂  0.5MeV. In the centre, Tt

is 5IVfeV and a large fraction of the He3 ions have energies
beyond that at which the cross-section peaks. The reduction of
the slope of the fusion yield curve at high RF power (Fig. 3b)
is due to this overheating of the minority ions so that an
improvement may be gained by tailoring P^ using several RF
frequencies, for example.

The observed and predicted reaction rates are compared in
Fig. 4b. In the calculations, the fraction of the coupled RF
power absorbed by the He3 minority ions was taken to be 65%
which was found to best reproduce the observed fast ion energy
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FIG. 5. (a) Central electron temperature and safety factor, q (0), during ICRH in the current rise phase.
Curves Q , © and © are for RF power levels of zero, 4.3 MW and 11 MW, respectively; (b) com-
parison of TJO) values obtained during the current rise and flat-top phases.

content and is in reasonable agreement with the modulation
experiments (^ot ^ 0-75 ĉ<?upled̂  v^ien direct electron heating
is taken into account. A dilution factor nD/ne = 0.3 was found
to give the best simulation of the observed yields. The global
wave/Fokker-Planck calculations also reproduce the data well and
require slightly higher dilution factors, n̂ /rig •v 0.45. These
values are within the range 0.25 < nD/ng< 0.5 obtained from D-D
thermal reaction rate measurements and are consistent with
nD//ne'v ° •3 obtained from TRANSP modelling of D-D beam-plasma
fusion rates [6]. Similar values have also been deduced from
measurements of Zeff profiles.

4. RF HEATING DURING CURRENT RISE PHASE

The objective of applying central ICRH during the rise of
the discharge current was to heat the plasma before the onset of
sawtooth activity, particularly for high plasma currents
Ip £ 5MA, where Monster sawteeth are difficult to produce. By
virtue of the raised electron temperature, the ICRH also slows
the current penetration to the plasma core thereby delaying the
onset of sawteeth. Fig. 5a shows how the first sawtooth crash
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cccurs progressively later In time as Te(0) and the RF power are
increased. In this case, (H)D minority heating (dipole phasing)
was used at 48MHz and Bj = 3.IT. At 43s the plasma current was
3MA. and reached its steady value of 5MA. at 47.2s. The
saturation of the current penetration is shown by the
polarimetric measurement of the central safety factor q(0). The
first sawtooth crash occurs when q(0) is close to unity but note
that the reduction in Tg(0) is large (2 - 3keV) implying that
q(0) = 1 over a substantial part of the plasma core. This is
supported by T e profile measurements which show the inversion
radius to be ^ 40cm compared with \ 15cm for the ohmic dis-
charges at the first sawtooth crash. In this respect, the crash
is characteristic of Monster sawteeth, and indeed a Monster saw-
tooth has been seen following normal sawteeth during the current
rise of a 6MA discharge. Thus both current profile effects and
the stabilisation mechanism responsible for Monster sawteeth are
apparently involved in enhancing these discharges.

The improvements gained from this method of operation are
a large increase (a factor ^ 2 in the best case) in Te(0) as
shown in Fig. 5b, an increase in T^(0) by 10 - 20%, a similar
improvement in the incremental confinement time and almost a
factor of 2 gain in neutron yield from D-D reactions for RF
power levels in excess of 13MW.

5. X-POINT DISCHARGES WITH ICRH

The double-null X-point geometry in JET provides a good
match between the curvature of the antennae and the last closed
flux surface and allows RF power to be coupled at plasma-limiter
separations greater than the minimum of 3cm required for H-mode
formation. With this configuration H-modes have been obtained
in 3MA. discharges using combined NBI and central (H)D minority
ICRH at power levels in the region of 8MW and 6KW, respectively.
Comparisons with beam-only H-modes show that the rate of rise of
the radiation is greater (typically by a factor of two) with
combined heating and this has the effect of shortening the
H-mode, since the H-L transition occurs when Prac=[=

 ptot* ^-so'
the confinement time in the combined heating case is reduced by
typically 30%. With RF heating alone, the Da light indicates
short periods (̂  0.5s) of reduced deuterium recycling charac-
teristic of H-mode formation. Following such periods the radia-
tion decreases substantially and dru/dt changes sign indicating
a sudden reduction in particle confinement. Both effects are
seen after the H-L transition in beam heated plasmas. However,
in the RF only case, the 'pedestal' edge electron temperature of
0.3keV is less than the H-L transition temperature (̂  0.5keV)
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and the energy confinement of 0.3s is symptomatic of an L-mode.
So far, only a few attempts have been made to study H-modes with
ICRF or coribined heating and as yet the reason for the poorer
H-modes is not completely understood. If impurities are the
cause, then the new beryllium antenna screens could be greatly
beneficial.

6. SUMMARY

The spatial extent of the ICRF power deposition and the
ratio of direct to indirect electron heating have been obtained
from modulation experiments and agree reasonably well with
global wave calculations. Values of Xe have also been deduced
and are somewhat smaller than those given by transport analysis
of the steady state. The acceleration of minority ions by ICRF
to high energies has been utilised to produce 60kW of fusion
power by the He3-D reaction which agrees with theoretical
expectations. Cm-axis heating during the current rise phase has
substantially improved the performance of high current
discharges. The best use of the ICRH peaked deposition so far
has been to reheat the peaked density profiles produced by
pellets [1,2] which benefit from good central confinement and
yield one of the highest n Dx ET i(0) values obtained so far in
JET.
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Abstract

SECOND HARMONIC ICRF HEATING EXPERIMENTS IN JT-60.
Recent experimental results on hydrogen second harmonic ICRF heating in divertor and limiter

configurations on JT-60 are presented. Heating regimes of pure hydrogen 2ucH, H-minority
(He(H2))2wcH and combined heating with NBI and pellet injection have been investigated. A good
incremental energy confinement time T™ of about 75 ms is obtained in He(H2)2wcH at a power level
of 3 MW and Ip = 1.5 MA, which is comparable to or better than that of pure hydrogen 2uM heating.
It is found that T£C in 2wcH increases with Ip up to 2 MA (q,, = 3.5). In combined NBI and ICRF heat-
ing, remarkable beam acceleration has been observed. The plasma stored energy is efficiently increased
by ICRF with beam acceleration in lower electron densities, and T™ of ICRF for combined heating
reaches 210 ms at ne = 2.2 x 1019 m"3, which is about three times as large as the value for NBI or
ICRF heating alone.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Second harmonic ICRF heating experiments have been carried out at 120 and
131 MHz on JT-60 in outer and lower x-point divertor and limiter configurations.
The peak position of the k| spectrum launched by a 2 X 2 loop antenna [1] can be
changed from 0 m"1 to 10 m"1 with the phasing mode from (0,0) to (TT,O), where the
figure in the former parentheses is the toroidal phase difference and the figure in the
latter is the poloidal difference. The ICRF power has been increased up to 3.0 MW
in the (0,0) mode because of the large coupling resistance of about 5 U [2]. The
power density of the antenna reached 1.6 kW-cm"2. Two heating regimes of pure
hydrogen 2cocH and H-minority (He(H2))2wcH have been investigated up to 3 MW
for Ip = 1-2 MA and n,. = (1.3-3.5) X 10l9 m"3. Intense NBI and on-axis ICRF
have been combined at NBI powers of 10-20 MW and ICRF powers of 0.7-2.2 MW
in order to achieve efficient central heating. Initial combination of ICRF and pellet
injection has been carried out.

2. HEATING PROPERTIES OF SECOND HARMONIC ICRF HEATING

Two heating regimes of pure hydrogen 2o)cH and H-minority 2wcH have been
investigated.'Figure 1 shows a typical result for 2wcH in the (0,0) mode at Ip =
1.5 MA. When an ICRF power of 2.9 MW was applied, the plasma stored energy
WDIA and the electron density H,, increased. The increment of the stored energy was
0.38 MJ. The ion temperature rise, ATf*, from a charge exchange neutral measure-
ment, was about 1.1 keV, and the ion temperature, TjAB, from the Rutherford scat-
tering method and the electron temperature, T j s , from the Thomson scattering
method, were 3.4 and 3.8 keV, respectively. An ion tail, which was accelerated up
to 100 keV, was observed during the ICRF pulse.

He(H2)2<ocH heating was carried out at a hydrogen concentration of nH/nHe ~
0.1 in the (0,0) mode. The time evolution of WDIA, n,. and I f was similar to the
case of 2wcH shown in Fig. 1. Large sawtooth oscillations were, however, observed
in the electron temperature near the plasma centre. Moreover, ion tail generation took
place more effectively than in 2cocH heating. The ion tail extended up to 140 keV.
Thus, these phenomena indicated effective minority heating.

Figure 2 shows rfc versus n^ obtained for different heating methods and ICRF
phasing modes. A distinct difference was observed between r™ in 2wcH of the (0,0)
mode and that in He(H2)2wcH of the (0,0) mode obtained at PIC = 1-3 MW. The
values of rfc in 2wcH of the (0,0) mode scattered from 30 to 60 ms and seemed to
decrease with n^. The values of rg10 in He(H2)2«cH were 70-80 ms; they were com-
parable to those in 2cocH of the (ir,0) mode. In 2wCH of the (ir,0) mode, the coupled
power was 0.5-0.8 MW, because of the small coupling resistance of less than 2 fi.
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The dependence of T^C on Ip in 2wcH of the (0,0) mode at Ip = 1-2 MA is
shown in Fig. 3. rg0 increased with Ip up to 2 MA (qa « 3.5). This result was in
contrast with that of the NBI experiment on JT-60, where a weak dependence on Ip

was observed [3]. However, the values of T™ at Ip = 1 MA were 30-40 ms, which
was less than T™C = 55 ms in NBI heating.

An ICRF power of up to 3.0 MW in the (0,0) mode could be coupled to the
plasma fuelled with three pellets (two pellets 2.7 mm in diameter, one pellet 3.8 mm,
injection speed 1.3 km-s"1). As a preliminary result, the stored energy reached
0.71 MJ at a plasma current of 1.5 MA and a rg10 value of 50 ms was obtained as
is shown in Fig. 2.

3. BEAM ACCELERATION AND EFFICIENT INCREMENT OF STORED
ENERGY IN COMBINED HEATING

During combined heating, beam acceleration was observed [4]. Figure 4
demonstrates remarkable beam acceleration near the plasma centre at 1̂  = 2.2 x
1019 m~3 in combining PNBI = 18 MW (injection energy 70 keV) and PIC =
1.4 MW. The injected beam ions were accelerated by more than 150 keV. The slope
of the ion tail above the injection energy increased from 6 to 20 keV. The broken
line shown in Fig. 4 indicates the result of a Fokker-Planck calculation in the wave
absorption and thermalization code which takes into account the global wave struc-
ture and the effect of quasi-linear velocity space diffusion [5]. In the result of the cal-
culation, the ratio of the tail ion density to the total ion density near the plasma centre
reached 0.4 during combined heating. The result revealed that ICRF power was
mainly absorbed at r < 0.3 a and the averaged absorbed power density became
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0.32 MW-rrT3. This power density for an ICRF of only 1.4 MW was about half
that at r < 0.3 a for an NBI of 18 MW.

It should be noted that the stored energy effectively increased with beam
acceleration. In a lower density region, the T£C value of ICRF during combined
heating was greatly improved as is shown in Fig. 2. T™ reached 210 ms at î , = 2.2
X 1019 m"3, which was about three times as large as the value for NBI or second
harmonic ICRF heating alone. The enhancement of r̂ "c can be explained by a buil-
dup of the fast ions accelerated by ICRF. It is found that T™ of ICRF in combined
heating follows the simple scaling law TE"C = ^t^s + 53 ms [6], where the unit of
rgc is ms, ??b the ratio of the ICRF power absorbed by the beam to the total ICRF
power [7], and TS the classical Spitzer ion-electron energy relaxation time. The con-
stant of 53 ms is consistent with T™ of 50-60 ms during intense NBI heating [8].
Thus, the energy confinement time of the fast ions is close to the classical slowing-
down time.

4. CONCLUSIONS

Two heating regimes of pure hydrogen 2cocH and H-minority 2o)cH were
studied, T™ in H-minority 2cocH heating was comparable to or better than that of
pure hydrogen 2a>cH heating. The T̂ nc value of pure hydrogen 2wcH in the (0,0) mode
increased with Ip up to 2 MA (qa « 3.5).

Remarkable beam acceleration was observed during combined ICRF and NBI
heating. The plasma stored energy was greatly increased by the ICRF power with
beam acceleration. Efficient central heating by ICRF was verified.
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Abstract

FULL-WAVE MODELING OF ION CYCLOTRON HEATING IN TOKAMAKS.
Three major issues in the theoretical modeling of high-power ICRH experiments are (1) the

effects of wave fields on low-density surface plasma (especially their influence on impurity generation),
(2) the proper treatment of k( variations and nonlocal effects caused by the finite poloidal magnetic
field Bp, and (3) the development of efficient methods to compute reflection, absorption, transmission
and mode conversion coefficients. To address the first of these issues, the 2D finite difference code
ORION has been modified to solve the vector wave equation in Cartesian coordinates and to include
the component of E parallel to B. The numerical results obtained show that direct inversion of V x
V x E fails to correctly model the surface charge induced on the Faraday shield blades, thus causing
an artificially large drop in loading when the shield is present. Introduction of the potentials A and <j>
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resolves this problem and gives an approximately constant field in the Faraday shield gap as expected.
The proper treatment of Bp has been addressed by development of a new 2D full-wave code,
HYPERION, which employs poloidal and toroidal mode expansion and straight field line coordinates.
This code also retains E|, includes the toroidal terms arising in the wave equation, and uses realistic
tokamak equilibria calculated with the RSTEQ code. Results are in excellent agreement with the ORION
code in the cylindrical limit and show that significant differences occur when the aspect ratio is ~ 3 .
The presence of Bp results in a nonlocal plasma response to the wave fields and has a large effect on
the relative amounts of mode conversion and dissipation in large devices. A slab analysis has been per-
formed in which the wave perturbed current is found by boundary layer analysis of the Vlasov equation
and the resulting fourth-order integro-differential equation is solved numerically. Two cases of practical
interest are studied: minority fundamental resonance and second harmonic resonance. Reciprocity rela-
tions are found and it is shown that in many cases conversion to Bernstein mode is greatly reduced while
absorption is increased as compared with the case of perpendicular stratification. For the treatment of
mode conversion in perpendicularly stratified plasmas, reduced-order analytic descriptions of coupled
mod^ equations have been developed which yield closed-form expressions for mode conversion in the
presence of kinetic dissipation. Results are presented for the Compact Ignition Tokamak parameters.

1. TWO-DIMENSIONAL, FULL-WAVE CALCULATIONS OF ICRF
FRINGING FIELDS NEAR THE FARADAY SCREEN

One of the major issues in theoretical modeling of ICRF experiments
is the effect of fringing fields on impurity generations near the Faraday
screen. In the edge plasma and antenna regions, densities are low enough
that parallel electric fields can be significant. Thus, the usual fast-wave
assumption E\\ ~ 0 is not appropriate and the complete wave equation
including E\\ must be solved. Here, we consider two alternate numerical
approaches to this problem. One solves Maxwell's equation directly in
terms of the electric field E:

- V x V x E+—Z-E= -iwfj,0Jexl (1)

V . S - £ = ^ (2)
en

We solve the wave equation (1) by inverting the V x V x £ operator directly.
Since the divergence of Eq. (1) gives Eq. (2), which is Poisson's equation,
the solution to (1) should in principle include electrostatic effects. The
second approach introduces the appropriate electromagnetic potentials A
and <j> with the coulomb gauge V • A — 0. Equations (1) and (2) then
become

A + ^ (S • V<£) = /i0 Jex t (3)

( £ . i 4 ) = ^ E i (4)
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When Eq. (4) is used along with continuity of charge, the divergence of
Eq. (3) gives V2(V • A) — 0. Thus, since V • A = 0 along the boundaries,
the gauge condition is satisfied everywhere.

Previously, it has been suggested that the first approach should be
highly degenerate because the Vx operator has a large null space [1].
Our numerical results in the lower hybrid range of frequencies (E\\ ^ 0)
suggest that this is indeed the case. Likewise, detailed calculations of the
ICRF fringing fields in the gaps between Faraday shield blades show that
direct inversion of V x V X E fails to correctly model the surface charge
induced on the blades. This results in artificially fast decay of the fast
wave and a large drop in loading when the shield is present. Introduction
of the appropriate potentials, on the other hand, resolves this problem and
gives an approximately constant field in the gap as expected, with only a
50% drop in loading because of the shield.

The calculation in Fig. 1 is based on the potentials .4 and <j> and
shows the detailed structure of the ICRF wave fields in the region im-
mediately surrounding the antenna and Faraday screen in the PLT. The
Faraday screen consists of discrete conducting rods which, because of the
axisymmetry assumption, extend completely around the toroidal circum-
ference. The rods themselves and the spacing between them have been
made larger than actual dimensions to allow sufficient resolution by the
finite difference grid. Note the peaking of the electric fields in the gaps
between the Faraday shield rods. This occurs because of surface charge
induced by the antenna on the inside edges of the rods. The resulting
electric field in the gaps is approximately uniform poloidally and projects
a component along the magnetic field when there is rotational transform
present. Thus, strong parallel electric fields develop in the regions between
the rods, accelerating electrons along field lines between rods and possibly
accounting for enhanced electron energies in the edge plasma when ICRF
heating is applied [2]. Induced charge on the rod surface causes large peaks
in |JB||| and \Ey\ when the shield is present. The overall attenuation of \Ey\
because of the Faraday shield is about 0.7, corresponding to a factor of
2 in actual plasma loading (oc |-Ej/|2)- This is consistent with experiment
[2].

The HYPERION code solves the first-order Maxwell equations for
E and I in a coordinate system (/?,#,C) where p is a flux variable, ( is
the usual toroidal angle, and the poloidal angle 0 is chosen such that the
magnetic field lines are straight. To avoid numerical pollution caused by
the disparity of scales in the parallel direction, a linear combination of the
basic Maxwell equations is taken so that only one equation contains the
large parallel conductivity K\\. A unique feature of the present code is
the removal of resonant denominators by multiplication of IIj(w2 — Q*).
In this way, the poloidally varying coefficients can be expressed directly
as convolutions of the Fourier expansions of the equilibrium quantities,
and no additional Fourier transforms are required. The discretization of
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the equations in p is by a two-grid method with the fields Ep, Bg, and
B^ defined on the half grid points and the fields Bp, Eg, and E^ on the
integer grid points.

Comparisons between toroidal and cylindrical geometry results have
been made for the same aspect ratio, q profile, antenna dimensions in real
space, and antenna current and with tokamak parameters representative
of the TFTR. Because of the small aspect ratio, 3, this is an interesting
case for comparison. Under these conditions, one of the main differences
between toroidal and cylindrical geometry is the local value of fc^,, the local
toroidal wave number. In cylindrical geometry k<f, = n/Ro is constant
in the whole plasma region for a fixed n value. However, in toroidal
geometry, fc^ = n/R, and the value changes substantially from the inside
to the outside of the torus. For low-field antennas, the spatial structure
of the oscillating field for a given n does not change significantly in going
from cylindrical to toroidal geometry. The plasma loading resistance n
spectrum is somewhat broader for toroidal geometry with values about
20% higher at low n, leading to differences of ~-2 for the total loading
resistance. For a high-field antenna, the discrepancy between cylindrical
and toroidal results is more significant. The cylindrical geometry results
are larger than the toroidal ones (at low n values, the difference is on
the order of 60%) and lead to a factor of ~4 in total loading. Most of
the observed differences can be accounted for by the change of k^ and its
effect on the thickness of the cutoff region.

2. NONLOCAL MODE CONVERSION WITH FINITE Bp

To study the effect of finite B p we perform a boundary layer analysis
within the Ntk harmonic layer in terms of the stretched variable

1 / 1 ZeB(ry\ _
C- .7 « ~ I >.° —8 \N wmc ) ' wnc B{o)

with expansion parameter e = ncvth/c, where nc is the cold plasma refrac-
tive index at resonance, r = o.

The relevant dimensionless parameter measuring variation of \B\ along
a field line is

a = Bp-VB{n2
cvthw)l(c\VB\)2 (5)

For the CIT, 0 < \a\ < 2. We solve the Vlasov equation within the bound-
ary layer, and calculate the current J. Poloidal field effects are negligible,
and local perpendicular stratified theory applies, only if \a\ <C 1. Oth-
erwise, J is a nonlocal functional of B, (or £), and the associated field
equations are integro-differential equations, whose solutions can be shown
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to match asymptotically the geometrical optics modes. Using ( + ,— ,||)
representation, and eliminating E- within Maxwell equations, we obtain

(D2 + 1) E+ + (z?2 + 1 + i ^ ) ] e»+E+ = 0

where £> = d/d£, e±± = e ^ — njj , and ec is the cold plasma dielec-
tric tensor at resonance. The operator e++ is obtained from the Vlasov
equation for each specific problem. We study two distinct problems of
practical interest: (i) minority fundamental resonance, and (ii) second
harmonic resonance. In the first case, we obtain

where

\ /^^lexp (A) , , _ ft , Xi = (SB
2 J \u\ \ l u l °an \

and Go is the normalized equilibrium distribution function. There is no
slow mode within the resonance layer in this case. The transmission
coefficient is the same as for geometrical optics and there is no reflection
for waves incident from the high-field side. In the case of low-field inci-
dence the absorption is drastically increased by up to 50%.

For the second problem we obtain a fourth-order integro-differential
equation associated with the existence of both fast and slow modes within
the boundary layer. We have

e++E+ = -i -D I d(,'F ^ - ^ ^ exp [in(£ - £')] &&+(?)

We prove that reciprocity relations hold for a pair of related systems,
one with +B P , the other with — Bp. By solving the fourth-order integro-
differential equation numerically we find that conversion to the slow mode
is greatly reduced, and correspondingly energy absorption increases. Fig-
ure 2 compares the local and nonlocal absorption for a = 1, for the cases
of high and low-field side incidence. For high-field incidence, absorption is
substantially increased. Due to a higher rate of wave reflection for small
values of parallel refractive index, the increase in the low-field side ab-
sorption is smaller. In conclusion, when the poloidal field is not tangent
to B = constant surfaces, there is increased absorption of wave energy by
plasma near the resonance layers, an effect also seen in related works by
Smithe et aL [3].
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FIG. 2. Fractional energy flux absorption for the Compact Ignition Tokamak: high-field incidence
(HFI) and low-field incidence (LFI), local (a = 0) and nonlocal (a = 1.0) cases. Second harmonic T
heating in a 50-50% DTplasma; B = 10 T, R = 1.75 m, T = 10 keV, ne = 5 x 10w m'3. 1 k, =
0.469 n,.

3. REDUCED-ORDER, ANALYTIC RESULTS IN ONE DIMENSION

Reduced-order analytic descriptions of the coupling between fast
Alfven waves (FAW) and ion-Bernstein waves (IBW) in ICRH are use-
ful for gaining insight into the scaling of such heating and for simplifying
two- and three-dimensional kinetic codes. Even in one dimension, the
FAW-IBW coupling is usually represented approximately by a fourth- (or
sixth-) order ODE derived from the Vlasov-Maxwellian equations. This
high-order ODE must then be solved by numerical techniques. By using
nonresonant (quasimode) pertubation theory [4], we have shown that the
FAW transmission coefficient (T) can be obtained in closed form from the
solution of a first-order ODE. These closed-form analytic results are in
excellent agreement with those obtained from numerical solutions of the
full fourth- (or sixth-) order ODE description. Also, both the transmission
coefficient (T) and the reflection coefficient (R) of the incident FAW can
be obtained accurately from a reduced secona-order ODE [5]. We present
here the completion of the reduced analytic description by showing that
the mode-conversion coefficient (C), in the presence of kinetic dissipation,
can be described approximately by a coupled mode system of two first-
order ODEs (CMEs), which we solve in closed form. With the knowledge
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of T, R, and C, the power dissipated (D) per unit of incident FAW power
is obtained from global energy conservation.

We start from the usual 2 x 2 , zero-electron-mass, local dispersion
tensor for ICRF [5], expanded to first order in (k±p{)2,

N^Ki + Nl{K0 - 2AKj) - 2XK0 + X2 = 0 (6)

where A = (1/3) — N?,', N = fcc^/w, CA is the majority Alfven speed,
Ko = (-1/3) - TV,] + (v/4N\\y/fc)Z{a2ti,Ki = (v^7/47V||)Z(a10,«ri =
7V||iZ01v//3l)2]^ = XU>/CA,RO is the tokamak major radius, and I refers to
the majority and 2 to the minority ion species. The approximate IBW
dispersion relation, exx = nl, is Ko + K^N\ = 0, and Eq. (6) can be
factored into

Nl)(K0 + K1Nl)=X2 (7)

The corresponding wave equations for the coupled FAW and the IBW are

F" + 2XF = XB (8a)

(KiB')'- K0B = XF (8b)
where I = (d/d£). Associated with Eq. (8) is the power conservation
equation

\Im{F*F' - B'KiB')]' = -BB*ImKo - B'B*'lmKx (9)

Global conservation laws (i.e., connection formulae) are obtained from
Eq. (9) upon integration and use of asymptotic WKB solutions.

Away from the coupling region, F and B can be represented by eikonal
amplitudes accounting for the inhomogeneity in the magnetic field. In
the coupling region, they acquire an additional, slowly varying amplitude
because of coupling and dissipation. By separating these spatial evolution
scales, we obtain CMEs for the slowly varying amplitudes (denoted by
/ and b) caused by coupling and dissipation; further, by introducing a
stationary phase expansion around the coupling point, the CMEs become

/ ' = -»Aeexp [Dc - *«(£.- icf/2} b (10a)

b' = iXcexp [-Dc + iK{£ - (cf/2\ f (10b)

where the stationary phase point £c is given by N% = Ng with N% = A(l +
JVjf)/(l/3 + JV|) and N% = -Re(X0 /X1); X\ = X2/4N^Klc, K = cA(l/3 +

, and Dc = f*'^ d^[lm(K0/K1)]/2NB is the damping factor.
Equations (10a) and (10b) give Weber's equation, whose asymptotics are
well known.
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Thus, in high-field (HF) incidence of the FAW, we obtain the mode-
conversion coefficient

exp(—n-ReA - 2DC)
JAJ (11)

where A = A^//c. The transmission coefficient is obtained as T —
exp(—27rReA). In low-field (LF) incidence of the FAW, given the reflection
coefficient R from the fast-wave approximation [6], we obtain the mode-
conversion coefficient

CLF = (12)

In the absence of kinetic dissipation (7V|| = 0), Eqs. (11) and (12) reduce
to the well-known results: CHF = 1 - T and CLF = T(l - T).

Figure 3 illustrates our results applied to a heating scenario for the
Compact Ignition Tokamak. Plasma parameters: Ro = 1.75 m, BQ =
7T,ne = 1.3 x 1020m-3, D(H) with r, = 0.05, TQ = 14 keV, / = 95 MHz.
Note that fc||'s between 10 and 14 m"1 will have more than 90% of their
power absorbed and very little reflected, transmitted, or mode converted.
High-field incidence (generally much less practical) is less favorable, in
this case, and requires even larger fcjj's for good absorption.
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Abstract

LOWER HYBRID EXPERIMENTS IN JT-60.
Lower hybrid current drive experiments have been performed on the JT-60 tokamak in the

parameter range of n, = (0.5-1.6) x 10 "m"3-, Ip = 0.5-1.5 MA, BT = 3.3-4.5 T, PLH =
1.0-2.5 MW, f = 1.74 and 2.0 GHz, lower side X-point divertor and limiter configurations, with and
without NB heating, wide and narrow waveguide launchers. Current drive efficiencies of -qCD s
ncRpIRF/PLH = 2.65 x 10" m^-A-W"' and 2.9 x 1019 m^-A-W"1 are achieved without and with
NB in the lower side X-point divertor discharges. The efficiency T)CD increases with the volume aver-
aged electron temperature, <Te>, and with decreasing Zeff. It is experimentally confirmed that riCD is
proportional to 6 <Te>/(5 + Zeff). Lower hybrid heating of plasmas with pellet fuelled peaked ne pro-
file was performed at a frequency of 1.74 GHz with net injected powers of up to PRF < 2.5 MW. The
plasma energy content was increased by LH waves with an incremental energy confinement time com-
parable to NB at ne(0) > 1.3 x 1020 m~3 (f/fLH(O) < 1) without occurrence of parametric instabilities.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Lower hybrid current drive (LHCD) is one of the most promising methods of
achieving steady state operation of tokamaks. Very high LH power is, however,
required for full current drive in a high current and high density plasma such as in
a tokamak reactor because the current drive efficiency is still low. A current drive
efficiency (I7CD = neRpIRF/PHL) of more than 5.0 X 1019 m"2-A-W"' is desirable
during the steady state operation of next generation tokamak. In the JT-60 tokamak,
relatively high current drive efficiencies of ijCD =. 1.7 X 1019 m"2-A-W"' were
achieved in 1986, and the efficiency was improved to 2.8 X 1019 m~2-A-W~l in a
combination of LHCD and NB heating [1, 2]. To obtain higher TJCD and to study the
parameter dependences of ijCD, LHCD experiments are carried out in detail. The
apparent dependences of T/CD

 o n t n e volume averaged electron temperature and Zeff

are found in these studies.

Lower hybrid heating experiments are also studied in high density plasmas
(ne(0) > 1.3 x 1020nr3, f/fLH(O) < 1.0) with a strongly peaked density profile at
a frequency of 1.74 GHz with net RF injection powers of up to 2.5 MW. A new LH
heating scheme in the density regime of f/fLH(O) < 1.0 without parametric instabili-
ties is demonstrated in these experiments.

2. LHCD EXPERIMENTS

Wave spectra used in LHCD experiments are shown in Fig. 1. A narrow
waveguide grill (CD launcher; waveguide width of 1.6 cm, spacing of 0.6 cm)
excites waves of Nn = 1.0-2.6 at a frequency of f = 2.0 GHz and of Ny = 1.0-3.0

i 2 -

1 -

!
i

]

I

Heating Launchec

-

i CD Launcher
{ 26Hz90° "
1 / 1.74 GHz

X '^V' 90° "

FIG. 1. Wave power spectra used in LHCD experiments.
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at f = 1.74 GHz with a phase difference of A<f> = 90°. A wide waveguide grill (heat-
ing launcher; waveguide width of 2.9 cm and spacing of 1.0 cm) excites low NH

waves (N|| = 1.0-1.7) at A<j> = 90° and f = 1.74 GHz.
A typical example for LHCD experiments in the lower side X-point divertor [3]

is shown in Fig. 2, where Ip = 1 MA, BT = 3.8 T, the major radius Rp = 3.15 m
and hydrogen gas is used. The frequencies of the first and the second RF pulse in
Fig. 2 are 1.74 GHz and 2.0 GHz, respectively; they are launched from the same
antenna (narrow waveguide grill with A<j> = 90°). Therefore, a comparison of rjCD

in these two frequencies is possible in almost identical conditions. In the first LH
pulse, almost the total plasma current is maintained by ~ 1.5 MW of LH power at
He ~ 1.25 x 1019 rrr3. The time evolution of 2(0pu - ^p

x) + 4 suggests that the
plasma internal inductance decreases during the first LH pulse. The current drive
efficiency with a correction of £ in this case is 2.1 X 10l9m~2-A-W~', while TJCD

~ 2.3 x 1019 nr2- A- W"1 in the second pulse at 2 GHz. Within the parameter range
of He < 1.5 x 1019 nr3 , BT > 3.3 T and Ip = 1 MA, there was no significant
difference in T;CD for these two frequencies at A<j> = 90°.

The density dependence of TJCD in limiter and divertor discharges is shown in
Fig. 3(a), where open and solid symbols represent the divertor and limiter shots,
respectively. Combined LHCD and NB discharges with an NB power of <6 MW
are also plotted as double circles; rhombuses show 7}CD with a wide waveguide grill
(A(j> = 90° at 1.74 GHz, N| = 1.0-1.7). The current drive efficiencies for divertor
discharges are by a factor of 1.4-1.7 higher than those for limiter discharges. The
efficiency ijCD increases with the electron density in this density regime. Moreover,
a higher plasma current tends to have a higher drive efficiency. The wide waveguide
grill at A<t> = 90° with 1.74 GHz, which excites waves of low Ni with a relatively
sharp spectrum, has a higher efficiency than the narrow waveguide launcher in the
low density regime. Figure 3(b) shows the density dependence of rjCD and Zeff as
measured by visible bremsstrahlung and the volume averaged electron temperature
<Te> as deduced from the temperature profile measured by Thomson scattering. In
this density regime, Zeff decreases rapidly with increasing electron density.

With the help of the data set as shown in Fig. 3(a), the <Te> and Zeff depen-
dences of ijCD are studied. The current drive efficiency as a function of Zeff is plotted
in Fig. 4(a). The dependence of r;CD on Zeff agrees roughly with the theoretical
prediction (ocl/[5 + Zeff}) [4]. The decrease in Zeff may partly contribute to an
increase in TJCD in the higher density regime. For the same value of Zeff, T?CD values
in limiter shots are smaller than those in divertor shots. This discrepancy may be due
to the difference in the electron temperature as is suggested by Fig. 3(b). Figure 4(b)
shows 7]CD as a function of <Te>. The current drive efficiencies for various cases are
roughly proportional to <Te>. The temperature <Te> in divertor cases is higher than
in limiters. A higher current and the combination of LHCD and NB have higher
<Te> and, consequently, have higher ijCD. The JT-60 data are an extension of other
machines' data [5, 6]. Figure 4(c) shows T;CD as a function of 6<Te>/(5 + Zeff). It
is found that i)CD scales as 6<Te>/(5 + Zeff).
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3. LH HEATING IN A PELLET INJECTED PLASMA

LH heating experiments with pellet injections were carried out in the lower side
X-point divertor configuration with Ip = 1 MA, BT = 4.5 T and a hydrogen
plasma. The wave frequency was set at 1.74 GHz so that f ~ fLH at n,. « 1020 m"3,
BT = 4.5 T. Three pellets were injected at a speed of about 1.5 km-s"1 at typically
50 ms intervals into a low density plasma. At ~ 80 ms after the third pellet injection,
RF powers with pulse lengths of —0.15 s were injected during the density decay
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phase. A typical density profile and the electron temperature profile just before LH
injection are shown in Fig. 5(a). The electron density has a strongly peaked profile;
ne * 1.3 X 1020 m"3 at r/a ~ 0.3. The heating diagram is shown in Fig. 5(b),
where the fitted density profile of Fig. 5(a) is plotted as a dot-dashed line. The lower
hybrid resonance layer is located at r/a ~ 0.4, and waves with NH > 1.4 satisfy the
accessibility condition. Since launched waves have a mean value of Ny > 1.9,
almost all injected power should be accessible.

Figure 5(c) shows the density dependence of the incremental energy confine-
ment time, AWLH/(PLH + AP0H), the hard X-ray emission with an energy larger
than 200 keV normalized by the LH power, IHX/PLH» and the ion tail temperature,
T?ML, measured with a perpendicular charge exchange neutral analyser; the solid
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circles are data taken during the density decay phase after pellet injection, open cir-
cles refer to the gas puffing case. AWLH/(PLH + AP0H) and IHX'PLH decrease rapidly
with increasing ĥ  in the low density regime (n^ < 2.5 X 10)9 m"3). In the density
regime of ne > 4.0 x 1019 nr3 , hard X-ray emission may be negligible and
W I V ( P L H + APOH) and T;

TAIL increase with i v These results suggest that LH waves
couple with ions in the density regime of r^ > 4.0 x 1019 nr3 , and the electron
heating is dominant for i^ < 2.5 X 1019 m"3. The incremental energy confinement
time for n<. > 8.0 x 1019 m~3 is 45-52 ms, which is almost the same as that for low
power NB heating in lower side X-point divertor discharges [7]. An electrostatic
probe and a loop antenna were used to measure the parametric decay waves. Paramet-
ric instabilities were not observed, even in the regime of f/fLH(O) < 1.0. A rela-
tively low density at the plasma surface may suppress parametric instabilities in the
edge plasmas and provide the efficient ion heating in the high density regime.

4. SUMMARY

Current drive efficiencies of

TJCD s HeRpIRF/PLH = 2.65 x 1019m-2-A-W-'

and

VcD = 2.9 x 10 I9rn-2-A-W-'

were achieved without and with NB in lower side X-point divertor discharges. The
observed current drive efficiencies for various plasma and wave parameters increased
with the volume averaged electron temperature, <Te>, and with decreasing Zeff. It
was experimentally confirmed that ijCD is proportional to 6<Te>/(5 + Zeff). This is
a promising result for steady state operation of next generation tokamaks.

Without parametric instabilities, LH waves led to an increase in the plasma
energy content in the density regime of f/fm(0) < 1, W i t n the incremental energy
confinement time comparable to NB heating.
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Abstract

STEADY STATE CURRENT DRIVE BY LOWER HYBRID WAVE IN TRIAM-1M TOKAMAK.
Long tokamak operation of more than three minutes is demonstrated in the superconducting high

field tokamak TR1AM-1M. A steady state plasma with a plasma current of up to 35 kA, a line average
density of up to 6 x 1012 cm"3, an ion temperature of 0.5-0.7 keV and an electron temperature of
1.0-1.2 keV was maintained by 2.45 GHz RF power (PRF < 50 kW) alone. Hard X-ray emission pro-
files indicate that the high energy electrons that carry the steady plasma current are rather concentrated
in the inner half-radius region of the plasma column. The time variation of the chromium Ka-line
obtained from the soft X-ray spectra suggests that there is little accumulation of metal impurities from
the SUS limiter.

1. INTRODUCTION

Current drive by lower hybrid waves has been regarded as one of the candidates
for steady state tokamak operation; its advantages have been demonstrated in many
tokamak experiments. The TRIAM-1M tokamak [I] is particularly suitable for such
current drive experiments because a steady toroidal magnetic field can be produced
by superconducting magnets. We report here the results of lower hybrid (LH) current
drive experiments on TRIAM-1M and report very long duration discharges (more
than three minutes). The duration of the discharges is much longer than the times
obtained in previous current drive experiments. This achievement of a long tokamak
operation encourages the development of a steady state tokamak reactor.

2. EXPERIMENTS ON STEADY STATE OPERATION

The LH current drive experiments on steady state operation were carried out
under the following conditions: the major and minor radii of the plasma were R =
0.83 m and a = 0.11 m, respectively; the toroidal magnetic field was B, = 5 T. An
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FIG. 1. Oscillograms of long duration discharges with and without gas feed control. Full and dashed
lines indicate cases with and without gas feed control, respectively: (a) plasma current, loop voltage
and OH coil current waveforms during ramp-up stage; (b) overall waveforms of plasma current, line
average density and Shafranov parameter; (c) time variation of Ha line intensities. An RF power of
23 kW was injected into the target OH plasma. The parameter A (= &p + t-,/2 — 1) was measured by
magnetic probes.

RF power generated by a 2.45 GHz klystron with an output power of 50 kW was
injected into the target plasma through a grill antenna with four waveguides. The
cross-section of each waveguide at the grill face was 15 mm x 71 mm, the distance
of the adjacent waveguides was 19 mm and the distance between the grill face and
the plasma edge was taken to be 15 mm and kept constant by feedback control of the
plasma position. The RF power was turned on at the initiation of the breakdown, and
the phase shift, A<j>, between adjacent grill waveguides was set to be 90°, correspond-
ing to a parallel refractive index of N, = 1.6.

The full lines in Fig. 1 show typical oscillograms of a discharge with a duration
of 60 s. The initial plasma was produced by an Ohmic heating (OH) transformer. The
plasma current, Ip, rises up to 40 kA within 100 ms by the RF power provided after
the breakdown, and the OH coil current, IOH» and the loop votage, VL, decrease to
zero (Fig. l(a)). If no RF power is applied, the plasma current never rises, but even
stops flowing within 10 ms. After the ramp-up, the plasma current was maintained
at about 30 kA for 60 s without OH input power (Fig. l(b)). The amount of gas feed
was controlled so that the Ha line intensity monitored by visible light spectrometer
could be kept constant (Fig. l(c)). As a result, the line average electron density r^
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FIG. 2. Oscillograms of longest duration discharge. The injected RF power was less than 20 kW.

was kept at about 2.4 X 1012 cm"3. If the working gas is fed constantly without con-
trol, the Ha line intensity increases gradually with time by the recycling process as
shown by the dashed line. Although the resulting density increases up to about 4 x
10n cm"3, the plasma current decreases gradually with increasing density and
finally even fades out. By this gas feed control, we obtained reproducible, long dura-
tion discharges and performed stable operations of more than three minutes. The
duration was limited by the time permissible for continuous operation of the power
supply for the vertical field coil.

Figure 2 shows the discharge waveforms with a maximum duration of 192 s.
The plasma current and density are kept constant during the whole duration. The
horizontal plasma displacement, AH, is well controlled within 3 mm.

Since the capability of the TRIAM-1M data acquisition system is not sufficient
to process all data of the more than three minutes of the discharge, we mainly studied
the discharge characteristics of a period of 60 s. We shall discuss these results. The
ion and electron temperatures were measured by charge exchanged neutral and soft
X-ray energy spectra, respectively.

Figure 3 shows typical results for the 60 s discharge. The time variation in
Fig. 3(a) indicates that the electron temperature of Te .= 1.0-1.2 keV and the ion
temperature of T, = 0.5-0.7 keV are maintained almost constant during the whole
duration. The ion temperature profile is close to the parabolic one, as shown in
Fig. 3(b); it is kept almost unchanged during the whole duration.

By assuming that the electron density and temperature as well as the ion temper-
ature have steady state profiles and that the RF power corresponding to the accessible
part of the N| spectra of the injected RF waves is absorbed by the electrons [2], we
have calculated the energy confinement time of the bulk plasma to be TE = 3 ms.
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FIG. 3. Bulk plasma temperature during steady state LHCD operation: (a) time variation of ion and
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FIG. 4. Hard X-ray emission during the steady state LHCD operation: (a) photon energy spectrum at
plasma centre; (b) emission profiles for three photon energies. Here, the centre of the chord position
corresponds to a major radius of 0.84 m.

This value is several times longer than the neo-Alcator confinement time obtained for
a low density OH discharge (BT = 5 T, Ip < 40 kA, ri, < 1 X 1013 cm"3) in
TRIAM-1M. Such an improvement of the energy confinement has been observed for
the lower density region ( n , < l X 1013 cm"3) in the ASDEX experiments [3].

The information on the high energy electron tail produced by the RF travelling
wave was obtained from the hard X-ray emission measurements with an Nal detector
array. The array is placed perpendicularly to the toroidal direction. Figure 4 shows
typical results at t = 20 s. The photon energy spectrum with a slope of 42.5 keV as
shown in Fig. 4(a) indicates the production of resonant electrons coupled with the LH
wave. Figure 4(b) shows that the resonant electrons are mainly localized within the
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radiation of Cr impurity and high energy tail of 13 keV; (b) time variation of the Cr Ka-line (2.29 A)
and the Cr I visible line (4254.3 A).

inner half (r/a < 0.5) of the plasma column. This suggests that the plasma current
driven by the LH wave has a peaked profile and is consistent with the result that the
plasma internal inductance estimated from the Shafranov A is rather large (̂  ~ 2.4
for a poloidal beta, /3p, of 0.2 as is shown in Fig. l(b)).

The impurity behaviour during the long duration discharge is an interesting
problem from the viewpoint of realizing a steady state tokamak operation. The metal
impurity contamination due to the SUS limiter can be discussed qualitatively by
means of soft X-ray and visible spectroscopic measurements. Figure 5 shows the
behaviour of the chromium impurity. The soft X-ray spectrum includes the line radia-
tion of the Cr impurity as is shown in Fig. 5(a). By measuring the strength of this
Cr Ka-line we have obtained the time variation of the Cr Ka-line strength as shown
in Fig. 5(b). The Cr Ka-line has a hump during the earlier stage of the discharge as
has also the CrI visible line; this demonstrates a transient increment of the impurity
influx. The CrI line increases gradually during the latter half of the discharge. This
suggests that the chromium influx increases with rising limiter surface temperature.
On the other hand, the strength of the Cr K^-line is kept constant rather than
increasing monotonically. This shows that the amount of Cr impurity at the plasma
centre seems to be kept constant for the whole duration. As was already shown, the
hard X-ray emission profile (Fig. 4) and the plasma internal inductance (full line in
Fig. 1), which are related to the current density profile, are maintained almost con-
stant during the long duration discharge. Consequently, it can be inferred that
although the impurity influx from the SUS limiter increases slightly during the long
tokamak operation, there is only little accumulation of metal impurities with some
adverse effect on the steady state current drive.
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3. HIGHER DENSITY OPERATION AND CURRENT DRIVE EFFICIENCY

The above mentioned steady state operations were mainly carried out in the low
electron density region of H,. = (1.5-2.5) X 1012 cm"3; the current drive
efficiencies, -q = 1^(10l9 m"3) R(m) Ip(kA)/PRF(kW), had the relatively low values
of 0.15-0.25. Hence, we attempted to sustain the plasma current at a higher density
level and to improve the current drive efficiency. The results are shown in Fig. 6.
Figure 6(a) shows the dependence of the plasma current on the line average density
for higher density operations. In the low density region of He < 3.5 x 1012 cm"3,
there is little dependence of the plasma current on the density, and the current drive
efficiency rises up to 0.3 with increasing density. The plasma current, in the region
of 3.5 X 1012 cm"3 < ne ^ 4.5 X 1012 cm"3, falls rapidly with increasing density;
the resulting efficiency drops to 0.2. This seems to be related to the result that the
current density changes rapidly towards a broader profile with increasing electron
density as is to be expected from the Shafranov A (see the dashed line in Fig. 1). In
the high density regime of n,, > 4.5 X 1012 cm"3, the plasma current shows an n,.
dependence, and the efficiency rises up to ij = 0.3 and is then kept nearly constant.
Eventually, although the efficiency was not improved remarkably, the current was
stably driven at higher densities of up to a. = 6 X 1012 cm"3. It is, however, very
difficult to maintain the plasma current constant for several tens of seconds at such
a high density level. Figure 6(b) shows the strong dependence of the electron density
on the injected RF power. The density rises almost linearly up to 3 x 1012 cm"3,
together with the plasma current, with increasing RF power. Therefore, we may
expect to achieve a steady state current drive at higher density levels with a more
powerful RF system.

To find the optimum current drive conditions, we have also studied the depen-
dence of the current drive efficiency on the phase shift, A<j>, and the toroidal field
Bt. The results are shown in Fig. 7. Figure 7(a) shows the dependence of the
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FIG. 7. Current drive efficiency dependence on (a) phase shift A<t> and (b) toroidal field Br

current drive efficiency on the phase shift A<j> at B, = 5 T. We could maintain a
steady plasma current in the region of 70° < A<t> < 130°, and obtained maximum
efficiency of 0.3 at A<j> = 110°. Figure 7(b) shows the dependence of the efficiency
on Bt at A<j> = 110°. It is shown clearly that the efficiency increases with increasing
toroidal field and is improved up to r; = 0.35 at Bt = 6 T. These dependences are
consistent with the general tendency expected from the accessible part of the NB

spectra of the injected RF waves.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The experiments have demonstrated that a plasma current up to 35 kA is main-
tained constant for a very long duration of more than three minutes (192 s) with RF
power alone. In these steady state current drive tokamak operations, we have
obtained bulk plasmas with line average electron densities of up to 3 X 10l2 cm"3,
ion temperatures of 0.5 to 0.7 keV and electron temperatures of 1.0 to 1.2 keV. It
was found from hard X-ray measurements that the high energy electrons carrying the
steady plasma current mainly exist in the inner half-radius region of the plasma
column. The results on chromium impurity measured by the soft X-ray spectrum sug-
gest that there is only little accumulation of metal impurities from the SUS limiter.

So far, the density region for operating in the steady state has been iv,, < 3 X
1012 cm"3, and the current drive efficiency has been in the region of r^ < 0.35.
This operational regime extends towards higher density and efficiency with increas-
ing injected RF power and toroidal field. Thus, if a powerful RF system is installed
in TRIAM-1M, we may expect to achieve a steady state current drive with higher
density and higher efficiency by utilizing the advantage of the high field tokamak.

This success in achieving long tokamak operation encourages the development
of a steady state tokamak reactor.
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Abstract

LOWER HYBRID HEATING IN HIGH DENSITY DISCHARGES IN FRASCATI TOKAMAK.
The paper deals with the results of the experiment of plasma heating by 8 GHz LH waves carried

out on the Frascati Tokamak. The main purpose of the experiment is the investigation of the possibility
of heating a high density plasma with LH waves. The coupling properties of the 8 GHz LH waves to
the plasma are very good. A power density as high as 10 kW-cm"2 is routinely injected into the
plasma with a reflection coefficient of ~ 15%. In the explored range of densities, no evidence of a den-
sity limit has been observed. As far as the heating results are concerned, an RF power of 200 kW has
been injected into two target plasmas of different densities. At low density (ne = 3.5 x 1013 cm"3),
the observed phenomenology is very similar to the one observed in a previous experiment with
2.45 GHz. At higher density (ne = 10M cm"3, well above the 2.45 GHz density limit), the RF power
is very efficiently transferred to the plasma, even if the plasma core is accessible to only 15% of the
launched power. On the other hand, the analysis of electron cyclotron emission spectra shows that faster
electrons, corresponding to less accessible values of nM, are suppressed more strongly than the slower
ones as the density is increased. The results on accessibility and on plasma heating indicate that the inac-
cessible part of the spectrum also contributes effectively to plasma heating.

1. INTRODUCTION

Electromagnetic waves in the lower hybrid (LH) range of frequencies have
proven to be very effective in tokamak research for current generation and plasma
heating [1,2] through Landau damping on the electron population, with consequent

1 Present address: JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, Oxfordshire, United Kingdom.
2 Permanent address: Dipartimento di Fisica, Universita di Roma II, Rome, Italy.
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generation of high energy electron tails. This mechanism is only effective if the
plasma density is lower than a critical value depending on frequency. Above this
value, the power is mainly absorbed by the ionspopulation or by excitation of para-
metric decay instabilities at the plasma edge [3£-

In a previous experiment on the Frascati Tokamak (FT), a frequency of
2.45 GHz was used with a very high electron heating efficiency at densities below
5 x 1013 cm"3 [4].

As the density limit for wave-electron interaction is known to increase with fre-
quency [5], an 8 GHz system has been installed on the FT in order to investigate the
possibility of heating a high density plasma with LH waves.

The apparatus consists of four klystrons delivering up to 125 kW, each feeding
a grill composed by 4 x 4 waveguides with an inner dimension of 5 x 35 mm each.
The waveguide phasings used were mainly OOir7T and OTTOTT. The relative spectra are
shown in Fig. 1.

Owing to the loss in the transmission line, the results reported in this paper were
obtained with an RF power coupled to the plasma of less than 220 kW.

The experimental results concerning the coupling properties and the density
limit have already been reported [6] and can be summarized as follows:

(i) The coupling properties of the 8 GHz LH waves to the plasma are very
good. A power density as high as 10 kW-cm"2 is routinely injected into
the plasma with a reflection coefficient of ~ 15%.

(ii) No evidence of a density limit has been observed in the range of explored
densities (n,. < 3.5 X 1014 cm"3),

(iii) By comparison with the 2.45 GHz experiments with the same target
plasma the density threshold for the parametric decay instability appears
to increase with frequency,

(iv) No fast ion tails have been detected in all the investigated experimental
conditions.

In this paper, we report on the experimental results concerning plasma heating
and accessibility.

2. PLASMA HEATING

An RF power of ~ 200 kW has been coupled to the plasma at two different den-
sities, n̂  = 3.5 X 1013 cm"3 and Re = 1014 cm"3. In both cases, the toroidal field
was 8 T, and the launched spectrum was the fast one, having 80% of its power at
ns < 2.

In these conditions, —25% of the power is accessible to plasma centre in the
low density case and less than 15% in the high density case.

In Fig. 2, we report the electron temperature profile, as measured by seven-
point Thomson scattering diagnostics, before and during the application of the RF
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power to the low density plasma. The plasma current was 340 kA, and the Ohmic
power input before the application of RF was 510 kW. The total energy content of
7.9 kJ gives a confinement time of —15 ms.

In this low density discharge, the main features of the wave-plasma interaction
are similar to those observed in the 2.45 GHz experiment at the same density; they
can be summarized as follows:

(i) A sharp increase in the central electron temperature is observed while out-
side half-radius the temperature seems to decrease, even though the varia-
tion lies within the experimental uncertainties.
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FIG. 2. Electron temperature profile before and during RF phase. ne = 3.5 X 1013 cm 3.

(ii) The loop voltage decreases from 1.7 to 1.3 V, as a consequence of the
application of RF power. This, together with a small increase in the
plasma current, causes a reduction in the Ohmic power input of about
80 kW. So, during the RF phase, the total power input exceeds the input
during the Ohmic phase by only 120 kW.

(iii) In spite of the experimental uncertainties (mainly on the electron thermal
content), the plasma energy increase seems to be consistent with the
increase in the total power input if the energy confinement time does not
change. This suggests that the RF power is transferred to the plasma bulk,
a result which is in agreement with the main conclusion of the 2.45 GHz
experiment performed with higher RF power.

More interesting for the purposes of the present experiment is the high density
case.

In Fig. 3, we report the electron temperature profiles before and during the
application of RF power to a plasma with n,. = 10l4 cm"3.

In this case, the electron temperature increases over the whole profile.
The plasma current was 365 kA and the Ohmic power input, in the Ohmic

phase, was 460 kW. The effective ion charge, obtained from the plasma conduc-
tance, is close to unity (Zeff = 1.3). The total energy content of 16.3 kJ gives a con-
finement time of 35 ms.

During the RF phase, the Ohmic input remains practically constant because a
slight decrease in the loop voltage is compensated for by an increase in the plasma
current; thus, the total power injected into the plasma is 650 kW while the total ther-
mal energy is about 20 kJ. From these figures, taking into account that in this case
the experimental uncertainties are lower than in the low density case, we may con-
clude that most of RF power is transferred to the plasma.

Indeed, the energy confinement time is now 30 ms, on the assumption that the
entire RF power is absorbed by the plasma.
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FIG. 3. Same as Fig. 2 for ne = 10H cm~3.

= T'(RF)/T'
(0H).

obtain

Some information on the power deposition profile can be inferred from the
sawtooth activity. In fact, the time derivative of the peak electron temperature,
T'e, immediately after the sawtooth collapse, is proportional to the difference
between the central power density input, Pj, and the stationary power loss, PL.
Assuming that PL is proportional to Pj we can write: P^RF/P

Since T'(RF) = 66 eV-ms~' and T'(0H) = 40 eV-ms"1, we
Pi(RF/P>(OH) = 1-7- Since the peak Ohmic power density, Pn, obtained from the
neoclassical conductivity, is ~ 5 W-cm"3, we obtain a value of 3.5 W-cm"3 for the
central RF power density. This figure suggests that the RF power deposition region
is well inside the half-radius, even if only 18% of the launched power is accessible
to the plasma core. This evaluation could be affected by a change in Pn, caused by
the RF. But as we have already noted, the total Ohmic power does not change during
the RF phase, and the effective ion charge, Zeff, shows only a small increase (from
1.3 to 1.45).

3. THE ROLE OF ACCESSIBILITY

As is well known [7], only power components with ni larger than a critical
value, nnc, can propagate through the plasma. Since nnc increases with the density,
it is evident that with increasing density the plasma core becomes inaccessible to
waves with higher phase velocity. This implies that the energy of the fast electrons
generated by the waves should decrease with the plasma density.

This has been studied by looking at the electron cyclotron emission in a spectral
region, between 1.3 «ce and 1.6 coce, where thermal emission and reabsorption are
absent.
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FIG. 4. (a) Intensity ofECE at a> = 1.6 oice, normalized to RF power as a function of density for two
different spectra; (b) Ratio ofECE intensities at a — 1.4 uce and a> = 1.6 uce as a function of density.

Radiation is only emitted in this range by fast electrons through the down shifted
second harmonic emission. On the assumption that the perpendicular velocity is much
lower than the parallel one, a precise n0 value corresponds to each detected fre-
quency. In particular, nB = 1.4 corresponds to co = 1.4 wce and ny = 1.67 to
w = 1.6 oice.

ECE measurements are available for BT = 8 T and n,. < 1.4 X 1014 cm"3.
In this density range, the power component with nj = 1.67 can reach the plasma
centre while the component with n] = 1.4 is converted to fast wave before reaching
the plasma core.

In Fig. 4(a), we show the ECE intensity at w = 1.6 wce normalized to RF
power both for fast and slow spectra. As is expected, the fast spectrum yields a
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stronger emission than the slow one. This is because there is more power at
nn = 1.67 in the fast than in the slow spectrum.

In Fig. 4(b), the ratio of ECE intensity at 1.4 wce to the value at 1.6 a>C(. is
reported as a function of density. The negative slope of this curve shows that, with
increasing density, the component with lower nn decreases faster than the compo-
nent with higher nj. This is consistent with the fact that, with increasing density, the
lower nn becomes inaccessible to the plasma centre.

The above results on accessibility and on plasma heating seem to indicate that
also the inaccessible part of the spectrum contributes effectively to plasma bulk
heating.
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Abstract

LOWER HYBRID WAVE ABSORPTION AND ION HEATING STUDIES IN THE FT-2
TOKAMAK.

It is shown that fast ion generation during lower hybrid heating experiments takes place in the
region of the parametric decay instability near a density of n* = (0.3-0.5)nLH, where nLH is the lower
hybrid density. Strongly slowed-down waves at a frequency of 0.7f0 (f0 is the frequency of the
generator) have been detected in the vicinity of n* by the improved scattering technique. The frequency
spectrum of these waves consists of either one or several lines with a width of a few MHz. With increas-
ing plasma density the decay region shifts from the centre to the plasma edge, following the local density
n*. This process explains both the central bulk ion heating at % = n* < nLH and the fast ion genera-
tion at the plasma periphery at higher central density no > n*.

At present, it is generally accepted that LH ion heating in a tokamak is a result
of the stochastic motion of ions in the field of a strongly slowed-down LH wave in
the vicinity of the linear transformation point (nLH). This mechanism leads to fast
ion generation and, owing to the collisions, to bulk ion heating [1]. The effective ion
heating in the Wega, Petula and JFT-2 tokamaks has been explained by this mechan-
ism. On the other hand, the excitation of parametric decay instabilities near the
plasma edge leads to the generation of high energy ions which are quickly lost at the
wall. Sometimes this process completely prevents the penetration of the waves into
the plasma and the bulk ion heating. The absence of ion heating in FT, ASDEX and
PLT has been explained by this process. As the ion heating in the LH frequency range
is brought about by fast ('tail') ion generation in the field of a slowed-down LH wave,
a study of the localization and details of this process is of great interest. Such studies
were carried out in the FT-2 tokamak as a continuation of previous experiments [2],
and the results are presented in this paper.

LH heating in the FT-2 tokamak (R = 55 cm, a = 8 cm, B = 1.2-2.7 T,
Ip = 20-35 kA, n = (1-4) x 1013 cm"3, T^ < 500 eV, Ti0 < 180 eV, Zeff = 2)
was carried out by using waves at a frequency of f0 = 920 MHz excited by a two
waveguide grill at the low field side of the torus with an N spectrum range of 2-4.

M.I. Kalinin Polytechnical Institute, Leningrad, USSR.
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FIG. 1. Time behaviour of fast neutral flux.

The grill is supposed to excite in the plasma an electron plasma wave which, accord-
ing to theory, is converted to a hot plasma wave in the LH resonance at the magnetic
field B = 2.0-2.5 T and Zeff = 2 in the region with a local density of
nLH = 4 X 1013 cm"3, where the phase resonance condition vL » vph (or
N± = c(2EiJL/mj)"1/2; Ei± is the energy of a resonance ion) is satisfied and stochas-
tic ion heating takes place.

In the experiments two quite different types of time dependence of the charge
exchange spectra were found — one with a steep rise of the flux at the beginning of
the RF pulse (a few hundred microseconds) and the other with a smooth increase of
the flux during several milliseconds (Fig. 1). The first type was observed at higher
energies of the particles; apparently, they interacted with the wave directly. The
smooth increase was observed at lower energies of the particles; evidently, they did
not interact with the wave but acquired their energy in collisions with the high energy
ions. The distinct transition from one type to the other took place when the analyser
energy varied by 2.5% Only (Fig. 1). Thus, the minimum energy of the ions, E^,,,
interacting with the wave, defines the maximum slowirig-down of the wave in the
experiment and represents a certain value of interest. An essential parameter deter-
mining £„,;„ is the ion temperature, as the dependence of E^n on Ti0 taken in quite
different discharges is directly proportional; its slope yields a value of
Si = (Emin/Tio)""2 = vph/vTi « 2.75, which is close to the theoretical value of
d[ = 2 V2 required for the effective stochastic heating of the ions by the LH
wave [1].

It should, however, be noted that in our experiments the bulk ion heating and
the suprathermal ion generation took place at such low magnetic fields and densities
that there was no region with local density nLH inside the plasma. In such conditions
the value of 5; was the same as expected (see left hand points in Fig. 2, obtained at
B = 1.3 T and n = 1.8 X 1013 cm"3). The threshold density n*, when the fast
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FIG. 3. Time behaviour of fast neutral fluxes for different plasma densities.

ion generation began by a jump with the beginning of the RF pulse was much lower
than nLH, i.e. n* ~ (O.3-O.5)nLH. For densities n < n*, the charge exchanged flux
increased gradually since during the RF pulse the plasma density increased substan-
tially (Fig. 3).

At a density nf the generation of fast ions of a given energy stopped com-
pletely. The dependences of the threshold densities n* and nfon the energy E are
shown in Fig. 4. To generate ions with a higher energy at a given RF power level,
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one must raise the density (Fig. 5). Such a sequence of appearance of ions of different
energies is in contrast to the results obtained in Wega [3]. The density n* decreased
with increasing RF power; for example, n* = 1.5 x 1013 cm"3 at PRP = 50 kW
and n* = 1.2 x 1013 cm"3 at PRF = 100 kW (B = 2 T, Ip = 22 kA). The density
n* also depended on the plasma current and rose slightly when the latter increased.

For no > n*, fast ion generation took place in the central parts of the plasma
(Fig. 6(b)).
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FIG. 6. Charge exchange particle energy spectrum.

According to the phase resonance condition, the small index of refraction N x

(or k±) of the wave corresponds to the higher energy of the ions. The dependence
of the charge exchange spectra on PRF and n,. reflects the evolution of the wave-
numbers of the waves interacting with the ions. This dependence is typical of the
parametric instabilities, as the lowest thresholds appeared at larger k and the
thresholds increased when k diminished. In the LH frequency range, the dependence
of the threshold on the density is analogous [4]. Thus, we may conclude that wave
absorption and fast ion generation are associated with a parametric instability.

To study the region of the strongly slowed-down wave propagation and,
conceivably, of the region of fast ion generation, the improved scattering technique
was used [5]. Waves at a frequency of fs = 59 GHz were used for the probing.

In Fig. 7, we present the spectrum of the increased scattered signal obtained at
Bo = 1.85 T, no = 2.5 X 1013 cm"3, Ip = 18 kA, PRF = 80 kW. The upper
hybrid resonance point for the probing wave was situated at R = 60.2 cm
(r = 5.2 cm).

A characteristic of the spectrum is the discretization of the observed frequen-
cies: along with a line at the generator frequency f0, a line at a shifted frequency
was recorded in the range of 590-680 MHz. The line near f0 was broadened sym-
metrically by a few (2-4) MHz. The lines at the shifted frequency had a breadth of
a few MHz, too.

There was an essential difference in the spatial allocation of the scattered signals
(Fig. 8) at f0 and at the shifted frequency: the first was recorded along the whole
radius, and the latter was located in a very narrow region of less than one centimetre
width along the radius. The local density in this area n, was approximately equal to
the threshold density n*, at which 1-2 keV ion generation began (Fig. 4). When the
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density of the plasma increased, the localization of the increased scattering signal
shifted to the plasma periphery, but the local density corresponding to the maximum
of the signal remained virtually constant. When the heating power increased, the
maximum of the signal shifted to the periphery, too, and corresponded to the lower
local density. This was correlated with the fact that the threshold density n*
diminished for increasing RF power.

The pattern of the observed spectrum is typical of the parametric decay instabil-
ity, but its discretization is uncommon. The decay spectra with a large frequency shift
previously observed in tokamaks had been continuous from f0 down to the fre-
quency of f * 0.7f0. Their formation had been associated with induced scattering
(decay into a quasi-mode [7]). The narrow localization of the decay region, its shift
towards lower local densities when the power is raised and the discrete structure of
the spectrum seem to indicate that the development of the instability occurs at a power
level just above the threshold.

The daughter wave with a higher frequency of f, « 0.7f0 is apparently an LH
wave; the other wave, f2 ~ 0.3f0, seems to be the ion Bernstein wave. For lack of
equipment, the spectrum near 0.3f0 was not recorded. In the decay region, where
the local density n* « (0.3-0.5)nLH, the wave at f * 0.7f0 is near its linear trans-
formation point, i.e. it is strongly slowed down and can interact effectively with the
ions. The ion Bernstein wave is damped effectively at the high ion cyclotron
harmonics.

If the ions are heated by the wave at a frequency f near its linear transformation
point, the LH resonance condition should be satisfied for that wave in the plasma
volume. Comparison of the experimental threshold of the fast ion generation with the

j I

920 MHz

1 1
2 3 4 ,5 6 7

ne(1013cm-3)

FIG. 9. Threshold densities at different magnetic fields and position of linear conversion surface.
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calculated curve for the LH resonance for f = 600 MHz, N! = 3, Zeff = 2 is
presented in Fig. 9. We see that the ion generation region corresponds qualitatively
to the resonance curve for 600 MHz and not for 920 MHz.

Hence, it is clear that the optimum LH heating conditions consist in the equality
of the central density to the threshold density r^ « n*. Besides this, the following
circumstances should be take into account: (i) this density decreases when we raise
the RF power; (ii) during the RF pulse the density of the plasma increases more
strongly the higher the power, and this results in shifting the region with n* to the
periphery. Both these facts reduce the heating efficiency when the RF power is
raised. The choice of the optimum density was achieved by the maximum enhance-
ment of the change exchange flux for the energy E = 1 keV, which is important for
the bulk ion heating, and by the minimum flux for E = 3.75 keV at the beginning
of the RF pulse. At B = 2.6 T and Ip = 35 kA, a density of r^ = 1.4 X 1013 cm"3

appeared to be optimum: at PRF = 120 kW an ion heating from 120 to 320 eV was
achieved (Fig. 10). By carefully choosing the optimum conditions, we obtained a
directly proportional dependence of ATj on PRF in the range of 30-120 kW.

Thus, our experiments allow us to suggest that LH ion heating in a tokamak
occurs in the following manner: transport of the energy inside the tokamak occurs
at a generator frequency f0 up to a density of n* « (0.3-0;5)nLH, where, as a result
of the parametric decay, two strongly slowed-down waves at frequencies ~0.7f0

and 0.3f0 are generated and interact effectively with the ions (Fig. 11). According
to this model, RF energy is easily transported in the central parts of the tokamak,
as the wave f0 easily reaches the region of n* « nLH; however, the energy cannot
penetrate into the centre with density nLH, as was demonstrated by the ray tracing
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FIG. 11. Perpendicular refractive index of propagated waves at frequencies f0 and f,.

calculations talcing into account the real tokamak plasma geometry. At a given central
density no, one can achieve the decay conditions no ~ n* = (0.3-0.5)nLH in the
centre of the tokamak by choosing the proper generator frequency — raising it in
comparison with the value predicted by linear theory. It turned out that both the decay
and the fast ion generation were 'tied' to a certain local density; hence, the increase
of the central density led to a shift of the region where these processes took place
to the periphery and the heating efficiency decreased. Both the central bulk ion
heating in the optimum conditions at no = 0.5nLH and the generation of the fast and
easily lost peripheral ions in a dense plasma, no « n, can be explained by this
single mechanism of parametric decay. In our. opinion, the successful heating in
Petula B [6] and JFT-2 [7] was associated, as in our experiments, with the region
n* < nLH rather than with the linear transformation region nLH. Our calculations
showed that, in the experiments on those devices, the density nLH was approxi-
mately twice as large as the maximum density ^ in the tokamak.

In the same way, we can explain the vanishing of current drive (CD) when the
density increases. It is well known that the CD results in a loop voltage drop:
AUi/U; = IRF/IP. The CD efficiency decreases inversely proportionally to the
density. The deviation of the dependence AU(n) from inverse proportionality should
be indicative of the CD suppression. As shown in Fig. 12, it takes place at
no = 1.3 x 1013cm-3.

1013 cm"3, when theThe loop voltage drop vanishes completely at QQ = 2 X ,
decay region n* is located roughly at the half-radius and so the central part of the
tokamak is shielded from the LH wave.
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Abstract

CURRENT DRIVE AND CONFINEMENT OF ANGULAR MOMENTUM IN TFTR.
Co-tangential injection of 11 MW of neutral beam power in TFTR has driven the surface voltage

negative for the full duration of two-second beam heating pulses in plasmas with Ip = 0.9 MA and
1.0 MA. The time history of surface voltage is consistent with modeling calculations which use both
the beam-driven current and the bootstrap current. The co-tangential injection also drives strong plasma
rotation, which can affect beam deposition and fusion reactivity. Transport simulations based on meas-
ured profiles of v4(R) and T,(R) indicate that momentum diffusivity is comparable to or larger than the
ion thermal diffusivity. No significant changes in anomalous ion thermal diffusivity are seen when the
beam power is balanced to reduce the input torque and rotation speed.
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2 Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, GA, USA.
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1. Introduction

A non-ohmic current drive mechanism is necessary for steady-state opera-
tion of a tokamak-based reactor. Two current drive techniques have been
investigated experimentally on TFTR: the neoclassical bootstrap current
and neutral-beam driven current. It has been found necessary to include
the bootstrap current in order to explain the magnitude of surface voltage
reversal during high /3p supershots with nearly balanced co- and counter-
tangential beam injection [1].

Neutral-beam current drive scenarios generally inject angular momentum
intf) the plasma and can induce significant toroidal rotation. TFTR super-
shot plasmas show a strong degradation of performance with unbalanced
injection, due in part to the simple downshift of the beam energy in the
rotating plasma frame. This downshift contributes to a. reduction in beam-
driven current, as well as to deleterious effects on fusion reactivity, beam
deposition and energy confinement [2-4]. Thus it is of practical, as well
as theoretical, importance to understand the mechanisms of momentum
transport in toka.mak plasmas.

2. Neutral-beam Current Drive

Neutral-beam heated plasmas in TFTR show evidence of strong non-ohmic
currents [1]. During near-balanced co- and counter-tangential neutral injec-
tion the surface voltage Vsur is driven negative for high j3p plasmas. The
time evolution of these plasmas was analyzed, and it was found to be nec-
essary to include the predicted neoclassical bootstrap current in order to
explain the observed V'sur evolution [1]. With the extension of the super-
shot regime to higher //> and Pmj [5], voltage reversal has been observed in
IP = 1.4 and 1.6 MA plasmas having (3P > 1.1. Initial analysis continues to
give good agreement between the measured and calculated VsllT when the
bootstrap current is included.

Co-tangential neutral-beam injection of 11 MW alone has been found to
reverse Vsur for up to 2 seconds (the present pulse length limit of the neutral
beams) for IP = 0.9 and ] .0 MA, and to reduce Vsur to ~ 0 for 1P - 1.2 MA.
These plasmas have typical parameters of Te(0) = 6 keV, Ti(0) = 22 keV,
ne(0) = 3.2 x 1019 m-3, V<t>{0) = 8 x 10s m/s, and Zeff ~ 4.

The plasmas have been modeled by the time-dependent ] i-D transport anal-
ysis code TRANSP [6], which calculates the expected V'JU7. (among other
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FIG. 1. Time variation of Vmrfor the 1.0 MA discharge as determined from magnetic measurements
and as calculated by TRANSP using several models (OH; OH + beam-driven current; OH + beam-
driven current + bootstrap current).

quantities) for different current drive hypotheses, given the experimental
measurements of the kinetic profiles and the measured Zejj , as described
in Ref. [lj. Figure 1 shows the results of the analysis of an Ip — 1.0 MA
plasma.. The experimentally observed Vsur evolution is well matched when
both the bootstrap and beam-driven currents are included in the analy-
sis. It is interesting that, even for these plasmas with (ip ~ 1, for which
the calculated bootstrap current is approximately 200 kA, inclusion of the
bootstrap current is necessary to match the observed Vsur. In spite of the
appearance that Vsur has reached equilibrium by the end of injection, the
calculated total driven currents are 100-150 kA less than Ip. Since Vsur is
negative this implies that the plasma has not reached ohmic equilibrium
during the two seconds of injection. Good agreement is obtained at each
of the three Ip values only if the bootstrap and beam-driven currents are
included as theoretically predicted.

It is very important to include the effects of toroidal rotation [2] in the
analysis of these discharges. The rotation down-shifts the beam ions in the
plasma frame, causing them to carry less net current and to slow down
faster. If the rotation is neglected in modeling the plasma shown in Fig. 1,
the calculated non-ohmic current rises to 1300 kA and the calculated Vsur

drops to -0.24 volts, well below the measured value.

3. Angular Momentum Transport Studies

The central rotation velocity driven by unbalanced neutral beam injection as
measured by a horizontally-viewing x-ray crystal spectrometer (XCS) scales
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FIG. 2. Central rotation speeds in TFTR measured by XCS as a junction of incident beam torque, nor-
malized to line-averaged electron density.

approximately linearly with increasing beam torque per electron [3,7]. The
central velocity driven by a fixed value of Yb/rie is insensitive to plasma
current, over the range lp - 0.6-2.2 MA (Fig. 2). Generally, lower rotation
speeds (down by 15-20%) are driven by counter-injection than co-injection,
independent of plasma current, for the same incident torque per particle.
Similarly, lower ion temperatures [3] and lower global energy confinement
times are also obtained with counter-injection (see Table I). The calcu-
lated first orbit losses for counter-injection are ~9% in the present beam
configuration. Measurements of the time-dependent electron density pro-
file peakedness (PTi '— n e(0)/<n e>) obtained by Abel-inverting 10-channel
vertical interferometer data indicate no significant difference in the elec-
tron density profile shape between co- and counter-injection (Pn ~ 1.8-2.0).
However in the data set discussed below, the density rise during counter-
injection exceeded that during co-injection by about 20%.

To document the scaling of velocity and the effects of rotation on plasma
performance, a series of beam power scans (Pj, = 4.4 —» 15 MW) with co-
or counter- only injection was performed at both low and high plasma
current (1.1 MA and 1.7/1.8 MA). These experiments were conducted at
B-j- = 4.75 T, R — 2.45 m, a — 0.79 m with the plasma resting on a rea-
sonably well conditioned inner bumper limiter. The ne of 1.1 MA ohmic
target plasmas were in the range 0.76-0.82 xlO19 m~3, compared to the
best (i.e. lowest) value in 1988 of ~ 0.74 x 1019 m"3. Radial profiles of
v${R) and Ti(R) were measured using charge-exchange recombination spec-
troscopy (CHERS) with a radially-directed diagnostic neutral beam to pro-
vide signal doping. Typical profile shapes of v^(R) and Ti(R) are illustrated
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TABLE I. SUMMARY OF MOMENTUM TRANSPORT ANALYSIS

Ip

(MA)

1.1

1.1

1.8

1.7

1.1

Direction

CO

ctr

CO

ctr

bal

Pb

(MW)

4.4
7.3
11.6

7.3
12.0
15.0

4.6
9.2
13.6

5.1
10.0
15.1

14.1

He

(1019m-3)

1.4
1.6
2.0

2.2
2.4
2.5

2.0
2.5
2.8

2.2
3.1
3.4

2.3

v<,(0)

(105 m/s)

3.0
3.6
5.7

-2.3
-3.6
-3.8

2.0
-2.6
5.0

-1.4
-2.6
-2.2

—

Ti(0)

(keV)

11.7
14.6
23.0

8.7
10.8
12.4

9.8
-10
15.9

8.0
10.2
-

25.0

(ms)

46
39
33

43
30
29

56
51
49

40
37
38

—

(ms)

116
112
109

100
87
82

152
130
120

134-
110
104

130

X/30)

(m2/s)

2.5
2.0
2.4

2.1
2.6
2.6

1.4
1.5
1-4

1.9
1.6
2.3

—

X*(60)

(m2/s)

3.5
4.2
5.0

5.2
7.3
5.8

2.3
3.7
3.9

4.3
4.6
5.5

-

Vx,a

1.8
1.8
2.0

1.3-1.7
-1.5
1.0-1.8

2.0
2.3

1.5-2.0

1.0-2.1
1.0-2.3
1.0-2.5

-

Note: Central velocities were measured by CHERS.
a Approximate ratio of x/Xi over the region 0.3 < r < 0.6 m.

for three levels of co-beam power at Ip — 1.1 MA in Fig. 3. Profile measure-
ments were taken at 400 ms and 900 ms into the beam injection pulse, after
quasi-equilibrium conditions were achieved. One striking feature of both
the ion temperature and velocity profiles is their peakedness: the ratio of
central velocity to volume-averaged velocity, for example, reaches 5.4 during
intense co-heating (Pco ~ H-6 MW) at lp — 1.1 MA. Broader velocity and
temperature profiles are obtained with counter-injection and at higher lp ,
although there is some shot-to-shot variability in this ratio because ity(O) is
subject to statistical measurement uncertainty. The centra] velocity %(0)
measured by CllERS is systematically ~16% higher than that measured
by XCS, presumably due to a steep velocity gradient in the core region;
there is excellent agreement between the velocity at r — 10 cm as measured
by OHERS and the central value measured by XCS for the discharges in
this experiment. The discharges at Ip = 1.7 and 1.8 MA experienced large
sawteeth (ATeo/Teo = 16 — 34%, q$ % 4, rim ss 0.2 m) which may have con-
tributed to flattening of v<j,(R) .

Momentum transport in these plasmas is analyzed assuming that the only
momentum loss mechanisms are cross-field toroidal-angular-momentum dif-
fusion, represented by an unknown anomalous diffusivity x<i>-, radial convec-
tion of toroidal momentum due to radial ion flows, and loss of momentum at
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FIG. 3. Profiles of (a) ion temperature and (b) toroidal rotation speed measured by CHERSfor three
discharges in a beam power scan at Ip = 1.1 MA. The solid line represents the ion temperature and
rotation speed mapped onto shifted flux surfaces for the 11.6 MW discharge. The vertical arrows
represent the location of the magnetic axis for the 11.6 MW discharge.

the plasma edge due to charge-exchange. |This perspective is supported by
the edge-heating experiments [7] which showed an inward radial diffusion of
angular momentum when torque was applied to the plasma edge only. The
rotation profile was not hollow in the inner region of the plasma during the
equilibrium phase of the discharge, implying that local damping of rotation
(e.g., due to toroidal field ripple) is a much smaller effect than radial trans-
port.] The steady-state momentum balance is evaluated by the 1-D radial
transport code SNAP, using v,j,(R), ne(R), TC(R), and T{(R) mapped onto
a minor radius grid using a shifted-circle equilibrium. The radial variation
of X<j>[r) IS determined from the momentum balance equation [2] which in-
cludes the deposition of beam torque calculated by a moments solution of
the Fokker-Planck equation [8]. Details of the calculation are described in
Ref. [9].

Table 1 summarizes the global momentum confinement results of the beam
power scans as calculated from the measured profiles of v^{R) and ne(R).
The thermal momentum confinement times are rather short, ranging from
29 to 56 msec, or 30-40% of the global energy confinement time. This re-
sult is consistent with velocity profile measurements on D-III, which find
T4> ITE ~ 0.5 in limiter discharges [10]. It should be stressed that many of
these discharges are strongly beam-dominated, in the sense that the slowing-
down beam ion population typically represents 50-65% of the stored mo-
mentum, more than 50% of the plasma stored energy, and up to 20% of the
plasma mass. The global T$ for counter-injection is somewhat less than that
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FIG. 4. Momentum and ion thermal diffusivity derived from measured Tf(R) and v^(R) profiles for the
1.1 MA beam power scan. The error bar at each point represents the standard deviation of the mean
at three or four different power levels. Inside the hatched region, convection represents the dominant
ion heat transport mechanism assuming Yhea, = ^7) X 1^,,,^,.

for co-injection. Broader v^R) profiles are obtained at 1.7 and 1.8 MA,
which, coupled with slightly broader density profiles, yield higher global
T<J, than at lp = 1.1 MA for both co- and counter-injection and lower values
of x<t> at r = 30 cm and r = 60 cm. There is a modest degradation of r^ with
increasing power at lp = 1.1 MA, which is reflected in a larger x<t> m t n e

outer half of the plasma cross section, but little or no degradation in T^ with
beam power at Ip - 1 . 7 or 1.8 MA.

The radial dependence of x<i>ls compared to Xi f°r t n e 1-1 MA co-injected
discharges in Fig. 4. In this plot the data from each of the several power
levels have been averaged together, and the error bar represents the stan-
dard deviation of the mean value. The Xi was derived from a kinetic power
balance using a multiplier of 3/2 for convective transport [4,11]. Inside
r/a < 20 cm convection dominates the ion power balance (but nowhere
does it dominate the momentum balance) and the inferred Xi near the
plasma center is therefore uncertain. Despite uncertainties arising from
the fact that both diffusivities are deduced from measurements of gradi-
ents (v,p(r) or T{(r) ), the variation in the ratio x<t> IXi 1S remarkably small,
generally in the range 1.5-2.0. Thus we find that the measured velocity
and temperature profiles are consistent with an anomalous x<t> that has a
magnitude and radial dependence similar to the Xi inferred from power bal-
ance; x<t>{r) ;? Xt(r)- The apparent correlation of momentum and ion energy
transport suggests that both could be driven by a common mechanism, such
as rji turbulence [12].
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The TFTR "supershot" regime [13,14], characterized by high neutron emis-
sion, high ion temperatures, and a broad electron temperature profile, is
generally optimized by the use of near-balanced injection. It was recog-
nized early [2] that classical effects associated with large toroidal rotation
velocities could impair the performance of purely co-injected discharges:
the relative energy between the incident beam neutrals and the plasma
is reduced in the rotating plasma frame, leading to poorer fusion reactiv-
ity, poorer beam penetration, and broader beam power absorption profiles;
beam power invested in pushing the plasma near the center is returned as
heat to the thermal ions only as viscous dissipation at larger minor radii.
Whether these effects are sufficient to account for the difference between co-
injection and balanced supershot injection, or alternatively whether there is
an underlying difference in the energy transport, is a question of consider-
able interest. To address this issue, the beam power scan was supplemented
by a number of balanced discharges at the same current with P\, = 14 MW
(Table 1). Profile measurements of v^,{R) and Ti(R) were obtained for co-
injected discharges of slightly lower power, 11.6 MW. As expected, neutron
emission improved by a. factor of nearly two with balanced injection, but in
many respects the balanced discharges were only marginally within the su-
pershot regime: the density peakedness ne(0)/ <ne> rose to 2.3 (compared
to 3.0 on the best supershots), and the global energy confinement time de-
rived from diamagnetic measurements was 130 ms (compared to > 160 ms
in the best supershots). Figure 5 shows the calculated ion and electron
thermal diffusivities for the balanced and co-rotating plasmas. There is
no significant difference between the two cases, suggesting that the rota-
tion speed of 1.5 x 105 m/s at r = a/2, corresponding to mach 0.25 at this

radius (mach number = v^j\JTi/m = 0.6 at the plasma, center) has little
effect on heat transport.

4. Plasma Rotation and Impurity Transport

Impurity transport in discharges with 11-14 MW of co-, counter-, or bal-
anced beam injection was studied by impurity transport code analysis of
line emissions of germanium injected using the laser-blowoff technique. The
time evolution of extreme ultraviolet lines emitted by the core ionization
state Ge+29 is shown in Fig. 6. The time to peak emission and sub-
sequent decay time were shortest for counter-injection (Trjse ==-36 msec,
r ( j e c a y ~ 50 msec), somewhat longer for co-injection (50 msec; 70 msec)
and considerably longer for balanced-injection (72 msec; 115 msec), indi-
cating that impurity confinement is longest during balanced injection. This
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FIG. 5. (a) Ion thermal diffusivity during co-injection and balanced injection with Ip = 1.1 MA. Error
bars represent the standard deviation of four discharges in a beam power scan for the co-injection case,
and the standard deviation of two simitar 14 MW discharges for the balanced injection case, (b) Electron
thermal diffUsivity during co-injection and balanced injection.

result is consistent with the observed behavior of metal density measured by
soft x-ray PHA, which (when normalized to the metal density in the ohmic
target plasma) falls with increasing power during co-injection but rises with
power during balanced injection. The impurity diffusion coefficient in each
case was deduced by modeling the time evolution of emission intensity with
the MIST [15] impurity transport code. As shown in Fig. 6, the data are
fit by a spatially constant D = 1.1 m2/s for balanced injection, 2.0 m2/s for
co-injection, and 2.75 m2/s for counter-injection. Although convection is
not necessary to properly reproduce the time history of the emission inten-
sity, the data do not preclude small values of the convective velocity. The
value of D in the balanced injection case is similar to that found with ohmic
heating alone [16], indicating little difference in impurity transport.
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FIG. 6. Time evolution ofGe XXX line radiation following laser blowoffinto beam heated discharges
with balanced, co-, and counter-injection. Simulations of the emission intensity by the MIST code are
shown for two cases: a constant diffusivity, and a step-function diffusivity which is larger in the plasma
edge.

The ISX-B [17,18] and PLT [19] tokamaks differ on the question of whether
the observed change in central impurity density during co- versus counter-
injection reflects modifications to impurity transport in the plasma, interior,
as opposed to changes in edge transport only. Therefore it is of interest
to consider whether the difference between impurity behavior in balanced
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versus unbalanced injection in these experiments can result from changes
in the edge transport alone. We find that acceptable fits to the data can
be obtained with a core diffusion coefficient equal to the balanced-injection
value (D — ].] m 2 / s ) if the value of D is increased to 3.0 m2 /s and 5.0 m2 /s
for co- and counter-injection, respectively, in the region r/a > 0.5. However,
it is not possible to model the decreased impurity confinement time in the co-
a.nd counter-injection discharges if D is presumed to remain flat at ].] m 2 /s
out to r/a = 0.75, regardless of the magnitude of D assumed in the region
r/a > 0.75. Thus these experiments indicate little difference in impurity
transport due to heating, but perhaps a significant increase in the particle
diffusivity due to rotation [20].

5. Conclusion

Co-tangential injection of 1J MW into low density TFTR plasmas has driven
~~ 0.9 MA of plasma current for the full 2-second duration of the TFTR
beam sources, maintaining a negative surface voltage for 7p(total) = 0.9
and 1.0 MA. Modeling calculations which include both beam-driven cur-
rent, and the bootstrap current yield excellent agreement with the measured
KurO-ime). The relative contributions of the bootstrap and beam-driven
currents to the total plasma current can be varied by injecting either bal-
anced or only co-tangential beams. Thus the observation of agreement
with model calculations in both cases provides some confidence that both
current drive mechanisms are properly described theoretically.

Simultaneous measurements of the ion temperature and velocity profile have
yielded new insights into the mechanisms governing tokamak plasma, con-
finement. The radial transport of toroidal angular momentum has been
found to be closely correlated with radial transport of ion energy. For both
co- and counter-injection, and spanning the range of available beam power,
we find that x * ~ 1-2 x Xi throughout the confinement zone. This ob-
servation suggests that a common mechanism may drive anomalous radial
transport of both ion energy and angular momentum. When the neutral
beam torque and plasma rotation speed are reduced by injecting balanced
beams, little change is observed in the magnitude of Xi o r Xe > implying
that energy transport is unaffected by rotation in the mach< 1 regime. By
contrast, toroidal plasma rotation in either the co- or counter- direction
appears to increase the diffusion coefficient of heavy impurities.

The lack of enhancement in anomalous transport that can be correlated with
plasma rotation in TFTR provides some basis for the expectation that an ig-
nition tokamak experiment could utilize high energy neutral beam injection
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to drive most or all of the current without serious consequences for confine-
ment. Assuming that the global momentum confinement time continues to
scale with global energy confinement time, which appears reasonable given
the demonstrated correlation between x<t> anfl Xi o n TFTR and correlations
between T^ and TE observed in JET [21] and D-III [10] during H-mode op-
eration, then a central velocity of only ~ 3 x 105m/s would be driven in an
JTER-class tokamak (/?. ~ 4-5 m, n « 2, ne % 1.0 x 102Om"3, T4>= ] .5 sec)
utilizing ~ 60 MW of 1.0 MeV tangential beams for heating and current
drive. This represents only 29% of the thermal velocity for '1\ — 30 keV and
only 3% of the beam velocity, so neither enhanced thermal transport nor
broadening of the beam deposition profile would be expected on the basis
of present experiments.
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Abstract

DIII-D NEUTRAL BEAM CURRENT DRIVE EXPERIMENTS AT HIGH BETA POLOIDAL.
Neutral beam current drive experiments in the DIII-D divertor tokamak are described. Plasma

currents up to 0.34 MA have been sustained by neutral beams alone with H-mode quality energy con-
finement. Poloidal beta values reach i3p = 3.5 without disruption or coherent magnetic activity, sug-
gesting that these plasmas may be entering the second stability regime. At such high /3p the trapped
particle averaged toroidal drift is reversed over half of the plasma. In these experiments helicity, but
not flux, conservation is observed.

1. INTRODUCTION

The DIII-D program has been investigating high beta plasma con-
finement with neutral beam heating using ohmic current drive [1,2]. Our
longer range goal is to sustain and investigate high beta plasmas with
noninductive current drive. To this end we have initiated neutral beam
current drive experiments reported here and are preparing high power rf
systems [3] to develop efficient current drive for the ITER steady-state
mission and to access more favorable high beta second stability regimes.

* This is a report of work sponsored by the US Department of Energy under Contracts
DE-AC03-84ER51044, W7405-ENG-48 and DE-AC02-76-CHO-3073.

1 Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute, Japan.
2 Plasma Physics Laboratory, Princeton University, Princeton, NJ, USA.
3 Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Livermore, CA, USA.
4 Hitachi Ltd, Japan.
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Neutral beam current drive [4] has been demonstrated in the Cul-
ham Levitron [5] and several tokamaks; DITE [6], TFTR [7], JET [8], and
DIII-D [9]. The DIII-D tokamak [10] was operated with a single null di-
vertor configuration having a 1.7 m major radius, 0.6 m minor radius, 1.75
vertical elongation, and 2.1 T toroidal magnetic field. Most experiments
were carried out with a helium plasma having a line-averaged density
ne = 2 x 1019 m~3 and Z<& = 4 to 5. Eight hydrogen neutral beams [11]
inject 52% neutral power at 75 keV, 30% at 37 keV, and 18% at 25 keV.
Four beams intersected the vacuum chamber axis at 47° and four at 63°.
The plasma current is usually in the same direction as the beam injection
(co-injection).
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FIG. 1. Time dependence of (a) plasma current, (b) neutral beam injection power, (c) loop voltage,
(d) line-averaged density, (e) plasma energy, (f) poloidal beta, and (g) internal inductance.
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2. NEUTRAL BEAM CURRENT DRIVE RESULTS
Plasma parameters are shown in Fig. 1 as a function of time. Initially

a 0.22 MA ohmic discharge was established without sawteeth, indicating
an on-axis safety factor qo > 1. Beginning at 1.1 sec the ohmic heating
primary coil current was held constant, so without beam injection the
plasma current decayed, as shown by the dashed line of Fig. la. With
10 MW of absorbed neutral beam injection (Fig. lb), the plasma current
increased to 0.34 MA. During the period when the current was sustained,
the loop voltage (Fig. lc) and surface voltage were zero, excepting peri-
odic voltage spikes associated with edge localized relaxation phenomena.
Neutral beam injection increased the total plasma energy as shown in
Fig. le. The similarity between magnetic and diamagnetic measurements
indicates comparable parallel and perpendicular pressure as expected by
the beam injection geometry. We estimate half of the plasma energy is
attributed to energetic beam ions. The poloidal beta, shown in Fig. If,
reached 3.5.

The 24 ms energy confinement time (uncorrected for the 30% calcu-
lated beam ion orbit losses) of this noninductive low-current high-power
discharge (72 ms/MA) is as good as the DIII-D H-mode scaling obtained
with 8.4 MW hydrogen beam injection into a deuterium ohmic current-
driven plasma, and 2.4 times longer than Kaye-Goldston L—mode seal-
ing [12].

i:
3.

(a )

O = VERTICAL
• = TANGENTIAL

/

Ib)

10 12 14 18 I t 2.0 2J2 2.410 12 14 16 IS 2.0 22 2.4
R(m)

FIG. 2. Radial profile measurements at 1.4 s for the shot of Fig. 1: (a) ion temperature and (b) rotation

speed.

Charge exchange recombination spectroscopy measurements of he-
lium ion temperature and rotation speed are shown in Fig. 2. The central
helium ion temperature was 2 keV and the central rotation speed was
92 km/s, 2% of the injected beam ion speed. The Shafranov radial out-
ward shift of the temperature profile agrees with magnetic measurements.
This temperature profile is narrower than commonly observed in Dili—D.
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1.6 2.0

FIG. 3. The dependence of driven plasma current on central electron temperature. The solid line is the
total driven current predicted by ONETWO. The dashed line is without the bootstrap contribution.

We estimate the L/R time constant to be 2 sec. Since the plasma
current is essentially constant for 1.5 sec, we conclude that the current is
largely sustained by the neutral beams. Transport code [13,14] studies of
these discharges predict 0.3 to 0.4 MA of beam-driven current. In addi-
tion to the above experiments with constant ohmic heating coil current
we have also carried out experiments with: (1) feedback control for con-
stant plasma current, (2) feedback control for zero loop voltage, (3) ohmic
heating coil opened at zero current, and (4) counter-injected neutral beam
current. These experiments are also consistent with transport code mod-
eling.

The beam-driven current is proportional to the electron temperature
Te, as seen in Fig. 3. The variation in the low electron temperature data
resulted from the plasma X—point contacting unconditioned portions of
the wall. The ohmic power supplies were disconnected and the loop volt-
age was less than 50 mV. The closed circles were taken during the period
of constant plasma current and the open circles during the slow decay of
the current. Also shown in Fig. 3 are ONETWO transport code modeling
of the beam-driven and bootstrap currents. The calculated [13,14] and
measured total currents agree. In spite of the high poloidal beta, the cal-
culated bootstrap contribution is small for the low electron temperatures
(i/« > 1) and the broad radial density profiles of these discharges.

3. HIGH BETA POLOIDAL CHARACTERISTICS
While the toroidal beta is only 0.5%, the poloidal betas [15] are

remarkably high. Several discharges with MHD 0P > 3.4 and diamagnetic
/3p > 3.0 have been produced without disruptions or coherent n ^ 0
modes. The f3p — 3.5 discharge shown in Figs. 1 and 2 has an inverse
aspect ratio e = 0.31, so that e(3p = 1.1. While these values of (3P and e/3p
are among the highest achieved in a tokamak, they are not remarkable
in themselves. What is remarkable is the absence of the large amplitude
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MHD modes, observed in ISX-B [16] and Doublet III [17] at high 0P. As
shown in Fig. 4, no sawteeth are present in the central soft X-ray emission.
Edge localized modes (ELMs) similar to those observed at lower j3p are
seen on the H a emission in the divertor region, and on the soft X—ray
signals near the edge of the discharge. Despite the large (3p, the moderately
large ratio of toroidal beta to I/aB, and the large fast ion population, the
only coherent MHD activity observed on the magnetic probes is associated
with the ELMs. Except during the ELM events, the amplitude of poloidal
magnetic field oscillations measured at the wall is at most 0.1% of the total
poloidal field.

Figure 5 shows EFIT magnetic analysis [18] of measurements from
41 flux loops distributed around the outside and 25 magnetic probes dis-
tributed around the inside wall of the DIII-D vacuum vessel. Shownare
the flux surface equilibrium, toroidal current density and q profiles at two
times: (a) before beam injection and (b) in steady-state when /9p = 3.5.
This analysis is based on a third-degree polynomial for j versus magnetic
flux. The radial current profile exhibits (see Fig. 5b) a 0.2 m outward
Shafranov shift and an extreme outward current peaking which, together
with ej3p > 1, are indicators of possible second region stability.

The issue of whether these plasmas entered the second stable regime
revolves around the exact value of the axial safety factor qo. MHD equi-
librium analysis of external magnetic measurements for these elongated
plasmas can determine accurately the plasma shape, edge q (or q at the
95% flux surface, qgs), the poloidal beta /?p, the plasma internal induc-
tance ti [18], iand the magnetic axis shift. Information on q0 is only weakly

1 ST REGIME

1000

-5.0 -2.5 0

PRESSURE GRADIENT P^

RADIUS
NORMALIZED *

PLASMA CENTER

FIG. 6. A stability diagram for shot 57456 with q0 = 3 calculated with the CAMINO code. Here \
is the radial flux coordinate, and p^, and q^ are the pressure and safety factor gradients relative to $
The bold curve indicates that the plasma is at the entrance to the second stability region.
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obtained and is sensitive to the functional forms assumed in fitting the
current profile. Our best estimates are that the axial qa during NBI cur-
rent drive is 3. The absence of soft X-ray sawteeth supports go > 1 in
the ohmically-heated plasma and the drop in t* seen in Fig. lg shows cur-
rent profile broadening during neutral beam injection that would further
iincrease

A perturbative technique [19] which generalizes the well-known s — a
ballooning stability diagram to arbitrary tokamak geometry, and is applied
independently to every equilibrium flux surface, indicates that the plasma
is entering the second stability region if qo > 2.5. This is depicted in
the diagram of Fig. 6 which shows the space curve (bold line) of the
equilibrium profile determined from magnetic measurements in relation
to the ballooning stability boundaries of the equilibrium.

In lower temperature (1 keV) and lower current (0.2 MA) experi-
ments, beta poloidals up to 4.5 have been produced (e/3p = 1.4). In these
recent experiments, we experienced difficulties with plasma shape control
which will be overcome in future experiments.

4. DRIFT REVERSAL

Plasma stability to trapped particle modes in the collisionless regime,
u* < 1, is strongly influenced by the single particle bounce-averaged,

Average Trapped Particle Toroidal Drift is Reversed at pp = 3.5

Expected to aid collisionless trapped particle mode stability

high
low

0.2 0.4 0.6
Radius ^

(Normalized * )

0.8 1.0

FIG. 7. Trapped particle averaged toroidal drift (a>dTti versus normalized poloidal flux, $. $> = 0 is

the magnetic axis and^i = 1 is the plasma edge. The $p = 3.5 shot is that of Fig. 1. The low @p case

is a standard DIH-D discharge.
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toroidal drift of the trapped particles [20,21]. Reversing the single particle
drift will enhance stability of the collisionless trapped particle mode where
it determines stability [22,23]. It is of interest to examine the present
DIII-D equilibria for drift reversal even though v* ~ 1.

The toroidal drift is determined by curvature, VB, and shear; par-
ticles trapped on the outside of a flux surface are in the "bad curvature
region" and their drifts are in the destabilizing direction. These drifts
can be reversed, however, at high f3p by the diamagnetic effect which can
reduce or reverse VB. Of course, trie plasma may be unstable to MHD
modes at the required f3p values. In Fig. 7, we show a plot of the av-
eraged trapped particle toroidal drift, {wdTfc>)j versus normalized poloidal
flux for two equilibrium fits to DIII-D discharges. Here u>a is the toroidal
drift frequency and Tb is the bounce time. Both equilibria are stable to
ballooning modes. The brackets indicate that wart, is averaged over the
trapped particle population assuming an isotropic distribution. For the
low /?p case no drift reversal occurs. For the high /?p case, (iOdT\>) is neg-
ative over half of the plasma. This indicates that sufficient /3p has been
obtained to enhance trapped particle mode stability over a large region of
the plasma. Lower collisionality would be required before we could expect
to see significant changes in confinement.

5. MAGNETIC HELICITY CONSERVATION
These neutral beam current drive experiments provide evidence that

magnetic helicity is more invariant than internal poloidal flux. Magnetic
helicity [24-26] is thought to be the best conserved of the ideal MHD in-
variants in the presence of dissipation when magnetic energy dominates
over fluid kinetic energy [27], which is the tokamak case. This has mo-
tivated speculation that if helicity conserving tearing modes redistribute
the bootstrap currrent, then a completely bootstrapped tokamak may be
possible [24]. Similarily, helicity injection [28,29] has been proposed as an
efficient current drive scheme.

The 11 MW heating power step and simultaneous release of current
regulation at 1.1 sec affords a unique opportunity to observe transient
plasma behavior in the absence of inductive input. The new steady-state is
reached in about 0.1 s. Since the plasma L/R time is about 2 s, one might
expect the ideal MHD flux invariants to be reasonably well conserved
across the transient. The more commonly discussed invariants are safety
factor profile g(V0i poloidal flux ^ linked by the plasma boundary and
V>o linked by the magnetic axis; the internal poloidal flux tj}\at = ipo ~ V'b
and toroidal flux Xint! and magnetic helicity K. These internal plasma
variables are calculated by the MHD equilibrium code EFITD [18] from
measured magnetic data.

The plasma current increase of 55%, from 220 kA to 340 kA, is
accompanied by a dramatic increase in /3p, from 1.0 to 3.4, and a large
decrease in £i, from 2.3 to 0.9. In Fig. 8(b) the increased poloidal field at
the outer midplane reflects the increased /3p+£i/2. As seen in Fig. 8(c), the
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FIG. 8. Transient magnetic behavior: (a) plasma current; (b) midplane poloidal magnetic field;
(c) poloidal fluxes; (d) plasma internal inductance; and (e) magnetic helicity K.

external poloidal flux V'b changed by less than 5% of -0int = L^I. Therefore,
the current rise was not driven by changing ipb, but it can be interpreted
as resulting from an extraordinary drop in internal plasma inductance.
In general, there is some uncertainty in the EFITD calculation of V'int-
However, the parallel behavior in Fig. 8(d) between L^ and the more
certain poloidal magnetic energy inductance, Lw, indicates that in this
case the calculation is reliable. Because there is a 30% decrease of •V'intj
we conclude that poloidal flux is not strongly conserved. Safety factor q
also varied, not only in the cool plasma near the edge, but also in the hot
plasma on axis. Toroidal flux is held nearly constant in this experiment,
so its conservation is not tested.

An interesting feature of this experiment is that helicity is conserved.
Following [26], helicity of the MHD equilibrium fits is calculated by K =
— / . b x($)d$i where x(^) and V> are respectively the toroidal and poloidal
fluxes linked by the internal plasma magnetic surface labeled by ifi. The
calculated helicity is insensitive to the poorly known internal current dis-
tribution, because most of the flux linkage contributing to the helicity
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occurs near the plasma edge. As seen in Fig. 8(e), helicity is nearly in-
variant across the transient. The wiggles during the transient are due
in part to averaging during the dynamic phase and in part to neglected
dynamic terms in the helicity conservation equation [24j. We believe this
is the first documented observation of magnetic hehcity invariance in a
tokamak.

The authors would like to thank our DIII-D colleagues for assistance
in carrying out and interpreting these experiments. In addition, we wish
to acknowledge valuable discussions with T.H. Jensen, J. Kesner, M.E.
Mauel, M. Shimada, and A.M.M. Todd.
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Abstract

NEW CURRENT DRIVE AND CONFINEMENT TECHNIQUES FOR IMPROVED TOKAMAK
OPERATION.

Tokamak operation can be improved by efficient steady state RF current drive and by enhanced
confinement. Here circularly polarized, low frequency waves are shown to drive current by means of
helicity injection. The efficiency is estimated to be good and is independent of density, making it attrac-
tive for fusion reactors. Tokamak confinement is addressed by improving stability to trapped particle
modes in the regime v* < 1 by plasma shaping. Small aspect ratio improves stability and the optimal
cross-section found is 'comet-shaped' with the tip of the tail pointed toward the major axis.

1. INTRODUCTION

Tokamak reactors can be made more economical by improved con-
finement and steady state current drive. Improved confinement can re-
duce the size of the tokamak and the power required for ignition while
non-inductive current drive allows for continuous operation. The two
concepts are closely related, e.g., improved confinement results from
increasing density while current drive efficiency generally drops with
increasing density. Additionally, a device with improved confinement
may require improved current drive efficiency as well before the overall
power requirements are actually reduced.

Here we address both issues by showing how low frequency circu-
larly polarized waves may offer enhanced current drive efficiency, par-
ticularly at high densities, and by showing how confinement — specifi-
cally, stability to trapped particle modes — can be improved by plasma
shaping.

681
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2. CURRENT DRIVE IN HIGH DENSITY PLASMAS
WITH CIRCULARLY POLARIZED WAVES

Steady state current drive [1] can be achieved by supplying linear
momentum to electrons via waves launched into the plasma. The power
requirements for various waves are rather high. Plasma current can also
be maintained [2] by injecting plasma helicity. However, the transport
of helicity to the plasma center is not well understood. Electromagnetic
waves with circular polarization also possess helicity [3]. If the wave
helicity can be absorbed by the plasma to balance the helicity lost to
ohmic dissipation, steady state current drive with ohmic-like efficiency is
anticipated. RF current drive with helicity injection has been considered
previously [4], but here the helicity transfer from wave to plasma is made
explicit.

Consider a circularly polarized photon with energy %(v and helicity
Hok^Tiw where k is the wavenumber. The absorbed power Pab is related
to the injection rate of helicity H by

a b ~ M o dt [1)

The decay rate of the tokamak plasma helicity is given approximately
by

~^2VojtoBt (2)

where r\ is the plasma resistivity, j is the current density, B is the
magnetic field, and the subscripts o and t denote the on-axis values and
the toroidal components.

If the helicity of the absorbed photons is completely converted to
plasma helicity, the power required to maintain jto is thus

Pab =
 2 f e W t o J ? t (3)

The power can be compared to the ohmic power POH-

We obtain

(4)

where q is the safety factor and R is the major radius. The wavenumber
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is typically a few times R~1, hence the power requirement is several
times ohmic.

The transfer of helicity from wave to plasma is next demonstrated.
We consider a circularly polarized Alfven wave as an example. The
equation of motion and Ohm's law are given by

and

E + vxB = r}3 (6)

There is a static magnetic field Bo in the z-direction. The dispersion
relation for a collisionally damped wave is given by

[ ] -1/2

l -« — 4 =ko + i7 (7)

Mo v\ J
where VA is the Alfven velocity, and |7| ^ |fco| is assumed.

Current drive can be deduced by first examining the second order
v X B which yields, using the equation of motion,

„ B „ B *fkovAAe
VXBy ~ VyB* = (8)

where A is the vector potential. Assuming 77 = constant and noting
that V • J = 0, Ohm's law yields

^ ^ ^ l (9)

In steady state, V x E = 0, which means E — — V<f>, and thus

where JEZ|O is a constant. Ohm's law now becomes EXjO — rjjz and EZtO

can be determined from the periodicity of <f>, <f>{6) = ()>{2TTR), which
yields
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In terms of the helicity, H = A • B, this becomes

/

2irR Q *2irR

7r(HvA)dz= 2VjxB0dz (12)
oz Jo

where ]-y | <C |fco| is assumed. This indicates that second order wave
induction is driving the current. This effect is totally absent for a plane
wave which does not carry helicity. For high temperature plasmas, re-
sistive absorption is not strong enough, however, minority ion cyclotron
resonance damping is promising. In this case, the wave energy is ab-
sorbed by the minority ions, while the plasma current is mainly carried
by the electrons. Estimates using quasilinear theory [5] yield

A / wP,,hR ZiM £nXBt

where Tio is the electron temperature normalized to 10 keV, Z\ is the
ion charge number, hnX is the Coulomb logarithm, B^ is normalized to
1 T, and R to 1 m. Also, k = M/R with M the toroidal mode number.
For T = 10 keV, B = 5 T, M = 5, and Z; = 1,1/Pah = 0.8 A/W, which
is quite acceptable for reactors, especially at high densities.

The microscopic manner in which helicity is transferred has not
been discussed above. This point has been considered in Ref. [5] using
quasilinear theory. In a collisionless plasma, the canonical momentum
of the system in the direction of propagation is conserved up to second
order in the wave amplitude. At low frequency, the wave canonical
momentum is simply related to helicity. A conservation equation for
this canonical momentum in the presence of collisions can be derived
in quasilinear theory and in the limit u; <C Qe, this equation becomes
identical to Eq. (2), giving the rate of transfer of wave helicity to the
plasma.

The efficiencies of rf current drive using linear momentum transfer
and helicity injection scale differently. The latter is independent of
density and is significantly more efficient at high densities. Practical
applications are presently under study.

3. MAXIMUM J TOKAMAK BY PLASMA SHAPING

Recently, Ohkawa [6] has made the suggestion of using plasma
shaping to improve plasma confinement in tokamaks. Although great
emphasis has been placed on plasma shaping to improve the stable
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plasma beta limit [7-9], relatively little has been done with regard to
plasma shaping for improved confinement [10-12].

The effects of the trapped particle modes can be reduced by im-
proving the single particle drift orbits through plasma shaping. This
geometric approach can achieve drift reversal (u>*u>d < 0) even at (3 = 0,
in contrast to a diamagnetic approach. The latter requires significant /?
where electromagnetic effects become important and other instabilities
may arise. There is evidence that trapped particle modes were seen in
the spherator and that they were stabilized by changing the magnetic
geometry so that the trapped particles were in a good curvature region
[13].

The effect of reversing the single particle drift, u\i, is strongest
for the collisionless trapped particle mode where it determines stability
[14],

Here J is the second adiabatic invariant,

de (15)

p is the plasma pressure, ip the poloidal flux, di a line element along
the field line, and vH is the velocity parallel to the magnetic field. The
bounce-averaged particle drift in the toroidal direction can be obtained
from

A(f> me dJ
<*>d = = "5-7 (16)

Tb e r b oif)

where A(f> is the net change in toroidal angle (j> over one bounce period
and Tb is the bounce period. By differentiation of Eq. (2), dJ/dip is
found to have three components corresponding to the VI? drift, the cur-
vature drift and a shear term. The VI? drift contributes more strongly
than the curvature drift for the trapped particles because vjf < v^. Par-
ticles trapped on the outboard side of the torus have a VI? drift in the
unstable direction, at least up to moderate (3 values. Kadomtsev and
Pogutse [14] have shown that positive shear (tokamak-like) is destabi-
lizing for the collisionless trapped particle mode, while negative shear
is stabilizing.

The collisionless trapped particle regime would be difficult to
achieve in tokamak operation, more likely is the trapped electron mode
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regime. For ut < 1, the single particle drifts still influence stability.
This effect was considered by Adam, Tang, and Rutherford [15]. Their
results show that the growth rate is reduced significantly by setting wa
equal to zero — by 25% at v% = 0.5 and by a factor of 3 at i/* = 0.1.
Expanding the trapped particle velocity integrals for UJ& < w, fe,eff) the
lowest order drift term is proportional to (u>d) where ( ) denotes a ve-
locity space average over trapped particles. Thus our goal for shape
optimization is the reduction or reversal of (dJ/drf>) t r a p p e d over all flux
surfaces.

To determine an optimal shape we began with a fixed bound-
ary equilibrium code [16] and parameterized the outer boundary by a
fourth order polynomial in x and y with six shape coefficients, C\, to
be determined. The equilibrium code requires a specification of q(t]))
and p'(ip) to compute an equilibrium. We began with p' = 0 and
qty) = Saxis + {qiim ~ gaxis)^"* where ^ 3 = 1.05, q\im = 4.1, a , = 2.5,
and if) is a normalized t(>, ranging from 0 at the axis to 1 at the bound-
ary. With simple circular and inverse dee shapes we quickly established
numerically that decreasing R/a decreased (dJ/dip) as desired. There-
fore we chose an extreme example of R/a = 1.25 with which to perform
the shape optimization. Larger values of R/a are now under study.

Varying the shape parameters we obtained the optimal shape
shown in Fig. 1. Depending upon the initial shape, the code tends
to reduce the height to width ratio. For the case in Fig. 1, we held
the height to width ratio fixed at 1 : 2. With this shape and /3 = 0
we achieved drift reversal on the outer 50% of the flux surfaces using
poloidal flux as a flux surface label. This shape is very similar to that
suggested by Ohkawa [6] to ensure that most trapped particles are in a
'good' curvature region.

-10
30

FIG. 1. Flux surface (solid lines) and mod B (dashed lines) contours for comet equilibrium. Outer
boundary is given by C = x2 + 4y2 + 0.375x3 - 4.85xy2 +0.0x4 + 3.35x2y2 - 0.5y4.
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The equilibrium just described has a large edge current density,
particularly on the inboard side. This arises because we have set qum — 4
while the shape has evolved to one having an x-point just outside the
plasma. To eliminate the edge current density we used the free boundary
equilibrium code GAEQ [17] and specify / / ' instead of q. Details are
given in Ref. [lfij.

Shown in Fig. 2 is the ballooning mode stability boundary and the
contours of constant (dJ/dip) reversal as /3p and the current half-width
are varied. Drift reversal occurs on the outer-most flux surfaces and
thus drift reversal on 10% of the flux surfaces could provide a significant
insulating layer. The marginal ballooning mode stable line almost coin-
cides with the contour of j3 = 3.1%. These equilibria have qax\s = 1-005
while the Mercier stability criterion for these configurations generally
demand only q^a S 0.75. Therefore, these do not represent optimal
ballooning mode stable plasma configurations. Note that the drift re-
versal contours are skewed with respect to the ballooning mode stability
boundary. This indicates that substantial improvement may be possi-
ble by using different profiles to improve either drift reversal or stable /?
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FIG. 2. Ballooning mode stability boundary and contours of percentage of flux surfaces with drift
reversal. V,A is the fraction of plasma volume containing half of the toroidal current.
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while holding the other nearly constant. One may also choose to change
the shape as /? is increased to improve the ballooning stability. Efforts
to improve ballooning mode stability are presently under way.

It is of interest to compare the above results to those of a more
conventional dee-shaped equilibrium with Rfa = 3 and height to width
ratio = 1 . 5 . In this case we were able to achieve drift reversal only
at significant values of (3 — above the ballooning mode limit unless
<Zlim ~ 2.5. The primary difference between the comet and conventional
equilibria is that the comet can achieve drift reversal at (3 = 0.

If anomalous transport is due primarily to trapped particle modes,
drift reversal could indicate a reduction in transport coefficients by
as much as an order of magnitude or more if u, < 0.5. Further,
i/* = i//u>be3/2 is reduced in the comet due to the large value of e.
Larger values of R/a as well as means of improving the stable (3 bal-
looning limit are presently being explored. Although low n stability to
ideal MHD modes has not yet been studied, it is assumed that these
modes can be wall stabilized in the same way as for vertically elongated
tokamaks.

Because the comet can achieve drift reversal at /3 = 0 it could
provide an important experimental test to determine if trapped particle
modes contribute to tokamak transport.
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Abstract

ICRF HEATING ON THE TFTR TOKAMAK FOR Prf UP TO 2.5 MW.
ICRF heating experiments have been conducted on the TFTR tokamak for powers up to 2.5 MW.

Both the H and the 3He minority heating regimes have been explored in a "He majority plasma with
ICRF alone. The differences between in-phase and out-of-phase antenna excitation have been inves-
tigated. While in-phase excitation provides antenna radiation resistance a factor of two higher, out-of-
phase excitation leads to better plasma performance in terms of increased absorbed power in the plasma
core and a decrease in metallic impurity radiation. For out-of-phase excitation 80-90% of the power
is absorbed, while for in-phase excitation only 40-50% absorption is observed. Experiments in low den-
sity plasmas in conjunction with deuterium neutral beam injection have been concentrated on attempts
to raise neutron emission by central electron heating. An increase in central electron temperature from
6 to 7.5 keV has been obtained with Prf = 2 MW, about one third that of the neutral beam level.
Enhancements in neutron emission have been most pronounced ( — 30%) for co-injection only cases.
This enhancement appears to be a result of increased beam-target neutrons due to central electron heat-
ing. Enhancements of neutron production for balanced injection cases have been smaller as these cases
are dominated by beam-beam neutrons. Neutral beam power levels used to date at this large major
radius (R = 2.6 m) have prevented these discharges from being in the "supershot" regime.

1. Introduction

Initial ICRF heating experiments have been conducted on the TFTR
tokamak. Two rf generators operating at 47 MHz are connected to two antenna
boxes in adjacent midplane portsJ1-^ Each antenna consists of two toroidally
displaced straps that can be phased either in- or out-of-phase with respect to one
another.

1 Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, TN, USA.
2 Institute of Physics and Technology, Khar'kov, USSR.
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FIG. I. Plasma loading impedance as a function of center conductor antenna separation for the PPPL

Three types of experiments have been conducted: low power antenna
loading as a function of antenna plasma spacing, high power rf heating of a 4He
plasma via both the H and 3He minority fundamental cyclotron resonance, and
high power heating of a low density deuterium plasma in conjunction with
deuterium neutral beam injection. Power levels up to 2.5 MW have been
launched from the PPPL designed antenna and 0.5 MW from the ORNL
designed antenna. The remainder of this paper is devoted to results obtained
with the PPPL designed antenna.

2. Loading Measurements

Design values of a 6 MW power level for the PPPL antenna and a 4MW
power level for the ORNL antenna with a maximum antenna voltage of 50 kV
required a minimum antenna radiation resistance of 5 Q per antenna strap.
Theoretical calculations predict that these values could be achieved. The
antennas were constructed to be radially movable in order to maximize rf
loading, subject to constraints from plasma heat loads. Figure 1 displays loading
curves for the PPPL designed antenna obtained by changing the plasma-antenna
separation by varying the plasma major radius. These curves were obtained in a
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4He plasma at B*= 3.3 T and nel = 4xlO19 m"2. Li-phase excitation is seen to
have an antenna loading resistance a factor of ~2 larger than out-of-phase as is
expected both theoretically and from past experience. For the large (R=2.62 m,
separation = 8 cm) plasmas envisioned for ICRF operations, both phasings are
seen to exceed the 5 Q design level for full power operation. These
measurements, however, were made at milliwatt power levels. Measurements
during high power heating experiments show a slight increase in loading with
power, which may be due to an increase in the edge plasma density either
produced by the rf, or due to outward motion of the plasma edge with increased
plasma stored energy.
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FIG. 2. Comparison of in-phase and out-of-phase excitation. P$= 1.2 MW, broken lines: in-phase,
solid lines: out-of-phase. (a) Plasma stored energy, (b) loop voltage.
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3. Plasma Heating Experiments with ICRF

Initial heating experiments were conducted in the H minority heating
regime at Bt=3.3 T in 4He majority plasmas, due to restrictions on deuterium
operation to avoid deconditioning the limiters for other experiments. Subsequent
experiments were carried out in the •'He minority regime at Bt=4.9 T.

Significant differences were observed in the results for different antenna
phasings. The time evolution of the plasma transverse energy for the two
phasings is shown in Fig. 2a. Analysis of the shape of the time evolutions
indicates that the ratio of power absorbed in the core plasma to power launched
is ~80-90% for out-of-phase excitation and -40-50% for in-phase excitation.
During high power in-phase excitation IR and visible television cameras show a
glow on the Faraday shield which is not present in the out-of-phase case.
Investigations are continuing to determine the source of this glow and its
possible contribution to the reduced efficiency in-phase.

The time evolution of the loop voltage is shown in Fig. 2b for 1.2 MW
of rf power. A larger drop in loop voltage is observed for out-of-phase
excitation.

Total radiated power from the plasma is usually observed to be the same
for the two phasings. The percentage of radiated power falls from -50% in the
ohmic plasma to -30% in the rf heated plasma. Radiation from metals is
generally found to be insignificant. In the case, however, of operation at exactly
Bt= 3.4 T with in-phase antenna excitation a significant increase in both total
plasma radiation and the component due to metals is observed. The metal
radiation includes a larger than usual amount of titanium, which is a component
of the coating (TiCyHTiN) of the antenna Faraday screen. Under no conditions
has either a metal increase or a glow on the antenna been observed for
out-of-phase excitation.

A maximum electron temperature of 3.7 keV was obtained for an rf
power level of 2 MW, yielding an electron heating rate of -2 eV/kW/1019 nr3 .
Measurements of the slope of the sawtooth oscillations show a maximum central
power deposition to electrons of 260 kW/m3. This value was obtained for a
cyclotron resonance location -0.1 m inboard of the plasma center.

Sensitivity to resonance zone location was investigated by performing a
toroidal field scan (Fig. 3). The total transverse plasma energy and the electron
temperature (Fig 3a) show a relatively small dependence on resonance location,
as long as it is inside the q=;l surface. The central power deposition rate (Fig.
3b), however, continues to rise as the toroidal field is lowered, due to the large
banana widths of the energetic hydrogen. Measurements of medium (100 keV)
and high (0.5-1 MeV) energy proton fluxes peak when the resonance location
coincides with the detectors.

In 3He minority plasma heating experiments the strongest electron
heating was found, as expected, at the lowest concentration levels (-1%). Even
at this level the electron heating rate, derived from the sawtooth slope, was
-60% of that observed for H minority heating. The total stored energy for the
two cases, however, was the same.
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FIG. 3. Cyclotron resonance zone location scan, (a) Dependence of plasma stored energy and electron
temperature increase on toroidal field, (b) central power deposition rate to electrons as determined from
slope of sawtooth oscillations.
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FIG. 4. Neutron emission rate for 7.5 MW of neutral beam injection from 3.5 to 4.5 s (bottom curve)
and with the addition of 2 MW ICRF from 4.0 to 4.5 s flop curve).

4. ICRF plus Neutral Beam Heating

ICRF heating has been combined with deuterium neutral beam heating
in a deuterium target plasma at B t = 3.3 T. 2.0 MW of rf power (out-of-phase
excitation) has been combined with up to 7.5 MW of neutral beams. For the
case of co- only neutral beams (Fig. 4), an increase in neutron emission of -25%
is observed . The central electron temperature is seen to rise by 1.5 keV. For a
case of 5 MW balanced injection the increase in neutron emission is only
-10-15% even though the central electron temperature increase is similar. In
both cases there is a density rise of -20%. SNAP analyses of these discharges
indicate that the production of neutrons via beam-target reactions should rise
(because of both an increase in Te and nA) and the beam-beam contribution
should fall (due to the increased density). In the co- only case SNAP predicts a
net increase in neutron emission, while in the balanced case SNAP predicts no
increase, in good agreement with the experiment. Adding rf to cases where
counter beams predominate is found to increase the sawtooth oscillation period.
Incremental amounts of rf or beam power have identical effects on the radiated
power from the plasma. Plasma energy confinement for incremental amounts of
ICRF or neutral beam power is found to be similar. The power levels of these
experiments do not extend into the so-called "supershot1" regime where,
because of higher plasma density, beam-target neutrons predominate and
incremental electron heating is predicted to have a stronger effect. Stabilization
of MHD modes in high 6 supershots by central rf electron heating is yet to be
investigated.
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5. Conclusions

ICRF heating at power levels up to 2.5 MW has been applied to the
1F1R tokamak. Out-of-phase antenna excitation is observed to be superior to
in-phase excitation with respect to plasma heating efficiency as also observed on
JET^and JT-60l4l. This mode of operation exhibits no problems due to plasma
antenna interaction or impurity radiation. The glow at the antenna for in-phase
excitation suggests that a strongly localized effect, which may be attributable to
the longer wavelength spectrum, may be responsible for the deleterious effects.
Heating in conjunction with neutral beams shows an enhancement of neutron
emission that is strongest for the co- only injection case, due to the enhancement
of beam-target neutrons from central electron heating.
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Abstract

INVESTIGATION OF ICRH ON THE TUMAN-3 TOKAMAK.
Experiments on ICRH are carried out on the TUMAN-3 tokamak in the mode conversion regime

at Bo = 0.5-0.6 T, Ip = 80-120 kA, S = (1-2) x 1019 m"3, T^ = 350-450 eV, Ti0 = 90-130 eV.
High deuteron heating efficiency is found in a wide range of hydrogen concentration (10-60%). Electron
heating does not occur regularly. It is concluded that Bernstein wave absorption plays an important role
in the presence of the light impurity ions N + 6 and O + 7 .

Experiments on ICRF plasma heating were carried out on the TUMAN-3 toka-
mak in a wide range of hydrogen concentrations in a deuterium plasma when fast
magnetosonic (FMS) waves were excited from the low field side of the torus [1]. The
transition from the minority heating to the mode conversion regime occurred, in our
conditions, at a hydrogen ratio of about 10% and was accompanied by an increase
in the wave absorption efficiency, which could be seen from the vanishing cavity
resonances. Ion heating did not, however, cease when the hydrogen ratio rose up to
50%. Electron heating was recorded in some cases only.

Here, we shall present the results of investigations made in the mode conversion
regime.

The TUMAN-3 device is a tokamak with small aspect ratio (R = 0.55 m, a =
0.24 m, R/a = 2.3). Experiments were conducted at Bo = 0.52 T, Ip = 120 kA, n
= 2 x 10" nr3, T^ = 350^50 eV, Ti0 = 100-130 eV. The operating frequency

D.V. Efremov Research Institute of Electrophysical Apparatus, Leningrad, USSR.
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FIG. I. Time dependence of plasma density (a) and radiated power (b). PRF = 140 kW.

was 8 MHz to meet the proton cyclotron condition near the chamber axis. An RF
antenna was placed in the opening of a vertical port in the equatorial plane of the
chamber. The coupling resistance was rather low (~0.1 Q), because of the low mag-
netic field strength and the antenna location. To reduce the Ohmic losses, the antenna
was made of copper; it ensured a power input efficiency of up to 50%. The kj spec-
trum of emitted waves was rather broad (0 < N[ < 80). The important feature of
the experiments was the large variation of the magnetic field strength over the cross-
section of the chamber (-30%, +75%), due to the small aspect ratio. For this
reason, the conditions of proton cyclotron resonance and mode conversion were met
simultaneously in the plasma volume up to a hydrogen ratio of 60 to 70%.

In the experiments,'the electron temperature was measured by Thomson scatter-
ing, the ion temperature by a charge exchange analyser and the plasma density by
a 2 mm interferometer. The increase in the plasma energy content was recorded by
a diamagnetic technique and the radiation losses were found by a bolometer.

Figure 1 shows the increase of plasma density (a) and Prad (b) during the RF
pulse (PRF « 140 kW). We see that the radiation losses increased sharply but their
level was not higher than 30% of the total input power. The maximum RF power
input was about 200 kW; it was limited by discharge disruption.

By monitoring the gas puffing system, it was possible to simulate a sharp den-
sity rise similar to that shown in Fig. 1. The results of this simulation are presented
in Fig. 2 (curves 2). We see that the increase in radiation losses and diamagnetic sig-
nal is much lower than in the RF case (curves 3).

Most of the experiments were carried out at a hydrogen ratio of r\ = n^r^ =
20%. Figure 3 shows the time dependence of the plasma energy store (solid lines)
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and the deuterium temperature (dots) for PRF = 140 kW (1) and 80 kW (2). The ion
temperature was obtained from the charge exchange spectra in the energy range of
0.6 to 3 keV. The rate of the plasma energy increase at the onset of the RF pulse
gives values of power (120 and 75 kW) close to the RF input power.

The behaviour of energy lifetime (TE) during the RF heating phase is shown in
Fig. 4 (curve 1). Curve 2 shows the time dependence of the diamagnetic signal and
curve 3 its derivative. The energy lifetime was determined as

W0H + AW
POH + PRF - dW/dt

where WOH is the energy content in plasma before the RF pulse and P0H the Ohmic
heating power during the RF pulse. Evidently, the value of rE = 1.5 ms changes
only slightly in the RF heating phase, in spite of the considerable rise in density.

A characteristic feature of the experiments at -q = 20% is the absence of electron
heating. The electron temperature profiles in the Ohmic heating regime and in dis-
charges with RF heating are virtually identical.

It is interesting to compare these results with the results of experiments at -q «
30%. The change in deuteron temperature, calculated from charge exchange spectra
in the range of 0.6 to 2.0 keV, is shown in Fig. 5 for r; = 20% (solid lines) and i)
= 30% (broken lines) at different RF power levels. Laser measurements of the elec-
tron temperature (Fig. 6) showed that the temperature profile under RF heating
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TABLE I. LOCATION OF RESONANCE ABSORPTION REGIONS

m

Z

Bres(T)

rres(m)

N + 6

14

6

0.608

0.08

O + 7

16

7

0.594

0.067

N + 5

14

5

0.729

0.157

o + a

16

6

0.692

0.136

N-"

14

4

0.911

0.235

O + 5

16

5

0.83

0.205

became flat in the central region of the plasma column (up to r « 10 cm). The loca-
tion of the maximal increase in electron temperature was close to the mode conver-
sion zone.

It should be noted that in earlier experiments on the TUMAN-3 tokamak [2]
electron heating was recorded (ATe = 250 eV, PRF = 150 kW) at 77 « 10%, when
the conversion mode zone was located near to the plasma axis (Bo = 0.6 T, n = 1.8
x 1019 m"3). Ion and electron heating in the wave conversion regime should be
assumed to be due to propagation and absorption of Bernstein waves.

It is well known that the FMS wave excited from the low field side of the torus
is coupled to the Bernstein wave which penetrates into the high field region. In a
hydrogen-deuterium plasma, the Bernstein wave is absorbed by the electrons. The
location of the conversion zone depends on the ratio of hydrogen to deuterium in the
plasma and shifts towards higher magnetic fields with increasing amount of hydro-
gen. In some conditions, the presence of heavier ions with m/Z 5: 2 could play an
important role in Bernstein wave absorption. This effect was predicted in Refs [3, 4]
and checked in some special experiments, where a small addition of vanadium [5] or
neon [6] was studied. For these ions, the second cyclotron harmonic zone was close
to the mode conversion zone, but coming from the high magnetic field side. The
injection of a small amount of heavy ions led to an increase in the ion heating effi-
ciency. In plasmas of moderate electron temperatures (<500 eV), not fully ionized
ions of nitrogen, oxygen and carbon may play a similar role.

This case applies in our conditions, except for carbon ions whose concentration
is ten times lower than that of oxygen and nitrogen. The location of the resonance
absorption regions, calculated for oxygen and nitrogen ions of different ionization
states in the TUMAN-3 geometry at Bo = 0.52 T, is presented in Table I.

In the conditions of real experiments the competition between electrons and
heavy ions must be taken into account in Bernstein wave absorption. The dispersion
curves for Bernstein waves are presented for two plasma compositions in Fig. 7: (1)
10% H + 1% N + 6 + 84% D and (2) 20% H + 1% N+ 6 + 74% D at N, = 50.
(The ion ratio was taken relative to the electron density.) At 17 = 10%, the conversion
zone is located at B = 0.56 T, and there is enough room for electrons to absorb the
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FIG. 7. Dispersion curves for Bo = 0.52 T, n = 3 x 1019 m'3, N, 50.

RF power before the second cyclotron absorption zone of the N+ 6 ions would be
attained. At rj = 20%, the N + 6 ions absorb the RF power preferentially just after
conversion. At ij = 30%, the conversion zone shifts to B = 0.63 T, and the N+ 6

ions are unimportant in wave absorption. We again expect electron heating in some
non-axial regions of the plasma column. The rest of the RF power can be absorbed
by N+ 5 and O + s ions in the peripheral region.

The situation becomes more complicated when the dependence of the absorption
efficiency by electrons on the parallel refractive index N| is included. Generally, the
efficiency becomes higher with increasing NB. Hence, different parts of the excited
wave spectrum may be absorbed by different plasma components.

In conclusion, we may state that in tokamaks with moderate electron tempera-
tures, where the light impurity ions are not fully ionized, the injected RF power may
be absorbed not only by the hydrogen minority but also by the impurity ions. It could
lead to effective ion heating in a broad range of hydrogen concentrations as was the
case in our experiments.
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Abstract

CONVERSION AND CYCLOTRON ABSORPTION OF FAST MAGNETOSONIC WAVES IN A
NON-UNIFORM MAGNETIC FIELD.

The influence of heating the ion minority of a rather high concentration on the conversion and
absorption of the fast magnetosonic wave (FMSW) propagating on the high field side (HFS) is investi-
gated in the vicinity of the two-ion hybrid resonance. It is shown that in a t-plasma with a d-minority
at Td s> T, the fast wave (FW) can be converted 'forwards' into a slow wave (SW), and the region of
strong cyclotron absorption by the d-minority ions can be attained. In a d-plasma with a t-minority, the
FW can be converted at Tt >> Td 'backwards' into an SW. This SW propagates backwards to the HFS
and reaches the region of strong cyclotron absorption by tritons, where it is converted into another, still
shorter SW. The RH field distribution of the FMSW and the energy deposition profile in this region
are demonstrated for a stellarator, as an example. The effects considered can be used to achieve the
two-component nuclear fusion regime and to drive the steady state current. — The FMSW absorption
is calculated for the local resonance regions (oi => no>ci) in stellarators, with due regard for the non-
local coupling of the left hand polarized components of the current density and the electric field of the
wave. Non-local effects are shown to be essential for waves with small k h although even in this case
the mean absorbed power is equal to the value calculated in the local approximation.

1. INTRODUCTION

The magnetic field inhomogeneity and the quasi-linear deformation of the
resonant particle distribution function often qualitatively change the conversion and
cyclotron absorption of fast magnetosonic waves (FMSW, FW) in magnetic traps.

In the process of cyclotron absorption of short wavelength slow waves (SW),
a cut-off effect takes place. It consists in the cut-off of the high energy tail of the
transverse velocity distribution function of the resonant ion minority [1-3]. This
effect enables the SW propagating from the low magnetic field side (LFS) to reach
the cyclotron resonance region when the minority ion concentration is high. The cut-
off and accessibility effects form the basis of the ICRF heating and steady state
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current drive methods using SW [1-4]. These methods are characterized by the fol-
lowing features [1-4]:

— Decrease in the kinetic pressure of the resonant particles;
— Decrease in particle and energy banana losses;
— Increase in the fraction of RF power heating the bulk ions;
— Increase in the power gain factor Q in the two-component regime;
— Increase in the ion cyclotron current drive efficiency, etc.

In practice, direct SW launching by special antennas located at the plasma
periphery may be used [5, 6]. However, the smallness of the SW wavelength, espe-
cially at the periphery, causes difficulties in the construction of efficient antennas
capable of generating high RF power fluxes in the plasma and may give rise to non-
linear dissipative effects occurring at the plasma edge. At the same time, the delivery
of high RF power fluxes to the plasma with FW is easier.

Section 2 demonstrates that the large amplitude FW propagating on the high
magnetic field side (HFS) may be converted into an SW reaching the zone of strong
cyclotron absorption by minority ions of a high concentration, w « w .̂ This is due
to a strong quasi-linear deformation of the minority ion distribution function, leading
to a qualitative change in SW conversion and propagation in the u = We resonance
region. Unlike previous papers [2, 3], in this paper we consider the effect of the
quasi-linear deformation of the resonant particle distribution function on both SW and
FW. We analyse two heating scenarios, which are most important from the viewpoint
of the construction of a two-component fusion reactor: (i) the use of the w = o^
resonance for the deuterium minority in a tritium plasma (ldt scenario); and (ii) the
w = coct resonance for the tritium minority in a deuterium plasma
(ltd scenario).

A peculiarity of the ion cyclotron resonance in toroidal traps with rotational
transform is the non-local coupling between the RF current of the resonant particles
and the RF field. This coupling is due to thermal motion of ions along the magnetic
field lines. The problem of FMSW cyclotron absorption in a tokamak plasma with
due regard for this peculiarity has been investigated in Refs [7-9] and is extended
here (Section 3) to the stellarator case.

2. HIGH POWER FW CONVERSION FEATURES IN A PLASMA AND
THEIR USE FOR PLASMA HEATING AND TWO-COMPONENT
REGIME CREATION

2.1. Model

On analysing the behaviour of the transverse refractive index, N± = k±c/co,
in the ion minority heating regime close to the w = u>'c resonance with the general
dispersion equation as a basis, it is generally necessary to use the ion minority contri-
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bution, e(j, to the dielectric tensor components with the real (non-Maxwellian) distri-
bution function of the resonant particles, the latter being given by the solution of the
kinetic equation (see, e.g., Ref. [3]). However, as is shown by calculations, the func-
tion eij(kx) is relatively weakly affected by the details of the resonant particle distri-
bution function (e.g., the tail cut-off [1]), and we approximate it by a Maxwellian
distribution with an appropriate temperature T'.

In the region considered, cyclotron absorption by the majority ions is negligibly
low while finite Larmor radius effects are essential, k±p{ ~ 1 (ps = vTi/a>ci>

vTi = V2Ti/mi). For the minority ions, cyclotron absorption as well as finite
Larmor radius effects are essential (k±p' ~ 1 with p' = v{lw'c and v{ = V2T7m';

~ 1).

2.2. ldt scenario

Figure 1 shows k±ps (i = t) versus z' for an FW propagating in a
t + d (20%) plasma for different Td = T'. In the tokamak case, the z' dependence
corresponds to the R dependence. At Td = Tt, the FW is converted into the SW (S,)
propagating towards the HFS ('backward' conversion). In the conversion region (the
two-ion hybrid resonance region), |z'| > 1, and the cyclotron damping is small. If,
however, Td > Tt, the FW-SW conversion changes essentially, i.e. the SW (S2)
propagates from the conversion point towards the resonance w = w^ ('forward'
conversion) and may reach the absorption region with |z' | ~ 1. Note that in systems
of relatively large dimensions, where the FW tunnelling through the opacity region

-12 -8

FIG. 1. k±p, versus z' = {2l3)m (o» - ui^/kxVj, for the ldt scenario: (d + t)-plasma, n, = 4.4
x JO14 cm'3, njn, - 0.2, T, = 5 keV, Bo = 5 T, N, = k,c/w = 3 for different deuteron tempera-
tures. Td/T, = 1 (a); Td/T, = 10 (b); T/T, = 30 (c). The values ofP = EJEy are also given.
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to the two-ion hybrid resonance region is small, the FW excited from the HFS will
completely be converted into the SW (S2). The Ey field component of the SW (S2)
mode is not too small for Td > T, (the z axis is directed along the magnetic field).
Figure 1 gives the P = Ex/Ey values in different regions of the plasma column. The
cut-off effect also remains for elliptically polarized SW (S2), the quasi-linear diffu-
sion coefficient being

DRF OC [(1 + 1/p) J,(x)/x - J0(x)/p]2

where x = k±\'±/o}^.. DRP vanishes at v^/vx, values that are somewhat higher
than in the linear polarization case (P = oo) (see Fig. 2). The parameter
X = kj_Pi (wci/wc) is high enough for high /3 = 8x(EnT)/Bo values, and it
approaches X = XoP,. The Q factor has a maximum at X = XoP, [3]. In the case
considered, X = 0.66 at /3 = 5%, whereas X,,,,, = 0.7 [3].

. S-, |P = °°)

0 5 10 1S 20

FIG. 2. Dgf versus v'Jvj,for the ldt scenario and the plasma parameters given in Fig. 1 for different
P values (h = 0.66).

2.3. ltd scenario

Figure 3 shows k±pi (i = d) versus z' for the FW in the d + t (20%) plasma
at co « o)c, for different Tt values. At T, = Td, the FW is converted into the SW in
the two-ion hybrid resonance region, which is remote from the co = wct resonance.
However, if Tt > Td, then k±pi for the SW decreases and the cyclotron resonance
region with \z'\ 2; 1 (strong damping) may appear accessible for the SW. Therefore,
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FIG. 3. kxPd versus z' = foj - <j>J(3/2)IJ2/k,vTd for the ltd scenario: (d + t)-plasma, nd = 6.6
xl0l4cm'3, nJnd = 0.2, Td = 5 keV, Bo ' - " * ' ' —

T/Td = 7 (a); T/Td = 10 (b); T/Td = 30 (c).
x 1014 cm'3, njnd = 0.2, Td = 5 keV, Bo = 5 T, N, = 3 for different triton temperatures.

115 150 185 115 150 185

£ 45.0 • • 204 - •

iu 1 0 2 - -

115 185 115 150
R (cm)

185

FIG. 4. Total energy flux P and FW electric field components Ez and Er versus major radius R for
hollow cylinder model of toroidal (d + t)-plasma, njn, = 0.2, n,(Ro) = 4.4 x 10M cm'3, Bo = 5 T,
T, = Te = 5key, w = 1.45uJRoJ, 'toroidal' number m = 12, nei(R) and Tei(R) are parabolic,
BJR) = Bofl +a(R~R0)

2/a2]. Solid line shows calculations for Tdi_/Te = landTdl/T, = 1,dashed
line refers to TdJT, = 10 and Tdl/T, = 2.
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with the FW excitation from the HFS, there may occur an effective FW-SW 'back-
ward' conversion in the z' > 0 region and a subsequent SW absorption by tritons.
A partial FW absorption in this case is also due to the 'forward' conversion in the
z' < 0 region. It is obvious that an essential asymmetry of the resonant particle
distributibn function (important for the current drive [4]) can be obtained here.

2.4. Feasibility of ldt scenario in a stellarator

The analysis performed has been based on the local dispersion equation, i.e. on
the geometrical optics approach. Here, we give the results of the numerical solution
of the wave equation for the FW for the 1-D inhomogeneity in an Z = 2 stellarator
with a large helical-to-longitudinal magnetic field amplitude ratio, eh, using a
numerical code similar to that of Ref. [1].

As is seen from Fig. 4, at T'± = TL = Tj, the FW is converted into the SW
which propagates 'backwards' (to the periphery). However, at Tx = 10 T; and
T{ = 2 Ti( the 'forward' conversion is realized, and the SW reaches the cyclotron
resonance region (w = co^), where it is completely absorbed. This result illustrates
the feasibility of the heating regime with a high minority ion concentration and the
cut-off of the proton distribution function tail, i.e. the so-called high power plasma
heating regime.

FIG. 5. Localization of cyclotron resonance points in the stellarator. Here, f(r, 6, f)
= cos (6 + tLmhi) + fo/e,) cos I [6 + (lL—l)mht]. 6 and J"are the poloidal and toroidal angles, 2TIL

is the angle of transform Over the magnetic field period L, w^O) is the u d value on the magnetic axis,
Ao> = a) - nad(0). The solutions f = £(S) of the equation A<j>/e,mi>cl(0) = f(r,8,£) correspond to the
resonances u = no>ri (rrcs), The calculations were performed for I = 3, mh = 11/3, Au>/efnud(0)
= 0.2, thlt, = 1.2, l = 0.27.
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3. NON-LOCAL THEORY OF FMSW ABSORPTION IN A STELLARATOR

3.1. RF current density at u = nwci

Moving along magnetic field lines in an £-turn stellarator with mh helical wind-
ing pitches over the torus, the ion sequentially traverses 2nV points, where
03 = nwci(r) (see Fig. 5). It is just in the vicinities of these points that the particles
obtain the energy from the RF field. During the transit time between two such points,
the Coulomb collisions change the phase between the particle and the wave. To
calculate the RF current, this effect will be taken into account by a linearized collision
term L; in the kinetic equation for the perturbation of the distribution function fj,
L; = Dd2fj/dv!, where the diffusion coefficient is given by

D = J f ^ A | d 3 U ^ - e x p | - ( - ^ + u ) | (1)

In the analysis of the main resonance co ~ coci, we shall neglect the finite Larmor
radius effects and on expanding fj in the Fourier series

where <f> is the phase angle in the velocity space, we obtain the following equation
for the f_[ = g amplitude responsible for cyclotron absorption:

D | f - - v, - £ - + i [co - coci(s)]g = - | % E+(s) (2)
dvf 3s 2m V

Here, E + = E, + iE2 is the left hand polarized component of the FW electric field
E = Ejli + Ej^ (li, 12 and I3 = B/B are orthonormalized), s is the distance along
the magnetic field lines, f̂  = n© (27TVTJ)"3/2 exp (—v2/ 2v^). On solving Eq. (2),
D can be assumed to be weakly dependent on v t, in contrast to g(vn). Then, apply-
ing the method of characteristics twice, we find g(vt) and the non-local current of
circulating ions:

d3v vife f dt E+ [R (r, s + v,t)]

x exp i dt' [«d (R (?, s + v,t')) - o>] + V (?, s, v, t) (3)
C Jo
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Similarly, taking into account the smallness of the Larmor radius as compared to
the characteristic length of E variation across Bo, we find that, at resonances
03 « nwci (n > 2),

x {vi<n-"E+ [R(F,s + v,t)]} exp Si dt' [na>ci(R(r,s + v,t')) - co]

+ r,(F,s,v,t) (4)

Here, R(F, s') is the co-ordinate of the guiding centre of the particle moving along
the magnetic field line, R = F at s' = s. The function of correlation weakening,
TJ(T, s, v, t), takes into account the effect of collisions on the wave-particle phase
change:

r,(r,s,v,t) = D(v) dt'j dt" ^ ucL [R(F,s + v«(t + t" - t'))] J (5)

The total current density is j " = jL~ + je, j + = JL+ + j e
+ + jrts where

j;± = i "P j- e E ± (Wce < 0) (6)

4ir (co =F wcije)

At co « coci, for bulk ions j L
+ is given by expression (3). Expressions (3), (4) and

(6), together with the Maxwellian equations and E[ = E3 = 0, form a set of
integrodifferential equations for E + and E".

3.2. FMSW energy absorption

For the bulk ion resonance co « coci, E
+ « E", and the influence of thermal

motion on E" = E^ can be neglected. Assuming E + = EQ+ + Ê f, we obtain equa-
tions for EQ and E-f:

(rot rot Eo)± = (<o/c)2 [1 + w2
pi/coci (w + wci)] E^ (7)

- e - 2 I ' ds 'E^[R(F,s ')]
J-oo sgn u
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x exp | ds"
' u '

due""

-oosgn u

x
d fiV2vTiEo+ [R(F,s'

ds' l a - o.ci[R(F,s')]

vTi

(8)

Equation (7) can be solved in the WKB approximation. An exact solution of
the integral equation (8) can be obtained [9] by using a large parameter,
ft = ehn«ciL/vTi > 1. Having found this solution, we obtain the expression for
the RF power density absorbed in the vicinity of a single resonance point
s' = sres (wci [R (?, sres)] = co), integrated along the field line.

P = j \ ds' j i [R (r, s')] E + [R (F, s')]

in the form

P =
dz exp (-z2)

|z||w(z)|2

(9)

X ds' exp ] — ds"
V2vT i

Eo+ [R (F, s')]
ds' <oci [R (r, s')] - w

(10)

To obtain P at the harmonic resonances (oi » nwci), it is necessary to substitute
expression (4) into (9) by using the solutions of (7) for E + and E".

In the case of the fundamental resonance for minority ions of a-species, we have

&_
4ir vTa

du

x ds' E + [R (?, s')] exp - — ds"
-oo sgn u

" "
V2'

(11)
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If the resonant minority density is low (Ij^l ^ | j " | , i.e. i^, < n,.r), the presence
of resonant particles weakly affects E~, and the FW conversion into the SW is
negligible. If k« is large, kg > lc^ = (Idou/dsly-^)1'2, then the local approach is
valid, i.e.

Jres V2|k,|vTa

where W(z) is the plasma dispersion function and n,.r ~ (k|VTa/co)noj. If k| •& kocr,
then the coupling between jrts and E + is essentially non-local, and in this case we
have

rq/4)+ I - ± ^ ' ~ ,.2
JresL=uCi , o3/4 W

pa
dwca(R,s res)

dsr(

-1/2

vTa Eo
+ (12)

and

3.3. FMSW cyclotron absorption in a stellarator

The formulas obtained for jr"J;s and P are valid for an arbitrary trap. The
magnetic field of the stellarator in the one helical harmonic approach is [10]

Br = fBfi; (tar) sin £9

Be = - ^ - I, (far) cos tQ
ar

Bf = Bt - Po^t (far) cos 2Q (13)

where r, 6, fare the quasi-toroidal co-ordinates, Bt = B0(l + et cos 6), et = r/Ro,
a = 2ir/L, bn = (8J/c) a2ank^(naa), 0 -6 - mhf, L = 27rR/mh, J is the cur-
rent in the helical coil (Bo > |Br|, \B9\, \B{ — Bt|). The co-ordinates of the ion
guiding centres are

r (r, s') « r + - ^ - If'(ter) {cos I [d + (iL - 1) a (z + s' - s)]
aB0
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x If {sin i [0 + (tL - 1) a (z + s' - s)]

z(F, s') « z + s' - s, z = Rof (14)

iL is the angle of rotational transform over the magnetic field period L.
The resonance points are given by

co = uci [1 + (rres/Ro) cos 0res + eh(rres) cos *0res] (15)

where eh(r) = -£b,If(far)/B0.
The power density absorbed by minority a ions, averaged over the magnetic

surface with mean radius r0, is given by

,a |E+(r resp, 6reSp, 0QI
M ^ ~ J-«_ Jeh

2^L-(Aco-6 tco c acos0o)2

where Aco = co - uci, rresp = r0 + Qotla$i0)\'t{cdx0) cos £©resp, 0O labels the field
lines on the magnetic surface with given r0, and p is the number of the solution of
Eq. (15). Similar expressions can be derived for the case of the bulk ion cyclotron
resonance, co = ncoci.

If the spatially slowly changing amplitude and wavenumber are assumed to be
constant on the magnetic surface, Eq. (16) reduces to

where

y =
oi ~ (Aco - etcocicos 60)

2

E+(r0) is the E+(r) value on the magnetic surface with given value of r0.
Similar expressions were derived for the fundamental and higher harmonic

resonances of the bulk plasma:

"ci - M(ro)c
2/co2] kl(ro)|E-(ro)|

2 .,
y
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If eh < e,, Eq. (19) takes the form

kl(ro)lE-(ro)|2

- Aco2

This expression corresponds exactly to that for the FW damping coefficient derived
in Ref. [9] for the tokamak case. In the opposite limit, e, < €h, Eqs (16) to (20)
determine FW damping in a straight stellarator.

Note that, in the case considered for ki :£ kicr, the global absorbed power
values are equal to those derived with the help of local expressions that are averaged
over the magnetic surface and where «ci is replaced by the local wci(F) value
although the local behaviour of E + and j£, found at r ^ r ^ may essentially differ
from the expressions derived in the local approximation.

It follows from Eqs (16) to (21) that, irrespective of the great number of
resonance points in a stellarator (~2mh£), the absorption there is not stronger than
in the tokamak (in contrast to Ref. [11]). This is because in the stellarator the absorp-
tion in a single resonance zone is by a factor of l/(mh£) smaller than in the tokamak,
as a result of the more rapid magnetic field variation along a magnetic field line.

The formulas obtained are valid if the particle-wave phase change during the
transit time between adjacent resonances, t ~ L/vTi, is high, rj ~ (1/6) î e2, w2t3

> 1. For example, for the Uragan-2M-type stellarator (f = 2, Bo = 2 T, mh = 2,
Ro = 1.7 m, eh = 0.05, T = 1 keV, w = 2Wcd, n - 5 x 1013 cm"3) we have
•q ~ 100 > 1. However, under reactor conditions' at higher temperatures, the
7) value may be much lower. For example, for I = 2, Bo = 5 T, RQ = 8 m,
eh = 0.1, T = lOkeV, n = 1014 cm"3, we obtain T; ~ 100/mj! and, already at
mh = 6 (L = 10 m), we have rj ~ 1, while at mh = 12, we obtain rj ~ 0.1 < 1.
If n < 1, then the correlation between wave and particle on passing adjacent
resonances becomes rather essential. In this case, a substantially enhanced (by a
factor of l/$rj) absorption is possible, provided that |Aco| = |co — najci| S V^w. The
general 'non-local' formulas (3) to (6), in principle, permit also this case to be
studied.

4. CONCLUSIONS

1. In the cyclotron absorption regime at a majority ion frequency w = a^, the
FW-SW conversion pattern may essentially change, with the result that the SW may
reach the cyclotron resonance region. This effect may be used to realize high power
heating, current drive and two-component fusion, with the use of antennas directly
launching the FW from the HFS.
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2. A non-local theory of weak ion cyclotron damping of FWs in stellarators is
presented. The non-local effects are important for long wavelength FW, kj s k,cr,
although the global FW absorption is equal to that obtained in the local approach.
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Abstract

FULL WAVE SOLUTIONS OF THE LOWER HYBRID WAVE PROPAGATION IN TORE SUPRA.
Two new theoretical approaches to a full wave solution of lower hybrid wave propagation are

presented. The first method uses both the eikonal and the variational technique: the variational principle
associated with Maxwell's equations is projected on a set of eikonal trial functions in order to reduce
the number of unknowns. The second method is perturbative in nature: starting from the set of coupled
cylindrical eigenmodes, the large number of coupled amplitudes is treated statistically to provide a
quasi-linear evolution of the wave energy.

1. INTRODUCTION

Together with the preparation of the Tore Supra lower hybrid experimental
programme which will emphasize current drive and profile control, a great effort has
been devoted to the development of new theoretical models which could complement
the widely used model which is based on geometrical optics. A better understanding
of the profile of power deposition is needed for an assessment of the profile control
potentiality of LH waves in large tokamaks and for a trustworthy extrapolation from
the present experiments (TS, JET) to future machines (NET, ITER).

The difficulty in attempting a full wave description of the LH wave propagation
lies in the very large number of degrees of freedom of the wave field in the toroidal
plasma cavity (104), due to the small wavelength. If the electric field is analysed on
the usual basis e/r) exp(im0)exp(in0)exp(-ia>t), where 2 is the radial mode number
and n and m are the toroidal and poloidal mode numbers, in typical Tore Supra condi-
tions we have 2 > 100 and m is launched around m « 0, but easily reaches m >
100. This makes a calculation of the local wave vector difficult: kB(r) = (n +
m/q(r))/R (q is the safety factor and R the major radius); this vector determines the
radial and spectral power deposition, via Landau damping. To find this local wave
vector and the corresponding field amplitude, we write the equation to be solved:

V x V X E(r) - - V K(r)-E(r) = ^ f a ( r ) (within the torus)

. . . . . . C ( 1 )

n x E(r) = 0 (on the torus)

721
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=t _»

Here, K is the cold dielectric tensor, and Ja the equivalent antenna current (the
dissipation will be introduced later). First, we shall consider the variational principle
associated with Maxwell's equations and use an appropriate set of trial functions in
order to reduce the number of unknowns. We thus obtain an algebraic system whose
dimension is small enough to be processed.

Our second model is perturbative in nature and considers the projection of the
wave field on a cylindrical eigenmode basis. The large number of coupled modes is
then treated from a statistical point of view by using the random phase approximation.
This leads to a diffusion regime for the wave propagation, a quasi-linear equation giv-
ing the density of the electromagnetic energy in the various modes as a function of
the injected power. This regime occurs above a threshold value for the tokamak
inverse aspect ratio and when the single pass absorption is weak enough. The two
approaches complement each other for strong (variational) and weak (quasi-linear)
absorption.

2. VARIATIONAL PRINCIPLE AND EIKONAL TRIAL FUNCTIONS

The solutions of Eq. (1) are also the solutions of the following variational
principle:

SL[E*(r)] = Q

5E*(F5

L = dF[(V X E(r))-(V X E* (r)) - - ^ - E*(r)-K(r)-E(f5

c2

In addition to the cold part of K, we assume dissipation inside the volume to ensure
the uniqueness of the solution. The size s of the radial mesh needed for the application
of a conventional finite element scheme must satisfy s < a/( « 1/100, where a is the
minor radius of the torus. In addition to these radial cells, we have to consider m
> 100 poloidal harmonics. An interesting method of overcoming this difficulty and
reducing the number of unknowns is to use radial cells such that s > all, but to
introduce in each cell (i) trial functions which are eikonal solutions of the local disper-
sion equation: D(k,r)- E(r) = 0. Thus our unknowns will be four slowly varying
amplitudes corresponding to the inward (+), outward ( - ) , fast and slow modes (a)
in each cell. The representation of the electric field, for given n and m, on this over-
sized mesh is:
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with

H;(r) = 0(r - r;) d(ri+l-r), 5 (1^ , ^~tl)-Eai = 0

zx
0 is the Heaviside function and D the dispersion tensor (in fact, for the numerical
implementation we have chosen a slightly different representation which takes into
account the circular geometry of the problem). This class of trial functions greatly
reduces the dimension of the matrix to be processed but introduces a new problem
because these functions are not continuous. We must, therefore, complement the
variational principle by a continuity constraint on the boundary of each cell. Since
the only differential operator involved in this principle is the rotation of E, we
introduce the so-called principal boundary conditions [1]: rTL X Ej(r*) = - ni+1 X
Ei+1(r*), n being the outward normal to the radial cell. On this basis of eikonal trial

functions, L becomes a quadratic and linear form in a:

L = a*-A-a - a*-j*

where A is block diagonal along i. The principal boundary conditions can be written
in matrix form:

B-a = Oor a*-'B* = 0

where B is coupling i and i + 1 . To solve the variational principle 5L/8a* = 0 with
the constraint B- a = 0, we introduce the Lagrange multipliers X and look for the
extremum of a combined form:

S(a*-A-a - a*-J + a*-'B*-X) = 0

The final equation to be solved is thus a linear algebraic problem with a matrix of
tridiagonal structure whose dimension is sufficiently small to allow direct inversion:

B O ; \\J Vo
Figure 1 displays some preliminary results in cylindrical geometry, obtained by this
numerical scheme. This figure shows the radial component of the electric field near
the magnetic axis. Even if the continuity of this component is not imposed, the extre-
mum principle finds a nearly continuous solution, in agreement with the previous dis-
cussion on boundary conditions.
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FIG. 1. Modulus of the radial component of the electric field near the magnetic axis (m = 1,
n = 550).

3. COUPLED MODE EQUATION AND RANDOM PHASE
APPROXIMATION

Another approach to this small wavelength, full wave problem is to assume that
the number of unknowns is so large that it can be treated statistically [2]. The first
step towards such a statistical processing is to project Eq. (1) on a basis of cylindrical
functions:

f,m,n

For given n, the toroidal effects induce coupling between the
and Eq. (1) becomes

mode amplitudes,

arm'(t) (3)
r,m'

where w(f,m) is the dispersion relation (Fig. 2), and the matrix elements V^V are
proportional to e |m"m|(e = a/R) and rapidly decreasing with \l—t'\. This
coupling is effective only if it is resonant, i.e. if it couples modes (£,m), (<?' ,m') with
a frequency difference co(£,m) - w(f',m'), which is of second order in the differ-
ences 2 — (', m — m' . This implies that the equation

dm
_ = (4)

should have solutions with small values I — f = p, m — m' = q. Each set of
integers (p,q) determines a strong coupling between (£,m) modes within a band
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FIG. 2. Cylindrical dispersion relation of the LH branch (ne = 10'4 cm ) .

around the resonant line (4), such that o>(l,m) < | Vĵ V \. If several resonant layers
overlap, a global transfer of energy takes place in the whole (2,m) plane. This over-
lapping criterion gives a certain threshold above which Eq. (3) leads to a master
equation of quasi-linear type:

dt
Ptf'm' - ftn)U(f ,m')

(5)
m'

where U(£,m) <x ataaf<m. is the electromagnetic energy and P(f m' — to) a transi-
tion rate proportional to |V^-|28(w(f,m) - <«>(£',m'))- This transition rate may be
deduced either from a direct evaluation of the matrix elements or from the width of
the classical island obtained in the Poincare' plots associated with the ray tracing.
Equation (5) allows the long time evolution of the wave energy to be followed.

4. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented two new methods of solving the lower hybrid full wave
problem of (1). A variation method leads to the system of Eqs (2), taking advantage
of a reduced set of eikonal trial functions. The quasi-linear equation (5) describes a
diffusion regime where the plasma is nearly transparent to the low-m part of the
launched spectrum. These two approaches allow an accurate computation of the LH
spectrum, from the low launched index up to the Landau absorption.
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Abstract

EXPERIMENTS ON EFFECTIVENESS OF MODE CONTROLLED ICRF FOR BOTH AXISYM-
METRIC MIRRORS AND TOKAMAKS.

The paper describes two experimental topics: the effectiveness of mode controlled ICRF in mir-
rors and in tokamaks. High density (> 1013 cm"3) plasmas have been produced and MHD stabilized by
a mode controlled helicon/fast wave and heated by a shear AlfV6n wave which is mode converted from
the helicon/fast wave at the hybrid resonance in the HIEI mirror. Poloidal phasing of ICRF antennas
in the WT-2 and WT-3 tokamaks has resulted in an improvement of the loading resistance and heating
performance over conventional antennas.

1. INTRODUCTION

Waves in the ion cyclotron range of frequencies (ICRF) have a variety of
branches that interact with ions and/or electrons in different ways. It is, therefore,
possible to choose a desired interaction in heating or control of plasmas by selecting
a specific wave branch. More importantly, since the wavelength of the ICRF waves
is comparable to the plasma size, the k spectrum of the wave can be controlled by
tailoring the antenna vacuum spectrum, leading to optimization of the interaction. We
have demonstrated the effectiveness of controlling the azimuthal k spectrum of the
wave for slow wave heating [1,2] and RF stabilization of the flute modes [3,4].

In the next section of this paper, it is shown that high density
[(0.5-2) x 1013 cm"3] plasmas are effectively produced and heated by a mode con-
trolled helicon/fast wave (H/FW) and its mode conversion into a shear Alfve'n wave
(SAW). The concept of the HIEI tandem mirror and its first operation are presented
in Section 3. In Section 4, we demonstrate that the poloidal phasing of ICRF antennas
has improved the coupling and heating efficiencies over those of conventional
antennas in tokamaks.
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2. EFFICIENT PLASMA PRODUCTION AND HEATING

2.1. Plasma production by H/FW

The experiment was performed in the simple mirror HIEI, which is an axisym-
metric single cell mirror. The details of the machine are described in Ref. [4]. The
H/FW is excited by an azimuthal array of four antenna elements of 33 cm axial
length, located at the midplane. The radius of the limiter is 3.8 cm. The plasma is
produced by helium gas puffing from a gas box, followed by the application of m
= - 1 (right rotating) RF with w/2x = 8.0 MHz. The radial profile of the density
was nearly Gaussian. The RF magnetic field away from the antenna was measured
by a movable magnetic probe and compared with the result of the ICRF code [5];
reasonable agreement was found, showing the propagation of H/FW. We have
achieved a peak plasma density of 1.9 x 1013 cm"3 for u/Q; = 46 and a mirror
ratio of R = 11, and 1.1 x 1013 cm"3 for w/Oj = 22.4 and R = 4.8, where Q-t is
the majority ion cyclotron frequency at the antenna location. In both cases, the
plasma was very stable. When the antenna excitation was changed from the m = — 1
right rotating to the m = +1 left rotating mode in separate experiments, the plasma
density decreased significantly and the fluctuation level increased. These results show
clearly that the propagating H/FW contributes to MHD stability.

2.2. Heating via mode conversion

We then introduce minority hydrogen into the RF produced helium plasma with
R = 4.8 and co/ty = 11.2. Figure 1 shows the left (B+) and the right (B_) circularly
polarized component of the wave magnetic field as a function of the radius. In the

0 1 2
r [cml

FIG. 1. Radial distribution ofB+ and B_ at a location near the ion-ion hybrid resonance for helium
plasma with (a) no minority and (b) 13% minority hydrogen.
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FIG. 2. (a) Ratio of B+ to 5_ (solid line) and calculated mode conversion rate (dotted line); (b)
incremental perpendicular ion temperature times density as a function of the hydrogen concentration.

absence of hydrogen (a), where no mode conversion occurs, the wave field is entirely
of H/FW, which is observed to be purely right circularly polarized at r = 0. For r
> 1.0 cm, however, the B+ component is finite, because of the boundary effect.
When the hydrogen is added, the value of B+ increases near the axis as is shown in
Fig. l(b). No increase of B+ was observed for a two-ion species plasma without
ion-ion hybrid layer in the mirror. Hence, the observed increase in B+ is associated
with the mode converted SAW [6]. This mode conversion is quite different from that
in tokamaks, in the sense that the mode converted wave is electromagnetic rather than
electrostatic. The value of B+/B_ is plotted in Fig. 2(a) versus the hydrogen con-
centration. This variation is consistent with mode conversion theory [7]. The perpen-
dicular ion temperature of helium plasma was T ix ~ 25 eV at r = 0-1 cm. The
increment of Tix times the density, nAT u , is plotted in Fig. 2(b) versus the hydro-
gen concentration. The value of nATi± varies as B+, indicating clearly that the ion
heating is due to the cyclotron damping of the mode converted SAW.

3. EXPERIMENTS FOR AN ADVANCED TANDEM MIRROR
CONFIGURATION

3.1. Concept of advanced tandem mirror

On the basis of the experimental results described in the previous section, we
introduce a novel tandem mirror configuration in which high density two-ion-species
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FIG. 3. (a) Peak plasma density at midplane of central cell versus phase difference of RF currents in
two antennas, A0, for net input RF power of 200 kW and uA^ = 55; (b) nTiL versus net input RF
power for A<t> = ir/2 (open circles) and A<j> <= 3tv/2 (closed circles), with hybrid resonance layer inside
central cell.

plasmas are created and MHD stabilized and heated in the central cell by the mode
controlled H/FW, which propagates from the midplane towards the higher magnetic
field and is converted into SAW via the mode conversion process.

The majority and minority ions in the plug cells are heated, respectively, by
SAW excited externally at the plug midplane and by SAW mode converted from the
transmitted H/FW from the central cell. This ion heating and the electron heating by
an ion Bernstein wave excited near the outer mirror point will produce the plug poten-
tial with the thermal barrier. The barrier pumping is automatically provided by the
radial ion convection [1] induced by the azimuthally asymmetric m = +1 SAW at
the plug midplane.

3.2. Initial results of HLEI tandem mirror

The HIEI tandem mirror, which has been constructed to test the novel configu-
ration, is a purely axisymmetric, three-cell device with a length of 4.6 m, a magnetic
field strength in standard operation of 0.18-0.8-0.3-0.8 T (from the central cell to
the outer plug mirror point), and a central cell plasma radius of 14 cm. Two dual
half-turn antennas with an axial separation of 48 cm are installed in the central cell
for the excitation of H/FW.

We have performed the production and heating experiments in the central cell
of the HIEI tandem mirror. Figure 3(a) shows the peak plasma density at the mid-
plane of the central cell versus the phase difference of RF currents in two antennas,
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A<j>, for a net input RF power of 200 kW and o>/R; « 55. A peak density of —1.3
x 1013 cm"3 was achieved for A<t> ~ ir/2, which corresponds to right rotating exci-
tation. The (3 value is about 8 %. The right rotating excitation produces a plasma with
twice the density of that produced by the left rotating excitation (A<j> ~ 3ir/2). We
then add minority hydrogen (< 5%) to the helium plasma. The value of nT ix is plot-
ted in Fig. 3(b) versus the net input RF power for A<j> ~ it 12 (open circles) and Acj> ~
3TT/2 (closed circles), with the hybrid resonance layer inside the central cell. A value
of T ix as high as 156 eV was obtained for n * 5.6 x 1012 cm"3 when A<£ = x/2.
The observed heating may be due to the mode converted SAW.

4. POLOIDAL ANTENNA PHASING EXPERIMENTS IN TOKAMAKS

4.1. Experimental set-up

The antenna installed in the WT-2 and WT-3 tokamaks [8] consists of four
quarter-turn elements placed at one toroidal location with 90° intervals in the poloidal
direction. Each element has a Faraday shield and side limiters. By changing the phase
difference between adjacent elements, A<j>, we can change the Fourier spectrum of
the poloidal antenna current, a£. The experiment was performed in two regimes:
slow wave heating of hydrogen plasma with n = (2-5) X 10 n cm"3 and co/ftH = 1
and fast wave heating of a hydrogen-helium plasma with n « 2 X 1013 cm"3 and
«/flH ~ 0.5, where QH is the proton cyclotron frequency on the minor axis.

4.2. Effect of poloidal phasing

Figure 4(a) shows the total loading resistance AR of the antenna for two regimes
in WT-3 as a function of the relative antenna phase A<j>. For the case of slow wave
heating (labelled S), AR peaks near A<j> = 3?r/2, where the antenna excites a large
a + t component which is left rotating with respect to the toroidal magnetic field,
while AR is maximum at A<f> = ir/2 for fast wave heating (labelled F). The value of
AR for the case S(F) varies sinusoidally with A<£ around its mean value, showing
proportional dependence on a2

+1 (a i t ) . This shows that the slow (fast) wave which
is left (right) hand polarized is excited most effectively when the antenna spectral
amplitude a+j (aii) is maximum. By using the poloidal antenna phasing, the
antenna loading is improved by approximately 40% over the half-turn antennas,
which corresponds to A<j> = 0 or -K, for the case of fast wave heating.

The H + perpendicular temperature, as measured by a charge exchange
analyser in WT-2 for slow wave heating, is proportional to a2

+1, as is shown in
Fig. 4(b). For fast wave heating in WT-3, it correlates with diL^. Here, the control
of the power deposition by poloidal antenna phasing has been demonstrated. We shall
continue the experiments on high power fast wave heating and impurity control by
slow waves, using poloidal antenna phasing.
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WT-3
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1 2
Q,f C 10'A2]

F/G. 4. (a) Loading resistance versus relative antenna phase in WT-3; (b) increment of TiL versus
a2

+l for slow wave heating in WT-2.
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Abstract

IMPROVEMENT OF RF CURRENT DRIVE DENSITY LIMIT IN THE JFT-2M TOKAMAK.
Experiments combining lower hybrid current drive (LHCD) with the injection of a solid pellet

have been carried out to study the potential of this approach for optimizing LHCD. The injected pellet
is observed to penetrate deeply into the plasma, producing a peaked electron density profile. An
improvement of the density limit of LHCD is obtained although this effect seems to be short lived. In
addition, good particle confinement and suppression of MHD activity are also observed during relatively
high density LHCD. New results of 200 MHz fast wave experiments for electron densities well above
the LH resonance density, using a phased four-loop antenna array, are also reported. It is observed that
in discharges with electron cyclotron heating (ECH) of 180 kW the injection of 300 kW of fast wave
power produces an appreciable drop in the loop voltage and a noticeable enhancement of electron cyclo-
tron emission (ECE) from non-thermal electrons near the plasma centre. The drop in loop voltage and
the enhancement of ECE are also observed to depend on the phase difference between adjacent loop
antennas, a result consistent with theory. These results suggest fast wave current drive.

1. INTRODUCTION

Pellet injection has been considered to be a method of central fusion device
fuelling. It is, therefore, important to investigate the injection of pellets into RF cur-
rent driven plasmas, because of the importance of this mechanism for future steady
state tokamak operation.

1 On leave from University of Tsukuba, Ibaraki-ken, Japan.
2 On leave from Mitsubishi Electric Corp., Tokyo, Japan.
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A fast wave (FW) in the frequency range of fci =» fm(0) (fLH(O) is the
maximum LH resonance frequency in the plasma) can penetrate into the plasma
centre, even if the plasma is hot and dense. Since current drive by fast waves
(FWCD) is based on the same mechanism as LHCD, which has been demonstrated
with efficiencies close to the range expected for reactor grade plasmas [1], FWCD
is expected to enable the construction of a steady state tokamak reactor with centrally
peaked current profile.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP

The JFT-2M tokamak has a D-shaped vacuum vessel with a major radius of
Ro = 1.31 m and a 0.415 m X 0.595 m minor cross-section [2]. The employed
LH system (PLH « 200 kW, 750 MHz) launched the LH waves by means of an
array of four waveguides, yielding a Brambilla RF spectrum concentrated between
parallel refractive indices of Nz = 1 and 5. By using a gas propellant pellet injector
[3], a D2 pellet with a velocity of about 0.8 km-s"1 was injected radially in the
plasma midplane. In the ECH system, the FR power is generated by two Varian
gyrotrons, each capable of producing 200 kW at 60 GHz for up to 0.1 s. The extra-
ordinary waves at the second harmonic frequency are radiated quasi-perpendicularly
to the toroidal magnetic field from the low magnetic field side in the plasma
midplane. The FW system consists of four 200 MHz RF sources, each capable of
supplying 180 kW for up to 0.5 s to each poloidal loop antenna. A single Faraday
screen shields the antenna array. The spacing between adjacent loop antennas is 8 cm
in the toroidal direction, and the radiative length of the loop antenna is 18 cm. The
impedance of each line is matched by using A/8 double stub tuners, and the phase
difference between the antennas, A#FW, is adjusted independently.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

3.1. Lower hybrid current drive with pellet injection

The present experiment was performed in the limiter discharge plasma
(BT0 = 1.07 T, Ip « 200 kA, plasma elongation of 1.3, and a = 0.32 m).
Figure 1 (a) shows the time evolution of the relevant plasma parameters for a typical
discharge with pellet injection. For the discharge, the plasma current was kept
constant during the LH pulse. The working gas was deuterium. The line averaged
electron density n^ just before pellet injection is 3 X 1018 rrr3, so that most of the
plasma current is driven by the LH waves. Immediately after pellet injection, the
density rises up 1.3 X 1019 m"3 and remains there for about 60 ms with no notice-
ably enhanced line radiation of Da . A loop voltage of 0.8 V is seen to be maintained
while the density remains at n,, « 1.3 X 1019 irr3. The ECE with frequencies of
56 and 90 GHz (corresponding to the second harmonic at r = 0.09 m and the third
harmonic at r = 0.0 m) decreases slightly just after injection of the pellet and then
remains constant. Most of the measured ECE intensity is contributed by non-thermal
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electrons. The value of A = /3p + £/2 - 1 increases gradually even though there is
no change in the stored plasma energy, WDIA. The poloidal magnetic fluctuations
picked up by a magnetic probe, <Bp

2>, are observed to be suppressed by pellet
injection. The excitation of parametric decay instabilities, as indicated by the magni-
tude of the decay waves PiNS, has been observed to be small as compared with that
produced by gas puffing.

Figure l(b) shows the electron density and temperature profiles along the
vertical chord measured by Thomson scattering diagnostics. The circles in the figure
represent the data obtained 40 ms after pellet injection; the dashed line reflects the
data observed just before injection. We see that pellet injection produces a peaked
density profile while the peripheral density is comparable to, or less than, the density
just before pellet injection. The peaked density profile observed seems to be consis-
tent with a monitor signal of the pellet ablation. This signal indicates deep penetration
of the pellet into the plasma.

The density dependence of the loop voltage and ECE (IECE) for plasmas with
gas puffing and pellet injection is plotted in Fig. l(c). The dot-dashed line in the
figure shows the loop voltage without the LH pulse but with gas puffing. For decreas-
ing electron densities, it is found that the decrease in the loop voltage for pellet injec-
tion begins to appear at a density which is twice as high as that for gas puffing. ECE
indicates a substantial population of energetic electrons in the pellet injected plasma,
even at higher densities. These results show that the density limit of the LH current
drive for pellet injected plasmas is improved by a factor of two, as compared with
that for plasmas with gas puffing.

3.2. Current drive by fast waves

In this section, the experimental results using 200 MHz fast waves are
described. Figure 2(a) shows the time behaviour of the relevant plasma parameters
during two typical shots for BTo = 1.07 T and Ip = 100 kA. The working gas was
hydrogen. The radiated ECH and FW powers were 180 kW and 300 kW, respec-
tively. The solid lines represent the results of FW combined with ECH; the dashed
lines are the results obtained without the FW pulse. The value of A$FW was set
at 160°, and the spectrum of the fast waves radiated is thus calculated to have a peak
around N2 « 6.5. It should be noted that the present plasma parameters yield
rLH/a = 0.93 for the radial position of the LH resonance layer at 200 MHz.

The combination of ECH and FW pulses is seen to produce an appreciable
additional drop in the loop voltage (AVyVi ~ 0.25), and.an increase of 0.5 kJ in
the stored plasma energy. The increase in the stored energy leads to an absorption
efficiency of 20%, if it is assumed that no change in the energy confinement time
during the RF pulses takes place. The radiation temperature of the ECE with
frequencies of 82, 86 and 90 GHz is also enhanced with the application of the
FW pulse during ECH. Note that 82, 86 and 90 GHz correspond to the third
harmonics at r = 0.12, 0.06 and 0.0 m, respectively. These results indicate that the
FW interaction with the electrons occurs near the plasma centre. The measurement
of the soft X-ray spectrum, shown in Fig. 2(b), shows a central electron temperature
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of Tsx = 1 . 5 keV during ECH and a noticeable increase in the temperature of the
tail component for combined ECH and FW pulses.

Figure 2(c) shows the changes in the loop voltage and ECE versus the phase
difference between the loop antennas. It is found that fast waves radiated with
A0FW < 90° do not interact substantially with the plasma electrons. We note
that the calculated spectrum with A<£FW = 90° has a peak around N2 = 3.5,
corresponding to vpz/ve0 = 5.3, where vpz is the parallel phase velocity of the fast
wave and ve0 is the thermal velocity at the plasma centre. This result agrees well
with the theory.
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Abstract

NON-INDUCTIVE STARTUP AND CURRENT RAMP-UP SCENARIO OPTIMIZATION FOR A
TOKAMAK REACTOR.

The stages of gas ionization and current ramp-up in a non-inductive tokamak are considered. The
main feature of this consideration of the ionization stage is the use of the recently developed theory of
plasma equilibrium in a toroidal system without rotational transform. The transport model based on this
theory is used for selecting the optimal conditions for power input into a tokamak. The dependences
of plasma density and temperature on the input power for auxiliary heating are found. Current ramp-up
with lower hybrid waves and neutral beam injection is considered. It is shown that the current ramp-up
rate, as a function of input power and plasma density, has a maximum. This allows either the current
rise time or the energy consumption to be minimized at this stage. However, even in this optimized case
the stage of current ramp-up in a tokamak of the reactor type turns out to be rather long.

1. INTRODUCTION

Gas ionization and current ramp-up are necessary elements in the discharge
scenario. However, while there exists a great body of experience with the traditional
inductive technique for discharge production, there are few experiments on the non-
inductive technique [1-5]. In inductive discharges the stages of gas ionization and
current ramp-up coincide in time and, as a rule, by the end of gas ionization there
are closed magnetic surfaces in the tokamak chamber. The situation is different in
the non-inductive tokamak. Gas ionization (hot plasma production) and current ramp-
up can be performed by different methods and not necessarily at the same time. In
this case, at the ionization stage closed magnetic surfaces can be absent from the
plasma and the mechanisms of particle and energy confinement can be different, in
principle, from the well studied case of inductive discharges.

In this paper the stages of gas ionization and current ramp-up in the non-
inductive tokamak are considered. Our approach differs from that of all previous
papers mainly in the use of the recently developed theory of plasma equilibrium in
a toroidal magnetic system without rotational transform [6, 7]. As- shown in
Refs [6, 7], toroidal drift, which has been considered as the main loss channel, being
non-ambipolar, results in the emergence of a vertical electric field and in a toroidal
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current drive producing a force, for plasma equilibrium only. In the equilibrium con-
figuration that is produced a plasma flow determining the particle and energy lifetime
in the system emerges. The transport model developed on the basis of this theory of
equilibrium is used in this paper for explaining some experimental results and also
for selecting optimal conditions for the power input into a tokamak.

In Section 3 current ramp-up in a tokamak is considered. It is shown that the
current ramp-up rate, as a function of input power and plasma density, has a maxi-
mum. This maximum is a universal parameter of the tokamak, since it depends only
on its dimensions and on the energy confinement time. The efficiency of the conver-
sion of external source energy into the energy of a poloidal magnetic field has a simi-
lar dependence. Optimized scenarios of current ramp-up are suggested. These
scenarios allow either current rise time or external source energy consumption to be
minimized at this stage. Even in this case the non-inductive current rise stage in a
tokamak of the reactor type appears to be rather long, about a few tens of minutes.

2. IONIZATION STAGE

Let us assume a strong toroidal magnetic field Bv in the tokamak chamber and
a much weaker transverse field Bx with a vertical component Bvert. If the neutral
gas density at the beginning of the ionization stage has a value N, the ionization
process will be represented by a zero dimensional set of equations for the energy and
particle balance:

— = - — + n(N - n) <aion v> (1)
dt r

2 dt " 2 T V

} ^ | + Pei (3)
2 dt 2 T

Here n is the density and Te and T, are the temperatures of the electrons and the
ions. The source of particles in Eq. (1) is written on the assumption that there is com-
plete recycling, i.e. conservation of the amount of particles in the plasma volume.
Qinp is the total input power, V is the plasma volume, Pei is the heat exchange
between electrons and ions, and T is the confinement time of particles and energy.
The last quantity expresses the main peculiarity of the given model and is chosen
from the following considerations.
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FIG. 1. Electron temperature Te as a function of vertical field Bven for the case with R = 5 m,
a = J.5 m.

As shown in Ref. [7], when the plasma pressure is not too high and satisfies
the inequality

2
vert

a
(4)

a transverse diffusive flow with the diffusion coefficient 2)± = p | cei (B,,/Bven)
2

emerges along with a longitudinal plasma spread along the magnetic field lines with
the speed of sound, cs. Here pe is the Larmor radius of electrons and vei is the fre-
quency of electron-ion collisions. With an increase in the input power Qinp condi-
tion (4) can be violated. Then the plasma losses from the system turn out to be
disastrously large and are determined by a transverse escape with a speed of about
Va/R cs [8]. In this case, the plasma pressure is actually, given by inequality (4)
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FIG. 2. Maximal values of Te and correspondent magnetic fields Bven as functions of plasma density

ne for different values of input power Qinp.

and not by the set (l)-(3). However, one can include the constraint (4) in the set (1)-
(3), determining the confinement time r in the form

T a B,,
+ min

/ Cs S>±

W a R ' a2(l - (3±
(5)

The results of simulation for the set (l)-(3), (5) are given in Figs 1 and 2. The
electron temperature dependence on the vertical component in the transverse mag-
netic field within the plasma is shown in Fig. 1. Here the rising parts of the curves
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are related to the pressure limit (4) and are practically independent of the input
power. Te(Bverl), for fixed Qinp, decreases at high Bvert. In this range of parameters
the losses are determined by a longitudinal plasma spread along the magnetic field-
lines. Thus at given values of power and density there is an optimal vertical magnetic
field, Bvert = B*ert, at which the temperature reaches its maximum T* = Te(B*en).

The theory of Refs [6, 7] is applicable only when Te > Tf. If Te ~ Ti; the
toroidal ion drift velocity will become comparable with the velocity of the toroidal
electron drift. In this case the plasma equilibrium can be provided by the flow of a
vertical current. This mechanism has been described in Ref. [8]. When the type of
equilibrium is changed, the type of transport changes, too. The second term in
Eq. (5) becomes invalid. In the calculated example in Fig. 1 the range of parameters
where the applicability of Eq. (5) is violated is qualitatively shown with a dotted line,
which extrapolates the behaviour of Te(Bvert) in this range.

Let us turn back to the maximal T* at given input power Qinp and density n. As
mentioned above, this temperature is obtained at some field B*m which is also a
function of Qinp and n. These two functions, Te*(n,Qinp) and B*erl(n,Qinp), are shown
in Fig. 2. Figure 2 allows one to determine the electron temperature achievable at
a given density and power at a given facility as well as the vertical magnetic field
necessary for obtaining this maximal temperature. Thus from Fig. 2 one can see that
a moderate input power of 10 MW allows a temperature of about a few hundred elec-
tronvolts to be obtained. However, it must be noted that the temperature weakly
depends on the input power and the plasma density T* = VQjnp/n. Therefore it is
difficult to raise the temperature in comparison with the range of data given in Fig. 2.

3. CURRENT RAMP-UP

Now let us consider the current ramp-up stage. For its description one can use
the set of equations:

Q,np = | ^ - I U = - - I U

(6)

d L I + U = Uind U = R (I - I)
dt

Here I is the plasma current, U is the plasma loop voltage, Uind is the voltage
produced by the inductor, I is the current driven by the external source, L is the
plasma inductance, R is the plasma resistance and r/ = I/Qinp is the steady state
current drive efficiency. The first equation in the set represents the energy balance
for the electron component. The equation for the ion temperature is omitted here,
since it is expedient to sustain the plasma density at a low level at the stage of current
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FIG. 3. Loop voltage U and energy conversion efficiency JJ versus input power for different electron
densities, for the case of LHCD, T-ll scaling, a = 1.5 m, R = 5.0 m, B = 5.0 T, L = 11.2 H,
lp = 15.0 MA, Zejf = 3.0. With a high input power the loop voltage is negative, which means a current
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the plasma volume.,
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FIG. 4. As for Fig. 3 for the case of NBICD, Kaye-Goldston scaling, a = 1.5 m, R = 5.0 m,
B = 5.0T,L = 11.2 H, ]p = 15.0 MA, Zeg = 3.0, Zb = ; . Here the scales for Uandr, are different.
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TABLE I. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE MOST RAPID CURRENT RAMP-UP
SCENARIO

Scaling

Kaye-Goldston T-ll ITI"1 1

(Neo-Alcator)

U (V) 0.04 0.07 0.25

n(1013cm"3) 0.1 0.3 0.6

Q°n
Pp'(MW) 10 20 40

t (min) 40 25 8

rise. The role of ions in the energy balance is not great and the ion temperature by
itself is not used in the equations. The next equation of the set (6) is one for an exter-
nal tokamak circuit. When Uind = 0 this equation represents the current ramp-up by
the non-inductive method; when dl/dt = 0 it represents the inductor recharging. The
last equation is Ohm's law for the plasma column. Note that this set was used in
Ref. [9] for simulation of experiments on Alcator-C [10] and in spite of its simplicity
reasonably represented the main experimental dependences.

The results of solving the set (6), on the assumption that the current is produced
by LH waves, are given in Figs 3 and 4. The most characteristic parameters of the
current rise process are the loop voltage U and the efficiency of converting the RF
source energy into poloidal field energy r/el = IU/Qinp. These two quantities are
given in Fig. 3, as a function of the deposited power at different densities and at fixed
plasma current 1 = 1 5 MA. One can see that there is an optimal input power at which
the rate of current ramp-up and the efficiency of RF energy conversion into poloidal
magnetic field energy reach a maximum. The existence of such a maximum is related
to the fact that with an increase in the input power Qinp the plasma temperature rises.
This results in a drop in the plasma resistance and, beginning at a certain value of
Qinp = Qi°nj>> the loop voltage |U| also starts to drop. From Fig. 3 one can also see
that the quantity |U| has a maximum as a function of the plasma density also. The
maximum value of the function of two variables, i.e. of max|U(Qinp,n)|, character-
izes the maximum rate of tokamak inductor recharging. In a tokamak this rate can
be increased with an increase in the current drive efficiency or in the plasma column
resistance. An obvious technique for increasing the plasma resistance is to increase
the effective charge Zeff. Another way is to decrease the electron temperature Te by
reduction of the electron energy confinement time T^. The minimal times for the
current ramp-up by LH waves in ITER from zero to 15 MA, at different assumed
energy confinement times, are given in Table I.
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The dependences of loop voltage U, electron temperature Te and current drive
efficiency 7;e! on the input power are given in Fig. 4 for current drive by NBI.
Although the NBI current drive has a rather high efficiency, it is only achieved at
high plasma temperature. The plasma resistance turns out to be extremely low and
the current rise time to be very long. In contrast to the case of current drive by LH
waves, the plasma confinement time degradation does not result in a faster current
rise, because the current drive efficiency drop takes place simultaneously with the
temperature drop. The net effect weakly manifests itself in the loop voltage. A varia-
tion of the neutral beam energy also leads to an insignificant change in the current
rise rate, owing to the necessity of the simultaneous change in plasma density
(Fig. 4). Comparison of NBI and LH methods of current drive shows that LHCD
makes possible a current rise about twice as fast as and with less input power than
the NBI method.
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Abstract

ACCESS TO SECOND STABILITY VIA PROFILE CONTROL WITH RF CURRENT DRIVE.
The authors had predicted that raising q on axis, q0 = q(0), to values of 1.7 or above in D-

shaped tokamaks would provide a path into the high beta (second stability) operating regime which is
stable to all MHD modes at all beta, except kink modes (which can be wall stabilized). It is shown in
the paper that entrance into the high beta operating regime along a stable path favours low aspect ratio.
In obtaining a stable path, shaping and profile control requirements are inversely related. More trian-
gularity permits less elevation of q0. The theoretical feasibility of using lower hybrid RF current drive
to provide the required q(r) profile for the second stability regime is shown. A modest tokamak facility,
called Versator-Upgrade, is described in which the second stability regime could be achieved by using
lower hybrid current drive (LHCD). In addition, experimental results are presented from the Versator II
tokamak which demonstrate that high values of e/3p (=1) can be achieved by using LHCD techniques.
In the latter experiments, the high values of /3p originate from the presence of high energy current car-
rying electrons.

1. MHD STUDY OF ACCESS TO THE SECOND STABILITY REGIME

The calculations were performed by using the PPPL fixed boundary equilibrium
and stability package (PEST). We define q"", the critical q0 for transition into
second stability, as the minimum q0 that permits a sequence of stable equilibria up
to high beta. Typical parameters for a device that exhibits a stable transition into the
high beta regime are A = 3, q0 ^ 1.7, qa = 8, K = 1.4, 5 S 0.5, with A being
the aspect ratio, q0 the on-axis safety factor, qa the plasma edge safety factor, K the
plasma ellipticity, and 6 the triangularity. We have examined in more detail the aspect
ratio dependence of the transition to second stability. At higher aspect ratio both the
effectiveness of raising q0 and the geometric local shear depression [1,2] are
reduced, q^" rises at high aspect ratio, placing more stringent requirements on cur-
rent profile control and reducing the global shear. This dependence is shown in
Fig. 1. For example, at A = 9, qa = 8, 5 = 0.3, we find qor" = 5.3, whereas for
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ASPECT RATIO

FIG. 1. Requirements on q0 as a Junction of aspect ratio for a stable transition to second stability with
qa = 8 and K = 1.4. Boundaries are shown for 5 = 0.3 and 0.5, respectively.

A = 3, qa = 8, 5 =. 0.3, we find qorit = 2. Thus entrance into second stability for
higher aspect ratio tori requires stronger shaping and profile control and results in
reduced global shear. Triangular shaping is always favourable as seen by the reduc-
tion of the required q0 value indicated in Fig. 1. A triangularity of 0.5 is achievable
with a simple coil set and forms the base case for the Versator-Upgrade experiment.
Modest ellipticity also reduces q"'1 up to about K ~ 1.8.

2. VERSATOR-UPGRADE AND CURRENT PROFILE CONTROL
WITH LHRF CURRENT DRIVE

To test the predictions of the foregoing MHD theory, we plan to build a modest
tokamak facility at MIT, with the following parameters: RQ = 0.90 m,
a = 0.30 m, 1 <; K :£ 1.6, Bo = LOT (from 0.5 to 1.6 T), Ip = 150 kA
(S300), AtpUlse = 1.0 s, rL = 2 X 1019 m"3 ( s7 ) , Te(0) = T,(0) = 2.0 keV,
/3max (kink mode limit) » 1.2%, and ej3p = 0.8. As indicated above, a stable path to
second stability may be achieved (Fig. 1) in such a device. The required parameters
may be obtained with LHCD, ECR central electron heating and ICRF (IBW) ion
heating. The device will have poloidal divertor coils so that H-mode operation should
be feasible. If necessary, tangential NBI heating can be added. The key elements of
the experimental programme are current profile control and its experimental determi-
nation; pressure profile control through IBW heating; all RF startup with ECRH and
LHCD; and eventually beta enhancement to enter the second stability regime. Con-
ducting shell segments can be added at a later stage to stabilize kink modes in the
high beta regime.

LHRF current profile control modelling has been carried out, indicating that
q0 ^ 2 can be achieved via off-axis RF current generation. The code results show
that as the point of RF current generation is moved farther from the plasma centre
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FIG. 2. Radial profiles of the safety factor. Curves labelled A and B refer, respectively, to Case A and
Case B in text. Curve labelled OH refers to the Ohmic plasma. Curves A and B are obtained at 0.5 s
after the RF is turned on.

(r = 0), the safety factor can be raised to q(r) s 2 over the entire plasma cross-
section. The LHCD simulation code has been described previously [3]. The
parameters used in these simulation studies were nl0 = 2 x 1019m"3,
iieo/He = 1.5, B^(0) = 1.25 T, hydrogen gas, Zeff = 2.5, a = 0.3 m, Ro = 0.9 m,
and Ip = 120 kA. The Ohmic heating (OH) transformer circuit was kept on during
the RF pulse. In addition to the 2.45 GHz LHRF power, a central source of electron
cyclotron resonance heating (ECRH) was used to raise Te0. The 35 GHz ECRH
source was assumed to have a Gaussian profile with half-width XEC = 6 cm. The
minimum parallel (along B) index of refraction (nlacc) required for LH wave accessi-
bility is nlacc = 2.62 with cope/uce = 1.15. At n^ = 2 x 1019 nr3 , the slowing-
down time of fast electrons is TS :£ 3.7 ms, which is considerably shorter than their
characteristic radial diffusion time, TD ~ TE ^ 10 ms. Thus fast electrons gener-
ated off-axis by the LHRF would not be expected to diffuse spatially inward to the
centre and hence profile control is feasible. The results of two model calculations
(referred to hereafter as Case A and Case B) are shown in Fig. 2. The results for
Case A were obtained by using PEC =150 kW, PLH = 170 kW, and the Brambilla
RF power spectra shown in Fig. 3 for a relative waveguide phase of A<j) = ir/2.
Case B results were obtained using PEC = PLH = 225 kW and a superposition of
the power spectra for A<f> = TT/2 and 2TT/3 (see Fig. 3). The central electron tempera-
ture in these cases increases from an initial value of 0.69 keV to 2.34 keV (Case A)
and 3.02 keV (Case B). The combination of higher Te0 and a higher average n, in
the launched power spectrum in Case B resulted in electron Landau absorption and
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FIG. 3. RFpower spectra for an eight waveguide array at 2.45 GHz for relative waveguide phasings
of ir/3, IT/2, 2ir/3. Waveguide dimensions were 0. 7 cm guide width and 0.1 cm wall thickness.

peak RF current generation at a radial location (rG = 14 cm) farther from the
plasma centre relative to Case A (rG = 8 cm). The total RF current in Case A is
74 kA, and in Case B it is 90 kA. The total plasma current (Ohmic and RF driven)
remained constant at Ip == 120 kA. The current drive figure of merit for these
cases is VcD = ne (1020 nr3) IRF (kA) Ro (m)/PLH (kW) * 0.05 A-W"1 -m"2. As
is shown in Fig. 2, the central value of q0 is 1.7 for Case A and 2.35 for Case B.
Also, q(r) ^ 2 for 0 S r s a in Case B, which is the desired type of q(r) profile
necessary to produce the equilibria discussed in the previous section. The electron
distribution functions in these cases extended from a lower energy of 5 to 7 keV to
an upper limit of 40 to 50 keV. It is seen that the desired q-profile can be achieved
by either changing the characteristic nn of the injected RF power or by changing the
LH wave accessibility. Code modelling with a D-shaped equilibrium is in progress
now, indicating results essentially similar to the above.

3. VERSATOR II RESULTS

In this section, we report results in which high poloidal beta equilibria were
obtained in the Versator II tokamak (RQ = 0.4 m, a = 0.13 m, and
e = a/Ro = 0.32) from an energetic electron population with anisotropic plasma
pressure (P« > Px) . In these experiments, RF current drive at both f0 = 800 MHz
and 2.45 GHz was initiated during the current decay phase which followed the
opening of the Ohmic heating transformer circuit. At the same time, a high /3p

energetic electron population was created and maintained by the RF. Equilibrium
measurements of/?* (= /3 + 4/2) showed that 0* could be increased from an initial
value of 1.6 to a value of 5.1. To obtain /?p from 0*, the value of J*/2 is needed.
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FIG. 4. RF driven equilibrium values of $p and theoretical curves versus RF current, IRF, and X-ray
emission profile (inset). Triangles, solid curve: B^ = 0.9 T, f0 = 800 MHz, 1/2 = 1; circles, dashed
curve: B4 = 0.7 T, f0 = 800 MHz, 1/2 = ]; diamonds, doited curve: B<, = 0.85 T, f0 = 2.45 GHz,
1/2 = 1.25.

Using the width of the hard X-ray emission profile (Fig. 4, inset) as an approximation
to the width of the RF current profile we obtain iji - 1.2. With /3* = 4.4 during
the X-ray measurement, the value of e/3p attained is ~ 1.0, and at the highest /?*
(= 5.1) we have ej3p = 1.2. The central value of q = q(0) can also be calculated
from a Gaussian current profile model, and for the 5 kA current case we estimate
qo = 4.4.

The poloidal beta of the RF generated energetic electron component may
be written as (3p = (\/2)Pu/(B

2J2n0) + (1 /4)P X J . / (B^/2M 0 ) , where P ^ = n a ^ ,
P±x = rnefeu

2j., Ba = /iol/(2ira), and the overbar indicates both integration over
velocity space and volume average. The poloidal beta as defined above can be evalu-
ated for an RF driven tail as /3p = 1.33 (IA/IRF) ( 1 + 3 T0/mu|), where To is the tail
perpendicular temperature. We have also defined IA as the Alfven current,
IA = 17 kA 7u2/c, where y is the usual relativistic factor evaluated at the maximum
velocity in the tail (un = v2). The values of/3* attained during the RF driven flat-top
are shown in Fig. 4 as a function of IRF. Evaluating the above formula for /3P and
taking 2/2 = 1.0 gives the curves plotted in Fig. 4. The dependence on B ,̂ comes
from the accessibility condition (u2) for lower hybrid waves. Although there may be
some variation of {• with current, the data for /3P are generally in good quantitative
agreement with the theoretical predictions.

To assess the predictions of theory, the PEST code, which assumes isotropic
pressure, was run for Versator II parameters. Stability was measured by
(P7Pc'rit)max, the maximum ratio of the pressure gradient to the pressure gradient that
would cause instability of high n ballooning modes in the equilibrium, measured on
the most unstable flux surface. For peaked pressure profiles, rp = 0.047 m and
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FIG. 5. Stability diagram for the Versator II experiment; (P'' IP'cri,)max > 1 for instability.

nearly circular cross-section (K = 0.9-1.0), we find a stable path to second stability
of qn > 8 (Fig. 5). For q0 = 4.4, the high n modes restabilize above e/3p ~ 1. If
indeed q0 = 4.4 in Versator II, as inferred from the X-ray profiles, then the theo-
retical modelling suggests that Versator is near or beyond the critical e/3p needed for
the second stability region. The effect of anisotropy was considered by using the
PEST based Salberta code [4]. For Pn/Px ~ 7 and similarly peaked profiles, the
stability boundaries appear to be insensitive to the anisotropy.
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Abstract

ELECTRON CYCLOTRON WAVE HEATING STUDIES ON THE CT-6B TOKAMAK.
An electron cyclotron wave heating experiment at marked downshift of the resonance frequency

has been performed ona small device, the CT-6B tokamak. The authors found that there are obvious
heating effects within a very wide range of the central toroidal field values, even up to «ce/w = 2. It
is suggested that anomalous absorption of microwave power due to non-linear wave conversion is a
possible heating mechanism. Resonance absorption at the downshifted frequency due to a Doppler shift
may play a certain role. The experimental results indicate that it is possible to heat existing large toka-
maks which have a higher toroidal field of several teslas with a currently available gyrotron. In numeri-
cal computation, the authors use ray tracing to study the energy deposition of waves in the CT-6B
tokamak plasma.

1. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, more and more attention has been paid to electron cyclotron
wave heating at downshifted resonance frequency [1-4]. This is a new concept of
electron cyclotron heating. Strong absorption of microwave power takes place if the
condition wce/o> > 1 is fulfilled instead of satisfying the resonance condition
wce/co « 1, i.e. there is no resonance surface in the vacuum chamber of the toka-
mak. This ECRH phenomenon is significant from the experimental point of view. It
enables the existing large tokamaks to be heated up by currently available low fre-
quency gyrotrons.

The heating at downshifted frequency probably results from two kinds of
absorption mechanism. The first mechanism is resonance absorption. Taking into
account relativistic effects and the Doppler shift, when the electron density is high
enough and the electron temperature is higher than 1 keV, we find that the number
of electrons at the tail of the Maxwellian distribution which satisfy the resonance
condition,

is large enough for the microwave power to be absorbed by the energetic electrons.
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The second mechanism is non-linear anomalous absorption. When the electric
field of the wave is high enough, non-linear effects may occur. If there is a high den-
sity region at the centre of the tokamak in which o> < o)^, wave refraction will take
place at the plasma centre, parametric plasma instabilities may be excited, the elec-
tromagnetic wave may decay into Langmuir and ion sonic waves and then be
absorbed effectively be electrons and ions [1].

2. EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT

The experiment was carried out on the CT-6B tokamak, which is a
small research device with an iron core transformer and without conducting
shell. The main parameters are as follows: major radius R = 45 cm; plasma minor
radius a = 12.5 cm; toroidal magnetic field B, = 5.8-13 kG; plasma current
Ip = 20-30 kA; Ohmic heating power P0H = 70-100 kW; averaged electron
temperature Te = 150-200 eV; line averaged electron density r^ = (1-2) X
1013 cm"3; energy confinement time TE = 0.7-1 ms; and particle confinement time
7P = 3-4 ms.

A GY-25 gyrotron tube, which was produced by the Institute of Electronics,
Chinese Academy of Sciences, is used as an RF source. The tube has a frequency
of 20.1 GHz, the output power is larger than 80 kW, and the pulse length is 1-20 ms,
to be adjusted continuously. The electric field of the gyrotron microwave is a circular
H01 mode. The angle of the horn antenna is about 2.3°. The microwave is perpen-
dicularly injected from the top of the CT-6B tokamak; it is injected from the high
field side.

In addition to the ordinary electromagnetic measurements, the plasma density
is measured by an HCN far infrared laser interferometer; the electron cyclotron emis-
sions at 18.2 GHz and 70 GHz are detected by two receivers, one for each emission;
the soft X-rays from different chords of the plasma column are measured by a
Au(Si) surface barrier detector array, the visible and ultraviolet radiations are
detected by optical fibre and monochrometer systems, and the vacuum ultraviolet
radiation is detected by a one-metre VUV spectrometer.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Our microwave source can generate two power pulses; the first pulse with a
length of 3 ms is used for preionization. High power microwave preionization is very
effective and can improve the performance of a tokamak discharge. The second
pulse, with a length of 4 ms, is used to heat the plasma. The lengths and the interval
of the two pulses can be adjusted continuously. The power injected is about 60 kW.

For a plasma current of Ip = 18 kA, an electron temperature of about 190 eV,
and coce/w » 1.3, we use a modulated heating pulse. Figure 1 is a set of typical
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experimental oscillograms. The loop voltage, the plasma displacement, the radiation
intensity of the soft X-rays, and the line radiation intensities of C 4647, Htt 6563,
and O III 3760 are obviously all modulated by the modulated heating pulse. This
indicates that the heating is efficient. From the drop of the loop voltage and the
increase in the radiation intensity of the soft X-rays, we estimate that the increase in
electron temperature is about 10-20%.

In this case, we change the central toroidal field from 8 kG to 12 kG, but there
is no obvious dhange in the heating effect (Fig. 2). This result suggests that the heat-
ing effect obviously does not depend on the magnetic field, i.e. non-linear absorption
is perhaps the main heating mechanism.

We have also developed a ray tracing code to study ECRH on the CT-6B
tokamak. By injection from the weak field side, the absorption of the ordinary wave
is computed. The energy deposition of a single wave path is about 4-13%.

4. DISCUSSION

Since the electron density of the CT-6B tokamak plasma is about (1-2) X
1013 cm"3 and the microwave frequency is 20.1 GHz, the critical density for
20.1 GHz is about 4 x 1013 cm"3. Therefore, there is a cut-off region at the plasma
centre. However, the soft X-ray signal of the central channel (SX-6# X-ray radiation
detector) still shows a remarkable increase during the heating pulse, i.e. the central
plasma region, where co < w^,, is heated effectively, too, and the heating effect
obviously does not depend on the toroidal magnetic field. All this suggests that
anomalous absorption due to parametric plasma instabilities is probably the main
heating mechanism, in our case. The electromagnetic wave decays into Langmuir and
ion sonic waves, and the wave energy is effectively absorbed by the electrons and
ions.
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In our case, the wave vector K is not exactly perpendicular to the field B; the
angle of the horn antenna is about 2.3°, so that KB ^ 0. CT-6B is a very small
tokamak, the electron temperature is quite low, and the absorption coefficient of the
single path is only about 5-10%. After multiple wave reflection Ky becomes,
perhaps, large enough for a substantial number of electrons which are at the energetic
tail of the Maxwellian distribution to be able to satisfy the resonance condition
•yco = K|V| + ncoce. Therefore, the Doppler effect is one of the possible heating
mechanisms.

Since the electron temperature is quite low, we do not think that the relativistic
effect could be a heating mechanism, in our case.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Electron cyclotron wave heating at downshifted resonance frequency is a new,
attractive and promising ECRH method. Our experimental results show that electron
cyclotron wave heating at downshifted resonance frequency is effective and suggest
that it is possible to heat a fusion reactor tokamak by using a currently available gyro-
tron. This will significantly simplify the main technological difficulties of ECRH in
a tokamak reactor.
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Abstract

MICROWAVE HEATING AND CURRENT DRIVE IN TOKAMAKS.
The use of powerful microwave sources provides unique opportunities for novel and efficient

heating and current drive schemes in the electron cyclotron and lower hybrid ranges of frequencies. Free
electron lasers and relativistic klystrons are new sources that have a number of technical advantages over
conventional, lower intensity sources; their use can lead to improved current drive efficiencies and
better penetration into a reactor grade plasma in specific cases. The paper reports on modelling of
absorption and current drive in intense pulse and quasi-linear regimes and on analysis of parametric
instabilities and self-focusing.

1. INTRODUCTION

This theoretical study addresses the physics of intense microwaves in both the
electron cyclotron and lower hybrid frequency ranges to heat and drive current in
tokamak plasmas. Several concepts exploiting new high power microwave sources
are described and analysed here. We first consider the application of free electron
lasers (FELs) as envisioned in the Microwave Tokamak Experiment [1] at Livermore
to electron cyclotron heating (ECH) and current drive (Section 2). In Section 3, ray
tracing and Fokker-Planck studies of quasi-linear ECH are presented. The new
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concept of using pulsed, high power lower hybrid waves to better penetrate a hot
plasma is discussed in Section 4, and the importance of parametric instabilities is
identified.

2. INTENSE ECH WITH FREE ELECTRON LASERS

The use of short pulse, high power free electron lasers as microwave sources
affords a number of technological advantages, e.g., frequency tunability, quasi-
optical beam transport, windowless transmission, reduced possibility of dielectric
breakdown, and opportunities for novel electron cyclotron heating and current drive
schemes. MTX will provide the first tests of the application of a high power FEL
to ECH in a tokamak [1].

Because of the high power (P = 3-8 GW) delivered in short pulses (< 50 ns)
in MTX, the wave electric field will be quite high (Eo ~ 500 kV-cm"1). Consider
electrons that satisfy the relativistic resonance condition

co - mo/y - kpv, = 0 (1)

where to is the wave frequency, t is the harmonic number, Qo is the electron cyclo-
tron frequency using the rest mass, y = (1 — vf/c2 — v2

±/c2)~"2, kt and vB are
the components of the wavenumber and velocity parallel to the tokamak magnetic
field B. These electrons can be trapped by coherent ordinary modes at the electron
cyclotron frequency or extraordinary modes at the second or higher harmonic if the
electron trapping frequency w, is high enough so that CO,T, > 1, where T, is the
transit time of the electron across the microwave beam along the field line [2], and
if the transit time is much shorter than a collision time. Most of the electrons passing
through the beam are expected to be trapped in MTX. When ic^ < 1, the resonant
electrons interact quasi-linearly with the wave, and linear optical depths are expected.
Analysis and numerical studies confirm that trapping reduces the opacity, and the
reduction is more severe with increasing wave amplitude in the case that
V]|k|| = 0 and V||B = 0 [2]. However, toroidal effects and angular divergence of
the microwave beam introduce parallel gradients in kj and B, which significantly
improve the wave absorption [2]. By achieving a significant spread in Ni = knc/co,
the parallel index of refraction, more electrons can be brought into resonance and
accelerated to higher energy ('rising buckets'; see below). The non-linear optical
depth rNL can thus be improved and can even exceed the linear optical depth
(Fig. 1). Both analytical and numerical calculations with a particle orbit code
including parallel gradients have led to the determination of an opacity for the
Compact Ignition Tokamak CIT (TNL > 5) and for the single pulse (3 GW,
30-50 ns) experiments in MTX during 1989 (TNL ~ 1).

Intense ECH can also drive a toroidal current if waves with a particular sign
of kg are injected. Three new current drive schemes that exploit FEL technology are
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FIG. 1. Ratio of non-linear to linear optical depth as a function of AJV| = Ak,c/oi.

described here. Beat wave current drive involves beating two intense microwave
beams to resonantly excite a longitudinal wave, e.g. a Langmuir wave propagating
along the magnetic field that Landau damps on the electrons. This scheme requires
that the difference frequency of the two microwave beams match the electron plasma
frequency where the current is to be excited and that the product of the two micro-
wave beam powers exceed a threshold condition [3]. The Langmuir wave drives
current with lower hybrid-like efficiencies, but the beat wave coupling reduces the
overall efficiency because of wave action conservation and the Manley-Rowe
relations. Beat wave current drive could be used to very carefully control the current
profile. A second scheme, rising bucket current drive, takes advantage of a spread
in N, seen by resonant electrons streaming along the field line to adiabatically
accelerate trapped electrons from an initial resonance curve to a final resonance curve
along heating characteristics, 7meC2 = ^Br + const, where Br = rrieCw/e and ix is
the relativistic magnetic moment. This scheme is optimized when the maximum N|
approaches unity. The third current drive scheme is stochastic current drive due to
overlap of cyclotron harmonic resonances [4]. This non-linear phenomenon occurs
when the non-linear island or trapping width exceeds the separation between neigh-
bouring islands. Numerical studies of the particle orbits indicate that the best
operating conditions are obtained for extraordinary modes with w/fi0 = 1.8-1.9,
and Eo/Bo > 0.1 is required to induce stochasticity and achieve good current drive
efficiencies. Stochastic current drive requires the highest field strengths of the three
schemes and is the most susceptible to competition from parametric instabilities [5]
as a consequence. Table I lists the calculated current drive efficiencies, nIR/P for the
various schemes applied to MTX, CIT and ITER plasmas. The efficiencies do not
include the enhancement resulting from the collisional momentum transfer from the
resonant electrons to the background electrons.
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TABLE I. REPRESENTATIVE CURRENT DRIVE EFFICIENCIES nIR/P

Quasi-linear

Beat waves

Rising buckets

Stochastic

nIR/P (1020 A-n
MTX

0.03-0.04

0.03-0.05

0.05-0.1

0.1-0.2

r2-w-')
CIT

0.1-0.15

0.2

0.2-0.4

0.15-0.3

ITER

0.2-0.3

0.2-0.4

0.3-0.6

0.2-0.4

There are a variety of stimulated scattering and parametric decay instabilities
that potentially could be deleterious to the application of FELs to ECH heating and
current drive [5]. The first experiments in MTX using ordinary modes will be most
susceptible to stimulated Brillouin backscattering by electrostatic ion cyclotron
modes [5] and non-linear self-focusing [6]. However, with &>/2TT = 140 GHz, a
30 ns FEL pulse, and a deuterium plasma, Brillouin backscatter will be pulse length
limited in the first experiments in MTX. In addition, the breakup of a coherent, large
amplitude ordinary mode into forward scattered sidebands destabilized by trapped
electrons is insignificant for MTX parameters [7].

The non-linear self-focusing of an intense microwave beam with a Gaussian
profile has been studied in Ref. [6] and could be appreciable in MTX. We have
extended that analysis to include a saturable exponential ponderomotive non-linearity
that precludes focusing down to a singularity, the angular divergence of the incident
microwave beam, and density and temperature gradients. Using a simplified,
cylindrically symmetric paraxial theory [8], we find that the distance to focus with
little angular divergence and a uniform slab profile for the plasma is in substantial
agreement with the results of Ref. [6], but that the inclusion of angular divergence
and gradients pushes the focus beyond the magnetic axis in MTX, where cyclotron
resonance and strong absorption occur. The application of FELs to heating and
current drive in CIT and ITER need not suffer appreciable stimulated Brillouin
scattering or self-focusing because the microwave beams can have lower power
densities and larger angular divergence.

Finally, there is the possible microinstability of the strongly perturbed electron
velocity distributions. Particle orbit studies of intense, pulsed ECH indicate that
significant population inversions can be produced, which can result in micro-
instability. Work in progress with a two-dimensional particle simulation code
suggests that the strongly perturbed electron distribution diffuses in the presence of
self-consistent electromagnetic and electrostatic fields.
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3. QUASI-LINEAR ELECTRON CYCLOTRON CURRENT DRIVE

Here, we assess the prospects for current drive with gyrotron or continuous
wave FEL sources by means of quasi-linear diffusion theory. Optimization studies
of current drive efficiency in a hot tokamak have been performed with the TORCH
ray tracing code derived from TORAY [9]. We consider current drive near the
magnetic axis of a tokamak with major and minor radii of R = 4.0 m and
a = 1.4 m, a non-circular equilibrium, and a toroidal j3 * 6%. The optimum launch
scenario exploits the fact that absorption on the low field side of cyclotron resonance
can limit the wave-particle interaction to electrons with a single sign of parallel
velocity and with pitch angles far from the trapped particle region. The wave
frequency is substantially upshifted (1.3 < u/Q0 < 1.5) from the central cyclotron
frequency ti0, and large values of NB :£ 0.7 are used to selectively heat electrons
with the highest possible energy. Use of the fundamental cyclotron interaction leads
to much higher efficiency than the second harmonic because the second harmonic
competes much less with the fundamental in absorbing the wave power than does the
third harmonic with the second [10]. Even for the fundamental, we find that
harmonic competition begins to limit current drive efficiency for a central electron
temperature Te > 25 keV. Another limiting effect is finite opacity: rays are not
absorbed by the highest energy resonant electrons encountered but by electrons with
energies E ranging over Te < E < 3 Te. The results of optimizing rj = nlR/P
(units of 1020 Aj-m"2-W"1 by variation of w and toroidal launch angle are r) = 0.16,
0.22 and 0.24 at fe = 15, 25, and 35 keV, respectively, and central density
n = 1.6 x 1020 m"3. These values of rj are based on the current drive efficiency
theory of Ref. [11] and do not include the effects discussed in the next three sections.

Momentum conservation in collisions between resonant electrons and bulk elec-
trons is an effect of order Te/E and was noted for both lower hybrid and electron
cyclotron waves by Karney and Fisch [12]. Since the optimum 01 and N]: lead to
absorption by electrons in a range near Te/E = 2, we estimate, very roughly, an
enhancement of 50% compared to the theory of Ref. [11] if momentum conservation
is included.

High microwave power can distort the electron distribution and significantly
alter the current drive efficiency [11, 13]. On the high field side of cyclotron
resonance (inside launch), efficiency degrades sharply with increasing power because
of the competition between the Fisch-Boozer (anisotropic resistivity) and Ohkawa
(anisotropic trapping, isotropic detrapping) effects and because of the existence of
resonant electrons with both signs of parallel velocity. On the low field side (outside
launch), the power dependence of the efficiency is determined by the relative
importance of two competing processes. The formation of an extended quasi-linear
plateau of high energy electrons tends to improve efficiency, while decreased opacity
allows the RF power to 'burn through' towards the resonance layer where it is
deposited on lower energy (more collisional) electrons.
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FIG. 2. Efficiency of quasi-linear electron cyclotron current drive as a function of the injected power
for three values of Nt.

We have used a relativistic version of the computer code CQL [14] on a radial
array of flux surfaces to solve the bounce averaged Fokker-Planck quasi-linear
equation for the electron distribution. The incoming RF power is damped at each
radius consistent with the quasi-linear distortion of the distribution function, resolved
locally in poloidal angle. For an inside launch with NB ~ 0.34, frequency equal to
100 GHz, central temperature Te = 20 keV, density n,. = 1.0 X 1020 mf3,
R = 1.8 m, a = 0.5 m, and BT = 5 T, we find that the global electron cyclotron
current drive efficiency degrades to zero at RF power equal to 17 MW. For outside
launch into the same plasma at various launch angles and at frequency 160 GHz, we
obtain the results shown in Fig. 2. For these cases, there is some degradation of
efficiency with increasing power at smaller N|, but we obtain an enhanced effi-
ciency with increasing power at larger NN (near the optimum N| « 0.7 value
discussed at the beginning of this section). The momentum conservation enhance-
ment, not included in Fig. 2, is of the order of 25% for these results.

4. INTENSE LOWER HYBRID HEATING AND CURRENT DRIVE

It has been generally assumed that lower hybrid waves are unsuitable for use
in the core of a reactor plasma because an accessibility requirement restricts the phase
velocity to be low enough that electron Landau damping is severe. However, the
absorbed power saturates as a function of applied power as the distribution function
forms a plateau. The advent of intense, pulsed microwave sources in the 10 GHz
range, such as the relativistic klystron [15], allows enhanced lower hybrid wave
penetration in a reactor with high peak but moderate average power.
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In the limit where the plateau relaxes between successive (as seen by a given
group of electrons) pulses, the peak power Pp required to penetrate a fixed distance
is independent of the repetition rate and is that expended in forming the plateau from
Maxwellian electrons streaming through the beam. For a narrow plateau of width Au
in parallel velocity u, the penetration distance xp in a homogeneous plasma slab
scales as Au"3. In the opposite limit, the average power required is independent of
the repetition rate and is the same as for continuously applied power (i.e. that
necessary to balance collisions); xp scales as (Au)"1. In general, for fixed average
(peak) power and pulse length, xp is increased by decreasing (increasing) the
repetition rate, with the preceding limits as asymptotes. The plateau width Au is
determined by the spread in the N| spectrum and single pass acceleration (including
non-linear orbit effects). Evaluating for representative ITER parameters (n20 = 0.6,
Te = 25 keV and magnetic field B = 5.1 T), with N] at the accessibility limit and
Au set by single pass acceleration, we find Au/u = 0.13 and xp « 1.6 m for
infrequent 10 GHz, Pp = 10 GW pulses compared to about 18 cm for linear
Landau damping; the scaling with Pp is weak. In the frequent pulse limit, the same
penetration is achieved with an average power of 210 MW.

An important issue for intense lower hybrid waves is parametric instabilities.
For the strong wave fields under consideration, NXE±/BO <, 1, the usual theory of
weak parametric instabilities may not be valid. Therefore, we use the code described
in Ref. [16]. We find that, for plasma parameters characteristic of the edge of ITER
and a i m high grill, parametric decay into a low frequency quasi-mode and a
sideband lower hybrid wave occurs with a maximum growth rate such that the
exponentiation during either a convective transit or the pulse duration (20-70 ns)
becomes significant for Pp > 1-2 GW-m"2. To keep Pp down to this level and
simultaneously penetrate into the core of the plasma, the spectrum must be kept
narrow, ANy/Nj < 10%. The latter requirement is being explored with a ray
tracing code.
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Abstract

SECOND ELECTRON CYCLOTRON HARMONIC ABSORPTION AT DOWNSHIFTED
FREQUENCIES.

The absorption of electromagnetic waves with frequencies significantly lower than the
second harmonic of the central electron cyclotron frequency is investigated. A weakly
relativistic Maxwellian plasma with a non-drifting or current carrying superthermal tail is con-
sidered. It is shown that the presence of the tail improves substantially the wave absorption
efficiency at downshifted frequencies. In the range of bulk electron temperatures T =
1-4 keV, extraordinary waves with large frequency downshift can produce good power depo-
sition profiles. Higher electron temperatures allow larger frequency downshifts as well as an
effective optimization of the power deposition.

1. INTRODUCTION

Electron cyclotron (EC) absorption at downshifted frequencies offers the possi-
bility of using the existing high power microwave sources for plasma heating in high
magnetic field toroidal discharges [1-3]. It is of particular interest to investigate
whether the wave absorption at frequencies significantly lower than the second har-
monic of the central EC frequency is sufficiently effective to reduce the frequency
requirements and consequently to simplify the technical problems concerning the
development of high frequency and high power microwave sources. In this paper we
investigate the propagation and absorption of both the extraordinary (X) and ordinary
(O) modes at downshifted second electron cyclotron harmonic (SECH) frequencies
in a weakly inhomogeneous plasma. Since the EC wave absorption rnay increase the
population of superthermal electrons and form a high energy tail in the distribution
of electron velocities parallel to the magnetic field, weakly relativistic distributions
with a non-drifting or current carrying superthermal tail are considered.

2. DISPERSION EQUATION

We consider electromagnetic waves propagating in a weakly inhomogeneous
hot plasma confined by a magnetic field B of constant direction. The equilibrium
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electron velocity distribution is modelled by a two component distribution that com-
prises a non-drifting or current carrying small superthermal population added to an
isotropic Maxwellian bulk. The superthermal deviation of the distribution from the
Maxwellian bulk is determined completely by the fraction of electrons in the tail (17)
and their thermal (vs) and drift (u) velocities. We assume that both the bulk (vt) and
tail thermal velocities are sufficiently low, i.e. fits = 2(c/vls)

2 > 1, to permit
analysis of the wave-plasma interaction around the SECH in the framework of the
weakly relativistic approximation. Starting from the general expression for the
dielectric tensor and carrying out the corresponding momentum space integration
within this approximation, we can express the tensor components in terms of the
dielectric function Fq(n) [4]. In a non-drifting isotropic Maxwellian plasma this
function reduces to the relativistic (Shkarofsky) plasma dispersion function [5]. The
dielectric tensor components e,j are then expanded in powers of the electron Larmor
radius retaining all terms up to the order /i,;2. Since we are considering the SECH
wave-plasma interaction at downshifted frequencies, the complete contribution of the
fundamental EC harmonic is included in e^.

The dispersion equation governing electromagnetic waves in a plasma confined
by a magnetic field whose direction is perpendicular to that of the density and temper-
ature gradients is given elsewhere [4]. Here this equation is treated as an expression
for the functional dependence of the complex perpendicular component of the wave
refractive index N± upon the following parameters: Y = coc/co, X/Y2 =
(cdp/o)c)

2, c/v,, c/vs, u/vs and Nj. The parallel component of the wave refractive
index is assumed to be real and determined by the direction of the wave vector of
the incident electromagnetic waves at the plasma-vacuum interface, Ny = cos 6,. In
order to examine the wave propagation in the equatorial plane of toroidal discharges,
the magnetic field variation is represented by B(x) = B(0)eV(l + (x/A)), where
x = rcos 0/a, <j> = 0 or 0 = ir, a is the plasma radius and A is the aspect ratio. The
plasma equilibrium is represented by a parabolic electron density profile and a
(1 - x2)3'2 profile for the bulk and tail electron temperatures, and the drift velocity.

3. EXTRAORDINARY MODE

Before discussing the absorption properties of the X-mode at downshifted fre-
quencies, we recall that the X-mode propagates in the plasma under the condition that
the electron density is smaller than the right hand cut-off density, i.e.
ajp(x)/co2 < (1 - Nf)(l - «c(x)/w). So the largest allowable density decreases
with increasing ratio of the central EC frequency and the wave frequency, COC(0)/OJ.

From this, one can conclude that this scheme is ineffective in heating high density
plasmas. However, as we shall see later, in the presence of the superthermal tail the
wave-plasma interaction in the low frequency wing of the thermal profile is suffi-
ciently strong to damp the X-mode completely, even when the cut-off is present in
the low field side of the plasma column.
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FIG. ]. Real and imaginary parts of NlX versus x for o)c(0)/o> = 0.625, ui2
p{0)lu>l(0) = 0.6,

c/v,(0) = 16, c/vs(0) = 8, u = 0, dj = 70° and several values of-q.

First we shall analyse the wave propagation and spatial damping in the case
where the SECH resonance takes place in the outer half (low field side) of the plasma
column. At such moderate frequency downshifts, the X-mode is still efficiently
damped in spite of the reduced electron density and temperature values. This observa-
tion can be verified in Fig. 1, where we show the variation of the real and imaginary
parts of the perpendicular wave refractive index of the X-mode with the dimension-
less space co-ordinate x for wc(0)/w = 0.625, a)2(0)/«c

2(0) = 0.6, c/v,(O) = 16,
corresponding to a peak electron temperature T(0) = 1 keV, c/vs(0) = 8, u = 0,
0, = 70° and several values of the fraction of electrons in the non-drifting super-
thermal tail, T). Note that the SECH resonance, w = 2«c, takes place at x = 0.75.
In the absence of the superthermal tail the wave damping is strong. For 17 = 0, com-
plete first pass absorption of the X-mode is achieved at koa = 2 x 103 (ko is the
vacuum wavenumber). We see that the presence of the tail enhances the wave absorp-
tion at downshifted frequencies. As the fraction of electrons in the tail increases, the
absorption profile enlarges and the non-thermal contribution to the absorption grows.
This effect is very pronounced at higher electron temperatures. In Fig. 2 we show
Re N l X and Im N ± x versus x for c/vt(0) = 8 and c/vs(O) = 4. The other
parameters are the same as in Fig. 1. The results presented indicate that at moderate
bulk electron temperature (T = 1-4 keV) good power deposition profiles
(P(a/2) > 0.5) can be obtained in small and medium size plasmas (koa ;£ 103). In
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FIG. 2. Real and imaginary parts of N±x versus x for <oc(0)/o> = 0.625, Up(0)/uf(0) = 0.6,
c/v,(0) = 8, c/vJO) = 4, u = 0, 8j = 70° and several values of t\.

the region of maximum power deposition the parallel component of the electron
velocity lies in the low velocity part of the electron distribution function.

In general, as the ratio of the central SECH frequency and the wave frequency
increases, the relative contribution of the tail to the wave absorption grows. At large
frequency shifts it prevails over the thermal (bulk) contribution. To illustrate the
wave absorption in the case when the SECH resonance lies outside the plasma, we
show in Fig. 3 Re N x x and Im N ± x versus x for WC(0)/OJ = 0.714,
o>p

2(0)/wc
2(0) = 0.3, c/vt(0) = 8, c/vs(0) = 4 , u = 0, 0; = 60°, i\ = 0.05 and

TJ = 0.01. Here the spatial wave damping is negligible for rj = 0. The wave absorp-
tion depends mainly on the number of energetic electrons. As TJ grows the maximum
value of Im N 1 X increases along with a broadening of the absorption profile. So, at
koa = const the growth of 17 leads to an increase of the wave absorption and to a
displacement of the region of maximum power deposition towards the plasma edge,
i.e. towards smaller parallel electron velocities. It should be pointed out that in these
conditions complete first pass absorption can be achieved only in large size plasmas
(koa = O(104)).

For increasing the peak electron density at fixed values of Nj (and c/vs), the
right hand cut-off moves towards the low field side of the plasma column and
I m N l X grows along with the decrease of the width of the absorption profile. In
Fig. 4 we show the solution trajectory of the X-mode launched from the low field
side for w2(0)/w|(0) = 0.6. The other parameters are the same as in Fig. 3. Note
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FIG. 3. Real and imaginary parts of N±x versus x for uc(0)/ta = 0.714, <j>l(0)/ul(0) = 0.3,
c/v,(0) = 8, c/v,(O) = 4, u = 0,6i = 60°, i\ = 0.05 and 0.01.

N l X

FIG. 4. Real and imaginary parts of N±x versus x for usc(0)/a = 0.714, o>2
p(0)/u2

c(0) = 0.6,

c/v,(0) = 8, c/vJO) = 4, u = 0, 0, = 60°,ri = 0.05 and 0.01.
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FIG. 5. Real and imaginary parts of NL0 versus x for uc(O)/u = 0.625, w2
p{0)ta2

c{0) = 0.6,
c/v,(O) = 8, c/vs(O) = 4, u = 0, 0,- = 60° and several values of-q.

that propagating in the direction of increasing magnetic field the X-mode reaches the
right hand cut-off at x = 0.34. Here complete first pass absorption can be obtained
at koa = 2 x 104. It should be noted that in high density plasmas the absorption
efficiency improves significantly with the increase of both the tail and bulk electron
temperatures.

The effect of the streaming electron motion on the absorption at downshifted
frequencies depends strongly on u/vs and the sign of N|. For No > 0 and u < vs(0)
it is relatively weak. However, for Nf < 0 the presence of a current carrying tail
causes an increase of Im N ± x along with a broadening of the absorption profile. It
turns out that in these wave launching conditions the streaming electron motion
enhances substantially the wave absorption at downshifted frequencies. For instance,
for the parameters of Fig. 4 and at N[ = -0 .5 and u/vs(0) = 1, the X-mode is
absorbed completely in one pass through a plasma with koa = 3.5 x 103. In this
case the power deposition profile has a broad maximum which takes place at
x = 0.7, i.e. at v,/c = 0.23.

4. ORDINARY MODE

In general, the spatial damping of the O-mode around the SECH is much weaker
than the X-mode damping [4]. This conclusion can be further verified in Fig. 5,
where we show the variation of the real and the imaginary part of the perpendicular
wave refractive index of the O-mode with x for Bt = 60°. The other parameters are
the same as in Fig. 2. We see that the presence of superthermal electrons slightly
enlarges the thermal absorption profile. The normalized optical thickness of the O-
mode has a stronger temperature dependence than that of the X-mode [4]. This sug-
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gests that in very high temperature, large plasmas, complete first pass absorption at
large frequency downshifts can be achieved.

5. CONCLUSIONS

We have investigated the propagation and absorption of electromagnetic waves
in a weakly relativistic Maxwellian plasma in the presence of a non-drifting or current
carrying superthermal tail, with the main objective of clarifying whether the fre-
quency requirements of the SECH plasma heating can be reduced. The results
obtained indicate that in the range of bulk electron temperatures T = 1-4 keV, >
X-waves whose frequency is significantly lower than the central SECH frequency,
w < 2coc(0)/(l + A"1), produce good power deposition profiles in large plasmas.
In small and medium size plasmas (koa < 103), moderate frequency downshifts of
the X- or O-mode are more effective in heating the central plasma region. Both the
non-drifting and current carrying (at Nf < 0) superthermal tails substantially
improve the wave absorption efficiency at downshifted frequencies. Higher electron
temperatures allow the use of waves with larger frequency downshifts in medium size
plasmas as well as an effective optimization of the power deposition.
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